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The Earth is electrified. Between the surface and the outer reaches of the 
atmosphere, there is a global circuit that is maintained by worldwide thunder-
storm activity and by upper atmospheric dynamo processes. The highest voltages 
approach a billion volts and arc generated within thunderclouds, where lightning 

. ) 
is a visual display of the cloud's electrical nature • The largest currents in 
the circuit, approaching a million ~peres, are associated with the aurora. 
Because there have been significant advances in understanding many of the 
component parts of the global electric circuit (lightning, cloud electrifica-
tion, electrical processes in specific atmospheric regions, and telluric cur-
rents), a principal research challenge is to understand how these components 
interact to shape the global circuit. Increased basic understanding in this 
field has many potential practical applications, including lightning protection, 
the design of advanced aircraft and spacecraft, and improvements in weather 
prediction. 

u. ~ Ana.,.. .. o-rtpeors 

lightning, electricity, thunderstorms, clouds, charging, telluric currents, 
aurora, ionosphere, magnetosphere, corona, discharge, atmosphere, aerosols, 
electric fields, ionization, thunder 
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1'1IEFACE 

Amerlclln Grophyslcal Union symposium In BalthlHlrc In June 1983. In l'tlmpletlng 
their chapters, the Iluthors hud the benefit of discussion ut this srmPOSIUlllllS \\'l'll u.~ the 
comments of se\'t'rlll scil'nllfic rcferCt.'S. Ultimate responsibility for the Indl\'llIuul chap
ters, howc\'er, fl'litll with thl'lr authors. 

The O\'l'n'lcw of the study summarizes the hl~hlights uf the chapters und formulatcs 
conclusions olltl fl'<.'t)mml'l\tlllt!ons. In prl'poring the Over\'le\\', the pancicu.dlUirmen 
and the Geophysics Study Committee had thc benefit of Illl'Ct!n~ that took 1l11ll"C ut the 
symposium !lml thl'C\1Il1llll'nlsof the panel of authors and other referees. Hlosponslbility 
Eor the Owr\'lcw fl'Sts with the Geophysics Study Conunlth,'C and the co·chlllrlllen of 
thepancl. ' 
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Overview and 
Recommendations 

INTRODUCTION 

How does atmospheric electricity affect man and his technological systems? Is our 
electrical environment changing as a result of air pollution, the release of radioactive 
materials, the construction of high-voltage power lines, and other activities? It is clear 
that modern technological advances can be seriously affected by various atmospheric 
electrical processes and that man is also beginning to affect the electrical environment 
In which he resides. Our need to asse-;s these technological and environmental impacts 
requlms a better understanding of electrical processcs in the Earth's atmosphere than 
we now possess. Further research Is nceded to understand bettcr the natural electrical 
environment and its variability nnu to predict its future evolution. 

We live in an environment that is permanently electrified. Certainly, the most spec
tacular display of this state occurs during intense electrical storms. Lightning strikes the 
Earth 50 to 100 times each second and causes the death of hundreds of pcople each year. 
Lightning Is also a J.lajor cause of electric power outages, forest fires, and damage to 
communications and computer equipment: and new sophisticated aircraft nre becom
Ing Increasingly vulnerable to possible lightning damage. Li~htning contributes to the 
production of fixed nitrogen in the atmosphere, a gas that is es.~entlul for the growth of 
plants, and other trace gases. It is well known that the intense elt'Ctric fields that are 
produced by thunderstorms can cause a person's hair to stand on end and produce 
corona discharges from antenna~, trees, bushes, gras.~es, and sharp objects: these fields 
may also affect the development of precipitation in thunderstorms. Even in fair 
weather, there is an electric field of several hundred volts per meter near the ground 
that is maintained by worldwide thunderstorm activity. 

In the Earth's upper atmosphere near 100-km altitude. a current of a million am
peres nows In the high-latitude auroral zones: changes in the upper atmosphere cur
rents, through electromagnetic induction, cause telluric currents to now within powcr 
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and communication lines QS well as within the Earth Ilnd oceans. The upper atmo
spheric current systems are highly variable and .. re strongly related to solar· terrestrial 
disturbances. Power failures and communication disruptions have occurred during In· 
tense geomagnetic storms. It also appears that the el~tromagnetlc transients that are 
produced by lightning and man· made power ~ystems can affect trapped particle popu. 
lations In the magnetosphere and cause particle precipitation Into the upper atmo
sphere at low geomagnetic latitudes; 

The practical needs for understanding many of the ba.~lc questions about atmo
spheric electricity were brought Into clear focus on November 14, 1969. Thlrty·slx 
seconds after Iift.off from the NASA Kennedy Space Center, Apollo 12 was struck by 
lightning, and 16 seconds later it was struck again. The first discharge disconnt.'Cted all 
the fuel cells from the spacecraft power busses, and trte second caused the Inertial 
platform In the spacecraft guidance system to tumble. Fortunatcly, the rocket was still 
under control oEthe Saturn V guidance system at the time of the strikes: and, as a result, 
the astronauts, who had never practiced for such a mnssive electrical disturbance, were 
able to reset their circuit breakers, reach Earth orbit, realign their Inertial platform, 
and ultimately land on target on the Moon. Although permanent damage to Apollo 12 
was minimal, the potential for disaster of this lightning incident called attention to the 
Important unanswered questions regarding lightning and atmospheric electricity. 

Research In atmospheric electricity traditionally has been divided Into scveral broad 
areas: (1) Ion physics and chemistry, (2) cloud electrification, (3) lightning, (4) fair· 
weather electrical processes, (5) ionospheric and magnetospheri' current systems, and 
(6) telluric current systems. Most of this research has bct.>n pursued independently by 
scientists and engineers in different disciplines such as meteorology, physics, chemistry, 
and electrical enginecring. 

This study reviews the recent advances that have been made In these Independent 
,research areas, examines the Interrelations between them, and projects how new 
knowledge could be applied for benefits to mankind. The study also indicates needs for 
new research and for the types of coordinated efforts that will provide significant new 
advances in basic understanding and in applications over the next few dt.'Cades. It em· 
phasizes a necd to consider the interactions between various atmospheric, ionospheric, 
and telluric current systems that will be necessary to achieve an overall understanding 
of global electrical phenomena. 

LIGHTNING 

Lightning is a largt' electric discharge that occurs in the atmosphere of the Earth and 
other planets and can have a total length of tens of kilometers or more. The continental 
United States receives about 40 million c1oud.to-ground (CG) lightning strikes each 
year: on average, there are probably 50 to 100 discharges each second throughout the 
world (Chapter 1). Most lightning is produced by thunderclouds, and well over half of 
all discharges remain within the cloud~. Most of our knowledge about the physics of 
lightning has come from the study of CG discharges. Most CG fla.,hes efft.'Ctivcly lower 
negative charge to ground, however recent evidence shows that pc;.,ilive ('harge can also 
be lowered (see Chapter 3 on pmitive lightning). Cloud-to-ground lightning kills about 
a hundred fl'!Ople and causes hundreds of millions of dollars in property damage each 
year in the United Statcs: it is clearly among the nation's most scvere we;;ther hazards. 

Most CG discharges begin within the cloud whcre there are large concentrations of 
positi':e and negative space charge (~t.'C Chapter 8). After scveralten.~ of milli5econd.~. 
the preliminary cloud breakdown initiatcs an intermittent, highly branched discharge 

, that propagates horizontally and downward and that is called the stepped. leader (Fig. 
ure I). When the tip of any branch of the stepped-leader gets close to the ground, the 
large e\t.'Ctric ficld that is produeed ncar the surface causes one or more upward propa· 
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FIGURE I The top figure shows the stepped.leader channe! just before attachment: the bottom figure 
shows attachment and the development of the rei urn stroke. The estimated time between the two fI~ures b on 
the order of 0.001 sec. 

gating discharges to form. When an upward discharge makes CI '"tact with the stepped
leader, the first return stroke begins. The return stroke is an intense wave of ionization 
that starts at. or just abov~ the ground and that propagates up the leader channel at 
about one third the speed of light. The return stroke is tvpically the brightest phase of 
lightr.ing. The peak currents in these return strokes can reach several hundred thou
sand amperes; a typical value is about 40.000 A. The peak elcctric power that is dissi
pated by a return stroke is on the order of 100 million watts per meter of channel; and 
the peak channel temperatures approach 30.000 K. A shock wave is produccd by the 
rapid expansion of the hot. high-prcssnre channel. and this eventually becomes thun
der with its own charilcteristics that depend on the na.ture of the discharge and the 
atmospheric environment (see Chapter 4). 

The currents in the return stroke carry the ground potential upward and effectively 
neutralize most of the bader channel. After a pause of 40 to 8(, milliseconds. most CG 
fla.~hes produce a new leader. the dart leader. that propagatcs down the prcvious re
turn-stroke channel and initl~.tes a sub5'Cqucnt return stroke. Most flashes contain two 
to four return strokes. with eal·r. affecting a different volume of cloud charge (set: Chap-
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ter 8). If a dart leader forges a different path to ground than the previous stroke, then 
the lightning will actually strike the ground in more than one place and will have a 
forked appearance. Chapters 2 and 3 discuss the physles of lightning In greater detail. 

Among the more Important cdvances that have been made In recent years ha~ been 
the discovery that both In-cloud and CG discharges produce very Cast-rising currents, 
I.e., rise times of tens to hundreds of nanoseconds and rates of change of current (dl/dt) 
on the order of 1011 A/sec. Most of the standard waveforms that are used to test the 
performance of lightning protectors and the Integrity of lightning protection systems 
currently have current rise times and dlldts that are substantially slower than the above 
values; thereEore, these standards may not be an adequate simulation of the true light
ning threat to aircraft and other structures (see Chapter 5). 

A variety of nonequlllbrium trace gases are produced within high-temperature light
ning channels and by the shock wave that can aEfect tropospheric and stratospheric 
chemistry (see Chapter 6). 

Recent spacecraft observations have shown that lightning may be present In the 
atmospheres of Jupiter, Venus, and Saturn; the upcoming Galilco probe will carry a 
lightning detector to Jupiter. In tl,e future a study of lightning in atmospheres that arc 
radically dlf£erent from the Earth's may lead to a better understanding of the Eorma
tlon and characteristics of lightning on Earth. 

CLOUD ELECTRIFICATION 

Although the vast majority of terrestrial clouds form and dls.~lpate without ever pro
ducing precipitation or lightning, they can be wcakly electrified. In wme clouds, the 
electrification Intensifies as convective activity Increa.~es, and strong electrification 
usually begins when there Is rapid vertical and horizontal growth of the cloud and the 
development of precipitation. Most lightning on Earth is produced by cumulonimbus 
clouds that are strongly convective (I.e., they contain a vigorous system of updrafts and 
downdrafts) and that contain hoth supercooled water and Ice. A small fraction of warm 
clouds arc also reported to produce lightning. 

The updrafts and downdrafts and the interactions between cloud and precipitation 
particles act In 30me still undetermined manner to Separllte positive and negative 
charges within the cloud. These processes usually transfer an excess of positive charge to 
the upper portion of the cloud and leave the lowcr portion with a nct negative charge. 
Rccrnt research has shown that the ncgative charge Is usually concentrated at altitudes 
where the atmospheric temperature is between - lOoC and - 20°C (i.c., 6 to 8 km 
above sea level In summer thunderstorms and 1 to 3 km in winter storms) and that this 
altitude rcmains constant as the storm develops. This finding sets important criteria 
that must be met by any proposed thunderstorm charging mechanisms. The positive 
charge that Is above the negative may be spread through deeper layers and docs not 
exhibit as clear a relationship with temperature as docs the negative charge. Positive 
charges are found lit levels between - 25°C and - 60°C depending on the size of the 
storm, and this temperature range usulllly lies betwcen 8 and 16 km above sea level. 

Cloud electrification processes can be viewed as acting over two spatial scales: a 
microscale separation that ultimately leads to chargcd icc and water particles and then 
a larger-scale separnlion that produces large volumes of net positive and negative 
charge and evcntually lightning. The mieroscale scparation includes the creation of Ion 
pairs, ion attachment, and charge that may be separated by collisions between Individ
ual cloud and precipitation particles. The larger cloud-scale separation may be due to 
precipitation or large-scale convection or some combination of the two. 

Numerous mechanisms have heen proposed for the electrification of clouds lind 
thunderstorms, and several of these might be acting simultam·ously. Feedback can 
O<.'Cllr through changes in the Ion concentrations lind electric field, and thus it Is dlHi-
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cult to Idcntlfy or evaluate the primary causcs of electrification In a cloud)' environ
ment. Currentl}', there is a great necd for more measurcments to determine the loca
tions, magnltudcs, and movements of space charges within and nCllr the cloud 
boundary. There Is also a need to determine the charge-size relationship that is prcscnt 
on both cloud and precipitation particlcs, how these charges evolve a~ a function of 
time, and how tht'Sc distributions arc affccted by lightning. Laboratory experiments 
have provided valuable Information about the physics of selectcd mlcroscale processes 
and are cxpccied to continue to provide Important data on the relative magnitude of 
various prOCt.'SSes. Theory and numerical models also have played an Important role In 
simulating Ilnd evaluating possible charging mechanisms on both the mlcroscale and 
the cloud scale. 

Durlng the early non precipitating cloud stage, charging can occur by diffusion, 
drift, and selective capture of Ions. Later, during the rain stage, there can be additional 
electrlflcatlon due to drop breakup and other mechanisms based on electrostatic induc
tion. Drift, selective Ion capture, breakup, and Induction are prohably responsible for 
the charp,es and fields that are found in stratiform clouds; however, it is difficult to 
explain with just these mechanisms the stronger electrification that is found In convec
tive clouds more than a few kilometers deep. For clouds in the hail stage, thermoelec
tric and Interface charging mechanisms can provide strong electrification on the micro
scale. 

In thunderclouds, the charges that are generated on a mleroscale can be subse
quently separated on a larger cloud scale by convection and/or gravitational settling. 
Partlclcs ncar the boundary of the cloud will becomeclectrlficd by ion attachment, and 
the eonvcctlon of these charges may play an Important role in the electrification. Con
"ectlon also plays a role in the formation and growth of cloud particles by forcing the 
condensation of water vapor until the particles arc large enough to coalesce. Interac-
tions between cloud particles, particularly when there arc rebounding collisions, may 
. also produce charge separation. If the larger particles tend to carry charge of predomi
nantly one sign, they will fall faster and farther with respect to the convected air and 
leave the oppositely charged, smaller particles at higher altitudes. 

As the populations of charged particles incre:lSe, the mechanisms that discharge 
these particles become more effective. Two kinds of discharging are possible: (1) dis
charge by ionic conduction, point discharge, or lightning and (2) discharge by collision 
and/or coalescence with cloud particles of opposite polarity. The attachment of ions to 
cloud particles will be a function of the particle charge and the electric field of the 
cloud, and strong fields may also produce corona discharges from larg,: water drops 
and the corners of ice crvstals. Corona Ions and lightning will increase the local electri
cal conductivity, and this,ln turn, may prevent or reduce any further buildup of space 
charge In this region of the cloud. 

Collisional discharge will take place at all stages of cloud particle growth. These 
mechanisms are enhanced if the interacting particles arc highly charged and of oppo
site polarity; therefore, if a charging mec1lanism is to be effective. it must separate 
charge at a rate that is sufficiently high to overcome the discharging processes. It is 
worth noting that thcelcctrlc forces on charged elements of precipitation can be several 
times larger than gravity: therefore, the terminal velocities and frequency of collisions 
of these particles will be a function of the electric field. Morc detailed discussions of the 
various processes involved in cloud electrification arc given in Chapters 8.9, and 10. 

Rt'Cently, there have been attempts to analyze the patterns of the Mu.\;well current 
density that thunderclouds produce at the ground in order to define bettl'r the charac
teristics of the cloud as an electrical gener;ltor. The Maxwell, or total current density, 
contains components due to ohmic and non-ohnlie (corona) ion conduclion, convec
tion, prccipitation, displacement, Hnd the charge-separating currents within the 
cloud. Under some conditions, there is evidence that the total current d~'nsitr mar be 
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coupled directly to the meteorological structure of the storm andlor the storm dy
namics, but the lack of simultaneous Maxwell current measurements both on the 
ground and aloft has not allowed the details of this relationship to be determined. Such 
measurements wlll also be complicated by the complexity of the meteorologlr Al and 
electrical environment outside the storm. 

ELECTRICAL STRUCTURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE 

It has been known Cor over two centuries that the solid and liquid Earth and Its 
atmosphere are almost permanently electrified. The surface has a net negative chargE'. 
and there Is an equal and opposite positive charge distributed throughout the atmo
sphere above the surface. The fair-weather electric field Is typi::ally 100 to 300 VIm at 
the surface; there are diurnal, seasonal, and other time variations In this field that are 
caused by many factors. The atmosphere has a finite conductivity that Increases with 
altitude; this conductivity Is maintained primarily by galactic cosmic-ray Ionization. 
Near the Earth's surface, the conductivity Is large enough to dissipate any field in just 5 
t040 minutes (depending on the amount of pollution); thereCore, the local electric field 
must be maintained by some almost continuous current source. 

Ever since the 1920s, thunderstorms have been IdE'lItified to hp. the dominant genera
tor In the global circuit. Most cloud-to-ground lightning transfers negative charge to 
the ground, and the point discharge currents under a storm transfer positive space 
charge to the atmosphere. In addition, thcre ate precipitation and other forms of con
vection currents and both linear and nonlinear conduction currents that must be con
sidered when attempting to understand the charge transfer to the earth by a thunder
storm. The electrical structure of a thunderstorm is complex (sec Chapter 8), but It Is 
often approximated simply as a vertical electric dipole. 

The conductivity of the fair-weather atmosphere near the surface Is on the order oC 
10- 14 mho/r.1, and It Increases nearly exponentially with altitude to 60 km with a scale 

I 
MAGNETOSPHERE 

1_ 

GLOBAL ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT 

FIGURE 2 Schematic of various elt'Ctrlca1I'rlJC('5..cs In the J:lohal eiI'Ctricul circuli. 
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height of about 6 km. The main charge carriers below about 60 km are small positive 
and negative Ions that are produced primarily by galactic cosmic rays, Above 60 km, 
Cree electrons become more Important as charge carriers and their high mobility pro
duce an abrupt inl'rease in conductivity throughout the mesosphere. Above 80 km, the 
conductivity becomes anisotropic because of the influence of the geomagnetic field, 
and ti:ere arc dlurnul variations due to solar photoionization processes. 

The atmospheric region above about 60 km is known as the equalization layer and Is 
usually a~~umed to be an isopotential surface and the upper conducting boundary of the 
global circuit. Currents flow upward from the tops of thunderstorms to this layer 
where they arc rapidly distributed throughout the world. Worldwide thunderstorms 
mabtaln a potential difference of 200 to 600 kV between the equalization layer and the 
surface-the Earth.ionosphere potential. This potential difference, In turn, d'ives a 
downward conduction current that is on the order of 2 x 10 - 12 A/m~ in fair-weather 
regions and constant with altitude. 

Today, there are still many details that need to be clarified about the role of thunder
storms as the generators in the global circuit (Figure 2). Upward currents have been 
detected above thunderclouds, but how these currents depend on storm dynamics, 
stage of development, li~htning frequency, precipitation intensity, and cloud height, 
for example, is still not known. There is a need for further measurements to quantify 
the relationships hetween diurnal variations of the ionospheric potential, the electric 
field (Jr air·carth current, and worldwide estimatcs of thunderstorm frequency. 

Many electrical prOCl'sses interact within the global circuit, and the following sub
sections will describe sdected processes that occur within certain atmospheric r(!gions 
(Figure 3), It :;hould be rceognized that the gl(Jbal circuit includes mutual electrical 
interactions bctwl'Cn all atmospheric regions. 
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Thl1i report will not prC!;Cnt an encyclopedic review of all the electrical phenomena 
that occur in the atmosphere but will simply give some examples that illustrate a few of 
the basic proces.~es and some of the important interrelationships. Notably absent, but 
important to an overall understanding of atmospheric elt.'ctricity, arc diseussior.s deal
ing with electromagnetic phenomena such a.~ sferies, Schumann resonances, and whis
tlcrs. Tht'SC and many other subjects, however, have been reviewed in the two·volume 
lIallC/book oj Atmosp1ieric.,. edited by Volland (l!JR2). and recent proceedings of inter
national conferences on atmosphcric elt'Ctricity (Dolezalek and Heiter, 19ii: Orville, 
Hl85). Human and b~ological cffects of atmospheric electricity are also important rc
search arca.~ that are not \.'Onsidered in this study. 

Tile Planetary Boundary Layer 

The planetary boundary laycr (PBL) is the lowest few kilomcters of the atmosphere 
where interactions with the surface. man. and the biospheTl! arc the most pronounced. 
Calactic cosmic rays are the main source of ionization in the I'nL: however. ncar land 
surfaces, ionization is also produced by decays of natural radioactivc ga.~es emanating 
from the soil surface and by radiations emitted directly from the surfac~. Iunization 
from radioactive sources depcnd~ on soil typc and surface structure and on the meteoro
logical dispersal rate: this ionization normally decreases rapidl)' with altitude. and at 
about 1 km its contrihution to the total ionization is less than that from cosmic ravs. 
Other sources of ions in the PBL includ(, lightning: electrification due to waterfails. 
ocean surf. and man-made sprays: a variety of combustion proCL'SSt'S: point discharge or 
corona currents that are produced whenever the amhient electric field exceeds hreak
down: and frictional prOCt'S.~L'S a. ... ~iated with hi owing dust. snow. or mlcanic ejecta. 

In the troposphcre. atmospheric trace ga.~cs arc numerous and variable. and the ion 
chemistry is complicatcd hy clustering processes and the relatively long lifetime of the 

. tcrminal ions. A~ a further complication. c1oud~ and other aerosols play an important 
role as sink.~ for small ions and thereby alter thc ion distribution (S<.'e Chapter 11). Over 
continental area.~. the loss of ions by attachment to aerosols can he larger than the loss 
by rl'combination. Some atmospheric aerosols are hygroscopic. and the particle size 
Increa.~es with relative humidity. At large humiditics. fog and cloud droplets form and 
produce a large decrea.~e in the electrical conductivity of the atmosphere. Since a de
crease in conductivity can be a precursor of fog. it might he possihle to improve fore
casts of the onset of fog bv elC'Ctrical meamremcnts. 

Turbulent transport ~nd connction within the J>nL are important ,"rocesscs that 
govern the momentum. heat, and moisturc exchanges hetween the atmosphere. geo
sphere. and hiosphere. These proCL'SSes influence thl' mean wind profill'. the \'l'rtieal 
distriiJution of temperature. water vapor. trace gast'S. aerosols. and the ion distrihution 
throughout the troposphere. Turhull'nt mixing and t~lIln'Ction (';111 prcn-nt tlll'lllIildup 
of radioactive emanations near the ground and can also displ'rsl' al'rosols tna grl'ater 
altiluue in the troposphere. 

EIt'Ctrical processes in the pnL are complex. highly variahlt,. ancl span a tn'l11endous 
ran~e of space and time scales. The e1l'Ctrical variahles respond to many of the lower 
atmospheric processes but usually haw little influenceon the pht'nOlnl'na to whit-h tlwy 
respond. Within the rnL.local turhulent fluctuations of spaceocharge density imposl' a 
time-varying electric field that is comparahle in magnitude with ~)r l'WII gn'atl'r than 
the eledrie field maintained hy glohal thunderstorm activity. Since tl:c PilL is the 
region of the atmosphere with the greatest rl'sistant'e. it is :his laYl'r as w('11 a~ the 
generators that l'ontrol theclJrn'nts in the glohal circuit. Ell'ctrical proct""'es in till' PilL 
arc(liscus~eu in grcatt'rdetail in Chapter 11. 
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Thl' main sOI'~.:"e of ionization in th~ mid.troposplll.'re·:.tratosplll.'re ( - 2·5()·klll\ n'· 
I(ion is (.'osn,le radiation: the ion;zutioll rate depend~ lin ma~nl'tic: latitude and on solar 
IIctivity. At about 50° I!l'oma~nctic latitude and at 2()·km altitude. the ion.production 
rllte durln~ sunspot n.aximum is about 30 percent smaller than durin~ sunspot mini
fIIUIII; at 30·km altitude (same latitude) it is about.'m pen.'ent smallt!r. Follo\\'in~ solar 
nun ... that produce ener~etic char~ed partick'S (sol,\r protO!! c\\:nb). the ion-produc. 
tion .o1te in the stratosphere may incrcase hy orders of ma~nitude illr pt!riods of hours til 
days. hut deeper in the allllosphere the effect is much smaller. Solar r.ares arc usually 
(ollmvc.'d hy a rcdul'lion (Forbush dl'Cn'a.~es) in the ion-ilrodudion rat!.' fllr periods of 
hours 10 \\·l'(.'k.~ that i· caused hy a temporary rcduction of the in(.'()min~cosmic·ray flux. 

The (.'omposition and chemistr), of the ions thal!.'Stablish the bulk "lcctr i!. . .1 moper· 
tics in the mid.troposphere·stratosphere are rl'latiwly 'Jnknown. Thc ion COfl(:entra
tlons arc also affected hy acrosols whose distrih'llions arc quite variahle in hoth spac!.' 
lind tillie, Aerosols It'lld to accull1ulate at templ'rature in\'ersion houndaril's and can 
causl' II ~eneral loss of visibility that can b(! seen hy airline pa\sl'nj.(crs as tl,ey pa.,s 
throu~h such lay('rs, SlIch a 1111 ildll P of aerosols cau:.cs a ~ent!ral decr':ase in th.' 5.nall· 
ion ('1I1lCentration. and. thlls. tilt' ('Iectrical (.'ondllcti\'ity is also rcduced-rt!sultin~ in 
an incrcase in the local cll'ctric ficld, 

The ("oncentl'ati(,n of partidcs with a radius ~n'atl'r than about 0.1 micrometer de· 
ereast'S with altitude ahm'e the PBt. a·nd a rdatiVl' minimum occur:. in the upper tr"· 
Jlospllt're, The partid·.' cor:entrations increase within the lowl'r ~tratosphl're. peak 
nt.'ar 2() krn. and then dccrease a~ain with altitude, This pl'rshtent ~tructure is fre
IllIently referred to as the 2()·km Silicate layer: the character of this layer is ('of.trolll'C1 
lar~cly hy ~a~e~ l'mitted durin~ volcanic eruptions, as discussed ir. Chapter 12, 

Aero~ol particles that haw rmlii on the order of lUll microllll'ter lire rl'ferred to il~ 
eondclI~ation nllclei (C~) and arc uniflJr:nly lIIiXl.'ll throll~hout tl.e trojlosplll're aho\'c 
the PBI.. l':ear the surface. the CN concentration lIlay 1)(' lar~e "WillI.( toloca\ MJllrC('s: 
aho\'(' the tropopause till' conct'ntration dl'Crea.\t'S with altitmll', In rl'cent years. a C:-\ 
layer has fre'lm'ntly heen ohser\'ed lIear 30 km, As a n'slilt of the EI Chichon \'okar;e 
eruption in l!lR2. thc normal CN l'Ont'entration at 3()·km altitude incrl'asl'd by at le:lsI 
two orders of ma~nitllde and mea.\lIrahly affectcd the ion cont'(,'ntration and dcctrical· 
eondllcti\'ity, 

Under steady.stat(' conditions, the air-earth cllrrent density is comt'lIlt with altitude 
If therc h; larl.(e.scale horiz( :ltal hOnlO~('neity and if no thlHlderstorllls or otlll'r lo(.'ali7ed 
!'!ectrical dhturhanc!.'S arc in the vicinity, TIll' air·'.'arth Cllrrl'nt v;\ri'~s with Ill.'~nl'lic 
latitude hccallsl' of the ma~nl'lic variations in clI~tnic·ray nUXl'S, TIll' cllrrent is ~cnl'r
ally cnhanccd o\'er orol.(raphic f('atlln's such 11.\ lIIountain ranl.(t'S hl'Camt of the dc
crcased eolufllnar re~htance (mountains an' doS(.'r to the ionospherc than the near·sea-
1"\'l'lsurface), Estimak'S ha\'e heen made that indicatl' that as Illllch ... , 2() to 30 percl'n! 
of the total J,;loh·al cllrrent flo~\'s into the hi~h Illountain peaks, 

.\1I'.\IHIlIJc'r(· 

I n the lIIesmplwre (.'50.H5 km altitudd. till' major c\uytillll' SOlln'l' of ionizatirm is solur 
I.Ylllan·alpha photoionil.ation of nitric oxide (~(»), The mujor Si'\lrCl' of :-\() for thi:. 
rc:l~i(lll is the thl'rmosphcre', wlll'rl' ~O is produced hy extn'llll' ultra\'ioll'l (Et;\') radb,· 
tioll (wa\,l'lelll.(lhs Il':'s than 100 nm) and auroral partil'le precill:tation, ~1l'leorolo;.!kaJ 
pr,Il.'l':.ses in thc IIpper atmosphere transport :\() frolll till' thl'rmmphl'rl' to till' IIIl'SO· 
sphere. when' its distrihut hn is \'ariahll', SOlllewhat srnalll'r sources "f io,lizution in tht, 
III'pl'r 1lIl'\ospherc inl'lude solar x·ray ionizutioll and the photoiollizatlOlI of oXy)!l'n in a 
IIIcta~tahle statl', At hil.(h latitlldes. l'IIl'r)!l'!ic cll'C.'trons. protons, and :lfl'IIl\\lmhlun~ 

..i 
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ultraviolet radiation ussoclated with ll11mral particle prt'Clpltation arc variable sourC'CS 
related to gl'Omolgnetic activit}', 

Solar protons arc a spomdlc and Intl'nse sour~ of 101l11.ation I1t high latitude {oil ow
Ing Intense solar nan.'S. These solllr pmton e\'ents cnlllllt·rt·USl' the dl'Ctrlcal conductiv
It}' of the magnetic polar-cup mest).~pht'rc b>' sc\'cral urdt'rs IIf mU~lIltudc (at nltitudcs 
down to about 30 km) during such l'\'ents. In uddltlon. the current curricJ by the 
bombardingsolur protons can oftl'n eXt.'t't'l1 the local alN'luth conduction current now
Ing In the circuit. 

The prlnclpnl primary positive Ions produced In the mesosphere arc N;. O 2, and 
NO'. but ell purticipate In 11 wl~" rllnge of rt'actiolls thnt lead to 11 rich 5Pfdrum of 
Ilmbient positive Ions. An equally rich rllnJ,!C oE negutlvc Ions Is generatl'<i hr reactions 
Initiated by the attachment oC electrons to form the lIIulll primary spl'Cles. O 2 Ilnd 0 - . 
Rocketborne mnss-spectrorneter mCl4Suremenls ha\'c shuwn thnt bdow the mesoplluse 
~hc po..~;tlve Ions Ilre proton hydrutes with us mnllY Il.~ 20 wuh~r molt.'Culcs clustering to 
ludlviduallons. The positive-Ion chemistry of the ml'so.~pherc is better undt.·rstood thlln 
Is the negative-Ion chemistry (sec Chupter 13). 

The interaction oE the termillul iuns with aen).~ol purticlt'S is prtlbably a slgnificllnt 
liink Cor Ions In the polnr al'rosollaycrs ncar the summcr ml'sopIlU5C where noctiluccnt 
clouds arc commonly observed. 

The electrical ::onductivity oE the mesosphere is illlportunt because It governs the 
electrical properties oE the equulilntilln layer in the ~Ioblll circuit. Odo\\' ubout 60 km. 
the terminal small Ions nrc the mnln char~e carriers: but Ilbo\'e no km, Cree electrons 
can exist Ilnd their high mobility Is n'Sptlll~ible Cor tlw IIbrupt Increase In electrical 
conductivity observed in the mt.o:.n~phl'fe. Furtllt~rlll()rl" IlU )\'1' 70 kill. collisions be .. 
:\\'ccn electrons aud uir moll'Cuil'S bc't.'OIllC InCrl'(lucnt t'nClul-th so thut eil'Ctrons are con
Elned to spiral about a magnetic field line lind the motion p~rpcndiculur to the field 
becomes more difficult than motion ulonl{ the field. Tht' dl'Ctril-ul conducti\'ity be
comes anisotropic, nnd this anlsotrllpy hus u domlntl'lt Infltll'ncc on !-he ek'Ctrical prop
er.ies oE the global circuit above 70 kill. 

Ro::kethorne measurements oC the upper ntmtlSllhl'rc l,(lIlducti\'it}' and dl'Ctric field 
Indlcdte some pU7.zllng Ceatures. Thl'n' appt'ur to be rt.'~lons In the upper stratosphere 
nnd mesosphere that huvc ubrupt increuses and dl'CrcIlSt's In \'crticul condul·ti\,ity pro
Eilcs, The decrcn.~es arc probably IlSsociatl'(l with ut'n).~tllluyt.·rs, but the Increuscs are 
difficult to interprct. On occasion, the electric field Ilellr !i(). to j()·klll UItItUdl~ hus been 
obscrved to In~reuse enormously from whllt Is l'XI>t.'CIt'lllf the nll'sospherr is a pn.~i\'e 
dement in the global circuit. The nll'so.~phere 1ll11}' not he dt.'t.·triclllly pa.\.~i\'e but may. 
In fnct. contain acti\'c ell'Ctricnl generators thut ure lIot curn'ntl}' known. 

ionospl.crc allel Mar,nl'iospl.cr(' 

The major sources of Ionization nl)(wc uhout S5 km 11ft' t'xtrellll'-ultru\,jolet (EUV) 
rudilltion und auroral particle pn'Clpitntion (Sl'C Chllpter 1·1). The illnillng portion oE 
the ,olar spectrum (I.e .• wu\'\'len~rths hdow 1O~. j nl11) Is uhsorhed In thl! therl11ospht.·re 
and creates an ionosphere thnt consists of po.~iti\'c lIloll'Culnr lind atomic Ions (e.r". N;, 
NO' • O 2, 0') and m'~ati\'e t'll'Ctnlll.~. TIll! SOllif EUV rutlintion nnd the dectron and 
Ion densities throUg:lOut the iol\t).~ph('rc nrt' hi):hly dl'pl'rllll'nt on st;lnr IIctivity; there 
nrc known \'a~iatlons with the l1-yr sunsput cycle. the 27.t!ny rotutilln of the Sun. and 
solar nUl'S. 

Auroral particll~ prt'('ipitation is rc.~ponsihll' for lur~l' \'nrlnlions III Ion lInd dl'Ctron 
densities at hi~h Illtilt,des. Th'! hulk of Iht' prl'('ipitlltiun ('l't'urs within till' !'lIroral o\'al 
thut cncirclt'S the ~c()ma~nctic !lOll' in 1II!1~Ilt'tic l,(lI\jll~lIll' pulur l':IPS, Uhsl'r\'utiolls 
o':t'r many yeius show thut thell' is ulwuys lllrrurnincti\'ity within till' uval. Thl' aclh·ity 
\'aric-~ considerabl)' uver the tiny ami e\,l'n fwm hour h) hUllr owing to intl'ructions of 
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the solau-wlnd plllSmll with the Earth's magnetic field. Tho totnl power dissipated by 
partlcll'$ bombludlnR the upper atmosphere is typically 10~ W. but during large ge0-
magnetic storms it can approach 10'2 W. 

The sources and compo.~ltlon of tho Ions that maintain tho bulk electrical properties 
of thc upper atmosphere nre generally known on the dayslde of the Earth, but at night 
there urc still uncertainties with regard to the Ionization SOUfCe'3. 

In the cl" .... ~lcal view of the global circuit (see Chapter 15), the Ionosphere Is ussumcd 
to be at a unlCorm potential with rc.~pcct to the surface; however, the known upper
atmosphere generators are not includL'<1. The two major generators that operate In the 
lonosphcre abo\'e about 100 km !).fe the Ionospheric wind dynamo and the solar-windl 
magneto.~phere dynamo (see Charter 14). Atmo.~pherlc winds have the effect of moving 
the weakly Ionized lonospher Ie Flll.~ma through the geomagnetic field. This movement 
produces an electromotive fClrce and ~enerates ek'Ctrlc currents and fields. This process 
Is complicated h>' ,the variability of the Ionospheric winds and thl' anisotropic electrical 
conductMt)'ln the Ionosphere. 

The magnitude of the horizontal electric field 1lSS0ciatl'tl with the wind. driven dy
namo Ison thc order of 1 mV/m. A total current of about 100.000 ~ flows horizontally 
In the Ionosphere ~'Ca\lsc of the combined action of the wind and electric fll'ld, mainly 
on the sunlit sid\! of the Earth. This current flows In two counterrotating ,"ortlces on 
oppo.~lte sides of the equator, and these patterns doml:late at low latitudes and mid
latitudes. Global-scale horizontal potential differences of "bout 5 to 10 kV arc gene:
ated by the Ionospheric wind dynamo. 

The lonospht~ric winds that drive ~he dynamo are malnl>' caused by upward propa
gating tides from the lower atmosphere that have large day-ta-day fluctuations. Dur
Ing geomagnetic storms, however, thermospherlc winds Incrense In response to high
latitude auroral hea~lng and cause disturbances at low latitudes to the f;elds and 
currents of the ionospheric wind dynamo. 

) 
The solar-wind/magnetosphere dynamo results from the flow of the solar wind 

around and perhnps partly Into and within the Earth's magnetosphere. The motion of 
this plll.~ma through the ).,'COma~netic field produces an ell'Ctromoti\'c force /llld cur-

) 

~ .. -. 

rents at hl~h latitudc.'S that result in an antlsunward flow of plasllla ovcr the magnetic 
polar cap and a sunward flow of ions in the vicinity of the dawn and dllsk auroral zones. 
This motion is dl'SCribccl by a two-cell counterrotnting Ion circulation with one cell on 
the dawn side and the othl'r on the dusk side of the IT- agnl·tic pol:u caps. The polar-cap 
electric field Is typknlly 20 mV/m. with an lonospheri.~eon"ectlrll\ vdocit)' of 300 ml 
sec. LarRer field.~ of about 50 to 100 m V 1m occur In th ~ vicinity ohhe auroral ovals. The 
lar~e-scale potential difference that is llSSociated · ... ·ith this horizontal ion flow over the 
polar caps hll.~ Q total dawn-to. dusk drop of about 50 kV. This potentlul drop and the 
con£igurntion of the two·cell pattern ore highly variable. The potential drop hIlS values 
of 20 to 30 leV during gromagnetic quiet conditions that incn'll.~e to 100 to 200 kV 
durinJ:( ~l'Oma~nctic storms. These fields are mainly confined to the polar caps because 
of thl' shleldin~ Crom currents within the ma).,'1lctosplwre. OurinR geomagnetic storms, 
howe\'er. the shield in~ currents can he altered llnd cll'Ctric fields havc been observed to 
propugate all the way Crom the polar cnps to the equator. 

Currents nre nn inh'~rnl part of the C(lmplex cll'Ctrical circuit Il.~ociated with the 
solar-wlnd/l1ln~netosphrre dynamo. Currents flowing alon~ the direction of the mag
ndie field couple tl,e aul'tlrai ovalnnd high-latitude lono.~phl're with outer portions of 
the rnagnrtosphcre. Typically about n million nmperes of currt'nt flow in the solar
wlnd/mn~ctosphcre d)·namo. Thl' dynamo currents nnd fil'lll~ with this hi~h-latltude 
system IIrt' extrcmcly complex nnd hi!-";hly \'arillble (s<.'C Chnpter 14). ' 

Th" lnr~e-scalc horizontal ficld.~ (scul.~ sizes 100 to 1000 kill) within the lonosphl're 
can propn~atl' or map downward in the dirl'C! :on of dl'Crt'll.~in~ dl'Ctrical conductl\'lty. 
Hori7.0ntnl fields of a smaller scalc (1 to 10 km) on thc other hund arc rupidly altcllu-
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ated. The lllrgt.·r-scille horizontal electric fields that do mup tu thc 5urfllce become 
vertical at the surface because of the hl~h 5urfacecondU(.'tI\·it~'. The solllr-\\,lnd/maWle-; 
tosphere field can alter the surface fields at hl~h latitudl'll by 20 to 50 V 1m depcndln~ on 
the level of ~l'Omagnetic Ilctlvlt)'and the maWlltude of the dawn-to·dusk potential drop 
across the maWlctlc polar cap, 

Tdillric Cllrr.!,,'! 

Telluric currents con.d~t of both natural and man·lnduCt'd e1l'Ctrlc curn'nts nowlnlt 
In the solid earth and oceans. The fundamental causes of the natural clIrn'nts arc t'll'C
tromaWlctic Induction ~ultlng from a time-varying, external gl'Omagnetir fit'ld or the 
motion of a conducting body (such us seuwater) ucro.o;s the Earth's Internal magnetic 
flcld, These telluric currents, In turn, produce ma~netic fields of their own that add to 
the external gcomuWletic field and that produce a fcc..odback on the ionospheric current 
system, The complexities associated with telluric currents arise from the l'omplexltles In 
the external current SOUI'Cl'S and the conductivity structure of the }o~arth (see Chapter 
16), 

The ~xternallnducing field also has varlou~ scale sizl'll that contribute to the complex
Ities In the telluric current systems. The Ionospheric dytlluno cu ... ·ents thut arc l1.o;.~ocl
ated with the solar diurnal and lunar tides have a planetary-scale size. The ionospheric 
current variations, however, also have smallcr-scale fcutun'S that arc u.'i.~ocintcd with 
auroral and equatorial electrojets. At low fl'Ctluencies, the external inducing sources 
can be IIpproximatccl by a planetary-scale field that is lX'Casionally alten'(l by stron~ 
spatial ,,-udlen:s during gcomaltnetically disturbed conditions. At hi!tlll'r frC<ll1encics 
(mllgncticstorms, substorms, or ~comngnetie pulsations), till' S'lllrcc can uftt'n be quite 
loclllizl-d nnd !II ::;hly time dependent. 

Electromtl~. 't~tic Induction caused by ionospheric lind maWletosphcrlc l'urn'nt \'arl
ations has a pt"nounccd effect on tcllurlc currcnts nnd on mun-madl' systrllls, These 
effects have hl-cn dch'Cted by a number of Invcstiltators, and It is now wclll'l'CO!tnizcd 
. that there Is a dlrl'Ct ~Icctromagnetic coupling from the lono.~phcre to the telluric cur
rents. The lar~e vurlution in conductivity of the solid earth cun Itlvc rise to \'arlous 
channclinR dfl'Cts within the Earth, therchy t:onsidcrably complicatln,~ the now pat· 
terns of the telluric ('urrents. The current patterns ure different for di£fl'rent frequen
cies lIf externallndllction. The lon~er the period of the t1me-varylnr, fidd, the dl'Cpcr 
Into the Eurth thelnduccd currents are eXPl'Ctcd to now. For exnmple, :l si~nlll with 11 

period of abollt 24 hours is ~enerally believed to have a skin dl'pth of 600 to 800 kill. The 
distribution of sl'(liml'nts, the deltree of hydration, difCl'n'nces In porosity, nnd other 
propertil'S of the Earth nil have an innuence on the siWlal responsc. I'wpl'rly Inter
preted. tdlurle currl'nts can be a tool to stud>' both shullow und dl,('p strul'hlrl'S within 
the Earth. 

TECHNIQUES FOR I-:VALUATING TilE EI.ECTIllCAI. rnOCESSES Al"D 
STRlJCTUI\I~ 

Thl' C<lI'nerstone uf our understandin~ uf ttll' Earth's de<·tri('ul ell\'iwnmcnt i~ lin 
Intr,,-ntion of mcaSllr.;!nll'nts, thl'Ory, unci modelin~. TIll' nt'W instrumt'llts IIncl tloch· 
ni'lues thllt huw hl't'n developed in fl'CCnt Yl'ars are din-rsl', and various dUlptl'rs In this 
volume l,(lIltnln dl·tails on tcchniqlll's lx-yond those ill list rlltl,(\ in this On-rvil'\\'. 

Hemotc mellsurl'ml'nls of e1l'Ctric and IllIlJ.:netic fields clln no\\' hl'l1sl-d ttl inCl'r marl\' 
propertics of lIJ.:htnin~ lind Ii~htnin!t currents. Also, tIll' IIll1plitudl' and tinll' e1l11ractl'~' 
istirs of thunder lind variolls rlldio·frC(ll1l'lwy (rf) noisl' t'lllis.~i(lns can ht' uSl'(i to tl'll('(.' 
the ItconwtriclIl de\'dupment of IIghtnin~ dlllnnds within clouds Il~ 1\ fllnl'lion uf huth 
spa"C and linll'. Thl'r(' nrc now large lll't\\'ork.~ of grouml.h.lo;e<.llightninlt til'l locI ors that 
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can discriminate between In·cloud and cloud.ta-ground lightning Ilnd accuratel~' d~ 
termlne the locations of J:tround.strlke points. With such Q detl'Ction capabillt~ .. It 
should now be possible to determine whether and huw the charucterlstics of individual 
cbud.ta-ground dischargl>5 depend on their geographic location. the local terrain. 
andlor the metcorolo),:iC'ul structure of the storm. 

The rr noise that Is ~enerated by lightning In the hf and vhf bands appears in the form 
of discrete bursts. and within a burst there nre hundreds to thousnnds of separate 
pulses. If the difference In thu time of arrival of each pulse Is carefull); measured at 
Widely separated stations. the location or the source of each pulse can be computed. and 
the gcometrical developmt'nt C'f the rr bursts can be mapped as a function of time. 

Satellite observations of liJ:thtnlng have provided rough estimates of the global flash
ing rates and the gcogruphic distribution of Iightninlt as a function of season. Optical 
detectors, such as. tho.~c now in orbit on the Defense MetcOrologlca1 Satellite Program 
(DMSP) satellites, arc limited in their temporal and spatial coverage. but they havo 
provided data that show a progression of lightning activity toward the summer hemi
sphere and notable absences of lightning over the ocean during the observing interva1s 
(see Chapter 1). The datu to date ure only (or loca1 midnight, dawn. und dusk: there Is a 
need to obtain data at other times. Measurements of hf radio noise by the Ionosphere 
Sounding Satellite-B ha\'e also been used to estimate a global lightning flash rate. 

GIJbal detection of lightning is necessary to determine the global flashing rate and 
how this rate relutl'S to other parameters in the global circuit. In rccent years. the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration has developed new optical sensors that 
could be used to detl'Ct and locate lightning in the daytime or at nil~ht Dnd with continu
ous coverage by using satl'ilites in ~cosynchronous orbits. Thrse sensors ore capable of 
measuring the spatial Dnd temporal distribution of lightning o\'er cxtended periods 
with good spatinl resolution Dnd offer significant new opportunitlcs for rcsearch
without the inherent sampling biases of low· altitude orbiting satellites-and for many 
applications. 

Artificial triggering of lightning now provides the capability of studying both the 
physics of the discharge process and the interactions of li~htning with structures and 
other objects in a partially controlled environme:lt (see Chaptcr 2). When a thunder
storm is overhead and the surface electric field is large. a smnll rocket is launched to 
carry a grounded wire rllpidly upward. When lightning is tri~grred by the wire. the 
first stroke is not like Ililtural li~htning. but subsl.'q\,ent return strokes appear to be 
almost identical to their natural counterparts. 

Triggered lightning is now being used to invcstigate the luminous development of 
lightning channels. till' chnrncteristics of lightning currents. th(' \'elocities of return 
strokes. the relationship,~ bt.·twl't.'n currents and electromagnetic fidds. the mechanisms 
orlightnmg damage. the \It'rformnnce of lightnin)! protection sysll'ms. and many other 
problems. The main ht·m·£it of titis triggerin~ tl'Chnique is thnt it can be used to cnuse 
lightning to strike a known place at a known time. thus ennblinJ.! controlled experi. 
ments to be performl'(l. Although li~htning cannot be reprodu(.'('(1 in full in the labora· 
tory. se\'erallightning simulntors have been cievdopl'<i and hl\\'c pro\,ided some quanti. 
tative information on till' gt'ncrntion of thunder. 

Cloud electrification nnd chnrge·separation prOCCSS<'S arc closdycoupled to the 
cloud microphysics ami the storm dynamics. The naturnl storm en\'ironment is l'X, 

tremely complicated. ami its qunntificntion involvl'S a host of t,lt'Ctri .... alnnd meteoro· 
logicnl parameters. Mnny uf these parameters ,md their meaSHrt'mcllts arc treated in 
Chapters 7 and 8 ami tht' tlm-c·volume public:ltion. Thulldcrstllr"',~: A Social. Scit'll' 
tifie. alld Tcc1l11ologkal1)(lcuII/(·ntanj. edited by Kessler (1(11':2). Om' of the ~realt'st 
needs is for an in·doud imtrument that can ml':Isure in a thlllHlt'rst<irm cn\'ironment 
the charge on the smallt'r doud particles as a function of partidt' sile nnd type (Sl't.· 

ChapterS). 
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OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In recent years, cooperative field programs, such as the Thunderstorm R~arch 
International Program (TRIP), have improved our knowledge about the overall elec
trical structure of thunderstorms. These programs have also provided a framework 
wherein a number of different investigators using different techniques can stud)' the 
same thunderstorms at the same location at the same time. For instance, in situ and 
remote electrical measurements have been mnde in New Mexico in conjunction with 
Doppler radar studies of the cloud precipitation and dyntunics and in-cloud sampling 
of the larger cloud particles. Laboratory experiments also continue to provide informa
tion on the effects of electricity on cloud microphysics and charge separation mecha
nisms that are critical to the interpretation of data collected by such field programs. 
Finally, numerical models of the electrical development and structure of thunder
storms have provided an important framework in which to interpret the cloud mea
surements and laboratory experiments. 

The techniques that are used to determine the electrical structure of the fair-weather 
atmosphere are diverse. Usually, vertical profiles of one or more atmospheric-electrical 
variables-typically electric field, conductivity, and current density-are measured 
over a relatively short time span. Sensors are carried aloft on aircraft, balloons, or 
rockets, and the data are presented both as profiles and as numerically integrated 
results. The vertical profiles represent almost instantancously measured parameters 
rather than time averages. Aircraft or constant-pressure bwloons, however, do have 
the capability of measuring temporal variations at a given level. Profiles have been 
measured over land be<: ause of the collvenience and to study specific terrain effects and 
over water in attempts to eliminate distortions caused by land. Profiles have led to the 
detection of convection currents in the planetary boundary layer that are <.'omparable 
in magnitude with the total current, the electrode effect over water under stable condi
tions, the response 'Of columnar resistance to pollution, and the diurnal variation in 
ionospheric potential. 

In addition to the standard electrical parameters, determInations of ion and aerosol 
contents and compositions, mobility, and chemistry are all critical to an understanding 
of conductivity. Again, these quantities are usually displayed as vertical profiles .. nd, to 
a certain extent, are characteristic of the type of platform on which the instrumentation 
is carried aloft (e.g., some airplane measurements provide horizontal profiles but are 
limited in their vertical extent). Vertical measurements are probably a good first ap
proximation to the global electrical structure; however, horizontal variations should 
also be measured as a function of time to complement the profile data. Tethered bal
loons can provide the ti; ne variations of selected electrical propertics at a few locations, 
and this has been attempted on an experlmentnl bnsis. For understanding the global 
circuit, 'It would be valuable to have a number of vertical profiles taken at the same time 
and, in addition, to repeat certain profiles to obtain the time variations. 

Knowledge of the upper-atmosphere current systems is important for understanding 
the interactions among the ionosphere, magnetosphere, and the solar wind. Some of 
these current systems were studied during the International Magnetospheric Study, 
19i6-1980, and during the NASA Dynamics Explorer satellite program. The goals of 
these programs have been to investigate the couplin~ of the solar-wind energy through 
the magnetosphere and into the ionosphere: but little effort was made to couplc these 
current systems into the global electrical circuit. Additional measurements of magneto
sphere-ionosphere currents arc planned for the International Solar-Terrestrial Physics 
program. 

SOCIETAL IMPACT 

Severe weather phl'nomena that disrupt our lives include tornadoes, huil, high 
winds, hurricanes, fl()(.lds, snowstorms, and lightning. Among them,1ightning ranks as 
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the number one killer, followed closely by tornadoes. Lightning Is much less dramatic 
than A tornado passing through an area or a severe snowstorm that paralyzes a city, but· 
lightning can strike quickly and kill with little or no warning. 

Lightning is a leading cause of outages In electrical power s)'Stems and was the Initial 
cause of the massive power blackout In New York City on July 13, 1977. The possible 
effects of lightning on advanced aircraft, nuclear power stations, and sophisticated 
military systems are problems of Increasing concern. 

The detailed physles of how lightning strikes a structure, a power line, or an aircraft 
and Its effects ore still not known. The approaching leadet Is not Influenced by the 
object that is about to be struck until It is perhaps a few tens or mcters away. At that 
time, an upward.movlng streQmer leaves the object and slmllar discharges may also 
leave other objects nearby. When the upward.movlng strl!amer attaches to the down. 
ward.movlng leader, the return stroke begins. When the details of this attachment are 
better understood we should be able to predict with higher probnblllty what will and 
what will not be struck under various condltior lnd thereby provide better lightning 
protection. For example, the positioning of ove •• lead ground wires above power trans· 
mission lines and the protection of complex structures could be optimized (see Chapter 
5). 

The current rise time Is an Important parameter for lightning protection because IE 
the current Interacts with an Inductive load, the voltage on that load Is proportional to 
the rate of Increase of the current. Most of the standard surge waveforms that are used 
to verify the performance of protectors on power and telecommunications circuits spec· 
lEy that open·clrcuit voltage should have a rise time of 0.5, 1.2, or 10 microseconds and 
that the short·circult current should have a rise time of 8 or 10 microseconds. These 
values are substantially slower than recently measured lightning current rise times. 
which are In the range of tens to hundreds of nanoseconds: therefore. it Is probable that 
the degree of protection that Is provided by devices tested to prescnt.day standards will 

) not be adequate for protection against direct lightning surges. 
- The unusually destructive nature of lightning that lowers positive charge to ground Is 

only partially documented and is poorly understood (see Chapter 3). Decause of the 
large and long continuing currents, positive lightning may Ignite a disproportionately 
large number of fires. especially In grasslands and forests. The apparent pattern Is for 
positive lightning to strike preferentially outside areas of rainfall, and this further en· 
hanc-.lS the likelihood of its starting a fire. Positive lightning may be correlated with 
storm severity and tornado occurrence, and its detection could enhance our present 
severL·storm detection and warning systems. 

Newly developed lightning.detection equipment now makes It possible to make real· 
time decisions on the preparations Cor repairs of utility systems, e;trly warning and 
detection of lightning.caused forest fires, and a variety of other warning functions In 
situations that allow protective action to b~ taken. such as launches at the NASA Ken
nedy SPlice Center and outdoor recrcational activities. Among the main uSt:rs of light· 
nlng location data nt present are the Dureau of Land Management (BLM) In the west· 
ern United States and Alaska and the Electric Power Rcscarch Institute in the castern 
United States. The BLM and the Forest Services of most Canadian provinces utilize the 
time and location of lightning storms to determine when and where to look Cor forest 
fires. Early detection of these fires provides considerable savings both in the natural 
resources and in the cost of fighting the fires. In the eastern United States the lightning 
data are being used to aecumulate statlsties on lightning occurrence and for real·time 
applications by electric power utilities. For warnings of lightning.intenslve storms. 
these data arc also disseminatl.od in real time to many National Weather Service offices 
and to a growing number of te!cvislon stations. 

Althou~il cloud c1ectu;lcation procc..'SScs arc ultimately responsible (or producing 
lightning. these proccs.~cs can also e1cctrify an aircraft fl>'lng In a cloud. It Is quite 
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OVERVIEW AND IlECOMMENDATIONS 

common Cor the potential oC an aircraCt to be raisoo by several million volts, and most 
planes have discharger wicks to control the interCerence in radio col.lmunlcations when 
the aircraft goes into point discharge. Lightning will not usually present a hazard to 
commercial aircraft us long as the prescnt design practices are conUnul.:d and the stun
dard prncticc oC avoiding large thunderclouds is maintained. However, since many 
new aircraft are being developed with composite materials Instead of aluminum and 
with the Increased usc of computers and microcircuit technology, the decreased ek-<:trl· 
cal shielding on the outside and Increased sensitivity inside means that there will be an 
increasing vulnerability to lightning disturbances (sec Chapter 5). Thus, cloud electric
ity and lightning will have to be considered carefully in the design and operlltion of 
future alrcrnft systems. 

Natural tclluric currents can significantly disturb man·made systems such as com· 
municatlon cables, power lines, pipelines, railways, and buried metal structures. The 
largest naturlll disturbances are associated with the intense auroral current systems that 
flow at high latitudes during geomagnetic storms. There have been frequent reports of 
these disturbances, inducing currents on long telephone and telegraph wires that are 
large enough to generate sparks and even permanent ares. When this occurs, there can 
be outages and shutdowns in both land and sea cable; and fires cnn be started byover. 
heating the elcctriclll systems. Currents of up to about 100 A are sometimes induced in 
power transformers at northern latitudes and cause power blackouts and system Cail· 
ures. During the large geomagnetic storm of February 11, 1958, the Toronto area 
suffered from an induced power blackout. 

Long pipelines are also affected by telluric current disturbances. The Alasklln pipe
line has been the subject of careful Investigation, principally because of its location 
across the auroral zone. One of the concerns has been the rate of corrosion of the pipe
line, which Is enhanced by telluric currents. However, telluric currents app~ar to affect 
electronic equipment related to operational monitoring and corrosion control rather 
than to produce specific serious corrosion problems. A relationship between the ex· 
pected current flow and geomagnetic activity ha~ Deen derived and suggests that the 
pipeline is a large man·made conductor that is capable of significantly afCecting the 
local naturnl regime of telluric currents. 

There is also a concern that the long, power· transmission lines planned for future 
arctic development will be subject to larger induced currents by auroral activity than 
was previously considered. This would require new protection equipment develop
ment for hlgh.latltude applications. 

Telluric currents have also been used in the search for naturlll r(::ources with two. 
different approaches-magnetotellurles and geomagnetic depth sounding. Telluric 
currents can also be used to study long. period tidal phenomena and water flows &nd the 
Earth's astronomical motion and as possible precursors for earthquakes and volcanic 
eruptions. It has also been suggested that a natural waveguide for telluric currents In 
the Earth's crust, consisting of an insulating layer of dry rocks sandwiched between an 
upper hydrated conducting layer and an underlying conducting hot lllycr, could be 
used for communications. There arc also investigations to determine the feasibility of 
using the natural resonances In the earth-ionosphere waveguide, Schumann res0-

nances, as a means for long-distance communications. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

An Increa~ed Interest In understanding the El1rth's electrical environment has fl. ... 

suited from recent advances in different disciplines, along with th.·, recognition that 
many of man's modern technological systems can be adversely affL'CIcd by this environ· 
ment. This understanding appears to be on the threshold of rapid progrt'SS. 
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There should be a concerted effort of coordinated measurement campaigns. supported by 
crltlcallaboratory experimenlJ. theory. and numerical modeling of processes. to Improve our 
undentanding of the Earth's electrical environment, 

Because the study of the electrical environment Is commonly divided Into three ma
for components-li~htnlng. cloud eh .. 'Ctrlcity. and the global circuit (including Ion 
chemistry and physics and Ionospheric, magnetospheric, and telluric currents)-thc 
specific needs In these areas are detailed below. However •. It should not be for~otten 
that there arc Interactions among these components and that the understanding of 
these Interactions may be fundamental to an understanding of an Individual compo
nent. 

1. More needs tchc known about the basic physics of the lightning discharge and Its 
effects on structu. t'S III order to design proper protection systems. 

Most lightning begins within a thundercloud. but the Initiation and subsequent de
velopment of a flash within the cloud are poorly understood. The physics of eleCtrical 
breakdown over distances of 10-10,000 m Is not understood. nor is the relationship 
between the channel geometry and the fields and charges that existed before the dis
charge. The fields and currents that are produeed by most of the important lightning 
processes have large submlcrosecond variations. but how the discharge currents de
velop as a function of space and time and what the ranges of variability of the maxi
mum 1 and dUdt parameters are need to be determined. The power and energy bal
ances within the lightning channel and many other Important lightning parameters 
also need to be determined. .. 

There should be a comprehensive and carefully coordinated effort to understand the 
bemc physics oj Intracloud and cloud-to-ground lightning discharges and their effect.t 
on our geophysical environment. This new knowledge should be applied to the devel
opment of Improved lightning-protection methods. 

Several new techniques are now capable of providing much Insight into the complex 
and varied physical processes that occur during a lightning flash. For example. radio 
Interferometry and time-of-arrival methods can be used to traee the three-dimensional 
development of lightning channels with microsecond resolulion. Rockets can be used to 
trigger lightning under a thundi!rstorm, so that many of the physical properties of the 
discharge and Its interactions with structures can be studied in a partially controlled 
environment. 

2. The question of how thunderclouds generate electricity has been a fa.~cinating 
scientific problem for over two centuries. but only In the past decade have cooperative 
experiments using new upcrimental techniques provided valuable insights Into the 
complex and varied electrical processes that occur within clouds. Unfortunately. there 
are no sen.rors that can determine the charge-size relationship on the smaller cloud 
particles inside a thunderstorm; thus the data are not adequate to determine which of 
the many possible mechanisms dominate the generation and separation of charge. In 
addition to not knowing the charge-size relationship for various cloud particles. It is not 
known how this relationship evolves with time when there is lightning. The electrical 
forces on individual elements of precipitation can be several times larger than gravity, 
but further research Is nl'cded to determine whether (and how) these and other electri
cal effects playa significant role in the formation of precipitation. 

In view of the succcs.c;cs of recent research. significant new under.~tanding of cloud 
electricity a/ltllig/ltnlng can be made by continuing to develop new imlruments and II!! 
making coordinated In situ and remote mca.~llrements oj st'iected thunderclouds. Tllc.w' 
dudles should be complemented by mea.wrements of cloud m;rrn~/IYsic.~ and ely
namlc.v. by comprehensive laiJoratonj studl('s. and by tlleory and numerical mocleling. 

The complexity of til(' processes that produce both prl'Cipitation and li~htning makes 
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OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

It Impossible to construct or validate theorll.'S of cloud electrification from simple field 
experiments. It Is only through the complementary efforts of comprehensive fieldob
servatlons, laboratory experimentation, and numerical m()dclln~ that we can hope to 
understand the physical processes that are Important In thunderstorms. An Improved 
understanding of the major processes that create strong electric fields lind their interac
tions with cloud purtlcles and prt'Clpltation might lead to better forecasting of electrical 
hazards to aviation, forestry, and other outdoor activities. 

The first goal of the In-cloud measurements should be to determine the charge-size 
relationship for various cloud and precipitation particles and the role of screening lay
ers In the upper and lower regions of the storm. The electric current densities that flow 
above and below the cloud should also be monitored as a function of time. Since the 
natural storm environment is complicated, laboratory experiments should focus on the 
detailed physles of mechanisms that appear to be Important on the basis of both the in
cloud measurements and the numerical models. La .. ·.ratory experiments should also 
determine the ercectsof electric fields on drop coalescence efficiencies and the ability of 
electrified drops to scavenge charged constituents of atmospheric aerosols. Analyses of 
the in-cloud and laboratory data could be accelerated through the establishment of a 
common data base, particularly for theory and numerical modeling efforts. 

3. Even In fair weather the solid earth and atmosphere are electrified. Thunder
storms have bt.-en identified as the dominant generator in the global electric circuit, but 
many details remain concerning storms as electrical generators and their electrical In
teractlons with their neighboring cnvironment. Lightning and the steady currents 
above and below thunderclouds play an important role in maintaining an electrical 
potential between the upper atmosphere and the surface, but the amount and type of 
lightning and the values of cloud currents that flow to the surface and the upper atmo
sphere are not well known. The lightning phenomenology and clond currents may 
depend on many factors, such a.~ the geographical location of the storm, the season. and 
the meteorological environment: these dependencies have yet to be determined. The 
charge transports to the surface under a storm are due to linear and nonlinear field
dependent currents, precipitation and other forms of convection currents, and light
ning. Unfortunately, the values of each of these current components and their depen
dence on the stage of the storm, the Iightning-nush frequency, or the local terrain are 
poorly known. The charge transports to land and ocean surfaces that occur in fair 
weather, and also to mountainous terrain, nl.'Cd to be determined. 

With f(,'CCnt progress in the development of satellite lightning sensors and the tech
nology for measuring the electrical effects of storms with rocket-, balloon-, aircraft-, 
and ground-based sensors, a new attack on this fascinating problem of atmospheric 
electricity is needed. ' 

There should be an effort made to qualltlfy fllrther tile electrical variables that are 
acting In the global electric circuit and to (letcrmilll' tllcir rclatiollship to the various 
current components that flow willlill and lIear tll/mc/erstorms. There is also an impor
tant need for thcoretical and numerical studies to quantify further the role of thunder
storms as generators in the global circuit. 

The establishment of the ionospheric potential, or some other ~lobally representative 
parameter, us a geoelectricnl index that gives an indication of the state of the global 
circuit would be extremely useful. This Index would be the clect rical equivalent of the 
geomagnetic index that has been Ilsed for mallY years to characterize gcomagnetic phe
nomena. 

The effects of stratiform clouds and large-scale cyclones on the global circuit alw 
need to he quantified. Once a globally representative parameter that describes the state 
of the global circuit has been obtained, it cun trlCli be related to ot her remotely observed 
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quantities such as the global lightning flashing rate or directly observed quantities such 
as the air-earth current or surface electric field. 

4. Electromagnetic and optical sensors, both on the ground and on satellites, can be 
used to (I) detcct and map lightning on a regional, national, and global scale and (2) 
determine, for the first time, how much lightning actually occurs and its geographic 
distribution as a function of time. With ground-based sensors, It should be possible to 
determine whether and how the characteristics of Individual lightning flashes depend 
on their geographical location and the storm structure. If a global detection capability 
..... ere Implemented, It would be possible to map and monitor the Intensity of lightning 
storms and to examine the effects of lightning on the global circuit, the ionosphere, and 
the magnetosphere. When combined with simultaneous spcctroscopic measurements, 
the satellite data could also be used to determine when and where lightning produces 
significant concentrations of trace gases in the atmosphere. 

A lightning sensor, capable oj measuring lightning Jlashes during both day and 
night, should be flown on a geosynchronous satellite at the earliest possible date. The 
resulting data when combined with those from other sensors and data from ground
based detection networks will provide Information that could be wed to relate light
ning to storm size, intensity, location, rainfall, and other important meteorological 
parameters_ 

5. Electrical processes In the lower atmosphere and, in particular, within the plane
tary boundary layer, are Important because these, together with global variations, 
determine the electrical environment of man and the biosphere. Galactic cosmic rays 
and various radioactive decays produce atmosphcric ions that undcrgo a complex and 
still only partially understood scries of ion-chcmical rcactions. The composition of the 
ions is poorly known betwcen the surface and about 50 km, and profile measurements 
are necded. How the ion characteristics relate to atmospheric aerosols and various trace 
gases needs to be dctermincd bcfore the bulk electrical properties of the atmosphere can 
be understood. A significant fraction of the ions attach to atmospheric particles; there
fore, smoke and other forms of particulatcs can significantly affect the electrical prop
erties of the lower atmosphere. 

Turbulence and convection in the planetary boundary layer play an important role 
In establishing the vertical distributions of ions, tracc gases, and particles. Thcse pro
cesses also transport space charge and drive convection currents that altcr thc clcctrical 
propcrties of the planetary boundary laycr. 

Tlu!ciariJication oj tllec!lCmistry of atmosplleric Ions, thclr mobllitl 's. and the pllys
Ics oj ciectricai,Jrocesses In tile troposphere and stratosphere w/ll require Jllrther mea
.furements.l''.:rtlcularly In determining how these processes are affected by man:t activ
ities and natural events. Thcre is also a nced for furthcr laboratory mcasurements and 
modeling to detcrmine the important ehcmical reactions and ion composition in the 
atmosphere. 

A number of mctcoroloj:(ical rescareh stations in a varicty of geographic locations 
should begin to mcasurc electrical paramctcrs routincly to determine the relationships 
between electrical and mcteorological processes. Vertical profile measurcmcnts of elcc
trlcal properties should bc contlnucd in an attempt to determine their rclationships to 
aerosols and trace-gas chcmistry. Provisions should be made fC!r thc expansion of such 
synoptic measurements during planned intcrnational programs (e.g .• the Global 
Change Proj:(ramme of the Intcrnational Council of Scicntific Unions, which is cur
rentl>' in the planninj:( stagcs). 

6. Recent research has indicatcd that thc mesosphcre may not be chx:trically pac;sive 
but may, in fact, contain active elcctrical generators that are not undl:rstood. In addi-
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OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

tlon, ground-based and balloonborne measurements have Indicated that there Is a 
global electrical response to cosmic-ray and solar variations that is also not understood. 
The bulk electrical properties of the middle atmosphere are poorly defined, and there Is 
a need to determine the Ion composition and chemistry both for quiet conditions and 
during solar-terrestrial events. There Is al$o new evidence that the electric fields pro
duced by thunderstorms and lightning can produce significant disturbances in the elec
tdcal structure of the upper atmosphere and magnetosphere. 

The horizontal electric fields that are generated by the Ionospheric-wind dynamo 
and the solar-wind/magnetospheric dynamo propagate downward to the Earth's sur
face where they can locally perturb the fair-weather electric field by about 1-2 percent 
and 20-50 percent, respectively. Horizontal currents In the middle atmosphere and the 
characteristics of the equalization layer need to be determined In order to understand 
better the clectricallnteractlons that occur bet'veen the upper and lower atmosphere. 

To determine ( 1) the electrical properties of the middle atmosphere. (2) theefJect30f 
thunJerstormson ionospheric and magnetospheric processes, and (3) the effects of time 
variations in the cosmic-ray and energetic solar-particle flUXes on the properties of the 
global circuit, additional measurement3 are required. Theoretical Investigations and 
modeling are also Important components of such investigations. 

Lightr.ing has long been known to be a source of whistlers In the Earth's magneto
sphere, and recent spacecraft observations suggest that lightning also generates whis
tler-mode signals on Jupiter. The questions of just how lightning fields couple to a 
whistler duct and whether these fields have effects on the Ionosphere or magnetosphere 
are Important and nced furlher investi~ation. 
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Lightning Phenomenology 

1 
RICHARD 1-:, ORVIl.I.I·: 
Slalr l!nivmi~)' of Nfli' l'/Jfk nl Alball,)' 

INTHODUCTION 

Severe weather phenomena that disrupt our li\'es in· 
c1ude tornadoes, hail, hi~h winds, hurricaneli. sno\\'· 
storms. and Ii~htnin~. It is not well known that in most 
>'ears,lightnin~ rank.~ a.~ the number one killer. followed 
c1osel)' by tornadoes. Much k'S.~ dramatic than a tornado 
pa.~ing through an area or a severe snowstorm that Ilar· 
alyzcs a city. a lightning ground strike can (Iuickl), kill 
one or two people in h:ss than a M.'COnd with little or nil 
\\arning. Annually in the United Stales about 100 peo· 
pic are killed by Ii~:htning ~trikes. and reliable esliillatl~ 
for the world would he in the thousands. l.i~htnin~ on a 
global and r'!gional scale is an area of l>Cien('e that brin~~ 
together the interests of the atmospheric physicist. 
chembt. and metcorolo~ist in an effort to learn its char· 
acteristics. 

The phenomenolo~r of lightning involves the frc· 
quenc), of Ii~htning observed ovcr large spati~1 and time 
scales. It involvcs the maximum and avcragl' fla.\hing 
rate per unit area and the vllrialion of f1a~h characteris
tics with location and storm type. Studies of lightning 
phenomenoloJ.,'l' can now he dbcu,~~d in terms of both 
satellite and ground-ba~ed "hsen'ations, With thl' use of 
satellites, we obtain data on the global lightning flash 
rates and the distrihution of lightning with respl'ct to the 
continents and OCl'ans. With the exh'nsin' usc of 

ground-based observations. we can dctermine the flu-\h
ing rates and flash characteristics of individual storms. 
In addition, wecan monitor the\,ariationsoftheground 
fla.shes as a function of location and storm type, 

SATEI.L1TE OnsEltvATIONS OF L1GJlT~I1\'G 

Optical Dctcctor" 

Significant advances in ohtaining a better l'Stimate of 
J,!\ubal flash rates and distribution ha\,(' oCl'urred as the 
rl'sult of satellite IightninJ,! ohs('f\'atillns in the la~t dec· 
ade. Turman (l!l7H. \!)7!l). Turman ('/ al. (W7H), and 
Turman and Edgar (1082), usinJ,! optical dl'lectors on 
the Defense Mete'lroloJ,!ical Satellite Program (D~ISP) 
satellites, showed the distribution of lightning at dawn 
and dusk f()r a period of I Yl'al. One exampll' of this 
fl'Cent result i.~ shown in Fi~ure 1.1. where the dmk 
liJ,!htning distributi()n for No\'ember-December W77 
demoostratl.'S the ~patial distribution and the rate. !'\ote 
that the liJ,!htnin~ is found mo~tly in the southern hemi
sphere, bllt siJ,!nificant activity sfill occurs in the north
ern hemisphere. 

The latitudinal and seasonal \'ariati()n of the light
ning activity is hl~t shown by exarninilll: Figure 1,2 (Ko
wall'7.yk, WHl; Turman and Edgar, l!li\2). In this hi~t()
J,!ram, the Ii~htnin~ rate has bl'cii sUlllllwd owr 
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LATITUDE 

HCl'RI-: Ul Tht-Iatltudinal \;tri.ation of tht' dllwn 1&1111 dll"- 1:I,IbItl 
IllZ,htnin)t ,1('ti\lt~'Il.' II (unction '" ~"I(ln. Adlll'lru limn t\\l\\ill",~k 

)nd 801U,'f (Hk'lllInd Tllf",an "n.ll-:dl!.lIf (I!~I. 

jon~tlld~ ut both dawn und dusk and \lrl'Sl'nll'(l u.~ u 
function of lutitnde. Th~ dusk distriblltlol\~ show Il 

smooth ch:lll~' us the SCll.~ns chan~e. Dut note th~ Sl'C
ondary pt.'uk :It 30.400 that pcrsists throu~h ull thl' lIus!.: 
distribution, .. l'XC.·pt Au~t·Sc.'ptl'mber. Thl' lIuwn llis· 
triblltiol\s do not chun);C ll.'I smoothly, but till' Sl'll\lInal 
shift is app:ln'nt. The enhanCl'll polar.fnlllt 1Il't1\'itr at 
dawn is qUitl' evident in thl' NowllIhl·r·Dt'<'l'mbt'r 
southern hl'lIlisph~re and the April·June nmtlwrn hl'mi· 
spher~. At d:\wn tlwre uppcars to be an lIwrull mini· 
mum for thl' pl'rlod January.Murch. Analysis (.r tht' 
Ii~htnin~ mtl'S for IUll'ntin' Yl':U show u ,'ariatil'll or 10 
percent from a ~Iobal value that is t'Stitnatt'<.i t'l run~ 
from 40 to l~l) nll~hl'S l'lt'r St'Ctmd. 

Other !'tudil'S IIsill~ ,he DMSP datu from 1\ diff~'n'nt 
Sl'nsor pro\'idl' 1\ ~!illlp~ ut the gloh:tl midnight Ii~ht. 
nill~ IIcti\'ity with u spatial rt'Solutilln tiC IIpprm illllltdy 
100 km (Or.ilIl' uno Spl'IIl'l'r. HI.!!: Or\'ilIl' HlSI). A 
study of till' ~Iohalll\idni~ht li~htning IIcti\'ity yidds a 
Iightnin~ ratt' of!l6 n.lSht'S \wr Sl't'(lllll, hut this ('(HIlt! be 
ill error hy :t f:ll~tor of :.! (Or\'illl' unci Spt·IIN'r. 1!l7!1). 
Or\'ilIl' plotll .... ln seril'S of monthly mups rt·pWlhll ........ 111I 
Figun' 1.3 fill' the months of Sqllt'mber, (ktobl'r. lind 

) 
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. Novcmber. The pro~n'S.'\lon of the lI~htnln~ activity to· 
ward lhesouthern hemisphl're IlSsumnll'r Ilpproachl'S 11\ 
thnt hemisphere is evldcnt. The strlkll\~ ubsence of 
lightnln~ ovcr the oceal\ Is appurent Inull tllrl'C months 
and c1earl)' shows the Importance of 1I111d In the prodUt,,
lion of thunderstorms. 

Radio Dctt'Ctors 

Recent meusurements of hi~h.rn'(lul'nc)' rudio noise 
by the Ionosphere Sounding Satcllitc-B hu\'c 1)(.'C1\ \ISl'll 
by Kotuki ct al. (1981) to estimatl' 11 globallightnin)t 
n~h rule of upproxlmutcly 300 per Sl'(.'Ond, in contmst 
to the optical meusul'<'mcnts discu~-d pre\'lousl~·. Thl' 
rndlo meusuremenls muy ovcrestimate till' Iightnill~ (re
quenc>' since it is assuml-d thut ull th~ l'mis.~ions are pro
duced by lightning. But the satellitl' opUcul meusure
ments nre uncertain in cstimatin~ the lll:htninl! rllte 
since the fraction of lightning that is uchllllly dctl'Ctl'll 
depend., on 11 calibration factor that represents 11 best 
estimate. 

Despite the availability of satellitl'S to cstimnte the 
globulli~htning activity. ,w have mud~ little pro~ in 
.:lbtuining a flush rate with small error bus owing to th~ 
present experimental limitations of sen .. ~r scmit,,·ity. 
area coverage, and thl' number of ~tl'llite platforms. 
Neverthdcss. the satellite obo;ef\'ution pro\'idt'S us with 
the first reliable estimnte or the distribution of global 
lightning. The resolution of the ,"uryiu):: ~Iobnl flush mtl' 
estimatcs muy dcpend on th~ close coordination of ~td· 
litc-bllSl-d and ground.bllSl'<l Obscf\'Utillns of li~htnin!t 
and the availability of lur~r-c'J,'era~ .. afl~u platforms, 
such us geosynchronous sot~lIites. 

GROUND OnSER\,ATIO~S 01-' 1.IGlITNI~G 

Most of our information on the charucteristil's or 
lightning hus rome. and will continul' to romc, fnun 
ltT0und.buscd obs:!f\'ation,~ of the li~htninl: nu.~h. Many 
ofthl'SCstudies have focuSl-d on thc mtinor intmcloud til 
c1Olld.to-ground flashrs. the li~htnin~ groimd.nll.\h 
density. and the flushing rute of diCit'rent tnll'S of thun· 
derstorms. 

llliraclollci \'('rsllo$ CI()lIcI·to.GrtlUlull.l/!..lltllill~ 

Thl' filtiO of in~rucluud :0 clolld.ttl·~wund li~htnin!t 
is of fUlldllllll'ntal importltnl'C. Uow dtl<.'lo this mho \':uy 
with latitude und lon~itlltll·. anti hu\\' du\'s thi~ r:ttiu 
,'ur,' in till' lifdilllc of :t ~tornt? An' tlKfl' ~ttlrnts thut 
hu,:e lIl'arly all intradulltl flasht'S and l'(l;\Sl'l\llently :Irt, 
!t'ss ,lam aging, and Ufl' tlll'rt, storms that han'nlmn"t :\11 
grollnd flashl'S and coml'(llll'ntly arl' of )!'~'atcr l'(ml~'rn':> 
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Studies by Prentice and Ml\ckerras (1977) have sum
marized much of the available data on the ratio of intra
cloud todoud-to-ground flushes (N,JN~). From an anal
\'Sis of 29 datil sets from 13 countries. the\' obtain th~ 
(oUowinlt relationship for nn average thunderstorm: 

N.lNll - (4,16 + 2.16cos3~) 

(0.6 + 72 ~~~98~)' (1,1) 

where T, the number of thunder da>'S per year, is less 
thnn or equal to 84 and ~, th~ latitude in the northern 
and southern hemispheres, is less than 60°. If the num
ber of thunder days is unknown, then the ratio can be 
cstimatl>d from the relation 

N.JNIl - (4.16 + 2.16cos3~). (1.2) 

This l't.'Sult is plotted in Figure 1.4. Note that the ratio 
hus the highl'St \'alue in the tropics where most of the 
lightning WIlS shown to occur by the satellite data. Re
call. however. that the satellite data were composed of 
both intracloud and cloud-to-b'fOUnd lightning fllL\lll'S. 
There is Ilt the moment no way to distinguish betwccn a 
ground flush and an intrncloud flush from a satellite, 

Lightning Flash Density 

The number of lightning strikes per unit time per unit 
area. or the fla,dl density, is n fundamental qUllntity of 
interest. Most of the available Information ha.~ bt.-cn ob
talnt>d with lightning flash counters. 

Prentice (19ii) summnrizl.>d the "nlut'S for se\'eral gt'
ographical areas and reportl>d 5 n:l~lll's per km~ per yt'lU 
in QUl~n~and. Australin: 0.2 to 3 na.~hl'S pt'r klll~ Iwr 
war i.1 NOl'wav, S\\'edl'n, and Finland: nnd 0.05 to 15 
nn.~hes IX'r km~ per year in South Africa ut'pending on 
the locntion, 

Pil'pgrlL~ t't 01. (1982) reported the results of st\ldyin~ 
79 summer storms nt the Kenlll.>dy Space Cl·ntt'r. Flor
Idu, which produced 10 or more dischnrgl.'S. durin!! tlw 
>'ears 1974-HlSO. Using field mill sites co\'l'rin~ an dft~ 
U\'l' uren of 6~ km~, they obscr\'l>d an un'u flnsh dt'nsity 
for u1l dischnrgesdurin~Julll·. July, nnd AlIgtlst to runge 
from ,1 to 27 discharges per km~ pt'r month, with n sys
temllti.c lIncertllinty of perhaps a fuctor of 2 in the smn
pIc art·a. The mean and the st:ondard dt'\'intion (If tht, 
monthh' art'n drnsit\' o\'er the above \'rOlrs WllS 12 :t S 
dischur~I.'S pt.·r km~. Appro:l:imately 38 ·Iwret.'nt IIf the dis
chllrg('S were ground flushl's. Thercforl'. they wt're uhlt' 
to estimnte the ground flash density to he ·1.6 :t 3.1 
f1llsl11's Iwr km~ per month. 

Th" most recent l'Stimnte of the ground f1:l~h density 

:'''''i-l;'~ --..... -.:.~,.~ .. - .... --_ .. _-_ ... 

In the United States hAS bt.'t'n made by Main and Plotro
wlcz (1983) using thunderstorm hour stat! ;ties and is I't.'
produced as Figure 1.5. They used thum!crstorm dura
tion data from approximately 450 aviation weather 
reporting stations, euch with an uninterrupll-u 30 yt'ars 
of record ... The station density Ilvailabl.! is twice.' thut of 
an)' previous thunderstorm frequenc~ analysis of the 
Unitl>d Stales. The maximum annual,:roulld flash den
sities of 18 per km:lare found in the v'cstcrn Intl'rlor of 
Florida. High flash densities greater than 121X'r km~ are 
found over much of l-1orldll and wl:stward to cll.~tt'rn 
Texas. Flash densities !treater than 8 per km~ are found 
in most of Oklahoma. KallSlL .. , Missouri, Arkansll.~. Lou
isiana. Ml~issippi, Ilnd TcnnCSSl.'C. Most western and 
northeastern states ha .. 'c flash dens it ies that arc It'S.~ than 
4pcrkm~. 

Li~htnillg Flash and ltdalM CllaractcristiC'$ 

Data from two summers at the Kennedy SIlU(.'l' Ccn
ter, Florida. have bt.~n used to estimate the flll~hin!t 
rates in thunderstorm~ (Lh'ingston and Krider, 107S). It 
was observed that lar~ storms evolve throu~h an ini
tial. an acti\'e. and a finaillhase of activity. Most of the 
lightning activity was obsel'\'l.>d to occur in the acti\'e 
phase with 71 percent of the lightning, ulthollgh "lis 
phase of the storm occupied only 27 percent of the totul 
storm duration. During the active phn.'lC, 42-521X'rcent 
of all lightning wus to ground. while during the final 
storm per:od, only nbout 20 percent of the lIghtnlnlt WI\5 

.') ground. The dischar~ rille for all storms obsern>d in 
1975 WIlS approximntely 4 flllshes per minute with a 
maximum fln.~hing rutcor 26 dl~hargcs per minlltc dur
ing uny 5-minule period. The highest flashing rlltt' a\'C,'r
Ilged O\'cr an entire storm was nbout !) dlsl'hargt'S pl'r 
minute for o\'er 200 minull'S. More rl'<:Cnt datu f rtllllll-l
~'ear interval indicntes that the mean rate of f1ll~hl'S i~ 
ubout 2.-1 discharges per minute per storm (pit'pgfll"-' ct 
01., 19S2). 

The rdntionship of rainfull to lightning f1llsh mit'S has 
bt.-cn illwstigated hy Picpj.,'1'IL~ {'t al. (l!JS2). TIh'Y n" 
ported thnt wht'n the metl'orolo~ical conditions fnvor 
the productil.n of lightning, there is almost 11 dim.'t pn)
portionality bchH't'n the tot:ll rain volullle nnd tht, total 
number of fllLdll'S. ~I:\ier ct al. (19i8) noted in un l'nrlil'r 
pUIX'r that the lightnill!! l'GlInts wert' proportillnnl to the 
total storm rainfnl\ and thnl the proportiolllliity in
crca.~--U with till' .ain volume until tht' rninfull n'lIchl'tl 
nbout 1.2 to 2.7 X ll)lmJ per flu.dl. Beyond thl'St· \'01-
lIllles. storm~ that pnlduC't.'d more rainfalllt'ndl'ti to pro
ducc proportionally kss li'ghtnin~. Picpgrass I't Ill. 
(HlS2) point out that. "CIt'lIrly. tht'Se problt'llls WlIrrllIlt 
furlht'r study." 
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F'IGlm.: 1.4 Th~ ratio of Intrlldoud to cloud.to·ltfOund IIghtnln!!.., 
II functlun ufllltltudr. From I'f('ntirellnd MIlt'kt·rrll.' (11)7;). 

LI~/IInlllg Locatio,. Ndtvorks 

The stud), of li~hlnlng phcnomcnoloro' has made a 
major Ild\'anec in the IIL~t decade with the Introduction 
of new ma~netlc direction·Cinding techniques (Krider ct 
al., IORO) that provide thc mcans to monitor ~round 
strlkl'S O\'cr IlrellS exceeding 10° km2• Extensive nctwork.~ 

) 
of Ii~htnlnlt direction findcrs have becn established for 
fol't.'St·fire dctection In the westcrn United States, Can· 
IIda, and Alnska. Figure 1.6 shows thc covcrage IlS of the 

) 

sumnwr of 1984, and It can be prcdictcd that within the 
next fl'W ycars the entire United States will be covered. 

One cxpanding lightning detection network covers 

I-'IGlInF. 1.11 L1ghtnln" nash dt'n.lty ""tI· 
matt'S lin lin anmll,1 hu~I •. Adal'tro (rom 
M,lIt'r And I'lntmwlcz (I!l1!3) lind MacGor. 
m:m ct al. (l1~~4). 

-~-............ --~.~ ........... ----..... ".~~~,., . 
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the East Coast lind is approachlnJ.t the Mississippi RI\'er 
to provide coverage of the cn.~tern part of the United 
States (Orvlllo .. ' al., 1983). This network is operated by 
the State University of Ncw York at Albany in a multi· 
dro!" communication nctwork thut links all the direction 
finders to one computcr. Data nrc now retrieved on the 
time, location, number of strokc.~ In the flash, polarity of 
the charge lowen.'<l to ground, and amplitude of the 
peak map;netlc radiation field that can be related to the 
maximum current in the f't'lit stroke. These data, In 
turn, can be anulyzed and relutl-d to thr. meteorological 
patterns producing the observed phl'nomena. 

To report all Initial results would far exceed the space 
available In this brief paper; nevertheless, it is intel't.'St· 
Ing to notl' a few observations. The hl~hcst ground flash 
rate recorded b\' the EIl.~t Coast Nl'twork occurred on 
June 13, lUS .. , ~vhen 50,836 nn.~hes were detected In a 
24·hour Ilt'rlod over an area of IIpproxlmately :'::50,000 
km9• The hl~hest hourly summary wus i800 flashes with 
the hl~hcst 5·mlnute rate eXCl'Cdlng 10,000 grollnd 
fln.~hc.~ per hour. Thl'SC results urc n'mnrkable when It Is 
rcallzl-d that tlll'SC flash rates were from storms in onl}' 
three stutes-l'ennsylvania, New Jl'rsc}'. and part of 
New York-lind at the time Wl'hl producing appro:d. 
mutely 3 pctt'l'nt of the entire p;loballip;htning activity. 

Other fl'Sults Indicate that IIp;htn!nr. is recordt-d In 
e\,l'ry wl·d~ of the year alon~ the EI\.~t COilSt and thut the 
polurlty of the lI~htning ground strlkl'S shows a change 
from nep;ath'c te pt.sitive in the fall and a shift back to 
nl'gntive In the spring. A discus.~klO of positi\'e lightninp; 
and Its chnfllcteristics is prcsent~'(l by nust (Chapter 3, 
this volume). 
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FIGURE 1.0 C<l\'l"ral(e of Nil: II, ·."'~rlcil by Ump of arrl,'ul (da.,hed 
IInlos) lind \\'Ide-bund mUKlleUc dlflocUon flnden (solid lines) lIS of the 
summer of 1985. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The past decade has been a period of significant ad. 
vances in lightning knowlcdl:e. Satellite studies have 
provided the first eonfirmation of the early estimates of 
the globallir,htning flash rates and added new informa· 
tion on the distribution of Ii~htning over the land al.J 
over the ocean. The development of widely distributed 
ground.bast'<llightning networks provides for the first 
time the ability to monitor and calculate lightning char· 
acteristics in nt'ar real time. Relating these parameters 
to the meteorological observations of visible and infra· , 
red images from space and to radar observations from 
the ground poses a major challenge In the near future. 
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INTRODUCTION 

E. PHILIP KRIDER 
UnivtTSit.J oj An'lona 

Lightning is a transient, high-current electric dis
charge that occurs in the atmospheres of the Earth and 
other planets and that has a total path length on the or
der of kilometers. Most lightning is produced by thun
derclouds, and well over half of all discharges occur 
within the cloud. Cluud-to-ground flashes (Figure 2.1), 
although not so frequent as iutracloud flashes, are, of 
course, the primary lightning hazard to people or struc
tur''S on the ground. The contanental United States re
ceives an estimated 40 million cloud-to-ground strikes 
each year, and lightning is among the nation's mo..~t 
damaging weather hazards (sec Chapter I, this vol
ume). The peak power and total energy in li~htning arc 
very large. Thus far, it has not been possible to simulate 
in the laboratory either the geometrical development of 
a lightning channel or the full extent of lightning dl\m~ 
age. Lightning is a leading cause of outages in el('Ctric 
power and telecommunications systems, and it also is a 
maior source of interference in many types of radio com
munications. The possible effects of lightning on ad
vanced aircraft, nuclear power plants, and sophisti
cated military systems are problems of increllsing 
concern. 

Besides its many deleterious efCects,lightning also ha~ 
some unique benefits. The chemical efft.'Cts of lightning 
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may ha\c played an important rolc in the prebiotic syn
thesis of amino acids, and today lightning is still an im
portant source of fixed nitrogen, a natural fertilizer, and 
other nonequilibrium trace gases in the atmosphere (see 
Chapter 6, this volume). Also, Iightninr.-causcd fires 
have long dominated the dynamies of fOfl'St l'COsystems 
throughout the world. The electromagnetic fields that 
are radiated by lightning can be used to study the ph>'S
its of radio propagation and have been lIst..'<l for many 
years in geophysical prospecting. Also,lilo:htnlng-clluscd 
"whistlers" are still being em pI oycd to study the charac
teristics of the ionosphere and magnetosphere. light
ning pJl\ys an important role in maintainin!t an elcctric 
charge ·)n the earth and is therefore an important com
ponent of the global ek'Clric circuit (see Chapter 15, this 
volume). It is clear, therefore, that an undcrstanding of 
the physics of lightning is important to further insight 
into our geophysical environment as wdlas for the de
velopment of optimum protection from the li~htning's 
hazards. 

In recent years, new experimental tedmiClul'S have 
enabled researchers to obtain a better understanding of 
the physics of lightning. Among these tl'Chniqllcs have 
been applications of opticill. acoustic, and dl'Ctromag
netic sensors to measure the propertics of various dis
charge procc.s.~cs on time scales rnnging from tcns of 
nanoseconds to several st.'COnd~. Tht.'Se nll'llSlIremcnts 
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PHYSiCS OF LIGHTNING 

have also been used to infer properties of the thunder
cloud charge distribution that is affected by lightning 
(see Chapter 8. this volume). 

Within the category of cloud-to-ground lightning. 
there are flashes that effectively lower negative charge 
to ground and those that lower positive charge. Most 
ground flashes are negative. but there is recent evidence 
that positive discharges are often unusually deleterious. 
and. therefore. this type is discussed separately in Chap
ter 3 (this volume). 

Before describing some of the recent advances in 
lightning research in more detail, the processes that 0c

cur during a typical negative lightning flash to ground 
will be reviewed briefly. There are still many open ques
tions about basic lightning phenomena. such as whether 
or how the characteristics of indivi~11al flashes depend 
on th~ type of thunderstorm. the season. and the type of 
terrain that is struck. 

CLOUD·TO.GROUND LIGHTNING 

Simplified sketches of the luminous processes that oc
cur during a typical cloud. to· ground discharge are 
given in Figures 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. For more detailed 
discussions of these phenomena, the reader is referred to 
Schonland (1964), Uman (1969), and Salanave (1980). 
Figure 2.2a shows an assumed cloud charge·distribu. 
tion just before the lightning begins. Concentrations of 
negative charge are shown at altitudes where the ambi· 
ent air temperature is - 10 to - 20°C, typically 6 to 8 
km above mean sea level. The positive char~e is more 
diffuse than the negative and most of it is at higher alti· 
tudes (see Chapter 8, this volume). 

Cloud· to· ground lightning almost always starts 
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FlCURE 2.1 CIOlld.to-ground lightning 
owr Tucson, Arizona. 

within the cloud with a process that Is called the prelimi
nary breakdown. The location of the preliminary break
down is not well understood. but it may begin in the 
high-field region between the positive and negative 
charge regions. as shown in Figure 2.2h. After several 
tens of miUiseconds, the preliminary breakdown initio 
ates an intermittent. highly branched discharge that 
propagates horizontally and downward and that is 
called the stepped-leader. The stepped-leader is 
sketched in Figures 2.2c and 2.2d, and this process effec· 
tively lowers negative charge toward ground. The indi
vidual steps in the stepped. leader have lengths of 30 to 
90 m and occur at intervals of 20 to 100 1JSeC. The direc
tion of the branches in a photograph indicates the direc
tion of stepped-leader propagation; for example, in Fig
ure 2.1 each stepped-leader propagated downward. 

When the tip of any branch of the s:epped-Ieader gets 
close to the ground, the electric field just above the sur- . 
face becomes very large. and thIS causes one or more 
upward discharges to begin at the ground and initiate 
the attachment process (see Figure 2.3). The upward 
propagating discharges rise until one or more attach to 
the leader channel at a junction point that is usually a 
few tens of meters above the surface. When contact oc
curs, the first retllm stroke begins. The return stroke is 
basically an intense, positive wave of ionization that 
starts at or just above the ground and propagates up the 
leader channel at about one third the spet..'<l of light (Fig. 
ure 2.2e). The peak currents in return strokes range 
from several to hundreds of kiloamperes, with a typical 
value being about 40 kA. Th~se ct.·rrents carry the 
ground potential upward and efftx:tively neutralize 
most of the leader channel and a portion of the cloud 
charge. The peak power dissipated by the return stroke I 
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E. PHILIP KRIDER 

Is probably on the order of lQ'1 watts per meter of chan
nel (Guo and Krider, 1982), and the peak channel tem
perature is at least 30,000 K (Orville. 1968). 

The last few steps of the stepped. leader , the onset of u 
connecting discharge, and the beginning of a return 
stroke are Illustrated In Figure 2.3. Here. the distance 
between the object that is about to be struclc and the tip 
of the leader when the connecting discharge begins Is 
called the striking distance (SO) and Is an important 
coneept in lightning protection. Tile distance to the ac
tual junction m between the leader and the connecting 
discharge is often assumed to be about half the striking 
distance. 

After a pause of 40 to 80 milliseconds, most cloud·to
ground flashes produce a new leader, the dart leader, 
which propagates without stepping down the previous 
return-stroke channel and initiates a subsequent return 
stroke. Most flashes contain two to four return strokes, 
and each of these affects a different volume of cloud 
charge (see also Chapter 8, this volume). Figure 2.4 
shows a sketch of a dart leader and the subsequent re
turn stroke. Visually, lightning often appears to flicker 
because the human eye can just resolve the time inter
vals between different strokes. In 20 to 40 percent of all 
cloud-ta-ground flashes. the dart leader propagates 
down just a portion of the previous return-stroke chan
neland then forges a different path to ground. In these 
cases, the flash actually strikes the ground in two pla"ces, 
and the channel has a characteristic forked appearance 
that can be seen in many photographs. (See the left two 
flashes in Figure 2.1.) 

IMPORTANT RESULTS OF RECENT 
RESEARCH 

Three types of n.'Search have recently provided new 
information about the physies of lightning. These are 
described briefly, and their importance ,is indicated. 
First, we discuss how remote measurements of electric 
and magnetic fields can be used to infer properties of 
lightning currents, including some implications of re
cent measurements. Next. we describe how the sources 
of radio-frequency (rf) noise can be used to trace the 
geometrical development of lightning channels as a 
function of time and to determine other properties of 
lightning. Finally, we discuss how small rockets can be 
used to trigger lil-(htning artificially and give some appli
cations of this tcchnicJue . 

FIGUnE 2.2 Skcttilllf thcluminous prOCt',-,,-'Sthat form thl·,tcppcd· 
It'lIdcr lind the fir.' n'lurn .trokc in a cloud· In-ground lightning lla,ll. 

Time-Domaill Fields and Lightning Currents . 

necentlr. it has become clear that the electric and 
mal-(nctic fields that arc radiated by different lightninl-( 
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FIGURE 2.3 51-etch or the lumInous processes that occur during at· 
tachment or a lightning ~tepped.leadcr to an object on the ground. 

processes have different but characteristic signatures 
that are reproduced from flash to flash. For example, 
Figure 2.5 shows three of the many impulses that were 
radiated by a typical cloud-to-ground flash at a distance 
of about 50 km. These particular signatures were re
corded using a broadband antenna system and an oscil
loscope that covered all frcquencies from about 1 kHz to 
2 MHz. Trace (a) shows a cloud impulse that was radi
ated during the preliminary breakdown: trace (b) shows 
the waveform that was radiated by the first return 
stroke; and trace (c) shows a sublequcnt return stroke. 
The small pulses that precede the first rcturn stroke In 
trace Ib) were radiated by indIvidual steps of the 
stepped.leader just before the attachment occurred (sce 
Figure 2.3). The characteristics of these newly mea
sured signatures have becn put to use in the detection 
and location of cloud-to-ground lightning. For exam
ple, there are now large networks of magnetic direction
finders that can discriminate between the shapes of the 
return·stroke fielci~ and other processes and that can 
provide accurate locations of the ground-strike points 
(see Chapters 1 and 5, this volume; Krider ct al., 1980). 

In a series of recent papers, Uman and co-workers 
have developed a theoretical model that describes the 
shapt'S of the electric and magnetic ficlds that are pro
duced by return strokes at various distances (Uman ct 
al., 1975: Ma~ter et al., 1981; Uman and Krider, 1982). 
One p&rticularly important result of this work is the pre
diction that during the first few microseo:onds of the 
stroke, i.e., just after the attachment process has been 
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MICROSECONDS 
FIGURE 2.5 Examples of electric-Cield Impulses that were produced 
b\' a c1oud·to-J(1'Ound fla.,h at Q distance of about 50 km. Trace (a) was 
r~diated during the preliminary breakdown. trace (b) Isdue to the first 
return 5troke. and trace (e) b due to asub.<equent return stroke. 

completed, the waveform of the distant or radiation 
field is proportional to the channel current, 

IloV 
ERAO(t) .. - 2-1' D l(t - DIe), (2.1) 

where E Is the vertical electric field that Is measured at 
the ground at time' ,Ilo the permeability of free space. v 
the return stroke velocity. c the speed of light, and D the 
horizontal distance to the flash. A typical first return 
stroke will produce a peak field of about 8 VIm at a dis· 
tance of 100 km (Lin ct al .• 1979). The stroke velocity 
near the ground is typically on the order of 1(}~ rnlsee 
(Idone and Orville. 1982). With these values, Eq. (2.1) 
predirts a peak current of about 40 kAt a value that Is in 
good agreement with currents that have been measured 
in direct strikes to Instrumented towers (Berger ct al., 
1975: Garbagnati et al .• Hl81). 

Recently. Weidman lind Krider (1978. 1980) exam· 
ined the microsecond and submicrosccond structure of 
return·stroke E·field and field derivative. dE/dt. sl~a· 
tures. These investigators found that a typical fjr.~t 
stroke produces an electric field "front" that rises in 2·8 
I'-~ee to about half of the peak. field amplitude. This 
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front is followed by a fast transition to peak whose mean 
10·90 percent rise time Is about 90 nsec (see Figure 2.6). 
Subsequent stroke fields have fast transitions similar to 
first strokes, but fronts that last only 0.5 to 1llScc and 
that rise to only about 20 percent of the peak field. This 
fine structure In the Initial return·stroke field Is illus
trated by the waveform shown In Figure 2.7. 

Unfortunately, the origin of fronts In return·stroke 
fields Is still not well understood, particularly for first 
strokes (Weidman and Krider, 1978). IE fronts are pro
duced by upward connecting discharges, then these dis· 
charges must have lengths In excess of 100 m and peak 
currents of 10 leA or more. A front may be produced by a 
slow surge of current in the leader channel prior to the 
fast transition, but then this surge must contain currents 
on the order of 10 leA or more, and the associated chan· 
nellength must be at least 1 km. To date. the available 
optical data are not adequate to determine whether eI· 
ther of these processes (or both) does actually occur. 
Clearly, more research will be needed before we shall 
understand the physies of the important striking pro-
cess. 
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FIGURE 2,7 The initial portion of a return·stroke field r~'COrded 
with fast time resolution. The same signalls shown on both traces. and 
the penh coincide In time. 

The rise times of the fast field components that are 
ra,jbteJ by return strokes are summarized in Figure 
2.6. Note that the mean 10 to 90 percent value is about 
90 nsec. These submicrosecond components in the field, 
must be caused by submicrosecond components in the 
current, but few of the currents that have been mea
sured during direct strikes to instrumented towers show 
components as fast as 90 nsec (Berger et al .• 1975; Gar
bagnati et al .• 1981). It is possible that an upward dis
charge from a tall tower or the electrical characteristics 
of the tower itself will reduce the rise time that is mea
sured from the value that would actually be present in a 
strike 10 normal terrain. Thcrefore. new measurements 
of lightning currents and field:; with fast time· resolution 
will be necessary before we can understand the true cur
rent rise times. 
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The actual current rise time is important for the de
sign of lightning prt>tection systems (see Chapter 5, this 
volume). For example. if a loo-nsec current interacts 
with a resistive load, the voltage rise time on that load 
will be 100 nsec. Most of the standard surge waveforms 
that are used to verify the performance of protectors on 
power and telecommunications circuits specify that 
open-circuit voltage should have a rise time of 0.5, 1.2, 
or 10 IlSec and that the short-circuit current should have 
a rise time of 8 or 10 IlSCC (see IEEE Standard 587-80 and 
FCC Docket 19528, Part 68). These values are sub~tan
tlally slower than those shown in Figure 2.6; therefore, 
It is probable that the degree of protection that is pro
vided by devices that have been tested to the above stan
dards will not be adequate for direct lightning surges. 

Measurements of the maximum dE/dts that are radi
ated by return strokes striking seawater arf'! summarized 
in Figure 2.8. Here. the average maximum dE/dt is 
about 33 V/m/Ilsec when the va:ues are range-normal
Ized to 100 km using an inverse distance relation. To 
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measure a dE/dt signature on a IO-nsec lime scale, It Is 
essential that the field propagation from the lightning 
source to the measuring station be entirely over saltwa
ter; otherwise there can be a significant degradation In 
the high-frequency content of the signal due to .. ropaga
tion over the relatively poorly conducting earth. It Is 
possible that strikes to saltwater contain Inherently 
faster rise times than lightning strikes to ground, but 
Weidman and Krider (1978) argued that this Is proba
blv not the case. 

'If Eq. (2.1) Is valid, then the dE/dt values in Figure 
2.8 can be used to Infer the maximum dlldt In the Iight
nlngchannel, i.e., 

2rD 
dlldt - - --dE/dt. 

IloV 
(2.2) 

IE a typical dE/dt Is 33 V/m/psce at 100 km and v Is lOS 
m/sec, then Eq. (2.2) implies that the maximum dl/dt is 
typically 1.5 X 1011 A/sec during a return stroke. a value 
that is about a factor of 20 hh:her than the tower mea
surements. At this point. It should be noted that. If re
turn strokes do contain large current components with 
dlldt on the order of 1.5 X 1011 A/sec. then. if these 
currents Interact with an inductive load. the overvol
tage will be substantially larger and faster than has pre
viously been assumed and the lightning hazard will be 
greater. (See Chapter 5, this volume. for further discus
sions of lightning protection.) 

As a final point. we note that the electromagnetic 
fields that are produced by lightning are now known to 
be large and to change rapidly; hence. these fields them
selves can be deleterious. For example. Uman ct 01. 
(1982) showed that. if an object Is struck directly by 
lightning. then the associated electromagnetic distur
bance may be substantially morl! severe than the electro
maJ.;r.etic pulse (EMP) produced by an exoatmospherlc 
nuclear burst at all frequencies below about 10 MHz. 
Also. Krider and Guo (1983) showed that t"~ typical 
peak field from a return-stroke at 100 km corresponds to 
a peak electromagnetic power at the source of at least 
20,000 megawatts. 

Locations oj Lightning Radio Sourccs 

The radio-frequency noise that is generated by Iight
nln~! in the HF and VHF hands appears in the form of 
disc~ete bursts. and within each of these bursts there are 
hundreds to thousands of separate pulses. If the differ
ence in the timeof arrival of each pulse is carefully mea
sure:l at four widely separated stations, the location of 
the source of each pulse can be computed. and the geo
metrical development of the rf bursts can be mapped a~ 
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a function of time (Proctor, 1971). Unfortunately. the 
physical processes that produce HF and VHF radilltlon 
in lightning are not wen understood. Proctor (1981) re
ported that the pulses in most bursts are produced by a 
regular progression of source points. and. therefore, he 
suggt'Sts that bursts are produced by new ionization pro
cesses and extensions of old channels. 

If the source location of each rf pulse within a burst Is 
plotted, the width of the as.~illted "radio image" of the 
channel ranges from about 100 m to more than 1 km 
(Proctor, 1981. 1983; Rustan ct 01 •• 1980). Figure 2.9 
shows the paths of the central cores of six successive 
lightning discharges that were reconstructed by Proctor 
(1983). By combining reconstructions such as these with 
measurements of the associated changes in the electric 
field at the ground. Proctor inferred that in-cloud chan
nels usually have a net negative charge and that the av
erage line charge density Is about 0.9 C/km. Also. by 
dividing the length of a channel segment by the time 
required for that portion to develop. P,octor deter
mined that the average velocity of streamer formation 
ranges from 4 X 104 m/sec to 8 X 10~ m/sec with a mean 
of (1.4 ± 1.2) X 10~ m/sec. If Proctor's average charge 
density Is multiplied by the velocity of channel forma
tion. then the average current in developing channels 
would appear to be on the order of 100 A, a value that is 
In reasonable agreement with other estimatcs (Brook 
and Ogawa. 1977). 

In an analysis of the locations of the first rf sources in 
26 lightning flashes. Proctor (1983) found that most dis
charges begin within or near precipitation. i.e .• thosc 
regions of the cloud that produce a radar reflectivity 
greater than 25 dBZ. He also reports that all stepped
leaders begin In a narrow range of alHtudes where the 
ambient air temperature is - 5 to - WOC. The average 
altitude of the initial rf sources in the flashes studied by 
Proctor wa~ about 4 km above ground level (-10°C). 
and the standard deviation was only 440 m. 

The geometrical forms of intracloud discharges range 
from concentrated "knots" or "stars" a few kilometers in 
diameter to extensive branched patterns up to 90 km in 
length. Proctor (1983) reports that succes.~ivc discharges 
In II stor", often form an interconm'Cted system and that 
some flashes seem to extend the paths of earlier dis
..:harges. In one ca.~e. two flashes that were separated by 
just 1.6 scc produced tortuous channels thdt ran parallel 
to each otller for almost 2 km. but the channels re
mained about 300 m apart. 

Although more data will be required before Proctor's 
f(~sults can he generalized. it is clear that time-of-arrival 
methods offer great promise for future research. partic
ularly for thuse phases of lightning that occur within a 
cloud (see also Taylor. 1978; Rustan ct al .• 1980). Hadin 
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Interferometer observations of lil(htning have also pro
vided interesting results (Warwick ct .:lI,. 1979: Hay
enga and Warwick, 1981). and perhaps In the future 
interferometric me hods will be developed to the point 
that they can provide unambiguous three·dimensional 
reconstructions of the rlischarge processcs. 

Artificial Tri~ering of L/g/ltnlng 

The last development thl<. \\e describe is thc artificial 
triggering of lightning by small rockel~, This techniquc 
is particularly important because it provides; for the 
first iime. the Ct pability of studying both thc physics of 
the discharge proces.~ and the interactions of lightning 
with structures and other ohjects in a partially con· 
trollcd environment. Although rockets were £irst used to 
study atmospheric electricity in the cightl'cnth ccnt'lry. 
the first arti£icial initiation of Iightnin~ wa,~ clearly 
demonstrated by Newman ct (II, (1!)67). The technique 
has sub~e(lUently been improved by researchers in 
France (Fieux cl al .. 1!)75: Fit'ux and Hubert. 1!)7Ci: St. 
Prival (rAllier Rl'Search Group. 1!JR2) ami is now being 
used to investigate a variety of lightning prohlems in 
France. Japan. and the United States. 

When a thunderstorm is overhead and the electrical 
conditions arc favorable. a small rocket is launched and 
carries a ~rounded wire aloft. If the rockl,t is fired when 

the surface electric field is 3 to 5 kV 1m. then about two 
thirds of alliaunchcs will trig~er a lightning discharge 
(Fieuxct al .• 1:>78). Most triggers occur when the rocket 
is at an altitude of only 100 to 300 m. and the first stroke 
in the na~h usually propagates upward into the cloud. 
The majority of the subsequent strokes follow the first 
stroke and the wire to ground: but in about one third of 
the ca~es. the subsequent strokes actually forge a differ· 
ent path to ground. These latter events arc called 
"anomalous triggers" (Fieu" ct al .. Wi8). The first 
stroke in a trig!.:cred discharge is not like natural light
ning. but subsequent strokes appear to be almo~t identi· 
cal to their natural counterparts. 

An example of lightning that was tri;::gered by Hubert 
and co·workers is shown in Fi~ure 2.10. The upward 
branching in this photograph was produced by a leader 
that propagated upward from the wire. and the bright. 
straight section of channel ncar the ~round ,\how,\ the 
path of the wire just before it exploded a~ a rl~ult of the 
lightning current. 

Tril(gered lightning is now being used to im'l'Stil(ate 
the luminous development of lightning channels. the 
characteristics of lightnin~ currents. the velocitics of re· 
turn strokes. the relation betwce:n cl1rrcnts and fields. 
the mechani.\ms of li!.:htning damage, the performance 
of lightning protl'Ction sy~tcms. and ;nany other prob. 
lems (FieuXC'1 al •• 1978: Hubert and Ficux. 1!JR 1: Horii. 
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FICURE 2.10 An cxamplcof a rocket-triJ:
gcn-d lightning flash in ~ew ~fl·xk(J. 

1982; Miyachi and HorH, 1982; St. Privat d-Allier Re
search Group, 1982; Hubert et al .• IH84). 

Among the more imp.tant results to date have been 
a direct experimental verification of the existence of sub
micr')second fields and currents during return strokes 
apd (he general validity of Eq. (2.1) (Fieux et al .• WiN: 
Djibari et al .• 1981: Hubert and Fieux. 19B1)_ Wald
teufel et af. (1980) also reported a curious ca~e in which 
a triggered discharge originated everywhere in clear ai.-. 

The main benefit of the rocket triggl~ring technique is 
that it can be used to cause lightning to :,..ike a known 
place at a known time. thus enabling controllec e"peri-

ments to be performed_ The triggering wire guides the 
Iightninf{ current to a point wh<'Te a vark-ty of sensors 
can mea.~ure the physical properties of the dischar)!e and 
its deleterious effects directly. All cameras and data-re
cordinget!11ipment cun be t,lmed on and be fully opera
tional ju.\t bdore the rocket is fired. In most locations. 
tht, total number of tri)!)!ers is limited to a few tens of 
events per year by the frequency of owrhead storms. hilt 
the number and quality of the measurement. can he 
made quile high to compensate for the rdati\'t'ly few 
c\·ent~. 
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We ha\'t~ st't'n that new t'xperlmrntal techniques now 
provide un opportunity to In\'\'$ti~te many of the im
portant qlll'Stions that remain un:mswerro about the 
physics of liJ!htnin~. AmonR the more important un
I.oowns are the following: 

How is liRhtnln~ initiated within!' cloud? 
Can the initiation of Iightnil\~ lx- }upprcssed or con

trolled? 
What are the mechanismsofstt'ppcd-and d:trt-lader 
prop3~tion? 

What fuctors control the f,!rometricru de\'t'lopment of 
lightnin)t? 

What i5 the physics of the attlll,hment pr-ocess? 
What are the currents in return lltrokes? 
How rapidly do return-stroke curTt'nts change with 

time? 
What ph~'$ica1 pl'OCt.'SSl'$ contnll the prop:&gution of 

return strokes? 
What is the energ).· balance llf the \'arious lightning 

proct'SS(.'S? 
What ph~'$ical phenomenalX'Cllf during a cloud dis

charf,!e? 
What are the characteristics of the CUrTt'nts in cloud 
dischar~ proct'SSCS: 'J Whut p~ generate HFund VHF radio noise in 
lightnin~? 

Rt.'Ct'nt spacecrp{t observation. .. h:1\'c shown that Ii~ht
ning may be pn-sent in the ahm\.~llhcr't'S of Jupitcr_ Vc
nu.~, and Saturn, IlnJ the 1.j>C(lll\in~ Ga1ilco probe will 
carry ulightnin~ dctector to JUl'ih'r (L3~rctti et 01., 
1983). l't'rhup5 a ~tudy of Iii!h~nill!! in atmospher't'S that 
nre radil'ully diffl'rcnt from I Ilut tiC Earth will help us to 
better undt'rstand lightning Ull Eurth and oreer e\'en 
m\ln' chul1l'n~ng questions for futlll''l' work. 
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Positive Cloud-to-Ground Lightning 

3 
W. DAVID RUST 
NOAA NGlionai Stt'm St~nns Laoo'illory 

Il'\THODUCTION 

-~Of the two common types of li~htnln~ fln.~h. cloud·to
lind (CG) und intracloud (1C). the CG flashcs hll\'f~ 

- listoriculh' n'cdved more attt'ntion and stud\'. Thi.~ is 
unclollhll;Uy because they not only have mo're visible 
chunnds that lend themselvcs to qUl\ntitatl\'e observa· 
tions but nlso because they arc responsible for m(l.~t 
death and dama~ caused by li~htninr.. There ure varl· 
ous common names for sc\'eral visunil}' different fea· 
tun'S (If CG Ii~htnin~. e.g .• streak. forked. and ribhc.ln. 
Howt'\'l.·r, l,·.e parameters often used in thc scientific lit· 
cruture to cutl~TOrizE' CG.Ii~htning arc the polarity of 
char~l' lowl'red. the ma~nitude of the current, and tilt' 
dinoction of propagation of the initiatin~ leader and/or 
cnsuin~ n·turn stroke. While mnst CG fln.~lll'S transfl'r 
nt'~utiweh:lrJ.:e from the cloud to thl' ~round. early dlx" 
umt'n\l\tinn of fl:l~ht!S that lower posith'e charge (nlln 

cloud to gnlllnd ( + CG) is (ound in Bl'rgel's cla.~ic<\1 
!itmly (\!)67) of Ii/.!htnin~ at Mount San Sal\'alon' alxl\'l' 
I.nkl· 1.11):.11\0 in Switzerland. Bl'r!!t'r u~ed instrunll'nts 
ar.d ph\lt(l~:rUllhr to document strik('S to towers nn till' 
mountnin nnt! found a minority of + CG na.~hcs. All but 
Olll' of the + CG fla.~he~ had an IIpward.propa!!ating 
leudt'r fnll()\\'t'\i by a downward.l11min!! Cl'llIrn stroh', 
ultllj.!dlll'r "PIl<l.~itc to the common 1ll'!::utiVI.' CG na.dll's. 
con\isting lIf tI\l\\'n\\'ard-propa~atin~ Il'adl'rs (ollm\"('(1 
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b~' uJlward return strokl'S. Bl'Cnll~ these + CG flashes 
orl~n:ltl-d from tull towers, und apparently not even 
from the nlountnin pcak.~ without tall structures. they 
hu\'e bt.-en tcrml.'d "tri!!..~ert"l.i" Ii~htning. in contrnst to 
thl\.~ occurrin~ nuturally. Thl'Y nearly always had only 
one return strukl'. Berger's dll<.'umcntation of + CG 
nnshcs to Mount San Salvatore l'Stablished their de\'n.~· 
tutin~ nature: thl'Y had larj.!er peak currents, charge 
transfer, action Inte~al, and durution than most negu· 
th,. nu."hes, 

In f,!\'neral the instruml.'ntation used to observe + CG 
nlLd1l's is the same IL~ thut for other Ii~htning. Typical 
ml·u.~ureml·nts indude the dl'Ctnl$tatic-ficld chan~e (or 
the l'ntire nIL~h, fn.'\t l'll'Ctric· and magnetic-radiation
fldd wave forms for the n'tllrn stroke. optical tran
slcnts. and thundt'r. Photo~rnJlhic and television rl.'· 
l'(lrdin~ un' also (lftt'n made, In addition. one type of 
modern nutomlltic li)!htnin,.:-st rike Ill<.'atin~ system is be· 
hi)! IISl-d exp<.'rlml'ntally in sl'n.·ral purts of the world to 
locate + CG nU.~hl'S. HOWt'\'l'r. its ability to distin~\lish 
hctw('t'n intmdollli and + CG fl:lsh'!S and its rl'Sultin~ 
dt'll'Ction dficil'nc~' nrc still unknown. 

RECf-:r\T Al'\l) O~COlr\G STl'DJES 

Thl' rt'<'Cnt and n'lll'wt.'ti illtl'n');t in + CG nashes has 
hlocn stiIllUI.ltl'll by obscr\'utions of winter ~torl11s in Ja. 
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pan. where thef(; is a hlf~e percentage (although low 
total number) of CG flashes that are positive but not 
triggered by tall stOllctures. These storms have low cloud 
bases and cloud tops at about 5 km and are much colder 
In their lower re~ion than typical summer thunder
storms. Although they produce fewer flashes, there have 
been scveral reports of strikes to aircraft. Whether the 
strikes to aircraft were from + CG flashes Is unknown. 
but the prcvalence of + CG flashes in these storms has 
led to questions concerning their correlation to storm 
structure and their relevance to aviation safety. 

The existence of + CG flllShes in Japan W~\s first re
ported by Japanese scientists, who have since conducted 
collaborative research pro~ams with scientists from the 
United States and Sweden. The recently published 
results by Broolc ('t al. (1982) include the best quantita
tive information on charge transfer (or naturally occur
ring + CG flashes. From their multistatlon network of 
electrostatic field.change sensors, they calculated 
charge transfer and the magnitude o( continuing cur
rent. As in Berger's earlier work on + CG flashes trig
gered by tall towen. the naturally occurring + CG 
flashes in Japan have huge currents. While th~ largest 
negative flashes are comparable with + CG flashes, it 
appears that + CG flashes as a group tend to have signif
icantly greater charge transfer and currents. 

The combined Jata (roil. seven Japanese winter 
storms show a remarl;abl)' good correlation betwcen the 
percentage of + CG flashes per storm llnd the vertical 
shear in the horizontal wind in !t.e cloud layer. This sug
gests that if a storm has its upper positive charge dis
placed horizontally from its luwer negative charge. the 
production of + CG flashes is facilitated. This mny wcll 
hold true for such storms thnt are relatively shallow and 
only mildly convcctive: prelimin:u)' results from other 
investigations indicnte that the correlation may not be 
universal. Studies of this arc in progrt.'SS elsewhere. 

The finding of naturally occurring + CG flashes in 
Japan inspired the search for these flashes In the highly 
sheared. large, and often scvere sprinJ.,rtime storms ovcr 
the Great Plains of the United States. Thc occurrcnce of 
+ CG flashes during the mature and later stages of se
vere storms has lx.'Cn verified in the observational pro
gram at the National ScvereStorms Laboratory (NSSL) 
in Oklahoma (Rust ct al .• 1981a). Shown in Figure 3. 1 is 
a sketch of an isolated supercell thunderstorm, which 
contains an inten.~ updraft. wind shcar, turbulence. a 
large an\'il, and a mesocyclone (rotation that can pro
duce a tornado). Flushes to ground in the regions of 
heavy prccipitatillO ha\'e always Ix-ell observed to lowt'r 
nefluti\'e charge. while those from the upshear nnd 
downshear anvil Ilt'ar the main storm tower can 10\\'l'r 
either polarity of charge. Only a relatively few CG 

. __ .. _._-------
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flashes have been observed to emerge from beneath the 
mesocyc1one wall cloud (i.e •• the visible manifestation 
of a mesocyclone: see Figure 3.1). and two have been 
documented as positive. Rust ct al. (l9S1b) also ob
scrved and obtained ekdric-ficld changt> rt'COrds for 16 
+ CG flashes in 30 minutes from a downshear anvil. 
well away from the main tower of a severe storm shortly 
after it produced a wall cloud. No other flashes to 
ground were seen from the anvil during that time. In 
mo.~t cases, + CG flashes appear visually to cmanate 
from high in th.:! storm. The + CG flasill's can cluster in 
time and dominate CG activity for certain periods. 

Positive CG flashes arc obsen·t.'<i both in isolated su
percells and in squall-line storms. Preliminary analysis 
of two squall lines indicates that + CG flashes often oc
cur on the back side (relative to squall-line movement) 
after the squall line has been in existence for scveral 
hours. Acoustic recordin~ of thundcr have been ana
lyzed for two of six + CG flushes that were detected 
within an 8-minute period in thc back side of such u 
squall line. They show a significant number of acoustic 
sources. and thus channels, throughout a depth of 15 km 
(the freezing level was about .. km above ground). Dop
pler radar data show that these + CG flashes were im· 
bedded in thc low radar 1 eflcctivities (less than 17 dDZ) 
associated with very light precipitation behind the 
squall line. Visual observations indicate that + CG 
flashes may propagate horizontally through tens of kilo
meters along the back side of the squall lint> before com
ing to ground. Relatively large horizontal e.·dent is also 
npparent in observations of a few confirmed + CG 
flashes during the final stage in some of the smallcr 
thunderstorms over the Rocky Mountains where usually 
there are no or only a few + CG flashes (Fuquay, 1982). 

• ,,~.'~: ::,:.;;~/ ":: ."; .' '0; 
··i.~:'-.' 

FIGUIlE 3,1 Sk"I~h o[ obser\'t'd hX'ulinns "lid pol~rili,'s o[ CG 
n;l,h", [nllll ... ·\'·n· Ihunderslorms. Th .. ~pir .. 1 <It nnlt'" II,.. IIpdraft fl. .. 
!:inn lint! nlluliun (lIlt'socycion<'\. Only nt·.:.liw CG 1l .. ,h,'S hun- ht ... ·n 
nh ... nl-o in I h,'ml'·n ... • prt",ipituliun. Tht' hnril<lI'l.1 """I,·o[ Ihis slorlll 
.ll"lch iSI!T<'lIlly ''O!IlIlf''S.o;cO, Aft"r IIIL'!'" al. (HlSlu). 
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I'OSITIVE: Cl.OUD·TO·GROUND l.IGIITNING 

The apparent correlaHon between + CG flashes Ilnd 
storm development and severity suggested above nre 
quite tentative. This is due to the paucity of + CG flush 
data, caused in part by the relative Infrequency of + CG 
flashes and In part by the need for corrobative verifica
tion of the occurrence of each + CG flash until simpler 
dttection techniques are proven. 

Nowhere is this more obvious than In the large data 
bases recently aequired with a few of the automatic 
strike-locating systems that have b(.'Cn modified but as 
yet unproved (as stated by the manufacturer, Lightning 
Location and Protection, Inc.) for detection of positive 
as well as negative ground flashes. If we had (.'Onfidence 
In the data ba£es obtained with these sYstems, much 
could readily be learned, owing to the lar~e numbers of 
supposed + CG flashes that have and continue to be re
corded. Samples of results from these as }'et unproven 
systems include the following: 

1. Orville ct al. (1983) reported a case study of a cy
clone that produc:ed several convective cells that mowd 
through their East Coast strike-locating network. They 
found that while only 4 percent of all flashes to ground 
In the storm are identified as + CG flashes, the percent. 
age Increased to 37 percent in ~:Ie last hour of significant 
CG flash acth'ity. The also reported observations of a 
higher percentage of + CG flashes in the later stages of 

) 
other storms, 

2. The NSSL strike· locating system has been used to 
studv the diurnal variation of + CG flashes for summer· 
tim~ storms in Oklahoma, which tend to be less scvere 
than storms in the spring. The fraction of CG flashes 
that were positive, averaged for 1 month, ~aks about 2 
hours later than the total CG flash activity. 

3. Attempts have bcen made to ascertain if the + CG 
fla.~hes observed in severe storms are related to storm 
severity or tornado occurrence. Two tornadic storm~ 
have been analyzed using the strike· locating system In 
Oklahoma. The ratio of + CG to all CG fla.\hes aplll'ars 
to be greater before and during toraladocs than after· 
ward. This result is preliminary, not only because of un· 
certaintles in the performance of the strike locating sys· 
tern but also because only two tornadic storms have hl't'n 
analyzed. It also remains to be shown jll~t what scwre.' 
storm parameters are related to the production of + CG 
fla.\hes. Some possibilities that arc being examined urc 
mC$ocyclone strength, updraft speed. sheur, and prl~ip. 
itation structure. 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Although a few of the charactcristics of + CG flushe; 
han' been dcscribcd abovc, it is worth considcrin~ whu( , 
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we know in total about th~ irclulracterlstlcs, Irrt'~pectlve 
of the storm conditions In which they occur. There nre 
two c1.aracteristics that appear consistently in all the re
ported observations of + CG flushl"S: (1) the vast major
Ity have only a single return struke, and (2) the return 
stroke Is often followed by continuing current. A repre
sentative electrostatic field chantte Cor a + CG flush is 
shown In Figure 3.!!. Before the return stroke, there Is 
usually lengthy preliminary activity, which averages 
about 0.Q5 sec but can be as lonq as nbout 0.8 sec. If In
cloua channels for + CG flashes are primarily horizon
tal, as suggested by observations in several locations, 
and If progression speeds are I(}\ m/sec as typically ob
served. tht:n there may be large horizontal extent to 
many + CG flashes. Indeed, horizontal movement of 
+ CG flashes before they come to ground has been de
termined from analysis of multlstation field.change 
data In Florida (Brook ct al., 1983) and Is Indicated also 
by visual observations of squall lines In Oklahoma. 

The field change for the leader to ground ha.~ not )'ot 
been extensively studied; however, both multlstation 
analysis for several flashes In Japan and photographic 
evidence for a few flashes in the Rocky Mountain.~ and 
Oklahoma show that the leader propagates down from 
the cloud to the grounn, in contrast to the inltinll)' lip
ward.moving, triggered flashes to Mount San Salva· 
tore. Recent studies in Japan indicate that + CG flashes 
can be preceded by either a stepped or a nonsteppcd 
leader. 

The return·stroke wave form (Figure 3.3) is similar in 
shape to that for negative flushes (Rust ct al., 19S1b), 
with a relatively slow Initial ramp followcd by a fuster 
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FIGURE 3.2 T~'rJcal l'Il'Ctrlc-fidd d.anJ.:1' (,'r + I':G nu.'h. rt'("tlrd, .. 1 
at 211.',:37,270 CST nn Ma\' 30. 19S2. TIl<' distance to thc n",h "'II.' 
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FIGURE 3.3 Electrlc·fleld wave form for return stroke of the + CG 
OIlSh In Figure 3.2. The slow rllmp. interval x. is followed in Internl)' 
b)' II rlL\ter trlln.~tion to peak. which is typical of both negathoe lind 
posith't' return strokes. 

transition to peak. Thus far. the wave forms obtained in 
several widely separated locations are essentially the 
same. For 15 visually confirmed + CG flashes in Okla
homa. the average zero-to-peak rise time is 6.9 p.sec. In 
Florida. the average for three visually observed + CG 
flashes at distances of 20-40 km is about 4 /ISCC, a value 
comparable with ne~ative flashes in the same storm. In 
both locations, some + CG flashes have been observed 

. with fast transition portions of the wave form having 
rise times of less than 1 p.sec. While there was no visual 
or photographic documentation, apparent + CG 
flashes in Sweden have yielded zero-to-peak times of 5-
25 p.sec for flashes at ranges of approximately 100 km; 
the mean zero-to-peak times for + CG flashes was re-

FIGURE 3.4 Streak·fIlm photograph of 
+ CG flllSh ft.'COrded on May 30. 1H82 (see 
Flgurt'S 3.2 and 3.3). Continuing Cl rrent is 
e\'ident rrom the smearing (If luminosity. It is 
vl~ible In the photograph For about f'O msec 
IIn(, '·lC<:urs during interval b In Figure 3.2. 

w. DAvm RUST 

ported to be about twice that for negatives. The peak 
amplitude of the electrostatic-field change due to the 
return stroke itself averages about one tenth of the total 
change for the entire flRSh. This appears due to the large 
preliminary breakdown and continuing current, which 
dominate the field change. 

Analysis of muitistation electric-field change mea
surements by Brook et al. (1982) reveal + CC flashes 
with continuing currents up to lOS A and positive charge 
transfer to ground of up to sevcral hundred coulombs. 
Nakahori et al. (1982) made direct measurements of 
currents in + CG flashes and found peale stroke currents 
of 31 leA and total charge transfer of 164 coulombs in one 
flash. The largest magnitudes of charge transfer are of· 
ten more than 10 times greater than these for negative 
flashes to ground in summer storms. 

The duration of continuing currents in + CG flashes 
has oc.oen reported to vary from a few milliseconds to 
about 250 msec. However, the longer durations were 
obtained from single-station ficld-change measure
ments. Thc few streak-film and TV recordings of con
tinuing current obtained thus far indicate that later por
tions of the slow field change may not always be from 
continuing current in the chaurool to ground but may be 
additional intracloud activity. For cxample, the streak 
photograph in Figure 3.4 (for the field change in Figure 
3.2) indicates a continuing current duration of 60 msec, 
but Figure 3.2 alone could be interpreted as indicating 
at least 200 msec of current flow. Either the luminosity 
decreased below the threshold for the film, or the cu;. 
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rent In the chlmnei ceased and the remaining activity 
was intracloud. 

PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS 

The destructive nature and practical Importance of 
+ CG flashes to the electrical power Industry arc at least 
partially documented. The multiline grounding and 
wire-strand fusing in high. voltage transmission lines 
cannot be explained by normal negative flashes to 
ground In Japan. 

Because of the usual occurrence of continuing cur
rent, + CG flashes may Ignite a disproportionate num· 
ber of fires, especially In grasslands and forests. Of the 
75 + CG flashes reported In the Rocky Mountain study, 
all had field changes Indicative of continuing current. 
The apparent pattern Is for + CG flashes to strike out· 
side the rainfall, further enhancing the likelihood of 
their starting a fire. One third of all storm days in a 3· 
year period had + CG flashes within a 3O·km radius of 
the U.S. Forest Service observing site at Missoula, Mon
tana. Thus on any given dal' the flre·starting probability 
from + CG flashes in mountain thunderstorms appears 
Significant. 

The results to date of the observations in severe storms 
sugge<>t that + CG flashes may be correlated with storm 
severity and tornado occurrence. If this hypothesis were 
shown to be true, it would enhance existing severe
storm detcctlon Ilnd warning capabilities. Additional 
observations to test this hypothesis are in progress. 

An area of Increasing importance and study Is the ef· 
fect of lightning on new· generation aircraft (see Chap
ter5, this volume). The relevance of + CG flashes to this 
problem is currently unknown; however, the reports of 
strikes to aircraft In the winter storms in Japan suggest 
that + CG flashes were Involved. There are several as· 
pects of + CG flashes nceding additional clarification to 
ascertain whether these flashes pose an unusual threat to 
aircraft. They include the presence of fast return·stroke 
rise times and large peak currents; the frequent occur· 
rence of continUing current; and the apparent ten· 
dency, especially in squall lines, Cor + CG flashes to 
propagate through large hort 'ontal and vertical extents 
and to be In low radar reflectivity regions, which can 
appear "innoccnt" on radar. 

Bccause + CG flashes arc! a small percentage of the 
total flashcs that most storms produce, appear to have 
large spatial extent, and do not seem to have a unique 
electric· field change, it Is difficult to verify + CG 
flashes, Howevcr, because oC their potentially devastate 
Ing nature and their possible link to storm severity, 
+ CG flashes have become an important research topic 
In several parts of the world. 
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AREAS NEEDING ADDITIONAL RESE.ARCH 

It Is worth not!ng those general areas of rcsearch that 
are needed to Increase our understanding of + CG 
flashes and our ability to determine and cope with their 
effects on important technologies. These re:;earch areas 
are listed below but not In order of prlorlt~. 

1. Measure electric· field changes and wave forms for 
a large number of confirmed + CG flashes to establish 
their typical characteristics with greater certainty. 

2. Determine what storm types and environmental 
conditions arc conducive to + CG flashes for storms 
throughout the year. 

3. Relate the production of + CG flashes to storm 
evolution and structure, Including also flash initiation 
and propagation characteristics. 

4. Determine typical and extreme peak currents. 
5. Evaluate the capabilities of automatic strike-lo

cating systems In identifying + CG flashes, especially 
their detection efficiency and false Identification rate. 

6. Determine the Significance of + CG flashes to avi· 
atlon, especially to new· generation aircraft (typified by 
composite structures and computer·controlled flight). 

7. Determine the Importance of the threat posed by 
+ CG flashes to power distribution systems, Including 
whether they arc the cause of the unexpected large num· 
ber of faults on power lines in various parts ofthe United 
States. 
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Acoustic Radiations from Lightning 

4--.-----
ARTHUR A. FEW,JR. 
Rict Univmity 

ACOUSTIC SOURCES IN THUNDERSTORMS 

Electric storms produce a variety of acoustic emis
sions. The acoustic emissions call be broadly divided 
Into two categories-those that are related to electric 
processes (i.e., they correlatc with lightning) and those 
that either do not depend on cloud elt.'ctricity or for 
which no correlations with electric changes have been 
observed. Only the first group will be discussed here (see 
Few, 1982; GeorgC'i, 1982, for reviews of nonelectrical 
acoustles) . 

Two types of acoustic emissIons correlatcd with elec~ 
tric processes arc thunder, which is produced by the rap
Idly heated lightning-discharge channel, and infrasonic 
emissions produced by electrostatic fields throughout 
the charged regions of the cloud. Thunder is probably 
the most common of all loud natural sounds, whlleother 
acoustic emissions arc not ordinarily observed without 
special devices. 

THUNDER-THE RADIATION FROM HOT 
CHANNELS 

Spectrographic studics of lightning return strokes 
(Orville, 1968) show that this electric-discharge process 
heats the channel gases to a temperature in the 24.000 K 
range. At high temperatures the expansion spre-i of the 
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shock wave is roughly 3 .. 103 m/sec and decrea.~es rap
Idly as the shock wave expands; in comparison the mell
sured speeds for various lightning-breakdown proc(.'sses 
range from 1O~ to lOS m/wc (Uman, ID69; Weber ct 01., 
1982). Therefore, the electric breakdown process in a 
discharge event is completed in a given length of the 
channel before the hydrodynamic rCl:ponscs arc fully or
ganlzl.-d. Other electric processes occur over longer pc-

- riods (e.g., cant 'nuingcurrents), but the energy input to 
the hot channel is stronglv weighted toward the early 
breakdown processes when channel resistance Is higher 
(Hill, 1971). 

Shock-Wave Formation and Expansion 

The starting point for developing a thcory for a shock
wave expansion to form th'mder is the hot ( - 24,000 K), 
high-pressure (> 108 Pal channel left by the electric dis
charge. HiIl's (1971) computer simulation Indicated 
that approximatel>' 95 percent of the total channel en
ergy is deposited within the first 20 p.sec with the peak 
electric power diSSipation oecurring at 2 p.sec: during 
the 20-p.sec period of electric energy input, the shock 
wave can only move approximately 5 cm. This simula
tion may actually be slower than rcallightnlng because 
Hill used a slower current risc time than indicated by 
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more recent measurements (Weidman and Krider, 
1978). 

The time-resolved spectra of return strokes (Orville, 
1968) show the effective temperature dropping from 
-30,000 to -10,000 K In a period of 40 prec and the 
pressure of the luminous channel dropping to atmo
spheric In this same time frame. During this period the 
shock wave can expand roughly 0.1 m. Even though 
channel luminosities and currents can continue for pe
riods exceeding 100 I4SCC, the processes that kre Impor. 
tant to the generation of thunder occur very quickly 
« 10 j.LSCC) and In a very confined volume (radius - 5 
cm). The strong shock wave propagates outward be
yond the luminous channel, which returns to atmo· 
sphere pressure within 40 I'SCC. The channel remnant 
cools slowly by conduction and radiation and becomes 
nonconductin ;,at temperatures between 2000 and 4000 
K perhaps 100 mseclater(Umanand Voshall,1968). 

Turning our attention now to the shock wave Itself we 
can divide Its history Into three periods-strong shock, 
weak shock, and aeoustic. The division betwcen strong 
and weak can be related physlclllly to the energy Input 
to the channel; the weak-shock transition to acoustic Is 
somewhat arbitrary. Calculations and measurements 
have shown that the radiated energy is on the order of 1 
percent of the total channel energy (e.g., Uman, 1909; 

) 
Krider and Guo, 1983), hence most of the available en· 

. ergy Is In the form of Internal heat energy behind the 
shockwave. 

As the strong shock wave expands It mu.~t do thrmo
dynamic work (PdV) on the surrounding fluid. The ex
pected distance tt,ough which the strong shock wave can 

. expand ·.vlll be the distance at which all the Internal 
thermal er,ergy has been expended in doing the work of 
expansion. Few (1969) proposed that this distance, 
which .. d called the "relaxation radius," would be the 
appropriate scaling parameter for comparing different 
sources and different geometries. The expressions for the 
spherical, R .. and cylindrical, Rco relaxation radii are 

) 

R, - (3E,/4'11'PD)lIl (4.1) 

and 

R, - (E/'II'PO),'2, (4.2) 

where E,ls the total energy for the spherical shock wave, 
E, is the energy per unit 1t..lgth for the cylindrical shock 
wave, and Po is the environmental atmospheric pn.'s
sure. Table 4.1 gives fl, over a range of values that have 
been SU:igested in the literature for E,. Nondimensional 
distances denoted by X may be dcfintod for spherical 
problerr.s by dividing by R, and for cylindrical problems 
by dividing by Rt ,. 

Figure 4.1 shows the propagation of the strong shock 

TABLE 4.1 Rel&llcalion RadII (Rt ·) (In mctcrs) ror Different 
Ener~les per Unit Length (E,) of Cylindrical Shock Waves . 

E, 

10' 
2)( 10' 
5 )( 10' 
10' 
2 )( I()' 
5)( 10' 
10" 

1'0 - 100 kPM 1'. - 00 kPl! 1'. - 30 kPM 
(- surrare) (- 4·km hell(hl) (- 9·km hell(hl) 

0.18 0.23 0.33 
0.2.5 0.32 0.46 
0.40 0.52 0.73 
0.56 0.72 1.02 
0.80 1.03 1.46 
1.26 1.63 2.30 
1.78 2.30 3.2.5 

into the transition region (X - 1) and beyond Into the 
weak-shock region. As the shock front passes the relaxn
tion radius (X - 1) the central pressure falls below am
bient pressure as postulated In the definition of the reo 
laxation radius. The momentum gained by the gas 
during the expansion carries It beyond X-I and forces 
the central pressure to go momentarily below atmo
spheric. At this point the now weak-shock pulse decou
pIes from the hot-channel remnant and propagates out· 
ward. Figure 4.2 shows on a linear coordinate system 
the final output from Brode's (1955) numerical solution, 
the weak-shock pulse at a radius of X - 10.5. 

Figure 4.3 shows Plooster's (1968) cylindrical shock 
wave near X-I with Brode's (1955) spherical shock 
wave. The effects of channel tortumlty will be discussed 
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FlCURE 4.2 The wrakahode wive formt'd from thesphnlC'lhtrong 
shode wllve. This Is the final pressure profile rornputt'd 1»' Brode 
(1!I:S6). For lin rnerlf), Input of 10' JIm (n • • 0.56 m for P • • 10' Pal 
this weak shock wave would be 8pproxlmatdr 6 m from the lightning 
dlannel. 

in greater detail later; for now we note that owing to 
tortuosity we cannot expect the shock wave to continue 
to perform as a cylindrical wave once It has propagated 
beyond a distance equal to the effective straight section 
of the channel that generated It. 1£ the transition from 
cylindrical to spherical occurs ncar X-I a~ su~estcd 
by Few (1969), then the spherical weak-shock solutions 
of Brode provide a good means of estimating the wave 
shapes of lightning-caused acoustic pulses. 

Figure 4.4 presents a graphical summary of the vari
ous transitions that are thought to tale place. The Initial 
strong shock will behave cylindrically following the 
dashed line based on Plooster's (W68) computations: 
this must be the ca.~e for the line source regardless of the 
tortuosity because the hlgh·speed Internal waws (3 x 
1()3 m/sec) will hydrodynamically adjust the shapeof the 
channel during this p"'llSC. The transition from strong 
shock to weak shock occurs near X - 1, and the transi
tions from cylindrical divergence to spherical diver
gence will occur somewhere beyond X - 0.3 and proba
bly bt>;.,.~d X - I depending on the pal tieular geometry 
of thef:!.annel at this point. The family oflincs labeled X 
In Figure 4.4 represent transitions occurring at different 
points. X is the effcctive length, L, of the cylindrical 
source divided by fl, (x - LI1!,.): It Is approximately 
equal to the value of X at which the transition to spheri
cal divergence takc.~ place. 

ComparLsoru wltll Numcrical SllTIulatlonsand 
Experi7llcnt.s 

In the numerical solutions of 1'Iooster (1971a. b) :lnd 
Hill (1971) the energy inputs to the cylindrical problem 

ARTIIUR A. FEW, JR, 

were computed as a function oE time for specified cur· 
rent wave shapes and channel resistance obtained from 
the computations In the numerical model. These model 
results predicted that the energy input to the lightning 
channel was an order of magnitude or more below the 
values obtained from electrostatic estimates or from 
other Indirect measurements oE lightning energy (Few, 
1982). The major differences might be due to the as
sumed current wave forms used In the models. The reo 
cent data obtained with East-responsc.timc equipment 
yields current rise times for natural cloud· to-ground 
lightning in the 35·50 kA/psec range (Weidman and 
Krider, 1978). These values are considered as represen· 
tatlve of normal strokes; extraordinary strokes have 
been measured with current rise times In the 100-200 
kA/",~ec range. By way of comparison, Hill's (1971) cur· 
rent rise time was 2.5 kAl p.sec. 

Laboratory simulations of lightning have been suc· 
cessfully performed In a series of experiments conducted 
at Westinghouse Research Laboratories: these results 
provide us with our best quantitative Information on 
thunder generation. In these tests a 6.4 x lOS V impulse 
generator was used to produce 4-m spark discharges In 
air (Ur.lan el al., 1970). Circuit instrumentation al
lowed the measurement of the spark-gap voltage and 
current from which the power deposition can be com
puted. Calibrated microph.mcs were used tc measure 
the shock wave from the spark as a function of distance. 
Th'! results of the research (Uman ct al., 1970) have been 
~(Ji. tlared with the thccry of Few (WG9) lind with other 
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possible Interpretations (Plooster, 1971a). The data 
were found to be consistent with the theory developed 
by Few. 

Figure 4.5 compares a measured spark-pressure pulse 
with the profile that Is predicted from the theory: both 
represent conditions In the plane perpendicular to the 
spark channel. Flgurcs4.6 and 4.7 summarize theexten
slve series of spark measurements. Figure 4.6 Is In the 
same format as Figure 4.4. The center line passing 
through the scattered points and labeled L - 0.5 m cor
responds (using the measured energy input of 5 x 1()3 
Jim, which gives R~ - 0.126 m) to X - 41n Figure 4.4. 
The two boundary lines L - 6.25 em and L - 4.0 m 
would correspond to X values 0.5 and 32, The lower 
bound Is very close to the lower limit value of one third 
Indicated In Figure 4.4. The upper bound of Figure 4.6 
(X ... 32) Is too large to be depicted In Figure 4.4, where 
X - 41s the last line shown. 

The data points cf Figure 4.6 corresponding to the 
larger X or L values could represent situations where the 
shock-wave expansion was following the cylindrical be
havior over a long distance, hence large X. However, if 
the expansions were truly cylindrical to that extent, then 
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neURE 4.5 Compllrison of Ih, ... ry wilh a pressure wave from a 
long spark_ The measured prl:'Sure wave from a lonl( spark (Uman «'/ 

al .• 1070) Is compared wilh the pr,'(\icted pressure from a ~'Clion of a 
mesolorluous channel having Ihe lame enerJ:Y per unit length. :I: Is 
assumed 10 be 4/3. From Few (1009) with permission of Ihe Americlln 
e''Ophyslcai Union. 

the length of the pulse would be longer, as r('quired by 
the cylindrical-wave predictions. The data of Figure 4.7 

. Indicate that this cannot be the case. The lengths of the 
positive-pressure pulses shown in Figure 4.7 are clearly 
nat In the cylindrical regime; if anything; thcy tend to 
be even shorter than predicted b)' the spherical expan
sion. (See also Figure 4.5.) 

It is obvious from both the spark photographs and 
waveforms in Uman et al. (1970) that the spark is tortu
ous and produces multiple pulses. They found that the 
wave shapes, more distant from the spark where pulse
transit times were most similar. showed evidence of an 
In-phase superposition of pulses; at closer range the 
pulses exhibited greater relative phase shifts and more 
multiplicity asfects. The in-phase superposition of 
spherical waves would reproduce the distributions 
shown in Figure:, 4.6 and 4.7. The pres.~ure amplitude 
would be incrcased relative to a single pulse. but the 
wavelength would not besubstantial1y affected. 

The measured spark wave forms (Uman ct al .• 1970) 
were systematically shorter than predicted by the the
ory. As shown in Figure 4.5. the tail of the wave was 
compressed, and the data of Figure 4.6 Indicate that the 
positive pulse was similarly shortened. This shortening 
could be due simply to an inadequacy in the numerical 
shock-wave model; we think. instead. that the differ
ence results from the encrh'Y input be;ng instantaneous 
in the one case (Brode. 1956) and of lon~cr duration for 
the spark case. If enerh'Y. even in smal1 quantities. con· 
tinues to be input into the low-density channel core after 
the shock front has moved outward then the core will be 
kept at temperatures much higher than predicted by the 
theories. having an instantaneous enerl.')' input followed 
by expansion. Owing to the elevated sound speed a.o;soci
atcd with the higher core temperature the part of the 
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the spark. The dou reprewnt data ohtalnlod with a plC7.oelectrlc micro
phone: the cra..';C$ data ohtalned with a capacitor microphone. The 
total e1l'!.'trlc tnerlO' per unit Icnl(th computed lrom mca.~uremcnt 01 
the ~park \'oltaj(l' 11011 current b r. x 10' JIm. Also ~hown are thl'Orctl· 
cal valul'S lor cylindrical and 5pherlcal shock waves. From Urn an 1'/ al. 
(1970). 
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wave followllIg the shock front will form and propagate 
outward faster than predicted by theory. We expect, 
therefore, that the elevated eore temperature associated 
with sparks and lightning can reasonably produce the 
shortened wave forms. 

The wave shape produced by the shock wave Is re
lated to the energy per unit length of the lightning fl .. ,~h: 
thunder Is superposition of many such pulses from the 
lightning channel: hence, the power spectrum of the 
thunder, with simplifying a.'iSumptions, can be related 
to the energy per unit lens..rth ofthe channel (Few, 1969}. 
Other properties (tortuosity and attenuation) that Influ
enre the spL'Ctrum of thunder are dlseu.o;scd later. 

The as.~umptlons In this theory all affect the thunder 
spectrum In the same sense: the peak of the theoretical 
spectrum will occur at higher frequencies than the peak 
of the real thunder spectrum (Few, 1!J82). The Iight-
nlng·channel energy that one estimates from the peak 
will therefore be an overestimate of the actual lightning
channel energy. Holmes et al. (1971) provided t~le most 
complt:te published thunder spectra to date: these spec
tra show a lot of variation. Most of the spectra are con
sistent with the qualitative expectations of thunder pro
duced by multlple.stroke lightning, but a few of them 
exhibit very-low-frequency « 1 Hz) components that 
are dominant during portions of the record and appear 
to be totally Inconsistent with the thunder-generation 
theory from the hot explosive channel. Dcssler (1973), 
Bohannon ct al. (1978). and Balachandran (1979) sug· 
gested that these lower.frequenry components might be 
electrostatic In origin: Holmes et al. (1971) al~o consid· 
ered that this was a pos.~ible explanation. 

Tortuosity nnd the Thunder Si~naturc 

With respL'Ct to the effects of Iightnlng·channel tortu
osity on the thunder signal there Is almost unanimous 
aJ!,Teement among reser!rchers. Lightning channels are 
undeniably tortuous and p.re tortuous apparently on all 
scales (Few ct al., 1970). For convenience In diseus.~ing 
channel tortuosity Few (19£;9) employed the terms mi· 
crotortuoslty, mesotortuosity, and macrotortuosity reI· 
atlve to the relaxtion radius of the lightnlngshock wave. 

For a lightning channel having an internal energy of 
10~ JIm (sce Table 4.1). R, "" 112 m. The microtortuous 
features smaller than R" although optically resolvable, 
are probably not Important to the shock wave e.s mea· 
sured at a dhtance because the hlgh·speed Internal 
waves (3 X 10' m/sl.'C) arc capable of reammJ.,ring the 
distrihutlon of internal energy alonlt the channel while 
the shock remains in the strong.shock regime. At the me
sotortuous scale ( - Rr) the outward propagating ~hock 
wave decouplcs from the Irregular line source bl.'Cause 
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ACOUSTIC RADIATIONS FROM LICIITNING 

the acoustic waVf trom the extended line source can no 
longer catch up" the shock wave. Somewhere in this 
mesotortuous rangt! the divergence of the shock waves 
makes the transition from cylindrical to spherical. 

Whereas the mesotortuous channel segments ure im· 
portant in the formation and shaping of thl' individual 
pulses being emitted by the channel the macrotortuous 
segments are fundamental to the overall organization of 
the pulscsand the amplitude modulation of the resulting 
thunder signature. Few (1974a) computed that SO per· 
cent of the acoustic energy from a short spark was con· 
fined to within ± 30° of the plane perpendicular to the 
short line source. A macrotortuous segment of a light· 
ning channel will direct the acousti~ radiations from its 
constituent mesotortuous, pulse-emitting segments into 
a limited annular zone. An observer located In this zone 
(near the perpendicular plane bisecting the macrotortu· 
ous segment) will perceive the group of pu:'--es a, a loud 
clap of thunder, whereas another observer OI.t..;de the 
zone will perceive this same source as a lower-amplitude 
rumbling thunder. This relationship between claps, 
rumbles, and channel macrotortuosity has been con· 
firmed by experiment (Few, 1970) and in computersim
ulations (Hibner and Roy, 1982). 

Loud claps of thunder are produced, as mentioncd 
abovc, near the perpendicular plane of maerotortuous 
channel segmcnts: there are three eontributary elfccts 
(Fcw, 1974a, 1975) to the formation of the thundcr 
claps. The directed acoustic radiation pattern described 
above is one of the contributing factors, and this effcct is 
distributed roughly between ± 30° of the plane. 

A second CffL'Ct, which occurs only very close to the 
plane, is the juxtaposition of several pulSL'S in pha~c, 
which inc;'cases the pulse amplitude to a grcater extent 
than would a random arrival of the same puISL'S. 

The third effL'Ct contribUting to thunder clap forma. 
tlon is simply the bunching in time of the puISL'S. In a 
given period of time more pulst.'S will be rl'CCin-d from a 
nearly perpendicular maerotortuous segment of chan
nel than from an equally long segment that is perccived 
at a greater angle owing to the ovcrall differcnce in the 
travel times of the composite puISl'S. 

In this section we havc examined the complex nature 
of the formation of individual pulses from hot lightning 
channels and how a tortuous line source arranl,(cs lind 
dirt'Cts the pulses to form a thundcr signature. Thc re
sulting thunder signature depends on (1) the numher 
and ellergy of each rapid chann!!! heating event (leaders 
and rcturn strokes); (2) the tortuous and branched con
figuration of the individual lightning channel; and (3) 
thc relative position of the observer with respt'Ct to the 
lightning channel. 

Perhaps the mmt convincing dhcussion of thunder 
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generation as described above comes not from analytical 
evidence but from research using sophisticated com· 
puter models of thunder. Hibner and Hoy (HJ82) sym:l(!. 
sized thunderlike acoustic signals utilizing computer. 
gcnerated wavcs formcd by the superposition of N 
wavelets from tortuous geometric sources. The resulting 
"thunder" is highly similar to natural thunder (SL'C Fig. 
ures 4.8 and 4.0). Where the computer models are used 
to simulate laboratory experiments, there is also close 
agreement. 

pnOPAGATION EFFECTS 

Once generated, the acoustic pulses from the light. 
nlng channel must propagatc for long distanCt.'S through 
the atmosphere, which is a nonhomogeneous, aniso
tropic, turbulent medium. Some of the propagation ef· 
fects can be estimated by modeling the propagation us· 
Ing appropriate simplifyirg assumptions: however, 
other effects ure too unpredictable to be reasonahly 
modeled and must be considered in individual situa· 
tions. 

Three of the largest propagation effects-flnite-am· 
plltude propagation, attenuation by air, and thermal 
refraction-can bc treated with appropriate models to 
account for average atmosphere effects. Heflections 
from the flat ground can also be easil~' treated. Once the 
horizontal wind structure between the source and the 
rt'CCiver are mcasured. the refractivc effects of wind 
shcar and impro\'l-d transient times may also be calcu
lated. Beyond thl'SC effects. clements such a.~ vertical 
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winds. non~teady storm-related 11orizontal winds. tur
hulence. aermol effc'Cts. and rdlt:ctions frow irrej.!lIlar 
terrain produce clIITlplications that mmt Ill' dther ij.!
non'd or eXalllined on a casc-hy-ca.\c ha.\is, 

Fi /I I/('-A III pi ill/cI(' I'rof1(/~(/1 j(m 

As larj.!c-amplitude ac()mtic waves pwpa~ate 

throuj.!h air. thl'ory predicts that the shape of the wan' 
IIImt evoln' with tilllt'. A ~inl(le pulse will evolH' to the 
shape of an N wa\e (Sl'C. for exalllpll·. the spark waw in 
Fij.!ure4,5): further propa~ation IIf the wave prmllll'c'S a 
Icngtheninj.! of this N wave. The hl~st tlu:orl'lil'al tn'at
ment of this proces\ for application to the t hClllu.·r pfoh
lem is the one den·lopl·d hy Otterman (J!J.')!). /lis for
Illulation adures~ed the lenl(lhl·lIinj.! of a Broe!t-.tYI'I' 
pulse. sudl a.\ Fij.!urc 4.2. from an initial h'nl!lh /I.,,) at 
ari initial altitude (//11) down to the surface: hi> tn',lt
lIIent differs frolll lIIan}, othl'r\ that do lIot inl'illC:c till' 
chanj.!e of amhient pressure (I'll) with altitude, Few 
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(1!JB2) UM, ... J the ()tterman thl'Ory to develop an expres
sion for the lengthening of acoustic pulses generated by 
ml'SOtortuous lightning-channel clements. The result 
for the length of the positi\'e-pfl'S.~ure !lulse at the 
ground. Lj(' is given by 

2 (L :1-2 , ll.) "'( + 1 R ' 112" 
- - £J(). - --- U...., "'0 3 j( 4",( 

[ ( 110 ) Hu 1 
In R,cos/1 - 2 II" . (4.3) 

Ifll Is the distance from the channel to the front of the 
pulse at the initial state where the fractional overpres
sure at the pulse front is n., .. 01',,11'11' The angle /1 is 
IfIt/lSUrl-d bctwl'Cn the acoustic ray path and vertical; "'( 
is the ratio of sjll'Cific heals; and //« is the atmosphere 
scale hci~ht. 

Equation (4.3) provides the finite-amplitude stretch
ing that ~hould be applil'd to the Wa\'l'S predicted by 
stronJ,(-shock theory. Uman ('/ al. (1!Ji0) demonstrated 
that pulse stretchinj.!Ol'Currcd beyond Brode's fin:.1 pres
Mlrl' profile ~hown in Fij.!ure 4.2: we Sl'C this clearly in 
(o'1j.!ure 4. i. Few (l!)6!.1) uSl'd III,l'ar prnpaj.!ation beyond 
the profile of Fij.!ure 4.2 to c~timate the ;>ower ~pl'Ctrum 
()f thunder but ('ollllTlented thai nonlinl'ar effects may 
be important. The nl'l'd fur application of nonlinear or 
f1nite-ampIi1t1de thmry to the thilflder si~nal ha~ 1>t.'Cn 
\'uieed in a number of papers in addition to thest' men
tloncd ahove (e.J,( .• Holllll'S (" al .. 1971: Few. 19i5. 
lIJ1i2: Hill. Wii: Ra.'i.\. WIiO). 

If the Brode prt'S.\ure pulsl! (sh;)wn in Fij.!lIrc 4.4) is 
IISI'd as the initial condition for the finite-alTlp'itude 
prupagatic,.1 dfl'Ct. the full()win~ \'allics for input to Eq. 
(,1.3) are 1111 .. h),.j£il!, .• l .. , :0 O.531!,. and II" .. 0.03. In 
addition. ih ... 1.4 and I/~ '" Ii X 11)1 marc IIsed in Eq. 
(·1.3). Ihe followinJ,( e(luation 1.\ obtain~-d: 

1,« .. R, fO.3IiCi + 0.14i lIn ( 1O.46~;:COS(J ) 
_ JIll 11! ,1 

Hi X 101 j 
(4.4) 

Equation (01.4) has I>t.'l'n IISc·d to j.!l·m'ratl' the vaicll's in 
Tahle ·1.2. The rt'laxalion radii (Il,) ('over till' l'nlire 
rallj.!C of valul's for l!, in Tahll' ,1.1. Tlm'C valut's for (J art' 
rc'"rc~·ntl'd. as arc thrl'C heights fur thl' source. In gen
(·ral. thc' £initl'-amplitude propa)!ation (' .. USI·S u dOli
blillj.! in till' It·nj.!th of the po~iti\'l' \lUISl' within Ihe £irst 
kilollll'tl'r. hut heyond this ranl!e the \\'avd.'n~lh rl" 
main, approximately ('ooslant. The theory de\'l'iop('d 
Il\' Ott.·rrllan dit! not inc:lucll' allt'flllation of the ~il!nal: 
h;'callse attenuation rl.'dU('I'S wa\'l' I.'nl'r~y. which in tllrn 
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TABLE".2 Flnlt~Arnplitude Stretchlngo{ a Positi\'V Pulse (LenJtlh. La) Cor. Rangeol Cylindrical Relaxation nsdll (R,.). 
SourceHeI~ts(lIo). and AnJtles(8). SeeEq. (U) 
R,(m) 0.20 o.~o O.W 

~ 0.1\ (1.21 0.3~ 

• - O· 
I.. (m), II, - Iltm 0.2" O.~~ O.f>5 
l..(m),H. - 4ltm 0.26 0.49 0.':'1 
I.. (ml,ll. - 8 km 0.26 U.~I U.7.& 

... 45' 
I..lm),II •• Iltm 0.2" 0.46 0.6i 
I.. 1m), II • • Hm 0.26 0.50 0.i3 
I.. (m)," •• 8ltm 0.27 U.52 0.i6 

•• 00· 
' .. 1m), II • • I km O.!!S 0.47 o.m 
' .. lml, lI • ... Itm 0.27 0.51 0.75 
I.. (m),II • • 8 km 0.28 U.S3 11.77 

reduces the wave str~tching, this thl"()ry should he 
\'iewlod as a maximum estimlltor of Ihe pulse ll'n~h, 

The finite-amplitude propagation effl'(;t dOL'S. how. 
C\'er. help to resol\'e the overl'Slimale of li~htnin~.chan· 
nei cner~' made by acoustic power·spl'Ctrll ml'a.\Un" 
menls, Few (1969) notlod thul the thundl'r-spl'Ctrulll 
method yieldl.od a value for f:, that was Iln order tlf IIlllg· 
nitude Itreater than an opti<.-al mea.~un'ml'nt by Kridt'r 
('f ai, (19f>8). By assumin~ a doublin~ in wawlenJ..'th by 
the finite-amplitude propagation, Ihe l'nl'rl.')·l'Stimate is 

~uct.od by a factor of 4, hrin" .. inlt the two I1ll'a.\lIn'll\l'nls 
Into a ranlte 01 natural \'arialions and ml'aMIfl'llll'nt lIn .. 
cision, 

Attenuation 

There are thrce prOCCSSl.'S on the moll'ClIlar scale that 
attenuate the signal h>' actual enerl.')· di~\ipatilln: till' 
~~\'e encr~' is transfernod 10 he;:t. \·i ........ \\ity amllll'al 
cond,letil'm, callt.-d c1a. ... ,ical atte"Jilt,,,,, n'pn'Sl'nt til\' 
molecular diffusion of \\ a\'" ll1oll.rnllllll und wu\'~ in· 
ternal energy from thc condt'nsalion til till' rarifaction 
parts of the wave, The so·culll,(\ moll'Clllar alll'nilutinn 
rcsull~ fmm the tran~fl'r of IHlrt of Ihl' WU\·l'l'!ll·r)...'y fmlll 
the tran.,latillnal motion of malecull'S III t1wir inll'rnul 
molecular rolational and \'ihralionall·nt'rl.')· dllrin!t till' 
condcnsation part or thl' wun' and had; uul durin~ tIll' 
rarifaction part of the wu\'e, The pha.\C 1.1~ of Ihl'l'nl'rl.')· 
tran.,fer n'lalivc to the \\':I\'l' causes !oU III l' uf Ihl' inll-rnal 
cnerl.')· hl'in~ retricwd from Ihl' mol('t'ull'S III up\war at 
an inappropriate ph.L'il'; Ihlls it )!O('S inll) h(':lt ratlll'r 
than the wa\'l'. These Ihrl't' prcl('(~'il'S can lit, tn'all'(llhl" 
nrelically within a (,'ollllllon [ralnl'wurk (Kin~ll'r nnd 
Frey, i!l62; Pierce, l!}SI). TIll' amplitlldl' llf :I plalll' 
wa\'e, 0 p, 8., a funclion uCthc distanct.', x, from Illl'coor· 
dinalc oriltin is given by 

\ 

) 

'. .. • . til !U'i-"'~:f C"ipWO=!' .. '''~ 
. ,N.. .".. """ "-

-: 

0.110 1.00 1.:;0 2.00 2.m 3.00 3.50 
O.~2 0.S3 0.1\0 1.06 1.33 I.~I I.I!6 

O.lH 1.03 1.49 1.93 2.~ 0-.... 3.17 
0.113 1.1" 1.66 2.16 2.(;$ 3.1~ 3.59 
U.OO 1.18 1.72 2.2,& 2.i5 3.~ 3.i4 

0.1i7 1.06 1.54 I.W 2."" l!.1\7 3.30 
U.OO 1.18 1.71 2.~ 2.i3 3.2:1 3.71 
0.00 I.~ 1.77 2.31 2.11J 3.~ 3.SS 

0.R9 1.10 1.59 2.00 2.:\2 2.!l..~ 3.~2 
0.118 UI 1.76 2.29 2.1" 3.ll 3.82 
1.01 I.~ I.'" 2.31 2.!l1 3.4" 3.117 

oP - oPuc· .... (4,5) 

whereoPII is the wa\'e amplitude at the orl):in, The coef· 
ficient of attenuation, a. can be ,hown In the low·fre· 
quene), fl'ltime to be 

w~" 
a --I) , 

~ 
(4,6) 

In Eq, (4.6). w is thl" an~lnr ffl"(lut'ncy und ,. is the re
laxation time (or (,·folding lime) for thl' I\wk'Cular pro
cess being consldl"red; C' is the spl'lod of sound, The low
frequency condition abo\'e a."'~III1lC$ that wr < 1. The 
expn'SSions (or depend on the particular IUll\t.'Cular pro
ccs..'il'S under consideration: it is important to note. h,)w. 
ever, that a is proportional to w2 for thl'a."um,od condi· 
tions: hence. attenuation ulters the spectral shape of the 
prop:l~ating signals, 

I-'or thllnder at fn'quencil'S 1>l'lo\\' l()l' 117. it can be 
shown (Few. H)S!!) that the tntal allenllutilln is hL~iltnifi· 
cant, lloWC\'l'r, for thl' muny small br:m"hcs having 
much lower ('ncrI.')' than thl'main ("hannd, thl' frcl\uen· 
cil'S will be much hi)!her and uttl'lllliltion is important, 
Bl'CUIISC of lowcr initial UCtlUstiC l'Ill'~il'S, !ophl'rical di. 
\W)!l'nCl', und attenuution il is unlikdy that Ul'tlUstiCS 
cmilll'ti hy the smaller bralldll's and dHlllnds can be 
('a.~ily dl'll't'tcd owr lon)!l'r dist'lIll't'S (~'t' :tlS() Bax.~, 1980: 
Arnold, l!)S2), 

Scotlt'rillg allcl:\('rmllll-:jJeet.t 

TIll' s('alll'rinl! of UClIIIStiC wun'S from I hl' cloud purti. 
dl~ i.\ !iilllilar 10 IIIl' ~l'atll'rin~ of ra(\lIr "';I\'l~ from !Ill' 
parlidl'li: IXltll an' slron)!ly dl'\lC.'llllt-nl \l~l \\'u\'dl·ll~h. 
Thl' illlt'nsil~' of I Ill' sl'uH\'Tl,(\ sound WU\'\'.~ f TOm U plilnc 
aCtlllstit' W:I\'t' of \\'a\'l'll'n~II, X, ind\ltont Oil a hard sla· 
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tionaI')' sphere of radius a is proportional to (lI'a!)( al>.)4: 
this is the same relationship that appears In the radar 
cross·sectlon expression for these paraml'tcrs. For thun· 
der wlwelcngths (-I m) and clo'JQ particll'$ (-10 - 3 m) 
the ratio (al>,,)4 is 10- 12• The cloud is, then'fore, trans
parent to low. frequency thunder just ns it Is to meter
wll\'elength electromagnctic radiation, althou~h insig
nificant fractions of the radiation do get scattered. 

Tht're are, however, cddil'S in the same ~b:e range ns 
low.frt'quency thundcr wavelengths. I1ml these fea
turt'S, owing to small thcrmal changes and flow shears, 
produce a distortion of wave fronl~ and scattermg·typc 
efCl'C:ts. For the part of thc turbulent spl'C:tnlln having 
wa\'e1engths smaller than the acoustic wawll'ngths of 
Inten'St, the turbulence can be treated statl~tically by 
scattering thl'Ory. Larger.scale turbull·nl't· must be de
scrlbt-d with gcometric acoustics. For the low.fn'qtlency 
thundl·r. turbulent scattcring will attenuatl' the high
amplitude beamed parts of the thunder signal: this In
Crt'IL"CS the rumbles at the expeme of claps. 

In the first part of this subsection we discussed the 
cloud particles ns sources of acoustic scattl'ring: thcre 
nre other und probably more importam wu~'ll in which 
these aerosol components interact with thl' ucoustic 
waws. First. the surface area of thc dtlud particll'S 
within a \'olume providl'S preferred sitl'S f('f l'nhanl't-d 
\'lo;cosity and heat conduction: hence. tht, presence of 

) 
llarticll'S increases the cla.'i.~ical attcnuation coefficient. 
Anothl'r totally different proces. .. produl't'S attenuation 
by changing the thermodynamic paraml'tt·rs a.~iated 
with the Ut.-oustic wave owr thesurfal't'S tlf doud parli· 

) 

cll'S: this changes the local \,apor-to.liquid (lr \'lIpor·to· 
solid t'oll\ersion rates. For example. durin!.: the com· 
Jlfl'S.~ional part of the wave the air tt'mlwrature is 
Incn'asl-d and the relative humidih' is dl'Crt'a~-d relative 
to l'<luilibrium: the droplets partially 1'\'lIporate in n" 
~ponse lind withdraw some energy from till' wa\'e to al:' 
eomplish it. The opposite situation occurs during the ex· 
pllIlsilln part of the wa\'e. Bl'CaliSC till' ph!l,~"changl' 
enl'r~' is idl'lIlIy 180 out of pha.~with thl' lIl'Oustic·wa\'e 
('nerl!)' this process produCt.'S attenuation. Landau and 
Lifshitz (IUS!)) included this eff('Ct in tlll'ir "M'C.'tJlld \'is· . 
co.~ity" krm. This attenuation prnCl'S.\ diffl'rs from the 
othl'r mkroM.'Opic prOC<.."i.~'S in that it l'an bt' t'ffl'C:ti\'e lit 
the lowl'r fr~·quenci(.'S. The magnitude of this dfl'Ct plus 
the enh'Ull'l'l1 attenuation by \'ist.'tlUS lind 1ll':It conduc· 
tion ut thl' surface exceed that (If particlt,.frt'C., lIiI by a 
factor uf 10 or !!reater depending on till' typc.·. size. "lid 
conl't'ntration of thc cloud partidl'S (Kin~ll'r lind Frey. 
l!16~), 

Finally. there is a ma'i.s.loadin!! dfl'('t with rt~pl.'Ct to 
the doud particlcs that must bt, cons i dl'm,l. The ampli. 
tude of the fluid displat'Cment. r. prodlll'l,{\ bY:lu aClIII,~' 
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tic wave of pressure nmplitude 6p Ilnd angulllr tre
(luencyw is (Kinsleruml Frey, 10(2) 

6p r---. (4.7) 
p"cw 

Using 50 Pa ns a representllth-c \'Illue of 6p for thunder 
in.~ide a cloud we find for Il loo·Hz ffl,<}Uenc>' that r -
100 lim. The part of the cloud pllrtidl'll')pulation who.'ie 
diameter is much smaller thlln this, suy 10 lim. should. 
owing to viscous dm!!. come into dynamic equilibrium 
with the WIl\e flow. IDl~er (19;3) computed the rt.'
sponse time for a - H)·"m droplet to n"-<'Stllblish dy. 
namic l.'quilibrium with drn~ foret'S: only 10-3 Sl'C: is rl'
qUin-d.) These cloud pllrticl('$. which Illlrticipntc In tht' 
Wll\'e motion. add their mass to the l'f£locti\'e mlL~ of the 
Ilir: this effects both the Slll.'t.-o of sound Ilnd the hup"" 
denee of the mediulll. For hi!!hl'r.frl'<luency WII\'l'S, 
fewer cloud particles ?Ilrticipate. so the eICect Is re
dUCl-d: whereas lowcr·fn'tluency WaH,OS include gn'lltl'r 
percentages of the population and nrc mort' stron!!ly ae· 
fl'Cted. Clouds are. tlu~rdort', dl~pcrsi\'e with fl'Sll('Ct to 
low.f requency wa\'l'S. Also. the cloud boundary acts a.~ Il 
purtial reflL'C:tor of the lo\\'·frequenc~' aooustic sl~nllls 
bt'C:allsc of the imlX'(iencc chan!!e ut the boundary. As· 
suming a totul watl'r colltent of Older 5 ~/ml. Wl' losti· 
mate that the order of Illa~nitllde of the effect on sound 
slx-cd and impcdenccis 10--'; thl .. is not lall-Te. but it muy 
be detl'C:table. 

The cloud aerosols internct with tht' Ul'Ollstic WU\'t.'S in 
three different \\'a~'ll lk'pl'ndin~ on thl'lr size rt'lath'l' to 
the umplitude of air motion of the sound. The SlIlullt'St 
fraction "ride with the wu\'e"-ultl'rill~ the wun"lln1p' 
ugation paranll'tcrs. The lafJ.test pllrtidl'S are stlltionary 
and act a. .. scatten·n. of t he acoustic wa\'l'S, The partldl'S 
in the middle ran~l! pnwidc u tran.~ition scale for the 
nbo\'e crfects but Ul'l' primarily rcspon.~ible for l'nhunt't'd 
\'iscous attenuation. 

In summary. tht~rc an' sc\'Crni pnX'l.~-..c.'S that clln d· 
fectively attenuate hi!!her.fn'lllll·ncy l'tlmpOnl'nts of 
thunder: this is in support of the t,(lIIl'\usillns of tilt' pn" 
\'ious Sl'Ction. \\'l' han'. in udditilln. found thrt't' pn). 
ccsscs that affect the low. frequency ',:>Illponents. Low 
f rt'<}uencies can be IItll'nuated b>' turbull'l't scatterin~ 
and. in the cloud. hr l .... lUJllin~ \\'Il\'l' l'nl'r~' to pha~c 
dlan!!cs. \\'1.' ha\'e Il\sn found that low fn'llUCncil'S inlt'r· 
act with thl' cloud pnpulatillll dynamil'ally: u.~ u rt-sult. 
doud bound:uil'S nl:ly :let a~ partial rt'flloctOrs and in· 
duud propa~atioll muy bcdispl·rsiw. 

1!liract/IJII 

There is a ",idt, r:l1I~l' IIf rdracti\'\.' t,£ftocts in th(, t'I\\'i· 
ronllll'lIt of thundl'rstnrms. III th~ prt,('\,<lin~ Sl'('tiun wc 
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'I I ,)ACOUSTIC RADIATIO.\'S FROM UCIITN'SG 

found tht.lt turbulence on the scale of the acoustic wave
length and smaller could be treated with scattering the
ory. Turbulence lar~r than acoustic wavelengths. up to 
and In.:iudiu~ storm·~ale motions. should be describ
able by Jtl,.'Oml'tric acoustics or ray theory. To actually do 
thls Is Impractical because it requires detailed informa· 
tion (down to the turbulent scale) of temperature and 
velocity of the air everywhere along the path between 
the source und the observer. Since the thunder sources 
are widely distributed we would require complete 
knowlt'l.l~ of the storm environment down to the mcter 
scalc to truce nccufately the path of an individualacous. 
tic ra~·. Thl'SC requirements can be relieved if we relax 
somewhat our t'xpcctations regarding the accuracy of 
our rny path. The three fluid properties that cause an 
acoustic ruy to c!-UI1~ its direction of propagation are 
the components of thermal gradicnt. velocity l.'fadicnt. 
ant! \'l'ioclty that are perpendicular '.0 the direction of 
propngntion. llt'yond the overall thermal structure of 
the c\\\'ironnll'ut. which will be approximately adia. 
batic. we do not expect that the thermal perturbations 
due to turbult'nce will be systematic. In fact. the turbu. 
lent thermal perturbations should be random with a 
zero 1l\'Cru~' \'nlul': hcnce. an acoustic ray propagating 
through turbull'nce should not de\iate markcdl~' owing 
to therllllli grudients associated with the turbulence 
from the path pn'tiictLod by theO\'erall thermal structure 

-Vf thcenvironllll'nt. Similarly. \'docity Ilnd velocity gra
....... dients should produce a zero net effect on thc acoustic 

ra~' propa~ating through the turbulence. 
Thl~ ar~II1lCl1t of compensatin~ effects is not valid for 

In~e l'(idles whose dimensions are C<lual to or great('; 
than thc path ll'n~h of the ray because the ray path is 
o\'Cr a region rontaining a systematic component of the 
grndicnts Il ... '\OC'illll'ti with the large eddy. We can obtain 
a wont-c;.$(' l'Stimate of these cffcct~ by e>.amillin~ a 
horizontlll my propa~ating from a source at the center 
of an updraft of 30 m/sec through 2 km to the cloud 
boundllry WIWfl' the vertical wlodty is assumed to be 
::ero: WL' IIlso Il"'~\Illle a linear dt'Cre;l.o;e in vertical veloc
ity lX'twl'Cn the c~mtcr and boundary. The ray will be 
"lld\'l'Ctt'lI" by U<l III upward durin)! this tran.~it. which 
n'tluifl'S npproximately 6 sec. whilc the dirl"Ctilln of 
pn1pa/o:lltioll or the ray will be rotated throu~h 5 down
wllrd (m:\'(illllllll angle.:: tan' I A riC). Owing to this 
rotatioll. which is a maximum romputation. the ·'ap· 
pun'nt" S'IUfl"\' by struikht-ray path would IX' ISO m 
abow till' rt':l! Sllll\'('(', Th~ two cffl"Cts have Ol'Clllosti
m:ltl'ti Im!t'\'Il'ndl'ntly when, ill fact. they are Ctlllpll'll 
Ullt! nn' to SOllll' l'xlt'nt com(X'matory: when we ll11'rdy 
add tlwlll tIll' fl'Slllt is all o\'erestimate of the app;Ifl'nt 
source.' shift. whil-h in this cxample i,~ 2iO m, If this worst 
CIl."C is till' tntnlerrnr in propagation to the rcct'in'r at 5 
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km then this error represents 5 percent of the runge-: over 
the Icn~h in which it occurs. 2 km. it n'pn'St'nts 13 per- . 
cent error. 

Now we tum our nltcntion to the ln~~ale refrac
tion effects that can be incorporatt'd in 1m Iltmospheric 
model thnt emplo}'S horizontnl strutification. The two 
stron~'St refractive effects of the atmosphl'n-the ver
tical thermal ~rndient and boundllry-Iayer wind 
shcars-fallinto this cat~ory nlong with other wind~ 
and wind shcars of Il'SS importance. 

The nl'llrl\' IIdlabatic thermnl stnletufl' of the atmo
spht'fl' durin'l:( thunderstorm conditioll,~ hIlS btot>n recog
nin'<i for a long time as a strong influenct' un thunder 
pnlpllgation (Fll'agle. 1949). This tht'rlllal !:fudient is 
cfftoctiw because it is spatilllly persistent and unavoid
able. E\'cn thou~h the temperature in updrafts and 
downdrafts-inside and outside th~ c1oud-nul\' differ 
(stlml'limcs Significantly), thE: thl'rtllal gradients in &11 
p:arts of the system will be nl'ar the IIdlllbntic limit (or 
p.wudoadiabatic in some CIl~('S) bt'Cl\U~ (If thl' vertical 
motion. Hence. the acoustic rays proplI~ate in this 
stron!t thl'rmal gradient throughout its t':dstenct'. 

We elln employ a simplifil'ti version or ray tht'O~' to 
iIIustratc some of the consequcnCl'S of this tht'rl1llll struc
tUft'. If we ll..'lSume no wind. a constunt 11\1~'\l' rilte (P .. 
- aT/i):.). lind .1T/To « 1 (.1 Tis thedllUli!.l' in tt'mper
ature Ilnll Tn is the maximum tempt'rahln' along the 
path), thl'n the ray path may be dl'SCribed ns 1\ ~'gIIlent 
of Il parabola 

r- "To ---II r . (4.8) 

In Eq. (4.S). To also corrrsponds to tht' wrtl'x of the 
p:ambolu where the ray slope JlIl. ... O;CS throu~h ~ro and 
starts c1illlbil1~. Ia and I are. n~pl'Ctiwly, thl' height 
abow the wrte:< and the horizontal disl'llIl't'ml'nt from 
the wrlt'x. To IlJlJlly Eq. (-I.S) to all mys it is I\l'n~a~' to 
iJ!l\llfl' (muthl'l1latically) the pn'SenCt' of tht' ~ftlund be. 
eaUSt' tht' \'l'rtil'l'S of mys rcnl'Ctin!! from tht' !!rollnd arc 
mllthl'matic:llly below gro'\Ild, In udditinll. Wl' must in 
otlll'r ('ll\l'S visualize rays extcndin~ b:ll'kwnrd lX'yond 
thl' sou\'('(' tolocatc thl'lr mathl'lIlatic-1I1 \'t'rtil-t'S. 
. if Tn is sd l'tlllal to thl' surfuce tl'm\X'ratlll'\'. a special 
aClllIsti<.- my that is tangent to thl' surrm't' when it 
n'adll'S till' surface is dl'fjnl'ti: this is dt'pil'h'tl il\ Figure 
,1.10. This SlIlllC ray is upplicuble t,) IIny SOIlrce.'. slIch a.~ 
St. S~. (lr S" that lit'S on this my path. FOf tht' l'tltlditions 
Il."-'illllll'ti in this IIppfOximntion it is nut \\(\,\Ihlt' for rays 
(rom II point MlIlfl'C to cros.~ olle anntlll'r (l'Xl'l'l't those 
th:lt 1'\'f1l'Ct fmlll the surf:ll'l'), Thl' ntlwr lIl'\lIIstie rays 
t'llHllllltillg fmlll S~ mllst pas.~ o"er tIll' \\(Iint on the 
J!mllllli whl'n' the tan!!ent ray lIlakes l'Onllu·t: this is also 
tnll' fur mys 1'\'f1t'Cting fmlll the slIrflll't' insidl' thl' tan· 
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FIGURE ".10 I'ilfllbolic: aooustlc: r.~' (rom 
1OUrtt'S S .. SI> or S~ lan~nllo IhHurhC'(' al p, 
Thbi rflr was I:t'nt'rllted ulillzlnll l::q, (Ui) 
with T. - 3Q"C lind r • O.S Klkm, O~" 
"n an It-e sur(IIC'o.' 10 I;,,, right o( P cann,,," d .... 
tl'Ct Ill\lnd (rom $()Urtt'S SI' Sj. S,. or s.: an 
o~ ... r 1111' ran only dctt'd 1iOund t"~inal' 
Inlt an or .bm'1: IIw parllbolic rll)' mown, 
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gent point. The shaded zone in Fi!tUre 4.10 corresponds 
to a shadow lone that receh't'S no sound from Imy point 
source on the ta:l~ent ray l>t'~'t'nd the tan~ent point. 
Point sources below the tan~ent ray, such as source 54 in 
Figure 4.10, have their tan,.,.'nt ray shiCte j to the left in 
this repn'Sentation and similllrly cannot be detected in 
the shadow lone. However. sources above the tan~ent 
ray. S, for example. can bedetrcted in some parts of the 
shadow lone. 

For each observation point on the ground one can de. 
fine 11 paraboloid of revolution about the Vl'rtical gener
ak-d by tht, tlln~ent ray throll~h the observution point; 
the observer can only detl'Ct sOlinds originating above 
this p:uabolir. surface. For this reason we usually hear 
only the thunder from the hi~her parts of the li~htning 
chunnd unll'SS we arc close to the point of II ~und 
strike. For evening ... torms, which can often be St.'Cn at 
long ciistunCt'S. it is common to observe copious light
ning activity but hear no thunder at all; thermal refrac
tion is the probable cause of thl~ phenomenon. For To -
3O Q C, I' - 9.S K/km, and h - Skm wc find that I - 25 
km: as notl'(l by Fleagle (1949) thunder is seldom heard 
beyond 25 kin. (Se,:: also the dL~ussion in Hibner and 
Roy, 198~.) 

Winds und wind shears also produce curved-ray 
paths but ure more difficult to dl'SCribe because they af
fect the rays in U vl'Ctorial manner. whereas the temper
ature was u scalar effl'Ct. If yuu are downwind of a 
source and the wind has positi\''e\'ertlcal shear (allla;: > 
0), the rays will be curved d,'wt\\\,urd by the sh"ar: on 
the upwind sid,,, the rays art' I'Urvl-d upward. Wind 
shears arc very strong close tn the surface and cun effl'C' 
tI\'dy ~nd thl' acoustic rays that propagate nl'arty par
ulld to tIll' surfacc. The comhilll'(l dft'Cts of tl·lllpera· 
ture gradients. winds, and wind shea~s can bt.-st bc 
h:mdk-d with u ruy.tracing Ilf\l!!ram on a computer. 
With such II pro~ral1\ one can al't.'uratcly tract' ray paths 
through a lIIultill'wl atmosptlt'rt' with many \'uriutions 
In the parllllll'tt'n; it is uSllull~' Ilt'Ct.'ssary in thl~ pro-
1~r:lIl1S til 1l .... ~lIt11l· horizontal !otr:lliCication of tIll' atmo
sphere. Tht~ Ul'CltrUCY of thl' nly tracitl/-( by th,~ h'Ch· 

Distance In I,m 

nlques can be \'cr~' hilth, usually exceeding the aecuracy 
with which tcmpcrllturc Ilnd willd profiles can be deter
mined. 

MEASUREMENTS AND APPLICATIONS 

It. number of the experimental lind theoretical re. 
search papers dl'lllinlt with thunder generation have 
been diseuSSl-d III l'ul'lier Sl'Ctions nnd will not be reo 
peated here. In this section we describe additional 
results, techniques ... nd tlal'ers that deal with thunder 
measurements. 

Propagation Ejj«ts E~'all1atlml 

The rcadershtluld hun', ut this p()int, an appl"l'Clation 
for thc difficulty in t\lIantitaU\'dy deulinA with thc 
propagation dfl'Cts on both the spl'Ctral distrihutlon of 
thunder and the umplitude of the si~nal. If, however, 
wc are willinf.t to Curfdt the Inforlllation colltl'nt In the 
hlgher.fn,"quency (> lllO 117.) portl()n of the thunder si~
nal, which is 11m.~t stTon~lr Uffloctl"(.i by propa~atlon, we 
can recover SlIlIIl' of t:.e orl~lnul ucoustlc properties 
from the low.ffl'tllll'ncy thunder si~lIal. 

If the peak in the llrif.tinul PU\\'l'r sl';'drulIIllf thunder. 
is as.~ulI\ed to he hdow 100 Ill., thclI the ",2_utll'lIt1atlon 
cffects dl'pletc the hi~her Cn"<llll'nl'il's withou~ shiftin~ 
thc position of till' Ilt·~k. Most sllt'CtTal peaks of thunder 
tend to be Ilround or bdow 50 liz: theft'fort". this as
sumption appcufS to l)t, safe c\'Cn with finit\!'lIl11plitude 
stretching cffl'Cts l'tlll.~idt'rtxl. Furthl"r a. .... ~lII\IC thut the 
spectra arc 1I0t sull.~tuntiullr IIltl'rl-d hy turhulent SCllt· 
tl'ring and c1mui m·rtl.~(lls. To thl' ('xh'nt that thl'SC Il~' 
slimptions afl' valid. thl' finitl'-ulllplitllde stn·telling can 
be rt'1ll0"l-d frum thl' thUlllil'r .si~nul and its 11l':lk fre
quency ut the SOUrt't· ('an l)t, (·still1ult'd. This tlx'hni'lllC 
enahll'S a rolt)!h l'stimutl'llf tilt' l'Hl'r~' pcr unit It'n~th (If 
the stroke to 1)(' mud,,: thl' Tl'slIlt Is l"Jrfl'Ctl'tl for first
order propa!-:ation dflx'tS. IIolnlt's ('f ai, (1!l71) fOllnd 
thut tIll' spl'Ctrall't';\k ll\'l'rl'still1:1tcd tl;t" dlatmd l'nl'rh'y 
using Few's (WOn) method: ir l"<)rrl'C~cd for strl'lehing 
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these measurements art! In closer agreement, with the 
exception of those e"ents l'Ontllinlng other lower-fn.'
quenC)' acoustic sources, 

Thert! nre 11 number of experiments that could and 
should be done to evaluate the propagation effects, Us
Ing thunder as the acoustic source, scveral widely scpa
rated arrays of microphones could rompare signals from 
the same source at sc\'\!ral distances, If carefully exe
cuted this experiment could qUllntify some of the propa
gation effects, Another lIP1)roach would be to employ 1I 

combination of active IUld passive experiments such as 
point-source explosions inside clouds from either bal
loons or rockets. This experiment provides un additional 
controllable factor that cun yield more precise data; it 
also Involves greater cost und huzurd. 

Acoustic RCCoIIstnlctioll oJ Li/.:lltlllll~ Cilalilic/s 

In the section on refraction we mentiont.'d the utility 
of ray-traclngcomputl'r programs thut could lIecurately 
calculate the curved path of un acoustic ray from Its 
source to a receiver; the accurac)'ls 11m It l-d to the preci
sion with which we art! able to define the atmosphere, 
An obvious application of thunder measurcments is to 
Invert this process; one meamres thunder then traces It 
backwnrd from the point of obscrvatlon along the ap-

) 
proprlate ray to it:; pO' ilion at the tlmt.' of the flash. Few 
(1070) showed that by performing this re\'erse-ray prop
agation for many sourct.'S In a thunder record it was pos-

f .. 

~ 

siblt.' to .econstruct in thn.'C dimensions the Iightnlll~ 
channel producing the thunder signal. The sourCl'S in 
this cas'! wt.'re definloU by dividing thc thunder rl'COrd 
into short ( - 112 Sl'C) intl'f\'lIls and ll.'iSociating the acous. 
ties in a ~iven time intl'r\'al with IlS0url'Con thechannd, 

Within each time intcr\'111 the difl'Ction of propa~a
tlon of the acoustic rays lire found by cross corrclatiol~ 
the si~nals recorded by an array uf microphones, Thc 
position of the peak in thc cros.~·corrl'lution fructillll 
gives the differencc in thllt.' of arrival of tht.' wavc fronts 
at the microphones; from this und the geometry of tht.' 
arrny, one calculutl'S 'the direction of propagation, At· 
least thrl'C noncol\incar micruphones arc requin'd, 
Close spacing of the microllllllnl'S produces higher corrt.'
lations and shorter Intl'r\'uls thus Illorc sources: how
ever. the pointing accUfIlCY of 1\ smallllrray is les.~ thun 
that of u large array, Ui\Slod on l'xpNil'nccs with seVl'rul 
array shapes and Sill'S, 50 Ill: has 1x.'Cn IIdopted liS thc 
optimum by the HiC'C Univcrsity Group (see Fl",v. 
1074a), 

Tht.' rl'COnstructi(ln (If li)!htnin~ dlallllels by ray trOll'
Ing WIIS dl'SCribcd by Fl'w (19iO) nnd NlIbno (19i3). A 
discussion of the accuracy lind pwhll'l1ls of the ll'lh
niquc is gi\'en in Few lind Tl'l'r (W7·1) in which al·(}U~ti· 
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cally reconstructed channels were found to llgree cltl. .. dy 
with photo~aphs of the channels below the clouds, The 
point is dramatically made in these comparL~ons thllt the 
visual part of the lightning channel Is merely the "tip of 
the iceberg:' 

Nakano (1073) reconstructed. with onl)'" few points 
per channel. 14 cvents from a single storm. Tl'Cr und 
Few (1074) reconstructed u11 events during an act"'\! pe
riod of a thunderstorm cell. MacGorman et ai, (19B1) 
similarly performed ..... hole-storm analyses by IlI..'Oustic 
channel reconstruction and compared statlsties from 
scveral different storm systems, Heconstructed lightning 
channels by ruy tracing havc been used to support other 
elt.'Ctrie obsef\'ations of thunderstorms at the Langmuir 
Laborator)' by Weber t:I al. (1082) anI.! Winn ('t d, 
(1978), 

A second technique for reconstructing lightning 
channds has been developt-d that Is culled thundcr rllll~
ing, This tl'Chnique was dcvelopcd to provide a qUick 
coarse view of channels (within minutes after lightning 
if nt'CCS.~ary) a." opposed to the ray-traelng technique. 
which Is slow and time coll.~uming, Thunder ran~ing 
requirc.~ thunder data from at least thrre noncolllncllr 
microphonesscparated distances on the order of kiloml.. ... 
ters, Expcrience with cross-correlation analysis of thun
der sl~als has shown that the signals bt.'COllle spatially 
incoherent at separations greater than 100 m owinlt to 
differences in perspecti\'e and propagation path, How
ever, the envelope of the thunder SI~1lI11s nnd thl' ~ 
features such as claps remain coherent for distnnCt'S on 
the ordl'r of kilometers, As discusslod l'arlil'r t111';SC ~ 
featurl..'S nre produced b~' the largl'-scalc tortuous St.'C

tion.~ of tht.' Ii~htning channel. Thunder ran~ing works 
as follows: (I) The in\'t'Stigator identl£ll'S featun'S in the 
signals (such us claps) thnt arc common to threl.' thunder 
signaturl'S on an oscillogrllph, (2) Tht.' timt.' lab'S bdwt.."Cn 
tht.' flll.~h IIl1d the arrival of each thuntlcr fl'atun.' Ilt l'ach 
meaSUfI'l1lCnt point arc dt,tt'rminlod, (3) Thl' rlln~ to 
the lightning channel St.'~lllents producin),t l'ach thunder 
fcaturc nre computed. (·1) The tllfl'C r:1Il~l'S frum the 
thrt'C sl'plIrnltod obsef\'atiun points for l'uch thulldl'r fca
ture ddhll' three sphercs, which should hllve II unique 
point in SIHIC'C that is common to all of thcm, (5) Tlw set 
of points givcs the locations of the chllnnd st'gnH'nts \lro
ducing tIll' thunder featurt.'S (Sl'C Few, lUi·lh: Ulllan d 
al .• 1978). 

The h:l. .. ic criticism of the thunder-ran!;ng tt'dmique 
is thut tilt.' sdl'Ction of thunder featun's is the suhjl'Ctivc 
judgnH'lIt of the rc.~earchcr: for many fcatun's thl' Sdl'C
tion is III1U1nbiguous: utlll'r featurl'_~, which 11ft' dost.' to
gether, IIIUY uppear separatcd lit llllt.' loclltion lind 
mcrgt.'d lit Imother. The program dl'\'c\OPl'll hy Bohlin
non (IHiS) includLod these unccrtaintil's in till' l'Stillla-
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tlon of errors associated with such points. Most oE the 
recent thunder research has used a combination oE rang· 
ing and ray tracing. 

The whole·storm studies In which an extended series 
oE channels are reconstructed hl\vo proven to be the most 
valuable usc oE thunder data to date. They define the 
volume oE the cloud actually producing lightning, the 
evolution oE the lightning. producing volume with time, 
and the relationship of Individual channels with other 
cloud observations such as radar reflectivity and envi
ronmental wlnw (Nakan:», 1973; Few, 1974b; Tcer and 
Few, 1974; Few et 01., 1977. 1978; MacGorman and 
Few,1978; MacGormanctal •• 1981). 

ELECTROSTATICALLY PRODUCED 
ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS 

The concept of electrostatically produCt.'Cl acoustic 
waves from thunderclouds goes all the way back to the 

writings of Benjamin Franklin in the eighteenth cen
tury; Wilson (1920) provided a rough quantitative esti
mate of the magnitude of the electrostatically produced 
pressure wave. McGehee (1964) and Dessler (1973) de
veloped quantitative models for this phenomenon
McGehl."C (or spherical symmetry and Dcssler Cor spheri
cal, cylindrical, and disk symmetries. The theory 
developed by Dessler Is of particular Importance be
cause it made specific predictions regarding the direc
tivity and shape of the wave. The predictions were sub
sequently verified in part by Bohannon ct 01. (1977) and 
Balachandran (1979,1983). 

The charge In a thundercloud resIdes principally on 
the cloud drops and droplets. In a region of the cloud 
where the charge Is concentrated producing an electric 
field E, the charged particles will experience an electric 
C"rce, which is directed outward with respect to the 
charge center, in addition to the other forces expressed 
on them. These particles qUickly (on the order of mUll· 
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seconds) come Into dynamic equilibrium where the hy
drodynamic drag force associated with their motion Is . 
balanced by the sum of all the externally expressed 
forces. When the electric field Is quickly reduced by u 
lightning flash the cloud particles readjust to u new dy
namic equilibrium. The change In the hydrodynamic 
drag force requires a change In the pressure distributions 
surrounding all the charged cloud particles: hence. the 
pressure In the volume continuing the cloud particles Is 
altered by the sudden reduction ot the electric field. 
Since the electric force from a charge concentration Is 
outward. the pressure inside the charged volume will be 
slightly lower than the surrounding air. When E Is re
duced by the lightning flash the charged volume pro
duces a slight Implosion: this radiates a negative wave. 
Few (1982) derived a general expression for the Internal 
pressure gradient produced by the electrostatic force; 
when integrated the result is 

fo(E~ - E2) 
P,: - Po - (n + 1) - 2 • (4.9) 

In Eq. (4.9) the parameter n takes the value 0 for 
plane gcometry, 1 for cylindrical geometry, and 2 for 
spherical geometry: Po and Eo are the values at the edge 
of the charged volume. 

The amplitude of this pressure signal Is related to the 
electric field, the wavelength to the thlckncs..~ of the 
charged region. and the dircctlvity of the wave to 
the geometry to the source (Dessler. 1973). If the thcory 
can be quantitatively verified,the signal can be used to 
determine remotely internal cloud electric parameters. 

The experimcntal search for clectrostatic pressure 
waves has been difficult. The wave is low (retluency 
(-1 Hz). small amplitude (-1 Pa). and buril'd in large 
background pressure variations produced by wind. tur
bulence. and thunder. Prior to Dessler's prediction of 
beaming. one wondered why the signal wa.~ not more 
frequently scen In thunder measurements. Holmes ct al. 
(1971) measured a low.frequencyeomponent in a few of 
their power spectra of thunder but found tlwse compo
nents completely missing in others. Dcs.~ler showed that 
that signal would be beaml,d for cylindrical and disk 
geometry: the disk case would require thllt the detl-ctors 
be placed directly undernl'ath the charged \'olume for 
observation. This relationship ha.~ been obser\'ed by Bo
hannon ct al. (W77) and by Balachandran (I !J7!). 1983). 

The ek-ctrostatic prcs.mre wuve predicted by the the· 
ory discussed above is a nl'f.~ati\'l· pulse. TIll' mea.~ured 
acoustic signature thought to hc thc verification of the 
prediction actually exhibits a positive pulse followed by 
" negative pulse (sec Figure 4.11). Thc negative puls{! 
appt'urs to fit the thl'OTY. but the theory is deficient In 
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that the positive component of the wave Is not de
scribed. Recently. Few (1984) suggested that the dla
batic heating of the air In the. charged volume by posi
tive streamers may be the source of the positive pulse. 

Colgate and McKee (1969) described theoretically an 
electrostatic pressure pulse using this same ml'Chanl~m 
but applied to a volume of charged air surrounding a 
stepped leader. This particular signature has not been 
experimentally verified because It has the regular thun
dcr signal. which is 300 times more energetic, superlm
poscdonit. 
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Application of Advances in Lightning 
Research to Lightning Protection 

5 

INTRODUCTION 

MARTIN A. UMAN 
UnivtrSil) of Florida 

J Significant advances In lightning protection have 
been made during the la.~t decade, These advances have 
been a result of progress In two general areas of lightning 
research: (1) lightning phenomenology, Including the 
technology for determining real·tlme strike locations, 
and (2) lightning physics, particularly the characterls
.tics of return stroke currents and e!ectromagnetlc fields 
(see Krider, Chapter 2, this volume, for a description of 
the return-stroke pha.~e of a lightning flash, 85 well as of 
the othcl salient events that make up the flash), 

(1) By phenomenology, we mean those characteristics 
of thunderstorms that are associated with numbers of 
lightning events, as opposed to the physical properties of 
the Individual events. A phcnomenoJogica~ parameter 
of particular Interest Is the average lightning flash den
sity, that Is, the number of lI~htnlngs per square kilome
ter per year (other units arc possible) as a function of 
location. This parameter represents the starting point 
for almost all lightning protertion dt'Signs (for example, 
the lightning ovcrvoltage protection of utility power 
lines) b~'Cause the number of lightning fail u rL'S per year 
for whleh a system is designed is directly proportional to 
the number of ground fla.\hes per unit area per year. 
Real-tilne identification of phcnomenologlcal parame
ters such a.~ the total number of lightning events per 
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storm and the lightning flashing rate Is now possible 
with newly developed detection equipment. Thlsequip
ment also makes possible real-time decisions on utility 
system repair and repair preparation, early warning 
and detection of Iightnlng·caused forest fires, and a va
riety of other warning functions in situations that allow 
protective action to be taken, such as launches at the 
NASI. Kennedy Space Center. 

(2) When an object (e.g" aircraft, building, power 
line, or person) is struck directly by lightning, or Is ex
posed to the intense electromagnetic fields of a nearby 
flash, the potentially deleterious currents and voltagcs 
that appear in the object are determined by the physical 
characteristic .. of the lightning currents and fields and 
by the electriC characteristics of the object that Is struck. 
Forexample, it is thought that, to a first approximation, 
the voltages that are induced in electronics within an 

, airborne metal "ircraft that Is struck by lightning are 
Indirectly initiated by the fa.~test part of the current rate 
of rise. This fast chunge In current induces resonant os
cillations on the metallic exterior of the aircraft (like a 
pestle striking a bel:) that arc then coupled inside the 
aircraft via holt'S or apertures, such as windows, In the 
conducting mt·tal ~kin. Lightning protection Is cur
rently of considerable concern for the latest generation 
of military and commercial aircraft thai operate with 
low-voltage computer cirl uits and haw lightweight cp-
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oxy surfaces (potential apertures) replacing the more·, 
conventional conducting metal. For these types of air· 
craft and other similar advanced systems. the 
microelectronic components used are often more casily 
damaged by Iightnlng.induced voltages and the shield· 
ing against the intrusion of those voltages is often less 
adequate than is the case for more conventional systems. 

In the following three sections. we examine In more 
detail the rl.'Ctmt and widespread usc of lightnlng.detec. 
tion techniques for protection; those properties of light. 
ning that cause damage. the mechanisms of lightning 
damage. and new methods of protection: and some reo 
malnlng questions that research can answer to facilitate 
additional improvements in lightning protection. 

APPLICATIONS OF NEW LIGHTNING· 
DETECTION TECHNIQUES TO PROTECTION 

In 1983 the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). 
the research arm of United States power utilities. 
funded a long-term study of lightning flash density In 
the United States for the purpose of making pos.~lble bet
ter lightning protection design for power lines. The 
EPRI research is beingcarriedout usinglightnlng-Iocat· 
Ing technology recently developed through basic reo 
search (Krider et al .• 1980). For the initial part of the 
study a network of automatic lightning direction find
ing (01<1 stations called the East Coa~t Network and op· 
erated by the State University of New York at Albany 
(SUNYA) (Orville et al .• 1083) Is being used. Future 
flash densit)' stlldlt.'S can be expected to involve addi. 
tional portions of the United States and perhap.~ Can. 
ada. As is clear from Figure 5.1 in which the Ea.'l Coast 
Network is evident. over three quarters of the area of the 
United States and Canada is covered by OFs. a develop
ment that has occurred since 1976. In addition. light. 
ning-locating systems of the DF type deVeloped In the 
United States have been installed In Australia, Norway. 
Sweden. Mexico. South Africa. Japan. Hong Kong. and 
the Pcople's Republic of China during the same time pe
riod. 

The primary user of lightning-location data In the 
United States at prescnt is the Bureau of Land ManOlge
ment (BLM). which Is rl.'Sponsihle for the majority of the 
DFs in the wcstern United States and AllI~kOl (Figure 
5.1). The BLM and the Fort'St Servicl.'S of m()~t COIna
dian provinces utilize the time and location of li!!htning 
storms to determine when and where to look fol' (em.'St 
fires. Earlv detl'Ction of the~ fires re~ults in consider
able savin~ in natural rI.'Sollrces and In the cost of fight
ing the fires. nLM data are also dis.~emina",d in real 
time to all National Weather Servil'e Offices ill till' west
ern region via AFOS, to the National Severe Storms 
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Forecast Center In Kansas City. to Vandenburg Air 
Force Base. and to Nellis Air Force Base. Datil from the 
SUNYA East Coast Network arc currently being dis· 
played In real time at the FAA Washington Air Route 
Traffic Control Center (AHTCC) in Let.'Sburg. Vir· 
ginla. the National Weather Service Forecast Office in 
Albany. New York. and Langley Air Force Base in 
Hampton. Virginia. . 

In addition '0 Qop!L:ations-oriented research. opera· 
tional forest lire maJll1gement. and Weather Service 
storm warning. the newly developed lightning-locating 
equipment is uM.od to warn of the approach of storms in a 
variety of practical applications where protl.'Ctive action 
can be taken. Examples range from power utility com
panies (e.g .• Tampa Electric Company. China Power of 
HOllg Kong) to mis.~lle launches (e.g .• Kennl.ody Space 
Center. Vandenburg AFB) to sen.~itive military installa· 
tion (e.g .• Buckley Air National Guard Ba.~e. Colorado. 
Cudjoe Key AF Station. Florida). In addition. lightning 
maps from these lightning locating systems arp. becom· 
Ing widely shown on TV weather shows. a.~ they are of· 
ten more meaningful to the typical viewer than the more 
conventional radlu displays. An example of a I.day 
lightning map from the Tampa Electric Company 
(Peckham et al •• 1984) is shown in Figure 5. 2. 

AMELIonATION OF LIGHTNING DAMAGE 

Mechanisms oj Lightning Damage 

The amount and t>'pc of lightning damage an object 
suffers is due to both the characteristics of the lightning 
discharge and the propertil.'S of the object. The physical 
charactcristic3 of lightning of most interest are the cur· 
rents and electromagnetic fields. particularly those 
from the return stroke since thcse an usually the largest: 
hence protection ngalnst the return stroke will uSllall)' 
prott.'Ct against the currents and fields from other light· 
nlng processes. 

Four propertk'li of the return stroke current can be 
consldercd Important in producing damage: (1) the 
peak current. (2) the maximum rate of change of cur· 
rent. (3) the Integral of the current over time (i.e., the 
charge tran~fl!rred), and (4) the integral of the current 
squared over tlml.', the so-called action integral. Let us 
cxarr.ine each of these propert,les and thc type of dama!!e 
that it can proc!\I(:e. 

For objects that present a rcsistiw impedancc. sUl'h u.~ 
a ground rod driven into the Earth, a long power line, or 

. a tree. the peak vo\ta!!e Oil the Ohjl'Ct will be propor
tional to the Ill'ak l'lIrrent. For example, a SO.OOO-A (:ur
rent injl'Cted 11110 a ·100-0 jlOWl'r hne produces a Iinl' 
volta!!e of 20,000.000 V. Such large v()lta~I.'li lead to 
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FIGURE 5.1 A map showing I"" location (doh) ollighmln~ dlrt-ction findinl( (OF) slations In plnt'c In summ"r I:JS-I. Con"''Ct.-d 
clrcl .. s around t'nch OF indicalr ar"a of IiKhlnlng .~)\'cru;(e. The ,m'd Ilf ('C. 'ra!:e .Iong Ihe Ellsl Coast b II,,, SU~YA Ea.,t Coast 
Network. 
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1175 f .... \. """ .:;;~-..... -r-f-...J rather than to peak currents that have a relatively short I 
duration. An example of a hole burned in an aircraft . 

'IZS f. -!-c£J~ 1r.... : v ....l~::i skin by lightning is shown in Figure 5.4, and some infor· 
mation on hole size versus charge transferred is given in 
Figure 5.5. A typical lightning tran~fers 20 to 30 C and I 
extreme lightnin;::. .. hundreds of coulombs, but, fortu-
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FIGURE 5.2 A map of the do,ld.to.!Uound lightning strikes in the 
Tampa Bay area for Aug",t fl. I!lill. Individual storms hun'Ix'Cn rlr. 
clcd. The two DI,'lc.caticul.< In the Tampa EIt'<.1ric Coml'an)"~ light. 
ninglocatiCln system are idl'ntifit-d. Mill' ""ale 1.< in thou.<ands of L'Ct. 

electric discharges from the struck object to the ground 
through the cir or through insulating materials. Such 
f1a.~hovers can, for example. short-r:lrcuit a power sys
tem or kill people that are ~.tanding close to the object 
that is struck. An exam pit· of discharges aeross the 
g"ound caused by the hi~h voltage on a struck golf
course green marker is shown in Figure 5.3. The mag· 
netic forces produced by the peak lightning currents arc 
large and can crush metal tubt.'5 and pull wires from 
\\·a115. 

For objects that have an inductive impedance. such us 
wires In an electronic system. the peak voltage will be 
proportional to the maximum rate of cbange of the 
lightning current (V .. L dild!). For example. if I m of 
wire has an inductance L of 10 -, H and <Iii dt = 101" AI 
sec. 1000 V is generated acros.~ the wire. Voltages of this 
level often cause damag(! to ~olid-state electronic de-
vices. 

The heating or burn through of metal sht'cts such us 
a1rplane wings or metal roofs is. to first approximation. 
proportional to the lightning charge transferred (aver
age current times time). Gt.'llCrally. large charge trans· 
fcrs are due to long.duration (tenths of a second to sec· 

nately, the lightning does not often stay attached to one 
place on an aircraft in flight for the duration of that 
transfer. ! 

The heating of many objects and the explosion of in- ! 
sulators is, to first approximation, due to the valueof the I 
action integral. In the case of wires. the action Integral 
represents the heat that is generated by the resistive im· 
pedanceof the wire. Some data on wire temperature rise 
for typical lightning action integrals is given in Figure 
5.B. About 1 percent of negative strokes to ground have 
action Integrals exceeding lOll. About 5 percent of posi· 
tivestrokes is thought toexcccd 10'. In the case of a trcc, 
this heat vaporizes the internal moisture of the wood, 
and the resultant steam pressure causes an explosive 
fracture. An example of typical trcc damage from light-
ning is shown in Figure 5.7. 

Two properties of the electromagnetic fields arc suffi· 
cient to describe most of the important damage effects: 
the peak value of tht. :ield and the maximum rate of rise 
to this peak. For certain types of antennas or metal ex
posed to the lightning field, the peak voltage on the 
metal is proportional to the peak field. These antennas 
are commonly referred to a~ capacitively coupled. For 
other antenna~. such a~ a loop of wire in an electronic 
circuit or an underground communication cable. the 
peak voitage is proportional to the maximum rate of 
change of the field. 

New Re,~lllfs 011 Lightning CharacteristiC8 

Chapter 2 (this volume) by Krider describes the re
cent findings on lightning current and field characteris
tics. Much of tl.is work ha~ application to protection. A 
major step forward ha~ been made in identifying the 
maximum rates of change of currents and fields. and it 
should be noted that these are now thought to beat least 
10 times larger than was believed to be the ca'iC a decade 
ago. These recent f(·sults have important implications 
for the design of protection against damage that is 
ca.used by fast rates of change of currents and HeI(k 

Chapter 3 (this volume) Ly Rust discusses positive 
lightning. recently identified and only partially charac
terized. h)sitive lightning apparently produces very 
large peak currents. charge transfers. and action int!"
grals. much larger than t:,e usual negative lightning. 
The Japanese report that their power systems arc dis-
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LIGHTNING 'LASH CHARG!! (COULOYBS) 
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III \'iu:ous Ihlckm·w ... ")·IiL(hlnln~ dlal!:l' (Fhlll'r ~1I(11·IIIIII~r. 1!J7·i). 
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ruptt'd hy u larl!l' f ractioll of the po\ltlvc lil!htninl! 
strike. wherea.\ only a small fraction of lIel,(ati\'l.' lis.:ht· 
nins.:.~ ha\'e this dfl'Ct (r\akahori t'I uf •• 1!J1l2). 

I'fIJl('cti(1II Tcdl/l;'1/l("~ 

Thew an' two s.:eneral typl'S 01 Iil!htnlnlt pn'lt'Ction: 
(1) di\'ersion aad ~hil'ldinlt and (2) Iimitllll! of ,'urrents 
and mltal!(,'S. On a fl"loidential or l,(JlllnJcrdal huildinl!. 
for exampll'. the diversioll of lis.:htnilll! eurrcnh til 

I!round \'ia a ~tandard system of Iis.:htnilll!w(h. down 
leads. and I!ruund~ is sufficient to pwtt·,'t thc huildins.: 
stnwturc ihelf and to Jl'Crea.\C by illlpl:rfcl·t ~hlcldinl! 
potcntially harmful CHl'Cts to ell'Ctronie ('llulplIICllt in· 
side. An exampll' of a diversioll and s:lit,ldlrll! ,)·\tclll h 
shown in Fil!ure5.H. 

More complete prutf.'Ction of cll'Ctrollle ellulpfllent 
lIlust includl' Iimitin!! of curn'nts and mlhll!l'S llldul'(·d 
hy the dirl'Ct strikl' to the st ruet lire IIr hy t rawlllll! Wa'.'l'S 
into the structure lin "ll'Ctrie p"Wl'r. (,·ollllllllllit-atiun. IIr 
otherwin's eonlll'Cted to till' ollt~ide world, TIlt' dl~il!n 
of I Ill' cllrn·nt· and \'oltal!e.lilllitinl! sntcm h """iotl!>l\' 
dl'pcndl'llt 1111 an IIndl'r~talldills.: of till' wuw ~hapl'S (;f 
the ddl'leriolls siJ,!nuls that an' to hl'('·Olltwlh'd: and tl';, 
in turn relJllirl~ a knowlcdl!l' of thc lil!ht nlllJ,! dlaractl'r· 
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btiQ. and how t hl' propt'rt it~ (If till' ~ystt'lll undt'r ('t'n~id· 
t:mtion changt' tht.~'chara('kri~tics, On('(' SUdl a ddt'r· 
min:ttion is madt" t~n'l.;' ~t'I1l'ral typl~ of ('urn'nt· and 
\oltal!t"·limiting de\·iet.'S ('an Il<.' u'-t-d for dt'<.'tnmic or 
ll(\\\('r systems: (1) \"()lta~t' nowhar dt'viet'S that n'<.llll'<.' 
tht' \'oltagl' difft'rl'n(-e t'fft'{'liwly to n'rn and "hurt dr· 
cuit til(' <:urrt'nt to grollnd (tilt, carhon hlol:k <lIlti I!as 
tul...., arH'S'ors u"l'd by tllt' kit-phone company ,In' guod 
l'\:all,plt'S of crowbar dl'viee,,): (~\ \,,,It'II!.t' ebllil" ,.\ldl 'lo; 

rt.'\.'l'ntly dl'\,l'loped solid'stalt' llH'tal oxidt' \:lristors 
\~tO\'s) or Zl'ner dind{'s, \\ hieh do not allow tIll' "olta\!l' 
to t'xl .... 't.·d a gi\'t'J) \'allit': and rll dt,<:trie fillt'rs that rt" 
IltX'! or .Ihsnrb the hi\!lwr and \!l'nl'rally morl' damal!ing 
fTl'q\ll'nl'il~ in tIll' li\!htnill\! transient. Frl'qul'ntly. all 
thn'\.' of thl'lol' forms of protection arl' used tnl!dill'r in a 
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FI(;n\!-: 5,-:- Typie .. 1 dam"!:,, In" I,,," till" 
In .. din'(.'1 Ih:hlnin!:,lrik",l' 'HlIl, 1\1711. 

('(Iordinatt-d way, Examplt'S of SOllll' of thl~ pmh'('th'l' 
dt'\'iCt'S art' ~htlwn in Fi!!lITl' S.H. 

In rt'('I.;'nt yt'ars, a systl'mati ... approach hil~ Ix~.'Il dt ... 
n·lopt'<.l that allows a.n llptil1lalli!!htning prott'<.'tioll ~y~. 
kll' tl' lit., dl'loil!nl'<.l for most ~tructurt.>S. This Ill'\\" t('('h· 
nlqut' i~ ('alltxl "t\'polol!kal sh idding," and it liSt'S bot h 
di\ ,'rsion and shil'ldinl! and the limiting oi Cllrrt'nt, and 
\\llt,lI!l'S disl'ussl'd .lho\'t', The tl'dlll.iqUt' ('t,m~i~ts 01 nl'St· 
in!!, ~hidd!\ :J~ld "gfOundilll!" l'<!ch shidd to tIll' OIW ,'no 
dosing it. All int'('minl! wift'S arc l'onnt'cli,-d tll tht' out· 
,ide (If ('aeh SII'.'t.'<.'S.,in' shield by a transL'nt proll'cti\'l' 
dl'\ il'<.'. and tlll'rdofl', 'It l'a ... h sll('Cl'S.,iwh' illiwr ~hkld, 
tlw \ olta I.!.l' and jlO\\t'r kn'b to IX' protl'(.'t.-d :ll:;aimt ;n.' 
ft'(hll't'<.l. In Fil!lITl' 5,W. \n' ilIustratt' th,,- principk'S til' 
\(ljlo\ol!ical shiddill\.!., In Fi!!llr~' 5,lOa. thl' t'<.jui\"<!lt'nt 
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nGt'RE S.l' .. \ standard Ii!:htnin~ protl'Ction systt-m for a sm",n 
~ructUI'\'. 

~.'. , 
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'.' i-~i.n .... ,~·',,·r d -... ,: i.~. ~,; 
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HGl'RE c,.!l Exampl, .. of typk-:lllil!htninl! l'r()tl~·tiw .I .. , k,"" ~i "nd
II lI'" \0.,,,1,'(.1 'l"lrk I!~I" ('I'f)\\ h;lr lit·, i<~"!: (' l\ a ",I"htalt' nwtal n\itl., 
'<1ri,lnr: .md J i". ,,,lid·,latl' Z,·I\t'r dind.,. Th,'diurn.'!"!' of" i\ ahnul I 
ioch. 

circuit is ~hown for the grounding of a huildill!o! asso<.'i· 
at<'d "'ith a C't'mmunieatiol1s tOWt'r. FigureS.lOh shows 
nn t'xternal view of the building after topological shield· 
in).!, and Fil:,llTe 5.1 (}c shows a schl'matk of tlk' topolo~i· 
cal shieldill\! tl't"hniqul'. 

lTTl'HE HESE:\RCH :"EEDED FOB 
I\II'RO\'E~!E:"TS I:" PllOTECTJO:" 

Ttw dd:lilt-d physics of how lightning strikt'S a siruc· 
tliTt', power lim', or aire-raft is still not wdl 11Ild.'rs\noci. 
TIlt' appro:\('hing lightning It'ader is not inllu"lK't't:l hy 
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FI~l'RE 5.10 A tl,J~oItn illll<tr"tin!! Iht, ,"'In,"I'I,,,, of top"lol!",,,,1 
"'Iddin~. a, E'luin,l,'nl dl-ctrkdl't'Uit fur ~ ~lu",kd b\lildin!!"""",l 
hy I"'\\"~r lint .. and <1 C'l'mI1lUlll";lliun., tn"t'!'. h, External vit,\\, 01 

hnilding aflt'r tnpnlnl!kal ,lIiddinl:, (" s.,·ht'llHttk of th,' lopolo!:"'''' 
,hiddin\:. 

the object to be struck until it is Iwrhaps a few tt'ns tn 
hundreds of meters IIway, At thut time, an upwurd. 
mo\'ing spark It'an's till' objt'd to ht, struck ('ventu'llly 
and similar sparks m,IY 'llso It'an' Iwarby objt..'Cts, Tht' 
IIp\\'ard.mo\'in~ spark C(\;lllt't"ts to tl1l' downward·mm·, 
ing Il'adl'r attue-hing till' leuder to ground, (S('C Krider, 
Chapter 2, this \'01 U 1lH' , for a diSt'us.'iion of the atta('h, 
ment proccs.~,) \\"It'll this pTtX"t.'SS is !wttl'r understood 
through basiC' rt'S~'art'h, Wt' should 11(' uhle to dl'termitlt' 
with higher pwhahility what will and what will not I .... , 
s~rtI('k and to pro\'idl' Iwtt!'r lightnin~ prott'C'tioH at'

t:'ordingly, For namp\(', tht' II(1sitioning of o"erht':ld 
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ground win'S above transmission lines should be able to 
be optimizt.'<i. 

) 

More information is nt.'t.'<icd about the character of 
li~htnin~ currents, particularly thOSC! in proccs.'>l'S other 
than return strokes. Is there. for example, an upper limit 
on the ma:<imum rate of change of current? Wt.' tlt.'Cd 
more data on positive li~htnin~ to be able to character. 
ize all aspects of it in a statistical way. Only tlwlt can it 
be taken account of properl)' in protl.'Ction desi~n, 

~Iuch work "ecds to be done on the interaction of 
lightnin~ currents and fields with objects like aircraft. 
For exumple. how nre aircraft n'SonanCt.'S affl'Ctl-d by 
channel attachment? Computer models are now being 
de\'eloped with which to study these problems e\'en in 
the presence of nonlinear discharge propertil'S. 

CO/,\CLUSIONS 

Basic research over the lu.~t dl'('ade hlb made posslblt' 
impres.~h·e impro\'enlt'nts in liJ.!htnin~ protection. ThuSl' 
related to lightning detl'Ction and to the spt.'Cificatillll of 
current and electromllr,netic.flcld WIl\'e sha(ll'S haw 
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m-cn discuSSt.'<i in this chapter. A.~ with all research. new 
discoveries raise new lltlestions. With the proent Inh-r. 
est in lightning amon~ scientists. due partly to rtttnt 
SUCCt.'SSCS and partly to the Importunt unsolved pnlh
It 'inS. we cnn expt.'Ct continul'<i lln)~n'SS in liehtnin~ pnl
tcction during the next decade. 
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I:\TIlODl:CTIOI\: 

The Role of Lightning in the Chemistry 
of the Atmosphere 

WIl.l.IAM I .. CHMmIDl-:S 
Ctor,t:ia Institutr C!f Tr .. lrm,f",(1' 

ABSTI\ACT 

Tht' hh:h tl·mJlt'rutlln. ... in utlliurollnd thl' di\t,hurl:l' tllllO.·llf a Iil!htllinl: \twkl'I'III1\(' thl·dj,.slIdu· 
tilln uf till' majur IItmll~phl'ric constitlll'nts :\:. 0:, CO:, und II! IIml tilt' fllrmalillll uf Inll't· 
~llO.'Ch'li sudl us :\(), CO. :\:' 011. :\. O. and :/, t\\ Ihiscylil1l:I'rllf hilI aiu~IIII\. Ihl'II'wlsllf Ihl'\(' 
trun' spt'e:il's "mil, IIl1wl·\,\·r. if 1111' I~Kllinl! is sllffkil'ntly rupid Ihl' 1~1Il1~'ntrlllilln' IIf Ihl'lil' trlll't' 
~11I:dl'S ('1111 hI' "fmll'n,in" lit Il'wls sil!nifkunlly uhun' Illl'ir umhil·nl. thl·rmcll·lll'mi('ull'llllilih. 
rilllll Ulllll1llulll't'li, tlll'rdl\' Il'adinl! IUIlIIl'I MllIrl't'lIf thl'M'l!U\t~ In tl ... hm'kl!rllulIlI ulmmplll'rl" It 
i~ 1~lhl1uh'(l Ih:lt alllllll :1 II: Ilf r\ yr' I us!\() urt· Jlrodtll't~1 in 1111' Jln""nl.tlll~' IItmn,phl'n' h~' 
lil!hlninl! Ihmll!!h this prcll,\'s.~, Ollll'r l!UM'S pnKhll't'(1 hy lil:hlninl: un' CO 1111\1 ~:O in I hI' Ellrlh\ 
IIhnmphl'rl': IIC~ in Ihl' Ellrlh's Jlrt'hinlul!il'lIlalmll\l'lll'rt,: CO. ~O, 111111 0: in tl ... I'yllll'rilin 
IIlmusplll'rt·: und CO. ~:. n:1Ila \'uril'ly nf hytlrcll'lIrhuns in Illl' jll\i:IIII1II11I1'plll'rt·. Tln'mlljllr 
IInl'\'rlllilll~' in '1'lOllllilyinl: Ihl' wll' IIf Ih:hl lIilll: ill tl ... dll'llIi,lry.,f thl' !t'rr, .1 rial alllln,plll·n·. a, 
wl'll as Ihat lIf nlln'r plllnl'lary allllll'phl,rt'li. ari\(~ fmlll II ... lad; .,1 Ill't'tIlllh' ,lal"lil',"n Ihl; 
cnt·r..:y anti fn'tl'll'nl'Yllf Hl!hlnin..:, TIll' wll' uf 1~lmnal di\t'harl!l~ in II ... dl"llIhlry Ilf dllud, III ... , 
n('('(I, III hI' hl\'l~lh::lh'tl. 

In a,,;!ilion to the s(ll'('hll'ula' dSllalltllt! :lIIrall·£fl'l·ls 
that accompany a liJ.!htninl! flush, inlt'nw dll'lIIklll no, 
actions occur. which, (Ill a rd,lliwly ,hort linll' Sl'all', 
can radkally alt£'r tIll' c1ll'mil-ul ('(llllllllsit inn of I Ill' ai r in 
and around till' dischllr~l' tuhl' and. on lon~l'r !iIIit' 

scalI'S, can ullimatdy affl'l't Ihl' l'Olllposilioli of tIll' ut· 
mosphcrl' :l~ a whole. Tht.' short·lt·rnl dlt'lIlit'al dl:lII!!l,); 
a."$o(:iall'd wilh liJ.!htninJ.! haw hl'l'n wdl dCl('UlI\l·lItl·d 
by spl'Clrosl'(lpic sludil'S of lil!htnin~ strnkl's (d .. Sa· 
lana\'£', W(iI; Uman, l!J(i!)). For imlalll'l', till' stronl! 

emi~.'.ions fwm nl'ulrnl alomic IlllruJ.!I'n (~ I), sinJ,!ly ill' 
nizl-d uttllnil' nilroJ,!I'n (N IIi, IWlllml alomic UXYJ,!I'n 
(0 I), alld sinJ,!ly iuni7:I-d utomit' UXn:l'n (0 II) typkally 
ohscrn-d f wm tIll' hot l'l)rt' of disdlltr!!l'l'. arc indkaliw 
of the widl'l'prt'ad dis.~odalion uf ullll(lsphl'ric~! and 0: 
and the ~lIhSl'(lul'nl ionization (If Iht'ir alomic d;lllJ,!h. 
Icrs. Ollll'r pwmi'll'nl spl'l'lroSl,(lltil' fl'altlrl~ arl' Ihl' 
l'missiun Iilll's from eN and H, ~Ilt'i.:it'l' arisinJ,! from Iht' 
dis.~odatiun (If CO~ lind IIz0. 

Fur IIIl' lIIost pilrt thl' lar!!l' dUWl.!l'S in IIIl' Chl'lIlll'al 
cOlllposilion of Ihl' lIir in and .. round I Ill' disdlar~l'll\hl' 
l';11\ hI' rdllll,d til thl' rapid "'Iriallm,s ill tl'lIIlll'ralurt' in 
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71 , TilE ROl.£ OF l.lCIITNI."C IN TIlE CIIEMISTRY OF TIlE ATMOSPIIERE 

') 
this region. Thc lightning bolt and associated shock 
WIl\'C produce 11 cylinder of very hot air within which 
chemical reactions between thc atmospheric gases pro
ceed .. .apidly to bring the mixture into thermochemical 
equilibrium. Immediately after the encrgy deposition. 
the temperature in the discharge tube approaches 
30.000 K and the gas is a completely ionized plasma. As 
thc gas cools by hydrodynamic expansion and turbulent 
mixinft. the equilibrium composition of the gas chan~ 
from 11 plasma to a mixture of neutral atoms such as N 
and 0 and then to a mixture of molecular specil'S and 
ultimatel>' as the temperaturrs return to ambient to a 
mixture of N:. O2• H:O. and CO2 much like the back
ground composition of the atmosphere. This variation 
in the equilibrium composition of air as a function of 
temperature is illustrated in Figure 6.1; note that as thc 
temperatures fall below 5000 K the equilibrium shifts 
(rom N. O. H. and CO to NO. OH. and CO and then to 
N:. O~. H~O. and CO2, 

If the gas around the lightning discharge was always 
to remain in thermochemical equilibrium. the net effect 
of lightning on the atmo.~pheric composition would be 
n~ligible: once the temperature of thc gas returm-d to 
its ambient level. its composition would be es.~ntially 
the same a~ that of the background atmospherc·s. and 
thus there would be no net production or destruction of 

__ 3tmo.~pheric chemical species by lightning dischargl'S. 

JOn the other hand. it is well known that laboratory 
spark. .. can have significant effccts on the composition of 
air: most notablc is the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen 
(r-.;:) by spark.~ to produce nitric oxide (NO). Ch',!O the 
blL~ic equivalence between laboratory spar!;." and light
ning discharges it would seem rl'a.~nable to eXpt'Ct that 
lightnin/.! also affccts the composition of air. In fact. the 
knowledge that NO is produced by laboratory sparks led 
\'on Lit.'big to propose in 1827 that the NO; typi.:all: 
ob~f\'ed in rainwater arises from the fixation of utmo
sphen~ N: by lightning dischargl'S, This nineteenth cen· 
tUI1' hypothesis of von Liebig's has only rC1.'ently becn 
qualitatively confirmed by direct obsef\'ation.~ of en
hanced le\'e!s of r-.;o and NO: in and around acti\'e thun· 
derdoud.' (Noxon. 1976. 1978: Davis and Chaml'idl'S. 
19S4) ane. in the vicinity of a cloud·to-ground lightnin~ 
fla.~h (Drapcho l't 01 .. 1983), 

The idcntification of the ml'(.'hanisms responsibll' for 
thl' net production of trat'C spl'Cit'S such a.~ r-.:O by li),!ht. 
nin!! and the CJuantification of thcir source ratl'S fln OJ. 

~Iobal scall'ddine the current frontier in the fidd of tht' 
dll'mi~tl1' of atmosphl'ric lightning and will. thrrdorr. 
be.' the major SUhjl'Ct of this re\,!t'\\', Thl' discussion he. 
gins by focusin~ on the production by lightning of atmn· 
splll'ric !'O. a sJX'Cil'S of ~pt'dal intl'rl'St bl'Cal1S{' Gf its 
«'ntral role in the pl"ltoehelllistry of thc atmosplll'w 
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(cL. Crutzl·n. HlS3), Folluwing the discus'\intl of ~O 
production by lichtning. It more general prt~.'ntation 
will be.' gin'n uf tIll' produl'tintl of other tral"'· spl'Cit'S in 
both tIll' pft'st'nt ami the Jlrdlinln~ical, terrt'lotriul atmo· 
sphl'rl'. as wdl a.~ in ntht'r planetary aIllHI.\plll'rl'S. A 
bril'f di~c\ts'\i()n is thl'U Pfl'lol'Ult-d on the pos,\ihl.' dfl'Ct of 
dl'Ctrical dischargt'S on tlw chl'mistry of dOU(\",utl'r and 
till' gl'm'ration of udds in pm.'ipitation, Finully. a brief 
outlinl' of thl' n('('{ls for hltun' work in this lIn'a is pre· 
sel'tl'd, 
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r\O PRODUCTION BY LIGHTNING 

Similar to the Z'elovlch mechanism for the fixation of 
nitrogen in explosions (Z'elovich and Ralzer, 1966), the 
production of NO in lightning discharges is believed to 
be driven by high. temperature chemical reactions 
within a rapidly cooling parcel of air; the rapid cooling 
causes NO levels above its thermochemical abundance 
to be "frozen" into the gas. A simple physical analogy to 
this chemical production mechanism is that of dropping 
a bead through a column of rapidly cooling water in a 
grs\·ltatlonal field. Because the bead wants to minimize 
its potential energy with respect to the gravitational 
field, the bead will tend to fall to the bottom of the wa· 
ter column. If, however, the water were to cool so rap· 
idl)' that it froze before the bead reachl-d the bottom of 
the column. thp bead would btl frozen In the column at a 
position of higher potential energy and would be pre
\'ented from reaching its energeticall)' preferred posi. 
tion at the bottom of the column. 

In the case of NO production in lightning, the high 
temperatures in and surrounding the discharge channel 
result In a series of chemical reactions that both produce 
and destroy NO. NO production is initiated by the there 
mal dissociation of O2, 

O2 ---- 0 + 0 (Reaction 6. I) 

followed by the production of NO via the reaction chain 

o + N2 - NO + N (Reaction 6.2) 

and 

N+02 - NO+O. (Reaction 6.3) 

In competition with these NO-producing reactions are 

NO + N - N: + 0 (Reaction 6.4) 

and 

NO+O - N+O:, (Reaction 6.5) 

which convert NO back to N2 and O2 as well as 

NO -- N + n, (Reaction 6.6) 

the thcrmal dissociation of NO itself, and 

NO + NO - N:O + 0, 

the formation of N20 from NO. 

(Reaction 6.7) 

The equilibrium NO concentration. J~l)' is thc NO 
le\'c1;.lt which NO·producinr. and NO·destroying reac
tions lue in balance. As ilIustratl-d in Fi~ure 6.2.J~(I is a 
stron!~ function of tcmperature. As the tl'mpcratureriscs 
a bon' 1000 K the dissociation of N! and 0: causes an 
Incrt'ase in the NO equilibrium le\'el. At about 4000 K, 

" 
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WILLIAM L. CHAM£IDES 

1~1l peaks at a value approaching 10 percent. For higher 
temperature, Nand 0 atoms become increasingly more 
stable relative to NO (See Figure 6.2) IlndJ~o decreases. 

Thus if NO were always to maintain thermochemical 
equilibrium, its concentration would rellch a maximum 
when the temperature in and around the discharge tube 
was -4000 K and would then decrease to a negligibly 
small value as the heated air cooled to ambient tern· 
peratures. However, similar to the equilibrium NO 
concentration, the time, TNO, required to establish there 
mochemical equilibrium for NO also varies with tem· 
perature. As illustrated In Figure 6. 2, this time becomes 
Increasingly longer as temperature decreases because 
the reactions acting to establish equilibrium become 
slower. (In this figure, TNO was calculated by summing 
the 10!>S frequencies for NO due to Reactions 6.4·6.7.) 
Whereas only a few microseconds are required for NO 
to equilibrate at 4000 K, equilibrium requires millisec
onds at 2500 K, a second at 2000 K, an~ approximatcl)' 
1()3 years at 1000 K. Hence, as the air cools, a tempera· 
ture is eventually reached at which the rates of reaction 
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become too slow to keep NO in equilibrium. Instead of 
falling to the thermochemical equilibrium concentra· 
tion of the ambient temperature, a higher NO level be
comes frozen into the gas. This higher concentration, 
which corresponds to the NO equilibrium level at the 
temperature at which the NO concentration departs 
from equilibrium, is called the "freeze-out" tempera. 
ture. 

The freeze-out temperature of NO, TF, is approxi. 
mately dt:termined by the relationship 

,,(TF) - 1NO(TF), (6.1) 

where 1r is the characteristic cooling time of the heated 
air. When T > T F, then 1NO < Tr and the chemical reac
tions are sufficiently rapid to keep NO in the thermo
chemical equilibrium. However, for T < T F, 1NO > rr 
and chemical reactions are too slow to adjust to the rap
idly decreasing T; NO, therefore, freezes out with a mix· 
ing ratio ~o( T F)' Although a lower abundance of NO is 
favored thermot!ynamically at low T, the kinetics are 
too slow for readjur·~ent. P, the net yield of NO pro
duced by this pro~. 1:: tht'n :lppn: -imated by 

P(NO) - j~C1(1'~)M\ 1'rl :-:,~' I'H./tCules J -I, (6.2) 

where M is the number of mol(:( .. ,!n~ rer meter ~cilt('~~ 
to, or above, T F in the region whf'rt· NO is Ur.l.lg pro
duced for a discharge energy of Eo (in U'litSO[ .I,. :;. Thu) 
It is necessary to determine values fur T;; :1'-:1 i\.: that, 
when combined with the results of Figure. 'J_Z, 'Nill al· 
Iowan estimate of P(NO) from Eq. (6.2). 

Once P(NO) is obtained. the global rate oi r.,:O pr':'
ductlon by lightning, III(NO) , can be estimatt-d fWln 

4>(NO) - P(NO)' R 

(14 g/molc) (10 -12 tg/g) (3.16 x 1Q1 scc/yr) 

(6.02 x lIP molecules/mole) 
(6.3) 

in units of teragrams (tit) (i.e., 10' 12 g or 1()6 metric tons) 
of N per year, where R is the number of joules dissipated 
globally by lightning per second. Because of the current 
interest in developing global budgets for the flow of 
fixed nitrogen and nitrogen oxides through the atmo· 
sphere. reasonably aecurate estimates for III(NO) arc de· 
sirable. A brief discussion of how the paramctl'rs necdt.-d 
to solve ¢(NO) are calculated is presented below. 

Estimate of P(NO) 

Following the approach of Borucki and Chameidl'S 
(1984). we infer values for T .. and !If that are nceded to 

calculate P(NO) in Eq. (6.2) from the laboratory study 
of linear discharge channels by Picone et 0/. (1931). This 
study Indicated that lightning' like discharge channels 
cooled with a 1r of about 2.5 X 10 - 3 sec. For this choice 
of Tr, T~· and.fNo(TJ) can be estimated from Figure 6.2 to 
be about 2660 K and 0.029, respectively. Furthermore. 
wing the result of Picone et al. (1981) that In spark dis
charges 1 J of energy is required to heat each 1 cm3 of air 
to a temperature of 3000 K and assuming that the gas 
cools from 3000 K to the freeze·out temperature of 2600 
K by mixing with the ambient atmosphere, It can be 
Inferred that 

M(2660 K)I ED - 3.2 X IOIY molecules/J. (6.4) 

Substituting the above values for J~O(Tf') and M(TF)/ED 

IntoEq. (6.2). 

P(NO) - (0.29)(3.2 x 1018) 

- 9.2 X 1016 molecules/J. (6.5) 

A comparison of the above·estlmated NO yield with 
those of previous investigators is presented in Table 6.1 
and Indicates a rather good agreement with a wide vari
ety of theoretical calculations, laboratory spark experl· 
ments. and atmospheric measurements. The largest dis· 
crepancy appears to be with the NO yield attributed to 
DI apcho et al. (1983). The yield of Drapcho ct al. was 
bwed on their observation of a sudden increase in NO 
and NO! levels In the vicinity of a cloud·to-ground dis
charge; given the many assumptions ncc(.":sary to Infer a 
i'ield from this observation the disparity between the 
yit'ld of Dr:lpeho et al. and the others in Table 6.1 Is not 
very sUI·t'fbing. 

The Global Dissipation Rale. R 

The r:de at ,vhlch energy is dls.~lpated by lightning 
globally can be expressed as a function of two other pa
rameters, i.e •• 

R - EF·F, (6.6) 

where E~· is the average number of joulc'S dissipated per 
lightning flash and F is tho! number of lightning flasht.'S 
occurrin~ globally per second. Borucki and Chamcides 
(1984) recently examined theexis~in~ data ba.~ on light. 
ning flashcs to estimate these parameters. Combining 
optical and electrical meas:Jrements of the energy of a 
single stroke. observations of the number of strokes per 
flash. as well us measurements of the distribution of cn
ergy among the first and subscquent ~trc:h's. E .. was csti· 
mated to be about 4 x l(}~ Jlflash with a factor of 2.5 
uncertainty. From satellitcborne optic'lll detrction sys· 
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TABLE 6.1 Estimates of NO Yield (rom LIghtning Dlschmrge 
P(NO) (moleculeslJ) InvesURutor " 

II r 

1\ 
f I' 
i \ 

1'\ 
, \ 

~ 

. , 

./ 

I , 
\ 

A. Thlswork (9 % 2) )( 10" Based on the calcul aUons of 
Borucki and Chameldea (1004) 

Tuck (1970) 

/[ 

! 
~ 
; 
! 

I 
I 

) 

) 

B. Theoretical calculaUon 

C. Laboratory spark 
experiment 

D. Almospherlcmeasurement 

3 )( 101 •• 

(3-7.S) )( lOll 
(4·6) )( lOll. 
80 )( 101ft • 

16 )( 101• 

(8.17) )( 101• 

(6 :t 1) 101• 

(5 % 2) )( 101• 

(2 :t 0.5) )( lOll 
(20-30) )( 101ft • 

(2'5·2500) )( 101 •• 

Ch&meld~e/G/. (1977) 
Griffing (1977) 
lIilldcl. (1080) 
Hill d G/., as corrected by 

Borucki and Chameldcs (1984) 
Chameldea (1979) 
Chamelde! el G/. (1977) 
Levlned 01. (1981) 
Peyrous and Lapeyre (108\:) 
Noxon (1970) 
Drllpcho,., 01. (1933) 

"The NO ylclds obtlllnl-d by thcselnvcsUgators were elpres.\ed as moleculeslflash. These yields were con\'erted to units of moleculeslJoule by 
assuming E, • 4 )( 10" Jiflash. 

"DcrlvedlromllUlelcl.(IUSO)bydlvldlnKthelrNOyldd(6)( lOUmoleculesiflash) by their energy per fluh 1(1.5 )( 10'J/m) (5 )( 1000mlfluh»); 

terns, a value of 100 na.~hes/sec was assigned to F by 
Borucki and Chameides (1984) with an uncertainty fac
tor of 25 percent. Substituting these parameters Into Eq. 
(6.6), R was thus estimated to be about 4 x IO IO W with 
a possible range of (1.3 to 12) x 1010 W. 

The Global NO Production Rate, ~(NO) 

The above estimates for Rand P(NO) can be com
bined In Eq. (6.3) to yield a global NO production rate 
of - 2.5 tgofN/yr. However. It should be noted that this 
number b highly uncertain; Borucki and Chameldcs 
(1984) In a ~Imilar analysis arrived at a possible range In 
~(NO) from 0.8 to a tg of N/yr. By far the largest source 
of uncertainty arises from the uncertainty In EF, the en· 
ergy disslpatt.'<i by a IIJ#nlng flash. A comparis:n be
twccn the l'Stimate for the global fixation rat •. ' calculated 
here and tho;e of previous Investigators Is plesen~ed In 
Table 6.2. For the most part our rl'Sult Is consistent 
with, although somewhat smaller than, the other esti-
mates. . 

Biolo~lcaJ processes fix atmospheric N: at a rate of 
about 200 tg of N/yr lind anthropogenic fixation (pri
marily due to the synthesis of fertilizer.;) occurs at a rate 
of about 60 tg of N/yr (Ilurns and Hardy, 1975). Thus It 
would IIppear that, at prescnt, lightning is responsible 
for at most II few (X'rccnt of the Earth's total nitrogen 
fixation. On the other hand,lightning nppp.ars to repre
sent one of, if not the, major natural source of NO, to the 
atmosphere. The other natural sour('{'S of atmor.pheric 
NO, Include stratospheric oxidation of N20 at a rate of 
0.0 tg of N/yr (Levy l't 01.. 1980): oxidation of Nil,. 
which is not well known but could be important (Mc-

TABLE 6.2 Estimates of tho Amount o( Nitrogen Fixed by 
Lightning 

InvestlRator 

Tuck (1976) 
Chameldesrla/. (11177) 
Chameldes (1979) 
Dawson (1080) 
III11r/al. (1080) 
Levlner/al. (1081) 
Kowalczyck and Bauer (1082) 
Ehhalt and Drummond (1!J82) 
Peyrow and LIlpt:yre (1982) 
Logan (1083) 
Drapchoelal. (1081) 
Present result [base,1 on 

calculations 01 
Borucki and Cha::1eldct 11934») 

"I tg • 1011 g • Ill" m~-trlc tmu. 

Nitrogen Filed 
per Yrar (tg)· 

•. 2 
3Ot040 
351000 
3 
4.4 
1.8 
5.7 
:I 
9 
8 

30 
Best Estimate: 2.6 
Range: 0,8 to 8 

Connell, 1973); and NO emissions from soils as a result 
of microbial activity lit n rllte of (1 to 10) tg of N/yr 
(Galbally lind Roy, 197 8; Lipschultz ct al., 1981). As 
noted earlier, quaiitative confirmation of the impor· 
tance of lightning as a natural source of atmosphe •. c 
NOr has bccn obtained from a varlcty of NO and NO: 
measurements (Noxon, 1976, Will; Drapcho et al .• 
1983; Davis and Chameidcs, 1984), which reveal anom· 
alously high concentrations of NO and NO:in air within 
and above clouds In remote regions of the globe. In re
gions strongly affected by anthropogenic activities, 
howcvl'r, this natural NO ~ource is swamped by NO 
production from the burning of fossil fuel and biomass 
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at a combined rate of about 30 tg of Nlyr (Crutzen. 
1983). It Is for this reason that NO.Ic.:vels In urban areas 
ar.;) some 1~ to lOS times higher than in remote regions 
of the marine atmosphere (McFarland et al .• 1979) and 
In conjunction with the anthropogenic release of non
methane hydrocarbons Is the cause of photochemical 
smog and related air pollution problems. Nevertheless. 
It Is interesting to note that even the extremely low levels 
of NO. that are characteristic of the remote troposphere 
are believed to have a significant effect on the chemistry 
of the atmosphere. catalyzing the photochemical pro
duction of tropospheric 0 3 and enhancing OH levels 
(Logan et al .• 19B1; Davis and Chameldes. 1984). To 
the extent that lightning Is responsible for the NO.levcls 
In the remote troposphere. it would appear that light
ning plays an important role in the photochemistry of 
the atmosphere. 

OTHER TRACE CASES PRODUCED BY 
LlCH'l'NINC 

While NO has received the bulk of the attention with 
regard to production by lightning because of its impor
tance in the photochemistry of the atmosphere. research 
has revealed that a myriad of other trace gases in addi
tion to NO can be generated by lightning in a varlety of 
interesting environments. These gnses and their yields in 
electric-a} discharges IlS determined by both theoretical 
calculations and laboratory experiments are listed in 
Table 6.3. The comparison between experimentally and 
theoretically dcrlved yields Is quite good over a wide 
range of gases and atmospheri~ compositions. 

The production of HCN in a reducing. prebiologlcal 
terrestrial atmosphere Is of particular Interest because It 
has been proposed that Iightnlng.produced HCN was an 

TABLE 6.3 Calculated and ElrtJerimentally Derived Yields of Trace C:ucs In Various Atmospheres-
Calculated Yield !::xperlmrntal Yield 

S~l'S (moleculrslJ) (oIIolerolrslJl R~rnenCl.' 

A. Prcsent.DayT~rrestrial Atm05ph~re 
NO 0)( 10" (2-6))( 10" 1.2.3.4 

) B. 

CO (0.1-5) )( 10" I )( 10" 5.6 
NaO (3-13) )( 10'· .. )( 10'· 6 
Reducing Preblologlcal T~rrostrlal Atmosphere (OS % N .. 5 % CII,) 
IICN (6-17) )( 10'· -lOll 7.8.9.10 

C. Cytherlan Atmosphere (9S% CO .. S'7. Na) 
CO (1.1.4) )( 10'1 3)( 10" 6.11.12 
NO (5-6) )( 10" .. )( 10" 11.12.13 
(0,+ 0) (6-9) )( 10'· 11 

. D. Jovian AtmO$phere (9'J.9S % II" O.OS'\ CII,) 
CO 5)( 10" 14.15 
NI 5)( 10" 1·1.15 
IIC~~ 9 )( 10" 14.15 
CllIJ 3 )( 10" 14.15 
CIII, 2)( 10'1 14.15 
IICIIO 8)( lOll 14.15 
COl 3)( 1011 1~.15 

~tll. .. )( 10" 14.15 
E. TU"n Atmosphere (07% N,,3% CIf,) 

IICN 1.2)( 10" 16 
CtNI 2.5)( 10" 16 
C.lfl 7.5)( 10" 16 
ClII, S)( 10" 16 

"References: 
I. Boru(:ki and Chamrlrlrs (1984) O. nllr Sun and Sha\'h' (1!J7S) 
2. Char..eldcHI al. (I !)77) 10. lI.rNun,.'ol. (1!lllO) 
3. L«:\'ln"t'lal. (108/) II. Chaml'id''Sf'lol. (111711) 
4. Pc),rolU and Lape)'re (1082) 12. BarNun(I!ISU) 
S. Char.leldes(19i9) 13. 1~\"lne,,'al. (1[lIj2) 
6. Levine ('I al. (1070) 14. Le ... lq HIIlO) 
7. Charr.ddt'SandWalkcr(1081) 15. ':Ar Nun (1!l7.5) 
8. Sanchrzelal. (1007) 111. l\oruckt,,'al. (l0ii4) 
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organic precursor that ultimately led to the chemlcul. 
evolullon of life on Earth (Miller und Urey, 1959). Doth 
laborutory und theoretlcul calculutlon..~ Indicate thut In 
a highly reducing atmosphere, rich in hydrocarbons, 
lightning could huve produced HCN in copious quanti
ties, possibly lurge enoul:h to allow HCN levels in ponds 
and ocean water to build to le\'c!s lurge enough to trig
ger the formation of peptide chains and slmilur prl'Cur
sors to amino acids. On the other hand, the culculatlons 
ofChllmcldes and Walker (1981) Indicate that the IICN 
)'Ield rapidly decrcRSl'S a.~ the atmosphere bcconll's less 
reducing. For un atmosphcrewhere C is primarily in the 
form of CO, the HCN rlel,1 dL'Creasl'S by about 30rdl'rs 
of maJ,!nltude from that of a hydrocarbon atmosphere. 
and It dl'Creuscs by an addltlonal3 orders of magnitude 
for a CO: atmosphere. Thus In order to better under
stand the role of lightning In thee\'olutlon of lifl', studil'S 
arc nCl-dl-d to better determine the relative amounts of 
CH •• CO, and CO:ln the primitive atmosphere. 

TilE 1'055181.1-: nOLE m' ATMOSPIIEHIC 
DlSCIIAIICES IN CI.OUD CIIE~IISTnY 

In rt'('Cnt rears thl' J,!rowlng concern o\'er the pos,\ihle 
deletl'rlous effects of addlc pn'Clpitation on luh'S, furl'st 
l'COSystcllls, and ('wps has led to an Increa..~ed inten'St In 
theehemlstrr of clouds, a reglun whl'n' acids can Ix.' dfl· 
clcntly J,!l.meratl·d and Incorporuted Into rainwater. One 
uspl'Ct of dllud clwmlstry that has )'l't to be udl'quatl'l~' 
studied Is the rule of IItmosphcrk,dl'Ctrk'alphl'llulIll'na 
In acid generation In dl'Ctrlfilod douds. One pos,\ihlt'l,f
fl'Ct of dectdeal discharges on cloud (.'hemhtr), is brit-Or 
d'$Crlbed below. 

Suppose, under the appropriate conditions. continu· 
ous, low-level positive point coronal discharges fwm 
droplets occurred In a cloud. Thesc dischargl'S would 
cause 1 ell-dron to he deposited on the droplet and I 
positive Ion (most nftl'n 0;) to be prOdllt't.-d In tlw J.:a..~ 
phase for each Ion pair produCt.-d (Loeb, l!lf>5). The 
cit'Clrons deposited 1111 the droplet would he Incmpo
rall-d Into the droplet and ht'Collle hydrated dt'Ctwns 
[I.e., (e· ) ... ). In the pn'scllce of dis.~ol\'ed O 2, tlll'SC hr
drated electrons would rapidly form 0; via 

(e - ) ••• + (0:)"1 --- 0:;, (Reaction (I.R) 

TheO; spl'Cics Is Idated 10 thealllll'OlIs-phase IIO! rad
Ical by the acid-h:l_\c equilibrium rea('lion 

1I0z ---- 0 i + I.. • (Reaction n.!) 
TheO 2 Ions produCl'd In the ga.~ pllasl' would lead til the 
eventual formatiou of an 011 ratlll'al and 1\ hydrated 
oxonium lon,II10' (Good ct al .• W7(). lIeterogem·ous 
scavenl(ln~ of tlw 1110' '111120 Ion and its incorpora
tion Into the dropll'ls to form /I' would maintain the 

WILLIAM L. CIIAMEIDES 

nominal charge neutrality of the droplets. A sizable 
fraction of the gus-phase OH radicals produced by the 
discharge would also be scavenged, either as OH or HO! 
In the gas phase, und Incorporated Into the droplet rep
resenting an additional radical source to the aqueous 
phase. Calculations similar to those of Chamcldes 
(1984) Indicate that about 1.5 aqueous-phase H02 free 
radicals would be produCl-d for each Ion pair generated. 

The 1102 radicals thus produced In the aqueous phll.Se 
would rapidly react to form dissolved HzOz via rea;"~at)ns 
such as 

110: + 0 i --.r;- 11202 + O2, (Reaction 6.10) 

Since aqueous-phase H20 2 Is believed to be, In muny 
cases, the most Important oxidant of dissolved S02 In 
cloud droplets leading :') thc production of sulfuric acid 
(Martin, 1983), it Is concelvahle that this e1ectr'cul pro
cess could playa significant roh.ln the gcneratlon of ac. 
ids in clouds. 

coto;CI.USION 

The agtl'cllIent heh\'l'Cn thcoretlcal calculations and 
expl'rillll'ntill determinations of chemical yields from 
dischargl'S for a wide ranJ,!e of ga\l'OllS SIX.'Cics and a wide 
range of atmosphert'S sUJ.:J.:ests that the ba\ic chemleal 
Illl'Chanism by which trllce spl'cles arc produced by 
liJ,{htninJ,{ is fairly well understood. Howf!\'I.'r, in order to 
infer global production ratl'S from thl'scchemical rlcld~, 
at'Curate \'allil's for the rate at which energ}, is dls.dpatlod 
by lightning is nl'(-ded. Dl'Causc thl'sc dis.~ipation rak'S 
arc not wl'll known (unCt.'rtaint~· fuctors of 10 for the 
Earth and much larger for other plulll'ts arc l'Stimutlod), 
the roll, of lightning in the global budgl,ts of Spl'Cil~ such 
a~ NO fI.·mains uncertain. To n-duc' thisunlocrtalntr, 
~tudit'S arc nl't.-ded to characterize Illorc al'('urately the 
elll'r,,'), alld frelluencr of lightning ~trllkl'S on a ~llIhal 
scalt'. 

Arllltlll'r urt'a wht're fI.'SI.·arch Is nt't.-dl-d (,(lIlcerns l'Oro
nal dischar/o!l's and tlwir rolc a~ local SIIUrl'l.'S of tral'C ~pc
l'il'S. Ml'Chunisms t'xi\t, fllr instanl'C, hy whk-h positive
point cotona from dllud dropll'ls ('Ollid Il'ad to 
l'nhanl'l'd gl'neratioll IIf ~ulfurit'llcid in duudwatl'r. 1'0 
dl'termhll' if this and similar ptlX.·l's'~I'S (I(:cur at u ~1J.:nifi
l'ant ratl'. till' magnitudl' (If 19w-le\'l'! l'oronull'urrt'nts 
in c11111l1.~ lll,t:lIs to hl' mort'lIt'Curatd~·l·stahlhlll'd. 
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Thunderstorm Origins, Morphology, 
and Dynamics 

7 
I':J)WIN KESSI.I·:R 
NO..!,I .\'al;/II/Q/ SrUTr ,'~"m/l l.lllmral"T" 

It-.;TROO\JCTION 

Thundel'litorms involve ~apid \'('rtkal rl'arral1~e'lIl'nl 
of d{'(.·p air layers. Lar)!;e pro<'·I'S.~{~ prllllloll' i!ad shapl' 
\'ertical and horizonlal air mol ions. and pnl('l'SSI'S 
withill slorms ('(Inlrol ul'wloprncnl of rain. hai\. and 
stron:.! local winus. Espy (II-I-tl) nr~1 pn'sl'nll'd III!' l·on· 
('t'pt that thunul'r~lorm circlllalion,\ an' ('Tin'n lar)!;l'Iy 
by the hl'at latcnt in waler vapor. rdl'asl'd dllrin~ con· 
demation, nllrin~ 1!I-t(j.I!)-tj. a U.S, f('(balh' fllll<ll'd 
proj(,(·t inVl'Stigatcd Ihllnderslurrns in Ohio ;111;1 ill Flor· 
iua, Finding.\ of that projl,(·t m~'l'TS and Braham W,I!I) 
were till' nrst a('('lIral!' dl'Scription of Ihlllld,'rstorm Ill' 
tails. and projl'Ct nwthods W('f" II prindpal part of till' 
bundalion of sllhSl''1I1~''t stlidil'S. A "wd('T11 l·",upn'· 
hemi\'e and ahllndantly iIluslral!'d h'xthook was PTl'. 
parl'(l hy Llldlam (I!JSII), Thllll(h'r~torm pro('("SI'S ;m' 
prescnll'd in mudl IIdail, wilh lIIallY rl'fl'n'Il('I'S, ill Vol· 
IIml' 2 of ., rl'Cl'nt thn'('·volllnll' tn'atis,' 011 t!Hlndl'r· 
slorms (Kcs'\ll'r, I!JI-I.'»), and thl'li~htll;lI~ pro(','ss is Ill'· 
laill,d dSl'wlll'rc in this \'Olllllll', 

\'I-:IITI<:AI. CO!'l:\'ECTIO!'l: A!'I:D TilE 
C:/lEE:-'/lOl.:SE I-:I'FI':C1' 

Vil!oWIIS \'l'rtieal air l'i1rr('nh and thllllCh'rstorru\ an' 
a l,('"'l'ljlll'nCl' of ,'xn'ssin' warmth allllmoistllTl' allow 

HI 

\~ 
" 

" /.' 

altitlldl'S, In a ~Iohal s('nse this stratineation of proper· 
til'S \11'111,\ larj,!"ly from tIll' radiative propl'rtil'S of atmo· 
splll'ril' (.'onstitlll'nts, TIll' almosphere is largd~' Irans· 
pan'nl to solar radiation. which is coneentrallocl in the 
ydlo", n')!;ion of 11ll' spectrum, ~fost of thl' solar cncrJ..'y 
nol n'O,'Cll'tI hy doud,~ pa~SI'S through the atrnmphl're 
IInahsorhl'd and is ('cJIl\('rll,d 10 Ill'al at till' j!TOund or in 
surfal'l' wall'rs, TIll' ahsurhingsurfal'l' also radiall'S, hut 
hl't'allSl' its t('lIIlwratlln' is Illllch lower than the SlIn's, 
Il'rn'Strial radiation is cOlll'l'ntratl'd in illfrafl'(l wan'· 
Il'nl!ths, Atlllosplll'rit- l'arhon dioxidl'. wall'r vapor. and 
sonll' IItlll'r Iral'l' t'Oll\tihll'nts arl' signlfkant ahsorl><.'rs 
of III lid, of till' lIut~lIil1~ inf ran'd l'mis'\ion. ~o this out~o· 
inl.! radiation is suhstantially hlcl('h'd and furtlll'r Iwats 
till' air allow alt it lillI'S. 

TIll' a\'c'raj!" Il'mpl'raturl' al low ahitlldl'S provides 
IOI1I!·II'rm ('lJuality hdwl'l'n till' ratl' at whit-h Ill'at is 
l'arril'" away alld thl' ratl' at which it is rl'('(.'in'd, Ill'· 
IIlIl\'all,rO('I'sst'S illdudl' som(' radiati\'l' I()sst's thr(lII~h 
~'I)('drill windows hl'lwl'('n albCl.hing hands of ('arhon 
dioxid,' ilnd watl'r vapor and trilllsJlort tlf hl'at hy air 
pan'('\s in motion, TIIi~ lattl'r pre t'l'SS is known a:i (·on· 
\'('('tion. 11('al J!ailll'd at IIII' surfal'(' is l';\rrilocl hy t'Ol1\l·(,· 
tilll' 10 ;lltitud"s \I :,"rl' till' ri!diiltin' 1;1'0('(')0.\ is mOH' (,f· 
f,'din' h,'('aIlSI' th,'n' is 11'~S ahsllrhil1l! ml-oillrn ... ho\'(', 
Fil!lIH' j ,I shows Ihat. ~lohally, Ihulldi'rstorms au' most 
fWIIIII'1l1 in low l.,t:tudl's wlll're a Iilrg('r stlrplllS of IlI'at 
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FIGURE 7.1 Annual number of thuntlcr. 
storm days. Adaptl"J frum World M.1."Ow· 
logical O:;:1nization (1!J~). 7~t!O 150 

(due.o radiative imbalanc:e) is transportt'<i aloft by con
vection. 

The process of vertical convcction within an air mass 
contrasts with a Itlobal pr()(:es.~ driven by horizontal 
temperature differenct:S on a very larl!e ~.cale. Thus. 
t'C(uatorial region.~ arc warmer than polar reltions. and 
there arc various circulation reltiml'S that f unctioll til re
duce this temperature rontrll~t. Tht'SC circ:datiolls. pri
marily hori7.0ntal. ll\sodate with some vertical air 1110-

tions as well. and they tend sometimt'S to enhant"C and 
sometimcs to diminhh the conditions that favor the in
tense vertical circulations of thundersmrms. 

THE SIZE 01-' TIIUNDERSTOR~IS 

About 85 pert'ent of the atmospheric ma~ is eOIl
'ained in the 10wl'St 13 km-this is the layer that gener
all)' participatl'S in the vertical circulation of a typical 
thunderstorm. The trpk,,1 horiJ:ontal diml'nsionof a 
thunderstorm is similar to its \ertical dillll·nsi,lIl. On the 
'lther hand, the storms of winter. t'S.'>Cntially emhodying 
horizon:al air motions. Tl'Sp"nd to variations of It'mpl'r
ature in the horizontal plane extending ovcr hundrl·(l\ or 
even thousands of kilollleters: thl'Se ~torrns an' t'orre
spondingly lar!!er horizontally than \ ertically. 

The vertical ~'ir<:ulation of air in a thundl'rstorm i~ a 
rcsult of dmsity difft·n·nct'S. WIll'n tht· air is rclati\'l'ly 
warm. it is rclati\'l'ly t'xp,lIlded ami wci:.:hs Il's.~ than a 
parcel of the sallie size in its sllTrollndinJ.!s. TIll' watlll 
parcl·1 is sllbject to I'Tl'SSUTl' fort'es: thl'se vary with 
hl'i~ht acco 'din!! to tIll' wl'il!ht of air in the lar~l' lnvi
ronml·nt. and they are not fully halancl-d hy tIll' warm 
~,ait"C1 w,·ight. The iflllwlanel! :s repTl'Sl'nll'd hy a net 
upward forl .. ·• f . . _ .• I1I1(.'(:e"n huoyancy. whkll l',U1WS 
tIll' warm parcel to ,hl' .• \s t risl~:, tIll' air ahead of i, 
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must move out of the way. The greater the horizontal 
extent of a rising parl"CI. the farther the displaced air 
must movc and the more TI!sisiance therc is to the! PM
eel's motion. Ve'Y large buoyant parcclscannot rise rap
idly hl'causc of the lar~e mlume of air that mu~t Ill'si
ml!ltanelJIIsly displaced horizontally. Thus. vertical 
motions l!re f ll~ter in !;malll'r risin~ part"Cls. On the ot\ll'r 
hand. the smalll,~t huoyant parcels tent.: to be more 
c:rodl!d hy djffu~iH' PTlK·l .... ~l'S o. crativc on their hounda
ril'S. In thl! final anal\"~is. 1II0rt' dl'finite conclniom ll' to 
sl, .. le rest lar)!l'iy on l'~npirically detl'rmined charactl'ris
tit'S of diffusion and consideration of equations of thrt"C
dimensional motion. 

Fi~ure ;.2 shows a zone of seWll' thundl'rst'mns ex
tl'ndinlt hundrl'ds of mill's across the central United 
Statl'S. The lar~e horizontall'xtl'nt of the Wile is n:lated 
tn the lar~e st'all'of a t1isturhm!t'l' er.~endered primarily 
hy horizontal tellllll'rature contrll\ts. Along the ZUll('. 

nUml'TOUS houndaries helwel'n indi\'idllal thunder
storms an' l·\,idl·nt. T!Jl'y lIIark the dimensions of l'ICal 
storms drin'n primarily h\' \'crtil'al tempera:ure ('on
trasts. locally l·nham't·d hy I)fIK'l.'~,eS intrinsit: tn thl' 
lar)!er-scall' disturbalwl'. 

ClIIlCliliclIIillJ.! tI", Air {liT On'rlllr:rillJ.! 

A prodi\'ity for owrt Ullin)! is l·llham't·d as till' low.:r 
atlllilsphl·rt' is warllll·l!. This Ol'l'lIrs daily aftl'r sUlITi\l·. 
and aftt'rnoons an' (lflt'n llIarkl·t! hy plIHy dOIllI, indka
tive (If rbin~ therlllall'urn·lIts. Sell,onaliy. tl';npl'rllturl' 
riws as day Il·lIJ..:th illl'rl·a!,l·~. and as till' Sun ris\os hi~Ill'; 
in thl' ~ky. so 'IHinl! anti I'mly ~ulllllll'r .Isually pn'sl'lIt 
IIIl1rl' fn'lIlIl'nt alld 1II0rl' , .. i~owu~ showl'rs and thundl'r
stOtlllS than dOl's fall. :n otlll'r wor:.!s. the thundt'r, 
\\"l'atlll'r that Il'nd, to hl' fn·llul.'nt around thl' nrn;;1 
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FIGURF. i.2 Photo~aph in visible Ii!!ht from synchronous ~letl'Ornlogi"al Satdlitt· SMS-1. 6 May !!li5. 1405 CST_ A majoTSquallline harbor!n!! 
tornado,'S 1i,'S ae"'"" the central United Stat,'S. Lall'S Sup,-rior. Huron, and 1\!it-higan are in upP'-r right. Photo l'Ourt,'Sy 01 :-;OAA. !';ational 
Environmental Satdlit., """'ice. 

equinox in mid-latitudes is stimulated by the relative 
coolness aloft that remains from winter. 

A rising air parcel encounters decreasing air pressure 
unel expands. This expansion represents work done on 
the environment and is accompanied by a decline in 
temperature. A rising parcel continm.'S to rise as long as 
it remains warmer than its environment-this means 

that the ambient temperature musi decline with height 
as f:lst a.\ or fa;;ter than the templ'rature of th.; rising 
parcd declines as its altitude i:1c;·ea.~es. A shower or 
thunderstorm occurs only when th'~re is a sufficient dc
cline {,r ambient temperature with heigLt in a deep 
lllyt'r. 

There \..-ould be no rain withont moisture in the air. 
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but moisture reprl'Sents enerlt:,' a. .. well-a large amount 
is latent in water \'apor and enters thl' atmosphert' a. .. 
surfal'C.' waters e\'aporate. Most of tIll' air that harhors 
thundl'rstorms is conditioned during duys or \\·l'l'k. .. owr 
warm sea. ... Durinj:t the wcstward journl'Y of an air mas. .. 
in the ~orth Atlantic t rade·wind zone. fllr example. the 
depth of the moist layer illcrca.'il'S daily and is often 
about 2000 m thick when the air turns northward and 
cmter) the United Statl'S. The low·altitude moist layer 
ma\' be surmounted b\' aver\' dn·la\,er. This stratiCica· 
tiOl\ is produced even ~ heat ami m~isture arc supplied 
from below. while weak subsidc'nce. a. .. sociated with the 
same subcropical hi~h-prc..'S.mre area that engenders the 
trade wind ... maintains dry air at middk' le\'els, pro
teetlod from incursions of moisture from helow by a tem
perature inversion. Dry air aloft may also be produced 
by other processes. For example. prl'Cipitation that ac
companies ascent of air on the windward side of a 
mountain range lea\'es the air drier on the leeward side. 
A warm temperature and larj:te quantity of water vapor 
in an air mas. .. at low altitudes and onl\' a small amount 
of water \'apor aloft. is a sij:tnific~nt combination 
(known as a convectively unstable condition) whose po· 
tency is most realized when a large·scale disturbance 
causes ~eneralized horizontal con\'ergence and rising air 
motion. In such a ea. .. e, the moist air at low altitudl'S 
cools k'S. .. rapidly· than the air above because the low
le\'d air gains the heat latent in the water vapor as that 
vapor condenses. A result is that the temperature de
cline with height incn'a.'ies. i.e .• the lapse rate becomes 
much steeper, Then rising parcels within the air mass 
and overturning within the air mass can become a vio
lent process. 

CONDENSATION AND PRECIPITATION .IN 
RELATION TO AIIl MOTION 

As an ascending air parcel cools below the tempera
ture at which its vapor is saturated. condensation occurs 
on nuclei. usuall\' motes of sea salt. nitr.ates. or sulfates. 
nu m h!!ri n~ t ypic~lI Y abou t 10001 cm l o\'er I and. There is 
an initial se\t'Ction or activation l>toCl'ss whose details 
depend on the naturc :..nd number of the nuclei and on 
the ascent rate. reflected in extent of vapor supersatura
tion. Follo\\'in~ activation. only the selectl'd nuclei con· 
tinul' to ~ro\\' and the halam'l' evaporate. Owin~ to dif
ferml'f.'S in initial size and composition. ~rowth··of the 
diffcrent nuclei proceeds at diffl'rent rates. If icc coexists 
with sU(ll'rc:ooled liquid watl't. i.e .. liquid at tempera
ture helow the normal freezin~ point. there is ~rowth of 
the icc partides hy deposition of vapor diffused from the 
liquid part ides. whieh tend to e\'aporate. Brownian 
motion. turhulence. and differential fall sp,'Cds among 

.:I)WIIIO .. t:ssu:n 

the particll'S all contribute to l·oalc..'M,'Cnl'l' and further 
hroadeninj:t of the sizl' distributio,l. MIl'r soml' tens of 
minlltl'S. unll'ss rcdul'f.-d in size by l'\'aporation in dry air 
mixed into the doud from its l'n\·irunml'nt. soml' of the 
particll'S huw apptl'l'iable full ~Pl'C.-dS. Whether k'l' or 
1i1luid. they 1111\\' he~in to SWlOCP out the smaller particll'S 
In their paths und fall e\'cr more rapidly to the j:tround. 

Conn'Cti\'c' pn'l'ipitation is typically intcrmittcnt. Ib 
fluctuatinj:t dlarac.'ter at u plal'C Is rclutlod not only to the 
pa.'i.'ia~c of discrete showcr ('C.'lls overhead hut also to a 
dual eHl'Ct of the condensation prOCl'S.~, The conuensa· 
lion procc..'S.~ releases latent Iwat. which tends to rl-dul'C.' 
air density and stimulate the updraft. but the condensa· 
tion proces .. also burdens the risinj:t air with the wci~ht 
of the thousJndfold·denser condensate partick'S. which 
may be" atcr or iec, Unll'SS the updraft spced is mark· 
edly stronger than the fall spl'lod of pr:.'Cipitation parti· 
cles. precipitation accumulatl'S in the updraft until the 
positive effccts of thermal buoyancy are quite ovcr· 
whelmed. Thus an initial updraft usually bc..'Coml'S a 
downdraft after about 30 minutl'S. as indicated in Fig
ure i .3. The dowudraft can be quitc stronj:t. l'Spl'Cially 
when the weight of ptl'Cipitation is au~mented i)y a 
cooling that accompanies evaporation of cloud and pre
cipitation into dry air mixed into the cloud at middle 
levels. Such downdrafts nl.'Cl'Ssarily become divcrgent 
horizontally as they near the Earth·ssurfacc. where they 
represent a si~nificant threat to aviation. 

In some sevcrc storms. the wcight of accumulatc.'Cl 
condensation products contributes to a splitting proecs. .. 
that leads to separate storms. moving to the left and 
ri~ht of the din'Ction of the \'erticallr a\'eraged wind. In 
the northern hemisphere. the rightward.moving storms 
are more likely to harbor tornadoes: dama~ing hail is 
often found in left movers. 
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STROr\C COr\VECTIO~ 

Development of a st'\'l'rl' l'llOn'('tiw syslt'm dl'llt'nds 
on u stratification of templ'rature. nlllistufl', und hori· 
zontal wind that produces extreme hlloyancy forl'l's 
tendinJ,t to accelerate the motion oC hoth lL~l'(,'ndinJ.t und 
dcsl'CndinJ,t air parel'ls, A stl't.'pt,'ninJ,t uf till' tl'mpl'ratufl" 
lapse rate is not alone su££il'it,'nt. 1x.'Callsc thl'fl' arc muny 
situations in which the l'ner).'y uf owrturninJ,( can bc dis· 
sipated in minor ewnts ahollt a.~ Cast IL~ it 1x.'Comes a\'ail· 
able throu~h solar l1l'atinJ,t or other proet'sst,'S, Hl,J,tlmes 
of Crequent en'nts of \\'l'ak to Illoderate intl'llsity charat" 
tl'rizl' air ma. ... \l'S that are moist and \\'l'akly unstuble 
throu~h great depths, 

Usually a comhination of the followinJ,t conditions Is 
u'<;sociated with extreme con\'l'ction in middle latitudes: 

(a) The airmass is conwcti\'ely unstable, That is, 
there is a considerable lapse rate of templ'rature, und 
moisture is abundant onl\' at low altitudl'S. 

(b) A disturbance in 'the larger.scale flow (e,J,t" u 
short·wave trough in the wt,'sterly current aloft. oftl'n 
ha\'ing a marked 10W,pfl'S.~lIre system at thl' Earth's slIr· 
face) pro\'ides generalized 1i£ting. which callst'S the con· 
\'ccti\'e instabilit\, to bt.'Comc realized, 

(c) The moist' lower laycr is separated from the dry 
zone by a stable layer or e\'en a temperature inversion. 
which inhibits early o\'crturnin~ within till' airmas.\ and 
premature loss of potential energy, 

(d) There usually is direerential temperllture adwc· 
tion (warm air adn.'Ction at low altitudes and. occasion· 
ally, cold air ad\'ecti()n aloft). 

(e) A marked increase of the wind with height hus a 
dual enhancing effect. First. warm air from con\'l'Ctive 
towf"rs is carricd rapidly downstream by the stronJ,( 
winds aloft, preventing its local accumulation aloft und 
permittin~ lon~er duration of local conn'Ction: second. 
variation oC the wind with ultitude can CUUSl' the up· 
draft column to slope with hci~~lt and contrihute to un 
organization of the flow that enables the intrinsic cool· 
ness of the air at middle levels to be manifested in overall 
storm enerf.,'y, In brief. the prccipitation formcd undo 
carried to J,treat heif.,'hts in strong updrafts can descend 
into intrinsicall\' cold middle-level air. hastening that 
air's dcscent. In' this ca.~c. where precipitation docs not 
descend in the updraft in which it wa.~ fOrl111'd. the storm 
may acquire a qua.~i·steady character. 

The conditions described ahove arc often associated 
with weather· map features like those shown in Fif.,'ure 
7.4. 

Flf.,'ure 7.5 shows a schematic vertical l'roSS section 
throuf.,'h a quasi·steady scvcrestorm that llIif.,'ht form un
der the conditions depicted in Fif.,'lIre 7..t. The more dc-
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FIGUIIE ;.4 ,,It-~liz,"(1 .k,'ll'h IIf II middl,~latilud,· w"alh,'r .itualion 
''Sp,'Clally fa\'()r"hl,' fur d,'wlupm"nl IIf "'Wrt· Ihuml,'rslnrm •. Thin 
lim'S c1"nnl~ ... ·a·lcn,1 isuhars around a Inw.pn.,."ufl' ""nl"r wilh ",Id 
and warlll frunls. Brnad arrnws rl'prt""'nl Inw.I,'\·d jdslrt'am (I.j). 
polar jd (l'Jl. und",hIWI'it-ul jl'l (S)). Thd.J adn'Cb mnishm~rich uir 
frnm ,"hlrnpil'ul n')!inn, In prn\,id .. Ih,· hu.,ie fud fur CI>II\·,'Ction. St·. 
\'<'r,' ,II,rllls (halellt'd an'u) art'lllos1 likely In slarl 'll'~r I and ,,:radually 
.hift IlIwllrd Ih""usl whil,' huildiul( soulhward. s..·Wrt' Ihllllll,·r..tnrlll' 
~1""lll~'ur with many \'ariatinns lin Ihis hu.,ie Ih,'uII·. Frnm Barn,'S :lIId 
~'·wlnn(I!)S.5). 

tailed plan view of such a storm (FiJ.,(urc 7.6) illustrates 
two downd~afts. The forward. flank downdraft in the 
rain area is largely an effect of the wcight of condensa· 
tion products: the rear· flank downdraft is thouf.,'ht to 
OWl' its l'"istence in part to a barrier c££t'Cl on the ambi· 
ent winds produt'ed by ascent of air from low altitudes 
in a shearinf.,' environment. Another cause of the rear· 
flank downdraft is (!vaporati\'e coolinJ.,( of air. dry and 
intrinsically cold at heiJ,thts of 3 to 4 kill. by prccipitation 
descendinJ,( into it from greater altitudes. Finally. 
Brandes (1\)84) proposed a ml'Chanism by which this 
rear-flank downdraft would be stimulated 1)\' formation 
of a tornado or other \'ortex at low altitudl'S.' 

FiJ.\ures 7,5 and i,6show lL~ymmetries that urecritical 
fl'atures of persistent severe-traveling.storm complexes: 
FiJ,(lITl' 7.3. in contrast. presents more symmetric'll fea· 
tures.l·specially in its first and third fnunes, South of the 
severe·storm ccntf'f in Fif.,'ure 7.6. wll(':c a mesocyc\onl' 
and possibly a tornado arc located. a line of conn'Clive 
clouds (the flankinJ,t line) marks the intl'rsection of air 
dl'scc'lded from middle levels with warm air rushinJ,t to-
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FIGURE 7.5 Profile of squall.line thunderstorm (ba.<ed on series of radar observation!. fln'fold venlt'al exojtgeratlon) as It pa. .. o;(od Oklahoma Clt~· 
on Ma)' 21. 1961. Winds (full harb. 5 m/sec; penm,nt. 25 m/sec) are plottlod relative to squall. line orientation; /I sh"ft pointing upward b parallel to 
the squall line (azimuth 225°). In sounding behind storm. hr:'oon pa. .. <ed through an\'iI olltflo",. and ",Inds sho",n are not rl'prcsentalivc of thc 
environment. Arro",s indicate main branches of airflow rdati\'e to squall line that "':L' mo\'lng to",ard right ot11 m/sec. On thc right. dashes outline 
the supposed air plume; the radar·detected cloud plllme at lo",er ell'vations consists of small precipitation particles that have partly fallen out of the 
air plume ",hile drifting downwind from the storm core. Simplified from Barnes and t\ewton (1985). 

ward the storm along the ground. At the Earth's sur
face. the intersection is called the gust front. It can itself 
be hazardoult to aircraft because of remarkable turbu
lence and wind shears. and its horizontal winru are 
sometimes strong enough to do considerable damage to 
trce<i and buildings. 

HAIL 

At temperatures below the melting point of ice, solid 
and liquid pha~es can coexist. but the Iiqu:d phase Is 
metastable and starl~ to freeze with rei ease of latent heat 
in the presence of a suitable nucleus or on contact with 
an lee surface. . 

C'rowth of hail to large sizes occurs when strong and 
enduring updrafts. with temperature below the melting 
point of iee. bear liquid cloud particles in addition to 
some icy motes. The liquid particles start to freeze when 
contacted by the iee particles. and the latter thereby 
grow; they descend to the ground when their fall speed 
exceeds the rising speed of the enveloping air current. 

The relea~e of latent heat that attend~ freezing causes 
a rise of temperature toward O°C; a growing hailstone 

thus tends to be somewhat warmer than its environ
ment. (This condition of relative warmth is assr ~iated 
with an important electrification process trear~d In 
Chapters 9 and 10. this volume.) In the presence of 
much liquid water and little suprrcooling. the hailstone 
may enter a stage of wet growth. i.e., one wherein all 
the impacting liquid is not frozen immediately but be
comes absorbed into a previously developed porous 
structure or is somewhat shed. In this growth regime. 
the frozen material exhibits a clear structure of large 
crystals, readily distinguishable from each other under 
polarized light. At sufficiently low temperatures and 
water contents, liquid cloud and small raindrops im
pinging on the growing hailstom:s freeze so quickly that 
air bubblc.~ remain entrapped within and between the 
globules. The variabl(' growth pl'lX'CSS is revealed by the 
concentric translucent or opaque layers and nearly 
transparent zones that appear in hailstone sections (Fig
ure7.7). 

The magnitude and distribution of vertical and hori
zontal air currents and thl! a ... ~ociatcd content of super
cooled liquid water determine the growth and trajec
tory of hailstones. If the updraft sp<.'Cd hIlS a maximum 
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FIGURE 7.6 Schematic plan vit\\' of a tornadic thunderstorm at the 
surface. The heavy solid line encompasses radar «ho. The wa\'~like 
gust front structure Is depicted b)' a solid line and frontal symbols. 
Surface positions of the updraft are finely stippled; forward·nank 
downdraft (Fm) and rear·nank downdraft (Rm) are,l"Oarsely stip
pled; arrows represent BS.<ociated streamlines (relatin' to the ground). 
Likely tornado locat!ons are shown by encircled Ts. From Da\'ics
Jones (1985). 

value of 30 mIse.:. and the cloud content is 4 g/ml, a 
hailstone can grow to about 7.5 cm in diameter before 
arriving at the ground, 25 minutes after being s~'I('Cted 
for such growth by having fortuitously attained a larger 
size than its neibhbors. 

The rapid ascent of small particles in sufficiently 
strong updrafts gives insufficient time for the growth of 
any of them to large size. The development of hail in 
such strong updrafts may depend on the insertion into . 
the updraft of hail embryos formed nearby and cycled 
into the updraft column by virtue of their descent from 
higher levels into horizontally convergent re~ions be
low. 

Major tornadoes are usually accompanied by large 
hailstones. However, wc find that tornadocs are usually 
absent from the storm c1a,,~ that includes the most dam
aging hailstorms. Doppler-radar observations of the air
flows show that the hailstorm updrafts are not so strong 
as updrafts in tornadic storms, but the updrafts ill major 
hailstorms cover a substantially larger area. 

" 
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TORNADOES 

Major tornadoes are most often associated with thun
derstorms of a type Illustrated In cross section In Figure 
7.6, and they are Identified by a rapidly rotatlnp; funnel· 
shaped cloud that marks the condensation boundary of 
In.splraling air at low altitudes undergoing adiabatic 
expansion and cooling. Tornadoes are most severe and 
least unc lmmon In the United States, bUl they occur oc· 
caslonally in India, Australia and New Zealand, South 
Africa, Argentina. Japan, and several countries of west· 
ern Europe, In Mis.~issippl, the state In the United States 
most subject to tornado deaths and damage, statistics on 
annual damage and storm frequency suggest that about 
111000 to 11300 of the area is affected by tornadoes each 
year. with tornado winds of 50 m/sec or more and signif· 
Icant damage to structures. The maximum rate of pres· 
sure change may be between 50 and 100 mbars/sec, and 
the maximum wind of a major tornado is about 100 ml 
sec, The frequency arid Inten:;ity of these storms and the 
areas visited vary from year to year In association with 
irregular departures from seasonal norms of other quan· 
tities such as temperature and moisture .. 

Radar data show that tornadoes start at middle levels 
(about 5 km), to thc rear side of pre-existing cyclonic . 
circulations about 3 to 10 km in diameter, and develop 
downward and upward on a time scale of about half an 
hour. At the ground, tOrliadoes appear on or near a 
boundary between rising warm moist air, within which 
the release of latent heat of condensation Is the storm's 
principal source of energy, and air descending from 
middle levels where it is intrinsically cold, and cooled 
sensibly by the evaporation of precipitation Into It. 

The most critical dynamical aspect of tornadoes In· 
volves the con(':mtration of rotation within them, Varl· 
ous investigations during the past 10 years have estab
lished that two processes have direct importance in this 
concentration. The air's an!!;ular momentum Is a conse· 
quence of the Earth's rotation and of various weather 
systems. The conservation of angular momentum ac· 
companying horizontal conver!!;ence and a~cent of air' 
has long bcen appreciated. Such conservation is manl· 
fested, for example, by the increased rotation rate as a 
skater's arms are brou~ht in from an outstretched posl. 
tion. The second process, more recently detailed, in· 
volves the rotation or twistin~ of horizontal vorticity to
ward the vertical planc. Horizontal vorticity is 
represented by the vertical variation of the horizontal 
wind (vertical wind shear), already cited as significant 
for severe-storm developmcnt through its rolc in facili
tating rcmoval of condensation products from the up
draft. The twisting process is commonly effective on an 
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updraft boundary when the winds at low altitude rela
tive to the storm motion veer markedly with height. 

The properties related to these processes-vorticity, 
circulation, and angular momentum-are interrelated 
through considerations ot area and distance. Thus the 
circulation in a region is the average velocity along the 
closed curve that defines the region times the length of 
the curve. This is the same a~ the average component of 
vorticity normal to the same region times the area of the 
region. The angular momentum of a particle or air par
cel is measured about a reference point as the distance 
from the point times the velocity normal to the line con
necting the particle and reference point. 

CONCLUDINC REMARKS 

The thunderstorm entity is a result of thermodynami
cal, microphysical, and electric processes. All proce<;ses 
interact and must be observed contcmporaneollsly in or
der to be well understood. The summary presented in 
the foregoing pages represents remarkable progress in 
understanding, a result of public investment in a fo-

cused use of new tools during the pa~t two or three dec
ades. Meteorological radar, artificial satellites. and 
marvelous new technologies for data processing. com
puting, and communicating have all been critically im
portant aids and have facilitated impressive new meth
ods f(,r early identification of storms, disseminatinn of 
information about their location, movement and inten
sity, Significant reduction in death rates from tornadoes, 
and marked decline in the rate of weather-related air
craft accidents. Now there are a host of new methods for 
study of the lightning process. As past is prologue, we 
confidently expect these new aids to contribute much 
toward clarification of the function of electric processes 
in severe-storm evolution and toward diminishing the 
still significant lightning hazard. 
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The Electrical Structure 
of Thunderstorms 

8 
PAUL R. KREHLIEL 
New Mexico Institute of ,\.fining and Trchn%l',Y 

Thunderstorms and the lightning that they produce 
are inherently interesting phenomena that have in
trigued scientists and mankind in general for many 
years. A number of theories have been proposed to ex
plain how thunderstorms become eiectrified, and many 
field and laboratory experiments have been c0l1ducted 
to determine the electrical nature of storms and to test 
the electrification theories. Through this effort we are
beginning to understand how electric charge is distrib
uted in storms, but the mechanisms that cau~e ''leir elec
trification continue to elude scientists and remain the 
subject of considerable inquiry and debate. 

The basic difficulty in determining how thunder
clouds become electrified lies in the fact that they are 
large, complex, and short-lived phenomena that need to 
be examined both as a whole and in detail to understand 
how they function. The electrical processes are inti
mately related to the cloud dynamies or motions and to 
the microphysics of the cloud, namely, to the popula
tions and interactions of the precipitation, cloud drop
lets, ice crystals, and other particles that make up the 
cloud. These important aspects of storms are themselves 
incompletely known or understood, yet a detailed com
prehension of them is neces.~ary to understand the elec
trification processes. 

Attempts to simulate possible electrification processes 
in the laboratory or by theoretical modeling have been 
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helpful in evaluating some theories but have not-demon
strated the efficacy of any particular mechanism. This is 
because thunderstorm conditions are inherentlv diffi
cult to simulate and are insuificiently understood for us 
to be confident that we are simulating them properly. 

At present, further progress in understanding the 
electrification of thunderstorms, and indeed in under
standing thdr dynamics and precipitation processes as 
well, requires simultaneous observations of their dy
namical, mkrophysical. and electrical properties. This 
need has been increasingly recognized in recent years 
and has given rise to a number of cooperative studies of 
storms. The cooperative studies employ the latest tech
niques for internally bnd remotely probing storms and 
rely on the combined e.<pertisc of university and na
tionallaboratory resear,l.ers to conduct and analyze the 
observations. The stuc.:es typically use instrumented 
aircraft and balloons te, (enetrate the storms, multiple 
radar systems to measure precipitation strengths and ve
locities, and ground-based instrument networks for 
measuring meteorologkal and electrical quantities. 

A few research programs have focused on the electri
fication question, incll'rling the ongoing studies at the 
Langmuir Laboratory for Atmospheric Research in the 
mountains of central New Mexico and the Thunder
storm Research International Program (TRIP) in Flor
ida and New Mexico. These and other studies have 
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THE ELECTRICAL STRUCTURE OF T!lUNDERSTOR.US 

steadily improved our ability to observe the electrical 
characteristics of thunderclouds both from the ground 
and inside the storm. Most electrification studies have 
lacked particle observations inside the storm, a short
coming that has been partially addressed in recent 
years. 

The study of thunderstorms and their electrification is 
important not only because of their instrinsic scientific 
interest but for o·her reasons as well. A significant frac
tion of the Earth's rainfall in temperate climates comes 
from electrified clouds, and it is possible or likely that 
the precipitation processes in these storms are influ
enced by their electrification. Also, electrified and light. 
ning-producing storms may play an important role in 
the chemical reaction.o; responsible for the production of 
acid rain. Finally, vigorousdownbursts. which recently 
have been identified as dangerous to aircraft it: the vi
cinity of airports, may be accompanied by an electrical 
signature that could aid in their detection and the warn
ing of hazardous conditions. 
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In this chapter we discuss what is currently known 
about the electrification of thunderstorms and what is 
not known and indicate some directions for research ef
forts over the next decade or so. 

ELECTRICAL STRUCTURE AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

The distribution and motion of electric charge in and 
around a thunderstorm is complex and changes continu
ously as the storm evolves. Nevertheless, we have a rudi
mentary picture of how charge is distributed in an al
ready-electrified storm. This is depicted in Figure 8.1 on 
a photograph of a small thunderstorm over Langmuir 
Laboratory. 

The interior of the storm contains a dipolar charge 
distribution consisting of positive charge in the upper 
part of the cloud and negative charge below the pmi
tive. These are the dominant accumulations of charge in 
the storm and are called the "upper positive" and "main 

FlCURE 8.1 An L<olated thundercloud ove; Langmuir Laboratory in central New Mexico and a rudimentary picture of how elcctric charg .. 
appears to be distributed inside and around the thundercloud. as inferr~d from in-cloud and remole observations. 
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negative" charges. respectively. The upper positive 
charge attracts negative ions to the top of the cloud from 
the electrit:ally l.'onducting clear air around the storm. 
The ions. which are produt'ed by cosmic radiation. at
tach to small cloud particles at the edge of the cloud, 
forming a negative scrceninglayer that partially cancels 
or screens the interior positive charge from an outside 
observer. The main negative charge c-auscs !loint dis
charge or corona from trees. vegetation. and other 
pointed or exposed objects on the ground m.low the 
storm, which leaves positive charge in the air above the 
Earth's surface. 

Positive char);e is also found beneath and inside the 
base of the cloud below the main negative charge: this is 
called the "Iower positive charge ... Two sources for the 
lower positive charge are the corona from the ground, 
which may be carried upward into the cloud by the up
draft. and positive ions generated by cosmic rays below 
and around the cloud bac;e. which are attracted to the 
cloud by the main negative charge. Additional lower 
positive charge is carried by descending precipitation 
and occurs in localized regions known as "lower positive 
charge centers" (LPCCs). Several hypothetical LPCCs 
are depicted in Figure 8.1: they may be caused by a sub
sidiary charging process in the cloud. 

The above description presents a simplified picture of 
how charge is distributed in a thunderstorm: the actual 
charge distribt.tion is more complicated than this and 
nee<b to be better understood before we can answer the 
question of how thunderstorms become electrified. For 
example. it is necessary to know what types of particles 
carry the charges and how these particles move. Infor
mation on these and other questions is being obtained 
both from in-cloud and remote observations. as we dis
cuss in this review. 

Charge accumulates in the upper positive and main 
negative regions as a result of the charging mechanisms 
until the electric stresses are such that a lightning dis
charge occurs. Two primary forms of discharges are 
cloud-to-gr.:lund and intracloud lightning. Cloud-to
ground (CG) is the most familiar and spectacular form 
of lightning: it usually occurs between the main nega
tive charge and ground and lowers negatiw charge to 
ground along one cr more distinct and highly luminous 
channels. Some CG fiashf's lower positive charge to 
ground (see Chapter 3, this volume); these are called 
positive CG flashes and have been difficult to distin
guish from normal CG discharges until recent years. 
They are of interest both because they are different from 
normal-polarity CG flashes and because they are often 
more damaging to objects that they strike. 

Intracloud (lC) lightning is usually confined to the 
cloud interior and diffusely illuminates the cloud, being 
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visible primarily at night. Intracloud lightning often oc
curs as a primarily ve.rtical discharge between the main 
negative and upper positive charge regions of the storm. 
HorizontallC lightning is also common. particularly in 
large storm systems where the lightning may propagate 
over distances of 100 km or more. Thl.'Se extensive dis
charges may have CG components or may be initiated 
by a CG discharge. 

For studying the proces.c;es of ek-ctrification and elec
trical breakdown. the most interesting parts of a light
ning discharge are inside the cloud where they are ob
scured from direct optical observation. Clouds and 
precipitation are transparent at micrf)wave and longer 
wavelengths and to other kinds of signals. however. and 
several techniques that sense these signals are beginning 
to provide us with important information on what light
ning look.<; like inside a storm. The techniques locate the 
lightning channels and charges and are discus.c;ed later in 
this chapter. 

The charges of the storm itself can be sensed by mea
suring the electric field that they produce. The electric 
field indicates the strength and diTl.-ction with which the 
storm charges attract or repel other charges and can be 
measured at the ground or in the air outside or inside the 
cloud. In clear-sky (fair-weather) conditions the atmo
spheric electric field at the Earth's surface has a negative 
value of about 100 to 200 V 1m. This is caused by the fact 
that the ionosphere is charged positively to a potential of 
about 300,000 V with respect to the Earth's surface. (In 
turn the i0.10spheric potential is believed to result from 
the global thunderstorm activity.) Beneath a thunder
storm the electric field at the ground is often substan
tially la:ger.up to 10.000 VIm or more. and tends to be 
reversed in sign from fair-w .ather conditions. 

Figure 8.2 shows a recordil g of the electric field ver
sus time measured on the ground beneath a thunder
storm over central New Mexico. The storm went 
through its complete life cycle over the recording instru
ment. and the electric field record illustrates different 
stages in its electrical activit~·. As the storm became elec
trified. the buildup of negative charge in its ba~e caused 
the electric field at the ground to reverse sign from the 
fair-weather (negati.:e) value and to increase rapidly in 
magnitude. This is called the imtial electrification of the 
storm. In-cloud measurements have indicated that the 
initial electrification can occur in a rc!ath·eJy short 
time. on the order of 5 to 10 m:nutes or perhaps less. The 
initial electrification is usuali\' considered to end with 
the occurrence of the first lightning discharge, which 
marks the beginning of the active or lightning-prodnc· 
ingstage. 

The active stage can last from a few minutes to an 
hour or more depending on the size and conn.-cti\'c vigor 
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FIGURE 8.2 The atmosr.heric ek'Ctric fidd and prL'Cipitation inten· 
sity ,lO the wound beneath an isolated. stationary thund"rstorm in 
central !IOew Mexico (adapted from ~f()(}Tl' and V"mlC~l1t. 19;i). SLoe 
text for description. 

of the storm. During this time lightning dischargt's sud
denly decrease the electric fit·ld while the charging pro
cess steadily increases the fidd. As observcd at the 
ground, the electric field jumps from positi\'C to 'n<,ga
tive values and then grows back to positive valm's. The 
si~n reversal indicates the presence of positive corona 
charge abon' the measuring instrument. which domi
nates the field for a short time after the discharge. As tht, 
storm charges build hack up to the Iwxt lightning flash. 
point discharge limits the electric field at the ground to 
some maximum value indicated by the upper f:nvelope 
of the record (about 80()O VIm in the casc of FigllT(' 8.2). 
Electric-field meters flown from balloons s('veral hun
dred meters above the ground do not show fjpld rever
sals during lightning and usually do not show lin'iting 
field vallles (Standler and Winn. \!l7B: Holden ct al .. 
198.1j. This confirms that both effects are associated 
with corona from the ground and indicate~ that most of 
the corona charge resides in a relatively shallow "blan
keC' close to the Earth's surface. 

The pronounced exclITsion of the electric field to neg-
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ative values in the middle of the active stage wa~ associ
ated with the arrival of a downdraft and a transient 
blJrst of precipitation at the observing location. This is a 
common feature of thunderstorm observations and is 
called a field excursion as.~ociated with pTt.'Cipitation. In 
this example the charge carried by the precipitation a~ it 
arrived at the grcund was mea~ured to b~ weak and neg
ative, Le., of the wrong sign (and insufficient in magni
tude) to have caused the field excursion. This is often the 
ca<;e and is called the mirror-image effect (Chalmers,-
1967). The precipitation is believed to capture point dis- . 
charge ions produced during the field excursion and to 
return them to earth. On the other hand, balloon borne 
measurements of lower positive charge centers carried 
by precipitation have been correlated with the suhse
quent occc:rence of a field excursion at the ground, of 
the right sign to be explained by the precipitation charge 
(Marshall and Winn, 1982: Holden et 0/., l!JR3). It is 
uncertain whether fielJ excursions are usually caused by 
descending, charged precipitation (whosc sign m .. ), be 
reversed close to the earth by the capture of point dis
charge ion~) or whether the downdrafts that accompany 
the precipitat:on carry or reveal other charge that (.'auses 
the excursion. In any event, it has been suggested that 
the field excursions could help to detect downburst~. in 
storms that are responsible for aircraft accidents on 
takeoff and landing (C. B. Moore, New l\fexico Institute 
of Mining and Technology. private communication: 
Lhermitte and \Villiams. 1985a). 

During the final or dissipating stage of the storm the 
Iiglltning activity died out and the electric field exhib
ited a large. sustained swing to negative \'alues and 
back, called an end of storm oscillation (EOSO). EOSOs 
are observed direetly beneath a dissipating storm a .. d 
are associated with the storm's physical collapse. The 
field at tbe ground is dominated for relatively long pe
ricd~ of time by positive charge o\'erhead. and this is 
found to be a favored time for the occurrence of positive 
CG lightning. (:-;one occurred in the storm of Figure 
8.2. hO\\'{'ver.) It is not understood what the charge dis
tribution is during an EOSO or how it changes to pro
duce the field reversals: what little information we han' 
is discllssed at the end of this chapter. 

The electrification of a storm is cellular in nature. 
Le .. it is associated with tht, deH'lopment of indi\'idual 
convective cclls \\ idlin the overall storm. All hut thl' 
simplest of storms arl' multicellular. with the lifetime of 
an indiddual cell being about 10 or 1.'5 minutes. Some 
severe storms of the Great Plains develop into large. 
highly organized systems called s~lpl'rcdl storms. Thcst· 
and other large storms appt'ar also to haH' a dipolar 
charge structure. but little is known about the details of 
their electrification. 
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THE MAIN NEGATIVE AND UPPER POSITIVr. 
CHARGES: SOME OBSERVATIONAL 
EVIDENCE 

The dipolar structure of the storm interior was first 
inferred in England during the 19205 by Wihon (1920. 
1929). Wilson observed that the electric-field change 
produced by intracloud lightning leverset: .go with in
creasing distance from storms, as if the lightning were 
discharging an upper positive and lower negative 
charge. (Earlier wortc by Wilson on the properties of at
mospheric ions led him to dewlop the cinud cham ber for 
studying !tigh-energy particles. for which he v:a~ 
awarded a Nobel Prize in 1927.) Subsequent field stud
ies in England and New Mexico between about 1935 and 
1955 confirmed this basic picture of!c:rn cha:-g~ 
and indicated that the main negative charge resided at 
altitud"s where the ambient temperature is les.~ than 
O°C (Simpson and Scra~.1937; Workmau et al.. 1942: 
Reynolds and Neill. 19!;5). The observathm by Simpson 
and Scra~ in England also revealed the presence of 
lower positive charge below the main negative-charge 
region. Field studies during the past 15 yr have further 
confirmed and refined thesE early results, a~ disc'lssed 
below. In particular. the ~tudies have indicated that the 
main negative charge is found in a relatively narrow 
range of altItudes at temperatures that vary ~etween 
about 0 and - 2.'5°C. 

Figure 8.3 presents a modern-day equivalent of Wi!-
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fiGURE 8.3 Vertical cross s"ctlOn of the radar ,"Cho f«)01 a small 
Florida thundl·rstorm at the time of th(· fir-I lightning flash in 11ll' 
,torm and the ct'nters of charge transfer«'" hy the fi"t lightning flash. 
The lighlningw", an intradon,l dis .. harg(· thaI "ffe("!iwly Iransport,~l 
r.egative charg" from within th,' p"'dpilation echo ccnt<·,,·d at ahont 
i-km altitude (- 1.~'·C) 10 ahr .t· th,· d('ll'Clahle (lrt'Cipitation (from 
Krehhicl ("tal .• 1!lR4b). 
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son's result. It shows the cente.; or sour<."CS of charge for 
the first, intracloud lightnin~ di£ harge in a small Flor
ida storm. superimposed on a verticci cross section of the 
radar echo from the storm',. precipitation. The charge 
centers were determined from simultaneous measure
ments of the electric-field change produ~ by t:.e light
ning at eight ;oc ations on thE: grounl.' beneath and 
around i~e starIn. T~ ~ fla~h effectively removed nt> .... <\· 

tive charge from within the precipitation ed n between 
about 6- a:ld 7 .5-km altitude dnd transported tile charge 
upward in the cloud, to abO\·e the detectable precipi~a
tion. Data from a higher-puw<.'r, Doppler radar observ
ing the same storm showed tha: a weal.,·r ra.dar echo 
extended up to and abow the uppu chargp. centers. in
dicating that the lightning remained with. '. the cloud. 
The air temperature outsid .. the cloud at the level of t!'e 
negative-charge centers wa\ beh,·een - 10 and - 15°C. 

Comparison of the ligntning .,nd rada. data 1'1 three 
dimensions ha~ shown that the h .. hlp-ing occu:red in the 
part of the storm having the greatest \·ertical extent of 
precipltr,tion. Additional compariwn with the Doppler 
observations of precil,itation velo~/(ies has indicatt'Q 
that the nt>gative charge sour('~ J; the ligt:'ning were 
located adjacent to and in the updrC'{t of the storm. '1 "e 
initial charge centers coincided with a localized regiLt 
of stronge· precipitation that wa~ faIlIng toward ~arth 
on one side of the updraft. and the Mlhsccp'ent _harge 
centers were displaced through the updraft towa:-d its 
opposite side. 

Figure 8.4 shows a vertical sounding of the electric 
field in a -mall New :'lexico storm, ohtained with a ba·:
loonborne instrument thalll1ea~lIred the coren a currt'r,t 
from a 1-m-long vertical wire. The <."Oron .. current re
versed sign a~ the instrument a~cended through 'he neg
ative-charge region bt·tween fl- and 7 -krn altitll'!e 
[above n,ean sea level (~fSL) J and revLscd $ign a~'lin as 
it a~c~nded through the upper positi' e charge, anove 9-
km MSL. The temperature at the altitude (If the nega
th·e-charge region wa~ between about - 5 and - lC)eC . 
No lightning was produced by the storm. Soundings 
through lightning-producing ~torms also indicate a di
polar charge structure but an' complicated h: the largt·
amplitude field chapges d the lightning discharges. TI}(' 
soundings can be made with more sophisticated instru
ments that sense the electric field directly and in three 
dimensions (e.g .. Winn rf al._ HJ81). This can De done 
from balloons or on aircraft. and the observatiOl .. show 
that the fields and charges ha\·e a more detailed struc
ture than suggested by Figure RA. 

The electric-field measurements indicate that the vol
ume density of eh'Ctric ;:harge is on the orclf' - of 1-10 
coulomhs/km:) inside storms. This results in total charge 
amounts of a few coulOJr.bs to a few hundred c0ulombs 
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0 11m>: • ('lIrrkdhy t",lltKl(llhroll~h .• ,Inrlllllwr I.ulI~m"ir l.alxlfI'. 
, tm~ in :-;"\\' ~Il'\"" !1I~'rnl' ,'/ fll,. W~:\I, Th" wir,' wUs \'('rti('all~ uri· 

,·nll'{l. and thl' l~lrnlla ('urrt'nt n'<."rd is indkaliw of III<' ,wtkul 
~lIn\lonl'nt of I hI' l'i('{'lri('fidd in tlonlum., 

01' mort' dt'IWnding on tht, siZt' lind ag(' of the storm, 
Crcatt'r dllH~e d.'nsitit's may ('xist in localized regions of 
a storm (~'.g .. Winn et al .. Wj·l). 

The a, ,;we results indieate the dipolar nature of thlln
dl'rstorms and illustrate two tt'Chniqu,'s for studying 
thl'ir charge strudure. Of Ilartknlar importance from 
till'se nnd Sil,lilur types of observations are the findings 
(1) thut m't "!'~ative chargt' is distriblltee! horizontally 
within a storm [m'her than in "t'rtical colulllns as hae! 
bt't'n infl'fml hy :-'1;llan and Sdwnland (W.')!) 1 and (2) 
that the nt'~ati\'(' ch:1rgc is COHnd at similar temperature 
"alm's in difCl~n'r.t sizes and tYIlt's of storms, These 
results huw heer inCt~rn'd from a l'ombination of Ii~ht
nin~ and in·dolld ml'aSHrt'llll'nts und are illustrated in 
Fj~!lIn' ~,5. Thl' negatin'-dwr~t' sourCe'S of both d()Ud
to·grmmj and intrac\oud lidltning arl' found to be dis
plUCl'd hMb:nntaliy within a ~tllrm and arl' fonnd to he 
ut similo;r It'mpl'ratuTI' It,,'e!s ill Florida storms and l':l'W 
!l.lexico ~,t\1nm. Tnt' similarity of the Ii~htnin~·ehar~e 
hd~hts :lIld tclllperutur('s i:, p:lrti~'ularly Si~llirieant in 
vip\\, of Iht' fad that Florida ,torms havt' substantially 
greatt'r dept h of eioud aIH1IlH'l'ipitutioli bdow the O°C 
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level, and often above it as well. New Mexico storms are' 
drier und J,;enerally smaller thun Florida storms. havin~ 
cloud bast's just below the C"C level. The fl'sults SU~t'St 
that the churgin!!, processes are the same ill the two t}'pt.'S 
of storm und operate at temperatures lcs.'i than 0 or 
- 100 e. TIll'Y also suggest that tht: part of a storm 
warmer than ooe is not directly involved in the elcdrifi
cation. 

The lightning-charge observations are supported by 
electric-Cieln soundings thro\lgh storms. which indicate 
that the main negative-ch:lr~e region is relatively shal
low. on the order of a kilul1wt('r deep. and is latl'rally 
extensive (e.g .• Winn ct 01 .. HJ81; Byrne (·t 01 .• !983). 
The altitude of the negati\'c-char~c rl~~ion from sound
ing observations tend~ to be 10 r thun that inferrt-d 
from lightning-charge obser\'ations. and th('re is some 
indication that the lIegati\'e·(.'harge rt·gion may be sys
tematically higher in Florid" l'torillS than in :'-:ew Mex
ict) storms (Williams, l!)8S; Thl' lath.·r difference coule! 
result from the greater water t'Ontent or size of Florida 
storms. But any such differenCl'S in t'\t'Ctricu\ structure 
nt.'ed to be substantiated by mor(' dirl'Ct observational 
comparison!., 

The main negative charge appears not only to be dis
tributed horiz,:mtally in a storm but to rt'muin at approx
imately constant altitude or ll'lllpt'rature as the storm 
grows. This is indicated by the results of Figure 8.6. 
which shows the heights of the charge centers for tht' 
first 15 lightning discharges in th(' small Florida storm of 
Figure 8.3. As the storm grew \'ertically. the positive 
(upper) charge centers of the intracloud Ii~'htning 
flashl'S increased frpm 10- to l-l-km altitude (- 30 to 
- 600 e). but thc negaU\'t'-charge ct'nters remained at 
about j -kill altitude ( - 15°C). Sequt'llccs of radar pic
tures like the one shown in Figure 8.3 confirm the up
ward growth of thl' storm and sho", that it occurrC'd ut 
the same rate as for the p{)siti\'e-('har~e centers of tht' 
lightning (8 m/st'C). This a~rt'CS with the idea that tht· 
upper positive charge residt's on smull particles that arc 
carril-d by the updraft into the upper part of the storm. 

The apparent altitude stability of the ne)!atin' charge 
, is remarkable in view of the fact that ('()Il\"('Cti\"e storms 
nrc characterized by substantial upward and down
ward motions of hoth air and pn.'Cipitation. The storm 
churges are c;\Tried Oil cloud :md pn,<~ipitati()n particles 
and must follow the motions of the particles until their 
charge somehow changes, As tinw·resoln·d obs('f\'u
tiems bl'Come availahl,' such chargl' motions will un
doubtedly be found: ind .. 'ed thcrt, is some l'\'jdl'nC(' for 
thl'm in the \"ariahilit~ of dl't·trk-fidd data fhlm storm 
to slorm. Possible explanations for tht' o!lwrwise hori
zontul and stable natlHl' of the main Ill'gati\'c charge' an.' 
that the charging process oj>I.'ratt.'s only at certain tem-
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FlGl·RF. 1',5 Illu.lrutinn uf huw IIIl' llI'l(uti\'l',('hUf~' {'('II!t'rs uf ('\o\l(!,lo'l"TUtmd Ii!(htning l\rl' al slmil .. r 1t'lIIlll'rlIhm' 1,,\,.,1, hI ~"\\' Mt',i," anti 
Floridll slurms. ,·, .. n thou!(h th,'llItI,'r hll\'(' lI1udll(l't.'ut,'r t'xt,'nl of dnud and prt'('ll'ituti"n hdow th,' we 1<-",,1 illlti "fh'lI Ith"'t, thi' 1"\'1'1 ii' w<'li 
(a<l"pt,,<1 frum lit., url!(ill,,1 h)' :-'1. Br •• ,k, l'xl'r""in~ Ih,' tI"uhs "f Jut~,h,ull und Kridt'r, Wili: KIt'hh!d .., ClI .. 1!17H: Krl'hhh'l, I !~~ I: IIr(.'~ ,'/ al .. 
l!~"~), Till' 1I,,,,uli,,, dlilr!(.' n-nkr,uf Il\lrnd" .. tlli~hlnlt\1( nn' uls .. lit ,jlllilur "IHlllel.,s und kill Ill'ru I IIrt" ""'II th" .. !(h intrad",,,1 .liwhuf!( .... ,'\I.'nd 
"I'" .Utl in IIIl' duml r:ltlll'r tlmn do" 11\\ "rd, I'n'limlt",ry ,Iulii,,, uf lij.!htnin)! ill JlIl'ant'''' wlntt'r ,hlf"" "I!(t:t"t thaI till' II")!"II\., dUIf),(t, " .. I Inw.'r 
altilud,' hUI ,imil .. r Il'llIp('rntur,' \'1t1"'''IIS ill tit., SU III ull'r sturms, 

perUhtrl'S (or presslJrl's) Of thnt tht· dynamics of the 
storm cUlIses Ill'!-'(utiveiy char!:(t'll purticles to at'Cumulnte 
at the obs(fn,'(i nltitudt', In any l'Vl'nt the fact that net 
negative chnrgl' ll'nd~ to be (lb~cr\'l'd o\'er n Iimitcd \'Cr
tieul extent indicatcs that other prOCl'SSt'S opt'rate to 
chungt' or mask the particll' char!:(l's as tlwy l'tlwr!:(c from 
the nt'~ati\'e-chargt' f('!:(ion, 

Prdiminary stlldil'S of Iightnin!:( in Jnpanest' winter 
storms hu\'e indk-uted thnt thl'st' shallo", hut \'i!-,(orOlls\y 

14 

com'cctive and strong:ly sheared storms also hu\'l' n dipo. 
lar charge structure in which negutiw dlllrgt' is at a 
lower a\titlldl' (but ut similnr temperuhlfl' VU\tlt'S) a~ in 
slIn •. ner thun(k'rstorms (Brook ct 01 .. l!lS2) , These 
results are also iIlustmtlxi in Figure ii,S: if (·tmfirml'<! by 
additional obsen',ltilltlS they suggest thnt tl'llllwrutUrt' 
or the storm dynlllllit-s. rather than uh~()hth' altitude or 
pressure. arc the implIftant factors in tht'l'll,(·trifil'ation, 

Tomp. °c 
-60 

FIGl'I\E 1',1; Th., 1Illltlld., of th,'lil(httlitlg 
"harl(l'l'\'nt.,rs for tit., Hr.t l:;t!i-l'IlIIrl!'" in till' 
\mall Florida 'I<lflll of F;":lIrt, 1>,3, Th" "1'1",r 
I""itl\,~dl"rl!" {'('ll!<'r, of th" intr"dllllli 
0",11(" illt'r.,,,,, ... l in altitud., us th., '\<>rlll 

\"'l('\\' .. \\ hilt, tilt.' nt'\!.atin··c-}mn ... 't' ('t'nh'rs rt~· 

llIain.,<l at l~'",tanl "ltitllcl .. , Two do",I,tn. 
I!roulltl dhdlnr~"'I(",'urrt ... 1 t"'\':,nl th.'.'nd or 
tht·~t.'(l\u."nt"l\. 
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INITIAl. ELECTRIFICATION 

Obsen'utions of the onset of electrification in storms 
are consistent with the above picture of thunderstorm 
char~t'S and provide additional insight into the elt'Ctrifi
cation problem. In particular. it is fOllrld that a storm 
does not bt'COme stron).(ly elt'Ctrified until it~ rndllr l'Cho 
extend~ above a certain altitude threshold nnd is grow
ing vertically. The threshold altitude dcpends some
what on the sensith'ity of the radar but is about 8 km 
above ~ISL in the summer months. correspondin~ to un 
air temperature of about - 20¢C. Kaselllir und Cobb 
(see Cobb. 1975: Illingworth and Lathlllll. 19ii) rl'
ported a similar threshold effect frum nircfllft menSUft,
ments near the tops of Florida clouds: dt'Ctric-fidd vnl
lies of 1 k \' 1m were not detected until the radar edlO top 
grew above aoout - SOC. 

A rt'CCnt set of observations that illustrnh.' tht' onset of 
eit'Ctrificat:on in a storm is prt.·scnted in Fi~url' S. i [J. E. 
Dye (National Center for Atmospheric Rt'search) and 
W. P. Winn and C. B. :vtoore (New Mexico Institlltl~ of 
Mining and Technoloh'Y), private communications1. 
The figure shows the height of the rrecipitlltion l'Cho 
\'ersus time in a small storm neur Lan~muir Laboratory 
and an elt.'<'tric-field record from a ground station 5 km 
distant from the storm. Electrification was not ddt'Ctt'd 
at the ground lIntii about 12:40 MST,shortly after the 
radar l'<'ho be~an a sustained period of growth above S
km altitude. ~tore sensitive mea~ureml'nts from an in
strumentl>d aircraft penetratin~ the cloud at i-kill alti
tude (- 15'C) showed weak electrification (on the 
order of 100 Vim electric· field perturbations) durin~ u 
pass bet\\'t.'en 12:34 and 12:36 and strong eit'CtrificuUon 
on re-entering the cloud at 12:45. Other mens\llen:ents 
from a sailplane at 4-km altitude inside llw doud illl~i
cated weak electrification starting at about 12::11, prob
ably associated with the earlier convcetivc surge ut 
12:25. The sailplane spirak>d upward in tht., storm up
draft and measured 1 kV/m mm:imum fields by ll:-tO at 
6-km altitude. The field appeared to originlltt' from ne~
ative charge in nearby precipitation of 40-dBZ rdlecti\'- . 
ity (Dye ('t al., 1985). The first lightnin~ discharge oc
curred at 12:44 when the echo top had rcached to-kill 
altitude. By this time, moderutcly strong (-to-dBZ) ech
oes had developed up to 8-km altitude und Wl'fe begin
ning to subside. Equally strong precipitatioll dl'\'l'lo!K'(\ 
during the earlier convective surge, but till' t.'ur!kr cdl 
had les.~ convective energy and did not IWCOllll' strongly 
electrified. 

The lIbo\"e example illustrates graphically tIlt' impM
tance of convective growth in the de<.'trification of II 

storm. This fact has been rt.'<.·o~nizedfor u ntllllbcr of 
years and is generally accepted (e.g., \\'orknHln and 

''', 
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Revnolds. 19·W: Hc\"nolds and Brunk. 1956: Moore d 
01.: 1958). The con~t.'Cti\'l' ~ro\\'th is often rctarcl<.'(\ by 
stable uir or by strong winds at mid-ultitudes in tht~ at· 
mosphere and is usually pn .. "l'(.'<ied by u SU(''<.'l's.~ion of (.'on
\'t'Ctivc surges or turrets before one or more of these sue
(''f.''l'<i in pcnetratin~ the stable laYl'r. The example also 
indicates that moderately stronJ.t prl'<'ipitation had de
veloped in the storm before to its dl'Ctrification. Thllt 
prl'Cipitation must be present and mllst devclop above a 
certain altitude or temperature thn'shold is a consistent 
feature of field observations that is Ix-in).( documentl'{l 
for an increa.<;ing numbt.·r of storms in New Mexico. 
Florida. and MontaJUI (Reynolds and Brook, 1956: 
Holmes et al .• 1977; Lhermittc und Krehbiel, 1979: 
Krehbieletal., 1984a; Dycetal., WS5,1986\. 

DISCUSSION 

The above re.~lIlts and others like thl'm indicate thut 
the electrification prO<.'l's.o; operntl's nt temperaturl's of 
less than 0 or - lOoC. In additi()n. they indicate that 
convection and precipitation SOInt'how combine to 
cause the electrification. 

One of the biggl'st qucstions and sources of debute 
:\l110n).( thunderstorm researchers hus been whether tIlt! 
kinds of precipitation and cloud pnrticles that grow in 
convl'Ctive storms cause their eit.'Ctrification or whether 
the convective motions themselves dirt'Ctly electrify the 
storm without involving or requiring precipitution. His
torically, observations havc led many scientists to as
sume or favor the precipitation explnnation. and the fl'

eent radar and electrical observutions described above 
continue to fuel th's idea. The temperature values ut 
which electrification is ohservt.'<.1 hu\'(~ cuused many rt'
st'lIrchers to fOCliS 0:.1 frozen prl,<,ipitation as a primllry 
agent in the electrification pro(.'t's.~. Other observations. 
discllssed below, have raised q!l(~~ti()l\s nbout precipitu
tion theories and cause some rt:seurcllt'rs :0 look toward 
n convective explanation. 

Chaptcrs 9 and 10 (this volunw) discuss the various 
t\worics and mechanisms that havl' bl'('n proposed to l'X
plain how thunderstorms oc'Collle dl'l.'trifkd. Precipitll
tion theories hypo! hesizc that the relatively largl' pre
cipitation particles acquire Ilt'gative char).(l~, in most 
C.lSl~~ by colliding with or shedding smaller cloud part i
des. Thc cloud particles ~Icqllire a corn'sponding p~)si
ti\"e('har~e and arecarril'd by the updraft into the upper 
part of the storm, whereas the prl'dpitntion may rist' or 
fall with respect to the ground dl'lwnding on the relati\'l\ 
magnitudes of its fall spl.'l'd lind till' updraft. ~t'gati\"(' 
and positive charges lire sl'gregalt'd onto larhe and small 
particl('S. respeetivdy, and art' separated by the action 
of gravity to electrif\" the storm. llll'ol\wction theories, 
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FIGURE S.; The radar rc-fledivity of predpitation v~rs\lS I\<'i~.ht and·time in a small storm near Langmuir Laboratory on August 3. 19S4. and II 

record of the electric field at the !!:round 5 km from the storm. Th" dectrifkation wa.< a~sodated with convcctiVl' !!:rowth above 8·km altitud,' (Dhout 
-20°C) and with the development of moderutdy stron~ Jlr,'<'t!,it~lion lip 10 thi~ altitude. An initial coll\·(~tive sur!!:" belw('t'n 12::20 and l2:~ 
produced only weak dC'Ctrification. asnw,mm,t hy instrllllwlIl."I.ircraft insid,· th('storm. [Unpuhlish,-d data from j. E. Dye (:\ationlll Cl'ntcr for 
Atmos;)heric Research) and C. B. Moore and W .1'. Wlnn (New M('\it'O Institutcof Minin~and Tl'<:hnoIOj(y).) 

positive and negative charges are spatially segregated 
and the energy of electrification is deriwd dir<X'tly from 
the convective motions of the storm. which trllnsport 
charges of opposite sign away from each other. The 
charges are expected to reside primarily on smull cloud 
particles, with the net charge on precipitation being ci-

ther small or of the same sign as that on the cloud parti
cles. 

In-cloud observations at the level of the main nt'ga
tive charge show that the cloud contains a mixture of 
particle sizes and types. All or most of the prt.--cipitation 
particles are frozen and are in the form of grallpcI or 
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hail. The precipitation par. . .lcs coexist with a large 
number of small, unfrozen cloud droplets that are car
ried above the O°C level by the updraft. The droplets 
remain in a supercooled liquid state until they contact 
an ice surface, whereupon they freeze and stick to the 
surface in a process called riming. (Alternatively, the 
supercooled droplets freeze spontaneously at suffi
ciently low temperature.) Riming is the dominant 
growth process of graupel and dry hail and entraps sig
nificant amounts of air, giving the particles a milky ap
pearance. The riming process is also responsible for the 
dangerous ice loads that aircraft develop in flying 
through convective clouds above the O°C level. 

Storms that produce snow, such as winter storms and 
the dissipating parts of summer storms. can be strongly 
electrified but tend to produce only occasional lightning 
or mme at all. This suggests that snow. whose crystals 
grow directly from water vapor in the air, does not in 
itself cause the electrification of active thunderclouds. 
The primary ~ifferences between winter or dissipating 
storms and active thunderclouds is that the latter are 
more strongly convective, develop greater vertical ex
tents. and produce graupel or hail rather than snow. 

A number of laboratory studies since the 1950s have 
shown that rebounding collisions between hail pellets 

.) and small ice particles cause charge of the appropriate 
sign to be transferred between the particles (e.g., Rey-

. nolds ct 01., 1957; Takahashi, 1978; Gaskell and Il
lingworth, 1980; Jayaratne et al .• 1983). This charging 
process operates in the correct temperature range and is 
considered by some researchers to be the most promising 
of the precipitation mechanisms at present (e.g., La
tham, 1981; Illingworth, 1985). But the laboratory-ob
served charging is able to account for the observed elec
trification only when the precipitation rates are hi~h, on 
the order of 30 mm/h, and when the ice crystals are rela
tively abundant, \0-50 per liter or more (e.); .• 11· 
lingworth, 1985; Williams, 1985). A precipitation rate 
of 30 mm/h corresponds to a radar echo of about 40 dBZ 
If the precipitation is frozen. Radar echoes of this 
strength have been observed during the initial eit'Ctrifi
cation of Florida storms (Lhermitte and Krehbiel. IH79; 
Krehbiel et al .• 1984a) and recently in New Mexico 
storms (Figure 8.7: Dye et aL 1986). Earlier observa
tions of New Mexican storms have indicated that they 
can become electrified when their radar echoes arc 
weaker-33 to 35 dBZ or perhaps less (Moore. 1963: 
Holmes et al., 1977). These echo strengths correspond to 
frozen precipitation rates of about 10 mm/h or less. 
While precipitation rates can be estimated remotely us
ing radar. the populations of small ice crystals can be 
determined only from in-cloud measurements and vary 
greatly with the particular conditions and with altitude. 

i l; 
.~ 

Concentrations of 10-50 per liter are large but nave been 
observed. As noted by Dye et 01.(1986), however, few 
measurements have been made in the conditions and lo
cations of interest. 

The above discussion points to a central issue of thun
derstorm studies. namely, whether sufficient precii'ita
tion is present and involved in enough charging interac
tions to account for the initial electrification. There has 
been much discussion of this issue in the scientific litera
ture (e.g., Moore, 1976a, 1976b, 1977; Mason. 1976; 
Illingworth and Latham, 1977; Illingworth, 1985; Wil
liams. 1985). An increasing number of field studies are 
indicating that the initial electrification occurs during 
the growth of ~ "CCipitation in an updraft, where the 
conditions would be conducive to an ice-based precipi
tation charging mechanism. (These are cited at thp. end 
of the preceding section.) Recent results from these stud
ies indicate that the electric fields inside the cloud ap
pear to originate from regions of stronger radar reflec
tivity at the negative-charge level and indicate negative 
charge in those regions (Dye et al., 1986). But observa
tions in already-electrified storms show that the electri
fication is more widespread than the strc'lg precipita
tion echoes (Krehbiel, 1981; Winn et al., 1981: Weber et 
01.,1982). In addition, estimatesoftheenergy available 
from falling precipitation indicate that thl' energy may 
only be comparable with thE: electrical energy of some 
storms, particularly at a1tit •• des where the electrifica
tion occurs. In this case a precipitation mechanism 
would have to be highly efficient if it were to cauSEl the 
electrification (Williams and Lhermitte, 1983). 

Similar issues and questions exist with regard to con
vection theories of electrification. The convective en
ergy of a storm is eru:Hy sufficient to account for the 
storm's electrical energy. but it has not to-en shown that 
the convective motions transport charge in a manner 
and in amounts required to explain the electrifi<'ation. 

There are some reports of lightning in clouds whose 
tops have not reached the O°C level and thl1t therefore 
cannot contain frozen precipitation (see Moore. 1976a, 
tor a summary). These are called warm clouds, and the 
occurrence of lightning within them is a phenomenon 
that needs to be better documented and studied. Warm
cloud lightning appears to be uncommon, however. 
even though warm clouds in tropical climates can be 
strongly convectiv~ and can produce heavy rainfall. 
This, coupled with the observation that tl,unc!erstol'ms 
in temperaie climate:; become electrified only when 
they grow above the O°C level. leads many researchers 
to consider that warm -cloud electrificat;on is un anom
aly that is explained by a different mechanism than that 
which electrifies colder clouds. 

If a precipitation mechanism operates to electrify 
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storms. negatively charged precipitation and positively 
charged cloud particles would overlap for some' distance 
above the main negative charge, producing a semineu
tral but se~gated reservoir of charge betwecn the main 
negative- and upper positive-charge regions, This is the 
situation depicted in Figure 8.1. The existence of such a 
reservoir was first postulated by Wilson (1920. 1929) to 
explain the large apparent separation of the positive and 
negative charges. Net negative charge would be ob
served only at and below the lower boundary of the neu
tral region. and this would partly explain why the main 
negative charge appears to be distributed horizontally 
in a storm. The presence of such a reservoir has not been 
demonstrated by direct observations. But a charge res
ervoir almost certainly exists in some form no matter 
what the charging process. owing to the large distances 
and volumes through which charge must be trans
ported. Such reservoirs would provide inertia to the 
charging process and would help to explain why Iip;ht
ning often (X.'Curs at nearly regular time intervals in a 
storm. Observations of the nature of the reservoirs 
would greatly aid our understanding of the charging 
prOCt.'SSes. 

PARTICLE-CHARGE OBSERVATIONS 

To sort out how the electrification occurs it is essential 
to know the charge carried by the different types and 
sizes of particles in the cloud. Precipitation theories pre
dict that the main negative charge of the storm resides 
on precipitation particles, and it has been of interest to 
test this prediction by direct measurement. Such mca
surements have become possible in recent years using 
instruments that sense the charge on individual precipi
tation particles. The instruments have been used in sev
eral programs since 1978. sometimes in conjunction 
with particle size measurements, and show that precipi
tation carries a mixture of positive and negative charges 
(Gaskell ct al.. 1978; Christian et ai .• 1980; Marshall 
and Winn, 1982; Gardiner ct ai., 1984). The magni
tudes of the individual charges are relatively large. and 
their signs are sometimes predominantly negative; but 
the fraction of charged particles is small. and the in
ferred volume charge densities mayor may not he ade
quate to account for the observed electrification. Few 
measurements have been obtained in the interesting 
parts of a storm, i.e., at temperatures of less than 
- lODC and in updrafts. The particle-charge measure
ments af" -nade frum aircraft or bdow balloons and are 
difficult to obtain. First there are the logistical prohiems 
of being in the right place at the right time: then there 
are experimental problems of measuring weak charges 
in an icing and strongly electrified environment. 

As further obsen'aCions are obtaim·d we can exp<-'Ct 
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better answers to the question concerning precipitation 
charge. [Marshall and Marsh (1985) recently reported 
measurements of precipitation charges within the main 
negative-charge r~gion of a storm in which all the pre
cipitation particles whose charge was great enough to be 
detected by their instrument were negatively charged. 
in amounts that appeared to be sufficient to account for 
the field gradient in the negative-charge region.] Still 
unknown. however. will be the amounts and sign of 
charge carried by the large number of smaller particles 
that coexist with the precipitation but that are below the 
detection limit of present instruments. Cloud particles 
have a much greater charge-carrying capacity per unit 
volume of cloudy air than precipitation particles, and it 
is important to know how much charge they carry. No 
good technique exists for doing this in the uncontrolled 
and hostile environment of an active thunderstorm. 

The in-cloud observations show that millimeter-size 
precipitation particles sometimes carry sufficier.t 
charge s-> that the electrical force on them would be 
comparable with the gravitational force in the stror.g
field regions of a storm. These particles would be ex
pected to exhibit measurable velOcity changes after 
nearby lightning. But attempts to detect such velocity 
changes using Doppler radars have been unsuccessful in 
most instances (Zrnic et at., 1982; Williams and Lher
mitte, 1983). These results indicate that only a fraction 
of the precipitation particles are highly charged. ill 
agreement with the in-cloud observations. If the energy 
considerations mentioned earlier were to require that 
the precipitation be efficiently charged. these results 
would indicate that convective motions are important 
in charging a sto"m (Williams, 1985). The fact that ve
locity changes are observed occasionally indicates that 
preCipitation is stpongly and efficiently charged at some 
locations and times. 

Mea~urements of the charge on precipitation arriving 
at the Earth's surface show that it often has the same 
polarity as the point discharge being given off from the 
ground. This is the mirror-image effcct mentioned ear
lier and indicates that the precipitation charges have 
been modified by the c':\pture of point discharge ions as 
the precipitation falls to earth. Below cloud base or in 
the ba~es of clouds, precipitation is often observed to be 
positively charged and occurs in localized regions re
ferred to as lower-positiv~-charge centers (Simpson and 
Scrase, 1937; Rust and Moore. 1974; Winn et al .• 1981; 
Marshall and Winn. 1982: Holden et al., 1983). One 
explanation for these observations has bcen that the pre
cipitation captures positively charged cloud droplets 
while falling through cloud ba~e. However, positively 
charged precipitation is found well inside the cloud, up 
to and above the {l°C temperature level (Moore. 1976b: 
Marshall and Winn. 1982). Thtose observations are not 
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simply explained and pose an obvious problem for pre
cipitation theories of electrification. since it is necessary 
to explain how the sign of the precipitation charge could 
be reversed within a relatively short distance of (or even 
inside) the main negative-charge region. 

Several ideas have been proposed to explain the posi
tive charge on precipitation in the interior of a storm. 
(Not all of these are aimed at salvaging the precipitation 
hypothesis.) One is based on laboratory observations 
that the charge transferred during collisions between 
hail pellets and ice crystals changes sign at temperatures 
warmer than about -lOOC (e.g., Takahashi. 1978; 
Gaskell and Illingworth, 1980; Jayaratne et ai., 1983). 
The reversed, positive charging is somewhat stronger 
than the negative charging observed at lower tempera
tures. This explanation may be correct, but it becomes 
more difficult or complicated for similar theories to ex
plain the main negative charge as well. Specifically, it 
becomes necessary to explain why the main negative 
charge is laterally extensive and a major reservoir of 
charge in the storm, while the lower positive charge is 
more pointlike and a lesser reservoir of charge. 

Another explanation for the lower-positive-charge 
centers is that they are caused by lightning (Marshall 
andWinn.1982; Holdenetal.,1983). Lightning flashes 
do not neutralize the storm charge on a fine scale, as the 
term discharge may imply. Rather, they deposit positive 
charge along a finely branched structure in or near the 
main negative-charge region of the storm (Vonnegut 
and Moore. 1960). If some of the lightning tendrils ter
minated on ~".~cipitation particles. these particles 
would tend to be left with !l positive charge after the 
lightning regardless of any initial charge that they might 
have carried. T!lis explanation would a(..'COunt for the 
localized nature of the lower-positive-charge centers 
and cc':mld operate in storms. But recent observations 
have shown that positively charged precipitation is 
present in storms before the first lightning (T. C. Mal'
shall. University of Mississippi. private communica
tion). Similar fjndin~s can be inferred from the observa
tions of Simpson and Scra.<;e (1937) and probably from 
other studies of non-lightning-producing storms as well. 
In this event another mechanism must be operating to . 
charge the precipitation positively, and a lightning 
mechanism is not necessarily required. 

A third possibility is that an inductive process might 
operate to charge the precipitation positively (e.g., 
Chiu., 1978). An inductive mechanism differs from the 
noninductive hail/ice-crystal mechanism described ear
lier in that the charge transferred during rebounding 
collislons depends on the strength and direction of the 
ambient electric ficld. In-cloud observations and labo
ratory studies have caused the inductive theory to lose 
favor (Gaskell ct al .• 1978; Christian et al .• 1980; 
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Ga.~kell. 1981), but it would be premature to rule out 
inductive charging altogether given our general inabil
Ity to explain thf' various electrification processes. 

In evaluating observations of precipitation charge it is 
important to differentiate between measurements made 
before and those made after the onset of lightning. 
Lightning drastically complicates the detailed distribu
tion of charge in a storm, to the point that the particle 
chal'ges may not reflect the processes that caused the 
storm to become electrified. Tilis occurs for several rea
sons. First. the lightning does not neutralize the storm 
charge on a fine scale. as discussed above. but deposits 
its charge along a myriad of channels and streamer 
paths and on particular particles. Second, the lightning 
.. ubjects the cloud to large electric stresses by virtue of 
the fact that its channels extend across millions of volts 
of electric potential. The stresses undoubtedly cause 
transient corona discharges from particles in the vicinity 
of the lightning channels, which effectively erase the 
original charges and leave the particles with an unre
lated residual charge (Dawson, 1969; Griffiths and La
tham. 1972; Griffiths. 1976). Laboratory studies have 
shown that the residual chargl.'S are large in magnitude 
and variable in sign. Both the nonuniform charge depo
sition and corona effects would cause particles near the 
lightning channels to Lecome strongly charged and 
would tend to leave other particles unaltered, giving rise 
to a mixture of particle charges. as is observed. 

Lightning also generates vast numbers of ion pairs. 
some of which will be separated in the strong electric 
field to increase temporarily the electrical conductivity 
of the cloud. This could discharge particles that are 
charged. or randomly charge other particles, further 
complicating matters. 

In addition to compli~ .. til1g the charge picture,light
ning-induced or other corona could sustain or enhance 
the electrification of a storm if the corona from :>recipi
tation had a systematic sign (Dawson. 1009; Krehbiel. 
1984). Laboratory studies have shown that corona from 
liquid surfaces is preferentially positive above 4-5 km 
altitude in the atmosphere and becomes more intense at 
lower pressures (higher altitudes) (Dawson. 1969). Such 
corona would result in positive ions and negatively 
charged precipitation. The positive ions would attach to 
nearby cloud droplets. producing a segregated distribu
tion of negative precipitation and positive cloud parti
cles similar to that of a collisional charghlg process. Sys
tematic positive corona could occur. for example. from 
the liquid surfaces of wet or riming hail or from the bot
tom surfaces of (liquid or frozen) precipitation above 
the negative-charge region. 

It has been proposed that the strong and uneven 
charging that occurs in the vicinity of lightning channels 
could enhance the rate of precipitation formation after a 
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lightning discharge (Vonnegut and Moore, 1900) and 
that this may be responsible for the sudden bursts or 
gushes of rain that are commonly observed from thun
derstorms. Some observations ha'Je been reported in 
support ofthis idea (e.g., Moore et al., 1984; Syzmanski 
et al., 1980), but the possible effects that lightning may 
have on the cloud microphysics and precipitation for
mation remain unclear and are in need of continued 
study. At the very least, the fact that the storm produces 
strong electric fields makes it easier for precipitation to 
form, in that the electric forces increase the probability 
that particles will coalesce after coming in contact (Ray
leigh,1879; Coyeretal., 1900; Moore et al., 1958). 

CHARGE MOTIONS AND CURRENTS 

The charging mechanism constitutes a source of cur
rent that continually increases the electrical energy of 
the storm, while lightning intermittently reduces the 
storm's electrical energy. The charging current is on the 
order of 1 A and ranges from inferred values of about 0.1 
A during the initial stages of small storms (Kr'3hbiel, 
1981) to values greater than 1 A for large storm com
plexes. Currents of comparable average magnitude flow 
between the cloud and ground and between the upper 
atmosphere and cloud top. The current at the cloud top 
results from the flow of negative creening charge to the 
upper cloud boundary. The current between the cloud 
and ground is due to the action of CC lightning and 
point discharge from the Earth's surface and, like each 
of the other currents, predominantly lowers negative 
chargl;l (or raises positive charge). The various currents 
are illustrated in Figure 8.8. Their net effect is to trans
fer negative charge from the upper atmosphere to the 

FIGURE 8.8 Di&grammatic illustration of 
the electric currents for precipitation and 
convection scenarios of electrification. In 
both cases the thunderstorm transfers ncga
tive charge from the upper atmosphere to the 
Earth's surface. The arrows point in the di
rection of positive current flow; the short 
half-arrows indicat\! when this current is 
caused by negative charge flowing in the :>p
posite direction. Intradoud lightning opposes 
the charging process in the precipitatkn sce
nario but provides a parallel charging path to 
the upper atmosphere in the convection sce
nario. 
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Earth's surface. This transfer, from approximately 1000 
storms that are estimated to be in progress at any time 
over the entire planet, is thought to be the reason that 
the Ionosphere is maintained at a potential of several 
hundred thousand volts with respect to the Earth's sur
face. 

The vast majority of the electrical charges inside a 
storm reside on cloud or precipitation particles. Free 
charge or Ions, such as are generated by cosmic radia
tion, corona, or lightning, collide with and attach to 
cloud particles within about a second after being pro
duced. This immobilizes the charge and makes the cloud 
a good electrical insulator. The currents that charge the 
storm should not be weakened significantly by leakage 
currents between the charge regions, except those in
volving the motion of charged cloud particles, which are 
expected to have small effect. The storm charges and 
electric fields are therefore expected to build up in a 
manner that reflects the strength of the charging pro
cess, until lightning occurs, after which the buildup re
peats. 

In-cloud electric-field measurements with slowly 
moving balloon borne instruments have sh.Jwn that the 
electric field increases in an approximately linear man
ner with time between lightning discharges (Winn and. 
Byerley, 1975). This indicates that the current source 
that chargt'S the storm is relatively constant between dis
ch·"rges and is Independent of the magnitude of the 
field. Theories that employ positive feedback to electrify 
a storm, such as an inductive theory, predict that the 
charging current would increase exponentially with 
time Rnd thus would not appear to be operating. This 
may not be a reliable prediction or test of the mechanism 
type, however, if the charging process establishes and 
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draws on a reservoir of charge as discussed earlier. In 
this case the charging current and field buildup would 
depend on the rate at which charge emerges from the 
reservoir, which will tend to be field independent. 

A major unresolved question in understanding the 
electrical behavior of storms concerns the role and fate 
of the upper screening current in the electrical budget of 
the storm (Vonnegut, 1982). In the absence of convec
tive motions and turbulence the flow of negativf'screen
ing charge would completely shield the interior positive 
charge in a few tens of seconds. Airborne electric-field 
observations outside the tops of growing clouds show 
that a screening charge does form, but not to comple
tion. Negative charge continues to be attracted to the 
cloud surface at rates that are comparable with the 
charging current of the storm (Gish and Wait, 1950). 
The question is what happens to this charge. The con
vection hypothesis of electrification po:;tulates that the 
screening charge is carried downward by convective 
overturning to the level of the main negative charge and 
that this is the primary source of the main negative 
charge (Vonnegut, 1953). This charge transport would 
be generative, i.e., negative charge would be carried 
downward away from the upper positive charge, in
creasing the electrical energy of the storm. An alterna
tive possibility is that turbulent mixing folds the Screen
ing charge into the upper positive charge of the storm, 
which would be a dissipative process. 

Regardless of its eventual fate, the substantial How of 
negative screening charge to tht' upper part of the cloud 
appears not to be matched by the flow of positive charge 
to cloud base, causing the storm as a whole to build up a 
net negative charge with time. The buildup is ruleviated 
intermittently by negative cloud-ta-ground lightning, 
and this is undoubtedly the reason why most CG lip-ht
ning has a negative polarity. The buildup also increases 
the dominant effect of negative charge on the electric 
field at the ground, which is alleviated by positive co
rona from the ground. The convection hypothesis postu
lates that the positive corona charge is carried into the 
upper part of the cloud by the updraft, which feeds the 
cloud with low-level moisture. and that this is the pri
mary source of the upper positive charge. Other possi
bilities are that much of the corona charge is carried i.nto 
the main negative-charge region and is dissipated there 
or that most of it remains near the ground. 

The strength of the point dis::harge current beneath 
storms has been estimated both from ground-based elec
tric-field observations and from measurements of the 
corona current given off by vegetation beneath storms. 
Over a typical area of 10 km2 the total corona r.urrer.t is 
estimated to be about 0.1 A {Livingston and Krider, 
1978; Standler and Winn. 1979}. This is comparable 
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with the charging current at the beginning of a storm 
but Is less than the average current of cloud-ta-ground 
lightning in the active stage of a storm. 

Recent experiments designed to test electrification 
ideas have attempted to Influence or alter the electrifi
cation of a storm by releasing charge into the bases of 
growing clouds prior to their electrification (Vonnegut 
et al., 1984; Moore et al., 1985). In these experiments, 
several kilometers of cable and fine wire are strung over 
mountainotiS terrain and maintained at a high positive 
or negative potential. Natural clouds grow over a fair
weather supply of positive space charge near the Earth's 
surface, which tends to be ingested into the cloud along 
with surface moisture. By maintaining the wires at a 
high negative potential the researchers hope to give off 
sufficient negative corona charge to override the natural 
supply of positive charge and to prime the cloud with 
negative charge. If a convective mechanism operates to 
initiate the electrification, or if the electrification is in
fluenced by the direction of the initial electric field in
side the storm (as in the case of an inductive precipita
tion mechanism), such priming should invert the 
polarity of the electrification, i.e., produce a storm hav
ing an upper negative- and main positive-charge struc
ture. The results of the experiment~ are that storms de
veloping above negative-charge releases are anomalous 
in that the field at the ground is often dominated by 
positive charge overhead, which lightning acts to re
move. There is incomplete and conflicting information 
on the question of whether the polarity of the main 
storm charges was inverted. One alternative possibility 
is that the experiment modifies primarily the subcloud 
and cloud-base ch uges. The success of the experiments 
in at least partially altering the electrical structure of 
storms makes the:1l intriguing subjects for continued 
field programs. 

Because the interior storm charges reside on cloud or 
precipitation particles, their motion is the same as the 
particle motions and can be investigated using Doppler 
radars when the particles are large enough to be de
tected by radar. A single Doppler radar measures the 
component of the particle velocity along the direction of 
the radar beam; a network of three or more Doppler 
radars is needed to determine the particle velocities in 
three dimensions. Three-dimensional measurements of 
particle velocites have become possible only recently 
{e.g., Lhermitte and Williams. 1985b} but are a key ele
ment in furthering our understanding of thunderstorms. 
A continuing problem in their determination is the rap
idly changing nature of convective storms, which re
quires that the storm be scanned as rapidly as possible. 
Multiple Doppler radars have been used to study the 
electrification of storms in Flerida and New Mexico; one 
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case study has shown how the onset of lightning in a cell 
was correlate<~ with the development of an updraft and 
precipitation within the cell (Lhermitte and Krehbiel, 
1979). 

Particle velocity measurements provide only a part of 
the InC ,rmation needed to estimate the electrical cur
rents of the storm: also needed is some knowledge of the 
charge distribution or amounts of charge carried by the 
particles. Determination of the charge distribution is in 
itself a central problem of electrification studies, for 
which there are unfortunately no radarlike instruments. 
The charge information must be determined from in
cloud measurements, which are necessarily limited in 
scope, or inferred from other information, such as that 
obtained from other· storms or from lightning. 

Attempts to determine the charge structure of storms 
from remote measurements of the total electric field 
have given a qualitative picture of the storm charges but 
have not been successful at estimating their amounts or 
locations. There are several reasons for this, having to 
do with the facts that (a) the conductivity of the atmo
sphere increases exponentially .vith altitude and causes 
. the upper charges of the storm to be masked or screened, 
(b) the overall charge distribution is complex and not 
uniquely del.ned by electric-field measurements, and 
(c) total electric-field measurements are strongly af
fected by local charges. These problems are alleviated 
somewhat by measuring the time rate of change of the 
electric field, which is related to the time rate of change 
of the cha\"ges, or to the storm currents. Such measure
ments have formed the basis of a new approach for esti
mating the storm currents, in which the displacement 
current associated with a tin Ie-varying electric field is 
:4,::!dcd to other measurements of the local corona, con
dl·~tion, and rain currents (l'rider and Musser, 1982). 
The sum of these currents has been termed the Maxwell 

FicURE S.9 Contours of constant dis
placement current demity at the ground be
neath a thunderstorm on July II. 1978 at 
Kennedy Space Center. Florida. Observa
tions from two 5-minute time intervals are 
shown: contours are at (),5 nAlm' intervals. 
The heav)" dashed contour shows the deIL-et
abl" radar ~'Cho "t 7.S-km altitude; the x's 

m<lrk the n~gati\'e-charge cl'ntersof lightning 
discharges. The areal integral of the d;.,placc
mm! current was about 0.-1 A in each in
s!:mce. (Kridcl and Blakeslt'C. 1985.) 

PAUL R. KREHBIEL 

current after the British physicist who first described the 
significam.'C of the displacement current. An example of 
displacement current measurements is shown in Figure 
8.9. The displacement current density values can be in
tegrated over the area affected by the storm to estimate 
the charging current of the storm; this gives results that 
are in reasonable agreement with the charging current 
values inferred from lightning data. The pattern of 
Maxwell current values, either at the ground or aloft, 
can in principle be used to locate and quantify the dif
ferent currents of the storm, in much the same way that 
the lightning charges can be located. But this possibility 
has yet to be realized, in part because of the problems 
enumerated above for interpreting total electric-field 
measurements. 

A totally different approach for determlnirig the 
storm currents would involve measuring the pattern of 
magnetic fields that they produce. This approach has 
not been feasible owing to the difficulty of measuring 
the weak fields and to the presence of the geomagnetic 
field, but such an approach may become practical in the 
future . 

LIGHTNING AND THE STORM 
ELECTRIFICATION 

The study of lightning is an important part ofthun
derstorm investigations. Lightning is of interest not only 
as a phenomenon in itself but as an indicator and sig
nificant modifier of the storm's electrification. light
ning generates, deposits, and redistributes substantial 
amounts of free charge within a storm, and this greatly 
complicates the storm's electrification. In the prucess, 
lightning may also enhance the electrification or the for
mation of precipitation within the storm. But little is 
known even about what lightning looks like inside a 
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storm, much less about its detailed behavior or about the 
possible effects that it may have. 

The study of lightning as a phE.'llOmenOn in itself is the 
subject of the first five chapters in this volume. One 
question of interest here concerns how lightning is initi
ated. Measurements of the electric field inside storms 
give maximum (large-scale) values typically between 1 
x lOS and 2 x lOS VIm (e.g., Winn et al., 1974.1981). 
Winnetal. (1974) reportedonemeasurementof4 x 10" 
VIm. These values are 3 to 10 times smaller than the 
fjeld strength required to break down clear air at the 
same altitude. Hydrometeors concentrate the field onto 
their surface by a factor of 3 or more, and this leads 
scientists to think that the breakdown is initiated at par
ticle surfaces-by corona that somehow develops into a 
full-scale discharge (e.g., Loeb, 1953; Richards and 
Dawson, 1971; Crabb and Latham, 1974; Griffiths and 
Phelps, 1976). 

The manner in which lightning is initiated is an unan
swered and intriguing question, but however this hap
pens it is most likely to occur in :l strong-field region of 
the storm. In-cloud measurements like that shown in 
Figure 8.4 indicate that the electric field is strongest on 
the periphery of the main negative-charge region. 
Lightning radiation studies indicate that discharges in
deed tend to be initiated at these altitudes in a storm 
(Proctor, 1981, 1983). There is also some evidence that 
IC flashes begin at slightly higher altitude than CG 
flashes (Taylor, 1983). This suggests that discharges that 
are initiated above the negative .:harge region tend to 
become IC flashes, while those that are initiated below 
the negative charge tend to become CG flashes. 

Although highly variable, intracloud lightning gener
ally outnumbers cloud-to-ground lightning in a storm, 
often by a factor of 5 or 10 to 1 or so. and it is of interest 
to ask why this happens. The charging process estab
lishes the main negative and upper positive charges as 
the primary charges of the storm. and this may cause the 
electric field to be stronger above the main negative 
charge than below it. Also. the decrease in atmospheric 
pressure with altitude favors the occurrence of Ie 
flashes, in that the critical field required for discharges 
to form and to propagate is smaller at higher altitudes. 
Finally, it may be that there are a greater number of 
initiation events aLove the main negative charge than 
below it. 

The occurrence of CG fla~hes is thought to be aided 
by the presence of the lower positive charge, which in
creases the electrical energy below ~he negative-charge 
region. and by the tendency (mentioned earlier) for a 
storm to acquire a net negative charge with time. 

The past 15 years have seen major advances in tech
niques for remotely sensing lightning inside a storm. In 
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particular, radio-frequency radiation horn the. light
ning may be located using one of several direction-find
ing or time-of-arrival techniques (Proctor, 1971, 1983; 
Taylor, 1978; Warwick et al., 1979; Hayenga and 
Warwick, 1981; Taylor et al., 1984; Richs' j et al., 
1986). The charge centers of the lightning can be located 
from simultaneous measurements of the lighting elec
tric-field change at a number of ground locations (Fig. 
ure 8.3; Jacobson and Krider, 1976; Krehbiel et al., 
1979). The hot lightning channels are readily detectt'd 
by radar at lO-cm w2velength orlonger (e. g., Holm\:..> et 
al., 1980; Mazur et al., 1985), and the main channels 
can be reconstructed from recordings of the thunder 
that they produce (e.g., Teer and Few, 1974; Winn et 
al., 1978; Christian et al., 1980; MacGorman et al., 
1981; Chapter 3, this volume). Finally, changes in the 
electrical forces on charged cloud particles during light
ning cause low-frequency changes in the atmospheric 
pressure, called infrasound, which can be detected and 
used to estimate the charge heights (e.g., Wilson, 1920; 
Bohannon ct al., 1977; Balachandran, 1983; Few, 
1985). 

Figure 8.10 shows two examples of lightning data 
that complement the electrical observations discussed 
earlier. Figure 8.1O(a) shows the height of the radiation 
sources from lightning as a function of time in a Florida 
storm. Although not resolved in the figure. the radiation 
occurred in distinct bursts from individual discharge 
events. Only a few radiation sources were located dur
ing each discharge, but the results give a useful picture 
of the overall lightning activity in the storm. Events 
with sources located below 7 -8-km altitude were usually 
CG discharges; the large number of remaining events 
were IC discharges. Of particular interest in the figure 
are the sequences of increased lightning activity whose 
sources moved upward with time. rhese were associ
ated with the electrification of new convective cells in 
the storm and provide another indication that the elec
trification is associated with vertical growth. The fact 
that the sequences start above about 8-km altitude re
flects the existence of an altitude threshold for the elec
trification. The discharge rate during the most intense 
sequence reached 37 per minute. 

Similar observations have been reported by Lher
mitte and Krehbiel (1979), who found a dischar~e rate 
of 60 per minute in a relatively small cell of a storm. 
Such high discharge rates are not unusual for large 
storms, but their occurrence in smalL individual cells of 
no.mal-sized storms is a new finding. The high-rate dis
charges have been shown to transfer relatively small 
amounts of charge (Krehbiell.'t ai., 19R4b), indicating 
that the high-rate scqucnces result frolT' a large numher 
of initiating events rather than from supcrelectrification 
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FIGURE 8.10 (a) The height of VHF radiation sources from lightning versus time In a Florida storm. The upward. moving se<luences of enhanced 
lightning activity were a.wciated with the electrification of new. growing cells, while the increase in the number of sources "bove 8 km reflects the 
altitude dependence of the electrification (Krehbiel et al .• 1984b). (b) A vertical cross section of the radar reflections from precipitation (solid 
contours) and from lightning (hatched areas. dashed contours) during a 5·minute time interval in a sqllalliine near Wallops Island. Virginia (Mazur 
et al .• 1984). Th" greatest number of lightning echoes were ObK'l'VL-d at altitudes that correspond with the charge centers of intracloud and cloud· to· 
ground discharges (Figures 8.3 and 8.6) and may indicate the locations of the main negative and upper positive charges ,in the storm. 

of the cell. High. rate sequences have been observed onl y 
in subsequent celIS of already-electrified Florida storms. 
but it appears that they are a common feature of such 
storms. This suggests that initiation events are somehow 
enhancedin subsequent cells. It would not be surprising 
if high-rate sequences of small discharges are found in 
storms at other locations as well. For instance. Tt :flor et 
al. (1983) reported the occurrence of minor discharges 
in large Oklahoma storms. 

Figure 8.1O(b) shows observations of radar echoes 
from lightning during a 5·minute time interval in a 
squall line over the East Coast of the United States. The 
echo locations are superimposed on measurements of the 
precipitation reflectivity in the storm. The lightning 
echoes were detected by a UHF radar operating at 70· 
em wavelength; the precipitation reflectivities were de
termined using a separate radar at lO·cm wavelength. 
The lightning echoes were located most often in strong 
precipitation on the leading edge of a well.developed 
cell at 30- to 40·km range from the radars. The largest 
n'umber of echoes were observed be~ween 5- ani 8·km 
altitude and vertically abc'/e this from 10- up to 14·km 
altitude. These altitudes correspond to the heights of the 
positive- and negative.charge centers of lightning in 
other storms (e.g .• Figures 8.3 and 8.6), suggesting that 

/ 

the echoes are strongest in the vicinity of the lightning 
charge centers. This is where the discharges are ex
pected to be most highly branched. 

The increasing ability of researchers to sense lightning 
inside thunder.~louds has raised questions about the ex· 
tent to which lightning indicates or reflects the electrifi· 
cation of a stcim (Vonnegut. 1983b). Once initiated. 
the lightning channels and charges themselves influence 
the continued propagation of a discharge. ena~ling the 
discharge to develo',J in a manner that can be unrelated 
to the storm chargo. s and field~. While it is nl.-cessary to 
be cautious in making inferences about tht. electrifica
tion from lightning observations. some evidence exists 
that suggests that lightning can be a reasonable indica
tor of the storm charges. For example, it has been found 
that the negative charge sources of the CG lightning in 
the storm of Figure 8.6 coincided with those of the IC 
lightning that immediately preceded a:10 followed the 
CG discharges. even though the two types of discharge 
developed in opposite vertical directions. This result. 
which is illustrated in Figure 8.5. suggests that the nega· 
tive-charge sources for the lightning coincided with 
main negative charge in the s[orm. 

The question of how the lightning and storm charges 
are related has also been investigated by studying the 
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behavior of electrical discharges in ~Iexiglass (Williams 
et al., 1985). These laboratory discharges appear to sim
ulate the large-scale behavior of lightning in clouds. 
High-energy el<:etrons are deposited in a controlled 
manner within the plexiglass and the resulting spaee 
charge is discharged by mechanical disruption at some 
point on the surfae<:'. The dendritic or finely branched 
structure of the discharges follows the pattern of space 
charge within the plexigl~, suggesting that real light
ning may do the same in storms. 

Assuming that lightning tells us something a!>out the 
electrification. one question of interest has been how the 
lightning channels and charges are related to precipita
tion in the storm, as revealed by radar. If a precipitation 
mechanism were operating to ek'Ctrify the storm. one 
would expect the lightning and precipitation to be cor
related in some manner. Not surprisingly in phenomena 
as complex as thunderstorms and lightning (and a~ com
plicated to study). a wide variety of observations have 
been found. These range from observations that light
ning and precipitation are C<'rrelated (e.g .. Larsen and 
Stansbury. 1974: Krehbiel et al., 1979: Taylor et aI., 
1983: Figures 8.3 and 8. lOb). to observations that light
ing avoids regions of strong precipitation (MacGorman, 
1978; Williams. 1985). to other observations of prt.'Cipi
tation echoes that develop after nearby lightning 
(Moore et al .• 1964; Szymanski et of .. 19BO). There is 
some uncertainty aI''.! debate a~ to what the various ob
servations mean. In the author's opinion, one of the 
most striking results has been the degree to which the 
lightning chargeS correlate with radar echoes from pre
cipitation. 

LIGHTNING EVOLUTION 

\Ve finish this revif!w with a bricf and simple descrip
tion of how lightning appears to evolve with time in a 
thunderstorm. This is depicted in Figure B.l1 and pro
vides a framework for understanding some of the wide 
variety of lightning observalions. In addition it gives 
further insight into the electrical nature of storms. The 
description is bao;ed on a number of different studies an<:i 
observations of lightning (e.g .• Ligda. 1956: Teer and 
Few. 1974; Krchbiel l:t 01 .• 1979. 1984a; Krehbiel. 
1981; Proctor. Will. 1983: Rust et 01 .• 1981: Fuquay. 
1982; Tavlor, 19B3). 

In res~onse to the dipolar structure of the storm, the 
initial lightning discharges are usually intracloud 
fla5hes that transport charge vertically between the 
main negative- and upper positive-charge regions (Fig
urtS 8.11a and 8.3). The first cloud-to-ground discharge 
usually follows an initial sequence of intracloud fla'ihes 
(F:gures 8.11 band 8.(5), but simple CG fla~hes some-
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times begin the lightning activity. The latter situation 
occurs presumably because conditions somehow favor 
the initiation of CG discharges. CG f1a~hes consist of a 
number of discrete strokes down the chann!:;! to ground; 
the early CG flashes are simple in that they produ<:e one 
or only a few strokes. 

The initial lightning activity is associated with the cell 
having the greatest vertical development in the storm. 
Other cells do not generate lightning until they develop 
vertically above 7 -8-km altitude MSL (in summertime). 
even though the subsequent cells may have stronger pre
cipitation echoes within them than within the initial. 
lightnillg-producing cell. 

As additional cells become electrified. the IC flashes 
remain basically vertical but become broader in hori
zontal extent and can exhibit a pattern of cross-discharg
ing between cells (Figure S.llc). The CG flashes pro
duce a larger number of discrete strokes whose 
negative-charge sources progress horizontally through 
the precipitating part of the storm (Figure S.lld). For 
some still-unknown reason, the CG fla~hes can initiate a 
conti:1Uing current or arc-type discharge down the 
channel to ground from within the horizontally exten
sive negative charge. The continuing currents can last 
for a few tenths of a second and produce a persistent 
luminosity that is sometimes detectable visually. 

In large storm complexes having a number of cells, 
the intracloud and cloud-to-ground discharges can have 
large horizontal extents. corresponding to the horizon
tal dimensions of the storm system. Because the horizon
tal dimensions can be much greater than a storm's 
vertical dimension, the discharges b<-'Come primarily 
horizontal in nature. 

As the storm grows. its top reaches the ba~e of the 
stratosphere or is sheared off by high-level winds to form 
an anvil cloud (Figure 8.1). The anvil cloud is composed 
of small ice cry~tals that carry part of the upper positive 
charge and is penetrated hy intracloud discharges from 
the active region of the storm (Figure B.lle). The anvil 
clouds commonly extend tens or hundn·(l~ of kilometers 
downwind from the parcnt storm. Cloud-to-ground dis
charges have abo been observed to emanate from an'!il 
cloud~. well away from the active reg:on of the storm. 

A~ older cells dissipate. predominantly horizontal in· 
tracloud lightning occurs hetween negative charge in 
still-active cells and apparent positive charge at about 
the same level in the dissipating part of tne storm (Fig
ure B.11£). In propagating storms the dissipating part 
trails the active part and can have wbstantial horizontal 
extent. The horizontal discharges within them are cor
respondingly extensive aml are observed to propagate 
over distances of 50 to 100 km (Ligda. HJ56: Proctor. 
19P.3). The radar echo from within the dissipating part 
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of a storm is characterized b\' n horizontal i1rigllt!JaIlCI nt 
and just below the O°C l('\'~l. cuust.'<i by Ilwltin)t snow. 
The horizontal di$char~l's appt'nr to propll~ntt· just 
above the level of the bri~htbnnd und efft.'t'tiwly l't·!llu\,t· 
positivHhar~ at this lewl (Krt·hbiel. WSl). Thdi).:ht. 
nin~ is observed to repeat nt intt'I'\'nls of a f/~w mil\utl'S or 
more and occasionally product's positivc stroh·s to 
Itround, The repetitive nl\ture of the dischur~'t'S sU).!1...'t'Sts 
that a widespread. low-rate chnr!-tin~ prO<.'l·s.~ is Opt· rat· 
in~ to r~!-!<'ncrate the positive ('hllr~e and thu! tht' charg. 
ing prO<.'CSS is a.'iSociated with the production or full of 
snew. 

lndet)t'ndent evidence for tilt' l'xistenCC' of 1\ positive
charge layer is found in dt.'Ctric-fidd soundin~ thruu~h 
dis.~ipatingstorms, 0l1ly u few stich soundill~ huvlllt'Cn 
made. e\'t'n though dissiputill~ storms hun' a stratiform. 
slowly chan~ing structure t hut is rdati\'t'ly t'tlSy to 
prohe, One soundin~ obtnint'(i by rescarcht·rs in Frunce 
is shown in Figure 8,12 (Chauzy" al,. WSO). Tlw hal· 
loonborne instrument pnssro throup:h Ill'gatiw dmrge 
within tht' radar hrip:h,hund nnd positive l'\l<Irg;t' 1 km 
above the bfi~htband, Althou)!h tlw ehllf,l.(t' di~trihut:on 
wa.~ still dipolar. positive ciutr)!l' was found at the It·\, .. ,1 

Height t km , 
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F1Gl'HE S, 12 S",,,,ding of tl ... wrtk,'\ l'\,,,:trie fit-ld in tilt' <li";p"t, 
in~ part of I.llan!'~· frontal \tm III in Ff~th .. ~·. indiC'atin\! tht' pn"~'th'l'(lf 11 

p(}~itin.'·chan.!.l·ldy('r just aho\(,' ttw 0 'C 1t.'\"(,1 and n nt.·\.!ati\', .... dmr\!c..~ 
I"Yl'r withill tb,' radar hrichth,,"d frtlm thl' ,torrn (ad.l'h,1 from 
Challzy I't "I.. WSO), 
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wllt'ft' negative chargc is found in till' nctl\'l' part of n 
!'torm, Similar tl'Sults WNt' ohtuitll'd by Simpson und 
Stm~st' (193i) in till' dis.~iputinlt pInts of EI\~lish !'turms. 
Tlwsoundinp: and Ii),!htnin)t oh,,'\'rvlltions U~rl'l'. hut fur· 
tht'r ohservation." aft' nt'l'lil'li to chl'Ck their \':Ilidity, 

Tlw above ob.~·r\'utions do not t'xplain how tht, 
('hlu~ structurt.' of tilt' storm eht\ll%'S to prtxkt'C thl~ 
t'nd·of·storm ek'Ctric-fidd t'l.~CillilUlln discllSSl'll in con· 
Ilt'l'tinn with Figure S.2. MtlOrN't al. (11)5.'1) inh'rprett'<i 
tht'lr observations or the (l.\'dllutiol\s llS bdn~ du~ to tlw 
sutl."idt·n<.'C that occurs tiS tht'storm dissipatt's. whkh reo 
wals the upper po.~iti\'l' I.'!mflt\' nnll tmnsporls it down· 
Wltl'tl toward the ~ro\lnd I St't' t\I~'tl Mome <tnt! \' mlllt'~ut 
(l!)7i) J, The obSl'f\'utiO!lS of Williams (mS I) support 
tll(' ideu that thl' fil'id ft·\'t'rsa!s Uft· US.'\O(:hltl-rl with 
downwnrd motion of dl:lr~' d\'rin~ suhsidt'llCt'. hut the 
(Iattlrt' nnd source of the cimr~'S still remain tol)t' deter· 
milll'(l. 

sr~I~IARY Arm COl'\Cl.l'SiO~s 

TIll' nbility of sckut ists tn oh~'r\,l' und study thundt·r· 
st,)fms has inCrt'aSl'<i ~rt'lltly O\'\'r thl' pust dt'Clldt' or two. 
Imd this ha.~ brou~ht tllt'ir study to n plIftkuhlr!y cxcit· 
in~ stn~e. A numhl'r of idt'IIS h:lw ht'l'n prOpl'l.~>d OWf 

th(' yCl\rs to expluin how thuud"rstorms ht'l'on\\\ dt'Ctri· 
fit'<l. and it is now bt'Comins pnssihk to tl'St tht· \'tlriOIlS 
idcl\s by dirl'Ct me;lStlft'mfnt. Thuudt'rstorms prtwidt· 1\ 

diffiC'tllt environnwnt for lllt'tl~\Il'\'lllt'nts. htlt ~'t'i~ntists 
urt' increasingly nhlt· to prol~ tlwm with illstnlllwnts 
thQ\ frliably meilmrt' dt'Ctril'-fil'ld prt)fi\t-s :Inti pnrtide 
('hurp;t's and SiZl'S. :ll, \\'l'll as nir tl'mperuturt', doud wn· 
ter (·olltent. and other pnmnwtcrs. At tht' sumc tinlt'. 
rem()tl'·sensin~ t('Chniqut's nrc prtwiding inl'rcu.~in~l\' 
dt,tnilt·d pictuft.'S of the storm us a whnlt', For l'xump<'. 
Ilt'tworks of DOP!l\{or rnd:lrs 11l'c.' ahle to nwa~ul'\' till' 
thl't,,'-dimensionai pnrtidt, lll(ltitms nt difft·rt·nt lo<.'u· 
lions in the storm. and tilt' Iightnin)! thaul\ds nnd 
('hurgl's are ahlt' to hl' locak' .... i in ~pal .... • und tiUll', 

TIlt' mujor ingn'tlil'l\ts fllr:\ thulllkrstorm t .... mt\mll' to 
he \'i!!orous {'ollw-ction :lnd till' formation of pl't'l'il'itn. 
lion at ultitud('S Wlil·ft' till' :lir tt'mpt'mturl' is <. .... lh.kr than 
O"C. Strong dl't.·trifkati!'n do{'s n(lt ocrtlr until tl.e 
dnud und prcriritntinn dl'\,\'lop abo\'l' !\ thrt-:.hllld ulti
tilde thnt is i-S km abo\'(' ~tSI. in till' slImnwr months. 
l'{)rn'sponding to:m nir tl'tnlwmturt' llf - 15 to - ~n~c, 

TIlt' main negati\'t~ chargt' r\'~idl'S lit nnd Iwln\\' this :tlti· 
tud('llt temperatllrt's that llrt·l't'mnrk:lhly similar witlnll 
:\ ~i\'t'll ~torm and in difkrt'nt kill~ls of storms, 

;\ ( .... ·utml is.~\lt· 01 thull(krstonn studi('S i~ \\'Jwthn til(' 
dt·{'trificalion is caused by tht' ~m\'i\ati(lnal fall of 
dunged precipitation or wlwtllt'f it rt'~lIlts primarily 
from the CO!l,'l't'tin' tr!lnsport tIl' t'har!!:t's by tb' ail' mo-
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ti\)ns of the storm. Precipitation theories predIct that the· 
main n('~ati\'e char~ is clmlt'<i by prt'Cipitation parti. 
cles, Ilnd this is bein~ testt'd by in-cloud mcasurt'mtmts 
of the churges carrit'<! by pl't'Clpihition. Laboratory 
studies eontinue to point to reooundin!{ collisions be
tween huH and small ice cr\'stals ns Il Ull.'Chanism that 
can char~ precipitati{lO neiatlwly lmd possibly explliin 
the ek'Ctrifieation. This mt'Clumism is expected to oper
ate in storms, but it has not bt't'n shown that enough 
prt'Cipitation is present Ilnd in\'olved in ellough charp;ing 
interactions to llCC()unt for the dl'Ctrificntion. Com
poundin~ this difficulty are observations that dectrifl
Cdtion is more \\'idt'Spread thun st ron P; prt'Cipitation in a 
storm Ilnd that precipitation below the mnin ne~atiVl'
char~ region is often o~r\'l'd to bt.. po~iti\'cly char~'d. 
In COI\\·l.'Ction tht'Oril'S the chl\r~~ re~;ide primarily on 
small cloud particles. whit'h ('an cllrry much more 
char~ per unit volulltt' of doudy nir thtUl prt'Cipitation. 
But littlt' is known P~llt the nmonntl\ and llIotions of the 
cloud part ide char~ :.md wlwtht'r they wouldromhine 
to prtltitK'e char~ Ilccun\ulation.~ consistent with t'bser
vat ions. 

Once a storm ~mt:S ~trongly t'lcctrifit'<i and shuts 
to prodllt'e Iis::htnin~. it is likely thnt additional charging 
proct'S.~cs occur that \.'(lmpliclltt' or po,,~ibly enhance the 
electriticntion. In particular. tht, lightning itsclf could 
have stich a rolt'. This could t'xphlin some of the com
ple:dty of the electrical obser\'atiolls und would make it 
more difficult to sort out the variolls dnu¢ng proees.~l\~. 
In order to study the initial ciectrificutitlll prOCt.'SSes. it is 
nl'Cl.'SSury that obseM;ations ht' mudc bdoTe the on.~d of 
strong ek'Ctrificution und of lightning. This net.'<l htts 
been 1't'<..'t1~ized but greiltly inCft'aSl'S thl' IOf..,ristical difH
cnltil'S of studyin!-"( storms, 

By t1w same reasonin~. it is po!,sibll' that the primary 
ek'Ctdficntion mechanism dHm~'S oncc a storm be
coml'S strong;y e\ectrifk-d. For t'xampll·. prl'Cipitntion 
could initiate the dt.'Ctrificatioll. and then the lar~'r 
COll\'L'Cti\'(· ener¢l'S ~)f tht> ~tnrm t'ould continue the dl'C
trificatioll. Or the dl't:'trification ('l.lUld be.' sustuinro nnd 
cnhnnCl.,{{ if tht· roronn from prt'Cipitntion had a s~~,t('m
atic sign. Already ttwn' is SOlllt' l'\'idt'll0C that a differ
ent. \owl:'r-rnte ml'{-hnnislll Olwmt('S to dl'Ctrify dissi
pntin!l: storms or parts of ~t()rJns. 

Our understundinlt tlf till' d,'drificlltion pro('~~l'S re
muins IimitNI by tht' lltxxi for ll('tkr ohsl'r\'utions of til{' 
cll,(.'trk~\l and physkru ch:lnl('kristics (If actual thunder
sturms. This nt'txi has guidt'd thllnderstorm rt'Seurch for 
u numlx'r of years ,md in\'(\lws s,'wrnl parallel ,Ind in
ter:lctin)t efforts; fidd pro~n\lns. data analysis. and the 
de\'dnpment of oh:';t-ryatiomtl h't:'hniqtlt's. Field pro
):(rams provide the ba~ic l'xpt'rimental (bta and 111l0W 

scientists to tt'st nt'W instrumt'nts and observational 
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techniques. Data Ilnalysis .. xtracts th~ seientific infor
mation from the fidd pro~ams and provides feedback 
for futurestudics. . 

In.,trumental devdopment and t('Stln~ can be done in 
limited field progrnms. but silUlificnnt advances in un
derstandin~ the cll'Ctrification proct...~ require fo
cused, cooperative field pro!-"(rams that bring together 
the best available observational tc.'Chniques. A substan
tial amount of data l~ nlreudy in hand from recent field 
programs of this type who.'\(! continued analysis will pro
vide further insi~hts into the electrifkation problem. 
But too many questions remain unaddressed in the mea, 
r.arements of those studies for them to hold the answers 
to the problems. And. us is usual in seit'flee. the results of 
one set of observation.~ and e:tperimcnts often raise new 
question.~ and avenues of inwsti!f.ltion. A prime exam
ple of this is the rct.'t'nt experiments that have attempted 
to invert the electrical polarity of a storm. 

Much of our information about thulldentorm electri
fication has come from the study of relatively small, iso
lated storms such al. those that form owr the mountains 
of the southwestern :Jnited States or above the sea
breeze convergence in southellstern coastal areas. These 
storr IS provide rc\ntiw\y stJ.tionnry and prt'dictable tar
~ets for study and ".'main uttract\vc subjects for field 
programs. Alth()u~h rt'latively sm~\ll. the storms are not 
simple. and wc huvc much to lcarn frmn them. As their 
study hus demollstrulro. however, it is important that 
different types and SiZl'S of storms bc studlt'<i und com
pured. In particular. it is important thut t'lt'Ctrical stud
ies be made of severe storms. propu~lltin!'-( squall lines. 
tropk'n! storms (both ict'-frec and iC!.' .. containing), and 
winter storms. 

This rcview has conccntrated primnrily on the seien
tific obscrvations and l-.su{'S related to the problem of 
thunderstorm c1t't:'trificntion. Other tt'Ct"nt re\'iews on· 
the samc subj('Ct !iu,,\. been mude by Moore and Vonne
!-"(lIt (Wfi), l\lin~w(lrth and Krehbil'l (H),'H). Latham 
(1981). Vonilegut (1982), Lht'rmittt' und Williams 
(1983). Illingworth (19&'». and Williams (1985). An
other whole revit'\\' {'(mid hI.' devotl.-<i to a description of 
the tt'Chniqul's that ~\re u~'<i to study tlmndt'rstorms and 
thdr dl"Ctrification. Many of the techniques are new 
and are still under l1t-"dopment and lUWt' bet'n used in 
cooperativc studil'S for only one or ;\ ft'\\' thunderstorm 
SCilsons. Other tl'('hlliqUt'S have yet to ht' u~'t'<l in electri
fication studks-for t·xamplt-. the diifl'rential rdkcti\'
ity polari7.atioll rad:lr tt'Chnique (Brin~i rt al.. 1984). 
(This technique Il\t'a.~urt'S tht· differcllC!.' in prt'Cipitation 
reOt'Cti\'itv for wrtku\ and horimnhij l'obrizations and 
is ubll' to ·distin!!ubh llt'twt.'t:'n ice lmd liquid watcr in 
douds.) Much {'ou\d be \carnt-<i by hrin)tin~ cxistin!-!: 
techniques together and applying tllt'nt to the samt" 
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storms. In some instances a brule-force Rpproach would 
also be helpful, for example, in obtaining successive or 
simultaneous balloon soundings of the electric-field pro
file in a storm. 

Still other observational needs provide challenf(ing 
problems for development-for example, measurement 
of the net charge density in storms or of the charge car
ried by small cloud particles. 

Even after comprehensh-e observations havt' oc-en ob
tained on storms, it is entirely P<lSSible thut the specific 
mechanism or mechanisms that caused their electrifica
tion will cont tnue to elude precise definition. In the case 
of a precipitation mechanism, it would be extremely dif
ficult to catch particular char~n~ events "in the act." 
This would need to be done in the controlled environ
ment of the laboratory, simulating cloud conditions as 
closely as possible. Specific area.~ of interest in prescnt 
and future laboratory studies are (1) contact electrifica
tion processes at ice surfaces and (2) corona dischar~es 
from precipitation. Computational models, both simple 
and complex, will continue to be useful in intcrpretin~ 
n~lc: and laboratory observations and in predictill~ the 
ability of particular r.'''Chanisms to electrify a storm. 
Such modeling will rely heavily on parameterizations of 
observational data, hr wever, since the (,Iectrification 
results from a car.cade of physical prC",'-ses euch of 
which arc inherently difficult to simula'e in tht:ir own 
right. 

In conclusion we note that. although the problems of 
thunderstorm electrification are difficult and complex. 
their solution is becoming possible and is a prhed goal of 
scientists. 
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Charging ~1echanisms in Clouds 
and Thunderstorms 

9 
KENNETH V. K. BEARD 
University oj Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 

INTRODUCTION 

HARRY T. OCHS 
Illinois State Water Survey 

Since the time of Benjamin Franklin, a major diffi
culty in identifying the causes of cloud electricity has 
been our inability to obtain adequate measurements 
wit~in clouds. This observational problem is now being 
remedied by modern electronics and instrumented air
craft. More quantitative theories of charging have be
come available sinw the 1940s along with our improved 
understanding of the atmosphere. In addition better 
laboratory simulations of cloud physiC'> in recent dec
ades have led to improved measurements of microscale 
charge separation. With all these advances we should 
not be surprised to find that (he number of possible 
charging mechanisms has proliferated. Thus, a modem 
task has been to sort through the possible mechanisms in 
trying to identify their relative contribution to cloud 
electrification (Mason, 1972; Latham, 1981; Taka
hru.hi, 1982). A major purpose of this chapter is to de
scribe the mechanisms that charge cloud and precipita
tion particles. We also evaluate their relative role in 
cloud-scale electrification and a.<sess our state of knowl
edge. A broader evaluation or cloud electrification is 
found in Chapter 10 of this volume. 

There are two major categories of char(;ing mecha
nisms: the microscaIe separators, which ultimately lead 
to charged cloud and precipitation particles, and the 
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cloud-scale separators, which call result in field Intensi
fication and lightning. The first category includes the 
creation of ion pairs in the air and charge separation on 
individual cloud and precipitation particles. These 
mechanisms are coupled with other microscale separa
tors to produce net charges on cloud and precipitation 
particles, for (!xample the attachment of ions by diffu
sion to cloud drops and the charging that results from 
particle collis::>ns. Once the cloud and precipitation 
particles become appreciably charged, a larger scale 
sepsrator such as differential sedimentation is needed to 
create ele-~trification on the cloud scale. Convection car. 
also act as a cloud-scale separator by redistributing ions 
and particles. Much of the emphasis in this chapter wii: 
be on describing the microscale separators that produce . 
the charged cloud and precipitation particles. 

In discussing the charging mechaaisms we consider 
the electrification of convective clouds. These clouds 
can produce spectacular displays of lightning and are 
the most important cloud link in the global electric cir
cuit. We start the discussion of charge separation in the 
simple environment of a small cumulus cloud. This non
precipitating cloud stage is followed by sections on the 
rain stage and hail stage. An abbreviated discussion of 
the charging mechanisms associated with these three 
stages is found in the evaluation section of this chapter. 
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CHARGING MECHANISMS IN CLOUDS AND THUNDERSTORMS 

CLOUD STAGE 

As the first clouds form on a warm summer afternoon, 
the environment is already set for cloud electrification. 
The air is filled with ions whose concentrations and mo
bilities determine the effective conductivity of the atmo
sphere. In many practical situations the air is an electric 
insulator, but the conductivity is large enough to permit 
a relaxation time of less than 7 minutes for discharging 
the lower atmosphere (Isra~, 1971). The discharge cur
rent results from the drift of small ions with the mass of a 
few molecules. Charge separation begins immt!diately 
when a field is applied to a mixture of positive and nega
tive ions. Within a cloud the usual result of ion motion is 
capture by water droplets. 

The electric background in which the cloud forms 
contains vertical gradients in ion concentration with a 
negative charge at the Earth's surface that is maintained 
by thunderstorms. Theelectric field above the ground is 
reduced by a screening layer of positive ions attracted by 
the Earth. Positive ions from aloft accumulate near the 
ground because the field-induced drift is reduced by col
lisions as the density of the air increases. Capture of ions 
by aerosols greatly reduces the drift velOCity and, during 
times of heavy pollution, 500 V 1m have been measured 
between the positive space charge and the ground. A 
field of 130 V 1m is more typical of a summer day with a 
well-mixed boundary layer. This is reduced by about 1 
order of magnitude at a 3 km height. Thus, a fresh cu
mulus cloud forms in an environment of vertical gradi
ents in space-charge density, electric field, ion concen
tration, and conductivity (see Figure 9.1). The field is 
oriented toward negative ear'~h with a strong increase in 
positive space charge below 1 km and a small ion con
Ct''ltration and conductivity flat increase with height. 

in this electric environment there are several ion cap
ture m~hanisms that lead to charged droplets in shal
low cumulus clouds. In i:he following discussion. micro
scale charge separation is described for diffusion 
charging. drift charging, and selective ion charging. 
The cloud-scale separation of charge for these nonpre
cipitation clouds is discussed below under drift charg
ing. 

Diffusion Charging 

For the early stage of cloud charging we consider the 
coiltx:tion of ions by cloud droplet~. The iOIl-transport 
equation on the microscale near a cloud droplet gives 
the charge flux (C/m2 sec) or the current density for an 
iOll component as 

JI" plU + PIRIE - DIVpt. (9.1) 
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FIGURE 9.1 Average electric properties of the lower atmosphere 
during fair weather. The variation of the electric field with helfiht is 
due to Gish (e.g .• see Pruppacher nnd Kldt. 1978). The space charge 
density is a direct ~ult of Gauss's law. whereas the conductivity is 
obtained by assuming a constant current (2.7 pC m -I sec- I). The con. 
centration of small iOlls L~ prollOrtional to the conductivity and varies 
inversely with the ion mobility. 

where PI is the ion-charge density (C/m3) of a particular 
species, U is the air velocity, BI is the ion mobility (about 
2 x 10 - 4 m2/V sec for small ions in the lowest few kilo
meters), E is the electric field, and DI is the molecular 
diffusivity (m2/sec). The flux term for the microscale 
airflow (PiU) is relatlveiy weak because of the low fall 
speed for cloud droplets. In addition the field is small 
enough in the cloud stage to ignore the ion drift term 
(PiBiE). Thus the ch.'rging of small cloud droplets is 
found by evaluation of the standard diffusion equation. 

An important consequence of diffusion charging is a 
reduction of ion concentration within the cloud by sev
eral orders of magnitude. The time constant for deple
tion can be obtained from the solution to the diffusion 
equation for a steady-state attachml'nt of ions to a cloud 
of similar size droplets. The sOlution is 

PI - p/Oexp( - 47fRD/.,'t), (9.2) 

where R is the droplet radius and N is their concentra
tion. For a typical size and concentration in the cloud 
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stage (10 J.'m. 100 cm -3), the depletion time constant, 
t - (4lfRD.N) -I, is 10 sec. Thus equilibrium is achieved 
rapidly, and the local concentration in clouds can be 
approximated by a steady-state balance betwcen pro
duction by cosmic rays and depletion by recombination 
and attachment to cloud droplets (Chiu and Klett, 
19i6). 

The amount of charge on a cloud droplet from kinetic 
theory is a Gaussian-like (Boltz,nann) distribution cen
tered on zero charge for equal concentration of positive 
and negative ions. As is evident by the positive space 
charge near the ground, the ion mixture is not 'llways 
neutral. In such cases a net charge is collected "y drop
lets. For the zero-centered distribution the rms Boltz
mann charge can provide an estimate for the magnitude 
attained in diffusion charging: 

Q - (811'EoRkT)112, (9.3) 

where EO is the permittivity of air (8.85 x 10- 12 F/m), k 
is the Boltzmann constant (1.38 x 10- 23 J/K), and Tis 
the temperature (Gunn, 1957). This equation can be in
terpreted as a balance between the stored electric energy 
on the droplet (1/2 Q2/411"~oR) and the thermal motion 
energy of th<: ions (kn. When the Boltzmann charge is 
evaluated for a typical droplet size in the cloud stage (R 
- lO"m). thermschargeinnumberofelectronsisn~ == 
6RI12 (/Lm) = 19. This result is consistent with the spread 
in droplet charge measured for nonconvective clouds 
with low electric fields (Gunn, 1957). 

Drift Charging 

Larger-scale transport of ions is characterized by cur
rents from bulk and eddy transport of ions along with 
the field-driven drift. The charge-flux equation is the 
larger-scale version of Eq. (9.1) 

JI - P.U + p.R.E - KVpit (9.4) 

where K is the eddy diffusivity (m2/sec). If we consider 
just the drift of ions in the ambient field we find that the 
vertical drift current (PiB.E) at cloud top and cloud base 
must result in an accumulation of positive and negative 
space charge, respectively (Figure 9.2). An electric bal
ance is achieved fairly rapidly as a screening layer forms 
with the capture of incoming ions by cloud droplets. 
The field within the cloud is increased by the charge that 
accumulates at the boundary. 

The amount of charge on droplets in this region can 
be estimated by considering diffusion capture by ions of 
only one sign. The maximum charge captured is found 
from the amount needed to neutralize the induced 
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FICURE 9.2 Electrification of II model cumulus cloud (after Chiu 
and Klett. 19i6): a. vertical drift currents reOecting the ion deficits 
with the cloud: b, resultant charge accumulation Ilnd field cnhana.'
ment from ion drift: c. eHcct of convective transport on chargl'S and 
field. 

charge (of opposite sign) from polarization in the elec
tric field: 

Q ... 12"1!'EoR2E. (9.5) 

The capture of ions from the drift current during the 
cloud stage, for example at cloud base (Figure 9.2b), 
results in n, = 0.002 R2 (I'm) E (V 1m) = 20 for R -= 10 
J.'m and E .., 100 V 1m. This charge is comparable with 
the Boitzmann charge given by Eq. (9.3). However 
charge generation from drift into cloud edges increases 
with RZ in contrastto the dependence of Eq. (9.3). Thus 
charges of several hundred electrons are readily attained 
for somewhat larger cloud droplets by diffusion of ions 
of one sign to polarized drops. Somewhat latcr in this 
section we shall find out that the size and field depen
dence given by Eq. (9.5) also applies within clouds for 
ion capture by pclarized drops amI for the breakup of 
these drops. 

In addition, for the cloud stage we must also consider 
the role of the bulk and eddy transport terms in Eq. 
(9.4). For diffusion charging and the simple convective 
pattern, illustrated in Figure 9.2c, convection trans
ports negdtive charge upward within the core and car
ries positive charge downward along the edges (Chiu 
and Klett, 1976). The effect of eddy diffusion in this sim
ple model is to smooth the charge distribution produced 
by the bulk transport and iori drift When all three terms 
in Eq. (9.4) are included, the fiei~ is enhanced within 
the cloud but is not so strong as the pure drift case. 

For this early stage of cloud electrification, drift 
charging of droplets with negative charge at cloud base 
and positive charge at cloud top is apparently the domi
nant mechanism. The current into cloud base from drift 
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is p _ B _ E, and the current from convection is U, where 
p" p+ - p_ is the space charge. (The value ofp_ isap
proximately one half the small ion concentration. be
neath cloud base, times a unit charge.) The ratio of drift 
to convection is 7,5 (using the values for p, n, and E on 
Figure9.1atlkmandB_ = 2.2 x 1O-~m2/VsooandU 
- 1 m/sec) clearly showing the dominance in the drift of 
negative ions into cloud base over the upward convec
tion of positive space charge. The ratio decreases as the 
cloud base is lowered and is less than unity for bases be
low about 300 m. The calculations of Chiu and Klett for 
a cloud base at 10 m show the dominance of convective 
transport of positi\'e space charge over drift into cloud 
base. They found a positive core, but drift still domi
nated the charging process in the upper cloud with posi
tive charges at cloud edges similar to Figure 9.2c. Thus, 
for the majority of cases in the cloud stage, drift charg
ing is the most significant electrification mechanism. 
Convection and eddy diffusion in the single-cell pattern 
investigated by Chiu and Klett generally weaken elec
trification by redistributing and mixing the drift-gener
ated charge. 

The charge acquired by droplets in the cloud stage has 
been from diffusion of ions within the cloud and drift 
charge at cloud edge. 

Selective Ion Charging 

When equal numbers of positive and negative ions are 
present there can be a preferred attachment of one sign 
if the droplet is polarized (Wilson effect). The governing 
equation for the microscale transport [given by Eq. 
(9.1)] has two classes of solutions (Whipple and 
Chalmers, 1944). In the case of "fast ions" the down
ward drift of positive ions exceeds the fall speed of the 
droplet (B + E > V) and ions of both signs are captlAred 
at nearly the same rate (Figure 9.3a). The droplet size 
where B + E = U in the lowest few kilometers is R = 1 
/lm for E = 10 VIm. Since most droplets in shallow cu
mulus clouds are larger than 4 /lm, ions are captured 
selectively by the Wilson effect. Larger droplets will ac
quire a negative charge by the preferential attraction of 
negative ions, as shown in Figure 9.3b for the "slow ion" 
case (B+E < U). 

The maximum charge acquired by droplets for the 
Wilson effect is 

Q = 21l"EoR2E. (9.6) 

This is only one sixth the diffusion charge from the drift 
current given by Eq. (9.5) and yields a negative charge 
equivalent to 36 electrons for the largest cloud draI,lets 
(R = 100 J.Lm) and a downward din .. 'Ctcd field of 10 V 1m. 
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FIGURE 9.3 Selective ion capture from droplet polarization in a 
downward-directed field (Wilson effect): a, fast-ion case 8 + E > U): 
b, slow· ion case (8. E < U) with trajectories given by dashed curves. 

Thus the largest cloud droplets are chargedfor the Wil
son effect to a magnitude of about the rms Boltzmann 
charge. 

In our cumulus scenario the cloud is only about 1 km 
deep with a central updraft speed of 1 to 2 m/sec; there
fore the small drops that we are considering are carried 
upward. When the cloud depth increases to ab:lut 3 km, 
drops become large enough to be detected by radar. 
This is a common circumstance for summer cumulus 
clouds in mid-latitudes. The cloud top would lie below 
the level where droplets readily freeze except over ele
vated terrain or in a more northern climate. The drops 
associated with the initial radar echo are still quite small 
ar,d unable to fall out of the cloud. Ho.;cver, we con
sider the time of the first radar echo as the beginning of 
the rain stage. In the following section we examine the 
charging mechanisms associated with drizzle drops and 
raindrops: selective ion charging, breakup charging, 
and induction charging. 

RAIN STAGE 

Selective Ion Charging 

When we make the transition to the new stage, micro
scale separation of charge becomes more powerful be
cause of the R2 dependence of charge captured by polar
ized drops [Eqs. (9.5) and (9.6)]. As the drizzle drops 
begin moving downward in the cloud a larger scale sep
aration of charge can result as drizzle drops capture neg-
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ative ions (Wilson effect) and the excess positive ions be
come attached to cloud droplets. The enhanced electric 
field within the cloud would provide a positive feedback 
to the Wilson effect by increasing the polarization on the 
drops. If the field should reach about 10 kV/m the ion 
drift velocity would increase to a few meters per second. 
This is the situation where the velocity of positive ions is 
about the same as the fall speed of small raindrops. Con
sequently generation by selective ion charging and the 
simple feedback mechanism for the Wilson effect is lim
ited. [The same limit does not apply to diffusion charg
ingatcloudedges, Eq. (9.5)]. 

In the rain stage, microscale separation of charge 
from ion capture continues while new mechanisms 
make their appearance. The role of convection remains 
central to cloud development as well as the motion of 
charged droplets within the updraft. Transport and 
drift are important factors in ion movement within the 
cloud and to droplets at the boundaries. The Wilson ef
fect appears to be responsible for some of the field en
hancement but must be considered along with the addi
tional mechanisms of breakup charging and induction 
charging. 

Breakup Charging 

The collisions between drizzle (R '" 100-1000 I'm) 
and cloud droplets {R >= 10-100 I'm} usually result in 
coalescence growth and the production of rain. In con
trast the collisions between raindrops {R '" 1-6 mm} and 
drizzle often result in only transient coalescence fol
lowed by fragmentation. Such events can result in 
charged drops in the presence of an electric field. The 
polarization charge of one sign .:>n a spherical drop is 

Q .. 311'foR2E. (9.7) 

This equation gives the net positive or negative charge 
that can be separated by "slicing" a polarized drop in 
half. To apply Eq. {9.7} to the rain stage, consideration 
of some details of drop collisions and the role of the elec
tric field follows. 

Four general kinds of breakup phenomena are illus
trated in Figure 9,4 (neck, sheet, disk, and bag) based on 
the laboratory study of McTaggart-Cowan and List 
(1975). The amount of charge separated in bag breakup 
is given approximately by Eq. (9.7) {Matthews and Ma
son, 1964}, but the charge has not been determined for 
the {)ther cases shown in Figure 9.4. The most frequent 
kinds of breakup result after a vertical elongation of the 
coalesced drop pair fcllowed by a neck or sheet that 
tear:; into numerous droplets. This is not the ideal "slic
ing" required for Eq. {9.7}. For example, an elongation 
increases the polarization charge by a factor of 4 if the 
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FIGURE 9.4 The four observed breakup types with percentages i)f 
occurrence: a. neck; b. sheet (two views taken perpendicular to each 
other;; c. disk; d. bag (from McTaggart-Cowan and List. 1975). 

distorted drop is modeled as a prolate spheroid with a 
major axis of 5 times the spherical diameter. Thus Eq. 
(9.7) gives a rather conservative estimate of the micro
scale charge separation in breakup. 

An important feature of breakup collisions is that they 
occur slowly compared with the charge-relaxation time 
(i.e., the time required to redistribute the charge). The 
breakup time is given roughly by the raindrop diameter 
divided by the velocity difference between the colliding 
drops (about 0.5 msec). In contrast, the charge relaxa
tion time for pure water is about 100 times faster and for 
rainwater with impurities, 104 to 106 times fa~ter. Thus, 
the distribution of polarization charge on a distorting 
raindrop is in approximate equilibrium with the electric 
field. 

In breakup charging, the electric field separates 
charge on individual drops by polarization, breakup 
separates charge between colliding drops. and gravity 
separates charge on a large scale. The sheet breakup 
shown in Figure 9,4b, with a downward directed field. 
will result in a positive charge on the large fragment (R 
> 1 mm) given approximately by Eq. (9.i) and a nega
tive charge of the same magnitude distributed over the 
small fragments (R ::: 100 I'm). The difference in fall 
speed between these sizes (6 to 10 m/sec) gives the cloud
scale separation rate. 

Although breakup charging contains the microscale 
and cloud-scale mechanisms of charge separation neces
sary fordoud electrification, it does not reinforce the 
existing field. However, it may contribute significantly 
to drop charging found in both the rain and hail stages. 
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Induction Charging 

In addition to coalescence and breakup. the collision 
between drops can result in interlictions where the two 
drops bounce apart. The amount of charge transferred 
between drops that are polarized depends on the contact 
angle relative to the field. the contact time, the charge 
relaxation time, and the net ch?rge on the drops as well 
as the magnitude of the polarization. Induction charg
ing was first considered by Elster and Geitel (see 
Chalmers. 1967) for contact between a large and small 
sphere along a line parallel to the field. Later studies 
included the effects of image charges, contact angle, 
and net charge with extensions of theory to ice particles. 
In the rain stage we will consider only induction charg
ing for drops while reserving the ice a<;pect~ of this mech
anism for the hail stage. 

The important ~ of contact angle is immediately obvi
ous from the induced surface charge on a conducting 
sphere in a uniform electri~ field given by 31fEoE cos 8 
and shown schematically on Figure 9.5a. However, the 
contact angle is a hydrodynamic problem of two defor
mable bodies in a gaseous medium with its own set of 
governing parameters. Even in the absence of electric 
effects, such interactions are understood only in terms of 
broad categories in a manner similar to the breakup 
phenomena. For example. contact angles of 50-00° are 
associated with bouncing drops, and angles of 60-80° 
with partial coales<:ence. These phenomena occur over 
sizes intermediate to the ranges for coalescence and 
breakup. Laboratory experiments indicate bouncing 
between large and small drizzle drops and partial coa· 
lescence between drizzle and large cloud drops. We will 
emphasize the charge transfer between dissimilar sizes, 
as the above ranges suggest. Interactions between simi~ 
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FIGURE 9.5 Char~e tramfer by the induction mcchani,m for collid· 
ing drop' in a downward-directed fic!d: a. char)!e distribution on a 
polarized drop: b. contact at moderate angle: c. charJ,(c generation 
after separation. 
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lar size drops are relatively unimportant because their 
similar fall speeds lead to infrequent collisions. 

The maximum charge on a large drop (R) a.cquired by 
collision with a small drop (r) for dissimilar sizes is given 
approximately by 

Q ... 12cosheorE. (9.8) 

If we assign an average contact angle of 70 (whereby 
12 cos 8 - 4), the result is similar to Eqs. (9.6) and (9.7) 
except for the scaling by r instead of R2. It should be 
obvious from the r dependency that the induction 
mechanism is not a powerful means of direct charge sep
aration. However, as Figure 9.5 demonstrates, the mi
croscale charge 5e!>aration followed by differential sedi
mentation reinforces the existing field. Therefore the 
induction mechanism may be capable of significant 
charge separation on the cloud scale through positive 
feedback toEq. (9.8). 

There are several possible limitations on induction 
charging between drops. First, charge transfer must oc
cur on a time scale compatible with contact. When we 
consider the interaction between drizzle drops and large 
cloud droplets. appropriate for partial coalescence or 
bouncing. the contact time ranges from 1 to 50 p.see. 
This is several orders of magnitude longer than the 
charge-relaxation time for cloud and rain water. There
fore the contact time is not a limitation for charge trans
fer between drops. 

A second possible limitation occurs because an elec
tric field can transform partial coalescence (or bounce) 
into complete coalescence. This effect has not been stud· 
ied in detail; however, laboratory simulations of induc
tion charging (Jennings, 1975) showed that the separa
tion probability is reduced by an order of magnitude 
when the field is increased from 10 kV/m to 30 kV/m. 
Other studies with charged drops Jf similar sizes show 
suppression of b... '.!nce at charges comparable with those 
induced by the above fields. Hence, there is evidence 
suggesting a limit on induction charging but at fjeld~ 
well above those found in the rain stage (typically less 
than 1 kV/m). 

A third possible limitation, one that applies to bounc
ing drops but not to partial coalescence, is that charge 
transfer must occur across an air gap. Transfer mecha
nisms such as field emission or corona, in a small air gap, 
usually require very high fields (greater than 107 VIm). 
Since the field between drizzle drops is enhanced by in
duced charges by a factor of only :'!bout 50 to 500, thun
derstorm fields appear to be required for charge transfer 
acros.~ the air gap between bounCing drops. However, 
neither charge transfer between bouncing drops nor the 
limitation of field-induced coalescence have been ade· 
quately investigated. 
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Drop char!!:ing occurs in the rain stage from drift 
charging at cloud edges and selective ion capture within 
the cloud. The latter mechanism enhances the electric 
field by gravitational separation of negatively charged 
precipitation drops and positively charged cloud drop
lets. In addition. breakup charging of colliding drops 
may result in significant charges on raindrops and driz
zle drops. Since fields are weak in the clouds we have 
considered. induction charging is ineffective. However. 
under the special circumstance of deep (warm~ convec
tion. as discussed in the evaluation of charging mecha
nisms. induction may lead to higher fields through a 
positive feedback. 
A~ the cloud top rises above the freezing level the 

newly formed cloud droplets. as well as drizzle drops 
carried in the upd"aft. remain in the liquid state. Soon 
some of the larger drops freeze until. at about the 
- 15°C level. the cloud top takes on a fuzzy outline indi
cating a substantial number of ice particles. Such a gla
ciated cloud usually undergoes a growth spurt from the 
release of latent heat. If the air above is not too warm. 
convection may continue up to the base of the strato
sphere. resulting in an intense thunderstorm. 

Typic'\l1y on a day that has isolated thunderstorms. 
the first cumulus cloud~ in the early afternoon reach 
only the cloud stage. Somewhat later cloud tops are 
higher and reach the rain stage. It is often not until mid
dle afternoon that cloud tops are high enough to glaci
ate. This is the onset of the hail stage. since what follows 
is the beginning of hail·like precipitation as dr'Jplets col
lide and freeze onto larger ice particles. 

HAIL STAGE 

The glaciated portion of the cloud contains ice crys
tals in a saturated vapor environment maintained. 'y the 
presence of more numerous cloud droplets. Since the 
saturation vapor pres.~llre for ice is less than water. the 
Ice crystals grow rapidly by vapor diffusion. As the ice 
crystals grow larger than about 100 I'm. they begin to 
collect cloud droplpt" This riming process continues 
within the upper rortion of the cloud until the particles 
are transformed into soft hail (also termed "snow pel
lets" or "graupel"). These ice particles are not nearly so 
dense or large a~ typical hailstones. When the size and 
liquid water concentration are largl;! enough. the accre
tion of water occurs too rapidly for immediate freezing. 
Water will then infiltrate the rime structure and in
crease the particle mass. fall speed. and growth rate. In 
a" strong updraft the water in soft hail may refreeze 
higher in the cloud. resulting in ice pellets (I.e., small 
Ilailstones). Fur";her growth by ri ning may be followed 
by a descelit to a region where wet growth can again 
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occur. A cycle of wet and dry growth may be repeated 
several times to produce the multiple layering found in 
larger hailstones (see alro Chapter 7. this volume). 

The above description for the growth of soft hail and 
hailstones indicates the complexity of particle interac
tions in the hail stage. Although the growth of ice pre
cipitation is governed by the collection of cloud drop
lets. the charging of Ice precipitation appears to be 
linked to collision with smaller ice particles (Ga~kell and 
Illingworth. 1980; Latham. 1981; Jayaratne et al .• 
1983). Therefore. we will consider the separation of 
charge for collisions of precipitation, such as soft hail 
and hailstones. with frozen drops and ice particles. 
First. the induction charging discussed for the rain stage 
will be extended to drops and ice particles rebounding 
from ice precipitation with dry or wet surfaces. Then we 
discuss thermoelectric charging and interface charging. 

Indllctioll Charging 

The concept of induction described for the rain stage 
can be applied in the hail stage after considering a few 
alterations. Of primary importance is the charge relaxa
tion time for ice that is a factor of 1000 slower than for 
liquid water. Theoretical estimates by Gaskell (1981) 
for charge transfer between a IOO-l'm ice sphere and a 
much larger one. including the effect of a surface con
ductivity. yield a relaxation time constant of T = 100 
I'sec. which is much longer than an estimated contact 
time of less than 1 p.sec. Since the amount of charge 
transferred during conta!'t is proportional to 1 - e- II

\ 

an ice sphere charges at less than one hundredth the rate 
of a comparab!e water drop. This would increa~e the 
induction-charging time from a few minutes for drizzle 
drops to several hours for ice pellets. However. induc
tion charging of wet hail would proceed to the maxi
mum amount in Eq. (9.8) about as rapidly a~ in the wa
ter-drop interactions. 

Another aspect of induction charging is the effective 
contact angle found from the avcrage over the range of 
bouncing interactions. In the min stage the average is 
about 70 0 for collisions between large and small drizzle 
drops. Experimental mea~urements of charge separa
tion for larger precipitation particles (both wat'!r drops 
and ice spheres) colliding with cloud droplets indicate 
that the average contact angle is greater than 85 (e.g., 
see Jennings. l!)75; Gaskill. 1981). In contrast. ice parti. 
cles almost always separate after colliding with hail. re
sulting;n an average contact angle of 45° . 

When we consider both the cffects of contact angle 
and charge relaxation, we can compare the strength of 
induction charging for various particle interactions in 
the hail stage. For collisions between dry hail and ice 
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particles the relaxation time is too long to permit charg
ing to the maximum value given by Eq. (9.8). As stated 
above, the charf;!;e attained by an ice pellet is less than 
one hundredth that of drizzle in a comparable time. In 
addition, the average contact angle :>f 45° yields only a 
factor-of-2 increase over the 70° angle a<;sumed for driz
zle. Thus, induction charging between dry hail and ice 
particles is severely limited by the long relaxation time 
for ice. 

In collisions between wet hail and cloud drops or ice 
crystals, charge relaxation should be controlled by liq
uid water and the charging rate comparable to induc
tion in the rain stage. The maximum charp;e attained 
would be governed by the average contact anp;le in Eq. 
(9.8) of over 85° for Wlt hdil and cloud droplets ior small 
drizzle drops) and 45° for \\ et hail and rebounding ice 
crystals. Thus, the most powerful interaction for induc
tion charging in the hail stage would a~pear to be colli
sions between wet hail and ice crystals. 

Thermoelectric Charging 

Up to this point, we have discussed mechanisms that 
depend on the ambient electric field. We now turn to 
charge transfer between cloud and precipitation parti
c!es where an external field is unnecessary. This c1a~s of 
microscale separation mechanism originates from in
trinsic charge carriers and their relationship to bulk 
properties. Thermoelectric charging is the result of a 
thermally induced gradient in the concentration of car
riers that transport positive and negative charges. For a 
linear gradient in temperature, the steady-state balancc 
between carrier diffusion and d rift produces a field of E 
= kd Tlcix with an empirically uetermined coefficknt of 
k = 2 mV/oC (Latham and Ma~on. 1961). The corre
spOltding surface charge density from Gauss's law is 
about (lO-I.S C/cm 0c) dT/dx (where the gradient is in 
degrees per centimeter). \Ve can estimate the ~:eadv~ 
state charge (in coulombs) for a short ice cylinder of .a
diusrby 

Q = lO- l"rAT (9.9) 

for a temperature difference AT (0C) across a length of 
7rr (em) and a surface charge on an area of 7rr. 

In the hail stage a temperature gradient would occur 
during the contact between a prccipitation particle. 
war::-ned by the freezing of rime (e.g .. soft hail) and a 
smaller particle. A r.ep;ative charge would he transfer
red to the precipitation particle with Q = 10 - II. C for a 
small particle using r = 100!Lm and with a rather large 
temperature difference of AT = lOoC. TIlliS. the charg
ing in asingle collision is rather in~ubstantial whcn com-
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pared with values of greater than 1 pC mea~ured for soft 
hail in th~nderstorms. 

These estimate; of thermoelectric charging are fur
ther reduced when we account for tht! limitation im
posed by transient contact. Both theory and experiment 
show that about 10 msec are required to reach a maxi
mum charge comparable to Eq. (H.9) (Latham and 
Stow. 1967). Since the contact time between precipita
tion and cloud particles is many orders of magnitude 
smaller we can rea~onably expect that our estimate of 
10 - 16 C for a single collision would be reduced to well 
below lO-IX C. Even under the most favorable condi
tions (i.e .• lOt collisions within 20 minutes for high ice 
crystal concentrations at 100 per liter). the accumulated 
charge would be less than 10 - II C. 

In contrast to the estimate of considerably less than 
10 - IX C per event for thermoelect;ic charging, recent 
laboratory studies have yielded up to 0.3 pC per colli
sion between a small ice particle and a simulated hail
stone (Ga~kel1 and llIingworth. 1980). Thll~. there is ev
idence to demonstrate that mechanisms far more 
powerful than thermoelectric charging are at work in 
the hail stage. 

Interface Chargillg 

Two types of interface charging will be diseuf.~ed: 
freezing potentials involving impurities alld contact po
tentials. 

Charge can be transferred across a freezing interface 
by selective incorporation ofion~. originating from dis
solved salts and gases, into th~ adval:cing ic~. In the 
steady state. a balance is reached between the selection 
process and the relaxation of charge in tne ice. A tran
sient in potential is observed when a plane interface ad
vances past an electric probe. Early wGrker5 measured 
large potentials in the freezing of aqueous solutions con
taining naturally occurring salts over the range of con
centrations found in precipitation (Workman and Hey
nolds. 1948). Subsequent resl:archers have made more 
refined me:lsurements and developed a theoretical de
scription-of frf'ezing potentials (e.g .• see Caranti and Il
lingworth, 1983a). Others have investigated charge 
transfer between solution drops and simulated hail
stones (e.g .• Latham and Warwicker. W80). As a result 
of these later studies and related ones (Gaskell and Il
lingworth. 1980: Jayaratne ('/ ai.. l!l83: Caranti and Il
lingworth. 1983b). the role of interface charging in hail
stage e1eerification is being clarified. 

As indieated above, two methods are used to study 
interfacE' charging: (1) potentials are measured as a 
f'lOction of solute impurities and supercooling. with dif
fering growth rates and interface arcas: and (2) transfer 
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of charge is measured for collisions between particles 
and a much larger "target" electrode coated with ice a~ a 
function of solute impurity. supercooling. and speed of 
impacting drops. Other condition" have also been var
ied, such as the target temperature ancl the riming rate 
of the target for a mixture of supercooled drops and ice 
crystals. Investigation of these various parameters cov
ers many of the conditions found in the hail stage and 
helps to sort out contributions of freezing potentials 
from contact potentials and the thermoelectric effect. 

Recent studies have shown that interface potentials 
for bulk solutions ncar O°C are substantially reduced by 
supercooling. apparently from the effect~ of the den
dritic interface (Caranti and illingworth. 1983a). Po
tentials could not be measured for lOO-lLm-diamcter 
droplets. in the range - 1 te> - 20°C. impacting on an 
ice substrate because the potendal was either too small 
(less than 100 m V) or it decayed too rapidly (in les.~ than 
5 msec). A reduction in charge transfer was also found 
by Latham and Warwicker (iHS;») for millimeter-size 
drops splashing from ice targets in comparison with ear
lier findings for drops not completely cooled by the air 
(Workman. 1969). In fact. the charging was of the 
wrong sign for the freezing of l'odium chloride solutions 
and independent of concentration. indicating that the 
freezing potential was not the dominating mecoanism. 
A more likely cause was a common form of mterface 
charging associated with the disruption of an air-water 
interface (I.e .• spray electrification). The charges on the 
air-water interface are readily overwhelmed by polar
ization charges. For exomple. Latham and Warwicker 
(1980) found that charge transfer wa~ substantially in
creased by applying a field of only 100 VIm. 

A..<; the above comparisons demonstrate. the reiativ~ 
importance of charge transfer during the freezing f)f 
aqueous solutions is greatly dimini~bed by supercooling. 
The effect of dissolved ions O!l charging seems to be neg
ligible in the splashing of supercooled solution drops 
from ice targets. However, the above .:onsiderations do 
not rule out the freezing potential a'i a factor ill the 
tr .. nsfer of charge for a target collecting solution drops 
and also colliding with ice crystals. 

Before examining collisions involving ice cryst:lls dur
ing rime formation. we will consider the transfer of 
charge between an icc-coated target and rebounding ice 
particles in the absence of droplets. Experiments have 
shown that a target 0f ice accumulaies either negative or 
positive charge in collision with icc particles depending 
on whether the target surface ha'i ,;ndergone sublima
tion or deposition (Buser and Aufdcrwaur. 1977). It was 
concluded from an additional experiment that the con
dition of the surface was con>rolling the charge transfer 
rather than a thermal gradient a'i would have been ex
pected for the thermoelectJic cffr,..t. Buser and Aufder-
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maur (1977) alSC' found that the transfer of chargebe
tween ice particles and targets of various metal!; was 
proportional to the contact potentlal. Thus v"riaticns in 
the surface state and. in parti"ular, the free energy of 
the charge carriers is a major fador in this type of charge 
separation. The differing signs in the ice-target experi
ments can be attributed to differing surface characteris
tics of the target. The surface exposeu during sublima
tion was composed of i<'e originally formed near O°C, 
whereas a frosted surface was produced by deposition at 
the experimental condition of - 45°C. 

More recently Ga~kell and Hlingworth (1980) studied 
interface charging in the temperature range from - 5 to 
- 25°C. They also found negative charging for a sub
liming target and positive char!.';illg during deposition 
without any direct :!vidence of the thermoelectric effect. 
Fro7.en droplets of Ioo-I'm diameter transferred charges 
of about - 0.015 pC for sublimation and + 0.1:> pC for 
deposition. Little variation in charging was found over 
the temper~ture ranl~e or when the ice target contained 
ion impurities. These rt.'Suits are consistent with inter
face charging by a contact potential mechanism 
whereby the surface statt-'S of the charge c:arriers differ 
between the smooth surface f()~med near (J°C. exposed 
during sublimation •• tOd the frosted surface formerl hy 
deposition. Additional support for the contact potential 
hypoth{.'Sis comes from mea~urements of the effects of 
impact velocity and droplet size Oil charging. since the 
transfer of charge was found to increa:.e with both of 
these parameters in a wanner consistent with an in
crea<;e in contact area (Ga~kell and Illingworth, 1980). 

Charging \\ as also examined by Gr.:ikell and Il
lingworth (l9S0) for a target undergoing simultaneous 
collisions with ice particles of \00 ILnl diameter and su
percooled droplets at low to moderate liquid water con
tents (0.0.'; to 0.85 g/m 1). The charg~ transferred to the 
target was positive at - 5°e and negative at - 15C C 
with the transition ncar - lo°C. The sign reversal wa~ 
possibly caused by ch 'In gcs in the contact Imter. ~ial with 
rime structure at different tetnl,eratures (Caranti and 
Illingworth. 191)0). 

An t'Stimatc of interface charging in ('ollisions be
tween various sizcs of cloud and precipitation partic/l'S 
can Of.: obtained from the work pC Gaskell and 11-
lin~"·.'()fth (1:)80) in which the charge was found to 1)(' 
related to th(;contact area through the impact speed and 
ice particle size. In the following formula. we have com
hincd their relation for irnpaet vebcity (0 oc: U!f;) with 
an expression for tlte wlocity of hail (U DC Il'''. e.g .. sec 
Pruppaeher and Klett. I!J7B) and have included their 
scaling for ke partidcsize (0 cc rl~l: 

{> = FRu rl~. (8.10) 
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The factor F is a function of the intt'rfuC'e potential, dt'
l)t'nds on the nature of the contnet sllr{{;,,'t'S. uud mny be 
l'\'ulunted. from laboratory dahl, For t'xample, in the 
dmin~experiment of Gaskelllmd lllin~worth (HlSO) the 
collisional charge was Q == - 0,04 pC in the ran~ - 15 
to - 20°C for r = 50 I'm and R .. OA3 em (a si2.C with a 
tt.'rminal velocity at the laboratory impact SlX't'<i, S ml 
st't'). Thus, for the interLlc",;i.mdition."l'Orrespol\diu~ tt' 
thesecxperiments the factor fur the iutl'rface p{)tl'ntial.~ 
F - - 970 (with Q in piCOl.\ulombs ,lOd the radii in 
centimeters). 

The latest investigation of let' crystals rebol\ndiu~ 
from rIming targets pro\'idl'S ~dtlitionnl evidence for in
tt'rfu ... e charging (Jayarame d 0/" 19$3), In this study 
the tar~et electrode wa~ mowd thro\l~h u ('loud (\f su
percooled droplets that wus st ... >tll .. i to produce It't, crys
tuls. Cr.arging of the target lx.'gau shortly after ~'l't'{ling 
and ('nded. after about .. Il1inull'S when the ice cr\'stnls 
scttlt~ out of the cloud, At low liquid-wnter coutl'nl .. the 
ml'~'\:imutll current was positiw at a temperature below 
about - lOOC and ne~ati\'C ut tempt'rnturt'S above, in
dicating a reversal in sign of tilt' chaf1.,"e in a manner sim
ilar t'l that of Gaskell and Ulil\~worth (H1SO). The 
re:mlb; of J ayaratne ct al. aTl' difficult to intl'rprl't in 
terms of charge transfer bt'('~\Use of trnnsil'nts in tilt' ice 
crystal size, the liquld-water contt'nt, und the (,tlfrt'nt 
mt'lL~ured. at the target. HO"'t,\'t'r, the ('hur~ \\'a~ t'Sti
matl'<i fm single events by the in\'l~ti~ntors from the tnr
~et current and ice crystal l'onl't'ntrution. In ont' l':lSt' 
tht'y estimated. Q = 0.01 pC fnr un kt' crystal sizto of 125 
,lm diameter. where th .. , targt'~ spt.'t-d wus 2.9 m!~~'<.'_ tht' 
tempt'rature - 6°C, and tIll' liqllid.wntl'r contl'nt 2 gl 
ml. The factor for the intl'rf,h,'t' p()tential that COTre
sFonds to these experimentull'(mditions is F "" 870 (with 
() in picocoulombs and the rndil in \.-,.'ntimeh,'rs). 

The variatioll in the si).!:n·\'t·,'('rsul tt'mperahlt't' with 
liquid.water content W:L~ attrihlltt-d to Chan!!l'S in tilt' 
frt'ezing prOCt.'Ss or to \'ari:\tions in thl' stru<.'tUrt· lind 
dt'nsity of the rime. This \'ito\\' is l'(msislt'nt with inlt'r· 
fal'e charging by tht' contact pott·ntial nll'dumism, 
Howe\'er. sufficient data un' 1lH:\\'nilllhk to l'XPrt., ... ~ till' 
fnt'tor for the interface p(\h'ntial as l\ function of till' rim·' 
in~ rnteor fundamental paraml'tt-rssl:ch as tt'mpe-mtnTt
and liquid.water contt-nt, 

Another aspect investigatl'(l h~' J aynratlll' ct ai, (lnS.1) 
Waf. the variation in char).!:inl! with ~lllute impurities in 
the doud droplets, For clout! wlIter l'olltainin~ natural 
.. mounts of sodium chloridt, tht·y dt'lt'rminloJ tlla' uhollt 
- 0 003 pC was transferred b\' k't' ('rystals of 50./-tlll tli. 
,unt'ter at - 10°C and 1 ~;1l\J, A ('barge of tht' sanw 
majenitudc but of the re\'l'rSt.' si)!n was found for mnnlll· 
niutH sulfate under tht' sall1t'l't)ll(!itions, At - :;O"C tht, 
dmr!!C' 'was - 0,08 pC for so,iium (.'hloride and + n,ns 
pC for ammonium sulfait', It slwuld bt' nott:d that '\'HI! 
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tht'St' impurities there wa .. no si~n reversal in char/tir.g 
over the teml'cmtllre tlmge investi):(ated (- 4 to 
- 2{)"C), TIll' {ltctor for the interface potential ba.~ on 
the sodium t'hlorilie measurements is F = - 1100 for 
- lO"C and F:a - 3100 at - 20°C. The correspondinlot 
£nctors for the nmmonium sulfate mensurcmcnts are the 
sume but hll\'t, II po.',ill\'c "niue, 

In contrast to the above studv. Caranti and 11-
lin~worth (19S3b) found that solut~ impurities at nutu
ral cOIlCl'ntrutions did not huve a measurable dfed on 
the contact pott'ntial of u rimin~ substrate. Thus there 
St.'etnS to he contrndictory l'\'idence on the role of solntes 
in Clmtact ('hur~n~. A clirtoct comparison betwt't'n these 
two studies may bt, inappropriate because the rime 
structUrt' nnd the rt.'Sultant factor for the interfnce po
h.·nUlll may haw bt't'n aff('Ctt-d by differin~ cxperinlt'n
tul conditions. 1£ the solute influenced. the rime structure 
in the experiments of Jayaratne £'t ai. (1983) t'ither di
rt.'('tly durin~ the frt.'Czin~ or indirectly by alternating 
tlw cloud propertit'S, then their results would have ix.'Cn 
n£fl..'('ted by lhl' l'tmtact potential mechanism. 

In summary, intt'rfuce ('harging occurs between rim
in~ prt.'Cipilatlon p~lrticles und ice cry!'tals with u nt.'~a· 
th't.~ ch1Ar~ UC(luifl-d by the precipitation for tcmperu
tUrt'S beluw about - 15°C or - 20°C dependin!! on the 
liquid-wutcr content. The separation of ehar~ uppt'ars 
to result from an intl'rhtcc potential with un nmount 
given by Eq, (9.10) thut incorporates the variation in 
contlld urea thrtm~h the ice crystal size and huH sile 
(I.e .• impuct spt.'t'll). The interface potential enters Eq. 
(9, lO) throu!!h nn t'mpirical factor, F, l'\atural umllllllts 
of solute also afft'Ct the m~lgnitude and si~ of chargill~. 
However. it is unckar whether the resultant chnll~e in 
interhlcc pOlt'lltinl occurs a,~ a freezing potentinl or indio 
fl'Ctly as n C(mtnct potcntinl through an alten:d rime 
structuTC, 

Befort' applyin\-t the rt'sults of thest' laborutory find· 
in~ to tht' hail st:\~~ Wto' first consider the approprinte 
"allll' of tht· fu('tor for the interface potcntinl. In tht' 
t'\'ahu\timt~ prt":'t'ntcd here F was found to be in thl' 
mn~e - 3101.1 to +:l 100. Thus the charge obta:nl-d by u 
pTl'Cipilntio!\ p,\rlidc of R .. 1 mill in a collision with an 
i('t' llartidt· of r .. flO lilll has a range. according to Eq, 
(9,10). of - 0,02 to + 0.02 nC. Thi~ range is incrt':L~toJ to 
+ \l,IS pC for R ft ~ 111m <md r • 100 lim. TIlt'sl' eak'lI' 
latl'd \':llut~ ubi) t'oTrt"$\,ond to the ml':L~urt'd rang .. ' prt'
scntt-oJ in this ~'Ction l)t.'C:luse the particle sizl's t'orTt.'
spond approxinMtdy to the exp<.'rinwntal SiZl"$ (r) and 
impact SP{'t'{t~, For 1\ particular application to the hail 
sta~c Wl' considt'r 'l situation similar to the cxp"rilllt'nt of 
Ca.~kdl and lllin~~worth \ l\.lSO) lit lo\\' to moderate :tq. 
uid-wntt'r t'ontt'nts umI in the temperature rangl' - 15 
to - 2ll"C, For this sd of eonditions the typt' of rime is 
lIppropriatt.· for St,ft hail, The estimattoJ charge transfer· 
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n'<i to a soft hail particle (R .. 1 mm) by an ice particll' (r 
- 50 I'm) is - 0.006 pC using'" - - 9iO/determlned 
previously for this experiment). 

Since contact char~n!! happens much more rapidly 
than discharging of net charge betw"Cn particles by con· 
duction, a buildup of charJ.!c can readily occur in multi. 
pIe collisions. A charge of 20 pC could accumulate UIl· 

der favorable conditions with ice cl'\'Stal t'oncentralions 
of 100 per liter after 3000 collision. .. (~r about 6 minutl'S). 
Thi.. .. emount is comparuble with ne!!llti\'c charges found 
on ice precipitation in 1 ghly elc. .. ctrifit'<i rt'~ons of thun
derstorms (e.g .• see Latham. 1981). Thus. interfal'C 
char~n!!nppears to be cupable of microscale char~ 
separation in amounts that can account for a major n ... • 
peet of thunderstorm electrification. However. the wide 
ran~ and sign variation for the interface factor (and 
cha~e) found in laboratory studies Sl'Cms to be at odd~ 
with observations of the predominantly nt~gative char).te 
center for thunderstorms. It is apparent that additional 
laboratory mea. .. urements alon!! with more cietailcd 
field obser\'ation.o; are re<luired to sort out the discl'l'p' 
ancy. The relation of the interfacc factor (F) to tempt'rll' 
ture. liquid· water content. and impurities must be 
known before interface charging can be rdiably applit.'<i 
to the variety of condition.~ in tl1t~ hail sta~e. 

This completes our detailt--d discus. .. ion of microsC'ale 
charge separation. We have ~one from diffusion char~. 
ing in the cloud stage to the more compll,:t mechanisms 
involving precipitation in tht' rain and hui! stages. In the 
following section we consider the relative importanl't~ of 
thl'SC mechanisms. and in particular. we evaluate tht'ir 
contributions by comparison with observutions of 
clouds and thunderstorms. 

E\,ALUATlO~ 

The rcquircnll'nts for a sutisfactory explanation of 
charge sl'panltion in douds and thunderstorms nfl' 

fairly wl'll known (e.g .• Mason. 1m2: Latham. WSl: 
Tukahashi. 19S2). Any thl'()ry must be cupable of t':t· 
plainin,:! microscale and cloud-scale chnrge sl'parntion 
on a suitahle tinlt'scalc. For a fairly complete a.-;Sl'S,o;nwnt 
of charge-sep:uation ml'Chanisms. we nL't.-d to takl~ into 
account the evolution of chargt·s and iidds. and thdr 
interactions. in at least two diull'nsiolls. Sueh an ev"hul' 

. tion is wd\ beyond the s('ope of this paper (see Chapt('r 
lO. this volume. Oil cloud moddin~.) What we cnn do 
Ill're is rciteratl' some of the pronoullN.'{i strcn~hs and 
wt'uknt'SS~ for the various dlurging mt'challi~ms. \\' l' 
can also indicate where model studies would be helpful 
in quantifying our gross conclusions ;tnd point to al'l'as 
in need of fllrth~'r laborat<lT}' or field n'st'arch. In nUlk· 
inp; our l'\'aluation w{' consider the major requirelllt'nts 
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for an adequate theory of <.'hlU'~e separation in th~ 
stnges: (1) the cloud sta~for small cumulus c1olld~ that 
contnin only cloud droplets and drizzle drops: (2) the 
"ain sta~e for larger cumulus do. '" that contain rain· 
drops formed by accretion of cloud droplets: and (3) the 
hail stu:;;e for the upper re~ons of large cumulus doud~ 
where pl'l'Cipitation (notably, soft hail) is formed b>'aCo 
creHon of supercooled droplets. 

CloudStoge 

Electrification is generally weak in the cloud sti\~~, 
Ion mechani..o;ms dominate bt'Clluse of the absent'() of pl't'
cipitation and their associated charge-separation mt't'h· 
anisms. Charges have bt'Cn cbserved to ranj,te from 
about 1 to 20 electrons for small cloud droplets with Ii 
normal distribution centen'tl near zero chargc.~. VUitlt'S 

of the averu!!Ccharge magnitude are indicated in Figure 
9.6 by re¢on C 1 from mea~ul't'mt'nts in stratocu:uul\ls 
clQuds (Phillips and Kinzer. 1958). The obsel'\'alions 
agree with Ii Boltzmann equilibrium (line c) after the 
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rms char~e ~iven by Eq. (9.3) is converted to l\ mean 
deviation tsee lower inl;et on Figure 9.6 for the corre
spondin~ Q equation). We can expect that the charge 
distributions for large cloud drops would he skewt.-d (no 
longer ct'ntered on zero charj:(e) with higher avcrages as 
indicated by region C2 from the influence of the electric 
field by drift chargin~ at cloud edges and se\t'Ctive ion 
charging. Note that charging under the influence of the 
electric ficld is depicted on Figure 9.6 by the lines la
belt.-d 1 through 6. The correspondin~ values of cit'Ctric 
field for three mechanisms are found in the upper inset. 
For example, line 2 shows the char~ ma~itude for 
drift charging at cloud base (or top) in a field of 10 Vim 
and selective ion ~harging in a field of 60 V 1m. 

For a small cumulus, charge separation in the cloud 
stage is consistent with microscale ion cupture nnd 
cloud-scale convective transport of charge. This combi
nation can account for such features in the cloud stage as 
the negative core and positive edges. It can 1Iiso l'xplain a 
po.~itive charge in the base of a cloud very ncar to the 
ground. Charging by ion capture appears to be limited 
by cosmic-ray production within the cloud (Wllrmell. 
1953) and transport from outside. and tlll'rdore addi
tional mt.'Chanisms are required to produ<.'t, the fields 
and char~es found in the rain stage and hail sta~. 

Rain Stage 

Electrification in convective clouds of lcs.<; than about 
3 km dcep is characterized by the drop ehnr~c~ for the 
rain sta~e indicated in Figure 9.~ by region HI (Taka
hashi. 1973a). The mean value (Q) is approxim.ltcd by 
the straight line proportional to Ill.:! (i.e .. line r with 
equation shown on lowcr inset from Pruppach.~r and 
Klett. 1978). Sincc thc clectric field associ.lted ·.,·ith 
these clouds is often 10 to l00V 1m. it is app:mmt from 
Fi~urc 9.(i that drift charging (lint'S 2 and 3) and aho 
scit'Ctive ion charging and breakup chllrgin~ can pro
dlwc charges of thc observcd magnitude ({)) for drizzle 
and mindrops (R >. 100 /tm). What is not so apparellUs 
how cloud drops and small drizzlc drops acquire their 
rdativcly high charge in the rain stagc. One !){)ssibility is 
by evaporation of drops with higlwr charge. Other cx
planations involw sek'Ctive ion caphlTf' from the cfft'Cts 
of surface potentials (Takahmhi. 1!)73b; Wahlin. Hl7i). 
Howl'vcr. the details of tlwsc ml-'Chanisms nrt' poorly Ull
derstood. and consequently their role in drop elcdrifi
cation rem aim uncertain. Additional Tl'sellrrh is m"xlt--d 
todarify the microscale·sepuratioll Inl'('hanisllls Tlc>pon
sible for charging cloud drops and drizzle drops. 

Another aspl-'Ct of ell :rification in the ruin st:lge is 
the pn.'<iominant sign of charge for I.·loud drops, drinlc', 
and raindrops. \Ve can cOllsider charge st'paralion for a 
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convective cloud of nhont 3 km doop (lifter Takahashi. 
1982). The trujt'Ctorit'S of drizzle and raindrops are de
picted in Figure n.7' to indicutl' differences for the pre
ferred sign of charh't', The drizzle drop is in a re~ion of 
lower updraft spt't'd (dnsht.-d arrow). which rl'Sults in a 
shorter growth time within the cloud. Negath'e charg
ing occurs by the Wilson dft.'Ct (for a downward-di
rected field) and by drift current at cloud basco In addi
tion, drizzle may be produced by breakup of raindrops, 
resulting in m'gati\'dy char)tt.-d dri7.zle for the field near 
and below cloud b"-w. Raindrops become ck'Ctrified 
po~iti\'ely by breakup chur~ng. At an earlier time, rain
drops flear cloud top may nl!\'O lK'quire a positive charge 
from the capture of droplets. 

Although this picture of drop trajectorit'S in Figure 
9.7 is greatly simplifil-d it dOt?S illustrate sollle t.'SSential . 
differences that cnn o<x'ur in growth histories nnd in the 
resultant chargt.>"sl'pluation U\l'Chanisms for cloud drop
lets. drizzle drops. ami raindrops. Our conclusions 
about the prcdomimmt sij.tn of charge. ba.~l.-d on trajec
tories and sepnration ml'Chanisms. are consistl'nt with 
extensive obser\'ution of tropical cumulus. clouds (e. g., 
see Takahashi, H)S2). Th~'e observations show a pre
dominance of posith't' droplets nenr cloud top nnd nega
tive drizzle drops and positi\'e raindrops within and be
low the cloud. 
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A fascinating aspect of electrification in the rain stage 
is the reported occurrence of ligh tning for clouds 
warmer than ooe (e.g., see Moore ct al., 1960). The 
evidence is incomplete because this phenomenon has not 
been verified by in situ measurements of cloud tempera
ture. Such lightning is apparently restricted to the trop
ics and probably occurs only in clouds that are deeper 
than discussed above. For warm clouds of about 5 km 
depth average charges are typified by region Ri shown 
on Figure 9.6 (Takahashi, 1978). These charges were 
measured at the ground with associated fields of less 
than 1 leV/m. Drift charging, selective ion capture, and 
breakup charging can probably account for such high 
charges providing the fields in or around the cloud reach 
about 1 kY/m. (Fields as lal'ge as3 kY/m were measured 
from an aircraft in the vicinity of warm cloud lightning 
by Moore et al., 1960.) There is also the possibility that 
induction charging could contribute to the field intensi
fication within the cloud. but the enhancement of drop 
coalescence in fields of 30 kY 1m suggests that lightning 
cannot be achieved by induction alone. We should keep 
in mind, however. that induction charging has been in

'vestigated for only a narrow range of drop sizes and that 
lightning in deep (warm) convection has not heen stud
ied in detail. Therefore. additional research on charge 
separation mechanisms is required to understand the 
strong electrification that occurs in deep warm clouds. 

Hail Stage 

There are three aspects of charging in the hail stage 
that must be explained: (1) the observed region of nega
tive charge, (2) the buildup 0: fields. and (3) the average 
values of charge. Regions of negative charge lie gener-

FIGURE 9.8 Schematic diagram illustrat· 
ing the levels and di.<tribution of charge 
soun.'eS for ground. flash lightning observed 
for summertime in F1orid2 nnd New Mexico 
and for wintertime in Japan (from Krehbiel et 
al .• l9S3). 
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ally between the - 10 and - 25°C level even in winter 
thunderstorms. IlS illustrated by the location of light
ning sources shown on Figure 9.8 (from Krehbiel et al., 
1983). The space-charge densities associated with the 
region of negative charge average about 1 C/km3 from 
estimates based on lightning currents and particle 
charges (Latham, 1981). The second aspect of charging 
in the hail stage is the development of large electric 
fields. The maximum fields measured in thunderstorms 
are consistent with estimates of the requirement for 
lightning initiation (about ~oo k V 1m). 

The average magnitude of charge on individual parti
cles (Q) in the hail stage is shown on Figure 9.6 by region 
HI for cloud droplets and region Hi for precie.itation 
particles, with line h giving an approximate Q from 
Grover and Beard (1975). The charges on raindrops are 
in the lower portion of H2 (after Takahashi. 1973a), 
whereas charges on solid precipitation reside in the up
per portion of H2 (Latham, 1981). In both cases the av
erage for the negative charges usually exceeded the posi
tive charges by a significant amount, with charges on 
individual particles sometimes in e:'l:cess of 100 pC. As a 
result of the high fields found in the hail stage. breakup 
charging would be highly efficient (Figure 9.6. line 6). 
with the sign depending on the orientation of the local 
field. (Note that a variety of field orientations must 0c

cur within thunderstorms around charge centers. see 
Figure Q.8.) Drift charging would also be efficient in 
strong fi. Ids if ion concentrations are enhanced by C(}

rona from ice crystals (Griffiths and Latham. W74). 
Thus the general I y high charges found on cloud and prt. .... 
cipitation particles arc probably an indication of field
driven mechanisms that separate r::!large on the m!cro
scale. For the causes of high fields we will consider the 
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CHARGING MECHANISMS IN CLOUDS AND TIIUNDERSTORMS 

microscale and cloud-scale mechanisms that lend to the 
negative-charge region observed to occur between - 10 
and -25°C. . 

We first evaluate convection charging, which hAS 
held a controversial position among theories of thunder
storm electrification (e.g .• see arguments in MIlSOn, 
1976; Moore. 1977). These theories. proposed by Grenet 
(see Chalmers. 1967) and Vonnegut (1955), rely on the 
transport by updrafts and downdrafts of space chu~ 
and screening layers. In the hail stage, with 11 hi~hly 
electrified cloud. the charge from the positive corona ut 
the ground is carriet1 into the cloud base and by the up
draft, to the cloud top where it attracts a n(>~ative 
screening layer. The downdrafts carry the nCRlltive 
charge back toward the cloud base t.1 strengthen the 
negative field between the cloud base and the ground, 
thus enhancing the positive corona. The notion of nega
tive charge in downdrafts has been reintroduced in the 
form of nonrandom mixing from the cloud top by Tel
ford and Wagner (1979) to provide a qualitative expla
nation for a negative-charge region near the - lOoC 
level. 

This picture of descending negative charges appears 
to be at odds with the early stl!ge5 of convective electrifi
cation modeled by Chiu and Klett (1976). They found a 
positive screening layer at a cloud top and positive de
scending charges. Convection and mixing were found to 
weaken the field within the cloud. Since Chiu and Klett 
did not expect their model outcome to change apprecia
bly for clouds deeper than 5 km, it is difficult to ellvision 
how convective (single-cell) transport could be the 
source of strong electrification. However, in the hail 
stage with multicell conve-ction and with corona from 
precipitation, the ion concentrations would differ con
siderably from the model of Chiu and Klett. Thus, a 
better model is required to evaluatp the importance of 
convection in highly electrified clouds. 

Another criticism of convection char~ng is that up
drafts and downdrafts may disorganize their associated 
charges through mixing (e.g., see Chalmers, 19()i). The 
study of Chiu and Klett clearly shows that slngle-cdl 
convection with eddy diffusion diminishes the dectric 
field within the cloud. If we picture cloud turrets as con
vective cells (similar to Figure 9.2) with interspt'rst'<i up
drafts and downdrafts. then the possibility for disorgan
ization by mixing between adjacent charge re¢ons 
becom'!S rapidly apparent. Questio'lS regarding the im
portance of mixing in cloud electrification probably will 
not have a satisfactory answer until we have more quan
titative models of turret scale motions and entrninment. 
In addition, the common occurrence of a negative 
charge center near - 15°C suggests that transport of 
ions and charged particles by convection is not so impor-
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tant as microscale charge separation involving Ice parti
cles. 

In evaluating induction charging in the hall stage. we 
consider that the most efficient microscale interactions 
are collisions between wet hail and ice particles. The 

. maximum charge according to Eq. (9.8) is about 1 pC in 
the limiting field of 400 kV/m for a particle of l00-",m 
radius and 10 pC for a 300-",m particle. Since the wet 
growth of hail requires sizes larger than about 10 mm 
diameter. the induction limit of 1 to 10 pC even for R -
10 mm is well below the charl~e expected from ion cap
ture in high fields (see line 6, Figure 9.6). Thus, induc
tion charging cannot be directly responsible for the av
erage charges (1 to 100 pC) found on precipitation 
particles (0.5 to 2 mm radius) in the hail stage. 

Another aspect of the induction charging of wet hail is 
its importance to the region of negative charge near the 
- 1 r;oc level. For hailstones with a maximum charge of 
10 pC at a maximum concentration of 1 m - 3, the result
ing space-charge density is 0.01 C/km3• This estimate of 
the maximum charge density is several orders of magni
tude smaller than a charge of about 1 C/km3 found from 
measurements of particles and from estimatE'S based 011 

lightning currents. Although the induction mechanism 
provides negative charge on precipitation particles and 
field intensification through feedback, it appears to be 
too weak to account for the charge densities associated 
with the hail stage. Its shortcomings are twofold: the 
maximum charge is limited by the effects of size Slnd 
contact angle given in Eq. (9.8), and the charge density 
is limited by the instrinsically low concentration of hail
stones. The microscale separation mechanism in the 
negative-charge region is probab' . associated with 
smaller precipitation particles (e.g., soft hull), because 
their higher concentration coul(~ lead more easily to a 
sufficient charge density. For example. particles at a 
concentration of 100 m -3 carrying 10 pC would result in 
a more realistic 1 C/km3• 

The charging of soft hail has been simulated in the 
laboratory by collisions betwt.'Cn ice particles and an ice 
electrode in the proce..'>S of riming (Gaskill and 11-
lin~orth, 1980: Jayaratne et ai .• 1983). Although our 
understanding of the separation mechanism is incom
plete, the evidence points to interface charging from 
contact potentials with freezingpotentiais having a sec
ondary role. Investigations of temperature effects in the 
above studies have ruled out thermoelectric charging. 
The formula applicable to these results scalt'S with con
tact area and is the same as lin,! r on Figure 9.6 when 
evaluated for an ice particle of r '"' 60 I-'lll. Thus charge 
transfer for individual collisions betwt'tm soft hail and 
small ice particles is around 0.01 pC. Since (.'ontact time 
is relatively short compared with the time required to 
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discharge colliding particles by conduction, an accumu
lation of charge can occur in multiple collisions. In this 
manner an increase of 3 orders of magnitude, well into 
region H2, may be attained with high concentrations of 
ice crystals in several minutes. 

A key result of the above exper!m~nts is a reversal in 
the sign of charging at temperatures of - 10 to - 25°C 
depending on liquid-water content. Riming particles 
8C<luire negative charges if colder than the reversal tem
perature and positive if warmer. Thus, soft hail would 
be charged negatively above the reversal level in the 
cloud and positively below this level. 

Jayeratne et al. (1983) postulated that descending 
precipitation particles should have their maximum n~
ative charge near the reversal level and that rebounding 
ice crystals carrying negative charge from below would 
abo contribute to the negative region. The fields di
rected toward the reversal level would intensify during 
the process of charge separation by differential sedimen
tation. 

There are many features of interface charging that 
need clarification before we can feel comfortable with 
the above description of charging in the hail stage. First, 
the roles of temperature, liquid-water content, and sa
lutes are poorly understood. These appear to influence 
contact potential through changes in rime structure. 

TABLE 9.1 Charge Separation in Clouds and Thunderstorms 
Mt.'Chunism 

1. DifflL~ion charging" 

2. Drift charginga.b 

3. Selective ion 
charging,',d 

4. Breakupcharglng" 

5. Induction charglngdJ 

6. Convl'Ction char~ngd,~,h 

7. Thermoe\ect ric charging' 

8. Interface charging/,l 

Micr~lIl" 

Ion capture by 
diffu~on 

Ion capture in 
drift currents 

Ion capture by 
polarized drol~< 

CollL_iona! 
brcakupof 
polarized drop., 

Charge tran.<fer 
betw~'t'n polllrlzl-d 
pilfticlt'S 

SpaCt~char>.'e 

production 
Ion capture in 

drift current, 
Charge tralL<f"r 

between ""rtidl'S of 
differing tl'lllpt'rllturcs 

Charge transft'r 
betwet'n partid<'S 
involving con~.\Ict 
potentials 

KENNETH V. K. BEARD tmd HARRY T. OeMS 

(Solutes may also affect interface charging by transient 
freezing potentials.) Second, the details of charge tr&ns
fer have not been explained, although the charge carrl· 
ers are probably associated with the contact surfaces. 
This concept is consistent with a rapid transfer of charge 
that scales with contact area. Finally, our recently aC
quired understanding of interface charging, even 
though somewhat limited, cannot be adequately as
sessed until it is placed within the framework of a multi
dimensional cloud model. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The charging mechanisms in clouds and thunder
storms are varied and numerous. Some are simple and 
readily appreciated, whereas others are complex. Sev
eral important mechanisms are poorly understood. 
Feedback readily occurs through changes in ion concen
tration and the electric field making it difficult to iden
tify the primary causes for electrification. However, 

. some simplification can result by considering the charg. 
ing mechanisms in three stages of cumulus cloud devel
opment: the cl(\ud, rain, and hail stages. 

The charging mechanisms discussed in this chapter 
are summarized in Table 9.1. Each mechanism is listed 
with the microscale and cloud-scale separators (with 

Cloud Scale 

Drift currents 
Con\'l'Ction 
(Sedlml'ntation) 
Sedimentation 
(Convl'Ction) 
&-dim~ntation 
(Convl'Ction) 

Sedimentation 
(Convl'Ction) 

Convt'Ction 

Sedimentation 
(Convl'Ction) 

&-diml'ntatlon 
(Collvl'Ctioll) 

Major Roles 

Removes ions within 
cloud 

Charges part ides 
Enhances field 

Charges particles 
Enhances fields 
Charges drops 

Charges particles 
Enhances field 

Enhances field 
(Charges particles) 

(Charges particies) 

Charges particles 
Enhances field 

(frt't'zin!( potentials) 
·ClInn (l9!'i7); bChiu lind, Klt,lt (W76); 'Wilson (IHZ9): '::'/(=;:::h!.."I-m-l'-"-,' .-(-I-!lS-'7-)-; -<~-I-u-tt-h-cw-'-5-a-n-:d-lI-t-us-()-n-(-J-n-6'4-)-: '";"JE~I-:sl-e-r-a-n-:d-C~e-i-te-:I-(-19-13-)-; '::"·C=-rt'-n-,'t 

(1947); hVonnegut (1955); iLutham and Ma",n (I9{i1); 'W (lfKman and Rl'ynolds (Hl4S): 'Bu.«er and Aufdcrmaur (1977). 
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items of secondary importance shown in parentheses). 
Charging appears to be well described by diffusion. 
drift. and selective ion capture for the nonprecipitating 
cloud stage (mechanisms 1-3). The situation in the rain 
stage is complicated by the addition of breakup and in
duction (mechanisms 4 and 5). We suspect that drift. 
selective ion ('apture. breakup. and induction are re
sponsible for ('harges and fields in shallow clouds. How
ever t it is difficult to find an explanation for the stronger 
electrificatiou in convective clouds over a few kilome
ters deep. The basis of lightning from clouds with tops 
warmer than freezing remains a mystery. A major prob
lem in the rain stage is that our knowledge of the sus
pected mechanisms is still rather rudimentary. There is 
clearly a need for additional research on charging by 
ions. breakup. induction. and convection to understand 
the electrification of warm clouds. 

In the hail stage we add thermoelectric and interface 
charging (mechanisms 7 and 8). Recent laboratory stud
ies of charge transfer involving ice particles rebounding 
from simulated hailstones in the process of riming have 
shown that interface charging is the dominant mecha
nism. The roles of temperature. liquid-water content. 
and solutes are most likely important in altering the 
rime structure and thereby the contact potential and 
contact area. More research is required to understand 
these effects and the details of charge transfer. 

The electrification process becomes more complex as 
a cloud develops. The cloud stage involves mechanisms 
1-3. whereas the rain stage includes 1-6. All the mecha
nisms listed in Table 9. I may occur in the hail stage. We 
might ask. as many have before us. which separation 
mechanisms are es.<;ential to chud electrification. The 
answers. if we had them. would depend on which aspect 
of chud electrification we cowider. For example. the 
essential mechanism for lightning depends on whether 
we are looking at the field development in the rain or 
hail stages or whether we are concerned with the charge 
centers associated with cloud-to-ground. in-cloud. or 
cloud-to-cloud lightning. Yet another aspect of light
ning is the mechanism that initiates the stroke. Clearly 
the idea of an "essential" mechanism is an oversimplifi-. 
cation. A more useful approach is to examine the inter
dependencies. We should be asking how the various 
charge-separation mechanisms are related. Some an
swers should be forthcoming as we incorporate the 
knowledge gained from recent laboratory studies of in
dividual mechanimls into models of cloud c1ectrifica
tim' and compare the findings to field observations. 
With continued progress in laboratory. field. and mod
eling research we should achieve. in the next decade. a 
much improved perspective of the charging mechanisms 
in clouds and thunderstorms. 
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Models of the Development of the 
Electrical Structure of Clouds 

10 
ZEVLEVIN 
Tel Aviv University 

ISRAEL TZUR 
National Center jor Atmospheric Resear,h 

INTRODUCTION 

Thunderstorms are highly variable in their Intensity. 
dimensions, composition, and electrical structure. Some 
generalizations can be made about them, however. The 
lightning activity foHows strong vertical air currents 
and precipitation. As a consequence of this correlation, 
lightning is most frequently observed in cumulus clouds, 
rarely in stratus clouds, and never in isolated cirrus 
clouds. Both satellite and ground observations reveal 
lightning activity at all latitudes between 60° N It· ,-::160° 
S with the most frequent occlirrence at low latitudes and 
over land. The high occurrence rate over land is be
lieved to be related to the more convectively unstable 
conditions normally. present over land. In high lati
tudes, the lightning frequency decreases because of the 
reduced convection from colder surfaces and the re
duced absolute humidity. 

Most thunderstorms contain both water drops and ice 
crystals, they usually have mass contents (water + ice) 
greater than 3 gfm3, and they have precipitation rates 
(involving particles larger than 100 Jtm) in excec-.s of 20 
mm/h. Although lightning has been observed mo!>\' often 
in clouds containing both ice and water, there have been 
a few observations of lightning from all-water clouds 
(e.g., Lane-Smith, 1971). Lightning has been ob,;erved 
in clouds that are completely at temperatures below 
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OOC, but these clouds usually contain both supercooled 
water droplets and ice. 

The complexity of the processes leading to the devel
opment of both the precipitation and electrical struc
ture in the clouds makes it impossible to construct or 
validate theories of cloud electrification from simple 
field experiments. It is only through the complementary 
efforts of laboratory experimentation, field observa
tions, and matLematieal simulations that we can hope 
to understand the physical processes Involved in thun
derstorms. A recent review by Latham (1981) summa
rized some of the main observations of thunderstorm 
electrification in a coherent fashion, and we refer the 
interested reader to it. . 

Improved understanding of the major processes lead
ing to the buildup of stron~ electrical fields and their 
mutual interaction with precipitation can lead to better 
forecasting of thunderstorm activity for use in aviation 
and protection of forested area:;, to the development of 
methods for artificially modifying lightning activity, 
and even to the development of more efficient rain-en
hancement operations. 

As an ultimate test of the various theories of how elec
trical charge separates in thunderclouds, it would be 
necessary to design a model that simulates as accurately 
as possible the three-dimensional and time-dependent 
nature of the cloud and its environment, including the 
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microphysical development of the liquid and solid 
phases in the cloud and all the possible electrical pro
cesses that are operating. ThCf;e requirements are not yet 
attaintable with our current state of knowiedge and 
available computers. The number uf processes involved 
and the large range of scales (from the moiecular level to 
the dynamic scale-lOOO m) cannot all be included in a 
single model. Therefore, attempts have been made to 
deal with the problem of the development of the electri
cal structure of clouds by emphasizing some processes 
and ignoring others. A few models, for instance, simu
late the microphysical processe.~ only, neglecting the 
macroscale dynamics altogether, whereas others have 
gone to the other extreme and simulate the dynamics in 
detail while simplifying the microphysics dramatically. 
To fill in the gap. some modelers have tried to deal with 
both the microphysics and the dynamics with sacrifices 
at both ends of the scale. 

We will re'll,~w some of these models, try to establish a 
common denominator from their results and conclu
sions, and draw attention to some unanswered points 
that need further work. 

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FROM 
ELECTRICAL MODELS OF 
THUNDERCLOUDS 

The validity of any thunderstorm model is deter
mined by its ability to simulate observed features. Ow
ing to the large natural variability of the various pro
cesses in thunderclouds, it is difficult to find a "typical" 
storm with which all models could be compared. It is 
possible, however, to list some common observed fea
tures to use as general criteri~ for such comparisons. 

The followin~ summary by Mason (W71) of th~ basic 
tLmderstorm observations still appears to be valid: 

1. The average duration of prccipitation and electri
cal activity from a single cell is about 30 min. 

2. The average electric moment destroyed in a light
ning flash is about 100 C km, the correspondin~ charge 
being 20 to 30 C. 

3. In a large, extensive cumulonimbus. this charge is 
separated in a volume bounded approximately by the 
- 5°C and - 40°C levels and has an average radius of 
p'~rhaps 2 to 3 km. 

4. The negative charge resides at altitudes just above 
the - SOC isotherm. Krehbiel d ai. (1979) observed that 
the negative charge transferred by lightning originates 
from regions between - 10°C and - 1 iCC, indepen
dent of the height above ground and regardless of the 
g!':Ographical location of the thunderstorm. The main 
positive charge is situated several kilometers higher. An-
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other subsidiary small positive charge may also exist 
near cloud base, centered at or below the O°C level. 

5. The charge-separation processes are closely associ
ated with the development of precipitation, probabiy in 
the form of soft hail (particles containing both liquid 
water and ice). 

6. Sufficient charge must be separated to supply the 
first lightnin~ flash within 12 to 20 min of the appear
ance of precipitation particles of radar-detectable size 
(d ~ 200 pom). 

MECHANISMS OF CHARGE SEPARA nON 

For space-charge centers to build up in clouds, charge 
must be separated first in the microscale, and then 
larger-scale processes can act to separate the opposite 
charges in space. When accomplished, this dual-scale 
process leads to the buildup of a space-charge distribu
tion similar to that in Figure 10.1. 

In thunderclouds the charge separated on a micro
scale by particle interactions is subsequently separated 
on a macroscale with the help of convection and gravita
tional settling. Convection plays a role in cloud particle 
growth by forcing the condensation of water vapor until 
the particles are large e!lough to coalesce. Some of the 
interactions between cloud particles, particularly those 
followed by rebounding, may result in charge separa
tion (as will be discussed later). These charges are then 
separated by differential terminal settling velocities. 
The larger particles, which carry predominantly one 
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FIGURE 10.1 A schematic of the main spnl't'-charge distribution 
and currents in a thundl·rcloud. 
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sign of charge. fall faster and farther down with respect 
to the convected air, leaving the oppositely charged 
smaller particles above. 

As the charge centers build uP. discharging mecha
nisms become more effective. and these should be in
cluded in any complete description of cloud electrifica
tion. Two kinds of discharge are possible: (1) discharge 
by collisions between drops and ions of opposite polarity 
and (2) discharge by collision and coalescence with 
cloud particles of opposite charge (see Colgate et al., 
1977). The first mechanism depends on the electrical 
conductivity of the small ions (X = nek, where n is the 
ion number density, e is the electronic charge. and k is 
the electrical mobility) and on the ion diffusivity. Often 
ions of different polarities have different diffusivities; 
those with higher diffusivity attac.h preferentially to 
cloud and free aerosol particles. However, after some 
charge is built up on a cloud particle. further ion diffu
sion to it will be limited. 

Another factor affecting ion attachment to cloud par
ticks is the electric field in the cloud. Strong fields will 
move free ions from one region to another. In so doing. 
they also increase the conduction currents and, hence. 
the discharge of cloud particles. In addition. when the 
electric fiEld exceed~ about 50 kV/m, corona discharge 
begins near the corners of ice crystals and high concen
trations of ions are generated. These ions increase the 
electrical conductivity and help to prevent or ~Iow down 
the further buildup of the space charge. 

The other discharge mechanism (collection of oppo
sitely charged cloud particles) takes place at all stages of 
particle growth. This mechanism is enhanced if the in
teracting particles are highly charged. have opposite po
larity, and when the ambient field is strong. In this case 
the collection efficiency increases by increasing the colli
sion efficiency (Coulomb attraction changes the trajec
tories of particles relative to each other) or by increa~ing 
coalescence efficiency (not allowing bouncing. and 
hence no charge separation. to occur) or by both. 

Therefore. for a charge mechanism to be effective. it 
has to separate sufficient charge at a rate sufficiently 
high to overcome these discharge processes. The many 
charge-separation mechanisms and their complexity re
quire a detailed discussion that is beyond the scope of 
this chapter. We recommend that the interested reader 
refer to Chapter 9 (this volume) by Beard and Ochs and 
to Mason (1971). 

The various charging mechanisms that have been 
proposed a~ possible major contributors to electrifica
tion of thunderstorms can be divided into two major 
cla~sifjcations: (1) precipitation mechanisms requiring 
particle interactions with subsequent space-charge sep
aration by gravitational sedimentatJon and (2) ion at-

tachment to cloud or precipitation particles and then 
charge separation by either gravitational settling or by 
atmospheric convection (updrafts or downdrafts). 
Mechanisms from group (1) above are divided into two 
major subprocesses-inductive and non inductive. Most 
models to date treat these mechanisms with various de
grees of detail. On the other hand. only a few models are 
available that treat the ion convective process. Conse
quently, since the intention here is to review the present 
state of knowledge in modeling electrical development 
in clouds. most of the emphasis i'; placed on the models 
dealing with the precipitation mechanisms. As discllssed 
later, there are still a great many questions that these 
models cannot answer. 

Inductive Process 

Charge can be separated by the inductive process dur
ing rebounding collisions of particles embedded in an 
electric field. This mechanism. which is relatively sim
ple to formulate. was treated intensively in cloud elec
trification models. According to Sartor (1967) and Scott 
and Levin (1975) the amount of charge that is separated 
per collision by this process is 

!:.Q = [-41rEoE4>r2cosO + (w + l)Q + wq] 

[1 - exp( - tr/T)]. (10.1) 

In this equation!:.Q represents the charge transfer to the 
large particle as a smaller particle of radius r collides 
and rebounds in an electric field E (defined as positive 
when a positive charge is overhead). making an angle () 
between the field and the line connecting the centers of 
the particles at the point of separation; If> and ware con
stants that depend on the ratio of sizes of the colliding 
particles (Ziv and Levin. 1974): Q .1nd q represent the 
initial charge on the particles before the interaction: Ie is 
the contact time of the colliding particles and T the relax
ation time of the charge carrier ('" HoIK. wheree and K 
are the dielectric constant and the electrical conductiv
ity. respectively; and En is the permittivity of free space). 

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (10.1) 
represents the charge that is transferred from the small 
to the large particle because of the inductive polariza
tion effect. One can see that the stronger the field or the 
larger the size of the smaller particle, the larger is the 
charge separated. The constant If> represents the en
hancel'1ent of the electric field arollnd the colliding par
ticles. a~ compared with the the ambient field. Particles 
may collide at the head-on position but will skid or roll 
on each other and finally separate at the angle e. For 
water drops, 0 may vary between ::UO and 90° (Levin 
and Machnes. 197i). Large liquid particles sometimes 
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may also be separated at (J ~ 90°, leading to their dis
charge (AI-Saed and Saunders, 1976). On the other 
hand, nonspherical solid or liquid particles can separate 
larger charges by the inductive process 8.S a result of the 
much enhanced electric fields near them (Censor and 
Levin, 1974). 

The second and third terms on the right side of Eq. 
(10.1) represent the limitation of charge transfer due to 
the initial charge on the large (Q) and small (q) parti
cles, respectively. The constant w then is a geometrical 
factor that represents the effect of the capacitance of the 
two on the charge transfer. 

The last term on the right represents the limitation to 
charge transfer due to the electrical conductivity of the 
materials that compose the particles (Sartor, 1970; 
Caranti and Illingworth, 1983; Illingworth and Caranti 
1984). Ice particles at low temperatures, for example, 
have low bulk and surface electrical conductivities that 
lead to longer relaxation times T. This means that in any 
given collision there is the pos.~ibility that not all the 
available charge will be transferred, since the contact 
time tc might be shorter than T. Indeed a recent labora
tory study by Illingworth &nd Caranti (1984) on the de
pendence of charge transfer during ice-ice collisions on 
the surface conductivity of ice, suggests that for ice-ice 
interactions the inductive mechanism is not efficient. 
Interactions of two particles can result in either collec
tion or rebound. To describe the probability of these two 
end results a collision efficiency, EJ, and a coalescence 
efficiency, E2• are defined. EI represenl~ the probability 
of two cloud particles to interact, and E2 represenl~ the 
probability of the interacting particles to coalesce. 
Therefore, the collection probability is EI • E2, and the 
rebound probability is (1 - E2)E t • To separate charge 
an electrical contact among rebounding particles must 
be achieved. Only a fraction, E3, of the partilies that 
collide and rebound make such electrical contact. We 
will refer to E3 as the electrical contact probability. 
Therefore, the probability for separating charge be
~weentwocloudparticlesiSP = El(l - Ez)E3• 

The rate of charge buildup on the large particles per 
unit volume as a result of collisions t)f particles can be 
expressed as 

dQ/dt = 71'(R + r)2(V - v)Nn(PAQ - E1Ezq), 

(10.2) 

where Rand r are the radii of the large and sma:l parti. 
cles, respectively, V and v are thdr fall speeds, and N 
and n are their concentrations. The term PAO repre
sents the charge separated per interaction, while F.1Ezq 
accounts for the discharge of the large particles resulting 
from collection of oppositely charged particles (Scott 
and Levin, 1975). 
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Noninductive Process 

Many noninductive mechanisms have been proposed 
to explain the formation of electricity in thunderstorms. 
Among the most powerful are the thermoelectric effect 
(Reynolds et 01., 1957; Latham and Mason, 1961), 
freezing potentials (Workman and Reynolds, 1948), 
and contact potentials (Buser and Aufdermaur. 1977; 
Caranti and Illingworth. 1980). All of these rely on the 
electrochemical nature of water or ice for charge sepa-. 
ration. . 

Thermoelectric Effect Charge separation results 
from interactions of ice particles of different surface 
temperatures. On contact the temperatnre gradient 
across the surface causes the H + ions to migrate from the 
warmer particle to the cold one, leaving OH- ions on 
the warmer ice particle. Subsequent rebound of these 
particles will result in charge separation. The amount of 
charge separated in this process depends on the temper
atureand the temperature gradient. In most models, the 
value of the charge separation per interaction is taken as 
a constant, regardless of the temperature or tempera
ture gradient. 

Freezing Potentials Workman and Reynolds (1948) 
and Pruppacher et 01. (1968) observed that high electri
cal potentials develop across an ice-water interface 
when the water contains small amounts of impurities 
( - 10 - 5 molar). These potential~ develop as a result of 
preferential incorporation of certain ions from the solu
tion into the ice lattice, leaving the ice and the liquid 
solution oppu.;itely charged. In clouds, if such a situa
tion occurs, fragments of the solution Cdn bethrown off 
as a result of the impact of other particles. These frag
ments carry away charge of one sign, leaving the ice par
ticle with the opposite charge. Gravitational settlinG 
can then separate the two charges in space. 

These early works suggested that the magnitude and 
sign of the separated charge depend critically on the. 
amount and type of impurity used. Various laboratory 
experiments conducted to simulate this charging mech
anism t.ave resulted in a surprisingly wide range of 
charge transfer. Most investigators (e.g., Weickmann 
and Aufm Kampe, 1950; Latham and Mason, 1961) 
measured charging rates that correspond to roughly 3 X 
10- 16 to 3 X 10-- 15 C per collision. Schewchuk and Iri
barne (1971) observed about 10- 11 C per collision for 
very large water drops (R '" 2.9 mm), a value that de
creased as the drop size and impact velocity decrea~ed. 
On the other hand, they observed very little dependence 
on impurities but much stronger dependence on temper
ature. In most of these experiments the rebounding 
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droplets received positive charge, leaving the target ice 
negatively charged. 

In experiments by Latham and Warwicker (1980), 
these general findings were confirmed, but a maximum 
charge of only 10 - I~ C per collision was observed with 
slightly smaller drops, in conformity with most other 
investigations. It is also clear from these experiments 
that the charge separation is more a function of drop size 
than of impurities. 

Contact Potentials Buser and Aufdermaur (1977) 
and more recently Caranti and Illingworth (1980) ob
served that a surface potential develops during riming of 
supercooled water droplets 011 ice. This surface poten
tial increases steadily with decreasing temperature 
down to - lOoC and remains constant to - 25°C. 
Caranti and Illingworth (1980) also observed that im
purities, such as NH40H. NaCI, or HF, made no detect
able difference in the surface potentials. In clouds, 
charge could be transferred by collisions and subsequent 
rebounds of small unrimcd ice crystals with a surface 
potential near zero from the surface of a rimed crystal 
with negative surface potential. 

The electric charge buildup by each of the noninduc
tive processes can be expressed as in Eq. (10.1), except 
that ~Q has the form 

~Q = [ - A + (w + I)Q 

+ wq][l - exp( - t,IT)], (10.3) 

where A is the ch .. rge transfer per collision resulting 
from one of the above mechanisms. The value of A for 
small cloud particles varies fro~n 10 - IS to about 10 - H C 
per collision. depending on the type and sh:e of the parti
cles and on temperature (Tak;'.ha~hi, 1978). Owing to 
the iack of comprehensive data about the charge trans
fer as a function of size and temperature, all available 
numerical models take this value as a constant. 

One should keep in mind that the charge buildup by 
both the inductIve and the noninductive processes de
pendson the interaction probabilities E1, E2• and E3 and 
on the ratio tclT. In the models. the values of E" £2. and 
E3 have to be specified. A detailed discussion of the 
probabilities and the way they are calculated and mea
sured is beyond the scope of this paper. The interested 
reader is referred to Pruppacher and Klett (1978, Chap
ter 14) for details. 

The collision effidency Ei of water drops used in the 
numerical models is bas.!d on calculations of particle 
trajectories (e.g., Davis and Sartor. 1967). A few calcu
lations are available for collisions of ice particles with 
water drops and with other crystals. These are limited 
owhg to the complex geometrical shapes of the ice crys
tals and their dependence on temperature. 

The coalescence efficiency of water drops or ice crys
tals has not been theoretically evaluated and is deter
mined by experimental measurements. For water 
drops, the coalescence efficiencies of Whelpdale and 
List (1971) and Levin and Machnes (1977) are often 
used. These values vary from almost zero for interac
tions of large drops among themselves to a value close to 
unity for interactions of very small drops with large 
ones. The experiments on interaction of ice particles 
with water drops did not differentiate between collision 
and coalescence and only measured the end result such 
as collection (E1E2) or rebound [E1(1 - EI)] (e.g., Auf
dermaur and Johnson, 1972, and some other works sum
marized by Pruppacher and Klett. 1978). Aufdermaur 
and Johnson (1972) observed that rebound occurred on 
only about 1 percent of the impacting drops; this im
plied about a 99 percent collection. However, this ex
periment was conducted with a limited range of drop 
sizes and temperatures. Unfortunately. not enough in
formation is availahle on this parameter. 

The values of E3 are the least known, and a large 
range of values is usually tested in the models. 

To simplify things, some models do not use the de
tailed formulation of Bit E2, and E3, but rather combine 
them into one parameter (P = EI(l - E2)E3• The relax
ation time for charge transfer between the interacting 
particles, T, depends on their electrical conductivity. 
This conductivity, either surface (electrons) or bulk 
(ions). is temp~rature dependent. The relaxation time of 
ionic charge transfer of pure ice decreases from 6.8 X 
10 - 3 sec at - 10°C to 2.8 X 10 - 2 sec at - 19°C (Sartor, 
1970). However, for slightly impure ice (doped with 3 
X 1O-t; M chloride. for example) this relaxation time 
will be shortened by tWI) orders of magnitude but be
come more temperature dependent (Gross. 1982). The 
relaxation time of charge transfer by surface electrons 
on the other hand is believed to be about 30 tim~shorter 
than bulk ions. It is therefore the surface P.!ectrons that 
are probably re<;ponsible for the transfcr of charge dur
ing interactions of ice particles (Gross, 1982). 

The contact time tr has been estimated to vary be
tween 10- 4 to 10- 0 sec (Sartor. 1970; Caranti and Il
lingworth, 19bO). Ther~fore. the ratio tclT will vary 
with temperature by a few orders of magnitude. As the 
temperature decreases. the factor [1 - exp( - fclT) 1 in 
Eqs. (10.1) and (1O.3) inhibits the charge transfer. For 
water drops. this factor is almost unity, because water 
has a higher conductivity than ice. 

CHARGING BY ION ATTACHMENT 

Attachment of ions to cloud particles can also charge 
them. Three kinds of me~hllnisms should be considered: 
ion diffusion, ion conduction. and ion cOI.vection. Dif-
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fusion of ions throug:h air is a function vf the tempera
ture and the sizes of the ion. At altitudes typical of thun
derstorms. negative ions have a diffusivity about 25-40 
percent lar~er than that of positive ions. This would sug
gest that at the early stages of cloud development. when 
all other charge mechanisms are not effective, charge 
separation by ions would dominate. 

At later stages when the strength of the electric field 
increases, ions can be conducted to the cloud particles 
because of the electrical forces (ion conduction). At the 
same time ions can be transported toward the particles 
because.,f the relative velocities between them. Wilson 
(1929) pointed out that ions, which move because of the 
presence of the electrical forces .. nd the air flow, selec
tively interact with cloud particles moving under the 
action of gravity and air flow (ion convection). This se
lective ion current depends on the fall spt.>ed of the parti
cle, its charge. and the magnitude and dirt.'Ction of the 
external ek'Ctric field. 

The attachment of ions to cloud particles reduces 
their concentration and the electrical conductivity. 
Phillips (1967) calculated the electrical conductivity ex
isting in electrified clouds undcr a qua~i-static situation. 
His calculations were ba~ on the balance betwt'Cn the 
ion production from cosmic-ray ionization. the rate of 
ion loss from ion recombination, and ionic diffusion and 
conduction to cloud particles. Similar formulation wa\ 
used by Criffithes et al. (1974) for calculating the elec
trical conductivity for thrt'C different cloud types-cu
mulus congest us. strata-cumulus. and fog. They con
cluded that a decrease in conductivity of about 3 orders 
of magnitude occurred under highly ell'Ctrified condi
tions. This decrease wa~ fou:1d to be sensitive to varia
tions in the liquid-water content and the e1e(.'trical field 
but only slightly affected by changes in altitude, particle 
charge, and the manner in which the charge is distrib
uted over the size spectrum. \Vhen a secondary source of 
ion production. resulting from corona currents emittl'd 
from ice particles under thc influence of a strong electric 
field. was introduced into the calculations, a large ill
crease in conductivity wa~ predicted. 

The proc'Css of ion attachment to cloud particles con
tinues until enough char~e is accumulatcn, at which 
point any additional charge can be quickly neutralized 
by attachment of ions of opposite charge. Some charf.!e 
on the cloud particle often exceeds this saturation 
threshold vallie owing to charginf.! by other mech:,
nisms. so that within the main charge cent:rs of the 
(loud ion attachments will generally act as discharge 
processes. 

\Vhen the cloud is electrified the conducting environ· 
ment reacts. Atmospheric ions that have the same polar. 
ity as the charge center within the cloud will he re-

ZEV LEVI N alld ISRAEl, TZUR 

pelled. while those with an opposite rolarit~· will be 
conducted from the surroundings toward the cloud. The 
ions that enter through cloud boundaries are attadwd to 
cloud particles and generate a charged scrceninl( layer. 
This process was first rt.'Cognized by Crenet (1947) lind 
independently by Vonnegut (1955). BlOwn et ai.tWil) 
and Klett (~972) presented detailedcalculatiom of the 
charg':: distribution and accumulation proces.; In the 
screening layer. 

Recently it ha.s b(.'Cn suggt.'Sted (Wahlin. IfYii) that 
negative ions not only have higher moLility ·.han prxi
tive ones but also have higher electrochemical affinity to 
surfaces ancl will rapidly attach to cloud pl1rticles. 
Therefore. negative ions that are brought. ruon" with 
positive ions, into the cloud by an updraft, will prefer
entially attach to cloud partick'S near cloud baw.lea,.,
ing the fR'C positive ions to be carried to cloud tnp. This 
mechanism also relies on falling precipitation partides 
and updraft for charge separation to occur. Without 
large prt'Cipitation particles falling with respect to the 
updraft. all the chargt.'S (negatively charged particles 
and positive free ions) would occupy the same volume 
and ma\keach other completely. However, this ml'(:ba
nbm is probllbly too weak ~o produce strong fields dur
ing cloud development. since the inn (:oncentratirm pra
duced by cosmic rays below the cloud base is too low ·to 
p.oduce extensive charge separation (\V ormell. l!J53). 

A mechanism that also relies on atmospher;c lrm~ for 
the charging but dOt'S not require gravitational ~ttlinl! 
of precipitation partick'S for charge separation. is the 
convect:'.'c model proposed by Vonnegut (In5-,)). It de
pemIs (;n air currents to brin~ abundant l)()<'ilin- inns 
from the ground up to cloud level. Cloud droplds that 
collect these ions at the cloud busc carry t:lern 10 the 
cloud top in the updrafts. The re~ulting region flf 1'(Ki. 
tive charge. acrording to Vonne),;·:t, will prden·nlially 
attract negative ions from the free atmosphere abo\'t' to 
form a scrt'Cning layer at the cloud top. Downdr:.lfts. 
produced by the vortex circulation of the air in the 
cloud. which is enhanced by the negatively buoyant air 
created by overshooting the thermal equilibrium point 
and by the e;'aporation of cloud partick'S at th.· dOlld 
.op. will transport the negative ions down to th" doud 
base. forming a vertical eiL'Ctrieal dipole. 

Latham (ID81) suggested that Ihe convective 1O(>(:oa

nism playsenly a minor role in the charging of fhundf'T· 
storms bl'Cause rates of ion prod'lction by ('("mil' ray~ 

are far too small to produce eno\l!!h charf.!e that can he 
separated and produce Ii)!htning. On the other hand. 
('alculations by Martell (lBH4) ~!IJ.!gested that the ion 
pair p rod w:t ion over continental ,';lrfuCt's is f.!Teater than 
~hat produCt'd by cosmic ray~ by ,nore than an ord('r of 
magnitude beeause of the decay of radi(,i.,,,tr,pe ... If 
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these calculations are confirmed experimentally. the 1000 L !I 

relative contribution of the convective mechanism will 
ha\'e to be re-examined. 500 

SURVEY OF THEORETICAL MODELS 

Parallel-Plate Models 

Parallel-plate models are the siml-'lest models oi c:loud 
electrification. They C'Jmpletely ignore the contribu
tions of the air motions and focus on the microphysics. 
However. even in this area they consider only a small 
fraction of the microphysical processes that tn"-e place. 
To simplify things, they asmme that any char~ sepa
rated in the charging volume is accumulated on two 
parallel plates. simulating the centers of the space 
charges in the cloud. Trerefore. the models cannot pre
dict the vertical structure or the charges in the cloud. 
The cloud is assumed to be composed of wliter drops 
alone. icc crystals with hail pellets, or a combination of 
them. The simplest of these models allows the particlt>S 
to grow with time at pTeassigned rates (~tason, 19i2), 
whereas the more detailed models allow the ~wth to 
proct.'ed by scmicontinuous (Ziv and Levin. 1974) or sto
chastic interactions (Scott and Levin. 1975), These 
models do not explicitl.,· consider the t..ffect of :ons on the 
charginrt; but assume di.;charge of particles (owing to at
tachment of iQns of opposite signs) that exponentially 
dep..:nds on the field. All these models tested the efft.'C
ti\'eness of the inducth'~ process only. 

Mason (1972) and Sartor (19G7) assumed thnt charge 
is separated by collisions :>f ice ,~rystals and hail pellets. 
They concluded that the indtictive process is a very pow
erfu' one and is capable of :;epar.iting enough char~e for 
the field to reach a few :d.iovolts per centimeter in about 
500-tJO(} ~'C. 

&.'ott and Levin (1975). who treated the particle 
~~\·th in more detail. ronc\uded that the inductive 
prtX.'t'SS could account for the first lightning of a thun
dercloud provided the electrical contact probability, 
E1, is ~reater than 0.1 (see Figure 10.2). That is, of the' 
cloud particles that do m"ke contact and then rebound, 
about 10 perrent need to separate charge in order for the 
pl\)Ct~ to be effective. For water drops. the value of the 
C'harg~ $cparation probability, which contains E1 in it. is 
thou~ht actually to be lower than 0.1. thus making this 
pftlC~~ incffective in producing enough char~ Sl'p:ua
tion, For i~·ice ~llisions. on the other hand, this effi
cim~y eoukl be as high as 0.9. There is still !!fCat uncer
tainty a~ to its value for water drops colliding with ice 
pelkts, 

As mentioned before. the charge transferred per colli· 
~on of icc particles should dt.'Crease with dt'Creasing 
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FlGt'HE 10.2 Th~ \tT'lwth ,){ the clt"lric field as II function of tim~ 
lind,,! tht, !nduell\'t' pn~ with watl'r droll.' only and calculatt'<i hy 
tl\(' inflnik' clolld mood uf $rott and Levin (19.5). The difft'n'nt 
~m\"" n'I't<'S<'nt til£ktt'nt valll\" of £" the ell'Ctrieal contact cffi· 
ct~I"'~'. Th~ "alllt'" 11£ fl' t:<'rrt"Sl'ond to th~ time constants durin>: th~ 
time \If thl' maximum /(nlwth rate of th~ clcctri~ fidd. 

tempt'ruture, Ziv and Levin (1974) simulated this fell
ture for icc-ice collisions and found greatly diminished 
C'har~e and field buildup, 

Otlwr important fuctors determining the electricul 
dt'vdoPIlll.'llt in douds are the relative sizl'S of the rollid
ill~ particlt\'~ and tht, number of eoncentrations of the 
doud dements. The first factor uffects the charge that is 
:wpnratt.'<i per rollision, since lhe charge transferred in
cn.·ll~es with increasing size of the rebounding particll', 
TIlt' st'(~nd fador aficcts the number of collisions and, 
lwnCt.\ the rate of ch:uge (and field) buildup. When in
lCI\~ precipit:ltion (X'Curs (rates >30 mm/h) the field 
(':m devdop to lar~t' \'alut'S with the inductive proCt'SS 

only, Howcver, for smaller pn.'Cipitation rates (smalll'r 
particles und lower t'ol1('{'ntrations) it tukes longer than 
lht' times sct by tht, criteria tll)Q\'C for the field to 
buildup. 
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One-Dimensional Models 

Illingworth and Latham (1975) correctly pointed out 
that horizontally infinite parallel-plate mO<iels ov('resti
m!Ate the electric-field development because they lack a 
finite horizontal extent for the cloud. They conih'lcted 
a simple one-dimensional model in which precipitdtion 
ire particles descended from the cloud tf}P downward 
and interacted with smaller ice crystals (lllin~worth and 
Latham, 1977). During .heseinteractions, charge was 
st"parated by either inductive or nonindllctive processes. 
The linear dependence of the charge separation in the 
noninductive process [Eq. (10.3) J. lind its independence 
of the arr.biellt field. cl\used the field to grow early in a 
lin~ar fashion (see Figure 10.3). The mductive process. 
on the other hand. started later since it relies on the mag
nitude of thc ambient field. Supe.-pos'·ion of the two 
processes led to both a rapid linear field development in 
the early stages as a result of the noninductiv\! process 
and a sub;equent enhancement of the field owing to the 
inductive proct'SS. One of the important results of this 
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simple model . ~ its ability to predict the vt'rtical dipole in 
the cloud and even the small positive pocket at cloud 
ba.w. 

Tzur and l.evin (1981) developed a much more de
tailed model tlutt included Ii macro.'lCale dynamical 
fr .. mework in ontl-nnd-Il-half dimensions (hci~ht as an 
independent variable and Ii finite claud radius with lat
ernl mlxin)!) llnd fully interactive microphysics of the 
precipitation development. Electrically the modd 
treated in great detail free ions and their attachment to 
doud particles and inducti\-e and some noninductiw 
processes with both ioo ann water, all io a timtl-depen. 
dent frame. From the results of the moot'! Tzur and 
Levin concluded that char~ separation in the liquid 
S«'tion of the cloud '-.. not likelv to be effecti\'e since the 
eHic!ency of bouncing and ch~rge separation by water
water interaction is probably low. Similarly, collisions 
ootween ice particles and ice pellets in the absence of 
water droplets, either by the inducU\",' or thermoelectric 
effects, nnmely, near the cloud top (t .. mperatures 
< - 25°C). are not likely to contribute greatly to cloud 
t'iectri£ication either (St.'e Figures 10.4(a) and 10.4(h)}. 
Thl .. is because of the small value of t,lT at these temper
atures (low Surfllce and bulk electrical conductivitk's in 
ll.'t'). Also. at th(~c nltitudt'S the number of ice partick-s is 
{datively low, noducing the collision fretluency and the 
charge separation. 

At higher temperatures (about - lO"'C or warnll'r) 
ice partic\t:'S Intl'Tact with both ice crystals and water 
droplets. From the model rt'Sults, Tzur and Levin con
cluded that the t'Ollisions of the icc crystals with watt'1' 
drops, by a mechanism such as the Workman-Hcymllds 
effect, are vcry effecti\'e churge separators [see FiI-Wn' 
10.4 (c) ] owlnf,l: to the lar)!t! conecntration of water drop
lets as compart'd with that of icc 

Comparison of Figures 10.4(a) and lO.4(c) shows that 
the charging rate by the inductive process chan~es rnp
idly with time Oll{'t' churgin~ starts. On the other hand, 
the charging ratc by the noninducti\'c mt'Chanism is ai
Ino.~t constant with time, In agreement with the rt'('\.'nt 
mel1surcnll'nts hy Kridt'r nnd Musser (19..'>2). These nwa, 
sllrcmenl~ show thllt tht, total currents (Maxwell cur· 
rents) below l'il'Ctrifiro clouds remained fairly constnnt 
with time ",hill' at the same time the l'it'Ctric field in tilt' 
cloud increased by 1\ few orders of I1U\!-rnitllde. 

Testing the inductive procco;s rC\'l'ult-d that vcry hi)!:h 
fidd.~ und bT'~l' char):;t's cun be produc..--<l only after 3000 
Sl'C from cloud initiutioll[st'C Fi; . .'uf<! 1O,5(a) lor about~) 
min after prt.'Cipitntion particles appt'ared in rcasoUl,bl", 
l'ollcentmtion f('r rudnr ddlocti!)n. A" in tht, case of tIlt' 
sil.lpler model o! lllin!!worth '.l.nd Latham (l9i7\, tIlt' 
noninductin! process prodllCt~d lint''lr field dl·Wi.,p, 
ment. However. a.~ oppOSt'<i to BliIl!!\\,orth and Lat1l:\In 
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(1917), who assumed that only iw-ice collisions separate 
charge, Tzurand Levin (1981) ~umtld that charge sep
aration by iet,>..ice collision is tempcrnture dependent. 
and hence less CffllCtivC thnn interactions of ice and wa
ter, which occur al warmer tl'mperaturcs. Although the 
noninductive mechanism that they considered is thE! 
Workman-Reynolds process, allY clectrochemical pro· 
cess in which chllr~ is 5et>81'Iltcti by interaction of iet! 
pellets and water droplets during riming is applicable to 
these calculations; . 

Ions contributt.'<i only slightly to charge buildup, ei
ther by diffusion to char~ particles or by conduction . 
Their (:ontribution can be pronounCt.'<i, on the otht!r 
hamt. in the carly sta~s of the cloud buildup, when 
droplets are very small, llnd dllrin~ rain below the cloud 
base. This latter charging of mindrops becomes si~rniH
cant when the field ncar the ground pa.'iSes the threshold 
for corona rlischar~. Durin!-,: this stage the charge of 
raindrops can be ~n'atly modified by attaching of oppo
sitely charI-red ions to them. 

A closer look ut the char~ structure produced by the 
noninductivc prOCl'SS lFi~re lO.5(11)} reveals that 11 

"classical" dipole develops with a negative charge center 
at about - 8 "C and with the main positive char~ cen
ter at higher altitudt'S (about - 18°C) (see Fi~re 10,5 
at t - 2400 sec). Lnrge fields are already formt.'<l by 
2SOO sec after cloud initiation (about 10 min after pre. 
cipitation particlt'S appear), and with prt.'Cipitlltion 
rntt'S less than 20 mOl/h. A p(l.~itive charge pocket de
velops near the cloud base at temperatures warmer than 
O"C. 

On the other hand. the inductive proct'SS alone dduys 
the field build,lp for about 3000scc. It produces the nt'l-'(
ative charge ccntt'r betWt'Cl\ about - 10 and - 20°C 
and the positive ehnr~e center still higher up at tempera
tUrl'S lowt'r than - 20°C [St.'C Figure 10.5(b)], A positive 
pocket e~tending from the - 5"C isotherm to the cloud 
ba.o;e is also found. This means that' the noninductivc 
ml'Chanism prIldl\{)t's spaCt."-chal'~c centers at sli~htly 
lower altitudes. tit l~arlicr timt'S. lIlId with lower prt.ocipi. 
tation rall's than dOl'S the inductive process, 

nCURE l(),~ (Il) Tht,t'huf~il1!(flltl'inroulomh-'l"'fl'''hit' n)('tl'f pt'r 
Se<"Ol1d by th~ k'C·wut~r inducth'l' I'I'OC<'SS lL~ &I fum'tiunof hd!(ht "ml 
timt', from Tlur and b'vin (Hll> I), The \'"IUt' of .. aeh contour is 6 X 
10' \I X Ill'" with a dC'plll)'t"in"l\f "dell OlW, :-';o\<, that till' chtITl-':in~ 
f>ltt' rapidly "arks with tim .. lind ,,,.d,,,, II maximum vahlt' "t .hout 
3000 sec, (h) Tht chur~ng fatt' by th~ ic"<'-iCt' tlwrmll,'I,'Ctri(' (nonin, 
du..'\iw) dfl'<'\, :\oh.· thut th .. "II\t .. " of th ... ",,,,tOUf IIf" two ord.-" of 
m"!(llitll,l .. small .. f than ill (a), (t') Tit" dHlf!:in~ rllt(' by tht' 1l"',Wllh'r 
(noninductiwl \Vorkman-!\t','n"ld, df""t, Not(' that thl' vahl'" of til<' 
contours 1I!'t' similal tll th(\", of (ll), A\", "ntl' that ('har;:inl< ,t'lft> ,'"rly 
and temh til .. 'm;lilliairiy t"lO~tnnt With !inl<' fur m(\,t of thl'lifetiml' of 
d~'\r!cllll'rtxlucti()n, 
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FIGURE 10.5 <a> The net charl!{'$ In c.'Oul()mbs per cuhle melCf on 
cloud and prt.'CipitaUon particlcs (ice and wllter) ""mlling from thl'lce
wllter nonindu~ti\'<' pro.,..'S.~. as II fun~ti()n of height and time. from 
ThUf IIl1d Levin (19.'\1). Solid lines rcpo'S<'llt net positive chllr!(t'S. and 
da<hed lines ft'prt'St"nt nct nc!(aliV<' ehu!(l'S. The value of ('ach ('(In tour 
l\ ~\'cn by :!: 4 X 10" X 10" with <Y di.<playtod nextto each Olle, Noll' 
that the nll:ximum "harltcs arc proouCt"U llround t - 2500 St'C with 
n<1l.lIti\'('chaq:e nt'llf - WOC and poslti\'\' dHlr!(e around - 2.O;°C. An· 
other small po.<ith~ char)(C appears ju.<t bdow the O°C lew\. <b> A.< in 
(II) I'~cepl for the inductive (icc-watt'r) pr()c~."". Note the ddllY in the 
dc\'dol'nlt'llt of tht' SpllCC churgl'S as compared with (a), 

A combination of the two proccs..~ produced strong 
field and spact'-charge distributions. which are almost a 
linenr supcrPl.l.~ition of the two individual cast'S. Spedfi
cnlly. a stron~ field develops t'ariy (t - 2500 sec) but is 
enh:mced later (t - 3000 sec). Since the inductive pro
Ct'SS begins to operate when the field is stronger, a new 
space-charge c.'nter (negative charge) is produeed at the 
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cloud top. Thts charge center, as with all other charge 
centers, then d~nds as pl-eCipitation falls. At a partic
ular height it setm\s as if the charges switch signs with 
time. This implil'S that at this stage the inductive process 
ts so effective that charged particles falling below a cer
tain space-charge volume are rapidly cliarged oppo
sitely owing to the reversal of the field direction below 
the char!'(C center. Had the effectiveness of the inductive 
process been reduced, the charge centers might have 
spread out over Il greater cloud depth and would have 
prevented the fMd reversal. 

One of the limitlltions, of course, of the one-dimen
sional, time-dependent models is their poor simulation 
of the air cireulation within the cloud and the entrain
ment of air from the environment on the sides and top. 
Since in this model any mixing in of drier air, or detrain
ment of cloudy air, is immediately averaged over the 
entire layer of the cloud, it actually affects the whole 
cloud development in the model, as compared with na
ture, where relatively smaller effects are produced by 
mixing at cloud edges only. For a better simulation of 
these effects, two- or thrce-dimendonal mode's are 
needed. 

Two·Dimcnsional Models 

Two-dimensional models have been developed to 1m· 
prove the simulation of the macroscrue dynamics and its 
effect on the charge distribution and electrical develop
ment. 

Chiu (19i8) simulated a vortex-type thunderstorm in 
a two-dimen.<tiolUu, time-dependent axisymmetric mod
el. In ht .. model, only water drops were considered, 
and char~~ was allowed to develop via the inductive 
process Ilnd ion attachment. Cloud microphysics was 
not dealt with in detail. and cloud water was converted 
to precipitation particles. of a prea .... signed distribution, 
by a parnmeterized formulation. In eaeh time step in the 
modd. the number of possible particle interactions was 
calculatl'(i ba."t.'<i on known collision efficiencies. From 
it a net char~c St.'paration was derived. Simultaneously, 
ion nttachnwnt by diffusion and conduction was per
mittl'<i to tak(.' pillce. and the total net charge at each tt.t 
was found. Chili'S results also indicllte that the inductive 
prOCt'SS could he a very effectivc chargc separation 
mechanism. pft)"irled that lar).';e precipitation ratl'S are 
present. TIll' n'Sults also indicate the development of a 
vcrtical dipok' tlf n proper "clas.~ical" polarity with an 
additional small positive space charge ncar the cloud 
ba.~e. As in the onc-and-a-half-dimensional mooel of 
Tzur and Lt'\'in (1981) lar~c charf(es and strong fields 
devdopL'<i only after rain formro. The evolution of the 
horizontal dt'Ctric field. with a ma:dmum at 30 min, is 
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FleUREIO.6 Evaluation of the radial elec
trk: £idd. from Chiu (1978). (a) At 14 min. 
Contour interval is 2 V 1m. and the ran!(e Is 
- 14 ttl t) V 1m. (h) At 18 min. Contour inter. 
valls 10 Vim. and the range is - 70 to 30' I 
m. (1') At 22 min. Contour interval is 200 VI 
m.llootheran!(eis -1000to200V/m. (d) At 
26 min. Contour interval Is 1~1 Vim. and the 
ran~ is (-" - 2) X 10' Vim. (e) At 30 min. 
Contourlntl'rval2 X 10' Vim. and the range 
Is -6t06 X 100Vlm. 
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shown in Figure 10.6. The effect of Ions. eithn by diffu
sion in the early stages or by conduction at the later 
stages, was found to be relatively small and did not si~
nificllntly alter the charging of the cloud. The entrain
ment of ions from cloud sides and tops did not greatly 
modify the electrical development. 

Heldson (1980) used the same model for a two-dimen
sional slab cloud and simulated lhe effect of artificial 
chaff seeding for the prevention of lightning. The intro
duction of chaff into the cloud creates centers for ion 
production by corona discharge as the electric-field 
strength approaches that needed for lightning. The 
results of the model suggest that the presence of exces.~ive 
ions at this stage increases the cloud electrical conduc
tivity and enhances the discharge of the cloud particles. 
This in tum prevents the further buildup of the electric 
field Ilnd charges. The results of this model demonstrate 
one practical use for modeling of electrical processes in 
thunderclQuds. 

Thunderstorms usually contain both water and Ice. 
The models or both Chiu and Heldson are therefore lim
ited since no ice formation was simulated even thou~h 
the douds in their models reached heights where ice is 
uSllull\, found. 

Ku~ttner et al. (1981) developed another two-dimen· 
sional model. Their model superposes a kinematic flow 
modd. including cloud particle growth. on an electrical 
char~ separation model. The cloud model uses either 
vortex or shear flow to simulate a steady-state flow con· 
figuration. Precipitation ice particles were introduced 
ahollt 1 km above the cloud base and allowed to be 
mon-d with the airflow. During their ascent and de
scent they grew by collecting cloud droplets and sepa
ratl-d charge through rebounding collisions of either wa· 
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ter droplets or small ice crystals. The model did not 
consider ion attachment or particle growth by conden
sation. Particle growth by l'Ollection was calculated 
with 11 constant probability of charge separation. The 
model also did not address the- problem of entrainment 
or turbulent diffusion. However. the merit of this model . 
is its relative simpikity and the capability of testing the 
electrical development under different airflow condi
tions such as those observed in the field. The results of 
this model poir.t out that the noninductive process, in
corporating ice-water and to some extent ice-ice interac
tions with an average value of observed charge separa
tion per collision, can produce an electrical dipole at 
realistic altitudes but cannot enhance the field to a value 
comparable with the breakdown value. 

On the other hand. the Inductiv .. process, involVing 
charge separation by ice-water interactions, produced 
very high fields but generated a very complex space
charge configuration. The complex field and space
charge structure arises as a l'Onsequence of the high effi
ciency with which the inductive process operates when 
large precipitation particll"S appear. As these large par
ticles descend throu~h a space-charge center and be
come exposed to an electric field of opposite dirt-'Ction, 
their charge polarity revcrst'S in response to the reversal 
of the electric field. 

Combination of the inductive w!th the nonlnductive 
mechanisms produced both a proper charge distribution 
and a rapid growth of the fidd. Th,! results of Kuettner 
et al. (1981) suggest that churge separation pr<X.'CSSes in· 
volving ice-ice collisions are not vny powerful. being 
limited by both the long rds:<atioll tirne of the charge 
carriers and by the relatively low concentration of ice 
crystals (resulting in low ('011 isi on rates). In addition, in 
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agreement with the other two-dimensional models. this 
model demonstrates that both strong horizontal and 
vertical fields can be produced by charge separation 
mechanisms that depend on precipitntion. The horizon-
tal fields are generated by horizontal displacement of 
the charged particles by the air circulation. Even under 
very weak shear conditions the space-charge centers 
were found to be displaced horizontally and produce 
very strong horizontal fields even close to the cloud base. 
The presence of the shear was found to smooth the de-
velopment of the charge centers by limiting mixing of 
precipitation particles of opposite charges. 

Takahashi (1979) developed a two-dimensional, 
time-dependent model of a small warm cloud, v· .lcil 
treats the microphysics and the macroscale dynamics in 
detail. Electrification due to the inductive mechani~m 
and to ion attachment by diffusion and conduction Is 
considered in a way that seems to explain the weak elec-
trification of warm maritime clouds. The most impor-
tant mechanism responsible for charging in such clouds, 
according to this model, Is the attachment of ions to 
cloud and precipitation drops. This attachment is signif-
icantly enhanced during condensation and evaporation. 
During the former, positive ions are preferentially in-
corporated into the growing drops, whereas during 
evaporation negative ions are prefp..rentially attached. 

) In an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the con-
vection electrification process, Ruhnke (1972) and Chiu 
and Klett (l97B) developed two-dimensional, axisym-
metric steady-state models. Ruhnke calculated the elec-
tric fields and charges that arise from ion attachment to 
cloud water in solenoidal flow, intended to represent 
the flow in an Isolated convective cloud. The actual 
cloud volume (where liquid water e.xlsts) was assumed 
to be spherical and to be entirely within the updraft. 
Space charge arises owing to local differences in dectri-
cal conductivity. These differences stem from attach-
ment of ions to cloud particles (assumed to depend only 
on liquid-water content), which form ion currents con-
slsting of both conduction and convection currents. By 

I assigning a specific liquid-water content and a relation 
between it and io~ conductivity. Ruhnke avoided deal-
ing with interae.. ,,,ns between ions and cloud droplets. 
The steady-state assumption precludes any deta.il of the 
initial development of the convective electrification. 
His results show that only very small fields can be devel-
oped by this process. 

Chiu and Klett (19i6) improved on this modd by us-
lng a more realistic convective circulation in which the 
updraft was within the cloud and the downdraft was at 
its edges. They also considered. the effect of turbulent 
diffusion in addition to conduction and convection cur-
rents on the transport of ions. Attachment of ions to 
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cloud drops was affected by the liquid-water content 
and by the ambient electric field. Chiu and Klett's 
results show that convective electrification by itself can-
not explain the strong electrification in thunderclouds. 
One should bear in mind that the terms that are highly 
variable with time such as the rate of charge buildup. 
especially at the later stages of thunderstorm develop-
ment, are ignored in these steady-state models. In a fully 
developed time-dependent model, such terms may mod-
ify the above conclusions. In addition, the dynamics' 
used in the convective models Is parameterized and may 
not be realistic enough to simulate the real convective 
charging process that Is highly dependent on cloud dy-
namics. 

Three-Dimensional Models 

To date, only one three-dimensional, time-dependent 
model of an electrical cloud has been developed 

. (Rawlins, 1982). This model uses pressure as the vertical 
coordinate with grid spacings of 50 mbar vertically and 
1 km horizontally. The microphysical parameterization 
of Kessler (1969) Is used to describe the growth of cloud 
particles into precipitation size. Ice, initiated by ice nu-
clel that freeze the supercooled water drops. Is repre-
sented by three size classes: 0-100 I'm, 100·200 I'm, and 
200-300 I'm in radius. Hail is designated as ice greater 
than 300 I'm in radius, and it is forced to be distributed 
exponentially in size (Marshall and Palmer, 1948). 

With this model Rawlins tested the effectiveness of 
various electrical processes, such as the inductive and 
the contact mrface potential (noninductive) mecha-
nisms. He assumed that ion attachment to cloud parti-
cles call be ig'1ored altogether. He concluded that the 
noninductive process is able to produce fields of high 
enough intensity to initiate lightning within about 20 
min after precipitation begins. This process produced a 
"classical" dipole [see Figure 10. 7(a)] but without the 
small positive charge center closer to the cloud base. 

The inductive process, involving ice-ice collisions,' 
was capable of producing strong fields only in the pres-
ence of high concentrations of ice particles and only 30 
min after precipitation particlcs appeared. With this 
process. a very complex space-charge structure emerged 
[see Figure 1O.7(b)] as was also found by Kuettller et al. 
(1981). Allowing ice crystals to rebound more than once 
from ice pellets reducc..'<i the calculated maximum field 
to below that needed for lightning [compare the values 
of Ez in Figures 10.7(a) and 1O.7(b)]. 

However, one should note that the same restriction of 
multiple collisions was not applied to Hawlins's calcula-
tions of the non inductive process. Multiple collisions, if 
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FIGURE 10.7 The vertical distribution of space charges on precipi
tation, Q~. and cloud, Q" particles and the vertical electric field, from 
Rawlins (1982). (a) Ice-ice noninductlvecharging mechanisms after 36 
min of cloud growth with charge separation per collision of Q • 10 fC. 
(b) Ice-ice inductive process after 44 min of cloud growth. Note the 
simple dipole structure and the Inte.1SI! field In (a) as compared with 
the more complex structure and weaker field In (b), implying the inef
fe.--tlveness of the Inductive process under the assumptiOns of this 
muJel. 

allowed for, will restrict charge transfer during particle 
collisions regardless of the process considered. 

DISCUSSION 

From this survey, it is clear tha~ present models can 
d{)scribe both the electrical development and the growth 
oiprecipitation in some detail. An interesting common 
cCh1clusion of all the models is the insensitivity of the 
re:mIts to small changes in frre ion concentration or con
ductivity. These parameters do become important dur
in~ the early stages of cloud development and below the 
cloud base during rain. They are probably also impor
tant just at the onset of lightning or immediately after-
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ward, but none of the models described :lere has dealt 
with this complex problem, 

The emergence of the more complex models of two or 
three dimensions provides a clear visualization of the 
ability of the precipitation charging mechpnisms to pro
duce strong horizontal displacement of charges. These 
are often found in clouds and frequently lead to horizon
tal lightning strokes. It was shown that such numerical 
models could also be used to test the feasihility of pre
venting lightning by limiting the electric field growth. 
Multidimensional models can also greatly aid interpre
tation of the results of field experiments such as chaff 
dispersal in real clouds because they incorporate more 
realistic air circulations than do one-dimensional 
models. 

One of the main purposes of all the models discussed 
here is to test the various propo.~ed mechanisms of 
charge separation in clouds. It seems that now that the 
models are capable of simulating the main features of 
the electrical charge separation in the cloud in a frame
work that combines air circulation and precipitation 
growth, however, reliable values for some of the various 
parameters are desparately needed. In particular, the 
electrical contact probabilities of the various particles 
(primarily ice with water and ice with ice), the coales
cence p·obabilities, the relaxation time of the charge 
carriers on ice as a functio::l of temperature, and the 
length of time the particles actually make contact before 
rebounding are all essential, and not yet known, for 
evaluating the effectiveness of the various mechanisms. 
Such parameters can only be obtained by careful 11100-
ratory experiments. 

Despite the uncertainties in the values of the main pa
rameters involved in the precipitation processes of cloud 
electrification, it is still impressive to see that virtually 
all of the models appearing within the past 10 years, 
regardless of their complexity, agree that precipitation 
mechanisms can explain the main features observed in 
thunderclouds. They explain the presence of the space
charge centers at the proper altitudes and temperatures. 
They show that !'trong fields can be developed within 20 
to 30 min of the appearance of precipitation in the 
cloud. Some show that noninductive cl.arge separation 
processes [either ice-ice (Rawlins, 1982) or ice-water 
(Tzur and Levin, 1981)] can produce very strong fields 
with low precipitation rates as is sometimes observed in 
nature (Gaskell et al., 1978). In addition results with 
noninductive processes show that the electric field 
grows linearly with time, as observed by Winn and 
Byerly (1975). These results also agree with the recent 
measurements of Krider and Musser (1982), which sug
gest that the charging rates in thunderclouds are inde
pendent of the field and fairly constant with time [Fig-
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ure 1O.4(c)]. However, the observations of Williams and 
Lhennltte (1983) pointed out that the Musser and Kri
der results can e!so be explained by the convective 
chargo transport. Their observations showed th2t fall
Ing precipitation may not be the only cause for the elec
trification of thunderstorms. All the models agree that 
the inductive process requires higher precipitation rates 
in order to operate effectively. Some models show that 
the most effective method to produce strong fields is to 
let both Inductive and noninductive mechanisms oper
ate simultaneously. While noninductive mechanisms 
can be powerful, particularly early in the development 
of the electric field, it is difficult to ::ee how one can 
ignore the inductive process altogether. This process 
should operate in general whenever an ambient electric 
field is present. In some cases, it may discharge the par
ticles, while in others it will charge them, but it should 
always operate. If, on the other hand, its effectiveness is 
ver: k·w, as reported by Illingworth and Caranti 
(19M), I' will not be felt in the cloud. Thus, If a charge 
greater than that predicted by Ea. (10.1) is tound on 
some of the particles \Christian et al., 1980), the induc
tive process should have discharged them. Since such 
charges were observed, it must be concludecJ that in 
these cases the inductive process did not effectively oper
ate. 

Most investigators seem to feel that charge separation 
through interactions among water drops only is not ef. 
fective since most collisions result in coalescence, thus 
limiting the possibilities for charge separation. Never
theless, laboratory experiments (Levin and Machnes, 
1977; Beard et al., 1979) suggest that the coalescence 
efficiency is far from being understood, so the role of 
water-drop interactions should not yet be ignored com
pletely. 

Laboratory measurements of the surface potentials of 
ice under various growth conditions (Buser and Aufder
maur, 1977; Caranti and Illingworth, 1980) reveal the 
complexity of the charge-transfer problem. Again, ad
ditio!lal experiments are needed to resolve the depen
dence of charge separation by this prO<.'e,;S on tempera
ture and on the strength of an external electric field. 

In spite of the fact that the numerical models thulo far 
rule out convective electrification as an effective mecha
nism for producing strong fields by itself, it must be em
phasized that these models are only quasi-static and <:on
tElln parameterized dynamics. To simulate this 
mechanism effectively, more detailed cloud ('ynamics, 
ion convection and conduction, and precipitation pro
cesses must be included. Thus far, no such model has 
oc-en developed. Such a detailed model is urgently 
need(;d, especially follOWing the recent experim"nts by 
Vonnegut et al. (1984) that reversed the polarity of a 
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thundercloud by emitting negative ions from a long ca
ble electrified to lOOk V and suspended below the cloud. 
Their observations suggest that the negative ions pene
trated the cloud. ascended to the cloud top, and at
tracted positive ions from the free atmosphere above 
and were carried down by the air currents to the cloud 
base-thus reversing the previous polarity of the cloud. 
If the ion concentration was too small to produce this 
effect. it is still possible that the additional ions changed 
the initial conditions of the cloud electrification, which 
led to the reversal in the cloud polarity. 

With the newly available data and faster computers 
we can look forward to a new generation of models in
corporating cloud microphysics and dynamics together 
with the convection and precipitation electrification 
mechanisms. 
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Atmospheric Electricity in the 
Planetary Boundary Layer 

11 
WILLIAM A. HOPPEL, R. V. ANDERSON, and JOHN C. WILLETT 
Naval Research Laboratory 

INTRODUCTION 

The planetary boundary layer (PBL) is that region of 
the lower atmosphere in which the influences of the 
Earth's surface are directly felt. The primary influences 
ofthe surface are drag, heating (or cooling), and evapo
ration (or condensation). These processes cause vertical 
fluxes of momentum, sensible heat, and moisture, 
which penetrate into the lower atmosphere to a finite 
height. These fluxes, in tum, generate turbulence, ulti
mately controlling the mean profiles of wind speed, 
temperature, and water vapor in the PBL. Since the 
height of penetration depends on the direction, magni
tude, and persistence of the surface fluxes and on the 
large-scale meteorological conditions, the PBL can 
range in thickness from tens of mc.{ers to a few kilome
ters. 

Because of its position next to the Ealth's surface, the 
PBL has been the site of the vast rna jority of atmo
spheric-electrical measurements. If the i1istory of atmo
spheric electricity begins with Franklin, Lemonnicr, 
and Coulomb, as is customary, there h'ive been more 
than two centuries of effort in this region. It was ob
served early that measured quantities such as electric 
field respond strcngly to meteorological processes. This 
led Lord Kelvin to suggest that the day would come 
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when weather forecasting would be done with an elec
trometer (Dolezalek. 1978). Unfortunately. this opti
mistic prediction has not materialized, largely because 
of the complexity of the dependence of electrical vari
ables on a bewildering variety of other phenomena. 

Most atmospheric processes are interrelated and can
not be studied in isolation, but it is usually possible to 
identify one or two dominant influences. In the case of 
atmospheric electricity in the PBL, however, separating 
the various causes and their eff~ts can be extremely dif
ficult. In fact, this field may be unique with respect to its 
sensitivity to many disparate phenomena spanning a 
tremendous range of scales in both space and time. For 
example, locally produced turbulent fluctuations in 
space-charge density have an effect roughly comparable 
in magnitude to that of changes in global thunderstorm 
activity on electric-field variations within the PBL. 

Over the years this responsiveness of atmospheric 
electricity has led to its exploitation for many different 
purposes. Electrical measurements have been made in 
the PBL to observe large-scale processes such as the 
global circuit, to study local phenomena like boundary
layer turbulence, or simply to examine unusual electri
cal signatures in their own right. In each type of investi
gation it has been found nC<'eSSary to minimize the 
effects of unwant(,d processes loll the data. This filtering 
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is never entirely successful. however. and investigators 
must always be aware of the whole range of influences 
snd alert for contamination. 

While atmospheric-electrical variables respond to 
many processes, they usually have little influence on the 
phenomena to which they respond. Thus the electrical 
state of the PBL is irrelevant to the fields of environmen
tal radioactivity, air pollution, boundary-layer turbu
lence, and global meteorology, for example. The inverse 
is not true, however. Atmospheric electricity in the rBL 
is a truly interdisciplinary study requiring a knowledge 
of all these areas in addition to ionic conduction in gases, 
aerosol physics, and electrostatics. 

Recent advances in the disciplines cited above make It 
a propitious time to re-examine the relationships be
tween atmospheric electricity and PBL processes. Such 
a re-examination should ultimately lead to a better un
derstanding not only of atmospht"ric-electrical phenom
ena but of the related disciplines as well. With this in 
mind, the remainder of this chapter presents a brief 
overview of atmospheric electricity in the PBL. First the 
primary physical mechanisms influencing the electrical 
phenomena are discussed. The gross phenomenology is 
described next, includ!ngspatial and temporal variabil
ity of the important electrical parameters. Then the 
most important aspects of modeling and theory are sum
marized in an effort to relate the physical causes and 
their electrical effects. Finally, the chapter is closed 
with a discussion of principal applications and areas of 
needed research. 

PHYSICAL MECHANISMS THAT AFFECT 
ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY IN THE 
PLANETARY BOUNDARY LAYER 

Ionization 

The electrical conductivity of the air is due to lon~ 
produced primarily by !onizin~ radiation. The early in
vestigations of the sources o~ .,' .r.· ,~pheric ions led to the 
discovery of cosmic rays. Cc·,nic radIation is the pri
mar~' source of ion~ over the ocean.~ and above a couple 
of kilometers over land. In the PBL the cosmic-ray con
tribution to the ionization rate is about 1 to 2 ion pairs 
per cubic centimeter per second. It is quite constant In 
time, and the latitudinal dependence caused by the 
Earth's magnetic field is well understood. 

The primary source of ions in the PBL over land is 
. natural radioactivity originating from the ground. This 

ionization source can be divided l"1to two parts: (i) as, 
{js, and )'s radiating directly from lne Earth's surface 
and (ii) radiation from radioacti', '; ga~c5 and their radio
active daughter products exhaled from the ground. The 
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gases Originate in both the uranium and the thorium de
cay series where one of the daughters is the noble gas, 
radon. In the uranium decay series, the daughter is 
222Rn with a half-life of 3.8 days: and in the thorium 
series, 220Rn (thoron) with a half-life of 54 sec. During 
the radon part of the decay the radioactivity can difflJse 
from the ground into the atmosphere and contributt; to 
the volume Ionization. The amount of radon that es
capes depends on the amounts of 226Ra and 232'fh in the 
ground: the type of ground cover: and porosity, damp
ness, and temperature of the soil. The heightdistribu
tion in the atmosphere depends on atmospheric mixinr: 
in the boundary layer and the half-life of the isotope. 

It is obvious that radiation directly from the ground 
will vary greatly depending on the geographical varia
tions in ground radioactivity. Ground radiation inten
sity also decreases with height; a ionization is confined 
to the first few cehtimeters, {j to the first few meters, and 
'Y to the first few hundred meters. The amount of ioniza
tion in the first few centimeters resulting from as is 
largely unknown. Values of ionization due to (js in the 
first few meters are typically in the range of 0.1 to 10, 
and those due to 'Ys in the lowest hundred meters are in 
the range of 1 to 6 ion pairs cm - 3 sec - I. 

Ionization due to radioactive gases in the air is even 
more varIable and depends not only on the amount ex
haled from ground but also on atmospheric dispersion. 
Direct measurements of ionization due to radioactive 
gases in the atmosphere are difficult and have not gener
ally been satisfactory. Estimation of the ionization rate 
is therefore based on measurements of radioactive prod
ucts in the air. The height distribution of Rn in the at
mosphere 8!' a function of turbulent diffusion has been 
the subject of a number of investigations and is often 
used to determine the turbulent diffusion coefficient. 
On cool nights with nocturnal temperature inversions 
the radioactive gases can be trapped in a concentrated 
layer close to the grounJ, whereas during unstable con
vective period~, the gases can be dispersed over an alti
tude of several kilometers. Ionization at 1 to 2 m due to 
radioactive gases and theh' short-lived daughter prod
ucl~ is typically in the range of 1 to 20 ion pairs cm- 3 

sec -I and is predominantly Caused by a particles. 
Figure) 1.1 illustrates the vertical variation of ioniza

tion in the PBL. Ionization due to cosmic rays is nearly 
constant In the first kilometers. The ionization from 
ground {3 and)' radiation will vary geographically de
pending on the abundance of radioactivity in the local 
soil. The curves shown are typical. with (3 radiation be
ing predominant below 1 m and the effect of)' radiation 
extending to several hundred meters, The curves labeled 
Qm .. and Qrnin represent the sum of ionization due to 
cosmic rays, )'S and (3s from the ground, and the decay of 
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FIGURE 11.1 Ionization profiles showing rangeof values that might 
be expec;-tt'<l (1"er land. Q .... would rt1'fcscnt high values; Qm •• low 
values. 

220Rn and mRn gases and their daughter products in the 
atmosphere. The area between the two curves illustrates 

. the variability (;xpecced depending on atmospheric and 
soil conditions. The high ionization rate below 1 m indi
cated by Om .. is due to an accumulation of 22iJRn in the 
lowest meter and occurs only under strong surface-tem
peratl:re inversions and low winds. During convective 
(daytime: periods with significant wind shear the ion
ization profile below 10 m would be expccted to follow 
Qmin valu~ closely. The data used to construct Figure 
11.1 were taken largely from Ikebe (1970), Ikebe and 
Shimo (1972), Crozier and Biles (1966), and Moses et al. 
(1960). There is a limited amount of data on the vertical 
distribution of zzoRn (thoron). and therefore Qm .. is the 
expected maximum ionization based on measurements 
at only three ~itcs. Geographical areas with high ground 
radioactivity may exhibit even larger ionization rates 
than shown in Figure ILL 

Ionization within the first few centimeters of the 
Earth's surface due to c¥ particles has nt:ver been ade
quately inve~tigated. There is the possibility that c¥

emitting dau;;htcr product~ of radon that attach to aero
sol particles are depositcd on the Earth's surface. 
enhancing ~urface activity. This activity is usually ne
glected in the study of environmental radiation because 
it reprCS{mt.~ a small fraction of the total environmental 
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activity. Yet this scurce of ionization is likely to be im
portant in determining the ion concentration at the sur
face. Surface ion coucentration is an important bound
ary condition lnfiuencing the atmospheric-electrical 
structure in the interior of the PBL. 

Our intcntiol. I ere is not to review the field of envi
ronmental r .Ie! in;: ctivity but rather to point out that over 
land the ioni<. jon in the PBL depends primarily on 
ground radiation and radioactive gases and to empha
size the necessity of studying the geographical veriation 
of ground radioactivity and the dynamics of the disper
sion of radioactive gases if we are to understand atmo
spheric electricity in the PBL. 

Over the oceans far from land the ionization rate is 
determined solely hy cosmic rays. The 3.B-day half-life 
of 222Rn permits it to advect over oceans for hundreds of 
kilometers before its ionization is negligible compared 
with that of the cosmic-ray background. 

Compared with the ionization due to natural sources, 
ionization from nuclear power plants and weapons is 
negligible on a global scale. This was true even during 
the active period of nuclear weapons testing in the 1950s 
and 1960s (Israel. ) ;YI3). There can, of course, be locally 
significant effects (Huzita, 1969). 

In addition to ionizing radiation. electrical discharges 
can also form ions in the atmosphere. This requires high 
electric fields that generally occur only in disturbed 
weather near thunderstorms and in regions of blowing 
dust or snow. The field is greatly augmented at points on 
electrically grounded, elevated objects such as vegeta
tion and antennas. As the electric field increases, the 
field in very small regions near such points reachs break
down values and a small ionic current is discharged into 
the atmosphere. A large number of unipolar ions is in
jected locally into the atmosphere, and the ionic space 
charge thus formed tends to reduce the high electric 
field. 

Ions can also be produced by the bursting of water 
films. In nature this occurs in waterfalls. falling rain. 
and breaking waves. Ions generated by this mechanism 
are not formed in pairs. and a net charge is introduced 
into the atmosphere. In most cases the residue remain
ing after evaporation of the water is much larger than a 
small ion and is more appropriately identified as a 
charged aerosol particle. 

Properties of I()n.~ 

The radioac.,tive ionization process separates an elec· 
tron from a molecule of nitrogen or oxygen. The elec
tron attaches rapidly to a neutral molecule to form a 
negative ion. During the next few milliseconds both pos
itive and negative ions undergo a series of chemical, 
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charge-exchange, and clustering reactions with the mo
lecular species present in the air. Much progress has re
cently been achieved In understandinst this chain of 
ionic reactions in w~ll-defined laboratory gases (Huer
tas et al., 1978) and In the upper atmosphere (Arnolr4 

and Ferguson, 1983). In the troposphere. where trac 
gases are numerous and variable, the ion chemistry is 
complicated, and the composition of the terminal ion 
must be regarded as uncertain at best. If mas.c spectro
scopic measurements can be extended to identify ambi
ent ions, it is possible that this identification can be used 
as a measure of certain elusive trace gases in the tropos
phere. 

Fortunately. the Ion nature enters the equations that 
govern atmospheric electricity in the PBL only a~ it af
fects the ionic mobility and rCf'Ombination coefficient. 
The mobility is defined as the mean drift velocity of the 
ion per unit electric field. The mobilities of ambient ions 
are more easily determined than their mass or chemical 
composition. (There is no unique relationship between 
mobility and ma'>.~. and a rather large uncertainty in 
mass translates into a much smaller uncertainty in mo
bility.) Values for aged positive and negative ion mobili
ties at STP are about 1.15 and 1.25 cmz V -I sec -I. re
spectively (Mohnen. 1977). are inversely proportional 
to air density, and are independent of electric-field 
strength. 

If ions are forml.-d in pairs by ionizing radiation and 
annihilatt-d in pairs by ion-ion recombination, then the 
positive and negative ion concentration.~ are equal and. 
in the absence of particulates, are given by 

n t - (qlajl'Z, (H.l) 

where q Is the ionization rate and is the recombination 
coefficient. If there are no aerosol particl~ in the atmo
sphere the ion lifetime is given by 

T - nfJq .. (lIqa)l2. (11.2) 

Recombination of ions in the tropo-;phere Is a thrl!\!
body process. The present theoretical treatment of 
thrt>e-body recombination is inadequate for calculation 
of absolute value; of the recombination ('Oefficient, This 
is due in part to our inability to identify the ion chemis
try. Measurements of the recombination coefficient 
yield a valueof about 1.4 X 10 - "cmJ/secfor aged atmo
spheric ions at Sl P (Nolan. 1 !J43). 

The movement of ions in an electric field gives rise to 
the electrical conductivity of the atmosphne. The con
ductivity is defined a~ 

;, "" e(n.k. + n_L), (11.3} 

where k± is the mobility and e is the e1ementalY charge. 

The conductivity is non-ohmic (field dependent) if the 
ion densities depend on electric field, as Is the case near a 
boundary (eJectrodeeffect). 

Equations (11.1)-(11.3) predict concentrations of 
about 3000 ions/cm\ lifetimes of about 5 min, and a 
conductivity of about 1 X 10 - 13 mho/m for an ioniza
tion rate of 10 ion pair cm - 3 sec - I.- In rea' :ty the values 
of these variables are considerably smaller /x.-cause ions 
arc destroyed not only by recombination but also by at
tachment ~o aerosol panicles, as described in the next 
section. 

Attachment oj /on., to Aerosol Particles 

Suspended in the atmosphere are many small parti
cles mostly in the si7.e ran~e between 0.01 to 0.5 I'm ra
dius. The concentration of aerosol particle; varies from 
a few hundred per (.ubic centimeter over remote regions 
of the oceans to a hundred thousand per cubic centi
meter in polluted urban environments. Ions diffuse to 
these particles and, on contact. tran.~fer their d.arge to 
them; thus the particles act as centers of rccombinatinn. 
In most continental area<; the ioss of ions by attachment 
to aerosol particles is greater than th~ loss hy ion-ion 
recombination. The attachment process also establishes 
a size-dependent statL~ticaI chargt! distribution on "the 
aerosol partidl.'S. (Some are negatively. some pO!:itivcly. 
and some neutrally char~ed.) 

To treat the problem of ion-aerosol attachment in its 
totality requires the solution of a systtm of b"lance 
equations for ion.s and particles with various num!Jers of 
elementary charge;. Since we are intere;ted here only in 
the effect Jf aerosols on ion depletion. we can write a 
simplified ion balance equation as 

dn dt - q - all" - IJnZ. (11.4) 

where Z is the total particle concentration irrt'Spective 
of the charge state of the individual particle; ar.d {3 is the 
effective ion-aerosol attachment coefficient. Fonteady
state conditions and q os 10 ion pairs cm -.1 sec - I. the 
dependence of ion density on the particle conce:ltratic,n 
is shown in Figllre 11.2 for an effective attachment coef
ficient of i3 = 2 X 10 - ft cm3 Sl.'C - I. It is readily Sl.'Cn that 
when the particle wneentration is greater than about 
1000 cm -,J. the concentration of ions is more dependent 
on the aerosol attachment than on ion-inn recombina
tion. Only in remote OCI:anic and Arctic regions can the 
effed of particles on the ion density sometm.es be ig 
nored. 

Atmospheric aerosob are hygroscopic. and their equi
librium radius increa<;{.'$ a, th~ relative humidity in-
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FIGURE 11.2 Ion d"pletion 11.<1;1 function of ioc.'I'\'<L"n!: aerosol con· 
rentration for an i"ui7..:1tion r .. t ... of III iun puir' cm \!<'C" .. nd a tYl'i. 
w \'alu('of ion·at·lOs"I attachment l"tl<'ffidl'lIt. 

creases. This growth is espcdul\y pronounct'<i at relati\'e 
humidities abo\'e about 00 p<'rcent. An increa,o;e in the 
size of aer<'SOl particles mnkes them mon' t'ffidt.'Ut sea\'
en~ers of ions. resultin!! in a lower conductivity. \\'hen 
the relative humidity exct"''<is lOO pel'('t'nt, some of the 
particles are activated and grow rapidly (by ubout 2 or
ders of magnitude) to radii larger than 1 I.m. fmming 
fog or cloud droplel~. Tht'Se droplets are l fft'<'tiVt.' sca\,
engers of ion.~ and are f('Sponsihle for' hl' low conductivi
ties found in fogs and douds. The Iltmo$pht'ric-dectric 
fog effect (see section helm\' Oil Phemlllwnolo~' of At
mospheric Electricity in the Plant'tury Boundary 
Laye!), where (''Onducti\'ity dt'cr(,l\.~ und the dectric 
field increases before tht, formation of fl'~ i~ probably 
related to aerosol growth with im.'n·r~", .~~ Ilmidity. 

Recent advances in aerosol melos.i~t·,\l<'nts hu\'l' n"
suIted in accumte aerosol size distributiolls that could 
now bt: used to e\'aluatl' m(l~ thoroll~hly tilt' ion-nero
sol equilibrium. An accurate treatnwnt would indudt' 
not only a ~alistie aerosol siZt' distributhlll bat abo thl' . 
statistics of diffusional charging of partidt's by inns, 

E1fl'ct of the Global Cirntit 

Electric fidd~ and curft'nts in 'hl' PHI. urbe primarily 
from the voltagl' imprt~t'(l a('ros~ it hy til\' gillbal circuit 
discu.;;,'\(.'<i in Chapter 15 (this volume). Thl' wl'llk con
ducth'ity of the PBL ca\l~t,:\ it to act ns l\ ft':>istiH' dt'l11t'nt 
in thl' global circuit. conducting a fair-wl':!ther currt'nt 
demity of about 1 to 3 P:\'Il\~ to ~round will'ft, tht' fair-

"' ..... ~ 

weather electric field is about lO{)-200 WO), Bec"u.~ too 
PBL is the re~ion of gn-atest ek'Ctl'ical ft'Sisttlll~, it 
largely controls the dischal),."e ratt' of the ~Ioblll circuit. 

If the conducti\'ity of the '~tm(\.~phcre Wt~re unlfurm, 
it would be a passive ohmic medium with no necumul", 
lion of space chaf)...'e to alter the d~tric fMd, Spue\' 
charge is generated internally in the Itt\pt'rturbt.-d ntm(). 
sphere in two wa~'S: (1) by conduction tklwn a l'tmduc
ti\'ity ~adi(mt and (2) by the imbl\hmccof ion flow n~r 
a boundary. The fin.'t ml.'Ch:mlsm cnn IX' understood 11\ 
terms of Ohm 's l~w, J ... XE, where J is the eonduetion-. 
current dl'nsity. For steady-shitl' conditions and In tht' 
absence of any ron\'l'cth-e ('har~ tral\.~port, J h uni, 
form. and, tht.'reCore. the dt.'t'tric field i.~ inwrst'ly pro
portional to the t.'ondllt'ti\'ity, Sll\~ cond\l('ti\'lt~· 
chan~ with altitude, tht're must ~ an inwfSt' aitltuJe 
dependence of the dt.'Ctric fidd, }lol~tm's l'tlulltion I'(' 
quires this chan~ ill field ttl tx~ IlCC'Ompanit.'<i by a Spilt\' 
charge ~i\'en by 

- ftl J tIl L' \. 
P - Ell V • l:. - TV' - ~c.' V 1\, ( ItS) 

where En is the didl'Ctric lwrr.wubillty of :llr. By t~ 
steady-state Ils.~umpti()n, the first h.'rm on tlw ri):ht. 
hand side \'anishl'S :mrl tilt' spaCt' eI\llr~ i~ pl'Opnrti\\n~1 
to the clcdric fidd and condu('ti\'ity ~:~dit'nt und it~ 
\'ersely proportiomll to tht' t'ondudi\'ity, This pl'(I1,~ 
can be thou~ht of :l.~ a pil~up of spat'\' t:haf)...TC due to ct'fi' 

dllction down n conductivity ~"dicnt, 
The st'COnd mt'Chunism hlr producing; Spl1ce dult\~ 

operates only near a bmllld:lry. Acro.~ any h()rl1.\)nt~1 
area in the atlOo.~pht,ft' strt'S.\~'d by a \'t'rtical dt'Cttlt
field, po.~iti\'e and neglltiw ions will no\\' in ()Pllo.~it(' 
dirt'Ctions. Howe''t'f. :It Ii boundnr\', i(II\.~ of {lilt' si~n l'l\ll 
flow to that boundary. hut tht'ft' \~'iIl he nn l'OIll\Wllsat· 

ing flow of thl' oppo.~itl' :;i~ uwuy from it. This im
balance in ion flo\\' ~h't':> fiSt' ttl II Sp:ll't' I:"hnrgl' in the 
vicinity of the boundary. Thi~ St'l'lllld I\\l'<.'h:mism £,'1' 
gcneratin~ spnce ch:lr):!l' b l\ptly fl'fl'fft'(i tl) lis tIlt' dl."\. .... 
~rode efft'Ct. Fur tht' C'ISt' of uniform "'llunw hmiz:ltion 
in laminar nirllllw with no ilt'ro.';()ls nml 1~)llmil'(l on th(' 
bottom hy a condu('\in~ surfl\('t" tht, hm.halnnt'l' t'qun
tions cnn bt.' sO\>'t'(i tll):!l,tlwr with P\li~,'n 's t''\Ul\tioll tn 
give the solution slmwn in Fi~\lfl' 1l.3. Thl'ionil':lItinn 
rate \\,a,~ takt'n to 1)(, 10 iOll p,.irs nil -.\ St't' - t. lind tilt' 
solution illustnltl':\ tit;lt tilt' ('i'It'<.·t (If tIlt' dl'l·tr,x!t', in thi:s 
idealized caSt'. would l'\tt'ml tn ull(ltlt ;3 III (1101'1'('\, 
W6i). In tilt' turhuknt :!tmn~plwl't" tlw d"'lmdt' df~"t 
extends to much higher nltitud,,:> lmd tilt' ~Pll~,(' dmn~ 
forml'<i by till'Sl' tWl\ nll'dHIlli::lIIs i~ di~I't.'rst'(l hy tml\\!. 
It'llt mixing. ('ausi!1~'1 ('(\Il\'I'('th'l' flnx Ill' dHlr~l' ill :\ddi
lion to tht, (,{lIldul'Un!1 cur~'nt, 
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FIGt:RE 11.3 Simple dt'ctrode d!t'Ct in nonturhult ·It IIlr with ron· 
shmt \·o!ume ionization rute of 10 iun IllAir em I Stt· t t)\t'r II plain 
~urfllre (from Hoppel, 196i). 

Turbulent Transport oj Eit'ctrical Properties 

Most a~pects of the slrudurt' of the PUL urt' domi
nated by the effe<:ts of turbult'n<.'t' (Hau~en, W73: Wyn
gaard. 1980). and electrical proces.'>es are no eXl't'ption. 
Turbulent mixing prevents the buildup of radioactive 
emanations in shallow lay,·rs near the ground cXt .... ·pt un· 
der very stable conditions, disp"'rses acrosols owr a 
greater depth incf('asin~! the l'tllumnar resistanCt'. and 
redistributes space l'harge. produci,,~ con\'l'Ctioll cur
rE'nts. The almost continuul stlltt' of turhlllcllt Illotion in 
the atmosphere iscaust-d by tht' ('Omhinl-d inOllt'nces of 
dru~. heating. and t'Vupoflition from tht' lIndt'rlying 
surface. It is only in l~:lSt'S of extremely low wind SPt't>ci 
und strong surfat't' cooling t:mt luminar Oow muy lx, 
found. and even tlll'lI only for short pt'riods and owr 
limited areas. 

Drag gellerates tllrhult'nCl' thrtlugh shear in~tnhility. 
which transfers kim·tic t'nt'f~' from the Illean f10w to 
the turbulence. The l'ncr~' ROt·s into eddies on the scall' 
of the mean velocity gradit'nt. whith is strong.t'St nenr 
tht surface. and tt'nch to pfllduet.· turbu\em.'(' with a 10-

~" ""- ,. 

cal intewal scale com~rable to thtl! ht'iltht Ilbo\~ the 
surface. Both heatin~ and evaporation "rom the s\lffi\l~ 
tend to produce an un.~tnblt' dt'll.~ty ~adit'nt. The stf\t~ 
ture of the turbulence produCt't! by buoyant hl.~tablHty 
can be quite different from that of shelu-~neratrti hlr
bulence because warm, moist pam."'.ls stllrtin~ ncat the 
surface accelerate as they rise throu).!h an unstable t'l\\'i~ 
ronment. The resultin~ eddit'S tend to be don~tt'd ,'"r
tieally and to have a sit.e scale uett'rminro by tht' thidt
ness of the e •• lire PBI.. 

The turbuient kinetic enerm' injcctrtl into the flo\\' by 
these two mechanisms is not dissiplltt.'ll at the !\Call'S 
where it is produced. Instead, el\l'~' N\..\'Cadt'S down to 
ever smaller eddy sizt'S and i..~ dissipated primarily at 
scales smaller than 11 Ct'ntimett'f unci l't'Sults in 11 wide 
range of eddy sizes. Tht'St' t-ddil'S t"Hidt'lltly mix pa~,,'e 
contaminants like ions, Ilcfo.,'()ls, slla~ char~. and rll
dioaetive gases. The turbult'llt transport ()f spaCt.' ch~f1.,.~ 
is equivalent to an electrical ron\"t'ction current thl'tm~h 
the atmosphere. It is e\'ident from Fi~re 11.3 that tur
bulent diffusion would llispt'l'St' tilt' SP"Ct..' char~ ~~ult
ing from the imbalance of l)().~ti\~ and I\t'~ath-e inns tn 
the lower layers, prooucin)! a nlot upward now of chllt)..~ 
(opposin~ the downward Ct.mtiuctiol\ current), 

Electric field f\uctuatiOll." art' Rllo'O caused Iw tmhu
lent mo\-ement of this SPll('t' ('hnr~. To spreify the ~\\''t'r
age l'1ectrie field. the instantanl'OUS fidd must thcret\)1'e 
be avera~ over an inlt'r\'a\ of tit'1l' hml-,,-'r than the l~ 
riod of the Illrgt>st eddy. Fi~lrt' It.4 shows an dl't'trll'"'
field profile over the Ottllll in tll{' tmdl'wind~ off the 
coast of Barbados and i1lustr:ltt'S the IIlCrt'nSe in \'crtk-al 
extent caused by turb\llcn~, Ench drelt' represents "n 
avera!1:1' of 50 to 30n mt'a.~lIrenU'l\ts of H)-sec duratitlll, 
and the bars aTe tht~ standurtllk'\'i;,tioI\S. Tht, );tr~~ (\('\'i
ations ii1ustrate the vllrinhility in till' instnnhull'OHS flrld 
and the nt'Ct'S.~ity of u\'t'm~nj.! tn \lhhlin a nWanltl~tilil 
profile in the PBL. TIll' \':lfi:ltinn~ Urt, ~rnltt'st ",here the 
~radit'nt is steepest Hnd Urt, nmdl !t~ lit n Iwight of lilt) 
m abo\'t" the surfat.'('. Tht' s<,lid :md dottt'<.ilillt.'S nre tht' 
Tl'Sult of numerical muddin),!. ",h"I'\' \ is u pnfUnwh.'f re
lated to the strength of turhul"llt Ill;\ill~. It is olw\,\Hs 
from this discus.~ioll thllt ullY trt'lltHlt'llt of utm,).~phel'k 
e1t.'Ctricity in the PHI. must Illdmit' tilt' dftds of turhu
lenC\.~. 

This \'nriability with tinlt' :lUll \"I.\sition nt low i\lti· 
tud.,!> d"lllonstratl's tilt' d,m~.'r i!lllt'n'nl in h:llh"ll\ 
soundings USl'<l to obtain Int"~:ltt"d itllll.;~pllt'ric \\\)\1'1\
tial. Ndtlwr spatial nor h'lHl\\lnll :t"'mgin~ is I){\~ihlt' 
dllrin~ thl' rapid asCt'nt and only ,I ~,\hlr:;t' \'t'rtk"l rt~,\lu· 
tion is ll\'uilabk' wlll'n' fit-Ids Uti' bq!,"('st ,Iud 11);),,\ \art
able. 
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FIGURE 11.4 Variation of the ell't'trlc field with hei~t (l'It'ctrodt" 
dfret) found o\~r the tropical tlC('an Illustrating the ohserwd 11l1).'" 
n\lctllJltion.~ of thc instantlln<'(m~ fidd from th .. awra~ Cidd Clltl< .. d hy 
atmospheric turblllt'IIct', Th .. cllr,,,,,, <1ft' num.-rical solutions for tht> 
RO\'l'rnlng l'qUlltiuns IlUnl: I:TlIdlrnt diffusion modd for ion transport 
(from lIoppeiand GJlthmJln. l\li2), 

PHENOMENOLOGY OF ATMOSPHERIC 
ELECTRICITY IN TilE PL.ANETARY 
BOUNDARY LAYER 

Although typical average \'ahles are often cited for 
atmospheric-electrical observnblt'S. the greatest interest 
and Si~lificance by far ha.~ bt.'l'n attached to variation.~ 
with time O\'cr a broad ran~c of time scales, There have 
bt>en studies of atmosphcric'l'lt'Ctrical variations with· 
annunl nnd eVt.'l\ ll-yr periociidties: short-I)('riod fluC"
tUlltions hn\'t~ also rtX'Ch'(.'<.1 SOIUt' attention in the past. 
and they are currently n ~Ubjl'Ct of renewt.~ interest. as 
will be disCllSSl'<i later, By far tht' !!leakst effort has l>et'!l 
fOCUSL'<i on diurnal varintions with rt'SPl'Ct to either uni
versal or locnl time and. 10 n it'SSer extl'nt. on seasorml 
changes in diurnnl po:U('rns. 

One of the first. amit't'rtllinly tht' most famoHs. dt'm
OO$t rations of u reprodUcible variation pattern with uni
"ersnl time is the hourly a\'l'nl~e pott'ntial gradient 
curves obtnint'<i over the world ocean on th(' Carrwgit' 
cruises. Tht'Sl' cur\'l~ ha\'(·long St'f\'ed ll~ de facto ~tan
dnr~ls with which to ,'\':lllIalc the viability of attempts to 
mt'aSlIre uni\'t'rsnl \'ari;ltiollS, The result of the W28-
1029 Carncgii' cruise (Torrl'son ct al .. WoW) is plotted in 
Fi~lre 11,5 ulong with sl'\Tral of till' mort' suCCt-">Sful 
sut>-~eqllent attt'mpts to IlW;tSlIl'e this average variation. 

These are integrated (and extrapolated) ionospheric I)(). 
tential from 125 balloon ascents (MUhleiscn. IHi7). ~ 
aircraft profiles in the Bahamas (Mllrk..mll. 1977), ~nd 6 
aircraft profiles at ~ selected Arctic locgtion (Cl .. rk, 
1958). Also shown are quasi-continuous mc!\Suremt'nts 
of current density made above the PBL durinll th~ A-re
tic winter, which. when allowance is made for the small 
(6 percent) measured change in columnar resishu'k'e 
during the measurement period. should accuratd~· mir
ror variations In ionospheric potentlnl (And~fS()n,' 
1967). 

Consideration of these curves stronft1y indlcatl"S that 
there is indeed a well-defined a\'t'ra~ global diurnal 
variation but that there are I.'qulllly important real local 
deviations with time. This is demonstrated in Fi).t\lre 
11,6 (Isralli. 1973) in which the efft.'Ct of turbulent pro
cesses on warmer (March to October) afternoons is St'l'f\ 

to dominate the average diurnal curve. For this fell.mn a 
better knowledge of ionospheric pot~ntlal "I\rintlol\s 
would pluy 1\ key role in the identification of dft.'Cts Ilt· 
tributable to PBL processes. However, subtraction of 
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FlCURE 11.6 Average diurnal variation., 
In pob!ntlal gradient show/nit effect of after
noon turbulence mixing (from Isra~. 1958). 

D 

the average diurnal variation does not n~l\rily isolate 
aparticlliar local phenomenon. 

Electric field and vertical current density are driven 
by the global circuit and, as shown in Figure 11.5. can 
exhibit the characteristic variation pattcJ'n even within 
the PBL in ~rtain cases if suitably avern~'ti. There are 
othe.r observables such as the ionic conductivity. which 
are only weakly influenced by global p!'Ol..~~ ~vhile de
pending strongly on local effects. Conductivity has been 
sren to be a result of ionization. ionic mobilitv, ft.'COmbi
nation, and attachment of ions to }Jartlcuiatcs, all of 
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which can be influenced by local conditions and varl· 
able trace constituen's. It is fC8sonabie therefore to ts:· 
peet that large variations in conductivity will be primar
ily determined within the PSL and have a marJ.;cd 
dependence on local time. The columnar resistance is It 
parameter usually defined as the resistance of a vertical 
column of unit cross St.'Ction from ground level to the 
base of the ionosphere. It is commonly derived from n 
measured vertical profile of atmospheriC conductivity, 
and it is observed that most of this resistance lies within 
the PBL. The validity of this is secn in Figure 11. 7. 
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nCUI\E 11.7 AveraW'diur!lal variation in collllllnar 1"IN,'\;IIl('t·l\S a [unction oflocoil time (from Sagalyn Illld flillcher. 1956). 
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- UNPOLLUTED (2 STATIONS) 
~ POLLUTEO(3STAT~) 

4 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
GMT 

FIGURE 11.S NormalilNi polenlhal.:nadi· 
en! showing rush·hollr l'ff<'ct III po!lutrti ur
ban sltl'S (from Anderson llnd Trent. 100ll). 

which shows the resistance R of a l-cm~ column from the 
surface to 4.57 km over land as a function of local time. 
The strong effect of the midday upward dispersion of 
tlerosols on R is readily apparent, and the shape of the 
curve and the 40 percent variation are in reasonableac
cord with our knowledge of the daUy variation of turbu
lent activity. 

The strong dependence of the columnar resistance on 
PBL conditions provides a mechanism for the modifica
tion of electrical observables with local time. Such 
mechanisms can embrace the entire PBL as does fullv 
developed turbulent convection, or they can be con~ 
fined to a shallow relA10n near the surface. One example 
of a shallow effect is seen in the olJse.l'\·t'd response to the 
typical urban morning rush hour (Anderson and Trent. 
1969). In the morning there is still little turbulent acti\'o 
ity. since solar heating ofthe surface has just begun, and 
there is an abrupt injection of combustion products into 
the stratified atmosphere. Conducti\'ity is reduced by 
particulates, but this reduction is confined to a shallow 
layer; so the total columnar resistance and thus the vcr· 
tical current are lar~ely unaffected. Consequently. the 
local surface field increases as required by Ohm's law. 
This increase is seen in Figure U.S between llOO and 
1600 GMT (0600 and 1100 EST) at three sites located in 
urban areas. Because of these local diurnal variations, 
singlt.'-station potentinl ~adient recordin~, even when 
heavily averagt.'<l. rarely exhibit a classical Carnegie
l)-pe diurnal variation pattern (Israel, 1961). 

These diurnal variations with both universal and lo
cal time are not the only fluctuations obscl'\'ed in atmo
spheric·electricity l't'COrdings. Shorter-period variation.~ 
are always observed and usually dismissed as noise. Qb
sel'\'ed fluctuations Oil atmospheric-electricity record. 
ings made within the PBL are comparable in magnitude 
to the mean values of those recordings (Takagi and To
riyu.ma, 1978), A typical recording is St'en in Figure 
11.9. Much of the fluctuation contt'l1t in the range from 

roughly 0.1 sec to tens of minutes is produced by local 
turbulence. 

There are two obvious consequences of this coupling. 
First, all the mcthodolo~ of turbulence analysis. such 
as eddy-correlation, profile. and dissipation analyses, 
can be applied to the electrical observation. ... The second 
consequent.'C is the po. ..... ibility of utilizjn~ electrical 0b
servations as a tool in the study of turbulent p~. 
The relationship betwcen atmospheric elt.'Ctrlcity and 
turbulenre will be considered in more detail in the st'C

Uon below on Modelin~ and Theory, There is also a sug
gestion that fluctuations in the total Mll.>:wel! current 
density in the range of 10 to 1000 sec can corrclnto at 
intercontinental distances (Ruhnke et 01 .• l!JR3). It is 
clear that short· period fluctuations in utmospheric-dt'C
tncal recordings strongly influence attt'tllpts to obSt'l'\'C 
global scule phenomena, are relatiwly underexploitt-d. 
and constitute a fertile area for possible nppliclitions. 

Although horizontal ~radients of atmo. .. phcric-elt'C
trieal variables within the PBL ar'~ much snlllH('r than 
vertical ones (largely a consequence of the geonwlric 
scales involved), significant horizontal \,arillbility is ob
served. SiWlificant instant'(\<; include the dft'Ct of organ-

FIGt'HE 11.9 Hl'COnl, of til<' p<>tt'ntiut !!mdit'nt (F). uir·.,~rth {"It· 
ftm! dt'll.<ity (ll. lind hri~htnt'S.' (II) OIt Allch('1\ on July 31, l%t (£n>lll 

Israd. H15S). 
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ized convection activity on a large scale as seen in Figure 
11.10 (Markson. 1975). terrain effects produced by 
mountains Ilnd coastlines. and the sunrL~e effect caused 
by dlfferenOO'l in turbulent mixing between the heated 
and dark l'egiOns. To a first approximation such effects 
are seen to be the result of imposition of a local perturba
tion on an otherwise uniform situation and are. hence. 
essentially romparable with local phenomena such as 
the rush-hour effect previously described. 

The spatial variation on which attention has been fo
cu:.ed is in the vcrtical dimension. The interest in global
scale phenomena has led to the use of a vertical profile as 
a convenient observational unit. Measurements are 
made of one or more atmospheric-electrical variables. 
typically field, conductivity, and/or current density. at 
a variety of altitudes in a relatively short timb span 
(from a few to tens of minutes). The sensors are carried 
aloft with aircraft. balloons, or rockets, and data are 
presented both as profiles and as numerically integrated 
totals. Profiles have been made over land because of 
convenience and to study specific terrain effe<:ts and 
over water in attempts to eliminate land effects. Profile 
data have been responsible for the detection of convec
tion currents in the PBL comparable in magnitude with 
the total current, the classical electrode effect over wa
ter under stable conditions. the response of columnar 
resistance to pollutant buildup, and theclassical diurnal 
variation in ionospheric potential. 

Typical vertical profiles of atmospheric potential 
through the PBL are st.'Cn in Figure 11.11. The Green
land profiles are characterized by extremely low levels 
of particulate contamination. and the vertical variation 
of conductivity closely approximates that predicte:J the
oretically for an aerosol· free atmosphere. The addition 
of particulate burdens. whether in a shallow li.:'er as in 
curve C or in a thick layer as in D. markedly affc.'Cts the 
observations within the PBL. It is apparent that. in the 
presence of atmospheric contaminants. the volta~e drop 
acros.~ the PBL is significaritly greater than in the Gn'Cn
land observations. 
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FIGURE 1 L 11 Typical vcrtlclIl distributions of atmospheric poten· 
tial «("1m Clark. 1958), 

The conduction-current density, defined·as the prod
uct of electric field and conductivity. can easily be com
puted from airborne measurements. Two typical pro
files of conduction-current density are shown in Fi).,'UI"C 
11.12. Above the PBL the current density is seen to be 
essentially constant with altitude. This is a direct n'Sull 
of the small space-charge density above the PBL and the 
greatly reduced turbul('nt mixing found there. This vcr· 
tical constancy led to the aforementioned use of current
density measurements abovt· the PBL to follow univer
sal variations. The increases S{'Cn Ilt low altitudes were 
the first unambiguous evidence of the existence and sig
nificant magnitude of convcctive charge transpol"t 
within the PBL. us discllssed in the next section. 

In addition to variat'')ns that depend on time or 
height arc variations that IIrc associated with a s{l('Cific 
phenomenon. Thc most well known such case is the at· 
mospheric-eic.'Ctric fog effect. It has been observed that 
the conductivity dcerl'ascs markt'diy in fog and that the 
start of the dc.'Crcase may prCCt>cie the actual fog Ullsd, 
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FIGURE 11.12 Two profitt'$ of convection current density com. 
puted from aircraft measurements of field and conductivity (from 
Kraakevlk.1958). 

Analogously, the increase In conductivity at the termi
nation of the fog event may also precede actual dissipa
tion. A typical data recording through a fog event is seen 
in Figure 11.13. This phenomenon has boon reported by 
many observers (Dolezalek, 1963), but it has not as yet 
received an adequate physical analysis. 

Similarly, there are effects associated with surf and 
... ·aterfalls wherein some chrrge separation is produced 
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by mechanical breakup of the water surfaces (Blan
chard, 1963). For example, the positive space charge' 
produced by breaking surf clAn lead to an appreciably 
larger electric field on shore than outside the sun zone 
during onshore winds. In contrast to the positive charge 
produced along ocean coasts, sufficient negative charge 
has been obser ted along the shore of a freshwater body 
(Lake Superior) during heavy surf to reverse the fair
weather electric field (Gathman and Hoppel, 1970). 
Negative charge is also observed from waterfalls. In 
some cases there are also strong local effects associated 
with smoke plumes and with volcanic eruptions. Again 
there is a separation of charge, which then diffuses away 
from the source. 

MODELING AND THEORY 

The complicated dependencies of the local electrical 
variables on the ionization profile, aerosol concentra
tions, turbulent structure of the PBL, and temporal var
iations in the global electrical circuit make it dangerous 
to trust intuitive notions when interpreting measure
ments made in the PBL. Increased insight into the 
meaning of the observations is obtained by modeling 
various physical mechanisms mathematically. Some of 
the more important results of these theoretical efforts 
follow. 

The electric field tends to be nearly vertical in fair 
weather, and the meteorological structure of the PBL 
usually changes slowly In comparison to the electrical 
relaxation time. This has led naturally to the assumption 
of a quasi-steady, hOlizontally homogeneous mean state 
and to one-dimensional, time-independent models of 
the mean electrical structure. These as.~umptions Imply 
that thc conduction- and convection-current densities 
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FIGURE 11.13 Atmospherlc.electrlc fog 
effect-II typical example of successful fore
casts of both on set and dissipation (from 
Serbu and Trent. 1958) • 
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are vertically directed and that their sum, the total cur
rent density, is height Independent, leading to great 
simplifications from a modeling point of view. About 
this mean state, of course, are fluctuations caused by 
turbulent eddies. (A parallel may be drawn here to the 
prevalence of one-dimensional models of the mean me
teorological structure of the PEL, in which small-scale 
phenomena such as turbulence enter only in terms of 
their hOrizontally averaged effects.) 

The primary goal of electrical modeling of the bound
ary layer to date has been tu understar.d the mean pro
files of the electrical vluiables resulting from currents 
driven by the global circuit. Thus, theoretical develop
ments have focused on the sources of charge within the 
PBL and the phenomena produced by the vert:.;&! tur
bulent transport of that charge. After an introduction to 
the modeling of turbulent mixing, we shall examine the 
electrode layer and the convection curI'" .ts resulting 
from electrode-effect space charge. 

Turbulence Modeling 

The simplest and most pervasive mathematical de
scription of turbulent mixing is the gradient-diffusion 
model. Applied to the vertical transport of space-charge 
density by vertical velocity fluctuations w'. it states that 
the mean turbulent flux (or convection current) is pro
portional to the local mean gradient: 

-,-, K() ap w p - - z-, 
iJz 

(11.6) 

Here K(z) is the eddy-diffusion coefficient. usually 
taken to be proportional to height above the surface. 
Values at 1 m generally lie between 0.01 and 1.0 m2/sec. 

This model is a form of first-order closure of the con
servation equation for space char~e. It is generally be
lieved to provide an acceptable description of mixing 
near the surface. where shear production predominates 
over buoyant production of turbulent kinetic energy. 
Gradient diffusion is often applied throughout the PBL. 
sometimes with a stability-dependent coefficient and a 
decrease at the top to represent an inversion. although it 
is known to provide poor rl.>sults in the interior of an 
unstable mixed layer. In atmospheric electricity its use is 
best restricted to modeling of the electrode effect. 

There are many more sophisticated (and more com
plex) approaches to turbulent transport modeling. A 
popular one is S<..'COnd-order closure. in which conserva
tion equations are derived for evaluating the second mo
menl~. such as w' p' and p'O;' (0" is the virtual potential 
temperature). in terms of each other and of mean vari
ables like aplaz. Such models allow the mean charge flux 

"'--.~,","''''''''''''"'~;"' --~---- ................ ~~ ... :~-.-. 
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at a given height to depend on the dynamics of the entire 
PBL, not just on local properties. This capability is es
sential for the correct mOdeling of unstable mixed lay
ers, where local flux-gradient relationships are known 
to break down. 

Before leaving this discussion of turbulent transport 
modeling, some cautionary mention should be made of 
secondary flows. There are many circumstances when 
the largest scale of motion in the boundary layer is or
ganized into a nonrandom structure. The most f:unillar 
example is the stationary roll vortices, which sometimes 
form over the tropical ocean. Such organized motions 
can carry a large fracti'lD of the vertical transports; and 
since they cannot be adequately represented by turbu
lence models of the types discussed above, these trans
ports must be described explicitly with a dynamical 
model of two or more dimensions. 

The Electrode E !fect 

The electrode effect has already been defined, and its 
simplest manifestation has been described for laminar 
flow and uniform ionization in aerosol-free air (Figure 
11.3). In this case the electrode layer has a thickness of 
only a few meters, over which the electric-field magni
tude decreases by about a factor of 2. The importance of 
the phenomenon lies in its ability to separate sulh'1antial 
amounts of charge near the Earth's surface. In condi
tions of low turbulence this leads to h:6h space-chnrge 
densities in shallow layers. which can produce high elec
trical noise levels as intermittent eddies move this charge 
around. In strongly unstable conditions, on the other 
hand, it provides a source of charge to be carried deep 
into the interior of the PBL by convection currents. 

The theory of the nonturbulent electrode effect is 
fully developed and has been verified over water and, at 
least qualitatively. over land. The simplest case. the so
called "classical" electrode effect. is illustrated schemat
iCl<l1y in the first frame of Figure 11.14. The thickness of 
the layer is determined by the lifetime of the small ions 
and their drift velocity in the ambient electric fidd. 
Since aerosol particles nct as recombination sites for 
small ions. they reduce the ion lifetimes and. hence. the 
thickness of the nonturbu!ent eiectrode layer, as illus
trated in the second frame of Figure 11.14. A shallow 
layer of enhanced ionization, which can arise from sur
face radioactivity or trapping of .. adioactive emanations 
from the soil, can cause a reveN~ elcetrode effect, as 
illustrated in the third frame of the figure. Here a stra
tum of negative space charge is dcvclopl.'<i owing to the 
sweeping of negative ion.s upw&rd Ollt of the highly iQ
nized layer. causing the e1eetric··ficld magnitude to in-
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ELECTRIC FIELD PRiOFlLES IN TIlE ELECTROOE LA YER: 

EFFECTor AERDIlOL. TRAPPED IIADIOACTIVITY. TURtlULENCE 
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FIGURE 11.14 Heurlsllcprofllesofek'Ctrlc 
field In the electrode layer Illustrate the effects 
of varloui physical proccs.se5. From left to 
right lUll the "classical" ekoctrode eHeet In 
clean. n"nturbulent air with uniform 10nlzU· . 
lion, WI In Figure 11.~; tht! effect of aerosol 
attachll1lmt on the nontulbul''Ilt case; the d· 
feet of II ~hal1ow layer of high ioni1.stion rate 
on the nonturbulent case; and the effect of 
strong turbulence. CLASsICAL AERiOSOL RADIOACTIVITY 

crease with height. Unfortunately, these relatively sim
ple cases rarely occur in the. eal atmosphere because of 
pervasive turbulent mixing. 

The most obvious effect of turbulence on the elec
trode layer is to increase its thickness by mixing the space 
charge upward. The impact of nonuniform ionization is 
reduced as the turbulence intensity increases, both be
cause trapping of radioactive emanations is eliminated 
and because the thicker layer appears to be less sensitive 
to surface radioactivity. The presence of aerosol parti
cles thickens the layer further, in contrast to their effect 
in the nonturbulent case, by increasing the electrical re
laxation time. These processes may increase the height 
scale of the electrode layer so much as to make it virtu. 
ally undetectable with surface· based measurements, as 
illustrated in the fourth frame of Figure 11.14. For this 
reason turbulence blurs the distinction between the 
electrode effect proper and convective curren'.1 in the 
interior of the PBL. Turbulence can also cause signifi
cant loss of ions and space charge by diffusion to the 
surface. 

The theory of the turbulent electrode effect is not so 
fully developed as that of the nonturbulent case, owing 
primarily to the difficulty of parameterizing the lower 
boundary conditions at an aerodynamically rough ~ur· 
face (Willett, 1983). Hoppel and Gathman (1972) ob· 
tained reasonable agreement between experimental ob
servations and a numerical model of the turbulent 
electrode layer in clean maritime air over the tropical 
ocean (see Figure 11.4). At present, however, th~re is no 
satisfactorily verified model that applies over iand. In 
view of the importance of the electrodc effect a.51l charge 
source for convection currents throughout the PBL, the 
development and testing of such a model should be a 
high priority for future research. 

TURBULENCE 

Convection Currents In tile Planetary Boundary 
Layer 

The downward conduction-current density Is often 
observed to vary with altitude in the PBL. Based on the 
reasonable assumption of a steady, horizontally homo
geneous, mean charge-density distribution, Kraakevik 
(1958) concluded that these deviations from vertical 
uniformity imply the existence of a height-dependent 
"convection-current density" such that the total current 
density is constant with altitude. He speculated that this 
convection current is produced by the upward turbulent 
transport of space charge produced near the surface. 

Convection currents can be modeled relatively easily 
in many circumstances using only the mean charge.con
servution equ.1tion 

op X - ax (J--
- - - -15 - E- - -(>-.' E/) 
iJt to (Jz (Jz 

(J (-'-') -- wp 
01. 

(11.7) 

and Poisson's equation. This assumes that the mean con-. 
ductivity profile is not Influenced by the electric field. 
which appears to be the case under conditions of strong 
turbulent mixing. The first term on the right-hand side 
of Eq. (II. 7) represents loml electrical rela.xation due to 
the mean conductivity. The effect of mean conduction 
down the condu,:,tivity gradient causes "piling up" of 
space charge and is represented by the second term. The 
third term is usually negligible compared with one of 
the first two. The convergence of convection current is. 
of course, represented by the final term. 

Recent modeling of convection currents has shown 
that thcy only bl.'COme important in unstable mixed lay· 
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ers, where the turbulent transport time across the entire 
PBL can be comparable with the electrical relaxation 
time. The controlling meteorological variables are the 
surface fluxes of momentum and buoyancy and the 
mean conductivity and thickness of the mixed layer. It 
appears that the convection of electrode-effect space 
charge can have a major impact on the electrical struc
ture of the boundary layer. It can even reduce the mag
nitude of the total downwanl current density locally on 
the order of 50 percent owing to a mechanically gener
ated electromotive force (EMF) of more than 100 kV in 
extreme cases. Although these theoretical predictions 
are not Inconsistent with exbting data, they remain to 
be te.c:ted thoroughly in the field. 

Effect oj the Planefa,..:/ Boundary Layer on the 
Falr-Weather Electrical Circuit 

Two boundary-layer processes can have a substantial 
impact on the fields and currents appearing throughout 
the entire atmospheric column from the Earth to the 
ionosphere. These are variations in the columnar resis
tance and ·.lOnvection currents. To appreciate the im
portance of these effects, consider a steady convection
current density I«z) below an inversion at height H 
when a steady ionospheric potential V .. is applied from 
above. Since the total current density I, must be inde
pendent of height, it is easy to show that 

H 

V .. - ,- I,R .. + 1 ~ dz, (11.8) 
o 

where Roo is the total columnar resistance. The second 
term on the right may be considered an EMF generated 
by boundary-layer convection. This steady.state analy
sis is valid as long as A, let and V", change slowly com
pared to the electrical relaxation time near the ground, 

If we assume V ... to bcconstant, Eq. (11.8) shows that 
the magnitude of I, is inversely proportional to Roo and 
decreases linearly as the boundary-layer EMF increases. 
An aerosol-related increa~e in columnar resistance of 40 
percent can therefore produce a similar decrca~e in the 
total current density. A simultancous l00·kV increase in 
the PBL EMF can cause a further 30 percent decrease, 
for a total reduction in I, of 52 percent. This makes I, 
alone a relatively poor indicator of global processes. 

NEEDED RESEARCH AND POTENTIAL 
APPLICATIONS 

Measurement of Global-Scale Phenomena 

As discussed in detail in other chapters of this volume, 
there are ample reasons for interest in global-scale atmo-

.'. ,l.., __ .,., ___ .. 

spheric-electrical phenomena. For example, valuable 
information about the distribution and temporal vari
ability of horizontal potential differences in the iono
sphere could be provided by monitoring the ionospheric 
potential simultaneously in different locations. Further
more, the widely accepted relationship between global 
thunders': ".11 activity and ionospheric potential has yet 
to be verili~ on any but the crudest statistical basis. 
From the present!'< rspectlve, finally, a detailed knowl
edge of the forcing from the global circuit would be use
ful in evaluating the electrical response of the PBL. 

Unfortunatc!y, the measurement of global-circuit pa
rameters is complicated by the action of boundary-layer 
processes. Although local PBL structure cannot appre
Ciably affect the total current in the global circuit, or 
even the local ionospheric potential, it can cause a redis
tribution of that current and alter the vertical profile of 
electric field. Therefore, the proper interpretation of lo
cal measurements in terms of global parameters requires 
a thorough understanding of noise sources in the PBL. 

The electrostatic potential of the upper atmosphere 
with respect to Earth is the single parameter most indic
ative of the electrical state of the global circuit. Yet the 
temporal variability of this ionospheriC potential is 
largely unknown outside of its averagediumal varia
tion. Methods of measuring the ionospheric potential 
(such as aircraft and balloon soundings) have for the 
most part systematically excluded the detection of any 
shorter-term variations. Fluctuations in electric-field 
and current-density measurements in the PEL with pe
riods shorter than a few hours are usually attributed e;}
tlrely to local sources, primarily turbulence and pollu
tion. 

One way to separate local and global sources is to cor
relate measuremer.ts at widely separated stations or to 
make instantaneous measurements averaged over large 
horizontal areas. A preliminary attempt (Ruhnke et al., 
1983) to detect global variations with periods of seconds 
to minutes in the total Maxwell current (conduction, 
convection, and cisplacement) measured simultane
ously in the United States and the Soviet Union revealed 
an apparent correlation that is difficult to att:ibute 
solely to chance. This approach deserves further atten
tion a~ a relatively simple prospective method of moni
toring short-period variations in the global circuit. 

If it can be demonstrated that short-period and day
to-day global variations do indeed exist, then not only is 
the source of these variations of importance but also the 
usual interpretation of local variations in terms of tur, 
bulcnce must be re-evaluated, In light of the importance 
of the ionospheric potential as an indicator of the electri
cal state of the glohal circuit and the need to separate its 
variation from local fluctuations in the PBL. the iono-
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spheric potential should be measured continuously and 
simultaneously at two or more locations for a period of 
days and with a time resolution of seconds, preferably in 
conjunction with observations of global thunderstorm 
activity and of upper-atmospheric disturbances. The di
rect measurement of potential in the lower atmosphere 
using a tethered balloon has been attempted (Willett 
and Rust, 1981; Holzworth et al., 1981). Extension of 
these techniques to higher altitudes and faster time res0-

lution should be encouraged. 

Potential Tool for Study of Plcnetary-BoundtJry
Layer Turbulence 

We have seen how strongly the electrical structure of 
the PBL is influenced by turbulent mixing. Space charge 
is unique among natural scalar contaminants in having 
a lifetime (the electrical relaxation time) comparable in 
magnitude with the time scales of the largest eddies in 
the PBL. Charge density, used in conjunction with a 
conservative tracer like water vapor, therflfore offers the 
possibility of useful information about tne structure of 
these energy-containing motions, which the natural ra
dioactive tracers, thoron (54-sec half-life) and radon 
(3.8-day half-life), cannot provide. If the sources of 
space charge and moisture are understood, comparison 
of their relative distribution through the boundary layer 
might be useful in determining the Lagrangian time 
scale of the transport process. 

Another important consequence of the finite lifetime 
of charge density is that the convergence of its turbulent 
flux can be deduced from its mean distribution and the 
convergence of conduetio'l-current density under 
steady-state conditions. Since these functions depend 
only on the mean profiles of electric field and conduc
tivity, they are readily measured. Thus, convection
current density is one of the few turbulent fluxes the pro
file of which can be observed without recourse to the 
compiex and technology-intensive eddy-correlation 
method. 

Because the lifetime of space charge is comparable 
with that of the largest eddies, it resists becoming well 
mixed in an unstable PBL, where conservative scalars 
tend to be uniformly distributed. This fact and the ease 
of measuring the turbulent transport have recently been 
exploited to obtain profiles of the eddy-diffusion coeffi
cient for space cnarge through the boundary layer from 
individual aircraft soundings (Markson et ai., 1981). 

To realize ~his potential, it will be necessary to de
velop a more thorough understanding of the sources and 
turbulent transport of electrical charge within the PBL. 
The most urgent need is for a field program to gather 
data on the dependence of these phenomena on the me· 

teorological structure of the boundary layer. Further 
theoretical modeling will then be required to integrate 
these data into a coherent understanding of the pro
cesses involved. Areas of particular Ignorance at present 
are the Ionization rate within the plant canopy and the 
disposition of space charge accumulating at an inversion 
because of the discontinuity of conductivity usually 
found there. Further research into these areas may even
tually lead to the use of atmospheric-electrical measure
ments to observe, perhaps remotely, the meteorological 
structure of the PBL. 

Ion Physics and Balance in the Planetary Boundary 
La"er 

Small atmospheric ions, existing by virtue of a bal
ance between ionization of the neutral gas and recombi
nation and attachment to aerosol particles, cause the 
conductivity of the air. Yet, many facets of the nature 
and behavior of these particles are still poorly under
stood. More research is needed in the area of ion physics, 
especially (1) Identification of the terminal positive and 
negative species In the PBL, (2) determination of the de
pendence of ion chemistry on trace gases, (::, measure
ment of the attachment coefficients of ions to charged 
and uncharged aerosol particles of various sizes, 'and 
(4) evaluation of the resulting charge distribution on the 
aerosols. (1) and (2) show promise of becoming sensitive 
methods for detecting certain trace ga'iCS. Further iden
tification of exact ion chemistry is required by physiolo
gists before they can evaluate claims of physiological ef
fects of air ions (MEQB, 1982). 

Values of ion-aerosol attachment coefficients as a 
function of particle radius and charge are necessary to 
determine accurate.:' the loss of ions (or conductivity) as 
a function of aerosol load. Few measurements ofabso
lute values of attachment coefficients have ever been at
tempted. Usually only ratios of attachment coefficients 
are measured and compared with theoretically pre
dicted values of the ratios. Better measurement of the 
absolute values of the coefficients are ne,,'CSSary to pre
dict ion loss and validate theory. 

The use of conductivity or columnar resistance as a 
pollution monitor depends on the inverse relationship 
between conductivity and aerosol burden. The conduc
tivity is sensitive to the aerosol concentration, and mea
surements spanning several d~'Cades have been used to 
evaluate changes in global paniculate pollution (Cobb 
and Wells, 1970). However, the quantitative reliability 
of these indicators oi particulate burden should be more 
fully investigated. The use 0; conductivity measure
ments for deducing aerosol burden is complicated by 
their sensitivity to the ionization rate. This latter sensi-
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tivlty has even led to the suggestion that conductivity be 
used as a monitor of nuclear operations and acciC:.mts. 

The electrical state of the atmosphere depends criti
cally Oil the ionization profile. Over the ocean ioniza
tion is due only to cosmic rays, and oceanic measure
ment of the electrode effect art! in satisfactory 
agreement . lth numerical solutions of the governing 
equations. Over land, the ionization profile is compli
cated owing to ionization from ground radioactivity 
and radioactive gases as discussed earlier. Simultaneous 
measurement of all contributions to the ionization pro
file has never been accomplished. It is imperative that 
future studies of atmospheric-electrical profiles In the 
PBL over land Include such measurements. 

A theoretical explanation is needed for the atmo
spheric-electric fog effect. This is most likely to be found 
in the dependence of the conductivity on changes in the 
aerosol size distribution with changes in relative humid
ity. Measurements of all pertinent parameters are 
needed during a fog event to formulate a physical theory 
that adequately accounts for the observations. The pos
sible usefulness of the olY.crved precursor phenomenon 
could then be evaluattJ. 

Finally it should be mentioned that there are some 
experimental techniques that do not yet exist in satisfac
tory form for proper studies "f PBL eIt.'Ctrical proces~. 
Briefly, these include a continuous mca~urement of 
ionospheric potential with fine time resolution, ion
sampling techniques with spatial resolutions suitable (or 
profile determinations In the lowest few centimeters of 
the PBL (and within the plant canopy), and an ade
quately instrumented platform for making accurate at
mospheric-elEctrical and micrometeorological profiles 
throughout the PBL. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This 'hapter deals with the elcctrical structure of the 
lower atmosphere. i.e .• the troposphere and the portion 
of the stratosphere below about 30 km. Here the princi
pal obs<!rvlng platfor:m (not includjn~ surface meamre
mcnts) are balloons. Their limited height range. rather 
than oth(.'1' physical considerations. is the main rea~on 
that the electrical structure above 30 km will be dis
cussed separately in the following chapter. 

For better understanding of the electrical phenomena 
taking place In the lower atmosphere and the coupling 
between them. the concept of a "global circuit" will be 
briefly touched on-a complete discll.ssion is presented 
by f.oble and Tzur (Chapter 15. this \'olume). 

The discovery of the atmospheric conductivity raised 
a question concerning the origin of the electric fields and 
the elcctric current:; that were known to exist and flow 
contlnueJusly in the atmosphere. According to the c1a~si
cal picture of the global circuit (Dolczalek. 1972). the 
total efft'Ct of all thunderstorms acting at the same time 
can be regarded as the global gent·rator. which charges 
the looo\phere to several hundred kilovolts with respcct 
to the Earth's surface. This potential difference driws 
the air-carth current downward from the ionosphere to 
the ground in the nonthunderstorm areas through the 
conductive atmosphere. The value of this air·earth cur-
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rent density varies according to the ionospheric poten
.ial and tht! total columnar rcsistance betwt'Cn iono
sphere and ~round. Finally the local atmospheric 
electric field must he con~istent with this current flow
ing through a resistive medium. i.e .• the atmosphere. 

In addition to the global generator there also exist ef
fective local J,(eneratoTs such as precipitation. conn'C
tion currents (charJ,(cs moved by other than electrical 
forces). and blowing snow or dust. The latter create 
their own local current circuits and electric fields super
imposed on parts of the global drcuit. Generators .:an be 
rCJ,(arded a~ local generators (iJolezalek. Hli2j if-the re
shtancc from the upper terminal to the ionmphere is 
much gwal!'r than thc rcsistanct· from that point to ~he 
Earth's surface along the shortl's! possible path and with 
the conse'ltwnce that almw,tno current I1()WS to the ion
osphere from this gellerator. 

in the following sections we discuss initially the 
!>OurCt'S of ionization in thl' lower atmospher{' t">!ether 
with solar-induced and latitudinal variations. In the 
next st'Ction a brief review of a"rosol distributions in the 
troposphere and lower stratosphere is presentt-d. Varia
tions following major volcanic eruptions arc empha
sized. Atmmpheric conductivity. smali ion t'oncmtra
!ions. and ion-mobility measurements are the \ub,l'Ct of 
the third ~.c<:tion. Here the inHuen('e that solar acti\'ity 
or aerosob have on the c(JndilCtivity. and therefore on 
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parts of the columnar resistance. are discussed. In the 
fin~ section the uir-1"3rth current and d~'C'tric fields in 
the lower atmosplll're art' considen'<i. Here the results 
are interpreted from a ~lobal viewpoint with perturba
Hon.~ from local gl'lIt'rutors, Examplt'S of anthropl.lgl·nic 
influences on tht' dt'C'tric field ncar the ~round are also 
presentt.-d and discllSSt.><i briefly. 

IO!'\ PRODUCTIO!l: I!I: THE LOWER 
AntOSPHERE 

The elp.ctric structure of the tr()p(l.~phere and lower 
strat05phere depends strongly on tht' ion-pair produ~ 
Hon :-ate and the physical propertit's of the ion.~ pro
duced, Cosmic rays are the primary Sl)Urt't' of ionization 
in the atmosphere rang(' under con.~idt'ration, :\ear the 
Earth's surface owr tilt' continents tht.·n· is an additional 
component due to ionization by radi".lcti\'e materials 
e"haling from the soil, This rudioacti\',- ionization com
p'ment depends on different mett.'Orolll~ical parameters 
and can excct'd tilt' cosmic-ray compollent by an order 
of magnitude a .. discu!'.~t-d in Chaptl'r 1 L It decrea."t'S 

. rapidly with increlL~ing height. and ttt 1 km it is already 
significantly Ic~~ than the contribution dne to {'().~mic 
rays (Pierce and Whitson, 19641. Tlw ion-pnx.iuction 
rate by cosmic rays is ~hown in Fi~\In' 12,1 for difft'rent 
~e(lma~l'tic latitud~~ during tht' )'l'ars of solar mini-

h/km Neher (1961,1957) 
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mum (1005) and solar maximum (l95S) ba.\t.'d on bal
loon ml.'Il.'>urements by Neher (l9IJl. 19(1i). The exis
tence of the g,t.'011l3~letic fit'id ~\~ rist' to Ii pronounced 
latitudE.' dfect. Only ut h\titudes hi):,lwr than about 60C 

can the full ene~' spectrum of the l'llo."mic mys reach the 
Earth and the depth of penetratiou b<! limited only by 
the increa.~n!-! atillospht'ric density ftlf low-energy parti
cles. At hi!!h latitudt.'s lOO-MeV prohl~\.~can nt,'netrate to 
abollt 30 km hci!!ht. for. example, Mo\'in~ downward to 
lower latitudt'S more and more p<lrtides with lower en
ergies are deflt>cteU by the ~l'<>magn~ti.: fidd and, there
fore. are excludt-d, The !!t'Oma~l.'tit' t'ttuator itself can 
only Ihll't'at'ht'tl by particlt'S with t"nt'~il'S greater than 
abollt 15 Ce\', The hardt.'nin~ of tht' l'().~mie-ray spec
trum with dt'C'rea."in~ latitude is indiNh>d in Fi~re 12.1 
by the lo\\'erin~ of the height ut whkh the maximum 
ionization f:-te occurs, ~t'ar tht~ t'qll<ltor thi.~ ma.ximum 
ionization rate is ohscr\'l-d around III kill. 

Furthel'more. the ionization ratt' dt'l'lt'mh $tron~ly on 
solar activity in a sense that at a (.~rtkular hei~ht the 
ion-production rate is lowcr durin~ tilt, slIn"pot maxi
mum and hi~hcr durin~ the sun.~P()t millimum. as illus
tratl><i in Figure 12, L Tht· Illl'dlan\:\.(lls art· not fully 
understood. but it appt'urs that irrt'gulnrities and 
enhanCt'ments (1f the intt'rplanetary ma)!,!wtic field tend 
to exch:dt, part of tIll' lowt'r-t'nt'r~y '-'\.~~mie rays from the 
inner solnr systt'l1l (Barml<:h and Hurta),!a. Hl75) , The 
effect lx't'Om~ more pronoun('(,'ti with in(,rt'a.~ing height 
andior incn·a..Jng gt'omaj.!nt'tic latitutlt', ;\t geomag
netic latitudt'S nround 5lF the rt'tindi,'" of the ion ·pro· 
duction ratt· during tht' lwriods tlf ~\mspot maximum is 
about 30 pert.'t.·nt at 20 km and ab..mt SO pert.'t'nt at 30 
km, ~t()r ... rt't't.·ntly this solar-c:ydt' dt·! .... ·ntlt·net· was con
firmt'll by mea.~lIremt'nls with open ballounborne ion
ization chambers by lIofmann and H\\St'1l (W79), Ana
Iytkal t·:xpr~.J(>ns for co.npulill~ tIll' iOl1izlltion ratt's 
dependent on httitude ulld s('lur-~'~'\:'k Ill'rind ure giwn 
by Ht'aps (1978), Slllwrimp0St-d 011 th~ 11-yr solar-cycle 
variation art· ~{}-c:allt'd F(lrbll~h d~'l·ft·ust's (Forhush. 
1954). which are sOIlll'how relutt-d to soh\r flan'S and 
exhibit u temporary reduction ~lf tilt' ineoming cosmic
ray flux for pt·ri(ld.~ of a ft'\\' h"urs tll:t ft'w day~ or weeks 
(DII!t~al and l\lIllt'fllntz, 1977), 

On tht' other hand. ~()Iar p'·\lt~ln (·\'t·nls (SPE) ("an 
dra.~tk,\lIy incfCl1.'>t' llll' ion-produdh>n mIl' withi,1 the 
stratospht'rt:' and. for high-t'lll'r)..'y ~tl!lIr pwhms, somt'
times l'WII Pot"llf thl' ground, TIlt' dl!f~ti(ln of sudl SP[s is 
of till' ordt'r of hll\lfS, and tht·y urt.' lH'fmuily rt'Stricted to 
high.lati·ud ... n'\!i(lnS, as djSCll~'l'\.i in ilion' detail in the 
following l'h"pkrs, 
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AEROSOLS IN TilE LOWER ATMOSPHERE 

Within the portion of th~ atmosphere under consider
ation in this chapter there ure tilret' primary regions of 
interest to atmo.~pheric dl'CtriC'ity: the boundary layer 
(appro:timately the first 3 to 5 km), the remaining por
tion of the tropo.~phcre, and the stratosphere. The char
acterizing nero.~ol parameters of central importance 
here are concentration, size distribution, and vertical 
structure. In addition, variability of the IlcnlSol in each 
of tht.>se n'gions must be n~·o~nized. Such variations 
may influence ell'C'trical pnrumctcrs and significantly 
dt,tract from the app.ln'lIt repeatability of various at
mospht-ric dectrical nll'Ul'urements, 

The boundary layer is ~nerllily thou~ht of as It rela
tivdy well-mixed n'gion cappt.-o on the upper side by a 
h.'mperature inversion. Since mixin~ across the inwr
$lon tend.; to be inhihitt-o, II potential exists for the accu
mulation of aerosols within the boundary layer if a si~
nificllnt source is pft.'Sent. The buildup of aerosols is 
fre<luently of sufficient ma!tTlitude to eame a notable re
duction in visibility. E\'en wht'n there is no apparent loss 
in visibility as ob.~'r\'t.-o from the slIrfnce. the upper 
Ixmndary may still be.' IIppun-nt cwn to an airline pas
senger at the monwnt W/WII the lIirer-lift passes through 
inwNun. The buildup of al'm.~lh in till' houndary layer 
and the ('applO~ effl'Ct of tht· inwrsion ha\'e been ob
sern'<i in amon' quuntitatiw senM' by airborne !idar. 
The iun concentration and ('(lOtillcti\'ity can be greatly 
afft'C'tl-o by thl' al'fOsol buildup in til(' boundary layer 
and a dramatic dlan~' in tht~ qllllntities is often ob
ser\'t:d at or near tilt.' ultitude of tilt' ddinin~ inversion. 

TIlt' sizt' distribllt ion of ue.'nlSols nt'ar :hc surface of the 
Earth h:1S fn'(IUt'litly ht'\-n nppnn:imutt'<i with a power
law function \.lung('. HIm). limn-\'er. it ha.~ more re
ttntly bt.'t'n sUl!..l!t'Skd that tilt' lW:lf-surfnce aE'rosol is ac
tllully "l:1\ie up of two :-Ir Ihn .... • sizl' modes that when 
uddt'<i to~ther uppwximate.· It 1~)Wt'r.l:lw function O\'('r 
a limitc.'<i range of Si7.l'S (\\'i1ld,t' and Whithy. 19i5). 
This intl'rpn'tuticlll of tlao ~ill' distrihution seems to bet
h'r rt'llloct the physical prtlC..,·';'l't'S nfft't·ting the aerosol 
('l.lllCt'nt;atioll in till' IItlllmpht'l't·. SOliit' examples of typ
ic •• l slt.t· distributions for a \'arid\' of ('onditions and In
(.';It ions can be found in tilt' \\'I'rk ~)f \\'i1kke nnd Whitby 
(1975) nnd PattefsOllllnd Gillettl' (I H77). 

TIll' <il'roso\ mixin~ ratio pwiile (and usually the con· 
l"ntr:ltion profild typicnlh' show:l rdulin'minimum in 
tht' uppt.'r troposplll're for p,lrtidt' radii greater than 
about 0.1 Jim. In C\llltm\t tht' t'l)lhknslition nuclei (e:l) 
profile.' (l"orrt'Spondin~ to partkh' radii of about 0.01 
/Jill) is mOR' or It·s.~ t,(lmtunt throu)!:hollt the entire tro
pO~'pht'n' above tht' boundary I<lYl'r. !'I:t'ar thE'slIrfuce of 
tilt' E:lrth the cn t'Olll'l'tllrath'n m:ty be relatively high 

owing to local contamination (lO~ percm3 or more), hut 
above the boundar\'lawr tilt' eont."Cntration rall~ from 
about 100 to HP l~r ~'n\l with a ~lobal avera~' oi ap
proximately 300 to 500 per emJ (Hosen et ai" 19i&t, 
1978b). 

The size distribution of t\cro.·;ot~ in this region of the 
atmosphere can usunlly be uppro,'dmated by a power
law bnction bctwt'Cn "bout 0.01- and IO-PIll purtide 
diameter {ju.lge, 1003), !klow the minimum sire of 
0.01 ",m there ure relntlwly few particles owing to C(l!lg~ 
ulation, and ahove 10 ,un the particle oonC('ntrlltiou 
drops quickly from st-dhncntation effects. Thus limits of 
the power-law distribution must always be spceified. 

The character of IIp!, .. 'r tropo.~pheric aero.~(lls CUll be 
temporarily disturbt'<i by volcullic eruptions, fo~"t 
fires, biomass burnin)t, and 11lf}..~ dust stonos. III addi
tion periodic annual \'!\rilltinns of concentration hll.w 
also been ob.~rvt-o (HofnHum t't ul .. 1975). Anoth~r im
portant It'mporal variation of tn'l)(lSphericalllt'n~'t~ is 
a.'iSQCiatt.-d with the sO-C'Il11('<i arctic haze events.1\ew e\'
idcllce Sll~ests that thl'Se t'wnts are charactl'ri::t·J by 
hi)!h particle loading throll):hnut 11 large portion of the 
troposphere. The impact of this t'xtensi\'e aerosolll~ld
in!! on atmospheric dt'C'triclll ptmmlcters is yet to l}t· de
termint.-d. 

Hogan and Mollnell (lHiO) n'ported the results of u 
global SUf\,Cy of ul'f(l-~tlls in tht' trnposphere and Iv"",, .. 
strat(lSpherc. Tlwy (ound that til.: ollcentratinns w,-'re 
more or It'Ss syml1lctrit·"lly distributed about the Earth, 
Mt'a.\Ufl'!llents of this typt.~ t'\)Ukl prov;." the Im.~s {Qt' 

extrapolatin~ local or isolatt'd observations to ehuti\l'ter
isUe wl.rldwide vdt!es, 

The Illorph()lo~ty of stmtospht'rie aerosols is uomi
natl'<i by It Iwrsistcnt structurt' frt,,\IUE'ntly referrt'd to as 
the 20-km sulfate layt'r, or ltln~' lllycr. It is no\\' known 
thut the chaflwtl'r of this Inyt·r is highly ilffectt>d by hifl...'e 
\'olcanic l'ruptiolls, For sC\'l'ral years prior tn WSI), 
stratospheric 'lerclS()h \\'C'ft.' in n quasi.steady-stuh' l,(lU

dition. not bf.'in~ lItllkr tilt' inlltll'lwc of any si~nificant 
feet'nt \'oleanic l'ruptions. Durin~ that period the si~ 
distribution uppeart,(\ to ht' ('I.)tlsistent with n sin),!lt" 
modc I()~-normal distribution (Pinnick ('t al .. Hr:m.;.U
though otlwr typt's of singll"'uHxk dhtrii>utioll \\'c'n' ubo 
emplo~Td (Rtls.\dl ct Ill., !!lSI \ wilh similar rt'Suits. The 
C'Olllpo.\ition ".vas thought to I'll.' primarily sulfuric Ilcid 
dropk·ts. ' 

Tht' appt'Unltll'l.' of tbt' ~l),kmlayer is not t'\'i,kllt in 
tht'\'('rtical profile of nil pllrtklt,~,t.c ranges. Tlwl'n pn\
file. for t>x:IIlIple. whit-h i~ R'llrt'Sl'ntative of pnrtidt-s 
with siz('S in till' nei~,hhorh()()d llf IHI I-11m radius u~u'lll\' 
~h(lwS II dramlltie drop in ('t)tln'lt,mtion abo\'(' tll(' tn.>
popauSl.' und 110 rdatin' 1ll1l\i1lHlfH at the altitlld~' d tht' 
~tr;ltospheric H(:ro~ol layt'r, Thh would bl' ('tl!\"i~tUlt 
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with 11 tropospheric C'n l.'Ource and a vertical profile dic
tated bydHfusion and coa~ulation (Rosen tot ai., 1978a). 

After a large volcanic emption the size distribution 
may be greatly di.~tllfbed and highly altitude depen
dent. Followinlt tht' l'ruption of EI Chlchon in April 
1982. Hofmann .md Rosen (1983a, W83b) reportl'll a 
size distribution that could be approximutt'll by u sum of 
mUltiple log-normal distributions. each with a different -
mode. The source of the smallest particle mode (-0;01 
pm) appea~ to be aso.,'OCiated with the homoltCneous 
condensation of hi~hly saturated sulfuric acid vapors. 
Thi. .. production Cl·l\.~'(lll few months aftl'r the eruption. 
and consequently l!u,~ mode disappl'nrt.'<i. A mithize 
mode ( - 0.1 I'm) wus Illso observed, which may have 
resulted from ('()u",'"lation and growth by ronderl~tion 
of the initial partidt'S formed by the homo~neous con
densation. Anotlll'r mode near 1-21'm diameter was also 
observed that mny lul\'c formed from thl'rondensation 
of sulfuric acid vnptlrs onto the solid silicate a~h particles 
as well as on pnrtldl's already prest'nl in the strato
sphere. Further u."st'S.'lments of the al'ro.~ol injech.-d by 
the EI Chichon l'ruption have been dl~~cribed in a rollro
Uon of papers intrudlll't'ti by Pollackt·t al. (1t'". '). 

An unexpected influl'nce of the EI Chich::>n ,.'Uption 
wa.', the enhanCt'mt'llt of an annually aPl>l'arin).( cn layer 
near 30 km altitude, Althou~h the plll'lIomcnon was ob
served in previous ~'l'l\rs (Rosen and Hofmann, 19S3) the 
ron~ntration of ell associatt-d with these event layers 
wa~ enhanced by nt It'ust 2 orders of ma~nitude. Even 
though the sizt'S of the partidl's Wl're quite small 
(-O.OI-l"m diaml'tt'r), the conC('ntration was lar~e 
enough tG measurnbly affect the ambit'nt ion roncentra- .. 
tion arid condlldi\'ity (Cringel ('f al .. HlS4). ,'he e\'t'nt 
particles are tho\l~ht to have forml-d in polllr regions 
from highly supt'rs:llurutcd sulfuric acid \·apors. Tht· af
fect of this phl'l)OnWl)on on the varions asp"'Cts of atmo
spheric electricity Ilt hi~h latitude has lIot lx'Cn a"'~t~"t'<l 
at the time of this writing. Of partie-nlnr inten'St would 
be the influenCl' of the highly slIIwrsatllr:ltt.'<i vapurs on 
the ambient ion m:l ..... (@d therefore Il\obility). Careful 
mea.\urements nt npp:-opriate locutions may provide un 
uncxpected means of finding slIpporting e:qwrimt'ntal 
('vidence for sonll' of tilt' variolls lllOdds of ion comp{lsi
tion (and ma ... ~) thllt haw Ix 'en propoSt.'<i (Arnold. 19S3: 
Arnold and Buhrk!'. WS4). 

Fi~urt's 12.2 to 12,.\ illustrate st!wrHl of the ,'hamNer
istit':' of atmospheric aerosols that h:lve hl'Cll discu~~l'(l 
Ilhovt'. The IOIl),!·krm influen(·t' (If "ole:mic aerosols on 
the stratospht'r,' life illustrated in Fi)!ure 1::.2. which 
('Olllpares the qll:\~i·skady-state Iwriod with the dis· 
turix-d ronditinlls ~till observed SOllie IS llIt>nths nftl'r 
the eniption of EI Chic-hon. Note abo the prl'sto.l1t't' of tht' 
boundary layer IIt'ar the surfa,,!' (as cvidl'llct'<i by n 
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sharp drop ill concentmtion) und a rdative.' minimum in 
the Ill'rusol (.'oncentrntion oecllffill~ in the upper tropo-
sphere. . . 

An ex limp! . of a norlllal lind disturbed l'n l'f'<\fi\e is 
illustrated in Fi~ure 12.3. ;\ si~llifiC'<lnt en l'WlIt layer is 
evidt'nt nt about 30 km altitmk'. U(,th profilt'S show a 
relatiwly lar~l' drop ill tilt' t'n l"lHK'<:'ntrntiun just :l.hove 
the surfaC'l', n rclativdy C'lm.~tal\t mhill~ rlltiu thf'<)UAh
out Illost of the tropo,~pllt'rt" alld <l llotiCl'ubk drop in 
conl~'ntratioll near tIll' tropOP<Ulst.'o. 

An t'xampk' of thl' influt'\i{'t' vf \'\)\('nni(' t'rupti<ms on 
the sizt' distributions of strat""l'ht.'ric aerosols is iIIus
tmtt-o in Fi).!\Ifc 12..1. As pft'vi~'u~y discll5."t,(l. the size 
distribution during tilt' qUll_\l·~tl·ady-stlltl' I){'ril~l could 
lx· dl'scribt--d quite well by 1I sil1l.::k·modl' Itl~-nvnn:l.1 dis
tribution, At the tillle of this writin~ ~(lnll' l~ months 
aftl'f the t'ruption of 1::1 Chkh"\l, thl' sill' distrihution 
apP"'lIfS still to be qUill' distml~l. 
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ATMOSPHERIC CONDliCTIVITY, SMALL ION 
CONCENTRATION, AND MOBILITY 

The atmospheric conductivity dt'pends on the exis
tence of positive and negative ions, whereas the contri
bution of free electrons can be ne~k'Cted below about 
45 kIn. There is normally a mixture of ions and the re
sulting conductivity can be expn'SSt,'<i in terms of the 
number densities and mobilities of the individual species 
as 

(/ - (/. + (1_ - eEn/+kh + cEn._kl _ 
I i 

(12.1) 

with e the electronic charge and n Ilnd It the number 
densities and mobilities of the particular positive llnd 
negative ions. The ion mobility is defined by the drift 
velocity v of the ions in an electric field E as 

v - kE (12.2) 

and depends on the mass, the collisional cross St."Ction, 
and charge of the individu:o.l ion.~ (i('ns are believt.-d to be 
singly charged in the lower atmo.~phere) as well as on the 
density and polarizability of the surt'yunding ga.~. it is 
inversely proportional to the air dcmity and can be ex
pressed by the reduced mobility 1..) as 

k(h) - ko :~~(~~ , (12.3) 

where po and To are STP pressure and temperuture 
(1013 rnbar, 273 K) and p and Tare prcssureand tem
perature at hei~ht h. An empirical relationship betWt'l'n 
reduced mobility and ion ma."ll in nitrogen is gin'n by 
Meyerott et al .• (19S0) and shown!:\ter in Figure 12.13. 

In the troposphere and lower stratosphere the atmo
spheric conductivity is maintained by the so-clllk-d 
small ions with rroucecl mobilitit~ around 1.5 CIll~tV 
sec, whereas th~ mobilities of Illr~t' ion.~ (charged aerosol 
particles or lar~ molC('ular dusters) are too small to 
contribute directly to the con,iud! ... ity (e.g .. lsrnl'l. 
1973b). As will be discussed latl'r. lar).:eions a. .. wdl as 
attachment by aerosol particll'S clm rt.'<luce the c(lIlduc
tivity significantly. The prodll"tion and annihilation of 
small ions is shown schematically in Figure 12,5. The 
molecular ion and remainin~ dl'Ctron created by the io
nizing process form chargt'<l mok'Cular clusters (the 
small ion~) after several reaction.~. Thl'Se small ions are 
annihilated by mutual recombinution and nt'utralil.u, 
tion, or they bt.'COtnC almost immohile by attachment to 
aerosol particles or large.' ions, llndt'r stcady-statt'l'lmdi
tions and assuming t.'qual dt'ositil"S of positive lind nl'~;a
tive small ions. the fundall1l'ntul h:tlance equation be
comes in its most simplifil-d form 

dn/dt - 0 - q - ml~ - ,:JuZ. (l~.4) 
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where q is the ionization rate, a the recombination coef
ficient. {J the li.ttachment coefficient. and Z the aerosol 
concentration. An expression for (r) that is relevant to 
stratospheric conditions has been developed by 
Zikmunda and Mohnen (1972) and is approximately 
(J(r) - 2.35 X 10- 4 ,1.451, where, is the radius of the 
aerosol particle in micrometers. Recombination coeffi
cients were reported by Smith and Church (1977) and 
experimentally derived fr:>m nearly simultaneous bal
loon measurements of the ionization rate. the small ion 
density. and the conductivity by Rosen and Hofmann 
(1981a. 1981b) and Grin~el et al. (1983). 

The atmospheric conductivity within balloon alti
tudes is measured mostly with the Gerdien condenser 
technique (e.g., Israel. 1973a). in contrast to ion
density measurements, conductivity measuremenl~ are 
largely independent of the airflow rate through l~e Ger
dien tube, This seems to be the main reason for the reI a
ti,,-ely good agreement among different conductivity 
profiles as reported by Meyerott et al. (1980\. A direct 
comparison of three different Cerdien-type sondes has 
shown in fact an agreement of the resultin~"'lnductivity 
profiles withi!'l 10 percent to 32 km height (Rosen et al .• 
1982). 

Figure 12.6 shows a mean p .. ofile (21 soundings) of 
the po:itivc polar conductivity for quiet solar conditions 
and a g ')magnetic latitude around 50° (Cringel. 1978). 
This prc:i1e Clm be analytically expressed by the relation 

3 

a. (10 -14 mho/m) ,., exp( l,; a,;:,), 
i-O 

(12.5) 

with;:; the altitude (in kilometers) and ao = 6.363 X 
1O- I,al'" 3.6008 X 1O- I,a2 ~ -8.605 X 10-\ and 
03 = 1.0331 X 10- 1• 

The scattering of the mean values as shown for kilo
meter intervals is considerably below 15 km. indicating 
a highly variable aerosol density throughout tht> tropos
phere. The noticeable increase of the conductivity 

around 13 km can also be attributed to a sharp decrease 
of aerosol particle concentrations, especially condensa
tion nuclei, above the tropopause. 

For comparison, Figure 12.6 shows the mean of three 
conductivity measurements conducted within 1 week 
following solar flares. One profile was obtained on Au
gust 8, 1972. during a period of intense solar events. The 
other two flights were conducted 3 and 7 days, respt'C
tively. after a solar flare associated with an intense type
IV radio burst on Aprilll. 1978. For all three flights the 

h/km 
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FIGURE 12.6 Profilt~ of th" positive polar ('(mdllctivity WI'S'.' "lti. 
tude (". - ".1 during quiet and active ~-olu cnnditiom. M • .an \'alll('$ 
and standard deviations art' shown for altitude interval. in kilomctl"l"S 
(Gringd. 1978). 
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Ionization rate was appreciably reduced by the flare
related Forbush decrease, resulting in a remarkable 
conductivity reduction throughout the lower strato
sphere. For the August 8, 1972, flight the conductivity 
reduction reached deep into the troposphere (see also 
Figure 12.8 below). 

The ratio between the values of positive and negative 
polar conductivity exhibit a noticeable altitude depen
dence as shown in Figure 12.7 (Cringel, 1978). In the 
troposphere the negative conductivity values exceed the 
positive ones by about 12 percent. Between 15 and 20 
km both polarities are about equal, whereas above 20 to 
25 km the negative conductivity becomes 5 to 10 percent 
smaller than the positive on the average. Assuming 
equal densities of positive and negative small ions, the 
same can be concluded for the corresponding average 
small-ion mobilities. 

As shown by Roble and Tzur (Chapter 15, this vol
ume) the vertical columnar resistance is an important 
parameter within the scope of the global a·tmospheric 
electrical circuit. This columnar resistance Rr is related . 
to the atmospheric conductivity by 

h: 

RC' ... J (a. + a_)dh (12.6) 

It, 

and denotes the resistance of a vertical air (.'Olumn with a 
I-m2 base between the ground and the equalization 

--M--

6 
: !)"~)A_ 
, ___ I I !.",-

0,6 0,8 1,0 
FIGURE 12.7 The ratio of positiw to ne)(stive polar condlldi'·ily as 
dl-dU,,<-d from 10 bailoon fli!(hts (Gringe!, I B78). 
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FIGttnE 12,8 Mean columnllr resistanc.! (R,(h,») betwet'n tht' 
lowcN.ltltude h, and 60 km. Thl' profiles It; (h,) lire calculated from 
positive pO\llr condu~'tivity I'rofill'$ only for quid solar conditiolU (Ii. ) 
and IIftc".olar nllrcs measurt.,d on Au\:ust 8. 1972 (A.59l) and on April 
14. 1978 (A·782). 

layer. From Eq. (12.6) R, is determined mainly by the 
low conductivity values near the ground. Figure 12.8 
shows the columnar resist&nce R,(h l ) between the lower 
height hI and 60 km as function of hi under quiet solar 
conditions as calculated from the conductivity profile in 
Figure 12.6 and using the ratio between positive and 
negative conductivity shown in Figure 12.7. The mean 
value from the ground to 60 km was found to be 1.3 X 
1017 n mZ at Weissenau (South Cermany. 450 m above 
sea levl'l) during fair-weather conditions. The varia
tions are on the average about 30 percent and are caused 
by a changing ionization from radioactive materials 
near the ground and by varying aeroso! concentrations 
in the low<;:r troposphere. The first 2 km of the atmo
sphere contribute about 50 percent and the first 13 km 
about US percent to the total columnar resistance. 

The right side of Figure 12.S shows three profiles of 
the positive polar columnar resistance R; as a function 
of the lower hei),(ht hi for quiet solar (.'Onditions and two 
profiles followin~ solar flares. These three profiles were 
calculated usin),( only positive ronductivity values and 
therefore show about twice the value of the actual He 
obtained from both polarities. Wht'rea.~ the Forbush de
crease observed on April 14. WiS. influenced mllinly 
the part of the columnar resistance above the tropos
phere. the enhancement reacht-d dt'Cp into the tropos
phere on Au),(ust 8. 1972. at a geomagnetic latitude of 
48°. The part of ll,. abow 13 km was found to be higher 
by 13 and 28 pcrCt'nt. resp('Ctivcly. when compared 
with R,. obtained under quiet solar conditions. As pro
POSt-d by Markson (19i8) this could cause a reduction of 
the current flowing from the top of the thunderclou(l~ to 
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the ionosphere, resulting in a lower value for the ionos
pheric potential reported for periods of high solar activ
ity by Fischer and MUhleisen (1972). 

Layers of an increased aerosol density can signifi
cantly reduce the atmospheric conductivity owing to at
tachment of small ions on these aerosol particles. Figure 
12.9, as an extreme, shows a conductivity profile 
through a Sahara dust layer between 1.7 and 3.7 km 
height and 2200 km west of the West African coast 
(Cringel and MUhleisen, 1978). The dust concentration 
Z· responsible for the conductivity decrease is also 
shown. The authors report a mean mass concentration 
of 1200 g - 3 throughout the layer. Owing to the low alti
tude of the layer the total columnar resistance was in
creased about 30 to 50 percent within these large-scale 
areas of Sahara dust transport across the North Atlantic. 
It is estimated that about the same increase of R,. occurs 
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FIGURE 12.9 Polar conductivity a.< /I function of altitudt· and the 
concentration of mineral dust particll~ Z' derived from the conductiv
it): decrease All in the main Sahara dust transport layer at 2200 km 
dl<tence from Wcst Africa (Gringcland MUhleisen. 1978). 
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FICURE 12.10 Small-ion-density profiles by different authors taKen 
from Hiekert (1971). who meusur~'<I the prom" A-480 . 

under st;...!lus clouds extending from!? h: 4 km height . 
The infJut"nce of altostratus and cirrus clouds on Rr is 
negligible compared with the above. Up to several hun
dred percent increase of the columnar resistance can 0c

cur in polluted areas where high aerosol concentrations 
(in excess of 10' cm - 3) or even smog reduce the conduc
tivity drastically within the first few kilometers of the 
troposphere. 

The concentration of small ions is one of the more fun
damental electrical properties of the atmosphere. The 
closely related parameter conductivity, although highly 
important f(lr the electrical structure of the atmosphere, 
depends on the product of the ion concentration and ion 
mobility and is therefore of a somewhat less basic na
ture. Small-ion concentrations are also mea,ured with 
the Cerdien condenser teclminue. In contrast to con
ductivity measurements. the measured ion current is 
proportional to the airflow rnte through the Gerdien 
chamber. and the latter must be well known in evaluat
ing the appropriate ion density values. Figure 12.10 
shows some ion-density profiles measured by different 
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authors as reported by Riekert (1971). The profiles show 
large variations among each other and differ by rumost a 
factor of 5 at the ion density maximum near 15 km. The 
small-scale fluctuations shown In the profiles of Kroen
ing (1900) and Paltridge (1005) have been attributed to 
the attachment of small Ions on particles. However, it is 
not clear that the known stratospheric aerosol size and 
concentration can quantitatively account for the re
quired amount of ion depletion. except under rare cir
cumstances. 

If. on the other hand, the airflow through the Ger
dien chamber is maintained by the rising balloon. it be
comes difficult to estimate the actual airflow rate from 
the balloon rise rate as shown by Riekert (1971) and 
Morita et al. (1971). The potential seriousness of these 
uncertainties has led Rosen and Hofmann (1981a, 
1981b) to develop a new Gerdien-type ion-density 
sonde. which is force ventilated by a lobe pump produc
ing a steady and well-defined airflow. A typic~ ion
density profile measured by these authors is shown in 
Figure 12.11. Over a 2-yr period their measurements 
show only small variations from flight to flight, and the 
fluctuations in the individual profiles are considerably 
less than those obtained with Gerdien tubes that are not 
force ventilated. 

The ion-mobility values among different researchers 
show also, similarilyto the ion density, large variations 
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FIGURE 12.11 Small-ion.d"mity profil,' measured with a force ven
tilated Gerdkn condenser (from 1\(""11 and Hofmann. 19B1a). 
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FIGURE 12.12 Reduced mobility spcctrum (hlstOl(l'am) for positive 
ions around 26 10m (Cringe!. in preparation). The rl'lationship be
tween the m..ss of molec:ular ions and till-ir reduced mobility in nitro
gen as reported by Meyerott et al. (1980) lsalsa shown . 

as discussed in detail by Meyerott ct al. (1980). The re
duced positive mobility values up to 30 km range from 
1 cm2/V sec (Riekert, 1971) to 2.7 cm2/V sec (Widdel ct 
al., 1976), corresponding to average ion masses of ap
proximately 400 and 30 amu, respectively (see the ion 
mass/mobility relation shown in Figure 12.12). Ion mo
bilities obtained by Mitchell et al. (1977) are even 
larger, around 5 cm2/V sec at 30 km and above. which 
would indicate ion masses less than 10 amu if the theo
retical curve in Figure 12.12 could be extrapolated. 
Meyerott et al. (1980) point out that these small ion 
masses might be attributed to f/l.r;er large field strengths 
of E/p = 20-30 V/cm Torr 1IS<.'<i In some of the instru
ments, which can cause an ion breakup during the sam
pling procedure. If complementary measurements 01 
conductivity and ion concentration .are used to deter
mine the ion mobility. a poorly known and variable air
flow rate through the ion-density chamber might ex
plain some of the above discrcpancie.>. 

Three simultaneous baPoonborne measurements of 
ion density [force-ventilated Ccrdien tube by Rosen am .. 
Hofmann (1981 a) J and conduct i,vity [Cerdien tube ven
tilatt~ by the rising balloon (G"inge\, 1978)] yielded a 
reduced positive ion mobility m: 1.3 ± 0.15 cm2/V sec 
between 4 and 34 km (Cringd l't ai .• 1983). Figure 
12.13 shows the result from flj~~lt W -204 conducted on 
May i5. 1979. at Laramie. Wyoming. The reduced pos
itive mobility from this particular flight indicates an 
"average" ions mass of about 180 amu throughout the 
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entire altitude range. Following these measurements a 
balloonborne ion-mobility spectrometer was developed 
and for the first time was flown successfully at Laramie, 
Wyoming, on June 6, 1983 (Cringel, in preparation). 
The spectrometer consists of a voltage-stepped Gerdlen 
condenser with divided collector electrode, force venti
lated by a lobe pump. The maximum electric-field 
strength is kept well below 1 V Icm Torr in order to avoid 
a breakup of the weakly bonded small ions. As prelimi
nary results, the fractional abundances of positive and 
negative small ions with respect to the reduCed mobility 
are shown in Figures 12.13 and 12.14 for altitudes of 26 
and 24.5 km, respectively. These results indicate that 
most of the positive ( - 78 percent) and negative ( - 90 
percent) ions have reduced mobilities between -1 and 
- 2.2 cm2/V sec. The mass-mobility relation by Mey
erott et al. (1980) indicates that most of the ions of both 
polarities have masses between 55 and 400 amu. 
Whereas only 20 percent of the negative ions show re
duced mobilltie.; larger than -1.7 cm2/V sec, approxi
mately 43 percent of the positive ions exceed this value 
and have masses smaller than about 100 amu. The re-
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FICURE 12.13 Reduced mobilities of positive small ions V~ntl' alII· 
tude calculated from ,imultaneous measurements of small-i,JO densily 
and conductivity (Cringe! e/ al., 1983). 
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FIGURE 12.14 RcduccJ mobility spectrum of negative left' around 
24.5 km (Grlngcl, in preparation). 

duCed average mobility values are 1.5 cm2/V sec for the 
negative ions and 1.8 cm2/V sec for the positive ions with 
an accuracy range of + 10 to - 20 pt!rcent. It cannot be 
decided at this time whether the reduced mobilities 
measured in 1979 (see Figure 12.13) and 1983 are rcally 
different fron; present values . 

The negative ion-mobility spectrum shown in Figure 
12.14 is quite consistent with ion mass spectrometer 
measurements reported recently by Viggiano et al. 
(1983). These authors found that the main Illas.~ 

peaks of negative ions between 125 and 489 amu be
long to the main Ion families NO; (HN03) .. and 
HS0"4HzS04)m(HN03)n' The heavy HSO"4 core iun . 
family was found during their flights (September/Octo
ber 1981) mainly at altitudes above 30 km. However the 
major volcanic eruption of EI Chichon in early April 
1982 has changed the H2S04 content of the stratosphere 
dramatically, as reported among others by Hofmann 
and Rosen (1983a. 1983b). < .. !l<!ir aer.:>sol measurements 
as well as the negative-ion mobility spectra indicate the 
presence of the heavy HSO:; core ion family well bdow 
30km. 

In contrast to negative-ion mass spectrometer mea
:-urements, as of this writing the presence of positive ions 
having masses greater than 140 amu in the lower strato-
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) 

sphere (e.g., Arnold et 01., 1981) have not been de
tected. This is not consistent with ion-mobility measure
ments and clearly needs further investigation. 

AIR-EARTH CURRENT AND ELECTRIC 
FIELDS IN THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE 

The atmospheric electric circuit is characterized by a 
difference in voltage (on the order of 300 kV) between 
the highly conductive ionosphere (commonly referred to 
as the equalization layer) and the Earth's surface, which 
is also a relatively good conductor. This voltage VI is 
thought to be maintain~ principally by thunderstorms 
acting as the generators and the atmospheric conductiv
Ity acting to discharge the ionosphere through continu
ous flow of current. The value of this air-earth current 
density in fair-weather areas depends on the voltage V, 
and the columnar resistance R~ and is, according to 
Ohm's law, 

f. - V,IR~. (12.7) 

The value of the atmospheric electric field E(h) de
pends on the air-earth current density and the electrical 
conductivity of the air according to the following Ohm's 
law relationship: 

io(h) .. E(h)[u + (h) + u_ (h)]. (12.8) 

Under steady-state conditions it is expected for rea
sons of continuity that the air-earth current density is 

. constant with altitude if large-scale horizontally homo
geneous conditions exist and if no charged clouds or 
other disturbances alter the so-called fair-weather con
ditions. 

Figure 12.15 showf the dtmospheric electric field and 
both polar conductivities as measured simultaneously 
over the North Atlantic by Gringel et al. (1978). The 
field and conductivity profiles show clearly the inverse 
pattern to each other, which is expected for a constant 
air-earth current density through the atmosphere. Even 
a thin cloud layer at 6 km did not disturb this inverse 
pattern. The mean vertical air-earth current densit) for 
this particular balloon flight was calculated to be it' '" 
(2.35 ± 0.15) pA/m2, a typical value for our oceanic 
measurements. Another profile of i" obtained at Lara
mie, Wyoming (Rosen et aI., 1982) to 31 km height is 
shown in Figure 12.16. Again the profiles of both polar 
current densities show the expected constancy with alti
tude. At the same time of this flight at Laramie, the 
ionospheric potential VI wa~ determined over Weisse
nau, Germany, by ;,ltegration of the measured electric
field strength (Fisc.!;(.c and MUhleisen, 1975) and found 
lo be 330 kV, a value that should be the same as over 
Laramie according to the clnssical picture of the global 
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FIGURE 12.15 Polar air-earth current densities I,. and /, _ versus 
altitude calculated (rom simultaneously measured electric-Held 
strength E and both polar conductivities (h - 0) over the North Atlan
tic (Gringcl et al., 1978). 

electrical circuit. In addition, the columnar resistance 
was obtained from an atmospheric conductivity profile 
and found tobeR, '" 0.65 X 1017 0 m2• This implies that 
the total conduction current density, calculated from V, 
and R" is 5.1 pA/m2, The good agreement wah the 
mean value calculated from the conductivity and elec
tric-field profiles proves that the Earth surface and the 
ionosphere can be regarded as good conductors where 
charges are distributed worldwide within short times. 
The fact that i,. over Laramie shows about twice the 
value as over the Atlantic is explained by the high alti
tude of Laramie (2150 m above sea level) resulting in the 
low Rr value given above. These 2 km normally contrib
ute about 50 percent to the total columnar resistance of 
around 1.3 X 1017 0 m2 between sea level and the iono
sphere. 

Direct measurements for the air-earth current density 
in the free atmo~phere have been carried out also with 
long-wire antenna sondes described by Kasemir (1960). 
Whereas Ogawa et af. (1977) reported a constant air
earth current throughOut the troposphere and lower 
stratosphere, the mea~urements by Cobb (1977) at the 
South Pole indicated a slight decrea~ of the i,· values 
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above the tropopause. The reasons for this current de
crease are unknown. 

At globally representative stations the air-earth cur
rent density shows a diurnal variation versus universal 
time with a minimum at around 0300 GMT and a maxi
mum near 1800 GMT, reflecting the diurnal variations 
of the ionospheric potential. Figure 12.17 shows this di
urnal variation measured near the surface in'the North 
Atlantic (Gringel el al., 1978) and near the ground at 
the South Pole (Cobb. 1977) during fair weather. The 
larger variation O\'er the North Atlantic is probably due 
to the relatively short observation time of only 15 days. 
The agreement of the two curves also strongly supports 
the concept of an uni'.'ersally controlled global circuit. 
Direct-current density measurements near the ground 
at a continental station have been reported by Burke 
and Few (1978). They observed a typical sunrise effect 
that is characterized by a gradual increase of the atmo
spheric conduction current within an hour after sunrise, 
reaching a peak about 2 hours after sunrise. The current 
density then gradually decreased but usually remained 
at a higher value than was observed before sunrise. This 
sunrise effect is thought to be caused by mechanical 
transport of positive charges following the onset of con-
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f1GURE 12.16 Polar air-earth current densities i .. and i .. ml'a
sured on August 4. 1978. at Laramie. Wyoming. The mean 'otal air
earth current density is i. - (5.1 ± 0.3) pAlm'. 
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f1GURE 12.17 Mean diurnal variations of the air-')arth current 
d<,nsity in relative units over the North Atlantic (Cringel et 01., 1978) 
lind at the South Pole (Cobb, 1377). 

vection. During fog they observed low values of ;r that 
can be attributed to an enhancement of the columnar 
resistance, caused by the attachment of small ions to the 
fog droplets. Beneath low clouds withOut precipitation 
they usually found negativecllrrent readings, which are 
interpreted by Burke and Few (1978) as charge-separa
tion processes occurring in most of the low clouds, 
whether or not the clouds finally produced local precipi
tation or developed into thunderclouds. 

The electric field in the lower atmosphere is vertical 
and directed downward during fair-weather conditions 
and large-scale atmospheric homogeneity. In t!.e litera
ture of atmospheric electricity, that direction is defined 
as the direction a positive charge moves in the electric 
field (e.g., Chalmers, 1967). At globally representative 
stations, such as ocean or polar stations, the vertical co
lumnar resistance remains nearly constant during fair 
weather (Dolezalek, 1972). Here the electric-field 
strength near the ground shows a diurnal variation with 
universal time similar to that shown for the air-earth 
current density in Figure 12.17, both reflecting varia
tions of the ionospheric potential. Over the continents 
consideration must be given to a varying ionization rate 
in the first few hundred meters caused by the exhalation 
of radioactive materials from the Earth. This ionization 
ratt! depends ~trongly on diffen~nt meteorological pa
rameters, such as convection, and therefore the colum
nar resistance can no longer be regarded a~ constant. As 
shown by Israel (1973b) the giobal diurnal variation of 
the electric field is normally mas~:cd by i()('l>l variations 
at these stations. If local generators, such as pr~'Cipita
Hon, conv(.'Ction currents, and blowing snow or dust, 
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/ 
also become active, the description becomes increas
ingly com plicate<! and the vertical electric-field strength 
E: can vary considerably. 

Figure 12.18 shows typical variations of E: at a conti
nental mid-latitude station during fair weather and also 
during haze and fog (Fischer. 1977). The relative occur
rence of the field amplitudes is a..>O shown. During fair 
weather the variation is smah with a mean value of E: 
about 120 V 1m with no negative fields. DurinI'; ;1aze and 
fog the variations become much larger and even nega
tive values of E: occur indicating the presence of space 
charges around the station. The higher positive E: val
ues are mainly caused by a drastic reduction of the at
mospheric conductivity due to the attachment of small 
ions to haze or fog droplets. 

12.20 shows the undisturbed and disturbed electric
field values near the ground on the upwind and down
wind side of a high-voltage power line. Figure 12.~1 
shows the undisturbed and disturbed fields values near a 
hrgecity in Germany (Fischer. 1977). Whereas the sta
tion at the south shows .. lmost a fair-weather field pat
tern. the values at the northern station exhibit large var
iations. and even negative value.~ of E: occur. rhe 
reasons for the large variations at the disturbed stations 
are in both cases drifting pollution and/or space charges. 
Above the ground the vertical electric field E. drops rap
idly with increasing altitude o'''lring to the increasing at· 
mospheric conductivity. Figure 12.22 shows the de
crease of the vertical electric field with altitude during 
fair weather. during cloudiness without precipitation. 
and during haze and fog as measured again over Weis.se
nau. Germany (Fischer. 1977). The positive sign uf E: 
means that the field vector is pointed downward again. 
The variations of different profiles. shown by the ha
chured area~. are mainly caused by conduclivity varia
tions. especially in the iower troposphere. rather than 
by variations of the ionospheric potential itself. The 
scatter is greatly increased during periods of cloudiness 
and r.azc or fog. whereas the mean profile of the same 20 
balloon flights (indicated by the thick curve in Figure 
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The highest values of E: are measured-during rain or 
snow showers and thunderstorms as shown in Figure 
12.19 (Fischer. 1977). For both cases the amplitude dis
tribution shows a typical U pattern with mainly high 
positive or negative field values. The highest fidd values 
can reach 5000 VIm at the ground. This seem-; to be an 
upper limit because corona discharges build up a space
charge layer with the appropriate sign so as ,0 reduce 
the original field values. Examples of anthrop(;genic in
fluences are shown in Figures 12.20 and 12.21. Figure 
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FIGURE 12.20 Influenre of a hij!h,mltaj!e power line (220 k\') on 
the e1e<:tric field n('ar tht' ground (hlack station) ",mpan..! with th ... 
clf.'Ctric field at the undisturbed station (Fischer, 1977). 

12.22) still shows a pattern typical for fair-weather coo
ditions. During rain or snow ~nd especially in thunder
cloud.,. the scatter in the field values becomes much 
larger. including regions with large negative fidd val
ues. Temporal variations are fast. and the horizontal 
components of the electric-field strength can reach the 
same order of magnitude as the vertical components as 
measured by Wino et al. (1978). Thcse large variations 
of the electric-field strength in shower and thunder
clouds are caused by regions of high-space-charge den
sity of both signs in these cloud.,. 

Above the tropopause the vertical clcttric-field 
strength continues to decreaSe nearly exponentially a~ 
the al.Ilf)spheric conductivity increa~es and normally 
drops to arou!id 300 mV/m at 30 km at mid,latitudes. 
Holzworth an-.: Mozer (1979) showed that sOlar proton 
events can cause large reductions of the strato,pheric 
eiectric-ficld valucs at high latitudes by more than an 
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FIGURE 12.21 Disturbed .-1m ric ht:::! 
near the ground in the nei;(hborluxid of a big 
cit)' (black station). The dectric·fjdJ patt ... rn 
at th.· south l< not disturbt'd and show. typical 
fair·w ... ather valu<s (Fischer. 19i7). 
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order of lilagnitude. The authors could explain their be
havior with the greatly enhanced ionizatie>n by solar 
protons. which in turn enhances the stratospheric con
ductivity and thereby reduces the local electric fields. 

CONCLUSION 

Galactic cosmic rays are the primary source of ioniza
tion in the lower atmosphere. They control the bulk at
mospheric conductivity parameter. which in turn is lin
early related to the small-ion concentration and 
small-ion mobility. Although the existence of a solar
induced modulation of the ionization rate and of the at
mospheric conductivity is evident. the ha~ic physical 
mechanisms are not fully understood. More mea~ure-
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mente; of both parameters (if possible simultaneously) 
are desirable in order to establish cyclic 'lnd transient 
solar modulation effects. The accuracy of dired mca
surements of small-ion concentrations and mobilities 
have shown improvements. but the results among dii
ferent researchers are still contradictory. Almost noth
ing is known about tile mobility distribution of atmo
spheric ions throughout the troposphere and lower 
stratosphere. The existence of heavy ions wilh masses of 
5'!veral hundred amu. a~ inferred from mobility mea
surements, has only just re- ently been established by 
mass spectrometer meamrements. Problem~ with the 
sampling procedure employed can not be oVt:looked. 
Simultaneous measurements of ion ma<;ses. ion concen
trations, and ion mobilities. together with conductivity 
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and Ilerosol measurements. are clearly needed to gain a 
deeper insight into the physics and chemistry of atmo
spheric Ions. Volcanic eruptions can result in a rather 
dramatic increase of the aerosol content of the lower at
mo.~phere. The extent to which these aerosols directly 
affect the atmospheric conductivity. small-ion concen
tration. and mobility should be investigated to a greater 
e:..tent. On the other hand. the sulfuric acid content of 
the lower atmosphere is also drastically enhanced fol
lowing volcanic eruptions and might considerably influ
ence the ion composition. Air-earth current-density 
measurements seem to be consistent with the classical 
picture of the global circuit with some exception.~. The 
question of whether there are other global generators in 
the lower atmosphere in addition to thunderstorms 
could probably be unraveled by ground·ba~ and bal
loonborne current measurements at different locations. 
The electric-field strength in the lower atmosphere. 
which is closely related to the air-earth current and the 
atmospheric conductivity. can underr.o considerable 
fluctuations near the ground owing to conductivity vari
ations and the influence of a local generator. 
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INTRODUCTION 

GEORGE C. REID 
NOAA AtTonomy Laboratory 

Conventional usage divides the atmosphere into lay
ers on the basis of the average temperature profile. The 
stratosphere is the region of positive vertical tempera
ture gradient extending from the tropopause to a height 
of about 50 km, and the overlying region of negative 
temperature gradient is the mesosphere, extending to 
about 85 km altitude, where the lowest temperatures in 
the atmosphere are reached. The main heat sou ret:, in 
both of these regions is provided by absorption of solar
ultraviolet radiation by ozone. At still greater heights 
lies the thermosphere, in which absorption of extreme
ultraviolet radiation causes the temperature to increase 
again with height. This chapter is concerned mainly, 
with the electrical properties of the upper stratosphere 
and the mesosphere. The troposphere and lower strato
sphere were considered in Chapters 11 and 12 (this vol
ume) and the thermosphere is discussed in Chapter 14. 

Both the composition and the temperature play im
portant roles in determining the electrical structure. As 
noted above, the temperature in the stratosphere ri:;es 
from typical tropopause values near 200 K to valu~; of 
about 270 K at the stratopause (-SO km), above wh:ch 
the temperature decreases to mesopause values that are 
seasonally and latitudinally variable, occasionally drop
ping below 140 K in the high-latitude summer. 
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The principal atmosphericconstitrients are molecular 
oxygen and nitrogen, just as in the lower atmosphere; 
but there are a number of minor constituents that are 
important from the point of view of the electrical prop
erties. Among these are nitric oxide (NO), which dif
fuses into the region from sources oolow and above; 
atomic oxygen (0) and ozone (03), which are formed 
locally by photodbsociation of O2; and water vapor, 
which can be traos?Orted from the troposphere as well 
as being locally produced. The role of aerosols in the 
atmosphere at heights above 30 km is uncertain and con
troversial and is an area of active study. The occasional 
presence of noctilucent clouds at the high-latitude sum
mer mesopause and the more regular existence of a sum
mertime polar scattering layer seen by satellites have 
certainly shown that aerosols (probably ice crystals) can 
exist near the top of the region, but the gap between the 
mesopause and the well-known aerosol layers of the 
lower stratosphere remains relatively unexplored. 

In what follows, sources of ionization, the ion chemis
try that determines the steady-state ion composition, 
and the present status of our knowledge of aerosol distri
bution are discussed. The final two sections discuss the 
theory and measurement of conductivity and electric 
fields in the middle atmosphere. 

,. 
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SOURCES OF IONIZATION 

Figure 13.1 shows typical ion-pair production rates 
(q) at middle latitudes during daytime. Throughout the 
stratosphere, galactic cosmic rays provide the principal 
ionization source, as in most of the lower atmosphere. 
The cosmic-ray ionization rate does not vary diurnally 
but does vary with geomagnetic latitude and with the 
phase of the ll-year solar cycle. Heaps (1978) provided 
useful relations for computingthe rate of ion production 
at any latitude and time. Roughly, the ion-production 
rate above 30 km increases by a factor of 10 in going 
from the geomagnetic equator to the polar caps at sun
spot minimum (cosmic-ray maximum) and by a factor 
of 5 at sunspot maximum. The solar-cycle modulation is 
near zero at the equator, increasing to a factor of about 2 
in the polar caps. The ionization rate above 30 km is 
approximatel y proportional to the atmospheric density. 
These properties are a result of (a) the shielding effect ot 
the geomagnetic field, which allows cosmic-ray parti
cles to enter the atmosphere at successively higher lati
tudes for successively lower energies, and (b) the reduc
tion in cosmic-ray flux in the inner solar system as solar 
activity intensifies. 

Superimposed on these long-term global variations 
are brief reductions in cosmic-ray flux known as For
bush decreases, after their discoverer (Forbush, 1938). 
Forbush decreases occur in coincidence with geomag
netic storms and are of brief (hours) duration. However, 
as their magnitude can be as large as some tens of per
cent, they can change global electrical parameters sig
nificantly. 

In the mesosphere the major dflytime source of ioniza
tion in undisturbed conditions iJ provided by the NO 
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FIGUHE 13.1 Typical ion-pair production rates in 'he middle atmo
sphere. 
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molecule, whose low ionization potential of 9.25 elec
tron volts (eV) allows it to be ionized by the intense solar 
Lyman-alpha radiation. The conc;entration of NO in 
the mesosphere is not well known and is almost certainly 
variable (Solomon et ai., 1982a) in response to meteoro
logical factors. The production-rate profile in Figure 
13.1 is an estimate based on reasonable values for the 
NO concentration and the solar Lyman-alpha flux, 
which is itself a function of solar activity (Cook et al., 
1980). 

At the upper limit of the middle atmosphere, signifi
cant amounts of ionization art' proouced by solar x rays, 
forming the base of the E region of the ionosphere, and 
by ionization of O 2 in its metastable I~ state, which is a 
by-product of ozone photodissociation. While these 
sources are never competitive with the NU source in 
terms of ionization rates, they !;ive rise to different pri
mary positive-ion species (N; and 0; as oppo!'ed to 
NO +), and hence to different chemical reaction chains. 

A sporadic and intense source of ionization at high 
latitudes is provided by solar-proton events (SPE) (Reid, 
1974), and Figure 13.1 shows an ionization-rate profile 
calculated for the peak of a major SPE in May 1959. 
These events are caused by the entry into the atmo
sphere of particles accelerated during solar flares and 
traveling fairly directly from the Sun to the Earth. The 
particles are mostly protons, with much smaller fluxes of 
heavier nuclei and of electrons, having typical energies 
of 1 to 100 MeV and considerably less atmospheric pene
tration power than galactic ('{)smic rays. As a cor ~ 
quence, their effects are largely confined to high mag· 
netic latitudes (~ 60°) and to altitudes well above the 
lower stratosphere. Solar-proton events typically reach 
their peak intensity within a few hours of a major solar 
flare and then decay exponentially over the following 
day or two. Their occurrence is a strong function of the 
phase of the solar cycle, as illustrated in Figure 13.2, 
which shows the distribution in the 1956-1973 period of 
polar-cap absorption (peA) events and of ground-level 
events (Pomerantz and Duggal, 1974). Polar-cap ab
sorption is the name given to the intense radio-wave ab
sorption caused by the enhanced mesospheric ionization 
during an SPE, while ground-level events are the rare 
events with a large enough high-energy flux to cause an 
increase in cosmic-ray neutron monitors at the surface. 
The frequency of the events is related to the solar-activ
ity cycle, which peaked about 1958 and 1969, but in
tense events can occu r at any time, as evidenced by those 
of February 1956 and }.ugust 1972. Figure 13.1 shows 
clearly that SPEs cause major alterations in middle
atmospheric ionization rates, and hence in the electrical 
parameters. 

Energetic electron precipitation from the radiation 
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FIGURE 13.2 Distribution and Intensity of solar energetic-particle 
events. 1958-1973. The peak al=rption in the upper part is a measure 
of the Intensity of the polar-cap absorption (PCA) events resulting 
from hlgh.latltude ionization in the mesosphere; the lower part S00w5 

the intensity of the cosmic-ray (CR) increases recorded by neutron 
monitors and caused by solar-particle-indueed nuclear reactions in the 
lower stratosphere. 

belts also contributes to middle-atmosphere ionization 
but in a manner that is highly variable in both latitude 
and time. During major electron precipitation events 
this can become the dominant source of ionization 
above 70 km for brief periods, and ionization rates can 
be as high as lOS cm- 3 sec- 1 above 80 km (Reagan, 
1977). Vampola and Gorney (1983) deduced zonally av
eraged ionization rates due to energetic electron precipi
tation at several magnetic latitudes. Maximum ioniza
tion rates occur between 80 and 90 km and vary 
between about 0.7 cm -3 sec-I at 45° and 6 cm- 3 sec-I 

at 65° latitude. At the higher latitudes energetic elec
trons are competitive with solar Lyman-alpha as an ion
ization source even in daytime. They are probably the 
dominant source above 70 km at night, when the main 
competitor is photo ionization of NO by the weak 
Lyman-alpha radiation scattered from the Earth's hy
drogen geocorona (Strobel et ai., 1974). 

Bremsstrahlung x rays, generated by the energetic 
electrons, ionize weakly at heights below 60 km 
(Luhmann, 1977; Vampola and Coorney, 1983) but are 
probably rarely competitive with <:osmic rays as a global 
ionization source. 

ION CHEMISTRY IN THE MIDDLE 
ATMOSPHERE 

The principal primary positive ions produced in the 
middle atmosphere are N; ,0; , and NO + , all of which 
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participate in a wide range of ion-Illolecule reactions 
that lead to a rich spectrum of ambient ions. An equally 
rich spectrum of negative ion.;, is generated by reactions 
that are initiated by the attachment of electrons to form 
the main primary species Oi and 0 - . In this section the 
current state of our knowledge of this ion chemistry and 
of the steady state ion composition that it produces are 
discussed. More detailed treatments can be found in ','e

view articles by Ferguson et al. (1979) and Ferguson and 
Arnold (1981). 

Positive Ions 

The first measurements of positive-ion composition in 
the mesosphere were made by a rocket borne mass spec
trometer in 1963 (Narcisi d.nd Bailey, 1965). The domi
nant species below the mesopause were found to be pro
ton hydrates, i.e., members of the family H + (H20)., 
with a sharp transition at about the mesopause to such 
simple species as 0; , NO + , and several metallic species, 
probably of meteoric origin. Many subsequent measure
ments have verified these results and have shown that 
the size spectrum of the proton hydrates is very tempera
ture sensitive. At the cold high-latitude summer meso
pause, as many as 20 water molecules have been seen 
clustered in individual ions (Bji)rn and Arnold,198l). 

The currently proposed positive-ion reaction scheme 
leading from the primary ions to the proton hydrates is 
illustrated in Figure 13.3. Since N; is rapidly converted 
into 0; by charge exchange with O2, the two primary 
ions of concern are 0; and NO+. The chain that con
verts 0; into the proton hydrates was identified by 
Fehsenfeld and Ferguson (1969) and Good et al. (1970) 
and is fairly straightforward. Clustering of 0; to O2 

forms 0: , which rapidly undergoes a switching reac
tion in which the O2 molecule fo,ming the cluster 
switches with an H20 molecule to form 0; (H20). 
When they are energetically allowed, such switching re
actions are usually fast, occurring at virtually every col
lision between the two species. Subsequent collisions 
with water molecules lead rapidly to the proton hy
drates. 

The failure of this mechanism above the mesopause is 
probably due to a combination of factors: the decrea~ing 
water-vapor concentration, the increa~ing electron con
centration leading to shorter ion lifetimes against re
combination, and the increasinf'; concentration of 
atomic oxygen. The latter attacks the 0 4+ clusters 
through the reaction 

0 4+ + 0 -- 0; + 0 3, (13.1) 

The chain of reactions leading from NO+ to the pro
ton hydrates is less certain but probably involves several 
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FIGURE 13.3 Schematic diagram of the 
principal positive-Ion reactions In the meso
sphere. The detzlis of the NO' hydration 
scheme. enclosed by the broken lines. are not 
yet established. 

steps of clustering and switching as shown In Figure 
13.3. This mechanism, first proposed by Ferguson 
(1974). yields steady-state ion dlstributioilS that are rea
sonably close to those observed when appropriate reac
tion rates are used in model calculations (Reid, 1977). 
Most of the critical reaction rates are still unmeasured at 
mesospheric temperatures, however. 

In the stratosphere, the picture Is rather more compli
cated. Mass spectrometry has recently been developed 
for use at the high ambient gas pressures of the strato
sphere, and measurements of positive-ion comp':-.sition 
have been made from rockets and balloons (Arnold et 
01., 1978). These experiments showed the existence of 
the proton hydrates, as in the mesosphere, and also that 
below about 40 km the proton hydrates are replaced as 
the domiFlant species by ions with a core of m~ 42 amu. 
This has been tentatively identified as protonat~ aceto
nitrile, H + (CH3CN) (Arnold et (J.l., 1978)-an identifi
cation that Is reasonable in view of the high proton affin
ity of CH3CN and its recent discovery in the troposphere. 
(Becker and Ionescu, 1982). 

It should be emphasized that our knowledge of strato
spheric ion composition is very sketchy. Almost nothing 
is known of the composition at heights below 30 km or at 
locations other than continental middle latitudes. 

Negative Ions 

Our knowledge of negative. ion composition in the 
middle atmosphere is in an unsatisfactory state. Labora-

CEORGE C. REID 

Ionization 

~ 
tory measurements of the negative-ion reactions 
thought to be the most important ones in the atmosphere 
have led .0 the reaction scheme shown in Figure 13.4 
(Ferguson et ai., 1979). In this scheme, direct attach
ment of electrons takes place only to O2 and 03; associa
tive detachment reactions occurring chiefly with atomic 
oxygen quickly destroy most of the resulting 02' and 0-
ions in regions where 0 is present. The ions that escape 
destruction in this way, however, go on to form a wide 
variety of species whose electron affinity increases as we 
progress down the chain. In the absence of annihilation 
by positive ions, the dominant terminal species in the 
chain would be the nitrate ion, NOi , with the high elec
tron affinity of 3.9 eV (Ferguson et 01.,·1972). 

Mass-spectrometer measurements of negative-ion 
composition are much more difficult to make than the 
corresponding positive-ion measurements, largely ow
ing to the problem of contamination by electrons. As a 
result, few measurements have been made in the meso
sphere, and these have given somewhat conflicting 
results (Narcisi et al., 1971; Arnold et al., 1971, 1982). 
The predicted dominance of such species a~ NOi and 
COi at heights below 80 km appears to be borne out, 
but many unidentified light ions have been seen in the 
mesosphere. Above 80 km, there appears to be a layer of 
heavy (> 100 amu) ions (Arnold et ai., 1982) that may 
be a result of attachment to neutral species of meteoric 
origin, perhaps forming the very stable silicon species 
S103- (Viggiano et al., W82). 

In the stratosphere, the first mass-spectrometer mea-

.--' 
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FIGURE 13.4 Schematic diagram of the principal negative-Ion re
actions in the mesosphere. The chain leading to the terminal species 
HCO; is probably of minor Importance. 

. surements (Arnold and Henschen, 1978) showed the 
dominance of heavy ions. Laboratory measurements by 
Viggiano et aZ. (1980) showed th;lt in the presence of 
sulfuric acid the species HS04- would become an impor
tant core ion. Sulfuric acid is known to be the major 
component of the stratospheric aerosol layer and is a by
product of volcanic activity, as discussed in Chapter 12 
(this volume). 

There thus appear to be three fairly distinct negative
ion strata in the middle atmosphere. The central region 
between about 55 and 80 km is formed mainly by ion
molecule reactions involving the commoner minor con
stituents, following initial attachment to Oz. This cen
tral layer has layers of heavier ions both above and 
below:--the upper one probably a result of reactions in
volving meteoric species and the lower one built by clus
tering around HS04- • At present this is a very sketchy 
and incomplete picture, and many more observations 
arc needed to clarify it. 
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intense solar proton ever-to 

Model Calculations 

If the rates of pJ.-xiuction of the various ion species 
and the rates of the important chemical reactions are 
known, it is possible to calculate the steady-state ion 
composition. Many such calculations have b..<>en made, 
and examples are shown in Figures 13.5 and 13.6. 

Figure 13.5 illustrates the positive-ion composition 
calculated for an intense solar-particle event (right
hand panel) and for undisturbed daytime conditions 

NO, 

30 

Ql.1!fl SPE 

20 I 2'0 4~ 60 8~ 100 2'0 ,,~ 60 80 100 

Percentage Compos..tion 

FIGURE 13.6 Model calculations of the steady.state negative·ioft 
composition of the middle atmosphere, omitting .. eactions involving 
meteoric spt'Cies at the higher altitudes and reactions ir."olving sulfur 
species in the stratosphere. The left·hand panel reprCS('nts quiet condi
tions. and the right-hand panel b for thecaseof an intense solar proton 
event. 
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(left-hand panel). The stratospheric ion chemistry lead
ing to the formation of nonproton hydrates ha<; been 
omitted. In both cases the proton hydrates are dominant 
in the lower mesosphere with a fairly abrupt transition 
to NO + at greater heights in the quiet case and to mostly 
O2+ In the SPE case. A thin layer containing mostly the 
intermediate clusters of 0; or NO + separates the two 
regions. The tendency toward horizontal layering of the 
principal proton-hydrate ~ies is caused by the shift in 
equilibrium toward lighter species as the temperature 
increases. 

Figure 13.6 shows the result of similar calculations of 
negative-ion composition, again omitting both the up
per meteoric layer above 80 km and the stratospheric 
region of heavy HSOi derived ions. In the undisturbed 
case NO; is dominant in most of the middle atmo
sphere, but the great enhancement in the rate of ion-ion 
recombination during the SPE inhibits the formation of 
NO; and leads to an increac;e in the fraction of CO; . 
The initial ions 0 - and 02' are the main components at 
the top of the mesosphere. 

The ultimate loss of ions in the middle atmosphere 
takes place mainly through recombination with elec
trons or with ions of the opposite charge. In the case of 
negativ~ ions, photodetachment by sunlight provides 
another loss mechanism about which little quantitative 
information is available for the main atmospheric spe
cies. Loss to aerosol particles is pres-..lmably also a signifi
cant sink, especially in the vicinity of the stratospheric 
aerosol layer and possibly of the polar aerosol layers near 
the summer mesopause. Neither photodetachltlent nor 
aerosol attachment were included in the calculations 
represented by Figure 13.6. 

MESOSPHERIC AEROSOLS 

Stratospheric aerosols were discussed in Chapter 12 
(this volume). The aerosol content of the mesosphere 
and the effect of these aerosols on the electrical proper
ties are much more speculative. Noctilucent clouds pro
vide direct evidence that particulate material does exist 
at mesospheric heights, at least on some occasions. 
These silvery-blue translucent clouds appear sporadi
cally at high latitudes during the summer months, when 
their great height allows them to be seen by scattered 
sunlight long after the Sun has set at the surface. Their 
phenomenology has been reviewed by Fogle and 
Haurwitz (1966). Optical measurements suggest that 
the particle concentrations are 1 to 50 cm - 3 in these 
clouds, with an individual particle radius of the order of 
0.1 I'm. Satellite measurements of backscattercd sun
light reveal the existence near the meso pause of a denser 
semipermanent particle layer over the summer polar 
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cap (Donahueetal., 1972; Thomas et 01., 1982), wb::h 
is probably related to the noctilu(.'ent cloud layer. 

There is general agreement that the particles forming 
these layers are ice crystals formed in the extremely low 
temperatures of the summer mesopause region by con
densation from the low background concentration of 
water vapor (aesstvedt, 1981). Several model calcula
tions have shown that it is reasonable to expect ice crys
tals to form under these conditions (e.g., Charlson, 
1985; Reid, 1975; Turco et 01., 1982) provided that suit
able nucleation centers exist. Mass-spectrometer results 
suggest that nucleation does occur on positive ions 
(Goldberg and Witt, 1977; BjOrn and Arnold, 1981), 
and the particles themselves could then act as surfaces 
for ion capture. There is evidence for abnormally low 
electron concentrations in thE> high-latitude summer 
mesopause region, perhaps indicating enhanced elec
tron los.~ through attachment to particles (e.g., Pedersen 
etal., i970). 

Below the mesopause, the evidence is much less di
rect. Volz and Goody (1962) found evidence from twi
light measurements of low concentrations of dust parti
cles throughout the mesosphere. Hunten et al. (1980) 
calculated the flux of particiC!o produced by condensa
tion of meteor ablation products. Depending on the 
model conditions, this calculation predicted meso
spheric concentrations of 102 to 1 ()3 em - 3 and individual 
particle radii of a few nanomett:rs. The inn uence of such 
a particle distribution on the ion and electron concen
trations would be small. Chesworth and Hale (1974) 
proposed the existence of mesospheric particle concen
trations of 1()3 to 104 cm -3 to explain certain discrepan
cies in the electrical parameters. The evidence for such 
large concentrations was indirect, and further work is 
needed in this area. In particular. the relationship, if 
any, between the meteor-ablation particles of Hunten et 
al. (1980) and the partic1e.~ suggested by Chesworth and 
Hale (1974) should be stlldied. 

CONDUCTIVITY IN THE MIDDLE 
ATMOSPHERE 

The current densit,., ;. and the electric field, E, are 
related by the familiar Ohm's law expression 

i = (JE, (13.2) 

where (J is the conductivity. In thtl lower atmosphere 
and most of the middle atmosphere, (J is a scalar, and the 
electric field and the current lie ir. the same direction. 
Above about 70 km, however, colli.sions between elec
trons and air molecules become infrequent enough that 
the bending of the electron path by the Earth's magnetic 
field becomes appn;ciable between collisions, and mo-
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ELECTRiCAL STRUCTURE OF TilE MIDDLE ATMOSPIIERE 

tlon perpendicular to the field becomes less easy than 
motion along the field. In these circumstances, (1 be
comes a tensor, and an applied electric field with a com
ponent perpendicular to the magnetic field drives a cur
rent in a different direction. This anisotropy of the 
conductivity becomes a dominant influence on the elec
trical properties of the thermosphere (st.'e Chapter 14, 
this volume). 

Conductivity can be measured directly by rocket
borne probes, and a substantial number of such conduc
tivity values are reported in the literature, especially us
ing the so-called blunt-probe technique (Hale et al., 
1968). The problem of shock-wave effects associated 
with a supersonic rocket are usually avoided in these ex
periments by deploying the probe with a (Jarachute at 
the top of the trajectory and making the measurements 
during the subsonic )escent. 

In the presence of a mixture of ions, the conductivity 
~an be expressed in terms of the mobilities of the individ
ual species as 

(1 = eEnt kt + eEnl- kl- + en,.k~, (13.3) 

where nand k are the concentration~ and mobilities of 
the positive ions, negative ions, and electrons. [Equa
tion (13.3) is identical to Eq. (12.1) in Chapter 12, this 
volume, except that in the middle atmosphere electrons 
come into consideration. J An experimentally derived re
lationship between reduced mobility and ion mass in ni
trogen is shown in Figure 13.7 (Meyerott et al., 1980). 
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The reduced mobility, leo, is the mobility in a standard 
atmosphere and is related to the actual mobility, k, by 

k os ko (2~3)( 1~ ), (13.4) 

where T is absolute temperature and p is pressure in mil
libars. 

The ion mobility can be measured by the Gerdien 
condenser technique (e.g., Conley, 1974), and a num
ber ur measurements using rockets have been reported. 
A'i discussed by Meyerott et at. (1980), there is no gen
eral agreement among the various measurements, al
though the data of Conley (1974) and Widdel et al. 
(1976) suggest a single reduced mobility of about 2.7 X 
lO-t m2 V-I sec- I for the entire middle atmosphere .. 
This corresponds to an ion mas.<; of about 30 amu accord
ing to Figure 13.7, which is clearly in disagreement with 
both the mass-spectrometer measurements and the 
model studies discussed above. Meyerott et af. (1980) 
suggested that the Gerdien condenser measurements 
were affected by the breakup of cluster ions by both 
shock-wave and instrumental electl'ic-field effects. 
Much heavier ions have been seen if. some flights. Rose 
and Widdel (1972), for example, reported a group of 
positive ions above 60 km whose altitude dependence 
gives a reduced mobility of about 3.7 X 10 -.J m2 V - I 

sec - I, corresponding to an ion mass of several thousand 
amu. The origin of these ions is unknown. 

Ion concentrations are also measured by the Gerdien 
condenser technique, and here again there are puzzling 
differences between observations and predictions. 
Above about 60 ~:m, ionization of nitric oxide by solar 
Lyman-alpha radiation becomes an important source, 
and a considerab;e amount of variability in ion concen
tration is expected (even in quiet conditions) owing to 
the variability in NO concentration (Solomon et af., 
1982b). At lower altitudes, however, the only signifi
cant source is cosmic-ray ionization, and the ion-pro
duction rate due to cosmic rays can be calculated with a 
fair degree of certainty. The loss rate through ion-ion 
recombination is also well known (Smith and Church, 
1977: Smith and Adams, 1982), and the steady-state ion 
concentration can thus be calculated with correspond
ing accuracy. Figure 13.8 shows a typical set of results. 
The points are taken from experimental data reported 
by Widdel et at. (1976), and the solid line is the positive
ion concentration calculated from the same model used 
to produce the ion-composition profiles shown in Figure 
13.6. The overall shape of the altitude profile shows rea
sonable agreement, but the mea~ured values are gener
ally lower than the calculated values by about a factor of 
3. A similar discrepancy was found by Meyerott et al. 

~~ 
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FIGURE 13.8 Results of measurements of ion concentration (Wid
del et 01 .• 1976) and of model calculation.~ for quiet conditions. 

(1980), who sugg~ted that it might be due to the lack of 
the experimental technique to measure low-mobility 
ions. Further measurements are clearly needed. 

Another puzzling feature shown in Figure 13.8 is the 
abrupt increase in concentrat:on occurring at about 65 
km in the 1968 data and 45 km in the 1975 data. A simi
lar abrupt increase in condl'ctivity at about 65 km is 
seen in blunt-probe measurements and has been attrib
ut~d to the transition from a cosmic-ray ionization 
source below to a Lyman-alpha source above (Mitchell 
and Hale, 1973). The model results show such a transi
tion, but it is much less abrupt and smaller in magnitude 
than the one observed. The same explanation is cer
tainly ruled out for the 45-km transition. since solar Ly
man-alpha radiation is almost totally extinguished be-
10wSOkm. 

Figure 13.9 shows the theoretical profiles of positi~e
ion, negative-ion, and electron contributions to the day
time conductivity, using the same model as before. The 
dotted curve shows an average of several blunt-probe 
nieasurements ()f positive conductivity in quiet condi
tbns (Mitchell and Hale, 1973) and is taken as represen
tative of the current experimental situation. Clearly the 
overall shape of the theoretical positive-conductivity 
profile matches the observations reasonably well-par
ticularly below 60 km where cosmic rays are the princi
pal source of ionization. At higher levels, the expected 
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variability of ion concentration should lead to a corre
sFonding variability in positive eondu<:'tivity. 

The role of electrons is noteworthy. The theoretical 
profiles show that electrons make a negligible contribu
tion to the total conductivitv below 50 km but com
pletely dominate the conductivity above 60 km. where 
they give rise to an extremely steep upward gradient in 
conductivity [the "equalizing" layer (Dolezalek, 1972)]. 
The electron mobility is so large that the electron contri
bution to the conductivity becomes equal to the ion con
tribution at a level where the electron concentration is 
less than 1 em - 3, In this region the model predictions of 
the electron-ion balance are not trustworthy. In partic
ular. the model used here does not include negative-ion 
photodetaehment as a source of electrons, as photode
taehment cross sections of the principal atmospheric 
negative ions are not known. Even small amounts of 
photodetachment, however. will have an important ef
fect on electron concentrations in the region of the stra
topause, and hence on the model conductivity profiles. 

The conductivity is greatly reduced at night at all 
heights above 50 km. The decrease is partly due to the 
absence of solar ionizing radiation and partly to changes 
in neutral chemistry, notably the conversion of atomic 
oxygen to ozone in the mesosphere. Figure 13.10 shows 
model profiles of daytime and nighttime conductivity 
for quiet mid-latitude conditions. in which the night
time sources of ionization are mostly solar Lyman-alpha 
radiation scattered from the geocorona and the zonally 
averaged flux of energetic electrons at 45° magnetic lati
tude given by Vampola and Gorney (1983). The night-
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FIGURE 13.10 Model calculations of the daytime and nighttime 
conductivity of the middle atmosphere during quiet conditions. 

time equal:Zing layer lies nearly 10 km higher than the 
daytime layer. and the transition between the two 
should take place rapidly during twilight. 

During a solar-proton event, the conductivity profil~ 
of the middle atmosphere is greatly changed. Individual 
events are so variable in ionization rate, however, that a 
representative SPE-conductivity profile would not be 
meaningful. Figure 13.11 is simply intended as an illus
tration of the conductivity proiile calculated from the 
above model for a fairly intense SPE Juring daytime. 
The largest fractional increase from the quiet-time con
ductivity OCC.lrs between 50 and 60 km, and the greatly 
enhanced ionizatkn in thIS region tends to eliminate, or 
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FIGURE 13.11 Model calculations of the daytime conductivity of 
the middle atmosphere during quiet conditions and during an inten.se 
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at least substantially reduce, the stE*;P gradient immedi
atelyabove. 

To summarize, neither direct measurements nor 
modeling studies of the bulk electrical parameters of the 
middle atmosphere are in a satisfactory condition. The 
measurements are difficult to make and tend to be beset 
by problems of interpretation. Models are based on defi
cient knowledge of several of the important mechanisms 
and cannot yet give more than estimates of the altitude 
profiles of such important parameters as the ion concen
tration and the conductivity. Much remains to be done 
to place our knowledge on a secure footing. 

ELECTRIC FIELDS IN THE MIDDLE 
ATMOSPHERE 

Th~ normal electric field in the middle atmospl,ere is 
a superposition of fields mapped upward from thunder
storm generators in the lower atmosphere and fields 
mapped downward from magnetospheric and ionos
pheric dynamo generators. The possible existence of 10- • 
cal electric-field generators within the middle atmo
sphere is a controversial topic and will be discussed 
briefly later. 

The mapping of the fair-weather field in the vertical 
direction ha: been studied by a number of authors (e.[, .• 
Mozer and Serlin, 1969; Park and Dejnakarintra, 1973). 
and a full three-dimensional model that includes a real
istic thunderstorm distribution and surfac.~ topography 
has been constructed by Hays and Roble (1979). The 
principal component of the middle-atmosphere electric 
field provided by this tropospheric source is vertically 
directed and arises from the necessity for continuity of 
tht> vertical current. The vertical electric field is thus 
roughly inversely proportional to the conductivity. and 
its order of magnitude varies from ~o -J V 1m at balloon 
altittldes to 10-6 VIm at the base of the thermosphere. 
The horizontal component of the electric field arises 
from the nonuniform distribution of thunderstorm gen
erators over the Earth and is largely removed by the 
short-circuiting effect of the equalizing layer in the 
mesosphere. where the conductivity increases sharply 
(see Figure 13.10). The attenuation is not complete, 
however. and the model of Hays and Roble (1979) pre
dic~ horizontal electric fields of magnitude up to a few 
tenths of a millivolt pcr mete,r in the lower t!lermosphere 
arising from the fair-weather source. 

The corresponding problem of mapping the iono
spheric and magnetospheric electric fields downward 
through the middle atmosphere tG the ground has also 
been examined by several authors (e.g., Mozer and 
Serlin. 1969; Volland, 1972; Chill. 1974; Park, 1976) 
using simple one-dimensional moo,els and by Roble and 
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Hays (1979) with a full three-dimensional model. The 
generation of these fields and their mapping hto the 
global electrical circuit will be discussed in Chapters 14 
and 15 (this volume). 

The dramatic increase in middle-atmosphere conduc
tivity during a major solar-proton event causes large 
changes in the local electric fields at high I .. titudes. 
Holzworth and Mozer (1979) carried out balloon mea
surements of the stratGsph<!ric electric ~,eld ovpr north
ern Canada during the intense event of August 1972 and 
reported a decrease in the vertical field by more than an 
order of magnitude. The decreru:e closely paralleled the 
increase in solar-proton flux .ma could be expll1ined 
qualitativelv by conservation of t~e fair_"'eather cur
rent in the presence of the greatly enhance .. conductiv
ity. The upward mapping of thp -hunderstorm-gener
ated fields of the lower atmof "J is sensit;ve to 
changes in middle-atmosphere conductivity. since the 
middle atmosphere represents a low-resbtance load to 
the generator even in quiet conditions. The downward 
mapping of ele-- trk fields generatec.! in the ionosphere 
and magnetosphere. however. is much iess sensItive. 
since the conductivity of the middle atmosphere re
mains much less than that of the lower ionosphere even 
during a major solar-prolon event (see Figure i3.11). 

The changes in the global electric circuit arising from 
the August 1972 SPE have been examined in detail by 
Reagan et al. (1983) ar.d TzU! and Hoble (1983). all of 
whom pointed out the importance in estimating the 
changes in middle-atmosphere electrical parameterf of 
including the current carrk-d by the precipitating pro
tons themselves in the polar-cap region. Chnges in the 
global circuit. however, arose mainly from the Forbush 
decrease in galactic cosmic-ray flux that accompanied 
the event rather than from the solar-proton flux. 

Measurements of the electric field in the mesos"here 
have been carried out with rocket borne techniques and 
have yielded conflicting and unexpected results. Most 
startling of these is th<. measurement of strong c1 .. :ctric 
fields in the lower mesosphere (Tyutin. 1976; Hale and 
Croskey. 1979; Mayrtard et ai., 1981) with :ntensities 
that can be orders' of magnitude larger than those re
quired to maintain continuity of thi! fair-weather c"~ 
rent. The reality of these fields ha~ been qu~tjonecJ 
(Kelley et al .• 1983). and the possibility that they are 
instrumental artifacts I--as not been entirely laid to rest. 
No satisfactory explanathn of their existence, either. a~ a 
genuine atmospheric phenomenon or a~ an instrum,"n,al 
effect, has yet becn proposed. However, they remain an 
intriguing feature of the middle atmosphere. The <l7Jom
alous fields. if they arc real, cannot be mapped from 
above or below, since they are present only in reli'~iveiy 
well-defined height r?.ges. Any plausible explan.?tion 
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must involve eith'.!r a local mesospheric generation 
mechanislI' or a dramatic lncal decrease in condurtiv
ity, in which case thl strong electric field would be 
needed to maintain current cor.lmuity. The latter possi
bility appears ti) be ruled out by simultan'.!Ous (:ondue
tivity measurements made on the same f1i~'lt (Maynarc. 
et al .• 1981). These rrn!asurements show that the con
dur.tivity i ... deer! low in the regio .. ofthe strongelf'~t;ic 
fiel~ but is still large enough to provi~t a vertic.il -::ur
rent density ahout 200 times larger tr.an the fair
weather value. ' 

The fact that the strong fields are u!>uaJly secn n2ar 
the 60- to 65-km height re~io;!. v'ho~e the equalizing 
layer exists. is .1 possible clue. If' this region the domi
nant negatively chary,ed current carriers change trom 
the slow-movillf' negativ~ ions be:)W to the :lighlv n~_ 
hUe electrons above. ar .. j a fairly sharp chan<;e h dec
tric field must result from the nM tf consc-ve lertical 
current alone. However, as le'ltioned z.hove. the fields 
measured are much larger than ;hose associated with 
this lipward mapping proce;.s. ano there is no obvious 
rea.;on why strOM fields shoulcl be generated in .his 
neighborhood. The observat;ons challenge our picture 
of the middle atmosphe:.: as a pa<;sive element ';1 thc 
global electrical circuit and suggest that there m, .: be 
field-generating mechanIsms that · ... ·c do not yet under
stand. Even if the electric fields d, turn out tf' b~ instru
mental artifacts. their explanation will contribute to our 
understanding of ~he limitations of in si'u e!f'::tric-fielu 
measurements in the terrestrial environment. 

CONCLUSION 

In this brief review we have s'l;omarized our present 
understanding of the elee!ric .. 1 struct:lre o. the atmo
sphere in the 30- to 100-km height range. The sources vf 
ionization in this rq.(ion are reaso!."blf well known, and 
their variations in time and space are at leas~ (iUalit. . 
tively understood. Thecomplexities of the ion c!lemi~try 
that connects the ionization sourct'S to the ambient io;} 
composition still require a great cleal of u:lravelin~. \Ve 
are st!!1 quite i~~ll0rant of many a~p<.'Cts. including [,:.0-
todetachment of negative iO:1S 'md the role of reactive 
neutral specie!: with extr('mely low concentrations. 
These uncertainties l('ad to corrt'Sponding uncertainties 
in ion concentration and mobility and in sud. :,ulk elec
trical parameters as the conductivity. Direct ey"Crimen
tal mca~urements have led to considerable progress, bllt 
they are beset by difficulties of interpretation and by 
inconsistencies among themselves. Finally. the recent 
observations of large mesuspheric electric field~ have 
raised first-OIdt:i' qucstiolls about ollr understanding 0: 
atmospheric field-generating mcchanism~ or of th:! in-
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El.fCTRICAI. STRUCTURE OF TII£ MlDDI.E ATMOSPIlERE 

strumental techniques used In these measurements. Sig
nificant challenges for the future exist in almost eVt!ry 
a..'])eCt of middle- atmospheric electricity. 
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Upper-Atmosphere Electric-Field 
Sources 

ARTHUR D. RICHMOND 
National Cmt" for Atmospltm'c Research 

The Eurth's space environment is filled with electrons 
and po.~itl\'e ions, comprising a plasma of very low den-

) 
slty. Thc..~ charged particles collide only infrequently 

, and are strongly influenCt.~ by magnetic and electric 
fields. In turn, the charged particles affect the distribu-

the field direction and strength vary greatly. These 
changes have been found to influence the electrical state 
of the magnetosphere and ionosphere. 

The magnetosphere is the region of space where the 
geomagnetic field has a dominant influence on plasma 
properties. As the charged particles of the solar wind are 
deflected by the geomagnetic field, an electric current 
layer is formed at the boundary between the solar wind 
and the magnetosphere, cp1led the magnetopause. This 
current layer distorts the geomagnetic field from the di
pole-like configuration that it would otherwise have 
and helps to create a long magnetized tail trailing the 
Earth. Although the full extent of this tail has not yet 
been determined, it is known to be more than 500 Earth 
radii. The magnetosphere contains the radiation belt, 
composed of energetic charged particles trapped in the 
magnetic ficld. The number densil:y of electron-ion 
pairs in the magnetosphere is highly variable, ranging in 
order of magnitude from a low of 106 m -3 in parts of the 
tail up to 1012 m -3 in the densest portions of the dt'yside 
i,..nosphere. 

) 

tions of the magnetic and electric fields in space. The 
space plasma environment, therefore, is dominah...a by 
electrodynamic pJ"OC(..~es. The regions of space involved 
in crcatinj:{ upper atmosphere electric fields are illus
trated in Figure 14.1 and are described below. 

The solar wind Is a plasma with electron and Ion 
nllmbe: densities of order 5 X 106 m -3 flowing contin
ually outward from the Sun at a speed of 300-1000 kml 
sec. Imlwddt'<i within it is the interplanetary magnetic 
field (IMF), which is IUnintained by electric currents 
nowln~ throughout the solar-wind plasma. The IMF 
strength nt the orbit of the Earth is roughly a factor of 
10 - ~ smnller than the stn'ngth of the surface geomag
netic field. Most of the time, an interplanctary field line 
near the Earth can be traced back to the surface of the 
Sun. wht're magnetic fields are ubiquitous. As the Sun 
rotutcs (once every 27 days) different magnetic regions 
infhlt'nc(l the IMF near the Earth. The combination of 
solar-mtution and outward solar-wind flow produce a 
rousthl)1 spirullMF pattern. In addition, the solar-wind 
velodty can change dmmatically and produce both 
largtHA'ulc und small-scule distortions of the IMF so that 
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, 

The ionosphere is the ionized component of the 
Earth's upper atmosphere. It is not distinct from the 
magnetosphere, but rather forms the b:1..~e of the magne
tosphere In terms of electrodynamic processes. The 
lower boundary of the ionosphere is not well defined but 
can be taken as about 90 km altitude for the present pur-
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FIGURE 14.1 Coufllturatio~ of tilt: magnetosphere. ~ magnetic 
f~ Is shown by continuous lines. and location~ of important magne
tospheric features are pointed out. 

poses. representing the level where the density of elec
tron-ion pairs falls to roughly 1010 m - 3 and below which 
electric currents become relativelv small. The ioniza
tion is formed largely by 'the effect on the upper atmo
sphere of solar extreme-ultraviolet and x-ray radiation 
at wavelengths shorter than 102.6 nm. but energetic 
particles impacting the upper atmosphere from the 
magnetosphere also create important enhancements. 
The ionospheric plasma has a temperature on the order 
of 1000 K, which is much cooler than the energetic 
plasma farther out in the magnetosphere. Collisions be
tween charged particles and neutral atmospheric mole
cules become important below 200 km altitude and 
strongly affect the electrodynamic characteristies of the 
ionosphere. 

At high latitudes, where magnetic-field lines connect 
the ionosphere with the outer magnetosphere, the iono
spheric features are quite complex. Ionospheric phe
nomena become better organized in a coordinate system 
based on the geomagnetic field than in geographic c0-

ordinates. with the difference arising mainly from the 
11 0 tilt of the dipolar field from the Earth's axi~. Differ
ent magnetic coordinate systems exist, but for descrip
tive purposes the differences are not crucial, and the 
simple terms "magnetic latitude" and "magnetic local 
time" will suffice here. 

At high magnetic latitudes, aurora are produced as 
energetic charged particles, mainly electrons, precipi
tate into the upper atmosphere from the outer magneto
sphere. creating both visible emissions and ionization 
enhancements. The aurora form a belt around the mag
netic pole. called the auroral oval. The oval is in fact 
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roughly circular. of variable size, and has a wider latitu
dinal extent on the nightside than on the dayside of the 
Earth, The entire oval is shifted toward the nightside. so 
that aurora appear at lower magnetic latitudes at night 
(roughly 67°) than during the day (roughly 78°). The 
nighttime particle precipitation also tends to be more 
intense and widespread than on the dayside. Contained 
within the auroral oval is the polar cap. where auroras 
are less frequent but where on occasion very energetic 
protons from solar flares enter and penetrate relatively 
deep into the upper atmosphere. 

A more detailed description of the Earth's space envi
ronment can be found in several of the references listed 
at the end of this paper. especially in the book of Akasofu 
and Chapman (1972). 

ELECTRODYNAMIC PROCESSES IN SPACE 

The charged particles of a plasma react strongly to 
electric and magnetic fields. There is a strong tendmcy 
for the particles to short out any electric fields. so that it 
is often a good apprOXimation to treat the electric field 
in the frame of reference of the plasma as vanishing: 

Ep1asma - o. (14.1) 

This is often called the magnetohydrodynamic (or 
MHD) approximation (e.g., Roederer, 1979). The -
frame-of-reference choice is important if the plasma is 
moving and if a magnetic field is present, breause the 
electric field observed in a different reference frame i; 
not the same. If we let E be the electric field in an Earth
fixed reference frame. V be the velocity of the plasma 
with respect to the Earth, and B be the magnetic-field 
vector, then a (non relativistic) Lorentz transformation 
yields 

EI'I .. ma c E + V X~. (14.2) 

where the vector product V X B results in a vector di
rected perpendicular to both V and B. The electric field 
is then simply rclated to the plasma velocity and mag
netic field by the approximate relation 

E = -V X B. (14.3) 

Alternatively. the velocity component perpendicular 
to B can be related to E and 8 as 

V ... (E X 8}/B2. (14.4) 

Equations (14.3) and (14.4) express the same fact from 
twu different points of view: the electric field and 
plasma velocity are closely interrelaioo and help to de
termine each other. In some Cast.'S, as in the solar wind 
where plasma momentum is high. the electric field 
quickly adjusts toward the value ~V{·n by Eq. (14.3). In 
other cases, as in the upper ionosphere where electric 
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fields tend to be imposed 0'1 the plasma as a result of the 
dynamo processes to bt. db_ussed, the plasma quickly is 
set into motion at the velocity given by Eq. (14.4). 

A further important consequence of the MHD ap
proximation, when combined with the Faraday law of 
magnetic induction, is the following: all plasma parti
cles lying along 8. common magnetic-field line at one 
instant of time will forever remain on a common field 
line. The magnetic field may vary both temporally and 
spatially, and the plasma may move from one region of 
space to another, but plasma ions and electrons will con
tinue to share a field line with the same partners. This 
result affects both the magnetic-field configuration and 
the plasma velocity. In the solar wind, the magnetic 
field is distorted to follow the motions of the plasma. 
Nearer the Earth, where the magnetic field is so strong 
that it is not easily distorted, the constraint means that 
all particles on a dipolar field line must move simultane
ously together to another field line. Convection of 
plasma thus can be mapped between the outer magneto
sphere and the ionosphere along magnetic-field lines. 
The electric field similarly maps along the magnetic 
field. 

The MHD approximation is useful in interrelating 
plasma motions with electric and ma~etic fields, but it 
breaks down under a number of important circum
stances, especially where electric current densities are 
large. Furthermore, the approximation does not explain 
the distribution of currents, which are a central element 
in the processes giving rise to upper-atmospheric electric 
fields. Current flow across magnetic-field lines exerts a 
force on the medium, a force that must either be bal
anced by other forces, like pressure gradients. or else 
resalt in acceleration of the medium. Consideration of 
force and momentum balance thus is an important part 
of understanding currents in plasmas. 

One place where the MHD approximation breaks 
down is in the lower ionosphere. below 150 km, where 
collisions between ions and the much more numerous air 
molecules are sufficiently frequent to prevent the ions 
from maintaining the velocity given by Eq. (14.4). In' 
this region electric current readily flows across mag
netic-field lines. As we shall see, neutral-air winds in the 
lower ionosphere lead to generation of electric currents 
and fields, and for this reason the height range of 
roughly 90-150 km is called the "dynamo region" of the 
ionosphere. 

Unlike the outer magnetosphere. the ionosphere he
haves as an Ohmic medium, with the current density 
linearly related to the electric field under most circum
stances. The conductivity, however, is highly aniso
tropic owing to the presence of the geomagnetic field. 
The conductivity in the direction of the magnetic field is 
very large, so that the electric-field component in this 
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direction is almost entirely short(;d out, and magnetic
field lines are nearly electric equipotentiih line<l at all 
altitudes above 00 km. The conductivity characteristics 
perpendicular to the mngnetic field depend on the rate 
of ion-neutral collisions, and they change with altitude 
as the neutral density varies. Figure 14.2 shows typical 
mid-latitude conductivity profiles for day and night 
conditions. In the nighttime auroral oval the conductiv
ity is more akin to the "Day" profile in Figure 14.2 than 
to the "Night" profile because of ionization production 
associated with the aurora. Although the ionospheric 
plasma density typically maximizes at around 300 km 
altitude, the conductivity perpendicular to the mag
netic field maximizes at around 110 km, with a large 
day-night difference owing to the day-night difference 
in ionospheric density. The current component perpen
dicular to the magnetic field flows in a direction as 
much as 88° different from the electric-field direction, 
as also shown in Figure 14.2. This effect results from the 
fact that electrons are relatively little influenced by col
lisions above 80 km and move perpendicular to the elec
tric field as given by Eq. (14.4). while positive ions are 
strongly affected by collisions below 130 km and are un
able to cancel current carried by the drifting electrons. 

SOLAR WIND/MAGNETOSPHERE DYNAMO 

In an analogy with a dynamo-electric machine that 
generates electricity by ro' aUng a conducting armaturp. 
through a magnetic field, the motion of a plasma 
through a magnetic field produces an electromotive 
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FIGURE 14.2 Typical profiles of the Ionospheric conductivity com
ponent perpendicular to the f't",mn!(Tlctic field for day and ni~ht con· 
ditions (left) and ungle between the current and electric-field compo
nent. perpendicular to the h"L'Qmagnctic field (right). 
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force and current flow and can also be considered a dy
namo. The solar wind/magnetosphere dynamo results 
from the flow of the solar wind around and partly into 
the magnetosphere, setting up plasma motion in the 
magnetosphere as well an electric field and currents 
(e.g., Stern, 1977: HHl,1979; Roederer, 1979; Cowley, 
1982). All details of this process are not yet understood, 
but a number of features have become clear. 

Strong evidence exists that the magnetosphere is 
partly open, that is, that some magnetic-field lines 
traced from the Earth extend indefinitely into inter
planetary space (Hill and Wolf, 1977: Stern, 1977: Ly
ons and Williams, 1984). The amount of magnetic flux 
that connects to the interplanetary magnetic field may 
be as great as the entire flux passing through the polar 
caps. Figure 14.3 shows a schematic figure of the mag
netic-field configuration for the simple case where the 
IMF is directed southward. If the IMF had an east-west 
component, as it usually does, we would require a three
dimensional representation of the magnetic-field inter
connection. Details of the magnetic-field configuration 
are not yet resolved, so Figure 14.3 should be treated 
more as a conceptual tool than as a true representation 
of the magnetosphere. The essential features are the 
four classes of magnetic-field lines denoted in Figure 
14.3: (1) closed field lines connected to the Earth in both 
northern and southern hemispheres; (2) interplanetary 
field lines unconnected to the Earth; (3) open field lines 
connecting the northern polar cap to interplanetary 
space: and (4) open field lines connecting the southern 
polar cap to interplanetary space. 

The interplanetary electric field, obtained from Eq. 
(14.3), is directed out of the page in Figure 14.3. To the 
extent that the MHD approximation is valid and electric 
fields map along the magnetic field, the polar iono
sphere is also subject to an electric field out of the page, 

FIGURE 14.3 Schemadc diagram of magnetic field and plasma 
flow in the solar wind/magnetosphere environment (from Lyons and 
WiHiams. 1984). Continuous lines show the magnetic field for the ca-;e 
wh~re the IMF is purely southward. Open arrows show the plasma 
velocity direction. Numbers 1-4 denote magnetic regions of different 
topology. as disclLo;sed in the text. 
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causing ionospheric plasma to convect antisunward. 
The megnitude of the ionospheric electric field is greater 
than that of the interplanetary electric field because the 
bundling of magnetic-field lines at the ionosphere 
causes electric potential gradients to intensify. On the 
other hand, the plasma drift velocity in the upper iono
sphere, given by Eq. (14.4), is much less than the solar
wind velocity because of the inverse dependence on 
magnetic-field strength. The polar-cap electric field is 
typically 20 mV/m, giving an ionospheric convection 
velocity of roughly 300 m/sec. Other directions of the 
IMF than shown in Figure 14.3 result in a somewhat 
altered pattern of polar-cap ionospheric convection, but 
a usual feature is the general antisunward flow. More 
about IMF influence on the high-latitude electric field is 
discussed in a later section. 

The physical processes that determine the amount of 
magnetic flux that interconnects the geomagnetic field 
and the IMF are not well understood and are the subject 
of much study (e.g., Cowley, 1982). They clearly in
volve a violation of the MHD approximation since the 
ionospheric and solar-wind plasmas coexisting on an 
open magnetic-field line at one if'.stant of time could not 
have lain on a ccmmon magnetic-field line throughout 
their entire histories. The violations of this approxima
tion occur to some extent throughout the magnetosphere 
but are particularly important in at least two regions: at 
the sunward magnetopause and somewhere in the mag
netospheric tail. At the sunward magn.rtopause plasma 
flows together through unconnected interplanetary and 
magnetospheric magnetic fields and flows out nvrth
ward and southward on interconnected magnetic-fields 
lines (Figure 14.3). In the tail plasma flows together on 
interconnected field lines and flows out through uncon
nected magnetospheric and interplanetary magnetic 
fields. In the closed portion of the magnetosphere 
plasma flows generally toward the Sun, passing around 
the Earth on the morning and evening sides (out of the 
plane of Figure 14.3). However, some of the outermost 
portions of the closed-field region convect away from 
the Sun because of momentum transfer from the nearby 
solar wind (e.g., Hones, 1983). 

Magnetospheric plasma convection has a number of 
important consequences, one of which is the energiza
tion of plasma and particle precipitation into the iono
sphere. As plasma flows from the tail toward the Earth 
it is compressionally heated because the volume occu
pied by plasma on neighboring magnetic-field lines is 
reduced as the magnetic-field strength increases and as 
the length of field !ines decreases. Other particle accel
eration processes also help to energize the plasma. Some 
0.' ~he energized particles precipitate into the ionosphere 
and create ionization enhancements, especially in the 
auroral ovlll. The energized plasma also has an impor-
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tact influence on the flow of electric currents and on the 
distribution of electric fields (e.g., Spiro and Wolf, 
1984). Energetic particles drift in the Ear\h's magnetic 
field-electrons toward the east and positive ions to
ward the west-so that a westward current flows within 
the hot plasma. This westward current, flowing in the 
geomagnetic field, essentially exerts an electromagnetic 
force 011 the plasma directed away from the Earth and 
thus tending to oppose the earthward convection. 
Charge separation 2SSOCiated with the current tends to 
create an eastward electric-field cOmponent, opposite to 
the nightside westward convection electric field, largely 
canceling the convection electric field in the inner mag
netosphere. 

The overall pattern of magnetospheric convection 
tends to map along the magnetic field into the iono
sphere even thoug.lt this mapping is imperfect because of 
net electric fields that tend to develop within the non
uniform energetic plasma. In the upper ionosphere, 
where Eq. (14.4) is valid, the general convection pat
tern looks something like that shown in Figure 14.4. 
There is antisunward flow over the polar cap and sun
ward flow in most of the auroral oval. The dayside 
magnetopause maps perhaps somewnere near the polar 
cap-auroral oval boundary on the dayside, while the 
most distant closed field lines in the tail map perhaps 
somewhere near the polar cap boundary on the night
side (the mapping of these outer magnetospheric regions 
into the ionosphere is not yet well determined). The 
flow lines in Figure 14.4 correspond to lines of constant 
electrostatic. , ... ential in a steady state. There is a poten
tial high on the dawn side of the polar cap and a low on 
the dusk side, with a potential difference of the order of 
50,000 V. The electric-field strength in the auroral oval 
tends to be somewhat larger than the polar-cap electric 
fiel~. 

Currents are an integral part of the electrical circuit 
associated with the solar wind/magnetosphere dynamo 
(e.g., Banks, 1979; Roederer, 1979; Stem, 1983; Aka
sofu, 1984). Figure 14.5 shows schematically the cur
rent flow near the Earth. Currents flowing along the 
direction of the magnetic field (field-aligned currents) 
couple the auroral oval with outer portions of the meg
netosphere. The upward and downward currents are 
connected by cross-field currents in the ionospheric dy
namo region. The anisotropy of the dynamo-region con
ductivity gives rise to strong current components per
pendicular to the electric field in the auroral oval. in the 
form of eastward and westward auroral eiectrojets. 

IONOSPHERIC WIND DYNAMO 

Winds in the dynamo region have the effect of mov
ing an electric conductor (the weakly ionized plasma) 
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FIGURE 14.4 Schematic diagram of the magnetic north polar re
gion showing the auroral oval cnd Ionospheric convection (from 
Burch. 1977). The convection contours also represent electric patentlal 
contours. wi! h a potential difference of o.'!er 8 IcV between them. 

through a magnetic field (the geomagnetic field), which 
results in the production of an electromotive force and 
the generation of electric currents and HeMs (e.g., Aka
sofu and Chapman, 1972; Wagner et al., 1900). The 
effective electric field driving the current, E' , is rellAted 
to the electric field in the earth frame, E, the wind ve
locity u, and the geomagnetic field, 8, by 

E' - E + u X B. (14.5) 

Thus we may consider that two components of current 
exist, one driven by the ureal" (measurable) electric field 
E and the other driven by the "dyn;;.::no electric field"· 
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FIGURE 14.5 Schematic diagram of electric currents In the Iono
sphere and Inner magnet.ISphere. 
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u x B. There two components are not independent, 
however, because it turns out that the electric field E 
itself depends on the dynamo electric field u X B. 

To see i:.ow ionospheric winds cause electric fields to 
be set up, lei: us for the moment ignore the effects of the 
solar wind/magnetosphere dynamo. The dynamo elec
tric field associated with the wind will drive a current. 
In general, this current would tend to converge in some 
regions of space and cause an accumulation of positive 
charge, while in other regions of space it would diverge 
and cause negative charge to accumulate. Thesecharges 
would create an electric field directed from the positive 
toward the negative regions, which would cause current 
to flow tending to drain the charges. An equilibrium 
state would be attained when the electric-field-driven 
current drained charge at precisely the rate it was being 
accumulated by the wind-driven current. Actually, the 
time scale for this equilibrium to be achieved is ex
tremely rapid, so that the electric field is effectively al
ways in balance with the wind. The magnitude of the 
electric field is of order 1 mV/m. A net current flows in 
the entire ionosphere owing to combined action of the 
wind and electric field, especially on the sunlit side of 
the Earth (e.g., Takeda and Maeda, 1980, 1981). Figure 
14.5 shows a large-scale current vortex at middle- and 
low-latitudes flowing counterclockwise in the northern 
hemisphere. A corresponding clockwise vortex flows in 
the southern hemisphere. These \'')rtices are known tra
ditionally as the Sq current system because of the nature 
of the ground-level magnetic variations that they pro
duce: S for solar daily variations and q for quiet levels of 
magnetic activity. At high latitudes the electric fields 
and currents produced by the ionospheric wind dynamo 
are relatively weak in comparison with those of the solar 
wind/magnetospheric dynamo. 

Winds in the upper atmosphere change strongly 
through the course of the day. They are driven in 'Jne 
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form or another by ',he daily variation in absorption of 
solar radiation. Atmospheric heating causes expansion 
and the creation of horizontal pressure gradients, which 
drive the global-scale upper-atmospheric winds. Solar
ultraviolet radiation absorption at the height of the dy
namo region drives a major portion of the winds. Ab
sorption by ozone lower down (30-60 km altitude) also 
affects the dynamo-region winds by generating atmo
spheric tides that can propagate upward as global-scale 
atmospheric waves (e.g., Forbes, 19828, 1982b). Figure 
14.6 gives an example of three days of wind measure
ments at 100-130 km above Puerto Rico, showing the 
strong effects of propagating tides. Important contribu
tions to the dynamo also come from altitudes above 130 
km, where the conductivity is smaller (Figure 14.2) but 
where winds tend to be stronger and to vary less in 
height. 

Figure 14.7 shows the average global electrostatic po- ' 
tentia! generated by the ionospheric wind dynamo, ex
pressed in magnetic coordinates. The zero potential is 
arbitrarily defined here such that the average iono
spheric potential over the Earth is zero. The total poten
tial difference of the average pattern (4.7 k V) is smaller 
than what can usually be expected on any given day and 
is much smaller than that associated with the solar 
wind/magnetospheric dynamo. This pattern was de
rived from observations of plasma drifts on magneti
cally quiet days at an altitude of about 300. 'm. The elec
tric-~ield maps along magnetic-field lines between 
hemispheres, providing the symmetry about the mag
netic equator even when the wind dynamo action in op
posite hemispheres is asymmetric. Magnetic-field lines 
peaking below 300 km in the equatorial region are not 
represented in Figure 14.7. Electric fields in the equato
rial lower ionosphere have a localized strong enhance
ment of the vertical component as~ociated with the 
strong anisotropy of the conductiVity in the dynamo re-
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FIGURE 14.6 Observed ea.~tward (unshaded) and westward (sh.!ded) wind~ above Puerto Rico during three dayt!'lle period< in August 1974 (from 
Harper. 1 97i). Thecontourlevel is 20 m/sec. 
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FIGURE 14.7 Average quiet-day ionospheric electrostatic potential 
at 300 km altitude as a function of magnetic local time (from Rich
mond et aI., 1980). The rontourlevel is 500 V, and extrema relatlve to 
the global average are labeled in kilovolts. 

gion. This enhanced eleCtric field drives an eastward 
daytime current along the magnetic equator called the 
equatorial electrojet, as seen in Figure 14.5 (e.g., 
Forbes,1981). 

VARIABILITY 

The preceding sections discussed the average patterns 
of ionospheric electric fields. Substantial deviations 
from these patterns occur, on a global scale as well as on 
a localized scale, and with a wide range of time scales. 

Because the solar wind and particularly the IMF un
dergo large variations (e.g., Hundhausen, 1979), it is 
not surprising that the electric fields associated with s0-

lar wind/magnetosphere dynamo action similarly show 
large variations (e.g., Cowley, 1983; Rostoker, 1983). 
The interconnection of the interplanetary and magneto
spheric magnetic fields maximizes when the IMF is 
southward, as in Figure 14.3. As the IMF direction ro
tatesout of the plane of Figure 14.3 the amount of inter
connected magnetic flux appears to lessen. For a north
ward-directed IMF the pattern of magnetic-field 
interconnection must be quite different from that 
shown in Figure 14.3, and it is possible thatinterconnec
tion becomes insignificant, so that the magnetosphere is 
closed. The east-west component of the IMF affects the 
interconnection morphology and consequently also the 
pattern of high-Iatitudp. magnetosphere convection. 
The third IMF component, in the plane of Figure 14.3 
but directed toward or away from the Sun, seems to 
have a less important role in the solar wind/magneto
sphere dynamo than the other two components. How
ever, the toward/away component correlates strongly 
with the west/east IMF component because of the ten-
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dency for the IMF to assume a spiral pattern around the 
Sun. Some discussion of IMP effects has therefore taken 
place in reference to the toward/ away component 
rather than the west/east component. 

Figure 14.8 shows the average patterns of electric p0-

tential above 60° magnetic latitude deduced from 
ground magnetic variations for four different directions 
of the IMF. Hz is the northward component of the IMF; 
By is the eastward component (toward the east for an 
observer on the sunward side of the Earth). The electric 
fields are stronger for a southward IMF (Hz < 0) than 
for northward IMF (Bz > 0), in accord with the concept 
that magnetic field interconnection is greater and mag
netospheric convection is stronger for a southward IMF. 
There are also clear differences in the patterns between 
the westward (By < 0) and eastward (By > 0) IMF 
cases, especially on the sunward side of the Earth. 

Magnetic storms are dramatic disturbances of the en
tire magnetosphere lasting a time on the order of 1 day, 
usually produced by a strong enhancement of the solar
wind velocity, density, and/or southward IMF compo
nent (e. g., Akasofu and Chapman, 1972). The enhance
ments often come from explosive eruptions of plasma 

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL 
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FIGURE 14.8 Average electric potential patterns above 600 N mag
netic latitude as a function of magnetic local time deduced from mag
netic variations at the ground, for four directions of the IMF (see text). 
The contourlevel is 4 kV (from Friis-Christensen ct al .• 1985). 
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near the Sun's surface but sometimes are a long-lasting, 
relatively localized feature of the solar wind that sweePs 
past the Earth as the Sun rotates. During a magnetic 
storm magnetospheric convection varies strongly but is 
generally enhanced; plasma energization and precipita
tion into the ionosphere are greatly increased; and elec
tric CUT:'ent flow is much stronger, also varying rapidly 
in time. Figu.e 14.9 gives an example of ground-level 
magnetic fluctuations caused by magnetospheric and 
ionospheric currents during a large storm, Quiet-day 
variations in the declination (D), vertical component 
(Z), and horizontal intensity (H) are seen up until 8:30 
UT, when a shock wave in the solar wind hit the magne
tosphere to produce a storm sudden commencement. 
Perturbations up to a few percent of the total geomag
netic-field strength occurred during the subsequent' 
hours. Storms are composed of a succession of impulsive 
disturbances lasting 1-3 hours, called substorms (e.g., 
Akasofu, 1977; Nishida, 1978; McPherron, 1979). Im
pulsive disturbances with similar characteristics also oc
cur on the average a few times a day even when no storm 
Is in progress, and these are also called substonns. The 
characteristics of substorms can vary quite considerably 
from one to another but are often associated with what 
appears to be a large-scale plasma instability in the mag
netospheric tdl. The dist'l. bed electric fields extend be
yond the auro:al oval and can even be seen at the mag
netic equator (e.g., Fejer. 1985). 

Magnetic storms are predominantly a phenomenon of 
the solar wind/magnetosphere dynamo, but they affect 
the ionospheric wind dynamo as well. In addition to 
strong auroral conductivity enhancements. conductivi
ties can also be altered at low('r latitudes at night by over 
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an order of magnitude (Rowe and Mathews, 1973), 
though they still remain well below daytime values. The 
nig..~ttime ionospheric layer above 200 Jan altitude can 
be raised or lowered in response to storm time electric 
fields and winds, which changes its conductive proper
ties. During major storms the entire wind system in the 
dynamo region can be altered by the energy input to the 
upper atmosphere, so that the pattern of electric-field 
generation is modified (Blanc and Richmond, 1980). 
This effect can raise the potential at the equator by sev
eral thousand volts with respect to high latitudes. 

Regular changes in the electric fields and currents'oc
cur over the course of the ll-year solar cycle and with 
the changing seasons. Ionospheric conductivities change 
by up to a factor of 2 as the Ionizing solar radiation 
waxes and wanes along with the trend of sunsr~ts. 
Ionospheric winds also change as the Intensity of solar 
extreme-ultraviolet radiation increases and decreases 
(e.g., Forbes and Garrett, 1979). We know that iono
spheric dynamo currents change by a factor of 2 to 3 
with the solar cycle (e.g., Matsushita, 1987), but the 
variation of electric fi~lds is not yet so extensively docu~ 
mented. At Jicamarca, Peru, however, ionosphericelec
tric fields have been measured on an occasional basis for 
well over a solar cycle, and the average behavior of the 
east-west equatorial electric-field component at 300 km ' 
altitude is shown in Figure 14.10, as represented by the 
vertical plasma drift that it produces. The presence of a 
strong upward drift after sunset at solar sunspot maxi
mum (1968-1971) is not usually present at solar mini
mum (1975-1976). Clear seasonal variations appear at 
Jicamarca as well as at higher latitudes. Day-ta-day 
changes in middle- and low-latitude electric fields and 

FIGURE 14.9 Magnetogram from Frt-dericksburg. Vir)6nla, on Mar<'h 22, 1979, showing variations of the magnetic declination (0). vertical 
magnetic field (Z). and horizontal magnetic intensity (H) during a magnetic storm. Scale values arc not shown. 
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UPPER-ATMOSPHERE ELECTRIC-FIELD SOURCES 
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FIGURE 14.10 Average quiet-dayvertical component ofthe plasma 
drift velocity caused by east-west electric fields over Jicamarca, Peru, 
as a function of IOCltl time (from Fejer et 01., 1979). 1968-1971 (8) are 
sunspot cycle maximum years, while 1975-1976 (b) are sunspot cycle 
minimum years. 

currents also occur, produced by corresponding changes 
in the ionospheric winds. 

Rapid variations with time scales ranging from sec
onds to hours are a common feature of ionospheric elec
tric fields and currents. The magnitude of the fluctua
tions is often as large as that of the regular daily 
variations, generally increasing with magnetic latitude 
up to the auroral oval. Besides storm and substorm I;i.e
nomena, global-scale disturbances in the electric fje~ds 
and currents also occur with the arrival of solar-wind 
shocks, with fluctuations of the IMF, and with rapid 
ionosphere conductivity changes during solar flares. Lo
calized ionospheric electric-field fluctuations may be as
sociated with wind or conductivity irregularities or with 
small-scale magnetospheric processes. For example, lo
calized quasi-periodic oscillations in the electric fields 
and currents with periods ranging from a fraction of a 
second to minutes, called pulsations, are often observed 
at high latitudes (e.g., Nishida, 1978). 

EFFECTS OF UPPER-ATMOSPHERIC 
ELECTRIC FIELDS AND CURRENTS 

Electric fields and currents interact strongly with the 
upper atmosphere and help determine its behavior 
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(e.g., Banks, 1979). The drifting ions, as they interact 
collisionally with neutral molecules, exert a force on the 
air and tend to bring it toward the ion motion. Above 
200 km altitude this effect can be important: at high 
latitudes winds are common that approach the rapid ve
locity of the convecting plasma (e.g., Merj'vether, 
1983), while at low latitudes, where plasma Jrifts are 
much smaller, the collisional interaction tends to retard 
the winds driven by pressure gradients. Of even greater 
importance is the heating of the upper atmosphere 
caused by currents in the auroral region. The heating 
can make a significant contribution to the upper-atmo
spheric energy budget and can even be the dominant 
heat source above 120 km during magnetic storms. As 
the temperature increases the upper atmosphere ex
pands, and the drag on near-Earth satellites is in
creased, changing their orbits (e.g., Joselyn, 1982). 

The ionosphere is affected in many ways by electric 
fields. Above 200 km, where the chemical lifetimes of 
ions range from several minutes to hours, rapid convec
tion of ionization at high latitudes can bring dense day
side plasma to the nightside of the Earth in s:>lne places, 
cause stagnation and prolonged nighttime decay of ion
ization at other places, and generally produce highly 
complex patterns of ionization density (e.g., Sojka et aZ., 
1983). Plasma temperatures and chemical reaction rates 
are also affected by the rapid ion convection through the 
air. Even at middle and low latitudes plasma drifts have 
an important influence on the upper ionosphere, pri
marily by raising or lowering the layer into regions of 
lower or higher neutral density, so that chemical decay 
is retarded or accelerated. During magnetic storms the 
plasma-drift effects on the ionosphere are not only in
tensified but are also supplemented by indirect effects 
through modification of the neutral atmosphere (e.g., 
Prolss, 1980). Auroral heating induces atmospheric con
vection that alters the molecular composition of the up
per atmosphere and leads to more rapid chemical loss of 
the ionization, even at middle latitudes., Winds gener
ated by the magnetic storm impart motion to the ioniza
tion along the direction of the magnetic field, causing 

, redistribution of the plasma as well as further modifica
tion o' the loss rate. All these ionospheric phenomena 
affect radio-wave transmissions that reflect off the iono
sphere. 

Radio waves at frequencies greater than about 30 
MHz do not normally reflect off the ionosphere and are 
much less influenced by large-~ca!f: plasma density vari
ations than are lower frequencies. However, these 
wwes are affected by small-scale plasma irregularities 
that cause radio signals to scintillate. undergoing sub
stantial amplitude and phase modulations (e.g., 
Aarons, 1982). The scintillations are bothersome for 
transmissions betwecn satellites and the ground. Elec-
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tric fields are involved in producing the ionospheric ir
regularities, often by plasma instabilities resulting from 
drifts or from steep density gradients created by nonuni
form conver ::on (e.g., Fejer and Kelley, 1980). The ir
regularities tend to be strongest at high latitudes, where 
electric fields r.od their consequences are greatest, uut 
the equatorial region is also subject to strong irregulari
ties, both in the equatorial electrojet and in the night
time upper ionosphere. 

Rapid magnetic fluctuations caused by changing 
ionospheric currents disturb geophysical surveys of 
magnetic anomalies in the Earth's crust. In addition, 
the fluctuations induce electric currents in the Earth. 
Analysis of the Earth currents can be useful for geophys
ical studies, but when they enter large man-made struc
tures like electric transmission lines and pipelines they 
can cause disruptive electrical signals and corrosion. 
Lanzerotti and Gregori discuss these problems in more 
detail in Chapter 16, this volume. 

Finally, it should be noted that the ionospheric elec
tric field extends down into lower atmospheric regions. 
In fact, the presence of the field at lower altitudes has 
been uscd for many years to medSure ionospheric elec
tric fields from stratospheric balloons (e.g., Mozer and 

, Lucht, 1974). Roble and Tzur(Chapter 15, this volume) 
discuss the relation of the ionospheric electric field to the 
global atmospheric electric circuit. 

,SOME OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS 

The entire range of subjects discussed in this chapter is 
undergoing scientific investigation. but there are cer
tain topics that currently present questions of funda
mental importance to the mJderstanding of upper-at
mospheric electric-Held sources. 

]ince the beginning of the artificial satellite era mea
surements of space plasmas, energetic particles, and 
electromagnetic fields have provided a broad picture of 
the interaction of the solar wind with the magneto
sphere. Yet theory still is unable to explain quantita
tively, without the use of ad hoc parameterizations, 
how much magnetic flux interconnects the Earth with 
the solar wind or what the details of the magnetic- and 
electric-Held configurations are in the vicinity of the 
magnetopause and in the distant magnetospheric tail. 
Measurements alone cannot answer these questions be
cause of the impossibility of measuring simultaneously 
the entire spatial structolre of the continuously changing 
m:lgnctosphere. However, some future observational 
programs may aid in the solution of the problem by 
combining continuous n,onitoring of electrodynamic 
features of the solar wind and of the entire auroral oval 
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ionosphere with spot measuremeuts in the poorly ex
plored high-latitude magnetopause and distant tail re' 
gions. 

Because solar wind/magnetosphere dynamo processes 
intimately involve magnetospheric plasma energiza
tion, ionospheric conductivity alterations, and coupling 
of magnetospheric and ionospheric electric fields and 
currents, the dynamo cannot be fully understood \\. ith
out taking account of the magnetosphere-ionosphere in
teractions. Theoretical models incorporating the mu
tual interactions have made great strides of progress in 
recent years (e.g .• Spiro and Wolf, 1984), but much re
mains to be learned. Observational programs that can 
measure a large number of the important phenomena 
involved in the interactions are a necessary adjunct to 
theoretical studies. 

The distribution of ionospheric conductivity is impor
tant in determining the distributions of both electric 
fields and currents in the ionosphere and magneto
sphere, yet our understanding of nightside conductivi
ties is still rudimentary . We know that the conductivi
ties vary greatly but they are difficult to measure when 
the ionization density is low, and we do not yet fully 
understand the nature of nighttime ionization sources. 
In the auroral oval and polar cap the nightside conduc
tivities can be highly structured, having features correl
ated with structured features of the electric fields and 
currents. Because the conductivity features are so vari
able, useful models are difficult to construct, although a 
number of encouraging developments in modeling au
roral-oval cond uctivities have been made in the past few 
years (Reiff, 1984). 

Concerning the ionospheric wind dynamo, theoreti
cal models and observations are in general agreement, 
except that the morphology of nighttime electric fields is 
not yet well explained, a problem related to the conduc
tivity uncertainties. The nature of day-do-day variabil
ity in the electric fields and currents, as well as smaller
scale variations, are only poorly understood a~ present. 
Winds in tht' dynamo region, especially these of a tidal 
nature, exhioit day-to-day variability that h3S not been 
fully explained and is currently unpredic~able. It ap
pears that day-to-day variability in the distri!)ution of 
atmospheric heating as well as changes in atmospheric 
tidal propagation characteristics and interactions with 
other wave motions are largely to bh'me, but these con
ditions are not now monitored on a global scale. Ad
vances in this area may be forthcoming in the wake of 
intensified study of the middle atmosphere (10-120 km 
altitude). In addition, foohetc:arification of upper-at
mospheric circulation changes during magnetic storms 
is needed in order to understand how storms affect the 
ionospheric wind dynamo. 
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The Global Atmospheric-Electrical 
Circuit 

15 ----------------------------------------------------------
RAYMOND C. ROBLE and ISRAEL TZUR 
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Lightning was recognized as a grand manifestaLion Li 
static electricity within thunderstorm clouds in the 
eighteenth century. It was also recognized that electri
cal phenomena are not confined to thunderclouds and 
that a weak electrification exists as a permanent prop
erty of the atmosphere even during fair weather. Fur
ther research established that the Earth's surface is 
charged negatively and the air is charged positively, 
with a vertical electric field of about 100 V 1m existing in 
the atmosphere near the Earth's surface. An electro
static explanation for the phenomena was sought at 
first, and one theory suggested that the electric field of 
the atmosphere was the result of ail intrinsic negat:ve 
charge on the Earth, probably ~ollected during the 
Earth's fc.rmation. With the discovery of cosmic-ray 
ionization in the early twentieth century, it was realized 
that air possesses an eledrical conductivity due to its ion 
content. As a result of the finite electrical conductivity~ 
vertical conduction currenls flow from the atmosphere 
to the Earth, tending to neutralize the charge. on the 
Earth, On the basis of actual conductivity values it Waf 

calculated that charge neutralization would take place 
in less than an hour, and the continued existence of an 
electric field suggested some generation mechanism to 
oppose the leakage currents flowing to the Earth. The 
search for ;his generation mechanism soon became the 
ma:n obj~t of research on global atmospheric elec~ric
ity. 
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In the early twentie·1t century the concept of a ~obal 
circuit of atmospheric electricity slowly began to e"olve 
(Israel, 1973; Pieree,lc)77}. The net po',ltive space 
charge in the air between the ground and '. height of 
about 10 km is nearly equal to the negative charge on thE: 
surfa(;e of the Earth. The electr;cal conductivity of the 
air increases ravidly with altH"de, and the product of 
the local vertical electric field and local conductivity at 
any altitude within an atmospheric col Ullin gives a con
stant air-earth cureot flowing downward. THs' con
stant air-earth current with respect to altitude implies 
that the current flow is mainly driven by a con~tant dif
ference in pot~ntial between the surface of the Earth 
and some higher altitude in the atmosphere. The discov
ery :)f the highly conducting ior.osphere in the Hl20s ex
plained the long-range propagation of radio waves and 
was important for the evolution of th., cO:lcept of thO! 

. global electric circuit. The ionosphere, with its large 
electrical C'Jnductivity, provided a me:tns of closing the 
glohal circuit. It, however, is not a pcrk'Ct couductor 
paraliel to the Earth's sllrf,>ce, but it rosses.~es a finite 
conductivity, and the elt.'Ctric currents and fields within 
it are driven by the cc:mbined actior} of the ione>spheric 
and magnetospheric cynamo systems as 'vcllas hy cur
rent generation from the lower atmosphere, 

Wilson (I H20) first demonst rated that a thuncier~torm 
supplies a negative charge to the Earth. In the 192('.;, it 
was also known that over the oceans and in polar areas 
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the diurnal maximum of the fair-weather potential We-. 
dient at the Earth's surface occurred at the same univer
sal time (about 1900 UT). Furthermo~, radio measure
ments of atmospherics showed that gll)bai thunderstorm 
activity also pealced near 1900 UT, with the main tlum
derstorm centers being in Africa and South America. 
Scientists studying meteorological statistics of thunder
storm activity found similar diurnal variations. The di
urnal UT variation of potential gradient over the oceans 
was :;imilar to the diurnal UT variation of thunderstorm 
occurretl\.'e frequency with no phaSe delay. ThCStl cxper
imrntal fpcts all contributed to tile concept of the 
Earth's global electrical circuit and furthermore SI'g
gested that thunderstorms were the generators within 
the circuit. fhis concept of the global electrical circuit 
persists today, althou~h there are still basic problems 
and details that need to be resolved (Dolczalek, 19i1, 
1972: Kasemir.1979). 

THUNDERSTORMS AS GENERATOnS IN THE 
GI.OBAL CIRCUIT 

The vast majority of clouds in the atmo..~pherc form 
and dis-;ipate without ever producing pn.'cipitlltion or 
lightning. A cloud, however, interacts with atmo
spheric ions and be~mes electrified to a Ct'rtl\in de~rce. 
The small. fast ions in the atmosphere almost exch Islve:y 
provide the electrical conductivity. The intermediate 
and large- ions do not greatly contribute ~ause of their 
lower mobility. The fast ions within clo~ld~ bt'oomc at
tach~ to more massive cloud particles at'd then)by de
crease the e!ectrical conductivity within the cloud rela
tive to tIle surroundin~ clear air. As a result of this 
electrical conductivity change alonl!, clouds act as an 
electrical obstacle; space charge develops on tlw surface 
of the clo'ld, and the distribution of fair-wt~athcr con
d'lction currents and fields flowing in the vicinity of thc 
cloud are altered. As convective activity intensifies, 
electrification increases. Strong electrificution ~ncrally 
begins with the rapid vertical and horizonttd develop
ment of a fair-weather cumulus cloud into a cumulo
nimbus type. Most of the lightning on Earth is produced 
by strongly convective cumulonimbus clouds with Ii vig
OiOUS syste:n of updrafts and downdrafl~. 

The updrafts and downd .. afts associated with com't'C
tion and the interactions between cloud und prtX'ipita
tion particles (Tzur and Lc"in.19Sl; Hawlins. 1982) act 
in some manner that evcntually St'pluutt'S charges 
within the thund~rcl('"rl. Cha'ge-s(1)!lmtion processes 
usually fill the upper ;lOrtion of the thunderdoud with 
the main positive char!;:c and the lower portion with the 
main negative charge. Th.:- measured charg(' structure 
within ir:dividual cloud!> is complex (Krt'hhid ct ClI., 
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1975), and a simplifying ,\ssumptlon that Is usually 
made for modeling purposes considers the charge to be 
distributed in a spherical fashion within some finite vo!
ume. A finite spherical distribution of charge has the 
same distant electric-field structure in space as an equiv
alent point charge. Therefore, for simplicity in studies 
of the clectrical interaction of a thunderstorm with its 
immediate environment, the lightning charges, which 
are lowered to ground during It lightning stroke, and the 
main thunderstorm charges an) usuully represented as a 
series of point charges. 

The main negative charge in the lower part of a thun
derstorm (Krehbiel ct al., 1979) occurs at a height where 
the atmospheric temperature is between - lOOC and 
- 20°C. This temperature range is typically between 6 
and 8 km for summer thunderstorms and around 2 km 
for winter thunderstorms. The positive charge at the t~p 
of the storm does not have so clear 11 relationship with 
temperature as the negative charge but can typically 0c

cur between - 25°C and - 60°C depending on the size 
of the storm. This temperature range usually lies be
tween 8 and 16 km in altitude. The ensemble of thun
derstorms occurring over the globe at any given time 
will have positive and negative charge centers locatl..'<l 
over a large altitude range depending on the atmo
spheric structure. the si :e of thc thunderstorm. its type 
(e.g., air mass, frontal), its location (e.g., ocean, plains, 
or mountains), its latitude, its stage of development, 
and other factors. 

There is no generally accepted model of thunder
storm electrification that can be used to calculate th'~ 
current that storms release into the global e~~trical cir
cuit. Measurements by Gish and Wait (1950), Stergis et 
al. (19578), Vonnegut et al. (1966. 1973), and K~ .:mir 
(1979) showed that the total current flowing upward 
from thunderstorms areas ranges frol.. 0.1 to 6 A with an 
average of about 0.7 A per thunderstorm cell. It is, thus, 
possible to use this value in a theoretical model without 
referring to the details of the char~separation mecha
nisms. The simplest model m-ed to investigate the elec
trical interactions of a thunderstorm with its immediate 
environment u-;sumes a quu.~i-static dipolar charge dis
tribution embedded within the thundercloud, which is 
immersed in a conducting atmosphere whose electrical 
conductivity increases exponentially from thc surface of 
the Earth to a highly conducting region somewhere 
within the ionosphere above about 60 km. 

In the quasi-static state these char,:es are maintained 
in t"quilibrium against discharge ct\\Tcnts by assuming 
that a steady convection current aeiS between the two 
charge centers in the updraft und downdraft regions of 
the storm. In earlier studies only conduction currents 
were assumed to flow in the environment, and although 
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this assumption is probably valid in the highly conduct
ing region above a storm it is not valid within and below 
the storm, where corona. lightning, precipitation, con
vection, and displacement currents aU contribute to the 
charge exchange between charge centers and between 
the storm Ilnd the surface of the Earth. Holzer and 
Saxon (1952) and Kasemir (It159) presented analytic s0-

lutions for the potential distribution around thunder
storms whose charge distributions are represented as 
point dipole current sources. A calculated normalizL'!l 
potential distribution around a quasi-static dipolar 
charge structure within the atmosphere (Kasemir, 1959) 
is shown in Figure 15.1(8). The lines represent stre:-,M
lines of current flow between the two charge centers and 
between the charge centers and the ionosphere and the 
ground. The highly conducting Earth's surface is con
sidered by including image point sources within the 
Earth for the solution of the electrostatic potential dis
tribution around the thunderstorm. The currents flow 
upward from tne positive charge center toward the ion
osphere and from the ground toward the negative 
charge. There is also a current flow between the 
charges. AU currents are calculated as conduction cur-

(01 

(bl 

w. 

FIGURE-IS,. (a) SchemRtic "hin" the current st~eamline; of dipo
lar point current SOUI'C't'S emWd,'Ii within an atmosphere with expo
nentiall>' increasing rondu('ti .. ity o\'<.'r a pcrf<'Ctly ronductif'.g Earth. 
(b) schematic of 'l lumped pu;<mt'lt'r rt'prcscntation of the ::;iobal ut· 
mospheric electrical circuit wh~n' tnt' thunderstorm is reprCSlmted as a 
current generator with intt'rm,l .... ,,;jstlln('C \V .. W" represenl· the n.."<i.~
tance between cloud top a"d th .. ion,,'phert", W, represcnt' the fair
weather load rei"tan~, nnd W. rrprt'St'nts the resistance betwcen the 
thunderstorm and the grm.nd (K=mir, 1959), 
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rents In this simple model and have considerably more 
complexity in actuai storms. 

Holzer and Saxon (1952) showed that the current out
put from such a thunderstorm model is sensitive to the 
charge-separation distance, with a greater current out
put from larger storms having intense vertical velocities 
and charge-separation capability. They also showed 
that storms with frequent cloud-ta-ground lightning 
strokes move negative charge to the Earth's surface and 
leave the cloud with a net positive charge that has a . 
greater current output than a dipole. Thus, accordln),t to 
their calculations, even a weak storm with charge sepa
ration could supply a current to the ionosphere and the 
global circuit. 

Kasemir (1959) showed that the exponential conduc
tivity increase with altitude in the atmosphere is impor
tant for the current flow from thunderstorms toward 
the ionosphere. He pointed out thaUf the atmo.<;phere 
had a constant conductivity at all altitudes the primary 
thunderstorm source current would flow downward to 
the image source, with no current flow toward the iono-

. sphere and into the global circuit. Anderso'!l and Freier 
(1969) considered both the limiting fast and slow time 
variations within thunderstorms. Their dipole qUllSi
static solutions for slow time variation show that the p0-

tential distribution about thunderstorms is affectt.'<i by . 
both the conductivity and the charge-separation dis
tance within storms. Their calculations also sU~"$t that 
the thunderstorm, in a quasi· static sense, may be clt'Ctri
cally closed and only the pumping action of lightning 
discharges can provide the current necessary to maiu
tain the ionospheric potential. 

Park and Dejnakarintra (1973, 1977a) considered a 
dipolar thunc'erstorm model and analytically sol\'oo for 
the current output and the mapping of thundercloud 
electric fields lnto the ionosphere. This model consid
ered the anisotropy of the electrical conductiVity above 
about 60 km and assumed that the Earth's geomagnetic
field lines were vertica 1. The largest· ionospheric fields 
were calculated to occur at ni~ht over giant thunder
storms with values on the order of 10- 4 Vim at 100 km. 
During the day the calculated dc electric fields are 1 to 2 
orders of magnitude smaller because of the increased 
ionospheric electrical conductiVity caused by solar e.~
treme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation ionization, IX'jna
karintra and Park (1974) examined the penetration of 
lightning-induced ae fields into the ionosphen~ und 
found that the lightning electric-field signal !'CC<.)\'t'ry 

time dl'Creuses rapidly w;th increasing altitude until at 
100 km the electric-field wave form appears a~ a sharp 
pulse. The ac fields are also lar~r at night than during 
the day, when ionospheric conductivities are larger. 

Wait (1960) pointed O'.1t that there is a constant rndial 
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potential associated with the lower-order (n .. 0) mode 
ina concentric sphericw. cavity excited by a radiw. cur
rent-moment clement. He estimated that the potential 
across the earth-ionosphere gap caused by a singie 3-km
length lightning discharge of 1000 A would be on the 
order of 1 V, and he suggested that the omnipresent con
stant voltage during fair weather might result from the 
aceumulated action of a number of lightning strokes. 
Hill (1971) further examined the resonant hypothesis 
and showed that the atmospheric field is generated 
through electrostatic induction by equivalent charge di
poles from thunderchlUds. Using parameters of light
ning frequency and the magnitude of the current mo
ment within storms available at that time, he found an 
ionospheric potential only about one third of the ob
served intensity. 

Schumann resonances in the earth-ionosphere cavity 
are also excited by worldwide lig'ltning activity, and 
this subject has been reviewt'd by Polk (1982). 

Willett (1979) pointed out that the total current sup
pliP.d to the global electric circuit from a thunderstorm 
difft!rs depending on w"'pther the storm is considered to 
be s current or a voltage generator. For a current thun
derstorm generator. where the current supplied to the 
global circuit is inder ~ndent of the load, his results 
showed that current output is proporti"-1';.1 to the as
sumed source current strength and to a i .rr portionality 
factor that depends on the ratio of the height of the iono
sphere to the electrical conductivity scale height. For a 
voltage-source thunderstorm generator, where the 
charging current increases with time until limited by 
some voltage-sensitive dissipative mechanism such as 
lightning or corona, the currer~t output may be some
what smaller depending on assumptions made concern
ing t'1e storm's internal resistafi{;~. Not enough is known 
about the thunderstorm generator to distinguish be
tween the current and voltage source models. 

Freier (1979) presented a thunderstorm model with 
more details than point-charge sources and conduction 
currents. He considered the atmosphere between the 
Earth and the ionosphere divided into three separate re
gions as shown in Figure 15.2. In region 1, below the. 
negative layer of charge in a thunderstorm, he consid
ered conduction. displacement. and precipitation cur
rent densities, allowing all to vary with altitude. In re
gion 2, between the bottom and top of the thunderstorm 
clOII.d, he considered charging, conduction, displace
ment, and precipitation current densities that also vary 
in space and time. In region 3. above the storm, only 
conduction and displacement are considered. All light
nin)!, currents are considered to be discontinuous charge 
transfers, and in the fair-weather regions far to the side 
of the thunderstorm only cond.!ction currents flow. 
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FIGURE 15.2 Schematic iIlustrlltir.I< the various currents that flow 
within and in the vicinity or thundt'rstorms: Jt. is the conduction cur
rent. J. is a convection current. Jr, l~ the Ii~tnlng curront. J. is the 
precipitation current. iJDIiU is thl.' dlsplll~'ffient current,andj" Is the 
total Maxwell current. 

This mociel is an improvement over previous thunder
storm models, which considered lumped circuit param
eters of columnar resistance as shown in Figure 15.1(b) 
for the dipolar conduction current generator. Freier 
(1979) used it to describe a charge-transfer mechanism 
that may occur during large severe storms when precipi
tation is heavy and when the storms are, in certain in
stances, accompanied by tornadoes. The precipitation 
current during such storms may be so large that it re
moves much of the negative charge in the lower portion 
of the storm and allows the generator to operate be
twccn the positive charge and the ground. During such 
storms much more electrical energy is produced, with a 
possibly greater current output that must be considered 
in any global electric model. 

Krider and ~.1usser (1982) pointed out that the time 
vari~t;ons in thunderstorm electric fields, both aloft and 
at t he ground, can be interpreted as a total Mnxwell cur
rent density that varies slowly in intervals between 
lightning discl>arges. The total Maxwell current, JAh 

consists of field-dependent currents, both linear and 
nonlinear (corona), Jr.: conn'Ction currents. Jc: light
ning currents. J I.: and the displacement current density. 
aDlat. 
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JM - h + Jc + JL + aD/at. (15.1) 

The field-dependent currents and convection currents 
are distributed over large areas and, in the absence of 
lightning, tend to vary rather slowly with time. The 
lightning current occurs impulsively and represents a 
discontinuous transfer of charge in both space and time. 
Corona and lightning usually transfer negative charge 
to the ground, and precipitation and turbulence trans
fer positive charge. 

Krider and Musser (1982) showed that the average 
Maxwell current density is usually not affected by light. 
ning discharges and varies slowly throughout the evolu
tion of the storm. Since the Maxwell current is steady at 
times when the electric field both at the ground and 
aloft undergoes large changes in amplitude, and some
times even polarity, they inferred that the cloud electri
fication processes are substantially independent of the 
electric field. Also, since the Maxwell current varies 
slowly throughout the storm, it probably represents an 
electrical quantity that is coupled directly to the mete
orological structure of the storm. Thus, the thunder
storm appears to be a current source that produces a 
quasi-static Maxwell current density. 

Grenet (1947,1959) and Vonnegut (1953,1965) pro
posed a convective thunderstorm generator in which the 
electrification process is related to the updrafts and 
downdrafts acting within the thunderstorm. In this gen
eration process positive space charge is convected to the 
top of the thunderstorm cloud by updrafts within it, and 
the negative charge attracted to the top of the cloud is 
swept downward by convective downdrafts at the edges 
of the cloud. For this generator, the magnitude of the 
cloud electrification is related to the strength of thun
derstorm convective activity. The convection mecha
nism also involves conduction currents flowing from the 
upper atmosphere to the top of the cll'ud. The magni
tude of the electrification process can, therefore, in
crease with an increase in the electrical conductivity of 
the atmosphere over the cloud. 

The above discussion reveals the complexity and diffi
culty involved in modeling the thunderstorm as a gener
ator in the global circuit. Significant progress has been 
made in recent years, but there is still a long way to go 
before a generally accepted thunderstorm model will be 
available for use in a global model of atmospheric elec
tricity. Yet such a model is of prime importance, and 
research in this area should be pursued vigorously. 

SOME PROPERTIES OF THE GLOBAL 
CIRCUIT 

According to the classical picture of atmospheric elec
tricity (Dolezalek, 1972; Israel, 1973), the totality of 
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thunderstorms acting together at any time charges the 
ionosphere to a potential of several hundred thousand 
volts with respect to the Earth's surface. This potential 
difference drives a vertical electric conduction current 
downward from the iono.~phere to the ground in all fair
weather regions on the globe. The fair-weather electric 
conduction current varies according to ~he ionospheric 
potential difference and the columnar resistance be
tween the ionosphere and the ground. Horizontal cur
rents flow freely along the highly conducting Earth's 
surface and in the ionosphere. A current flows upward 
from a thunderstorm cloud top toward the ionosphere 
and also from the ground into the thunderstorm genera
tor, closing the circuit. A lumped parameter schematic 
of the global circuit is shown in Figure 15.1(b). This 
schematic does not reoresent the real circuit but rather 
illustrates its basic ~ncepts. The global fair-weather 
load resistance is given as W" and is about 250 n. The 
thunderstorm generator source is shown along with its 
equivalent internal resistance, Wit which is not well 
known. The total resistance between the thunderstorm 
and ionosphere is represented as Wo and is about lOS-lOS 
n, and the total resistance between the thunderstorm 
and ground is represented by W" and is also not well 
known. Markson (1978), however, suggests that Wit is 
small because of corona discharge beneath the storm, . 
having a value of about 104_105 n. Some of the overall 
properties of the glohal circuit are summarized in Table 
15.1. There are many additional elements that compli
cate this simplified. classical picture, and these are dis
cussed in the following subsections. 

Global Thunderstorms 

The thunderstorm Jenerator hypothesis proposed by 
Wilson (1920) wa~ based on his or.ervations that be
neath the thundercloud negative charge is transferred to 
the Earth and above the thundercloud positive charge is 
transferred to the conductive upper atmosphere. A sub
sequent discovery was the close correlation between the 
diurnal universal time variation of the thunderstorm 
generator current (represented by the frequency of 
thunderstorm occurrence) and the load current (repre
sented by the fair-weather ground electric field or air
earth current density), integrated over the surface of the 
Earth. , 

In about the 1920s the electric field over the oceans 
wa~ found to vary diurnally in accordan(x! with univer
sal time (Parkinson and Torrcnson, 1931), as shown in 
the upper frame of Fi~lre 15.3. Th~ diurnal change of 
electrical conductivity over the o~eans is relatively 
small, and therefore Ohm's law requires that the air
earth current density also follow the diurnal variation of 
electric field. The maximum value of both the average 
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TABLE 15.1 Some Properties of the Global Circuit 
Number of Thunderstorms Acting at One Time 
Currents above Thunderstorms (A) 

(a) Range 
(b) Average 

Clobal Current (Al 
Ionospheric Potential (ltV) 

(a) Range 
(b) Mean 

Columnar Resistance at Sea woel (tllm=) 
(a) Low latitude 
(b) High latitude 
(c) Tibet and Antarctic plateau 

Total RWstance (0) 
(Including resistance decrease by mountains) 

Current Density (A/m2) 
(a) Inhabited and industrialized areas 
(b) Vegetated ground and deserts 
(c) South Pole Station 

Potential Gradient (V 1m) 
(a) Equator 
(b) 6(}0 latitude 
(c) South Pole 
(d) Industrial areas 

Average Charge Transfer over the Entire World 
(Ckm- 2yr-') 

Total Charge on the Earth (e) 
Electrical Relaxation Times 

(a) 70km 
(h) 18km 
(c) 0.01 km 
(d) Earth' s surface 

Electrical Conductivity (mho/m) 
Sealevel 
Tropopause 
Stratopause 
Ionosphere 

(a) Pedersen conductivity 
(h) Parallel conductivity 

electric field and the current over the oceans occurs near 
1900 UT, and minimum values near 0400 UT. 

Whipple and Scrase (1936) obtained the average 
thunderstorm probability as a functic-n of local time at 
Kew, England, from corona current records. Assuming 
that the same thunderstorm probability curve also exists 
on other continents as a function of local time, they com
bined this curve with the world thunderstorm day statis
tics of Brooks (1925) and obtained the diurnal variation 
of worldwide thunderstorm activity ,,~ a function of uni
versal time, shown in the bottom frame of Figure 15.3. 
The three major component curves with their muxima 
at 0800, 1400, and 2000 UT represent the contributions 
of the major thunderstorm regions of Asia and Austra
lia, Africa and Europe, and America, respectively. The 
summation of the component curves represents the diur
nal variation of worldwide thunderstorm activity. The 
similarity of the diurnal variation of electric field over 
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the ocean and the diurnal variation of worldwide thun
derstorm activity supports the hypothesis that thunder
storms are the electrical generator in the global circuit. 
The maxima and minima of both curves occur at about 
the same universal times. The amplitudes of modulation 
for the two curves, however, are different. The ampli
tude of the electric-field curve is about 20 percent, and 
the amplitude of the thunderstorm curve is about 45 
percent. Whipple and Scrase (1936) suggested that this 
difference might be resolved if a steady supply current 
from worldwide ocean thunderstorms is added to the 
worldwide continental distribution of storms. This sug
gestion, however, is not supported by current data. The 
difference in amplitudes probably arises from the enor
mous variability in thunderstorm electrification. 

Although the similarity between the diurnal UT 
worldwide thunderstorm frequency curve and the diur
nal UT electric-field curve suggests that thunderstorms 
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FIGURE 15.3 (a) Annual curve of the diurnal variation of the atmo
spheric electric field on the oceans (volts per meter) as measured by the 
Carnegie and Maud expeditions (Parkinson and Torrenson. 1931) and 
(b) annual curve of the diurnal variations of global thunderstorm ac
tivity according to Whipple and Scrase (1936). 

are the generators in the global electrical circuit, there is 
still considerable uncertainty concerning the details. as 
disCrssed by Dolezalek (1972) and Kasemir (1979). 
Moreover, the data on which the thunderstorm activity 
is based are only of a qualitative nature: "s thunder
storm day is a day when thunder has been heard." The 
commonly quoted UT diurna. patterns, shown in Fig
ure 15.3, are averages over a long time that were made 
to ;educe the influence of various disturbing factors. 
When shorter time averages are used-and even single 
diurnal variations-the correlations show great depar
tures from the average curves. The variability of thun
derstorm frequency can be large, with significant de
partures from the average; for example, whole 
conti.'lents may be cloudless for a long time. The mea
sured electric field on the ground is also highly variable 
as ? result of local influences, and it generally takes a 
week's worth of averaging or more to bring out the diur
nal UT pattern. Most measurements are made on conti
nents, where the electric field displays variations with 
loc-,a! time, and these measurements do not fit into a 
daily worldwide pattern but must be averaged to deter
m :ne worldwide characteristics. Paramanov (1950) sug
gected that local influences might cancel out if the elec
tric fields measured on many continents were 
synchronized to universal time and averaged. 
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Dolezalek (1972), in examining the data available at 
the time, concluded that a globaliycontrolled current 
does flow vertically through the atmosphere but that its 
connection to thunderstorm activity is tenuous and, in 
fact, is often contradicted by the proper interpretation 
of svailable measurements. 

More recently, Orville Imd Spencer (1979) examined 
lightning flashes recorded in photographs by two satel
lites in the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program 
(DMSP) and found that most of the lightning is confined 
to land areas and that the ratio of global lightning fre
quency during northern summer to that of southern 
summer is about 1.4 for both the dusk and midnight sat
ellite data. They pointed out that this summer-winter 
difference in ~. . hal lightning frequency is opposite to 
the electric-field measurements. The hypothesized rela
tion of the global atmospheric electric current to thun
derstorms is still an unsettled question and clearly needs 
to be resolved to make further progress in understanding 
the Earth's global atmospheric electric circuit. 

Current above Thunderstorms 

A few measurements have been made that give the 
magnitude of the current flowing upward over the 
whole area of a thundercloud (Gish and Wait, 1950; 
Stergis et aI., 1957a; Vonnegut et aI., 1966; Imyanitov 
et al., 1900; Kasemir, 1979). The currents range from 
0.1 up to 6 A, with an average b&ween about 0.5 and 1 
A per thunderstorm cell. Gish and W rut (1950) flew an 
aircraft over a thunderstorm in the central United States 
and found an average upward current of 0.8 A at an 
altitude of about 12 kIn. They measured electric fields of 
up to 70 kV/m. Stergis et aI. (1957b), in a series of bal
loon flights at altitudes of about 25 kID in central Flor
ida, measured an average upward current of 1.3 A. The 
electric fields that they measured at this altitude were on 
the order of a few hundred volts per meter. Holzworth 
(ISS1), with a balloon near 20 kIn over a large thunder
storm at Fort Simpson, NWT, Canada, on August 15, 
1977, measured a vertical upward electric field of more 
than 6.7 V 1m (the instrumentation thI'f'Shold) for longer 
than 2 hours. These few data indicate that a positive 
current flows toward the ionosphere above thunder
storm regions that is of sufficient magnitude to account 
for fair-weather conduction current. Is it possible to re
late current output to such factors as frequency of cloud
to-ground strokes, charge structure and separation dis
tances, ~md cloud-top height? Both Pierce (1970) and 
Prentice and Macherras (1977) presented relationshi~ 
for a latihldinal variation in the ratio between cloud-to
ground and cloud-to-cloud flashes. This ratio is about 
0.1 in tneequatoria! region, increasing to aoout 0.4 near 
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50° latitude. Do lightning-intensive tropical thunder
storms deliver more or less current tha., thunderstorms 
at higher latitudes, even though the ratio of cloud-to
ground to c1oud-to-cloud flashes is smaller? A consider
able amount of research is necessary to determine the 
processes responsible for regulating the current flow 
from thunderstorms into the global circuit. This re
rearch is important for understanding the role of world
wide thunderstorm activity as the generator for the 
global circuit. 

Electrical Conductivity, Columnar Res-Jstance, and 
Global Rcrlstance 

Galactic cosmic rays are the main source of ionization 
that maintains the electrical conductivity of the atmo
sphere from the ground to about 60 !un in altitude. Near 
the ground, however, there is additional ionization due 
to release of radioactive gases from the soU, and above 
about 60 Ian seiar ultraviolet radiation becomes impor
tant. During geomagnetic storms, ionization due to en
ergetic auroral electron precipitation and to auroral x
ray bremsstrehlung radiation and proton bombardment 
during solar proton events can aU be significant sources 
for the high-latitude middle atmosphere • 

The galactic cosmic rays that bombard the Earth's at
mosphere are influenced by the Earth's geomagnetic 
field, which produces a magnetic latitudinal effect in 
the incoming cosmic-ray flux. The full cosmic-ray spec
trum is only capable of reaching the Earth at geo
magnetic latitudes higher than about 60° . At lower geo
magnetic latitudes, the lower-energy particles are 
successively exCluded by the Earth's geomagnetic field, 
and only particles with energies greater than about 15 
GeV reach the equator. The cosmic-ray spectrum thus 
hardens with a decrease in geomagnetic latitude, with 
the height of the maximum ion production rate decreas
ing from about 20 km at high latitudes to about 10 !un 
near tne equator. The cosmic-ray ion production rate 
profile for various geomagnetic latitudes during solar
cycle minimum using the data from Neher (1987) is 
shown in Figure 15.4. The ionization rate increases with 
geomagnetic latitude, and both the height of the peak 
and the slope of the ionization rate above the peak also 
increase. Near the ground there is about a 20 percent 
variation between the equatorial region and higher lati
tudes (Israel, 1973). 

The cosmic-ray ionization undergoes a regular solar
cycle variation with maximum values near solar mini
mum. At high latitudes the ionization rate may vary by 
about 50 percent at 15 km and about 75 percent at 20 
km. At 20 km the ionization-rate variation through the 
solar cycle is about 40 percent in mid-latitudes and 
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FIGURE 15.4 Cosmic-ray lon-production rate vertical profiles at 
various geomagnetic latitudes (Neher, 1007; R. Williamson, Stanford 
University. personalcommunlcations,l9S1). 

about 20 percent near the equator. In addition to the 
solar-cycle variation of galactic cosmic-ra:' flux, there 
are shorter-term variations that are associated with 
some magnetic storms, a 27-day quasi-periodic varia
tion, variations due to solar flares, a diurnal variation, 
and a variation in the amplitude of the diurnal variation 
with time. All these variations have been reviewed by 
Forbush (1986). The diurnal variations are generally 
small. The solar-flare and magnetic-storm variations of 
cosmic-ray fluxes are larger (about 2 to 20 percent) and 
are more important for understanding solar-terrestrial 
electrical coupling mechanisms (Roble and Hays, 1982). 
The full impact of all these variations on the electrical 
conductivity and the properties 0, .. he global circuit .has 
not yet been evaluated. 

Over land, the natural radioactivity of the solid 
ground adds to the cosmic-ray ion-production rate, not 
by direct radiation from the solid surface but in the re
lease of gaseous intermediaries from rocks and soil on 
the surface and from soil capillaries. These gaseous in
termediaries are then carried upward by vertical mass 
transfer, and radiation from them can affect the ion
production rate within the first kilometer above the 
Earth's surface (Israel, 1973). 

Above about 60 km the solar ultraviolet radiation ion
ization exceeds the ion production owing to galactic cos
mic rays. The major source of ionization within the 
mesosphere is nitric oxide, which can be ionized to NO + 

by solar Lyman-alpha radiation at 121.6 nm. Above 
about 80 km, the EUV and soft x-ray radiation from the 
Sun produces ionization in the ionospheric E and F re-
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gions. These EUV radiations all have a large day-to-day 
variability as well as periodic 27-day solar rotation and 
solar-cycle variations. During solar flares the solar EUV 
and x-ray radietion can be greatly enhanced, thereby 
increasing the ionization source and electrical conduc
tivity of the ionosphere. 

The ionization sources mentioned above all contrib
ute to the electrical conductivity of the atmosphere 
through the production of positive and negative ions 
and electrons. The electrical conductivity is governed 
by the number of positive and negative ions anrf elec
trons as well as by their respective mobility. Tl:'3 num
ber densities of various ionic species are controlled by 
complicated chemical reactions between ions and neu
tral species. Many of the neutral const!tuents important 
for ion chemistry, such as water vapor and NO, are fur
thermore transported by atmospheric motions, thereby 
increasing the complexity of determining the global dis
tribution of electrical conductivity. All these various 
processes are discussed by Reid (Chapter 14, this vol
ume). 

Above ahoot 80 km, the electrical conductivity is gov
erned by collisions between neutrals, ions, and electrons 
and by the influence of the geomagnetic field on the mo
bility of the plasma components. The electron gyrofre
quency is greater than the electron-neutral collision fre
quency above about 80 km, and therefore the electrons 
are restricted by the geomagnetic-field line. For the ions 
this occurs above about 140 km. The differential motion 
of the ions and the electrons in the dynamo region be
tween about 80 and 200 km in altitude gives rise to an 
anisotropic behavior of the conductivity. The conduc
tivity parallel to the geomagnetic-field lines is not af
fected by the field, and it increases rapidly with alti
tude. limited only by collisions between electrons and 
ooutre!s and ions. The Pedersen conductivity is pHallel 
to 1m applied eiectric field and orthogonal to the mag~ 
n~{ic field. It is smaller than the parallel conductivity, 
and it has a maximum near 140 km, where the ion-neu
tral collision rate equals the gyrofrequency of ions. The 
conductivity orthogonal to both an applied electric field 
and the magnetic field is the Hall conductivity, which 
maximizes near 105 km. The Pedersen conductivity is 
carried by electrons below 105 km and by ions above 
that altitude, whereas the Hall current is mainly due to 
electrons. 

A typical profile of electrical conductivity through 
the daytime atmosphere is shown in Figure 15.5. Near 
the Earth's surface the electrical conductivity is about 
10,- U mho/m. It increases exponentially with altitude, 
having a scale height of about 6 km until about 60 km, 
where the effects of free electrons become important 
and there is an abrupt increase in the conductivity. 
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FIGURE 15.5 Altitude variation of the electrical conductivity In the 
Earth's atmosphere and Ionosphere from the ground to 200 km. The 
electrical conductivity within the Earth Is shown for comparison (Vol. 
land, 1982). 

Above about 80 km the geomagnetic field introduces an
isotropic conductivity components. The parallel con
ductivity continues to increase with altitude, whereas 
the Hall and Pedersen conductivities peak near 105 and 
140 km, respectively, before decreasing with altitude. 
The electrical conductivity of the Earth is about 10- 3 

mho/m, and therefore the Earth's atmosphere can be 
considered a leaky dielectric sandwiched between two 
highly conducting regions-the Earth's surface and the 
ionosphere. 

A calculation of the latitudinal variation of the verti
cal and horizontal electrical conductivity components 
in the daytime atmosphere during equinox by Tzur and 
Roble (1983) is shown in Figule 15.6. The electron den-

" sities above abollt 10 km are calculated using the model 
of Reid (1976. 1977) and the properties of the neutral 
atmosphere are rpecified from the model of Solomon et 
ai. (1982a, 1982b). Below 10 km, the electrical conduc
tivity is represented by the Gish formula. with a latitu
dinal variation as determined from Israel (1973). The 
electrical conductivity increases abruptly above about 
60 km because free electrons are present in the daytime 
ionosphere, and the effect of the geomagnetic-field line 
becomes apparent above 80 km. The electrical conduc
tivity parallel to the geomagnetic-field line is larger than 
either the Hall or the Pedersen conductivity, so the verti
cal component of the electrical conductivity is small in 
the equatorial region, where the magnetic-field line is 
horizontal; and the horizontal component of the electri
cal conductivity is small in the polar region, where the' 
magnetic-field line is vertical. 

This calculation for the global distribution of electri· 
cal conductivity represents an idealized case considering 
fair-weather conditions. In reality, the conductivity is 
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FIGURE 15.6 Latitudinal distribution of 
the (a) vertical and (b) horizontal components 
of lolt ... tI (mhos/m), where tI is the electrical 
conductivity (Tzur and Roble. 1983). LATITUDE LATITUDE 

probably quite variable depending on variatio.1S of ion
ization rates, ion and neutral chemical reactions, aero
sol and cloud interactions, and a host of other meteoro
logical factors. The electrical columnar resistance thst 
determines the local air-earth current flow and electric 
field is determined by the height integral of the recipro
cal of the electrical conductivity distribution. The bulk 
of the columnar resistance resides in the troposphere, 
which can be strongly controlled by electrical conduc
tivity variation owing to factors such as clouds, fog, 
aerosols, and pollution. Boeck (1976) showed that 
changes in the global conductivity may result in from 
85Kr being released into the atmosphere. The low-fre
quency radiation from power lines (Vampola, 1977) 
may also affect the precipitation of electrons and conse
quently affect ionization in the stratosphere. The co
lumnar resistance derived from the Gish formula is 
about 1.3 X 1017 n/m2• This fair-weather value proba
bly varies considerably in place and time as determined 
by lerosol and weather condiLons. The global variation 
of the columnar resistance is not well known, yet it is an 
important property of the global electrical circuit. The 
global resistance is the parallel circuit resistance ob
tained by adding the various columnar resistance val
ues. Muhleisen (1977) estimated a global resistance of 
230 n without mountains and 200 n when the Earth's 
orography is considered. The magnitude of the variabil
ity of global resistance is poorly known, and it is an im
portant parameter that needs to be determined in order 
to improve our understanding of the Earth's global elec
trical circuit. 

Fair-Weather Vertical Current Density and Total 
Current 

The total current flowing in the global circuit is not 
well known, and only crude estimates have been made. 

Its value is generally estimated by integrating the mea
surable fair-weather vertical current density over the 
fair-weather area of the globe. A recent estimate by 
MUhleisen (1977) used 10- 12 A/m2 for inhabited and in
dustrialized areas, 2-4 X 10- 12 AI m2 for vegetated 
ground and for deserts, 2.5 X 10- 12 Mmi over the At
lantic Ocean to derive a total global current of about 
1000 A. About 750 A is derived for the current flow over 
oceans and 250 A for the current flow over the conti
nents. Muhleisen (1977) pointed out that the columnar 
resistance over mountains is much smaller than over flat 
land near sea level, and he estimated that as much as 20 
percent of the global vertical current streams toward 
mountains. Gathman and Anderson (1977) showed that 
the air-earth current also has a latitudinal variation due 
to the effect of the Earth's geomagnetic field on the c0s

mic-ray ionization rate throughout the troposphere. 
Another means of estimating the total current flow in 

the circuit is to estimate the total number of thunder
storms working simultaneously and multiply that value 
by the average current output determined from mea
Sllrements over thunderstorms, as was discussed previ
ously. Estimates of the number of global thunderstorms 
range from 1500 to 2000. If these numbers are multi
plied by the average current output of thunderstorms 
(0.5 to 1.0 A), the total current is a!:lout 750 to 2000 A, 
which is nearly the same magnitude as the total current 
derived by air-earth current estimates, about 1000 A. 
Blanchard (196.") indicated that currents as large as 
hundreds of amperes flow from the ocean surface into 
the atmosphere as a result of electrified droplets that are 
ejected from the bursting of small bubbles. It also should 
be mentioned that intense electrification is associated 
with some volcanic eruptions. When such phenomena 
occur, they may have a significant input into the global 
electrical circuit. There is considerable uncertainty 
with these estimates that needs to be resolved. It is un-
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likely that the global current can be accurately deter
mined from only a few localized measurements, and 
some other means must be used to determine its value. 
Localized measurements, however, are needed to deter
mine the range of variability, especially from globally 
representative stations such as on a mountaintop (Rei
ter.1977a). 

J01lO8phere Potentlol 

An important parameter Eor determining the electri
cal state of the global circuit Is the ionospheric potential, 
which specifies the potential difference between the 
ground and the Ionosphere assuming that the ground is 
arbitrarily referenced to zera. This quantity can be esti
mated by using the values of the global resistance, about 
200 n, and the values of the total current flowing in the 
circuit. 750 to 2000 A, to get 150 to 400 kV. 

The ionospheric potential is of fundamental impor
tance for the global circuit because it is one of the few 
measurable global parameters. It can be determined by 
integrating the altitude profile of the electric field mea
sured from ascending or descending balloons or aircraft. 
This technique uses the facts that the electrical conduc
tivity of the ionosphere is so large that any horizontal 
potential difference is small and the entire ionosphere 
has a uniform potential difference with respect to the 
Earth. At high latitudes, however, it is necessary to con
sider the horizontal potential differences that are gener-

FIGURE 15.7 Summary of ionospheric p0-

tential measurements as a function of time 
(UT) of aircraft soundlr.gs made by Markson 
(1976.1977). 
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ated by the solar-wind/magnetospheric generator dis
cussed later. Another factor is that the electric field 
decreases exponentially with altitude in such a manner 
that the product of the electrical conductivity and elec
tric field remains constant with altitude. Therefore, the 
bulk of the ionospheric potential drop occurs within the 
first few kilometers above the Earth's surface, a region 
that is easily attainable by balloons and aircraft. 

The ionosphere potential can also be determined 
from measurements of the air-earth current density and 
electrical-conductivity profiles. Muhl. '..en (1977) sum
marized the distribution of his k.lospheric potential 
measurements made from balloons during the period 
1959 to 1970. The minimum measured potential was 
145 kV, the mean 278 kV, and the maximum 608 kV. 
The measurements also showed that the diurnal UT var
iation of ionospheric potential is similar to the Carnegie 
curve, shown in Figure 15.3(top), and that there is a:l 
ll-year variation in ionospheric potential that is out of 
phase with the solar sunspot cycle. Markson (1976, 
1977) made aircraft measurements of the ionospheric 
potential that are shown in Figure 15.7. These measure
ments have a diurnal UT variation similar to the Carne
gie curve and also show the magnitude of day-ta-day 
variability that is associated with the inherent variabil
ity of the worldwide thunderstorm generator and, to a, 
smaller extent, the global resistance. Measurements of 
the ionospheric potential arp. important for understand
ing the global electric circuit and should be continued. 
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Electric Fields 

The electric field at the ground is a readily measur
able quantity that has been determined at various sta
tions for nearly a century. The main characteristics of 
these measurements are summarized In detail by Israel 
(1973). In fair weather, the electric field is directed 
downward perpendicular to the ground and is typically 
100-150 Vim. Field reversals are rare during undis
turbed periods, but they are frequent during stormy 
weather and in conditions of dust, smoke, and fog. The 
electric field in densely populated areas is usually much 
larger than ISO VIm, whereas in small towns and far 
away from cities it can be smaller. The main reason for 
the variability of the electric field near the ,"ound is that 
it is a complex quantity subject to universal time varia
tions of the global circuit as well as the local influences 
of turbulence, weather, smoke, aerosols, and other an
thropogenic factors. 

Israel (1973) summarized electric-field observations 
that define (a) a latitudinal variation; (b) altitude varia
tions including effects of clouds and aerosol layers; (c) 
diurnal variation giving continental and oceanic types; 
(d) annual variation with maximum values during 
southe:on hemisphere summer; and (e) possible variation 
due to solar influences. In fair weather the ground elec
tric field varies owing to changes in columnar resis
tance, ionospheric potential, and the local electrical 
conductivity at the ground. During disturbed periods it 
fluctuates rapidly due to the space-charge variation as
sociated with turbulence, lightning, thunderstorm 
charge location, precipitation in the form of snow or 
rain, cloud passages, fog, blowing snow, dust or aero
sols, and other meteorological properties. The relation
ship of the ground electric field to these processes has 
been studied extensively. More recently, the rapid vari
ation of electric field observed at a number of ground 
stations has been used to d>-rive the charge structure 
within clouds, as discussed by Krehbiel (Chapter 8, this 
volume). 

Electrical Relaxation Time 

A fundamental property of the global atm('Spheric 
electrical circuit is the electrical relaxation time at: vari
ous altitudes, which is defined a~ the time the electric 
current takes to adjust to lie of its final value af~er an 
electric field is suddenly applied. assuming that th~! con
ductivity remains constant. At high altitudes, m,ar 70 
km, the relaxation time is about 10 - 4 sec. incr:~asing 
with decreasing altitude to about 4 s near 18 km £md to 
about 5-40 min near the Earth's surface. The electrical 
relaxation time of the land surface of the Earth is ;about 

10-5 sec. The maximum value of about 40 min in the 
atmosphere near the Earth's surface is the characteristic 
time that the global circuit would take to discharge if all 
thunderstorm activity suddenly ceased. Measurements 
have never shown a complete absence of a fair-weather 
electric field for any length of time, thereby suggesting a 
continuous operation of thunderstorms and other gener. 
ators in maintaining the currenb flowing in the global 
circuit. For time variations longer than about 40 min a 
quasi-static approximation can be applied when one is 
modeling the electrical properties of the global circuit. 

MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF GLOBAL 
ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY 

Only a few mathematical models of global atmo
spheric electricity have appeared over the years (Ka- . 
semlr, 1963, 1977; Hill. 1971; Hays and Roble, 1979; 
Volland, 1982). Since it is difficult to obtain global mea
surements to deduce the instantaneous prop€rties of the 
global circuit, these models provide a convenient means 
of examining, through numerical experiments, the vari
ous interacting processes operating in the global circuit. 
The overall success of the models is judged on how well 
they represent observed properties at any place and time 
within the circuit. 

Some of the elements that need to be (.'onsidered in 
any global model of atmospheric electricity are sche
matically illustrated in Figure 15.8. Thunderstorms are 
extremely complex, and some simplifying assumptions 
must be made to represent their properties in a global 
model. The usual assumption is to consider thunder
storms as dipolar current sources, with a positivesource 
in the cloud top and negative source in the cloud bot
tom. The storms are smaller than the grid scale for a 
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FIGURE 15.8 Schematic of various electrical processes in the ~lobl;l 
electrical circuit. 
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global model that has a representative grid size of 5° in 
latitude and longitude. The storms provide current to 
the global circuit, which flows upward toward the iono
sphere. The rapid increase in electrical conductivity 
with height confines the current to a vertical column 
that flows from the storm to the ionosphere where it 
then is rapidly distributed over the globe at ionospheric 
heights. Part of the upward-directed current also flows 
along the Earth's geomagnetic-field line into the mag
netic conjugate ionosphere, where it is also redistributed 
globally. The dipolar magnetic-field-line configuration 
is important for current closure within the global 
model. From the ionosphere the current flows down
ward toward the Earth with a magnitude that is gov
erned by the potential difference between the jono
sphere and the Earth's surface and by the local 
columnar resistance. The ElIrth's orography is impor
tant because of the decreased columnar resistance and 
consequentially higher current flows over mountains 
than at sea level. Clouds, fog, aerosols, and other mete
orological phenomena must be considered because of 
their influence on electrical concil.ctivity, columnar and 
global resistance, and local generation processes. 

Perhaps the most difficult region to model is the plan
etary boundary layer whose electrical characteristics 
are discussed by Hoppel et al. (Chapter 11, this vol
ume). The electric current flows freely along the highly 
conducting Earth's surface to the region underneath a 
thunderstorm, where it then flows upward into the 
si:orm, thus closing the circuit. The upward current flow 
into ,'he thunderstorm is extremely complicated, consist
ing o.c lightning, precipitation, corona, conduction, 
convec.tion, and displacement currents as discussed in a 
previou.~ section. 

Simplifying assumptions are usually used to make the 
mathematical problem of modeling the global circuit 
mo"~ tra(;table. The model of Hays and Roble (1979) 
used the quasi-static approximation to simplify the 
mathematical procedure. They assumed that thunder
storms, on a global scllle, c:m be represented as dipolar 
current-generator poin' ~"urces that are randomly dis
tributed in preferred stOrm regions around the surface of 
the Earth. In fair-weather regions far away from the 
storm centers, the problem of the distribution of the' 
electrostatic potential is determined by the current re
turn from the sources to the Earth' s surface. 

Hays and Roble used the basic Green's function for 
the problem of the global electric circuit to solve for the 
elec,lrostatic potential considering only conduction cur
rents flowing in the global circuit. The model included 
ort)~;raphy in geomagnetic coordinates as shown in Fig
ure 15.9 but n~glects clouds, fog, pollution, and aero
sols. The ele<:)tric potential is determined by solving the 
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F1GURE 15.9 Perspective Illustration of the Earth', orography in 
geomagnetiC coordinates thGt is wed in the global model of atmo
spheric electricity. 

electrostatic equation in spherical coordinates. Vari
ables are separated and the horizontal solution is deter
mined by an expansion in tesseral harmonics. Thirty
seven spherical harmonic components were used, giving 
an effective 50 grid in latitude and longitude. The model 
of Hays and Roble (1979) included an exponentially in
creasing conductivity variation with altitude and a lati
tudinal distribution that follows the latitudinal distri
bution of cosmic-ray ion production. It also included the 
coupling of thunderstorm currents flowing along geo
magnetic-field lines into magnetic conjugate hemi
spheres. The model is on geomagnetic coordinates 
to account for the cosmic-ray variation and geomag
netic-field-line coupling. 

We use the model of Hays and Roble (1979) and Roble 
and Hays (1979) to present a model simulation that illus
trates various properties of the global circuit. In Figure 
15.10 the boxed-in areas show regions assumed to have 
enhanced thunderstorm acti"ity. The distribution is 
taken from the maps of thunderstorm frequency gener
ated by Crichlow et al. (1971) and representing north
ern hemisphere summer conditions at 1900 UT. It is as
sumed that 500 pOint dipolar current sources are 
randomly distributed in the Gulf of Mexico area (region 
3),300 in Africa (region I), 100 off the coast of Argen
tina (region 4), and 50 in Southeast Asia (region 2). The 
storms are randomly distributed in latitude, longitude, 
and altitude, and some fall over land areas, plains, and 
mountains and some over oceans. 

The combined current output from the ensemble of 
thunderstorms generates an ionospheric potential of 280 
kV. The calculated global resistance including orogra-
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FIGURE 15.10 Regions of assum~od thunderstorm distribution for model calculations. The five solid boxes indicate regions of thunderstorm 
occurrence for 1900 UT during northern heml<phere summer. 

phy is 275 0, and the total current flowing in the circuit 
is 1010 A. To illustrate regions of upward and down
ward current flow, the results are presented as differ
ences from the ionospheric potential [<1>(0) - <1> .. 1 in volts 
along c.:;nstant-conductivity surfaces near 105, SO, 25, 
8, 4, and 2 km as shown in Figure 15.11. In the middle 
atmosphere the model calculates the largest positive p0-

tential difference over the thunderstorm regions, indi
cating that currents are flowing upward toward the ion
osphere. Negative potential regions indicate regions of 
downward current flow toward the Earth's surface. 

In the equatorial region the geomagnetic-field lines 
are horizontal; therefore, any upward current flow into 
the equatorial ionosphere is redistributed only by hori
zontal conduction currents, and a single positive poten
tial difference develops over the main thu.lderstorm re
gion in equatorial Africa. The Gulf of Mexico 
thunderstorm region is off the geo:nagnetic equator, 

and upward-flowing currents can Jow freely along the 
geomagnetic-field line into the conjugate hemisphere. 
Since the electrical conductivity along the geomagnetic
field line is large, the magnetic potential is symmetric 
about the equator with no potential differences existing 
in the ionosphere between the feet of conjugate geomag
netic-field lines. The calculated potential differences 
along the lO5-km constant-conductivity surfaces shown 
in Figure IS. 11 (a) are about 1.2 kV, which is relatively 
small compared with the calculated 280-kV constant 
ionospheric potential. 

The contours of the calculated potential difference 
along the constant-conductivity sitrface near 50 km are 
shown in Figure 15.11(b). The ov<:!rall pattern is similar 
to that calculated at 105 km, indicating very little atten
uation between the two altitudes. There is, however, a 
small attenuation in the magnetic conjugate region of 
the Gulf of Mexico thunderstorm region. Along the con-
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FIGURE 15.11 Contours of calculatt.'<l p0-

tential ciifferenCf.' (~(,,) - Q~J in kilovolts 
along a con.\tant-condllc!ivity surface ". 
Here. is the ionospheric potential. globally 
I/wraged at ionospheric heig;ts (approxi
matelr 105 km). (a) Potential difference 
alongthe"., - 4.5 X lO-hmho/mslIrf".ceat 
abollt 105 km over the equator; (h' potential 
differen("Calongtheo~ - -1.7 X 1O,'omho/m 
surface. which i.,50 km over the equator; (c) 
potential difference along the a" = 7.3 X 
10' I~ mho/m surface. which l. dt an altitude 
of 25 km over the {'(Iuator; (d) potential dif· 
ference alung the,,~ - 4.3 X 10- 13 mho/m 
surface. whieh is at an altitude,)f !! km over 
the equatcir; (e) and (f) give th,· potential dif· 
Ference along the (~)n.'tanl·height surface at 4 
km and 2km. rL"p.:ctively. 
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f I' t. stant-conducti'ntysurface near 25 km, the potential dif- trarily suppressed for contouring to illustrate the poten-
f , ference pattern i~ different from that at 50 and 105 km, tial distortion due to orography. The hatched areas 
b illustrating how the rapid increase or electrical conduc· indicate these intensely disturbed regions. Also, the po-
f iW tivity alters the potential distribution in the upper atmo- tential is zero whenever the height surface cuts a moun-
_ sphere. Maximum potential variations occur over the tainous area that lies above it. These figures illustrate 
~ main thunderstorm re;Po.l, indicating a strong current th(' effect ('( orography inaltering the potential surfaces 
f.' I"".. flowing toward the ionosphere. In otner regions the cur- within the troposphere. These same potential surfaces 
f rent flow is downward, with maximum values over the are presentr>d a~ peTs~tive illustrations in Figure 15.12 
; "~ mountainous areas, primarily Tibet, Antarctica, and for ease in visualizing the global circuit. 
r ~ Greenland. The potential differences along constant- The calculated vert:Cal ground potential gradient 
! ~ conduc:tivity surfaces at 8, 4, and 2 km are shown in and current alon~ the Earth's orographic surface are 
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t ; Figures IS.ll(c). IS.ll(d), anc IS.lI(e), respectively. shown in Figures 15.13(a) ana VU3(b), rtspectively. 
t I In ~lo~ting these contours, the intense negativ" poten- The electric field in the fair-weather area~ of theequato- .~ 
~ ~ tials generated under the thunderstorm areas are arbi- rial region is typically 130 V 1m and jpcreases with in·; 
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FlGURE 15.13 Contoul'$ of ('"\cul_tt'd (II) 
~Uld potentilll ~Adil.'nt in \,\lItS llef m\"ter 
alonlt the Euth 'uurfaoo lind (h) ItfOUnd rur· 
rent demit)' in llml't·rt'$ per ~ttUIlfC' meter 
Wilt-II multil'Ut'<i by 10- I!. (1.') And (d) are per· 
spectl\'e mustratl(ln.~ of the !<n'Iund potC'lItlal 
ItTlldlent and ground current dellsit}" It'!IpClC

th-cl~ .. 

\01 

creasing geomagnetic latitude to about 100 Vim aoove 
about 60°. The electric field is ~atly disturbOO in rt'"' 

glons under thunderstorms. indicating an upward·di
rected field. The electric field L~ not greatly modiflt'd by 
the mountains because of the large grid spacln~ (about 
So in latitude Ilnd lonlZitude). The ground cil'Ctric cur
rent, however. is strongly influenced by the mount!lin.~, 
as shown in Fi~lre 15.13(b). The contours of tht} t'n
hanced fair-weather current flow neurly outline the 
continental re¢ons, with the largest current flowing 
into the high mountain areas (e.g., Tibet, Andes. Ant
arctic\, Rocky Mountains). This is primarily due to the 
larger electrical conductivity, with respt'Ct to sea lewl, 
that exists on the high mOllntain peaks unci to the cit.'
creased columnar resistance o\'er mountains, A roll1pl\r
!son with a similar calculation made without mmmtuins 
reveals that about 20 percent of the total CUfl't'nt 110\\'5 

into the hi).'(h mountain areas. Other fClltllft'S of tht~ 
model calculation..~ are described in detail by Hays IUld 

Roble (1979) and Roble and Hays (1979). 

MCldcllml>NmCntetlts 

Tht! global models of ntmospheric dt.'Ctrh:ity th:lt 
have been constructed arc primarily nlllllytir,ll m{xids 
that have considerably simplified matht'll\lIt!rlll prt'
~riptions. These models. nonethelcs.~. providt'l'onsidt'r
able insight into the dtctrodynamics of till' ~Ioball'ir
cult. There is a clear nt't.'<i to dt·velap nUl1l('rk~t modds 
that tlllow a more realistic prt'SCription of l'hysklll pro-
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CCSSt.'S. For t'!<ample, the analytic model of Hays and Ro. 
ble (1979) assumed Bn ionosphere With II uniform con
ductivity and electrical vertical profiles that are 
repm.'t"nted by two exponential functions Bnd simulatt.'S 
the latitudiunl variations of cosmic-ray ion production 
rates only crudely. 

A numerical model could adopt a more realistic cal
culation with latitude Ilnd longitude, for cxample, such 
as that shown in Figure 15.6. and also nl10w fora day
night variation of electrical conducth'ity. Healistic per
turblltion..~ to the glolMl pattern due to solar·terrestrial 
influences could then be mooeleti to determine the mag
nitude of the global re.11On..~ to sllch e"t'nts (T2:ur ct al •• 
19S3). A numerical model could also bt> expllIlded to in
clude the ttltal Maxwell current instead of only e1ectricltl 
conduction currents. Such modifications are important. 
especinlly for the middle atmosphere where ambipolur 
dHfllsiolll'nn ulter the distribution of currents I\nd fields 
as di~lISo'>"t'(l by Tzur and Roble (1983). and for the tro
pospht'ft'. where convcction. precipitation. conduction, 
li~htnin~. und displacement currents can be important 
in disturl){'(l regions. 

The main improwmt'nts in any globnl model will 
COllle primarily by mo['~ accurate pumml'teri7.ations of 
clt'Ctril~al pft\('\.·sses within thetroposph~re. Tht~ numcri
c~\IIl1\x1t-l should include the electrical char~e structurt'S 
and lc'Ondllctivity Illodifications due to clouds und fo~. a 
prt'Scription of turbulent convt-'Ctive prO('(>SSl'S within 
the plnnt'tllry boundary layer. physical ch!lr~ ... trunsft·r 
prO<."t'SS due to the nature of the Earth's surfucc (c.),! .. 
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forests, deserts, glaciers), aerosol and smoke genergtion 
and dispersion, and anthropogenic processes (Anderson, 
1977). A global-sc&le representation of these lower-at
mospheric processes is necesssry to evalua~ their im
pact on the global circuit. One means of obtruning infor
mation on such global processes is to use output from the 
various general circulation models (GCMs) that have 
been developed to study the dynamic meteorology of the 
Earth's atmosphere. The GeM-calculated winds, tem
perature. humidity. cloudiness. turbulence, and other 
meteorological phenomena could be used to develop the 
electrical parameterizations for use in global models of 
atmospheric electricity. A coupled interactive electri
cal.dynamic GCM may greatly improve our under· 
standing of various electrical processes within the global 
circuit. 

Regional Modeling 

Global models of atmospheric electricity are gener
ally constrained by computer size to a grid that is on the 
order of 5° in latitude and longitude (about 500 km). 
The electrical processes need to be parameterized on 
that ~ale for insertion into the global models. Tht-re is a 
cle3f need for the development of regional Ilnd local 
electrical models that use appropriate boundary condi
tions provided by a global model to resolve subWid-scale 
phenomena lind to investigate electrical phenomena in a 
more lit.lited area. Considerably more physics can be 
incorporated into such models, and the results in turn 
can then be used to provide appropriate parameteriza
tions of these processes for inclusion into global models. 

The calculated electrostatic potential contours and 
veoct.lrs of current flow over a mountain plateau and 
mountain peak (Tzur and Roble. 1985a) are shown in 
Figures 15.14(a) and 15.14(b), respeoctivciy. The re
gional model employed for these calculntions us(xi a de
tailecl rt'prescntation of electrical conductivity throu~h. 
out the atmosphere, with boundary conditions that 
allow f~ current exchange between the global and reo 
gional mrods. It is assumed that the plnteau und moun
tain pt: -tulb electrical quantities locally but ure smull 
enough ",'th respect to the globe that their ft~odbnck into 
the global circuit is small. Over the plateuu the vt'rtical 
t.'lectric current flow is about three times largt.'r than 
o\'t'r sea level. primarily because of the noduCt,'(l colum
nar rt.'Sistance over the elevak'<i surface. The l't'Sul:s also 
show considerable horizontal current flow in the upper 
atmosphere. bt.'Cause of the presence of the platell\!; in
dicatin~ a loelll readjustment of the current system. A 
similnr caiculution for a mOllntain peak is shown in Fig
ure 15.14(a). The mountain is seen to distort signifi. 
cantly the potential pattern in such a manner a" to cause 
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FIGURE 1S.14 R~iW wc:ulatkm of the poWntial distribution 
and CIIrrtmt Iknslty flow O\,\,t a mountain ~_k (II) lind a mountain 
p!:lh.'IIU (b). 'fhI., length of the madmllm Ilrrow indicates a current 
tk!m\tyo£ 2 X 10-\1 A m-lln (a) and 1.8 X 10-" Alm2 In (b). (Tzut 
and Roble. llk'OSb.) 

an enhanced current to flow into the peak. These calcu
lations nrc numerical. e.xtensions of the analytic mathe
matical proct..'Ciure that Ka..wmir (1977) used to calculate 
the electric current and field distributions around 
mountains. Such c:llculations are important to interpret 
various measurements of the fair-weather electric field 
and current in the vicinity of mountaintops (Cobb et al., 
1967; Cobb, 1968) and provide a quantitative frame
work to evaluate the extent of the electrical disturbance 
source by mountains of various shapes and also to deter
mine the important chnracteristics that need to be incor
rorah.od into ~Iobal models. 

Another important rt'gional problem is to inv€.'Stigate 
the electrical interaction of a thunderstorm with its im· 
mediate environment. Thunderstorms are considered 
point current sources in the global model, and regional 
calculutions on a milch smuller scale, 'lro needed to ex
amine such problems lIS the magnitude of the current 
output from thunderstorm models and its relationship 
to the characteristics of its electrical environment. For 
example, the effect of the ionospheric mugnetic-ficld
linc configurntion on the \'t'rtical current output from a 
thunderstorm that is representl'Ci as u dipolar eurrent 
source (Tzur and Hoblt.', 1985b) is shown in Figures 
15.15«(1) am! 15.15(1)). When the gl'Omngnetic-ficld 
lines nn~ ll.'>SunR'<i to be.- vcr tical [Fi~lre 15.15(u}}, the 
upwllrd current now in the middle atmo.~phcw is con· 
finl.od to the imml.,<l.iate vil'inity of the storm, whereas 
wht'n the ~)mn~n('tic-Iidd lill{'S nrc ;?sstlUlcd to be hor
i:7.0ntul there is collsidt-rably morc borizontnl current 
flow in the middle atmosphere. The cluclIll\tionssu!!!!t':st 
uiffcrent'l.'S h(-t\\"l'en till' curn-ut output from thunder
storms in t'<juntorial rt.'p:ions and in hi~h lntitudes. 

TIK'sl' calculations illustrutc the typ...<>s of problems 
that net"i to be udd~'t.od with rt.-giond models, not only 
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FICURE 15. IS Contours of 101('0/ (A/ml), the regional vertlCQ! cur
rent flow toward the ionosphere from. UUlOdcrstonn model roO!lder
ing an Ionosphere where (a) the mll~lc-field Hnas are horizontal.nd 
(h) the magnetic-field lines are vertical. (Tzurand Roble, 1985b.) 

to understand local phenomena but also to provide the 
appropriate guidance for incorporatirg these effects 
into global mooels. 

ELECTRICAL COUPLING BETWEEN THE 
UPPER AND LOWER ATMOSPHERE 

The main generators ope.ating within the Earth's 
global atmospheric circuit are summarized in Table 
15.2. As discussed in the previous section, thuuder-· 
storms are generators whose current output maintains a 
vertical potential difference of nbout 300 kV between 
the ground and ionosphere. with a total current flow of 
about 1()3 A. The classical picture of atmospheric elec
tricity a<;sumes that the ionosphere is at a uniform poten
tial, and it does not account for either ionospheric or 

TABLE 15.2 Generators In the Global Electric Circuit 
THUNDERSTORMS-current output I,,"intain.~ ft V<:f'ticGl potentinl 

diff~rencc of 300,000 V betw~n ground und iono.sphere. Current 
_1(}1 A. 

IONOSPHERiC DYNAMO-tides at iOllospheric hl.'ifthts maintain 
Iwrlzontal potential differenceso! 5OOO.15,OllO V between hl/!'h and 
low latituci<'S. Current - 10" A. 

MAGNETOSPHERIC DYNAMO-interaction of solar wind with E~rth's 
geomagnetiC field maintains a IlOrwmlal d!\wn-to-dusk potential 
drop of 40,000-100,000 V 6Cr<><;.<; polor (' .. ps. Current -10" A. 

RAYMOND G. l\OBLE m:4 iSRAEL 'ntm 

magnetospheric dyn&m~. The physics of both dynamos 
are discussed in the chapter by Richmond (Chapter 14. 
this volumo). 

The ionospheric dynamo is driven by both tides gen
erated in situ and tid~ propagating upward from the 
lower atmosphere, Tht'SC tides generate horizontal p0-

tential differences of 5.-10 kV within the ionosphere, 
with a total current flow on the order of l()l! A, The mag
netospheric dynamo, 0 . .'1 the other hand, is driven by the 
interaction of the sol!!.r wind with the Earth's geomag
netic field and generates" horizontal dawn-to-dusk p0-

tential drop of typlcully 40-100 kV across the magnetic 
conjugate polar cap Gnd a total current £low of loa A. 
The magnetospheric convection pattern is Sun-aligned 
relat'ive to the geomAtvlctic poles (north geomagnetic 
pole 78.30 NAnd 291 <) E. south geomagnetic pole 74.5° , 
Sand 1270 E). and therefore the pattern remains fixed 
relative to the Sun but moves in a complex fashion over 
the Earth's surface as the Earth rotates about its ge0-
graphic pole. 

Several empirical models that describe the horizontal 
ionospheric potential distribution about the magnetic 
polar cap have been constructed (Volland. 1975. 1978; 
Heppner, 1977; Sojka ~t al •• 1979, 1980; Heelis et ai .• 
1983). The magnetosphc.ric convective potential distri
butions are all similar, with 8 positive perturbation on 
the dawn side !lnd a nt'gativ(t perturbation on the dusk 
side )f the mng-neUc polar cap. The main differences 
between • he various models are due to small horizontal
scale structure "llfil,t/ollS for various levels of geomag
netic conditions. The c(\lcuillted average potential pat
terns over the southern hemisJ'ht:~ polar cap for four 
different universal Hmt'S (0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 
UT) using the moddof Sojku ct al. (1980) are shown in 
Figures 15.16(a)-15.16(d). Satellite observations have 
shown that the instantaneous magnetospheric convec
tion pattern is highly vuriable with considerable small
scale deviations from the nlt'an structure, indicnting a 
turbulent plasma flow. The dawn-to· dusk potential 
drop .1cross the polar cup vark'S from about 30 kV for 
quiet geomagnetic nctivity, to about 60 kV for average 
geomagnetic IlctivHy, IUld to a'xut 150-200 kV during 
gcon.llgtlctic storms. h addition, for great(~r geomag
netic activity the C(lIl\'t"Ction pattern expands equator
ward by llhout 5° fi'\)l1\ its normal quiet-time position. 
The magnetospheric convective electric field is gener
ally confint'd to thc vicinity of the polar cap by shielding 
charges in the Alfn~n lnrer of the magnetosphere. How
ever, during rapid ch:\I1~ of magnetospheric convec
tion a temporary imb .. l<lnt'1: in these shielding charges 
can occur, !lod tt'c high-filtitucc electric fjeld.~ enn cause 
immediate dfccts ut tht' ma):,'1lt'tic equator at aliiongi
tudes (Gollznlcut al., lH7~). The observed propagation 
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may be due to currents either within the magnetosphere 
or ionosphere (Nopper and Carovillano, 1978) or 
through the lower-atmospheric electrical waveguide 
(Kikuchi et al., 1978). . 

The downward mapping of the ionospheric electric 
fields toward the lower atmosphere has been considered 
previously by a number of authors (Mozer and Serlin, 
1969; Mozer, 1971; Atkinson et al., 1971; Volland, 
1972,1977; Chiu, 1974; Park, 1976, 1979). These stud
ies have all shown that large horizontal-scale electric 
fields within the ionosphere map efficiently downward 
in the direction of decreasing electrical conductivity, 
and that downward electric-field mapping is much 
more efficient than upward mapping. Both Chiu (1974) 
and Park and Dejnakarintra (1977b) showed that the 
anisotropy of the electrical conductivity can have an im
portant influence on the mapping properties of electric 
fields. Horizontal electric fields of small-scale size ( -1-
10 km) are rapidly attenuated as they map downward 
into the atmosphere from ionospheric heights, but elec
tric fields of larger horizontal scales (-500-1000 km) 
map effectively right down to the Earth's surface. as 
shown in Figure 15.17. 

Since the electrical conductivity of the Earth's surface 
is large. horizontal electric fields can usually 00 ne
glected. and a vertical electric-field variation results to 
accommodate horizontal variations of ionospheric p0-

tential. Calculations by Park (1976, 1979) and Roble 
and Hays (1979) showed that the magnetospheric gener
ator can produce perturbations of ±20 percent in the 
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F1GURE 15.17 Downward mapping factor of the horizontal ionos
pheric electric field as a fllnction of altitude indicating the magnitude 
of the Attenuation of the dcctric-field strength for various horizontal 
scale sizes. A. in kilometers. 
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air-earth current and ground electric field at high lati
tudes during quiet geomagnetic periods and larger vari
ations during geomagnetic storms and suhstorms. A cal
culation that shows the downward mapping of a lOO-IN 
dawn-to-dusk potential drop superimposed on a 300-kV 
ionospheric potential is given in Figure 15.18(8). The 
potential perturbation penetrates from the ionosphere 
down to the tropopause with little attenuation but rap
idly decreases within the troposphere to zero at the 
Earth's surface. The calculated electric field at the 
Earth's surface is 190 V 1m on the dusk side of the polar 
cap, as shown in Figure 15.18(b). 

Changes in electrical conductivity caused by varia
tions in cosmic-ray ionization during solar-terrestrial 
events can also change the downward mapping charac
teristics as discussed by Roble and Hays (1979). In addi
tion, they also have shown that because the magneto
spheric potential pattern is Sun-aligned in geomagnetic 
coordinates, a ground station, balloon, or aircraft at a 
given geographic location should detect variations or
ganized in magnetic local time. For early magnetic local 
times the ionospheric potential perturbations of the 
Earth's potential gradient are positive, and for later 
magnetic local times the perturbations are negative. At 
high geomagnetic latitudes these variations are super-· 
imposed (jn the diurnal UT variation of potential gradi
ent maintained by worldwide thunderstorm activity. 

Kasemir (1972), using data obtained atthe South Pole 
and Thule. Greenland, noted a departure of the diurnal 
UT variation measured at these stations from the 0ce

anic diurnal electric-field variation measured during 
the cruises of the ship Carnegie, which is generally ac
cepted as the UT variation due to worldwide thunder
storm activity. The polar curves have a similar shape to 
the curve derived from the Cam' "!ie cruises but at a 
much reduced amplitude. From these results Kasemir 
concluded that another agent besides worldwide thun
derstorm activity may modulate the global circuit at 
high latitudes. 

The .?OSition of the magnetospheric potential pattern 
overth" Earth'ssurface :~shown in Figure 15.16 forfour 
different UTs. It can be sren that the downward map
ping of this potential pattern to the Earth 's surface gives 
rise to a complex UT variation due tc the dlsillacement 
of the geographic and geomagnetic poles. The calcu
lated UT variation of the ground electric field at South 
Pole Station due to the downward mapping of magneto
spheric potential pattern is shown in Figure 15.19: the 
Carnegie UT variation and the Kasemir (19i2) mea
surements are also shown. It is seen that the positive p0-

tential perturbation maps down over South Pole Station 
from about 0200 to 1400 UT. and the negative potential 
perturbation from 1400 UT to 0200 UT. When this pat-
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tern is superimposed upon the Carnegie UT variation, it 
can be seen that the magnetospheric potential tends to 
SUpl'f'SS the amplitude of the Camegie variation, a result 
similar to Kasemir's (1972) observations. A similar situa
tion exists at Thule, Greenland. although the predicted 
amplitude of the magnetospheric potential variation is 
reduced somewhat because the station is so near the 
northern geomagnetic pole. There is considerable day
to-day variability associated with the magnetospheric 
convection potential pattern; however, in the time-av
erage sense the positive and negative variations are beth 
out of phase with the Carnegie UT variation at these 
stations and may be responsible for the suppressed am
plitude of the UT diurnal variation observed by Kasemir 
(1972). 

Stratospheric balloon measurements of magneto
spheric convection electric fields have been made for a 
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FIGURE 15J9 Normalized diurnal variation of the ground poten· 
tial gradient as measured in the Arctic and Antarctic by Ka:.emlr 
(1972) ($Olidcurve). thediumal potential gradient variation from the 
Carnegie cruise (dashed curve). and the calculated potential gradient 
at South Pole Station due to the downward mapping of the ionospheric 
potential pattprn (long/short dashed curve) shown in Figure 15, lil. 

FIGURE 15.18 (a) C&l!cuIcted contours of 
potential (kilovolts) in a dawn-to-dusk cl'OSl 
section acl'O:iS the msgnetlc polar cap. A 100. 
kV clawn·to-clusk potential drop Is superim. 
posed upon a 300-kV Ionospheric potential 
baclcground, (h) Calculated latitudinal varia. 
tion of the ground potential gradient (volts 
per meter) over the magnetic polar cap. 

number of years (e.g., Mozer and Serlin, 1009; Mozer, . 
1971; Holzworth and Mozer, 1979; Holzworth, 1981). 
Recently D'Angelo et al. (1982) processed over 1200 
hours of stratospheric balloon data and correlated the 
vertical electric field with magnetic activity parame
ters. During quiet geomagnetic condition..'1 the classical 
Carnegie curve was reproduced. During more active 
geomagnetic conditions, however, the dawn-dusk p0-

tential difference of the magnetospheric convection pat
tern was shown clearly to influence the fair-Weather 
field. The above measurements sug"t:...: an electrical 
coupling between the magnetospheric dynamo and the 
global electrical circuit and indicate a need for more 
measurements. With the move of the fncoherent-scatter 
radar from Chatanika, Alaska, to Sonderstrom Fjord, 
Greenland, and the operation of the EISCAT radar 
from Tromso, No:-way, a unique opportunity exists to 
examine the high-latitude electrical coupling between 
the upper and lowcr atmosphere. 

SOME OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS 

Component processes within the global circuit have 
been studied for nearly a century. The ground electric 

. field is the most common measurement, although nu
merous measurements of the electrical conductivity and 
air·earth current have also been made. These measure
ments form the basis of much of our knowledge concern· 
ing the influence of local processes on the electrical 
structure of the global electrical circuit. The measure
ments of currents and fields over land stations are hir,hly 
variable, being subject not only to variations of the 
global generator but also to local meteorological and an
thropogenic influences that at times dominate the 
global electrical variations. Over the oceans the local 
inftuences can be less, but considerable averaging is still 
necessary to derive the global variations. 
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It is unlikely that enough ground-based measure.. (Polk, 1982). and from radio and spheric measurements 
menu o£elootric currentund fields can be m~de simul- (Volland, 1984). More recently, lightning detection 

~h t~y to define the instantaneous properties of tho from satellites has been used to derive information on 
global circuit Qnd Us temporal variations. A gioolllly the global distribution and flash-rate f~uency from 
representative single measurement is needed to define space, as discussed in the chapter by Orville (Chapter 1, 
the characteristics of the global circuit. A measurement this volume). Krider et al. (1980) designed a ground de-
that has been used by 11 number of investigators to define tectfon network that detects cloud-to-ground lightning 
the state of the global circuit is the ionospheric pote-'- flashes and deployed the detectors in regions that cover 
tial. This value is derived from the height integral of the large parts of North America. And finally, Davis et aI. 
vertical electric-field profile that is measured either by (1983) examined the feasibility of detecting lightning 
~nding and descending balloons or by aircraft. An from a satellite in synchronous orbit. They estimated 
inherent property of the measurement is that the iono- that three such satellites could provide worldwide cov-
spheric potential is nearly uniform over the globe be- erage. 
cause of the hig.\Iy conducting Earth's surface and lono- These measurement techniques provide a capability 
sphere. The ionospheric potential is equivalent to the of making progress in the century-old problem of under-
product of the worldwide thunderstorm current output standing the role of thunderstorms as generators within 
and the total global electrical resistance. It Is generally the global circuit. Simultaneous measurements of the 
assumed that changes in the global electrical resistance ionospheric potential (either from vertical electric-field 
are small and that variations in ionospheric potential soundings or from a tethered balloon), along with mea-
reflect the variations in worldwide thunderstorm cur- surements of lightning flash frequency (either cloud-to-
rent output. Only occasional electric-field soundings ground flashes from a ground network or total flash rate 
have been made over the years, and there is a clear need from satellites), may determine the degree of synchroni-
to increase the frequency of such measurements. An- zation ootween the two phenomena. Such measure-
other means of obtaining the Ionospheric potential is ments can be used to monitor the electrical state of the 
from tethered balloons, as described by Vonnegut et al. global circuit and also clln provide a global indicator to 
(19t.~) and Holzworth (1984), that have the capability help in understanding various local and regional mea-
of providing high-tIme-resolution measurements for surements. These measurements would also be useful 
global studies. Markson (1978) cl'lled for the establish- for improving our under.;tanding of the role of solar-ter-~ 
ment of the ionospheric potential as a geoelectri~ index restrial perturbations in altering the properties of the 
that gives an indication of the state of the global circuit. global circuit (Beitel', 1969, 1971, 1972: Markson, 1971, 
This index would be the electrical equivalent of the gee- 1978: Cobb, 1978: Herman and Goldberg, 1978: Roble 
magnetic index that has been used over the years to and Hays, 1982). 
study geomagnetic phenomer..a within the Earth's at- There is also a need to determine the electrodynamic 
mosphere. processes operating within the middle atmosphere. Ac-

The main problem Impeding progress in understand- cording to the classical picture of atmospheric electric-
fng the global circuit is the determination of the current ity, the middle atmosphere should be passl\'~, yet cer-
output from thunderstorm generators. There are only a tain rcx:ket measurements indicate the existen<'8 of large 
few measurements of the total current flow from storms, electric fields of unknown origin (Bragln et al., 1974; 
and there is a clear need for more measurements to de- Tyutin, 1976: Hale and Croskey, 1979: Hale et ai., 
fine the current output properties in terms of thunder- 1981; Maynard et ai., 1981: Gonzalez et al., 1982). 
storm size, duration, lightning flash frequency, charge These large electric fields are not understood, and it has 
separation distance, and other parameters. Recent bal- been suggested that instrumental effects may be in-
loon measurements at stratospheric heights over thun- volved (Kelley, 1983: Kelley et al .• 1983). It l'i important 
derstorms (Holzworth, lUS1) showed prolonged periods to resolve this issue because of the fundamental implica-
(1-3 hours) of dc electric fields reversed from fair- tions involved in understanding electrodynamic pro-
wCElther conditions, indicating a current flow toward cesses within the middle atmosphere. 
the ionosphere. Finally, progress in understanding the global circuit 

In addition to single thunderstorm measurements, it and possible solar-terrestrial coup:ing mechanisms re-
is Ir.:tportant to be able to obtain information on the quires a collaborative effort between observations and 
global distribution of thunderstorm occurrence. Pre- theoretical modeling. The measurements are needed to 
vio:!S information has lx-en derived from weather sta- verify model predictions and guide model development, 
tions, when thunder was heard from an observing site and the modeling resllll~ provide a physical constraint 

I (Crichlow et al., 1971). from Schumann resonance forunderstandingmen.mremen(sandsu~s.;estingvarlous 
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key experiments. The technology and models are cur
rently available to make progress in resolving the funda
mental problem of global atmospheric electricity (Dnle
zalek. 1972). 
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Telluric Currents: The Natural 
Environment and Interactions 
with Man-made Systems 

16 
LOUIS J. LANZEROTTI 
A T&T Bell Laboratories 

GIOVANNI P. GREGORI 
IstilllJ(J di Fisica dell 'Atmosfera, Rome 

INTRODUCTION 

Telluric currents consist of both the natural electric 
currents flowing within the Earth, including the 
oceans, and the electric currents originating from man
made systems. Telluric currents could also be consid
ered to include geodynamo currents, i.e., the electric 
currents that are presumed to flow in the Earth's core 
and are responsible for the generation of the "perma
nent" geomagnetic field. This review excludes geody
namo considerations from its purview. 

There has been an evolution (see Appendix) in the ter
minology in the English-language scientific literature 
related to telluric currents. A common former term used 
for telluric currents has been "Earth currents," a term 
that was widely used by Chapman and Bartels (1940) in 
their classic work, whereas Price (1967) preferred "tel
luric currents." A difference between the two terms can 
be recognized in reading historical papers: an impres
sion is obtained that Earth's currents was the name ap
plied to the natural currents (or, more properly, volt
ages) that are measured between two electrodes which 
are grounded at some distance apart. Independent of 
the cause, the observed current 'vas termed an Earth's 
current. It later became evident that electric currents 
also flow in seawater. Therefore, the term telluric cur
rents can be interpreted to include currents flowing both 
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within the solid Earth and within the seas and oceans. 
However, we note that Earth currents and ocean cur
rents do not form independent electric-current systems. 
00 the contrary, leakage currents exist between conti
nental areas and oceans (see, e.g., references in Gregori 
and Lanzerotti,1982; Jones,1983). In the early French 
and Italian scientific literature on the su bject, however, 
the term telluric (derived from the Latin tellus, for 
Earth) was always used (e.g., Blavier, 1884; Battelli, 
1888; Moureaux, 1896). 

The fundamental causes of telludc currents are now 
believed to be understood. They are produced either 
through electromagnetic induction by the time-vaIY
ing, external-origin geomagnetic field or whenever a 
conducting body (such as seawater) moves (because of 
tides or other reason) across the Earth's permanent mag
netic field. Both causes produce telluric currents, 
which, in turn, produce magnetic fields of their owo
fields t:lat add to the external origin geomagnetic field 
and produce a feedback on the ionosphere current sys
tem (a feedback that, however, is negli3Jble; see, e.g., 
Malin, 1970). 

The complexities associated with telluric currents 
arise from the complexities in the exf:ernal sources and in 
the conductivity structure of the Earth itself. Such com
plexities have !w earlier workers to make statements 
such as "the simple laws of electromagnetic induction do 
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TELLURIC CURRENTS 

not fully explain the cause of geoelectric and geomag
netic activity" (Sanders, 1961), while Winckler et al., 
(1959), in discussing a 2650-V drop across a transatlan
tic cable prodl'ced during a mllgnetic storm (see below) 
concluded ..... either the carrent circuit [in the Atlan
tic] is in the horizontal plane or the currents are not the 
result of the induced emf." 

The mathematical modeling of telluric currents, un
like the under;tanding of their physical causes, is still far 
from a satisfactory solution. As far as Earth currents are 
concerned, the investigations have been for the most 
part carried out on a local or limited regional scale. 

In contrast, the understanding of oceanic telluric cur
rents (which cover a considerable fraction of the Earth's 
surface) hrui, since the Ashour (1950) estimate of their 
decay time in an ocean (order of a few hours), under
gone substantial progress. The state of the art of ocean
current modeling now takes into account coastlines, al
though the ocean bottom is usually assumed flat-either 
nonconducting (although with a conducting mantle: see 
e.g., Parkinson, 1975; Hobbs and Brignal\, 1976: Hobbs 
and Dawes, 1980; Beamish et al., 1980; Fainberg, 1980, 
and references therein) or conducting (Hewson
Browne, 1981; Hewson-Browne and Kendall, 1981: 
Ke',ldall and Quinney, 1933). The ocean currents and 
their related geomagnetic effects have been investigated 
by, for example, Barber and Longuet-Higgins (1948), 
Fraser (1965), Peckover (1973), Klein et al., (1975). and 
Semevskiyetal. (1978). Malin (1970, H~73), in consider
ing the lunar tidal harmonic component M2 (which is 
the most importar one both in the atmosphere and in 
the sea, with a period of half a lunar day), succeeded in 
separating the effect of direct electromagnetic induction 
from the ionosphere from the currents produced by oce
anic tidal flow. He assumed that the geomagnetic varia
tion associated with the tidal component should akays 
beobserved, independent oflocal time, whereas the ion- . 
osphere component should be negligible at midnight. In 
fact, he found that at Irkutsk, the geomagnetic observa
tory farthest fr0m any ocean, the ocean-produced effect 
is negligible. unlike the situation at several other observ
atories closer to a cOast. where the ocean component 'is 
present. 

No equivalently sophisticated modeling, even for 
long-period geomagnetic variations, can usually be 
found for Earth current~. TLis situation exists princi
pally because of the frustrating indeterminacies intro
duced by local Earth conductivity anomalies. Theila~ic 
difficulty arises because ')f the non uniqueness of the "in
version problem." that is, the nonuniqueness of the eval
uation of the underground conductivity structur.e in 
terms of the surface geodectromagnetic recordings. 
Therefore, the problem is usually tackled in terms of the r!.~ 
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"forward problem"; an external-origin electromagnetic 
field is assumed to impinge on an underground conduct
ing structure of given geometrical shape, with only the 
conductivities left to be optimized by a numerical fitting 
of the model with the actual observational records. The 
procedure can be worked out only for reasonably simple 
geometrical shapes (Porstendorfer, 1976) for the con
ducting bodies, which implies substantial limitations to 
any atteIu;>t to extend such investigations to wider spa
tial scales (see e.g., Rokityansky, 1982: Hohmann, 
1983; Parker, 1983; Varentsov, 1983). 

In terms of planetary-:cale currents, Gish (1936a. 
1936b) presented the results of Figure 16.1, which he 
deduced for the daytime western hemisphere from diur
nal variation (24-h period) recordings of orthogonal 
Earth current measurements collected during the sec
ond International Polar Year (1932-1933) at a number 
of sites around the world. The directions of current flow 
were determined by taking the vector sum of the N-S 
and E-'vV currents measured at the various sites. Large 
errors could be expected because of the sparse number of 
stationscand the need, therefore, for large interpola
tions. 

A more recent picture has been provided by Mat
sushita and Maeda (1965a, 1965b; see also Matsushita. 
1967) from analyses of the worldwide geomagnetic field 
on a planetary scale. These authors performed a stan
dard separation (by means of Gauss' spherical harmonic 
expansion) of the external- and internal-origin field. 
Some of the re~ults are presented in Figure 16.2. Notice 
the obvious, substantial differences compared to the 
currents of Figure 16.1. However, even the more recent 
work is obviously unable to recognize the effect~, where 
important, of loc'llized anomalous conductors, such as 
mid-oceanic ridges.· or even the differences between 
ocean ba~ins and continents. In fact. spherical harmon
ics vary too smoothly to be able to account for such local
ized features, particularly if a reasonably limited num
ber of terms is used in the expansion (for recent reviews 
of spherical harmonic techniques, see Winch, 1981: 
Fainberg, 1983). 

The first 75 to 100 years of Earth current work pro
duced considerable debate as to causes and disagree
ments among researchers as to thf magnitude of the ef
fect at given times. Gish (193ea, W36b) noted thal 
better agreement between ir.Jependent measurements 
often occurred when relatively long lengths of wire were 
used. Today it is clear that such a situation could easily 
arise from experimental procedures such as improper 
grounding of a wire and an insufficiently high impe
dance in the measuring system (e.g., see Hessler, 1974). 
For example, in the work of Airy (1868) the wires were 
grounded to water pipes. which themselves obviously 
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FICURE 16.1 Planetary-seal .. distribution 
of telluric currents according to Gi,h (l!J36a. 
1936b) at 1800 GMT_ 

could carry currents flowing in the entire region over 
which the relatively short lengths of wire extended. In 
this case, the pipe network was the receiving "antenna." 
even more than the lengths of wire. Recent evidence of 
the effect of telluric currents. integrated over a plane
tary scale. has been provided by analysis of MAGSAT 
data. Langel (1982) reported an ~nalysis of the data in 
terms of separation. by spherical harmonic expansion. 
of the external- and internal-origin geomagnetic field. 
The analysis was done for different sets of data. depend
ing on the value of the Dst index (a mea~ure of the parti
cle ring current in the Earth's magnetosphere and. 
therefore, of the level of disturb!lnce of the geomagnetic 
fielc). Figures 16.3(a) and 16.3(b) show that the lowest 
order and degree terms (i.e .• dipole terms). denoted g/: 
and q~ (external and internal. respectively) change with 
the level of Dst. The internal term increases with de
creasing Dst. unlike g~. a consequence of the fact that 
induced currenl~ must flow in the direction opposite to 
the inducing currents. 

Summarizing. accurate knowledge of telluric current 
patterns in the Earth on a planetary scale still remains a 
basically open problem even though the subjcct has a 
long history. In additiOlI to the actual role of ocean wa
ter clOd sediments. largely unknown is the inPuenee of 
k<:alized conductivity anomalies (such a~ fold belts. 
mid· oceanic ridges. and trenches ?nd subduction zones) 
on s,-lch patterns. The current patterns will obviously be 
different for different periods t;r the external inducing 
field. The higher-frequency patterns will be highly time 
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variable because of the temporal and spatial variability 
of the external.origin fields. variabilities th-it are not ]'f .. 1 
amenable to accurate predktive hlodeling. Neverthe
less. given all the foregoing caveal~. we present in the 
following S<.'Ctions additional discussions of many of the 
relevant issues. as well as some implications for practical 
concerns. 

THE NATUHAL ENVIHONMENT 

The Physical Problem: I1ydro/flp'Y. Geolof.{:j. 
Geothermic's. and Tec/onic.y 

Except during a lightning strike to Earth. es.~ntially 
negligible electric current flows between the air and the 
ground (integrated over the Earth. the fair-weather 
current amounts to some 1000-2000 A). Therefore. the 
Earth's surface is a natural surface across which ek'Ctro .. 
magnetic COupling occurs via an e1t:ctrornal~netic field. 
• 'his implil-'S that it is possible in many ca<;<.'S to treat the 
coupling problem in terms of scalar potentials (at least 
for frequencies lower than those used in audio magneto
telluric studies). An attempt by Berdichcvsky and Fain
berg (1972. 1974) to evaluate. on a global scale. possible 
curren~s between ground and air suffered large uncer
tainties from the approximations USL.od. As noted briefly 
in the Introduction. the cause of telluric currents is ei
ther ek'Ctromagnetic induction by the time-varying geo
magnetic field produced by the iono~phcre aorl/or mag
netosphere or by water movement across th! permanent 
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• 'ICt'RE 16.2 (a) External ~q ~urrt'nt systems a\'eraged worldw;-le 
£or 0 month.\ (northern win~t'r; top left). E month.~ (l'quinox. to;) 
r4tht). lind J months (north"rn ,,,mm .. r. bOttom I.·ft). and thdr yearly 
ll\'eraR\.' (oottom ri~ht). The ('urrentintcnsity bctw<'en two con<ccu
U\'e lines l\ 2.') x I(}l A; the thick sol d cur\,,,,, in-:licate the zero-intcn~~' 
lines. Till' numbcrs near the C'<.'ntral dots are the totaleurrent intensi
tI"" of thl'St' \'orticu in units of 10 A. (h) Internal Sq ('urrent systems 
k\ .... ra£l'(i worldwide for 0 months (top left). E months (top ri!(ht)_ and 
J months (hottom l('ft). and thdr yt'ar l "II\'crop;c (bottom ri~"t). Notire 
the diSll)lm.·ment with Filo!Ute Ill. I ; th .. rotational sen.<;cs of the \'Orfi
d"" are oppositt'. This filo!Ure aduptt'd fmm Matsushita (1967). 

groma~etic field. Con.~idering only the former cau~, 
the lOfl~c.· the period of the time-varying field. the 
greater the depth in the Earth where the induced cur
rents ~an be expected to flow_ A quantitative criterion 
can be given in terms of ('!ectromagnctk induction in a 
half-space of uniform conductivity (note that this is a 
highly idealized. case that practically never occurs in l\."'-
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ality). The "skin depth" (i.e., the ~pth ~t which the 
external field is dam~ by a fllcoor lie) is gi\'~n ~y S -
O.S (T/u)o,s km, where is t~roud.uctivityin mhos/meter 
and T is the period of the ,'lUiation in S&.,\mds. A signal 
with period of about 24 h is ~1ler1illy belltwoo to have a 
skin depth of 600 to 000 bn (Hutton. 197th Gough and 
Ingham. 1983). (The skin-depth only pnwides, how
ever, a rough approximation of the <:wpth At which ac
tual telluric currents of a ~\'et\ period are flowing. In 
fact, the actual conductMty structure underground is 
most often a matter of ooiNderable indcrerminacy.) 
Saltwater has a conductMty of about 4 mh05lm. hy
drated sediments ha\'e a conductivity of ab'lut 0.1 mhol 
m, and dry rock has a ronductivity of ~bout 0.0001 
mho/m. Practically all ~ materials of the usual ge0-

logic environment (see. e.g., ACRES. 1975~ Keller. 
1966) can be placed betw-ren these extrenws. l"omo
grams by which T. <1, and S can be evaluated for differ
ent materials and for th~ "ActUal" Earth are shown in 
Figure 16.4. The conducthity of water is largcly af
fected by salinity (and to III minor extent by rempera
ture). The conductivity of soil is largely aff~ by the 
state of hydration. Porous matt-rlals and sediments can 
easily be hydrated (see below) by considernble Ilnlounts. 
Hence it might e\·tmtuallr be possible, by cl.cclromag
netic means, to distinguish materials of t'qual density 
but with different porositit..~ Ilfld henCe different hydra
tion (and electrical conductivities), tha.t cannot be dis
tinguished by seismic technique., 

The distributions of S«iiments. particuhuly impor
tant for shorter-period variations, should be considered 
on local or regional st'alt.'$, ~ause minor details in the 
distributions can be rdcvunt to telluric current flll\\,~ A 
worldwide pattet'n of~iiments has ~n given by 
Hopk~ns (reprodm.'t.-d in Green, 1977, and in GrelWri 
and Lanzerotti, 19S2). Fainberg (1980) provided a 
worldwide model map of the total conductivity of the 
water shell plus $edimt'ntary cover [Fi~lre 16,5(a)]. 
Such a map is the result of a more deulHtXl mapping 
given by Fainberg and Sidorov (19i8), For e:U!.mple. 
Figure 16.5(b) shows the conductivity profile for Eu
rope. Clearly shown are the sedimentary strudurt'S re
sponsible for the North G<'nnan conductivity anomaly 
and for the channdihg in the &ine Ba..;;in. The North 
German anomaly. with a dt'pth-intt'!!Talt.--d L'Unductiv •. 
ity >3000 mhos. ist'quinlll"nt to <: i50 m of seawater. 

Another physical factor affecting conducth·ity. and 
thus teliuric Cllrrt'nts. is t~m~tatllre. Sinl:.~ the temper
ature increases with (It-pth in the Enrth. tlw conducti\', 
ity is higher with increll..o;in~ depth. Howt.·\,<-'r. the dfect 
is not uniform; tht' lwat flux through the Earth's surf are 
is greater in rertuin ft·gi(ln.~ than in others. pro\'idinj:! 
thermal anomalies, Wht'nc\'Cr a larger Rt'Uthcrmal flux 
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nCURE 16.3 (a) ~ spherlcal hnno~ 
coefficient of lowest ~ &Iud ~dclc:rib
lng the majlIN!tlc fiNd uriglnatlng cstmW to 
the Earth. as II function of the f!IobaI Ost In
dex wed to descriM tM\poral variations ol 
the equatorial horl1.ontal m~1c: fMd rcla
th't! to magnetically qu!c:t da~'$. (h) The 
spherlc:al harmonic: c:oclflcltoZlt of loW(iSt de
gree and order describing the fiNd originating 
within the Earth as a function of tM I.,wast 
clegroe and order mlljtnetlc-fidd l.'Offfic:i<'Itt 
~riblnlt tM maft1Wt1c: field originating ~ 
tenlal to the Earth (adapt~ from lAnltd. 
1982). 
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occurs, there is an upward warping of isothermal sur
faces. In such a case, telluric currents of a given period 
will flow in shallower layers. A worldwide mapping of 
the geothermal flux averaged 0\'& a S° X 5° mesh (Fig
ure 16.6) has been provided by Chapman and Pollack 
(1975). (This map has largely been obtained using about 
5000 direct borehole measurements and, where un
avoidable, indirect information. For example, sin\.'C the 
heat £low from the ocean floor is a well-defined function 

of the floor's age, the £low can 00 ap~imatcd ewn 
whett it has not been directly mel\.~\tre i. Analogousl)\ a 
different function relatcs the contlnNlbU l: ~at flow to 
age.) 

Three additional aspects of the ronductlvlty structure 
of the Earth affect the flow of telluric rorrents-splltial 
gradients, temporal variations, and cha.nneling. 

The spatial gradients of telluric currents strongly d~ 
pend, in shallow layers. on geocilt'Ulk-ru composition, 
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FieURE 16.4 (a) Skln.m-pth 00-

mogram, Indicating d~th prulxd 
lIS a function of period and nUlt.,. 
rial conductivity. Rcpresentllth"t' 
materials for l(ivcn conductivlt it'll 
are shown, taken from the ACRl-:S 
report (1975), which WIL~ aduptt'd 
(rom Keller (1966). The «'ntflll 
solid line represents the sltln depth 
estimate for the actual Earth. lIS· 

suming a planar hal£.spaCl: of unl· 
form conductivity equal to thl.' con· 
ductlvity of the lowest (,VIl!Ulltt'd 
depth of pcnetration; the upper 
and lower solid lines are Clipluint:'d 
~Iow. The central line represents 
a lower limit on the d~th. Thl.' al· 
most equivalent dct·doshed lines 
have been drawn using thl.' modd 
of Achace 1.'1 al. (19S1). (h) Ex· 
{"",de<! version of the central por· 
,!on of (a), detailing the £kpth 
rllnge 100 I<m s S s 3000 \em. «') 
Profiles of the conduct"'ity (If the 
E .. rth "ersus depth: full line, 11<.'

cording to RokitYllnsky (1982): 
dam·dot line acrording to Achll<''t' 
t'l al. (1981). The 1inl~ IIbo\'O) lind 
~Iow the estimated Q\'t'f0gl.' pro
rut'S are indicative of the!l5 percen· 
til" probability error di.<tribution 
for the data of Rokit)'sll.\ky and of 
some Icvel of unCt'r!"inty in thll 
case of Achace et cd, Rokityansky 
shows that practically lIlI of th .. 
p~ious estimates of su('h a profile 
bv different authors basicallv fall 
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FIGURE 16.5 (a) Model maps of total conductivity of the water shell plus sedimentary cover. The Isollnes give the depth.lntegrated conductivlty In unltsofmhos. Theexoeptiona11y 
rolld lines are regioru of rapid gradicnt.~ in conductivity. From Falnberg and Sidorov (1978). (b) Expanded view of the European sector, from Falnberg and Sidorov (1978), where 
expanded models for other mglons of the world arc abo provided. 
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FICURE 18.6 Spherical harmonic repre
sentation (degree 12) of global beat flow &om 
observations supplemented by predictor. 
He=t-flow contour lines are In milliwatts per 
square centimeter. Adapted from Chapman 
and Pollack (1975). 

geological structure, and hydration. [Hydration in this 
context can be taken just in terms of water content (pro
ducing an increase in conductivity) or in terms of the 
formation of particular compounds (clathrate hydrates) 
that can decrease the conductivity (although there are 
no reports of this in the telluric current literature); see 
Miller (1974).] Deeper in the Earth, it is believed that a 
more or less thick layer of dry rocks (having reduced 
conductivity) is further underlain by layers of increasing 
conductivity, which is a function of the increasing tem
perature with depth. In such deep layers it has generally 
been assumed that the Earth becomes increasingly ho
mogeneous with greater depth. More realistically, how
ever, the increasing difficulty (if not impossibility) of 
recognizing spatial gradients at greater depths must be 
acknowledged. Differently stated, telluric currents as a 
means of remote sensing of the underground conductiv
ity provide ever-diminishing spatial (horizontal) resolu
tion with depth. 

The proolem of spatial gradients of the telluric cur
rents is also related to the state of knowledge of the spa
tial gradients of the external-origin inducing field. In 
fact, the diurnal and the lunar variation fields (Sq and L 
fields, respectively) have a planetary scale, albeit show
ing strong spatial gradients related to the auroral and 
equatorial ell .:>jets for quiet conditions (e.g., Sch
lapp, 1968; Riddihough. 1969; Greener and Schlapp, 
1979). For disturbed conditions, the planetary-scale de
scription still plays a relevant, though not singular, role 
(e.g .• Sato, 1965; Camp!>ell, 1976). Therefore, the ex
ternal-inducing source at these low frequencies can be 
approximately described in terms of a planetary-scale 
field, occasionally with strong spatial gradients. 

On the contrary, for higher frequencies (magnetic 
storms, geomagnetic pulsations) the source can often 
appear quite localize<i (see, e.g., Davidson and 
Heirtzler, 1968; Lanzerottietal., 1977; Southwood and 
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Hughes, 1978; Reiff, 1983) and is highly time dependent 
as well. At the Earth's surface the spatial extent of the 
source for pulsations (period of a few to a few hundreds 
seconds) is believed to be not smaller than the height of 
the ionosphere. 

Temporal variations in the Earth's conductivity 
structure can be caused by such effects as seasonal cli
matic changes affecting water salinity and temperature, 
ice extension, permafrost and hydration content, and 
tectonic processes. The tectonic processes can be either 
slow (i.e., those involving the geologic time scale), inter
mediate (as in earthquake precursors; e.g., Honkura, 
1981), or rapid (as in volcanoes). 

Channeling of telluric currents in specific, higher
conductivity regions i3 an actively debated area at 
present. Some recent research papers, without pre
sumption of completeness, include Lilley and Woods 
(1978), Babour and Mosnier (1980), De Laurier et al. 
(1980), Miyakoshi (1980), Srivastava and Abbas (1980), 
Woods and Lilley (1980). Camfle>! (1981), Chan et al. 
(198b, 1981b). Kirkwood et al. (1981), Kurtz et al. 
(1981), Siket al. (1981), Srivastava (1981), Thakuretal. 
(1981), Booker and Hensel (1982), DeBoer et al. (1982), 
Le Mou~l and Menvielle (1982), Nienaber et al. (1982). 
and-Summers (1982); see a.lso extensive review and dis
cussion by Jones (1983). The issue revolves around the 
interpretation of the measured telluric currents. Should 
the measurements at some gi\'en site be interpreted in 
terms of electromagnetic induction on a local (or in any 
case on a small-scale) spatial extent, or should they be 
considered as the result of a lar~-scnle (i.e., regional, 
continental, or planetary scale) induction phenomenon, 
whereby telluric currents are channeled from more re
mote areas within some relevant conducting body not 
far away from the recording siter While specific cases 
can be discus.sed (such as the NOr'ch German anomaly; 
see Appendix), a generally valid l'I.;ply is difficult to give 
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TELLURIC CURRENTS 

basically because (1) the planetary-scale response of the 
actual Earth in terms of telluric currents is poorly 
known and (2) the temporal and spatial scale of the ex
ternal-origin inducing field is often poorly known, par
ticularly for shorter-period variations represented by 
magnetic storms and geomagnetic pulsations. 

It is interesting to note that the current channeling 
was addressed early on in studies of telluric currents. 
Varley (1873) discussed current channeling from the sea 
in telegraph wires between the co&stal town of Ipswich 
and London. He also claimed that enhanced currents 
were seen in the line between Glasgow and Edinburgh, 
which connected the sea across the British Isle, as com
pared with a line solely on land. 

Summarizing, telluric currents depend on several 
physical parameters and, if properly interpreted, can be 
used for studies of the underground electrical structure 
at both shallow and great depths. It is important for tel
luric current studies to take Into more explicit account 
the relations of measured currents to the specific tec
tonic and geomorphological features of the regions un
der study. Approaches toward such a viewpoint have 
been presented recently by Hermance (1983). In gen
eral, such investigations can best be tackled by means of 
large arrays of instrumentation (Alab!, 1983). 

Shallow Telluric Cements 
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ductton zone. Similar effects have been reported by 
Honkura et al. (1981) for a small island in the Philippine 
Sea ("regular" co&st effect) end by Beamish (1982) for 
the island of South Georgia (Scotia Arc, South Atlantic). 
The threshold period discriminating between shallow 
and deep effects appears to be about 20 min in the J apa
nese area, a result obtained from a reinterpretation by 
Gregori and Lanzerotti (1982) of data pui>lished by 
Yoshimatsu (1004). 

Deep Telluric Currents 

The best recognized, by seismic waves, underground 
discontinUity-the Moho (see, e.g., global map pre
sented by Soller et al., 1932)-has no obvious correspon
dence in geoelectromagnetic phenomena. In fact, the 
behavior of deep telluric currents is largely controlled 
by the shape of the isotherms. An idea of the trend of 
such isotherm surfaces is given by Figure 16.8, which 
plots isocontours of the thickness of the lithosphere 
(Chapman and Pollack, 1977), based on the heat-flux 
results of Figure 16.6. Chapman and Pollack (1977) de
rived the lithosphere results by determining the depth at 
which both continental and oceanic gootherms intersect 
the mantle solidus. They showed this to be a consistent 
estimator of the depth to the top of the seismic low-ve
locity channel or of the thickness of the high-velocity lid 
overlying the channel. They identified the lid as synony
mous with the lithosphere. 

A similar discussion, limited to the Soviet Union, is 
given by Cermak (1982). Oxburgh (1981) presented a 
critical discussion of the method employed for such 
analyses. For thl sake of completeness, however, it 
should be noted that the concept of the Htllosphere is 
lactually more cohlplicated. Depending on the experi
mental observations used, four different definitions can 
be distinguished: the elastic or flexural, the thermal, the 
seismic, and the chemical or mineralogical (U.S. Geo
dynamics Committee, 1983; Anderson, 1984; Maxwell, 
1984). In the context of telluric currents. the thermal 
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Effects on shallow telluric currents (generally shorter 
period) can be found whenever a mineral has some re
markably different electrical conductivity compared 
with that of the surrounding materials. This gives rise to 
a localized conductivity anomaly that can be studied by 
means of a dense net work of recording instruments. 
Shallow currents have also been reported in several s_di. 
mentary basins, such as in the Seine Basin and in the -
northern German anomaly (see Appendix; for other ref
erences see, e.g., Gregori and Lanzerotti, 1982). Shal
low telluric currents are responsible for a component of 
the coast effect or magnetic signals, where the geometri
cal orientation of the magnetic variations at higher fre
quencies are correlated with the shape of the cOast. The 
coast effect has been reviewed by Fischer ,1979). 
Parkinson and Jones (1979), and Gregori and Lanzerotti 
(1979b). 

The difference between shallow and deep effects (the 
latter arising from local tectonic features) has been 
shown by Honkura (1974) for the Japanese islands (Fig. 
ure·16.7). At shorter periods, when the skin clep~h is 
shallower, the coa'>t effect reflects the coast shape, At 
longer periods. electromagnetic induction evidence sug· 
gests a dependence on the downward bending of the 
lithospheric slab where it approaches the Japanese sub-

. structure of the :leep Earth is likely the most relevant 
factor, with the chemical/mineralogical being the sec· 
ond. Hence. in this simple context. Figure 16.8 can pro
vide an idea of the depth where a high electrical conduc
tivity can be expected at a given site. A very general and 
approximate statement is that the thickness estimates of 
Figure 16.8 are in reasonable agreement with gl-'Omag
netic depth-sounding and magnetotelluric estimates of 
the depth of the "ultimate conductor": about 200 km 
below continents (cratons). about 100 km under stable 
continental areas. about 60-70 under rifts and grabens. 
and about 10-20 km (or even shallower) under volcanic 
areas and mid-ocean ridges. [A warning must be given 
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FIGURE 16.7 (II) The WAH value dim!. 
bulion in Japen for geomagnetic vwtioll.S 
COrrespondiilg to geomagnetic bays. The pro
rues AA' and BB' iuve been Investlgaood In 
det&!l, and their mulls are shovm In the rub
sequent figures. (h) i'uldmon vectors Along 
the pro!lle AA' of part (a), ftlf geomagnetic 
vmallom with pcr!-odof 00 min. Contours in· 
cl!cate the _ ck"Plh In l()l m. The Parldnson 
vectors are consistent with an !nterpretatlon 
In terms of an asthenosphere bending and 
deepening In the subduction zone. (e) The 
same as for profile AA' In part (b), but refer. 
ring to the profjle BB' . The downward bend· 
Ing of the asthenosphere In the subduetlon 
zone IIPpears much less pronounced In this reo 
gIoD. (d) Parkinson vectors on the Mlyalccjlma 
Island for periods (a> 120, (b) 60, (c) 30, (d) 
15, and (e) 5 min, respectively. The coast ef· 
feet Is quite evident at the shorter periods, 
whl" at the longer periods the effect of the 
bem\ng 0' the asthenosphere Is predominant 
over the ,.JS!t effect. 

The vecton appearing In the (b), (e), s.ld 
(d) sections of the figure I're "Parkinson ar· 
rows" or "vectors," defined In the following 
manner. Consider the deepest surfa!:e layer to 
which the Incident electromagnetic wave of a 
given period can penetrate. Consider a plane 
(the "Parkinson plane") tangent to such a sur· 
fatt>, directly beneath a given recording tite. 
Construct a line perpendicular to this plane 
and oriented downward. Project this line In 
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the horizontal plane: this is the direction of the arrow. The len~h of the arrow Is equal to the sine of the tUt oEthe Parklruon plane with respect to the 
horizontal plane. Therefore, a vanishIng Parkinson arrow Implies a horizontal Parkinson plane, a unit length arrow Implies a vertical Parkinson 
plane. A "normal" coast effect on an island srows that Parkinson arrows point outward from the Island. (For other details on "induetlon arrows" 
refer to the review by GTefs"Ori lind unzerotti, 1980.) Figure Is adapted from Honkura (1974). 

F1GURE 16.8 Thickness of the lithosphere 
derived from a spherical harmonic (12 de
gree) representation of the global heat flow 
(see Figure 16.6) and continental and oceanic 
geotherm families. Contours are in kilome
ters, with variable intervals. From Chapman 
and Pollack (1977). 
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here, however, that these depths are very approximate; 
tl-.e actusl structures &re generally much more differen
tiated Imd complex; see, e. g., Hermance (1983).J 

The problem of the deep electrical conductivity struc
ture of the Earth has usually been treated in terms of a 
concentric spherical shell model of the Earth, where 
each shell has a uniform electrical conductivity. Tha in
terested reader may refer to such classical treatments as 
Chapter XXII of Chapman and Bartels (1940), Rikitake 
(1986), Roldtyansky (1982), or Parkinson (1932) (a more 
concise treatment eM be found iIi Price, 1967). A simple 
but effective procedure was proposed by Schmucker 
(1970) whereby the Earth is simplified to a two-layer 
body having an insulating outer layer underlain by a 
conductor (he considered both nat and spherical Earth 
models). Using only the ratio of the horizontal to the 
vertical component of lhe geomagnetic field (at a pre
chosen frequency), Schmucker (1970) provided simple 
formulas by which the thickness of the insulating layer 
and the electrical conductivity of the underlying con
ductor can be promptly evaluated. By considering fields 
of different frequencies it is possible to evaluate differ
ent estimates of depth and conductivity. This "~ch
mucker inversion" technique, which often appears to 
agree with results obtained by means of other, more in
volved, methods of handling geomagnetic data, is a sim
ple way of treating the inversion problt>m-a difficult 
and much debated problem (e.g., Rokityansky, 1982; 
Hohmann, 1983; Parker, 1983; Varentsov, 1983; 
Gough and Ingram, 1983; Berdichevsky and Zhdanov, 
1984). 

INTERACTIONS OF TELLURIC CURRENTS 
WITH MAN-MADE SYSTEMS 

The natural telluric current environment can signifi
cantly affect man-made systems. Conversely, human 
technology can "pollute" the natural telluric current en
vironment. The mechanisms by which these interac
tions occur, as well as their modeling, are far from being 
understood satisfactorily and comprehensively. Geo
physicists have often viewed such interactions as an un
wanted, unnatural nuisance. Engineers have almost al
ways been concerned with thresholc!s of systerr, 
reliability and with a system's capability to react posi
tively to any sudden change in the natural environment, 
always on a strict basis of yield/cost ratio. Moreover, 
technological improvements have been progressively in
troduced within systems to ensure a higher and higher 
reliability (e.g., Axe, IOC..s; Anderson, 1979), so that it 
becomes difficult to compare effects observed on differ
ent systems in different years. 

Seldomly have man-made systems been viewed as sci
entific instruments that are useful for studying. the natu
ral environment. Often a man-made system can be 
considered part of the natural environment itself. Ceo
physicists can then imagine such large man-made tools 
as similar to specifically designed measuring instru
ments that, unlike laboratory instruments that are nor
mally presumed to negligibly affect the system, actually 
interfere with the natural phenomena. often quite seri
ously. Such huge and expensive man-made systems can 
allow, in principle, some complex experiments and 
measurements, which otherwise could not be carried 
out. For this reason this topic has particular scientific 
value, much beyond a matter of scientific curiosity or of 
a more or less minor nuisance affecting the operation of 
huge engineering systems. 

The literature on the subject tends to be rather sparse. 
However, five principal areas of interest can be consid
ered. These are discussed below; some of this material 
has been previously reviewed elsewhere (Axe, 1968; 
Lanzerotti, 1979a, 1979b, 1979c, 1983; Paulikas and 
Lanzerotti,1982). 

Communication Cables 

Historically, this is the best investigated and docu- . 
mented effect of telluric currents on technological sys
tems. In fact, after ~,e lightning rod, the telegraph was 
essentially the earliest of man-made electromagnetic de
vices in use. Subsequently, telegraph lines have been 
progressively supplanted by telephone lines, and sub
marine cables have supplanted the former radio Hnles 
between the telephone networks of different continents 
(e.g., Blackwell, 1928; Bown, 1930. 1937; Schp.lleng, 
1930). Even with the advent of communication satel
lites, cable systems are still of maj ... ,,: economic impor
tance for long-distance communications. 

The first detection of effects on a telegraph wire dates 
back to the years 1847-1852. The first observations ap
pear to be from England by Barlow (1849). As stated by 
Prescott (1866): 

M. Matteueci had the opportunity of observing this magnetic 
influence under a new and remarkable form. He saw, during 
the appearance of the aurora borealis of November 17, 1848, 
the soft iron armatures employed in the electric telegraph be
tween Florence and Pisa remain attached to their electro
magnetics, as if the latter were powerfully magnetized, with
out, however, the appdratus being in al~tlon, and without the 
currents in the battery being set in action. This Singular effect 
ceases with the aurora, and the telegraphs. as well as the bat
teries, could opt>rate anew, without having suffertld any alter
ation. Mr. Hig!lton also observed in England a very decided 
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action of the aurora borealis, November 17. 1848. The mag
netized neadle was always driven toward the same side, even 
with ml'ch force. But It Is in our own country that the action of 
the aurora upon tho telegraph.wlres has been the most re
markable •... In September. 1851 •..• there wes remark
able :u1'Ora. which took complete possession of all the tele
graph lines in New England and prevented any bWliness from 
being transacted during its continuance. 

The days betwean August 28 and September 2, 1859. 
were also quite remarkablfl, not only for some wonder
ful auroral displays (Clement, 1800; Hansteen, 1860; 
Prescott, 1860, 1866). Clement's (1860) book had ase!f· 
explanatory title: The Great Northern Light on the 
Night before 29 August 1859 and the Confusion oj the 
Telegraph in North America and Europe. According to 
Chapman and Bartels (1940). this aurora was seen in the 
Atlantic at a.latitude as low as 14° N, while in France 
800 V were induced on a wire over a distance of 600 km. 
From Prescott (1866): 

We have. however, the second yet more wonderful effects of 
the aurora upon the wires; namely, the use of auroral current 
for tranamt/ting and receiving telegraphic dispatches. This al
most Incredible feat was accomplished. . . on the wires of the 
American Telegraph Company between Boston and Portland, 
upon the wires of the Old Colony and Fall RI"er Railroad 
Company between South Braintree and Fa!1 River, and upon 
other lines in various parts of the country. . . . Such was the 
state of the line on the September 2nd, 1859, when for more 
than one hour they held communication over the wires with 
the aid of celestial batteries alone. 

Other studies of historical interest on telluric currents 
in communication cables are mentioned in the Appen
dix. 

In 1910 work was begun in Norway by Carl StBrmer 
of measuring the height of polar aurorae (St6rmer, 
1955). StBrmer used photographs taken simultaneously 
from two sites separat<ld by a few tens of kilometers. He 
was able to send a message of alert to his co-workers 
abont an imminent night of photographic wOck when· 
ever he measured disturbances in the local telegraph 
wires. 

A g:.,'cmagneti:: storm in Sweden in May 1921 (Ger
maine, 194~; S"nders, 1961) produced voltages of 6.3 to 
20V/km (i.e., 1 kV or moreover 100 to 200 km, with 2.5 
A, while the threshold for serious troubles was 15 rnA). 
A large magnetic storm on April 16, 1938, prodl!ced p0-

tentials of several hundred volts over local wires in Nor
way (Chapman and Bartels, 1940). 
- On March 24, 1940 (Germaine, 1942; Haran2;, 1951; 

Brooks, 1959; Sanders, 1981), a geomagnetic storm 
damaged the Norwegian wirelines (:s 50-60 V Ikm, 
- 600 V, > 4 A), while in the United States, mc.e than 
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500 V were estimated to have occurred siong some lines. 
Reports from two sites near Tromso, Norway. stated 

••. Sparks and permanent arcs were formed in the coupling 
racks and watch had to be kept during the night to prevent fire 
breaking out. . . . One line was connected to earth through a 
2 mm thick copper wire, which at once got red hot, corre
sponding to a current more than 10 amps (Harang, 1951). 

In the second half of the nineteenth century. Earth 
currents in submarine cables were rather extensively in- -
vestigated. Saunders (1880, 1881) and Graves (1873) re
ported some of their work, which included a cable be
tween Suez and Aden and a cable between Valentia and 
Newfoundland_ Wollaston (1881) concluded that his 
current measurements on a submarine cable across the 
English Channel resulted from tidal currents and re
lated an 1851 conversation with Faraday on the matter. 
The latter was quoted as quite enthused about this con
firmation of his earlier predictions. 

Axe (1988) listed several geomagnetic storm-induced 
,effects on submarine cables occurring in 1957-1967 (to
tal voltage drops range from 50 V to 2700 V for the dif
ferent occurrences). The largest voltage drop (Figure 
16.9) occurred across a transatlantic cable (equivalent 
to 0.75 V Ikm) at the time of the huge storm on February 
11, 1958. which produced a well-known spectacular au- . 
roral display down to low latitudes (Brooks. 1959: 
Winckler et al., 1959; Sanders. 1961; Akasofu et al., 
1966). It Is noteworthy that "the cable to Hawaii which 
originates about 140 miles north of San Francisco exhib
ited no major voltage swings" (Winckler et al., 1959). 

A major geomagnetic event on August 4, 1972, caused 
the outage of a continental cable in the midwestern 
United States. The outage has been investigated (Ander
son et al., 1974; Anderson, 1979) by modeling the tel-
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FIGURE 16.9 Output voltage of the power-feed equipment at the :, 
Oblln. Scotland. end of the Oban-Clareville. Newfoundhmd. cable. ~-.. 
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luric currents in terms of a compressed magnetosphere 
with magnetopause and magnetosphere currents elec
tromagnetically inducing over a three-layer conducting 
Earth. 

Summarizing, shutdowns in both land and sea cables. 
as well as fires, have been caused by telluric currents 
induced by geomagnetic storms, and suitable precau
tions have to be taken (Root, 1979) In order to attempt to 
avoid them. 

A singular example of man-made telluric current 
"pollution" occurred when a high-altitI1d:: nuclear 
bomb test produced perturbations in the Earth's radia
tion belts and geomagnetic field. As recounted in A:xe 
(1968): 

The disturbance was just detectable on the power-reeding 
voltage and current recorder charts on the Australia-New 
Zealand. United Kingdom-Sweden and Bournemouth-Jersey 
systems. On a circuit originally set up on the Donaghadee-Port 
Kail No.3 cable for the measurement of voltage due to water 
flow. the disturbance was clearly recorded. 

The data at the time of the event are shown in Figure 
16.10 (Axe, 1968). 

All the effects considered above refer to electromag
netic induction from ionospheric and magnetospheric 
variations. However. there are also effects on submarine 
communication cables related to water flows (tidal and 
otherwise). The problem has been extensively reviewed 
by Meloni et al. (1983); see later section. Less dramatic, 
although relevant, man-induced telluric current pertur
bations on land cables should be expected in heavily in
dustrialized or populated areas (e. g., Kovalevskiyet al., 
1961). 

Powerlines 

The historical record of powerlines being greatly dis
tributed or completely disrupted by geomagnetic storm~ 
appears somewhat less detailed than that for communi
cations cables. One interruption of service occurred on 
March 24, 1940, in New England, New York, eastern 
Pennsylvania, Minnesota, Quebec, and Ontario 
(Davidson, 1940; Brooks, 1959). As well. during the 
great geomagnetic storm of February 11, 1958, the To
ronto area suffered from a blackout produced by a geo
magnetic storm. Currents up to about 100 A were in
duced in some northern latitude transformers during the 
great storm of August 4, 1972 (McKinnon, 1972). In
duced currents on power systems in the auroral zone 
have been discussed by Aspnes et al. (WB1) and Akasofu 
and Aspnes (1982; see Figure 16.11). Some of the most 
detailed investigations aimed at establishing engineer
ing relations for power systems have been carried out by 
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FICURE 16.10 Effect of the Starfish explosion measured on thecen
ter-conductor volta~e of the Donaghadoo-Knil (Irl.h Sea) number 3 
cable. From Axe (1968). 
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FICURE 16.11 Simultaneous reoordinS(S of geomagnetic induction 
effectsobwrvt-d a.current surl(cs in a positive relay system alld an IIl1to 
transformer in a power sul"tation ncar Fairbanks. Alaska. un D,:ecm
ber Ill. 1!180 (from Aka",f .. and A,p"es. I!IR2). 
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Albertson and Van Baelen (1970). Albertson et al. 
(1970, 1973, 1974), ACRES (1975) (see also references 
therein), Boerner et al. (1983). and Pirjola (1983). 

The geomagnetic currents induced in a power system 
can produce problems of several different types (Albert
son et al .• 1973. 1974; review by Williams. 1979). first, 
the arbitrary differential relay operation in power dis
tribution systems during geomagnetic storms can pro
duce a judgmental problem; system operators are un
sure of whether the malfunctioning relay indication is 
an induced-current effect in a transformer or a real 
transformer malfunction. Second. the currents actually 
induced in the winding of a power transformCl· can 
result in half-cycle saturation of the transformer core. 
This saturation can produce fluctuations in the trans
former operation itself. This local heating can greatly 
shorten the lifetime of a transformer. 

Summarizing. the effects of induced telluric currents 
on power systems produce outages as well as damages to 
expensive transformers. Gorely and Uvarov (19S1) estI
mated that in the Norilsk region (Siberia) up to tens of 
amperes can be expected on power lines of 100 to ISO km 
length. Since SOO-kV transformers capable of with
standing even 3 to 4 A without saturating appear to 
cause problems for manufacturing (Sebesta. 1979). a 
way of avoiding such serious damage is to use powerlines 
oflimited total length (e.g., Akasofu and Merritt. 1979. 
suggest no more thanSOO km for Alaska). Pirjola (1983). 
from measurements made at four locations in Finland, 
concluded that currents of the order of 100 A lasting 
about 1 h should damage transformers. 

Pipelines 

Varley (lS73} reported that large Earth currents on a 
short length of telegraph cable in London appear to 
have been related to currents flowing on large. nearby 
gas pipelines. Studies of induced telluric currents on 
pipelines took renewed im!"' Jr;ance when the long. 
Trans-Alaskan pipeline (l Z: .' km lon5) was built. The 
effects of telluric currents appear to be of most impor. 
tam.d ill affecting electronic equipment related to oper· 
ational monitoring and corrosion control rather than in 
producing specific serious corrosion problems. 

Viewing a pipeline as a man· made part of the natural 
environment, it is noteworthy to mention the 30·A cur· 
rent reported by Peabody (1979) to cross the Panama 
Isthmus, from ocean to O\:ean, a current that also 
changes direction. Such specific currents can produce 
corrosion failures at some occall ."rminals of the pipe
lines, even before the pipelirw :s in operation. Such 
problems can be avoided most Simply by suitable sepa
rate ground connections (Peabody, 1979). 
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The Alaskan pipeline has been the subject of careful 
investigations. prinCipally because of its location across 
the auroral zone (Hessler, 1974). CampbeU(1978, 1979, 
1980) and Campbell and Zimmerman (1980) proVided a 
comprehensive account of the problem and concluded 
that the current 1 expected to flow within the pipeline is 
related to the geomagnetic index Aj, by the linear rela
tionship 1 ... 5.0 Ap - 0.7. Based on the statistics of 
occurrence of the Ap index (larger for greater geomag
netic activity). at least once a year about 600 A should be 
observed. SOO A should be observed at least once every 2 
yellrs. and 1200 A should be observed at least once e'/e.-y 
5 years. The dimensions of the Alaskan pipeline (diame
ter of -1.22 m, a mean wall thickness of -1.30 cm, a 
resistance per unit length of -2.S1 X 1O- 6 0/m, and an 
end·to·end total resistance of 3.6 0; Campbell. 1979) 
suggest that it is a large man-made conductor that is ca
pable of Significantly affecting the local natural regime 
of telluric cu rrents. 

Railways 

Pollution by artificially produced telluric currents as
sociated with railway operations have been Investigated 
from S(.'Veral viewpoints. Burbank (1905) reported the 
effects in 1890 of the South London Electric Railway on 
the Earth current records being made at Greenwich. 
The nuisance for geomagnetic observations of telluric 
currents associated with return currents from dc electri
fied railways has perhaps been the most Widely investi
gated effect (La Cour and Hoge, 1937; Rl)ssiger. 1942; 
Yanaglhara and Oshima. 1953; Mikerina. 1962; Yana· 
gihara and Yokouchi, 1985; Yanagihara. 1977). The 
spatial extent within the ground of telluric currents 
from railway operations has been investigated by Kova· 
Icvskiy et al. (1961) in thesouthem Urals. They detected 
telluric current pulser with periods between a few sec
ond~ and 20 minutes and a'Oplitudes of about 0.5 to 3 V I 
km. They found theeftects to dr('p off rapidly within 10 
to 15 km from the railway. although still being domi. 
nant over natural telluric currents at 30 km. and still 
detectable at 60 km (where he measurements stopped). 
Meunier (1969), following a previous investigation by 
Dupouy (1950). detected telluric current effects related 
to a specific operation (lowering and raising the panto
graph) of the Paris-Toulouse railway at 115 km distance 
from ',he railroad. This cfff.!ct, in fact, can sometimes be 
deweted on the magneto~rams from the Chambon·la· 
Foret observatory. An example of the effect is shown in 
Figure 16.12. Jones and Kelly (1966) det<.-cted Earth 
cllrrents In Montreal. clearly cor:elated wifh a dc pow· 
ered railway some 20 km distant. 

F. Molina (private communication. Osservatorio 
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FIGURE 16.12 Artificial Earth current5 (north.south directioll) 
mea..urlod (Fournier and llOAAiWl<'\. 1974) at Nozay (France) Dnd con· 
current fluctuations In the total rnas;nl'tic field mca,urlod alChambon· 
la.Foret. on opp""ite "Idtoi of the Paris-ToulollW clectrifilod railway 
line. 

Ceofisico Monte Parzio, Italy), in close examination of 
standard magnetogram rxords from the observatory at 
L'Aquila, has found a difference in the width of the 
trace deilCnding on whether the Italian railways are on 
strike or no •. In the former case, the Z-component trace 
is about a factor of 2 less thick than during normal oper
ations. The noise introdu(.'Cd appears to be about O.a nT. 
The closest railway is about 30 km away. 

A most impressive telluric current effect (Fraser
Smith and Coates, IH78; Fraser-Smith. 1981) in the San 
Francisco Bay area has been produced by BART (the 
San Francisco Bay Area Hapid Transit system). ULF 
waves (fn.'quency less than 5 Hz) are observcd. having 
energy at a frequency predominantly below about 0.3 
Hz. Their amplitude.~ are at lea~t tcn times greater than 
the natural background environment. i.e .• they are 
comparable with the levels reached during great geo
magnetic storms. The effect originated by BAHT ap
pears to occur over an area c,f ahout 100 kmz• 

A similar effect ha~ oc-cn detcctcd by Lowes (1982) in 
Newcastle upon Tyne (U.K.). produced by thc de rapid 
transit underground railway system. F. J. Lowe;, (Uni
versity of :-lewcastle upon Tyne. private communica
tion, 1985) also noted that when the system starts up in 
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the morning he can follow individual train movements 
over about 12 km of track before there is too muc .. su
perimposition of the signals. 

Co"osion 

Corrosion ill Ill'.'~ metal structures (In addition to 
pipelines) is signiticantly enhanced by the occurrence of 
telluric currents, presumably via electrolytic proce..ses. 
This is a well-known phenomenon to people routinely 
working on repairs of telephone cables or of pipes (for 
water or otherwise). Severe damage comes mainly from 
man-made telluric currents when the conductors are 
buried close to dc electrified railways or tramways. A 
simplt: insulating coating. provided that it has no holes, 
appears to be the best protection. The problem is dis
cussed to some extent by Peahody (1979). A much older 
reference (given by Kovalevskiy et al., 1961) is Tsiker
man (1960). The problem can exist also for buried 
powerlines that haw, unlike ~erial power lines, some 
relevant problems of heat flow (Salvage, 1975). 

APPLICATIONS OF lELLURIC CURRENT 
MEASUREMENTS 

Listing all possible applications of telIuric current 
measurements is presumptuous and almost impossible. 
A tentative scheme is given here. which. perhaps. can 
provide a first approach to such a complex topic. 

Detection oj Electromagnetic S/gnalt from Space 

The Eartl, {ircluding natural conductivity structures 
and mall-made systems, such a~ communication cables 
and powerlincs) can be treatt.'<i as a receiving antenna, 
useful for monitoring the external ori~in electromag
netic fields. Communication cables of varying length 
can provide information on the spatial scale a~ a func
tion of frequency of the external signal. S(''e Meloni et al. 
(1983) for additional dis::ussions of this point. 

Prospecting of Underground Structure., 

Prospecting of underground structure; is the most de
veloped application of telluric currents. The methodol
ogy is quite extensive. There are two principal ap
proaches. viz., Magneto-Tellurics (MT). which uses 
measurements of the two horizontal components of both 
the geomagnetic and the gl'1.Je1ectric fields, and Ceo
magnetic Depth Sounding (CDS). which uses rnea~ure
ments of all three components of the geomagnetic field. 
"Active" method~ (see. e.g., Keller. 1976; Ward. 1983) 
make use of man-made ek'Ctromagnctic field,. Such 
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methods are well suited for shallow prospecting but can 
hardly be applied to deeper layers. because of the skin
depth phenomenon. Such required long-period electro
magnetic waves cannot be generated practically. Long 
powerlines have been used for generating elt.'C.'tromag
netic induction fields for prospecting purposes (e.g .• 
Gill and MacDonald. 1961). 

A distinction should be made between prospecting 
techniques that use the static geomagnetic field of the 
Earth and techniques that use electromagnetic induc
tion effects. In handling the standard aeromagnetic and 
oceanographic magnetic surveys. whose purpose. are to 
understand the static fields, the time-varying fields re
corded at a ground-based site "close" to the area of the 
survey must be subtracted from the air or the ocean sig
nal. This introduces some err\,;s. whose actllal valut.'S 
are often difficult to estimate (e.g .• Reford. 1971)). The 
time-varying component from such surveys can he used 
for geomagnetic depth-sounding studies (Gregori and 
Lanzerotti.1979a). 

Deep-Earth Studie.~ 

Telluric currents are likely eventually to be important 
tools for prospecting the deep structure of the Earth, 
thus providing valuable complementary information to 
that provided by seismic waves. A great advantage of 
GDS methods is that. while many studies (.'oncentrate 
on magnetic storm events. the studies can also be carried 
out using inducing signals during more quiet tirnt'S. si~
nals that are always in existent-e. The use of induct-d cur
rents from natural electromagnetic waves for deep
Earth rt.'Search L~ being pursued actively in a number of 
countries, particulaply the So\ict ~nion. Ik'Ccnt rcviews 
include books by Rokityansky (HJ82). Patra and Mallick 
(E80). Parkinron (1982). and Bcrdichevsky and 
Zhdanov (1984). 

Tidal Phenomena and Water Flow., 

There are three types of tidtos: atmospheric. o(.'Canic. 
and solid Earth. Atmospheric tides generate a large part 
of the external-origin inducing field of long period: oce
anic tides produce a time-varying geomagnetic: field a~
sociated with water flows; and solid-Earth tick'S Cl!n 
similarly produce a geoma;;netic field ht.'Cause they can 
produce an eventual water flow that will produce a 
magnetic field. Theoretkal and observational a~,p{:ets of 
the phenomena have bt:cn discussed by Meloni e/ al. 
(1983). 

'Nilhin the past decade extensiv'! u~ of shorter under
seR cables (such a, those across the Dover Strait: e.g., 
Prandle, W78) has been made f()r studies of tidal osdlia-

~ 

12 18 24 
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f'CURE 16.13 Cable voltage on the Donaghadre·Port Patrick cable 
em a I(l~lm:1I."\t'ticall)' disturl",d day (from Prandle and Harrison. 
1975). 

tiens and water flow. Ca~les across theIrish Sea have 
been used for such studies (for example. Prandle and 
Harrison. 1975; Prandle. 1979). Geomagnetic distur
bances can affect the measurement capabilities and. 
hence. results of such a cabh-monitoring system. The 
data presented in Figure 16.13 are from chart record
in~ of the cable voltage on the Donoghadet>-Port Pa
trick cable on a day of geomagn.:tic disturbal'ces (Pran
dIe and Harrison. l!)75). The low-frequency variation 
in the voltage. spanning the record. is produced by tidal 
flow. The higher-frequency variations, produced by 
geomagnetic storm induction ofcurrent\ in the cable. 
obscure the variations in such a manner that the data 
cannot be used reliably for water-flow information on 
such a day. 

Earlier, Wertheim (1954). in studying water flow 
across the Florida straits using the Key West-Havana 
cable. found occa~ional rapid variations ill the cable 
voltage. He attributed these to geomag:1etic effects and 
tried to model them using magnetometer data from the 
San Juan Observatory. Re<.-ent work in studies of the 
Florida current were reportl-d by Larsen and Sanford 
(1985). 

Earth s Astronomical Motion 

The variation in the length of the day and the dis
placements of the positions of the geographic poles are 
among the most pr~ise and fascinating topics in 
geophysics and have now become a vast discipline. The 
problem. however. of a possil>le role of telluric currents 
in prodUCing a braking or an acceleration in the Earth __ 
roh'tion or in displacing the Earth's poles appears still 
basically unsohed andlor is not (:onsidered important 
by many. This is discussed in some detail by Meloni ci al. 
(1383) (and references therein). where also the possible 
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use of ". transatlantic communication cable is discussed 
as a p.:lSSible experimental device to detect such an ef
fect. 

In a similar fashion. magma chanlben in mid-oceanle 
ridges can be considered the natufal "~luivalent" of 
man-made submllrine communic .. Uun ~~b!es. The con· 

\ . 

;~--.. 

ductivities are such that the mid-AthmUe ridge is equiv-
alent to about 1000 5ltch cables in l)llraltel (see Gregori 
and unzerotti.19..i\2). 

EarthqtUJJ..cs. Volcanoes. and Geodynamics 

Since telluric currents are excellently suited for deetr An interestinlt communication t'~l~riment related to 
Earth im'eStigations, they are in principle also suitable artificial telluric currents was l't'ported by Fraser-Smith 
for monitoring long-scale time variations as well. The ct cl. (1977). They operated. as a trnl\'~tlitting antenna 
most im'eStigated aspect from this viewpoint is con· (using a simple cllr batrory), a circuit loop composed of 
cerned with earthquake precul'S( .... (e.g .• review by seawater encircling a small peninsuh\ in a nearly en-

~ ... 

Honkura. 1981. and references therein). A clear distin~ closed area. , 
tion 5hould be made among three different, possible l ~-
types of phenomena: (1) geomagnetic effects that can B' I leal Efj Is 1 
~resumably be said to ':>e "very shallow" and are likely W OR ('(" 1 

I related to piezomagnetism. following changes in local The response of living spedt'~ \1.) d~tromagnetlc .1 
I stresses in the upper crust. which is an effect strictly 10- fields (such £ield~ bein~ either MllOl\. ... hl~ for, or a con- ; 

I 

cal and can completely change in a distance of a few sequenee of. telluric currents) is t\ difficult but impor- I 
kilometers or less; (2) "shallow" effects that can be de- tant problem. Se\"er31 examples dil\"e\\~~ in the literll-f. 
tected by ground resistivity changes or by suitably short- ture include the indllCt~ curU\l<S il\ t\ ttt'l.' produced by ) 
period MT or CDS investigations: and (3) "deep" or geomagnetic fluctuations (F~r-Sl\\ith, 1978) and tht' 1 

f "v~ry drep" effects that can be most suitably detected by use of magnetic fields for orientation by aquatic bacte-. i j' \ 
, means of long-period CDS investiRUtion.~. This latter ria (e.g., Blakemore. 1975) and by mil(rating birds ~ i \ 

~ category of effects is more strictly related to telluric cur· (c. g .• Moore, I9TI: Larkin and Sutht'rhmd. 1977; Aler- I J ! rents than are the first two types of effect. stam and H\)gstedt, 1983: lkL~m I\nd Nichols, 19S·i).; 1 \, 
~ \ Additional possible applications in this area include Telluric currents could play Ii itlldn s\}m~control offish i f ~--......_ \' 
t /' (1) slowly varying effects correlated with geodynamic (e.g., ~~tt.19TI: Kalmijn, 1978; Brown ct al., 19i\); I 1 \ 
~:- - and tectonic features. (2) shallow ('(feels related to Fainberg. 1900; !-onare .... 1982). Mll.~etite crystn\s t j' ~ -. 
~ magma mi~ation in volcanic al"eas. and (3) the moni· have been reportt.'<i us isolated from " ~llllS in the )'t'I. 1 i ~ 
, toringoftempo~al variati~ns in un~(,~~\Indstmcturt'S 10\\':In tuna (Walk¢rt"t al .. 19,1'4). }\1:lumced DNA syn· It .. , 
~ as related to flUId extractlon (or retn)cchon). The sh~ll- thests has b...aen rt'llOttcd for hU\l111l\ hhroblasts expo-s~-d l~l 
I low effects could, howe ... er, possibly be bt>tter detcctl'\l to magncli~fit'ld !1"ctuation.<; with fft'quencies and am· (~ . > 

by use of man-made electromagnetic fields than by pliturles similar to many !-."'t'Oma,,-uI.'He O('CUrrences (U· i·' f means of natural £ields. Telluric currents are also wdl boff etal.. 1984). Thl'cntire aW3 is fn\U¢ttwith contr\)· i' . 
~ suited for investigating ocean·iJ )~tul1 and gcothcf' ull \"ersy, particularly that related to !nll..l.mclic effects. and ; I areas (see Law. 1983: Berktolci, : ::S'\). has been reviewed by Parkinson (lnS~) and commentlx\ I ' ~ " 
( on by Tbomson (l!k~). I 
'. ~ 

~ Communications 1\ 
~ •. . . CONCLUSIONS . ;-i \\ lthm the last 10 to 15 years su~'Sh.ons have bt.'t'll i . . 
~ made that a natural waveguide in the Earth's crust. Historically. tt'Uuric currents \\'t're intensively inws- ~ \ 
t compost.'ii of the insulating layer of dry rocks sand· ti~atl.-d in the second half of the nhwtt't.,'\th eoentury, par- I 
i; wiched llt,tween the upper hydrated cond'lcting and the ticularly bt-cause of their inflllt,nt,'S I.m Ion!"! telegrllph l 
~ underl~ingcondllcting hot layer, could be used for com- conductors (st'e Appt'ndix). Th" intrinsic difficultie$ el\- l 
i. mllnication purposes. This suggestion. howe"'er, dot'S collntered in obhlining fllnd~ Illt'l\tal understandin~, , 
~ ~ot st'e~), t~ hav~ been fol~owed by any ~no\'.-n ap~lk<l' ba.~ic~lly rt'lntt-o to the sevt'ml ,'nlt~(\" lh:lt can be COft'- ! 1 
t' hon. EXl..~mg lIterature 15 referen~>d III Gregorl\\nd SIX "Sible for the (\b..~'r\'t.>d dft'Cts. \hl."mra~ geophys, Cl l I Lan:wrtltti (1982). A practical problem is certainly l't)\\- ici"ts from pursuing such inwsti~;\tiollS Vigorously. j. \ 

ft. Ct'nit.-Q wi~h the spatial nonuniformity of such a wan..... Howcver. with ft'Spc:'d to a century a~).large impnwl'< Ii. f ~Iide. the width and depth of which is undouhtt'<.l\y ments have bt't'n nUl,1e in 1\ numlx'f of llrt'as. inclndill)t .~ k 
,~ widdy varying (e.g. compare a cratonic area with 1\ rt'C()rding tl'Chniqut'S. dl'll..~ity of .wailable observations. I' 
K. mid·()(""t'lUlic ridge area) and is essentially unknown in international data exchl\ngt'S, l'i.'111I'Htational iacilitit's, I' .. ·. 1--___...", 
1i mam' re~~:ions. mathematical nlt'thodol()~it.'S •• md '~I~ral geoph\'sir.\l . 
~5 • • , . 
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understanding. Hence, research in this area would ap
pear to be !)Oised for achieving significant new under
standing. 

investigations using. and studyit\\t, the telluric cm'
rents suffer from three principal drawbacks: (a) the spa
tial coverage by the recording equipment is often too 
sparse compared to the extent and tpatial gradient<; of 
the phenomena under investigatlon~ (il) there is not gen
eral agreement on the experiment and analysis metho
dologies. often leading to difficultit"S when comparing 
the results from different investi~.ltions~ and (c) the use, 
within the general understandinlt of deep geophysical 
structures, of the information pro,·id.-d byelectromag
netic techniques is often neglected, it is hoped that these 
deficiences will be ameliorated in future telluric current 
work. 

Telluric currents are a relevant l~rt of our electro
magnetic environment, both as l\ ron.'lequence of the 
time-varying naturw. electromagnctie field and as a con
sequence of moving seawater, Hutnlln intl"sactions with 
telluric currents and their relatt.'<l clft'cts are definitely 
important, even though such intl'rac..-tions are only in
completely understood. A considl'rnhle effort on )tt'O

magnetic source characteristics Ilnd E~rth conductMty 
characteristics are required before a satisfactory snd 
comprehensive understanding can be achieved. The 
critical role of telluric currents within the geophysical 
environment, encompa.o;singsuch I\~as the Earth's as
tronomical motion. to current chal\ll('ling. to eventual 
implications for ocean-water moHlln, still appears as a 
challenging frontier. As well, fllrtht.'r ..lS.WSSltlents must 
be made on the actual role of tell urk currents. as well u..~ 
of the geomagnetic fit.'id in toto. on hlologlcal systems. 
The field is multidisciplinary ,md f'l..~inating. Substnn
tial achievements can be expected in the near future, 
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APPENDIX: HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 

A selective sketch of the historical development of the un
derstanding of telluric currents follows. It is essentially Impos
sible for the present authors to attt'mpt to give full justk-e to all 
author~ of the m<>-~t re<--ent invl'Sti!!ations. It is particulllrly dif
ficult to evaluate these recent works in a historical context. 
For more extensive general aspects of the subjl.'<:t lind for re
cent Uterature references. the interested reader should refer to 
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Dosso and Weaver (1983). A recent excellent re'vlcw of pri
marily American worle is contained in Hermance (1983), 
whlle Roldtyansky (1982) and Berdichevsky and Zhdanov 
(1984) contain many references to Eastern literature, 
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First reported measurement of geomagnetic declina
tion and dip in London (as c:llicus£ed, for ex:ltnple, in 
Malin and Bullard, 1981: Barraclough, 1982). For 
the early history of geomagnetism, including the 
works of Gilbert and Gauss, refer also to Mltc.'tell 
(1932&, 1932b: 1937), Ch&pman (1963), Mattis 
(1985, Chap. I), Parkinson (1982, Chap, 6), and 
Merrill and McElhinny (1983). 
First modeling of the geomagnetic field by Gilbert's 
(1600) terrella (Malin, 1983). 
Davy (1821) suggested the em1ence of Earth cur
rents that, he argued, could be rcspoIl-~ble for varia
tions in the geomagnetic declination (Burbank, 
1905). 
Faraday (1832) envisaged for the first time the exis
tence of induced currents in water, related to water 
flows and tides. He also attempted, without success, 
to detect, from the Waterloo Bridge, such currents 
flowing within the Thames. Gauss (1833) reported 
the first measurements, on May 21, 1832, of the ab
solute value of the geomagnetic field (Malin, 1982). 
Barlow (1849) made the first observations, in En
gland, "on the spontaneous electric currents ob· 
served in the wires of the electric telegraph ... 
Matteucci detected induced currents in the telegraph 
wire between Aorenc-e and Piss, while Hlghton ob
served the same effect in England (see section on 
Communication Cables). 
Similar effects were reported in the United StQtes. 
A telegraph line in the United States wa, reported 
operated by means of the natural induced currents 
during geomagnetic disturbances on September 2. 
Lamont (1862) reported one of the first experiments 
to specifically address Earth <. ,lrrents (carried out in 
the Munich Alps). 
Experiment by Airy (1868) on two wires of 13 and 16 
km from Greenwich. 
Secchi (1867) reported measurements on two almost 
orthogonal telegraph lines of lengths 58 km (Rome
Arsoli) and 52 km (Rome-Anzio). 
The Electrical Congress, meeting' in Paris, re<:em· 
mended that certain short lines be set apart in each 
country for the study of Earth current phenomena 
and that longer lines be used as frequently lIS possible 
(Burbank,I905). 
Four complete years of l'CCOrds on two telegraph 
wires in Germany (!'~2 and l~~O km) investigated by 
Weinstein (1902) and Steiner (1908). 
Blavier (1884) recorded. for 9 months, Earth poten
tials on five long telegraph lines extending from 
Paris. ranging in length from :WO to 390 km. Sec also 
Counil etai. (1983). 
Shyda (1886) reported an Earth current stud), on the 
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1909 
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1913 

1917-
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1918 
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land line plus ocean cable route from Nagasaki, Ja
pan, to FUS811. Korea. 
Schuster (1883, 19(8) performed the flm InvestIga
tions on the diurnal variation of the geomagnetic 
field. He concluded that the origin Is external, that 
the Earth must have an upper layer les.<: conducting 
than that deep in the Interior, and he propo--.ed the 
"suggestive cause" of tidal motion in the atmosphere 
for the origin of the observed diurnal variation. 
Two orthogonal Earth current lines, - 15 km each, 
were established at Saint·Maur·des·Fosses Observa· 
tory southwest of Paris (Moureaux, 1895, 1896; 
Bossler, 1912; Rougerie. 1940; Counil et 01., 1983). 
Moureaux (1893) found that theeast·west Earth cur· 
rents in the Paris basin were "exactly" correlated 
with the H-component of the geomagnetic field (i.e., 
the horizontal, north-south component), while this 
did not appear to be true for the north·south Earth 
current and the declination (east· west horizontal) 
geomagnetic field. This was the first reported detec
tion of what Is now Interpreted in terms of telluric 
currents channeled east·west in the Seine basin from 
the Atlantic Ocean. 
Burbank (1905) provided a comprehensive bibliog. 
raphy on Earth currents. 
Van Bemmelen (1908) found that geomagnctic 
storm sudden commencements (sse's) have opposite 
signs at Kew (close to London) and at St. Maur (close 
to Paris). He correctly explained this in terms of elec· 
trlc currents flowing in the English Channel. 
Schmidt (1009) investigated geomagnetic storms at 
Potsdam and at the Hilf Observatory (13 km south of 
Potsdam). 
Van Bemmelen (1912, 1913) investigated the lunar 
period magnetic variation at 15 observatories. 
Terada (1917) and Dechevren (1918a, 1918b) inves· 
tigated Earth currents in Japan and in England (Jer. 
sey). respectively. 
The British Admiralty succeeded for the first time to 
detect electro-magnetic disturbances related to sea· 
water flows (Young et al., 1920; figure reported in 
Chapman and Bartels. 1940) . 
Chapman (1919) performed a systematic (and still 
quite valuable) analysis on the diurnal magnetic var· 
laHon at 21 observatories, based on records collected 
In 1905. 
Bauer (1922) reviewed the status of Earth current 
studies. 

Somc historical points of interest in the pa~t 60 years include 
the following: 

1923 Chapman and Whitehead (1923) appear to have 
been the first investigators to be concerned with in
duction effects associated with the auroral elcetrojct 
(a localized current system). They erroncously con· 
c1uded that geomagnetic storm effects at low lati. 
tudes are produCt.'<i by Earth currents induced by the 
auroral clcctrojct. 

1927-
1928 

1930 

1931 

1936 

1949 

1950 

1953 

. 1954 

1955 

Baird (1927) and Skey (1928) detected for the first 
time (at W&theroo in Australia and at Amberley and 
Christchurch In New Zeruand, ~ve!y) t.."le in
tersection of what is now called the Parkinson plane 
(ree, e.g., Gregori And Lanzerotti, 1980) witD the 
DZ plane (i.e., the vertical, east·west oriented 
plane). 
Chapman and Price (1930) reconsidered the Chap
man and Whitehead (1923) analysis and clearly 
stated that "the ~orm·time variations of the geomag- . 
netic field I'n low latitudes cannot be due to currents, 
Induced either the Earth or in a conducting layer of 
the atmosphere, by varying primary currents in the 
auroral zones." 
Cooperative project between the U.S. Coast and Ge· 
odetic Survey, the Carnegie Institution of Washing. 
ton, and the American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company initiated at Tucson magnetic observatory 
to study Earth currents. 
Bossolasco (1936) detected for the fim time (from 
measurements performed at Mogadiscio, Somalia, 
during the second International Polar Year, 1932-33) 
what is now called the Parkinson plane. 
De Wet (1949) attempted a numerical computation 
of the induction effects In oceans taking into account 
the coastal shapes. 
Ashour (1950) estimated the decay time of induced 
telluric currents within oceans. Constantinescu 
(1950) discovered what is now called the Parkinson 
plane and draw a plot, which is quite similar to a 
Wiese plot (see, e.g., Gregori and Lanzerotti, 1980). 
Rikltake nnd Yokoyama (1953) clearly stated the ex· 
istence of the Parkinson plane. Banno (1953) de
tected for thc first time the coast effect on Earth cur· 
rents at Memambetsu (Hokkaido) • 
Fleischer (1954a, 1954b. 1954c) hypothesized an 
east· west electric conductor 70 to 100 krri deep be
neath Br",men. Kcrtz (1954) stated that it cannot be 
lower than 80 km. Bartels (1957) estimated a depth 
of 50 to 100 km. Schmucker (1959) estimated a cylin
der 63 km in radius, 100 km deep. Porstendorfer 
(1966) estimated high conductivity (0.2-0.5 mho/m) 
Jown to 10 krn depth, an In.mlntor (0.0001 mho/m) 
down to 100 km, a cor.duetor (0.1 mho/m) between 
100 and 130 km. an insulator (0.0001 mho/m) be· 
tween 130 and 400 km. and 0.1 mho/m underneath. 
Vozoff and Swift (1968) reported a sedimentary 
layer (1.0 mho/m) 6 km decp in North Germariy (8 
sites from Braunschweig to Luebeck). The North 
German conductivity anomaly Is now believed to be 
principally produced by surfaee.hydrated sedimen· 

. tary layers that channel clcetric cnrrents from thc 
North Sca ea~tward to Poland. This is a classic exam· 
pie of how difficult the inversion (interpretation) 
problcm is for geomagnetic measurements. 
Rikitakc and Yokoyama (1955) appear to be the first 
authors to use the term "eoa.~t effect." In theorcti· 
cally calculating a model of dectromagnetic indue· 
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lion in a hemispherical ocean. they noted an en· 
banced magnetic field close to the coasts. 

1958 Milnsurov (1958) U5!!d the term "coastal effect" In 
analyzing geomagnetic measurements made at 
Mlmy Station, AntQrctica. 

1959 Parldnson (1959, 10021. lOO2b. 1964), in a series of 
classic papers. analyzed in detail what Is now called 
the Parkinson plane for geomagnetic measurements. 
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Acid rain. role of lightning in generation of. 
76.91 

Acoustic waves. 52-56. 58-59 
Aerosols 

dispersion. 154, 157 
effect on Ion depletion, 152, 160 
from volcanic eruptions, 168-170. 175, 

181.187 
in lower atmosphere. 168. 181 
in mesosphere. 188 
in upper troposphere. 168 
nature of. 152-153 
stratospheric. morphology of. 168 

Air·earth current, 176-177, 180, 206. 215-
216 

Aircraft 
downdraft threat to. 84, 93 
gust front hazard to. sa 
lightning strikes to, 42, 44. 61, 64-65. 69 
protection of from lightning, 61 

Arctic haze events, 168 
Atmosphere 

" 

electrical structure of; 6-8, 159-162, 194, 
222-223 

nitrogen fixation In. I. 70-75 
overturning In. 82-84 
preblological. trace gases In. 75-76 
radioactive gases in. ISO 
refractive effects of. 55 
role of lightning in cheml5try of. 30. 70-

77.91 
study recommendations on. 16-20 
thermal structure during thunderstorms, 

55-56 
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1ft also Lower atmosphere: Middle atmo
sphere; Upper atmosphm 

Atmospheric-electric fog effect. 153. 158. 
164 

Auroral oval. 196-197, 203 

B 

Blunt.probe technique. 189-190 
Broadband antenna 5YStem. lightning signa. 

tuw measurement with. 33 
Buildings. lightning protection for, 66-67 

C 

Canada. lightning detection networks In. 28-
29.62 

Camcgre curve. 155. 216. 226-227 
Cloud scale charge separators. 4-5. 114 
Clouds 

acid generation in. 76. 91 
acoustic wave scattering by. 53-54 
all·water. 131. 
altostrlltus. 173 
anvil. 107 
artificial chaff seeding of, 141 
breakup cllllr"lng in. 118. 126. 128-129 
charging m~'Chanisms in. 4-6. 13. 114-

130. 132-139. 141-142 
chemical .. £feets of lightning on. 30. 70-77. 

91 
cirrus. 173 
convcc!l\'c charging, 114-129. 132. 142. 

144 

cumulonimbus. 4, 207 
cumulus congestus, 136 
diffusion charging in,:>. 115-116. 128-129 
drift charging In,S, 11e:..ll7, 125-126, 

128-129 
drop charging In, 120 
electrical development of. 131-145 
electrified. 91, 127 
inductive charging in. 119-121. 127-129. 

133-134. 137-139. 141-142 
Interfece charging In, 121-124. 128-129 
Isolated cl\TU5. 131 
mari:lme, 142 
mesocyc\one wall. 42 
noctilucent, 183, 188 
non Inductive charging In. 134-135, 138-

139. 141. 143 
particle charge of. 100. 105. 115-129. 140 
selective Ion charging in. 117-118. 126, 

128-129. 135-137 
slab. 141 
stratocumulus. 124. 136 
stratus, 131, 173 
thermoelectric charging In. 121. 128-129. 

134 
thunder Inside. 54 
turrets. 127 
warm. 99. 126. 129. 142 
... e a/.o;o Cumulus clouds; Thunderclouds 

Communication cables. telluric current In. 
.teractlon with. 243-245 

Commu:Jications. use of waveguide In 
earth's crust for. 249 

Condensation. relative to air motion. 84 
Conductivity 

aerosol density effect on. 173 
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atmospheric. 170-176. 178-179.188-192. 
197. 206-2D'1 

Hall. 214 
ionic. 158 
Pedersen. 214 
lee 0180 Telluric currents 

Contact potentl&ls. 121-124. 135. 142 
Convection 

as a cloud.sca1e separator. 114 
charge currents for. 10.2 
Inthun~o~.4.81-82.84-8S.95.97. 

99. 102. 109-110-
role in cloud particle growth. 132-133 
theories of electrification. 110 
lee also Downdrafts; Updrafts 

Corona 
charge. 5. 92. 10-3-104. liD. 127 
currents, 94-95, 119. 136, 211 
discharge. 1.93. 101. 133. 139.141. 178. 

210. 
lee also Hydrogen geocorona 

Corrosion. telluric current enhancement of. 
247 

Cosmic radiation 
atmospheric Ionization by. 6. 150, 164. 

167. ISO, 184. 189-190.206,213,215 
latitudinal variation In. 1~ 

. Cumulus clouds, charge separation In, 114-
129 

Currents, see Alr·earth current; Corona, cur· 
rent; Earth currents; Lightning cur· 
rents; Maxwell currents; Telluric cur· 
rents 

Cyclones. positive CG lightning associated 
with. 43 

D 

Deep-earth studies, use of telluric currents 
for, 248 

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program. 
23-25 

Dlfterentlal reflectivity polarization radar 
technique, III 

Diurnal variation, 6,155-157,177.207,210, 
213, 216, 226. 233 

Doppler radar. thunderstorm observations 
with, 14, 94, 100, 10-3, 109 

Downdrafts 
role In thunderstorms, 84-85, 87, 93, 127, 

136, 142. 207 
threat to aircraft, 8-1, 93 

E 

Earth currents, 232; see also Telluric: currents 
East Coast Network, 33, 62-63 
EI Chichon. ae.olsols from eruption of, 9, 

169-170, 175 
Elu:trlc field meters, bnlloonbome. 93 
El.:ctric fields 

anthropogenic influences on, 178-179 

characteristics of. 217 
density. 158 
fluctuations caused by turbulence. 154 
Interactions with upper atmosphere. 203-. 

204 
lower atmospheric. 176-181 
mapping of. 191 
melllUrements. 94-95 
over oceans. 210-211 
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hail stage In. 5. 120-124. 126-129 
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Electrode effect, 153. 158, 160-161,.164 
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End of storm oscillation, 93, 109 
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thunderstorm characteristics In, 95-96. 99 
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rate over oceans, 151. 164 
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vertical variation of, 150-151 

Ionosphere 
characteristics of. 10-11. 195-197 
conductivity of. 197,206 
dynamo region, 11. 197-202.224 
electric field effects on, 203 
ne"atlve effects of ma"netic fluctuations 

In, 204 
potential variations, 155-156 
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Laboratory simulation of thunderstorm eiec· 
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ModeWmodding 

Langmuir LaboratMy for Atmospheric Re-
search. 90 

Lidar obIervatJons of atmospheric aerosols. 
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Ughtnlng 
acoustic radiations from. 43-60; aee also 

Acoustic waves; Thunder 
anomalous triggers. 37; see GUo Ugbtnl"g, 

triggered 
attachment process. 31-34. 68-69 
benefits from. 30 
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charge tranxfer. 42. 44. 62. 64. 66 
chemical effects of. 30. 70-77. 91 
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measurements of. 41. 48-50. 95 
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_ seawater, 31-35 Lower tropmphere. conductivity variations 
pith lenoth. 2~ 30 In. 178-179 
phenomenology. 23-29. 61-62 
physics of. 15. ~. 61-62 
positive. 2. 15. 31-40. 42-44. 64-65. 69 M 
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PrecIpitation Magnetosphere 
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return stroke, 3. 31-36. 38, 41. 43-47. 49. 226 

62 dynamo region, 11. 198-199.202.224 
role In evolution of life. 76 openinglln. 198 
MteIllte observations of. 23-24. 74. 228 plasma convection. 198-199 
JeUOMI variation of. 23-28. 41-44 .tudy of. 30 
signatures. 33 Magnetospheric tail. 198-199.204 
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time domain fields. 32-36 Maxwell currents. 5. 104. 138. 157. 162. 
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Ughtnlng channels conductivity. 171 
acoustic reronstructlon of. 57-58 electric field. 94-95. 105 
development. 30 In-cloud. 105 

I ~gyo~3.30.50.53.56-57.74. 76 ion density. 174-175 
formation of Individual pulses from. 51 lI(dltnlng current. 32-36. 43. 46. 48 
propagation effects of acoustic pulses mass spectrometric. 185-189 

from. 51-57 of atmospheric electrical variables. 158 
spark. 49. 51 of current flowing from thunderstorm I temperature. 46-47. 50. 70-72 areas. 207 
tortuosity. 48-51. 57 of electric field. 12. l!i2 _ 

Ughtning currents of global.scaie phenomena. 152 

I continuing. duration of. 44. 107 of Il)ncspheric potential. 16t.. 228 
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peak. 3. 30. 34. 41. 45-46.62. 64 fields. 227 I rise times. 4. 15.35 of planetary boundary leyer. 149 
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density. 25. 27. 61-62 185-186. 188 

I negative. processes of. 31-40. 64-65 of thunderstorms. 93 
rates. 2. 23-29. 228 particle velocity. 104-105 

Lower atmosphere thunder. 503-59 
aerosols In. 1M. 181 Mcsocyclones In thunderstorms. 85 
electric fields In. 176-181 Mesosphere I 
electrical coupling between upper atma- aerosol content of. 188 j 

sphere and. 224-227 dust particles in. 188 I 
electrical struc~ure of. 166-182; Bee also electric fields In, 192 ! Lower stratosphere; Troposphere Ionization sourCf:; in. 6. 9. 184. 189-190. I ion production In. 167 213 

i Lower positive charge centers. 92 nitric oxide ('I)n~'-:ntration In, 9. 184. 213 
Lower stratosphere ozone in. 190 
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Middle atmosphere 
aerosol role In, 183 
atmospheric constituents of. 183 
conductivity of. 18&-192 
electric fields In. 191-192 
electrical structure of. 9-10. 183-194 
ion chemistry In. 185-188 
ionization sources In. 184-185, W2 
nes:atlve ion composition of. 186 

ModeWmodeling 
electrical structure of planetary botondary 

layer. 159-162.222-223 
general circulation, 223 
Improvements needed In, 222. 228-229 
of convection currents. 161 
of electrical development of clouds. 131-

145 
of electrode effect. 160-161 
of global atmospheric electricity. 217-224 
of Ion composltion of middle atmosphere. 

187-188 
of planetary boundary layer. 218 
of telluric currents. 233 
of thunder. 51. 53-57 
of thunderstorms. 207-210, 223 
one-dimensional, 138-140, 159 
parallel plate, 137 
regional. 223-224 
three-dimen.~ional. • 42- 143 
turbulence. 160 
two-dlmen.~ional, 14(",142 

Mount San Salvatore, lightning studies at, 
41,43 
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New Mexico, thunderstorm characteristics 
In. 95-96. 99 

Nitrogen fixation, 1.70-75 
North America. lightning location networks 

In. 28-,29 
Nuclea. power ,planl •• ionization from. ISO 

o 

Oceans 
electric field over, 210-211 
ionization rate over, 151. 164 

Oklahoma 
analy~is of tornadic ~torms in, 43 
positive CG Hghtnin~ in. 43-44 

Oscilloscope. lightning signature mea.mre
ment with. 3.'3 

Ozone in me<ospherp • 190 
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Pipelincs, telluric current interaction with. 
246 

Planetary boundary layer 
atmospheric elIX1ricity in. 149-16.'; 
convectior:J current. in. 161- 162 
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effect of global electric circuit on, 153. 
218.222 

effect on falr-weether electrical circuit. 
162 

ion physics and balance in. 163-164 
ionization In. 8, 150-U'il 
meteorological structure of, 159-160 
research needs and applications, 162-164 
turbulence, 8. 1~?-ISO, 153, 157 

Point discharge. 92 
Polar cap absorption, 184 
,Pollution. conduct.lvlty, or .columnar resis

, tance as monitors of, 163-164 
Power lines/systems 

lightning protection for. 62. 67 
telluric current interaction with. 245-246 

Precipitation 
charge carried by. 93. 100-103. 114. 126. 

140 
convecth'e, 84 
effect of lightning on, 94. 104-105, 107. 

1:2 
elt>ctrlc currents for. 102 
modeling growth of. 143 
relative to air motion. 84 
theories of electrification. 97. 100-102. 

110 
Pulsations, 203 
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Radiation, see Cosmic radiation: Radioac
tive gases: Radioactivity 

Radiation belts. atmospheric ionization by, 
185 

Radio Interferometers. lightning observation 
with. 36-37 

Radioactive gases In planet .. !)· boundary 
layer. ISO 

Radioactivity. ground., atmospheric ionin
tion by. ISO. 172,213 

Railwa>,.;, telluric current interaction wit'!. 
246-247 

Rainfall 
from electrified douds. 91 
relationship to li~htning n ... ,h rates. 27. 42, 

45: see also Precipitation 
Riming, 99. 120-121, 123, 127-!~. I:>", 139 
Rockets 

conductivity measurements with, 189 
electric field measurement with. 192 
lightning triggered by, 37-39 
mass ~pectrometric analysis using. 185 

Rocky Mountains, thunderstorms over. 42-
43.45 
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Satellite:> 
li>thtDing observation oy. 13, 2.'3-25 
ob<er\'atiorsof magnetosphl'ric conwetion 
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optical detectors In. 23-25. 74 
radio detectors in. Z5 

Schumann resonallCel, 209 
Snowstorms. electrification In. 99 
So!ar activity. atmOJpheric ionization by. 

167. 171-172. 18-4 
Solar flares. 196 
Solar Lyman-alpha rac!iation. 9. 184-185. 

189-190 
Solar proton events, 9. 167. 179-180. 184. 

191-192 
Solar wind, 195. 197-202 
Sonde,lon ~Ity, 174 
Space charge. 153-154. 163. 178 
Storms 

convective. 95-97, 99.103 
detectiUl of downhursts in, 93 
magnctic, 184. 202-204. 213. 226. 244-

246 
studies, of. 58 
tornadic. 43, 84-85, 87-88 
see aL,", Snowstorms: Substorms: Thunder

storms 
Stratosphere 

electric field reductions in. 179-180 
mass spectrometric analysis of, 186 
morphology of aerosols in, 168 
sulfuric acid content of, 175, 180, 187 
;emperature characteristics of, 183 
Rl'. "!so Lowl'!' $tratosphere, 168 

Suhstorm •• 202. 226 
Sulfuric acid ;~ stratosphere, 175. 180. 187 
Surge protectors. 3.'S 
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Telh.ric currents 
applications of mf"dStIrements of, 247-249 
biological dfect, of. 249 
cau.<e5 of. 232. 234-235 
lhanneling of. 240-241 
dcc.'P. 241-243 
fal'lors afk""inl( flow of. 236-237 
hL,torical dc .... :"pment of underst.anding 

of. 254-2.56 
int .. raction, with man-macJe systems. 1-2. 

12.243-247 
monitoring earthquakes. volcanoes. and 

J,lcodynamics With. 249 
natural environml'nt of. 12.234-243 
OCt·anic. 23.'3 
patl<·rns. 234 
planetary se .. le d;,trio·llion. 23.'3-234 
mil' of in ('han~;ng .. arlh's a,\tronomical 

motion. 248-249 
shallow. 241 
study diffkultie> with. 250 
uS(' in "·molt·-",,",in,, of undt'rgr:>tInd con

ductivity.240 
Thl·rmalgradi('nt. vertical. 55 
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Thunder 
acowtlc recordings of. 42 
clap formation. 51 
distance heard. 56 
Inside clouds. 54 
measurements. 56-59 
modt:ls of. 51 
power spectrum of. 52. 56 
produced by mulUple-stroke lightning. 50 
ranging technique. 57-58 
ray trzcing technique. 55-57 
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signature. 50-51. 57. MJ 
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charge I~ .. tion. 58-59 
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dipolar nature of. 5. 9-1-00 
electrification of. 5. 90 
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Initial electrification of. 92. 97. 99 
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lightning evolution in. 107-109 
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modeling. 160 
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United States 
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